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Executive Summary – Quick Recommendation
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Current and Historical 
Situation Market Situation Recommended Action

HISTORY

Cumulative Loss Ratio = 105%

CONTRACT VARIABLES

Currently Has a 50% Rate Cap 
and No New Laser Renewal 

Protection

BEST FIXED-PRICE OPTIONS

 Florida Blue: +36.8% (+$303K)

ONGOING CLAIMS

5 Ongoing Claims Projected 
for 2020:

$925K - $1.8M

MARKET RESPONSES

 2 Quoted & 8 Declined
 2 Declined to provide a 

Firm quote

 Decline Reasons:
 Uncompetitive compared 

to current rates
 Historical and Ongoing 

Large Claims
 Florida Blue projects the 

top claimant at $2 million 
for this year. After two 
stem cell transplants there 
has been no 
improvement.

 Renew with Florida Blue 
(HM) as the stop loss 
carrier

 Consider moving to a 
higher deductible level for 
fixed cost savings

 The Monte Carlo and 
benchmarking show a 
potential savings of $12k 
in savings at the $325k 
deductible option. If the 
client is comfortable with a 
bit more risk, this would be 
a good option.
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The Impact of High-Cost Medical & Rx Claims 

Current market conditions 
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High-cost claims continue to escalate in both frequency and severity, with 1.5% of 
members driving over 42% of total costs. As a result:

 Top carriers averaged 22% 
increases across their block, up 
from 16% in 2017

 Per NAIC data, carrier loss ratios 
are running at 81% compared to a 
70%-75% target

 Claimants over $3M+ have 
increased in prevalence by 140% 
since 2015

 Carriers’ focus is now on profitability 
instead of revenue growth and they 
are more selective in cases they 
quote

 Top carriers replacing leadership with 
actuarial and underwriting talent as 
opposed to distribution

 Carriers are tightening up on contract 
terms, including raising rate caps 
and/or removing rate caps

 Carriers are taking a deeper look at 
eligibility related to a reimbursement 
to ensure all documented leave 
policies were followed

 Select an option with a rate cap 
and no new laser guarantee, 
even if the fixed costs are higher

 Consider deductible level 
changes to align with your 
overall risk tolerance strategy

 Ensure that all leave and 
eligibility policies are 
documented and followed

Markets continue to harden Carrier reactions What can you do about it?
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Historical Plan Performance 
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Historical Plan Performance 2017 2018 2019
Stop Loss Carrier Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM)
Specific Deductible $300,000 $300,000 $300,000 
Aggregating Specific $148,750 $100,000 $100,000
Specific Contract Basis Paid Paid Paid
# of Lives 1,641 1,661 1,688
PEPM Specific Rate $23.87 $30.14 $38.88
PEPM Aggregate Rate $1.47 $1.63 $1.82
PEPM Aggregate Factor $1,082.41 $1,165.75 $1,334.80
Aggregate Corridor 125% 125% 125%
Aggregate Contract Basis Paid Paid Paid
Commissions 0% 0% 0%
Laser Detail
Number of Lasers 0 0 0
Total Laser Liability $0 $0 $0
Premium Vs. Claims
Total Paid Premium $498,995 $633,240 $617,216 
Total Paid Specific Claims $471,549 $670,688 $695,766 
Annual Loss Ratio (reserves not included) 94% 106% 113%
Cumulative Loss Ratio 105%
Target Loss Ratio 75%
Claimants over the Deductible (may differ by 
year)
Claimant 1 $787,975 $556,436 $1,049,408
Claimant 2 $432,324 $501,513 $346,358
Claimant 3 $0 $492,091 $0
Claimant 4 $0 $420,003 $0
Claimant 5 $0 $300,646 $0
Additional Information: Current Yr. LR & Claims thru:

6/30/2020
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Clinical Assessment 
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Indian River County Board
Renewal Date: 10.1

Administrator: FL Blue
SL Carrier: FL Blue/HM

Claimant Details Relationship Diagnosis 
Category

Paid Dates 
Reviewed Group Spec

Current Paid in 
Reviewed 

Period

Projected 
Low Cost

Projected 
High Cost

1

Neuroblastoma undergoing 
chemotherapy and immunotherapy. 

Received a stem cell transplant in 
Sept/2019 and again in 

October/2019. Frequent lengthy 
hospital admissions related to 

complications from chemotherapy.

CH Neoplasms 10/1/19-6/30/20 $300,000 $1,060,578 $250,000 $550,000

2
Hemorrhage stroke with an 

emergency air flight. Termed 
07/2019.

EE Nervous System 10/1/19-6/30/20 $300,000 $346,358 $0 $0

3

Rx only. Cystic Fibrosis, Type I 
Diabetes. Approx. 40k month in RX. 
Implemented specialty pharmacy 

program for additional savings as a 
result of inquiry.

CH Respiratory 10/1/19-6/30/20 $300,000 $262,800 $325,000 $500,000

4

Skin Cancer with metastasis to 
lymph nodes and lower limb. 
Undergoing chemotherapy. 

Multiple IP hospital admissions 
related to cancer complications.

EE Neoplasms 10/1/19-6/30/20 $300,000 $259,738 $200,000 $400,000

5 Cancer on the gums and mandible. 
Also treated for foot ulcer. EE Neoplasms 10/1/19-6/30/20 $300,000 $213,238 $150,000 $350,000

Notes:
Projected costs are for the 10/1/2020 - 9/30/2021 policy year.
Ongoing projections are made based on information obtained from available reports and 
paid dates listed. Case and claimant information may be limited or fail to reflect current 
status which could impact the projected amount listed. Reviewed all claimants.
Updated
: 7/27/2020
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Marketing and Risk Evaluation
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Financial Assessment Current Renewal Option 1
Carrier Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Symetra

Quote Status Current Quoted - Firm Quoted - Firm
Coverage Included Med, RX Med, RX Med, RX
Contract Basis Paid Paid 24/12
Enrollment 1,688 1,688 1,688
Specific Deductible $300,000 $300,000 $300,000
Aggregating Specific Deductible $100,000 $100,000 $100,000
Total Fixed Cost $824,419 $1,128,057 $1,616,429
Total Laser Liability $0 $0 $200,000
Total Attachment Point $27,037,709 $30,267,123 $28,391,012
Maximum Overall Liability $27,962,128 $31,495,180 $30,307,441
Change from Current
Max Fixed Cost Change % 37% 96%
Fixed Cost Annual Change $ $303,637 $792,010
Max Liability Change % 13% 8%
Max Liability Annual Change $ $3,533,052 $2,345,313
2nd Year Renewal Protection (No New Lasers/Rate Cap)
Renewal Protection Included Yes Yes
Rate Cap Maximum % 50% 50%
Max 2 Year Specific Fixed Cost
- if Rate Cap Applies $2,820,142 $4,041,072
3rd Party Contractual & Risk Assessment
AM Best Financial Rating A
Stop Loss Carrier Block Size $636M
Coverage Equivalency Rate Calculation
PEPM Rate (Actual ISL & ASL) $40.70 $55.69 $79.80 
Additional Notes
Markets Declining: Anthem, ISU, PACE, QBE, Swiss Re, TM HCC, TMS Re, TRU

Market DTQ Reasons:  Ongoing claims activity
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Marketing Detail – Florida Blue Renewal Options
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Option Current Renewal Option 1 Option 2

Carrier Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM)

Proposal Status FIRM FIRM FIRM

Individual Specific Stop Loss Coverage
Individual Specific Deductible $300,000 $300,000 $325,000 $350,000 
Aggregating Specific Deductible $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 
Contract Paid Paid Paid Paid
Coverage Med, RX Med, RX Med, RX Med, RX
Enrollment 1,688 1,688 1,688 1,688
Fixed Cost
Composite Specific Rate $38.88 $53.66 $47.95 $44.53 
Annual Specific Cost $787,553 $1,086,937 $971,275 $902,000
Terminal Liability Option (TLO) / Months No No No No
Commission 0% 0% 0% 0%
Administrative Fee (No Rate Impact) 5% 5% 5% 5%
Aggregate Stop Loss Coverage
Maximum Reimbursement $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 
Margin 125% 125% 125% 125%
Contract Paid Paid Paid Paid
Coverage Med, RX Med, RX Med, RX Med, RX
Composite Aggregate Rate $1.82 $2.03 $2.06 $2.08 
Annual Aggregate Premium $36,866 $41,120 $41,727 $42,132 
Composite Aggregate Factor $1,334.80 $1,494.23 $1,498.71 $1,503.20 
Annual Attachment Point $27,037,709 $30,267,123 $30,357,870 $30,448,819 
Laser Liability
Total Laser Liability $0 $0 $0 $0 
Annualized Combined Coverage
Fixed Cost $824,419 $1,128,057 $1,013,003 $944,132 
Maximum Overall Liability $27,962,128 $31,495,180 $31,470,872 $31,492,951 
Change From Prior Year
$ Fixed Cost Change $303,637 $188,583 $119,713
% Fixed Cost Change 37% 23% 15%
$ Maximum Overall Liability Change $3,533,052 $3,508,744 $3,530,823
% Maximum Overall Liability Change 13% 13% 13%
No New Laser Rate Cap Coverage
2021 Rate Cap % 50% 50% 50% 50%
Maximum 2 Year Fixed Cost $2,820,142 $2,532,506 $2,360,330 

Value to Change Deductible = (Renewal Simulated Reimbursements - Alternate Option Simulated Reimbursements) - (Renewal Fixed Cost - Alternate Option Fixed Cost)
Simulated Average Number of Claims 4.5 3.9 3.3
Simulated Average Reimbursements $926,984 $824,501 $737,988

Value to Change Current Deductible/Carrier (negative is savings) N/A ($12,571) $5,072 
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 All proposals are firm and final.  Please provide renewal election and signed 
proposal, if applicable, no later than the following date: 8/21/2020

 Provide signed proposal by: 8/21/2020
 Leave of absence policy needed 
 Please supply updated SPDs/PDs/Plan Amendments and wrap documents once 

available 
 Confirm if there are any vendor changes (RX, Admin, Network, UR).  Please note 

this could have a material impact to the rates and/or factors 
 Confirm if there are any known acquisitions/divestitures.  Stop loss carrier 

approval is required in order to extend coverage 

Next Steps Checklist to Secure Coverage 

s:\filepath
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Stop Loss Renewal Analysis
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Benchmarking 

Appendix

Monte Carlo

Additional Information
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Benchmarking 
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Individual Deductible Adjusted Composite Rate
$50,000 $216.67
$100,000 $152.07
$125,000 $131.39
$150,000 $111.90
$200,000 $73.74
$250,000 $63.32
$300,000 $50.90
$350,000 $44.09
$400,000 $32.57
$500,000 $23.32
$750,000 $12.03

$1,000,000 $10.97
*Composite Rate Adjusted to a "Paid" contract basis for comparative purposes.

Benchmarking based on Lockton Complex Claim Specialty Practice Book of Business
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						Indian River County

						10/1/20

						Lockton Series

						Hospital Client		No

																																																																																																																														$822,954.00		$27,912,610.00		ERROR:#VALUE!

						Market Check List		Proposed Admin

Wood, Jeff: Enter who the proposed administrator is for each quote		Policy Year		Enrollment										Specific Coverage Terms												Specific Rates										Aggregate Coverage Terms

Wood, Jeff: The Monte Carlo cannot be used for anything other than 12 month contracts - MC will always be on an annualized basis.

Therefore you must select the closest applicable contract so you can provide MC results on an annualized basis.
												Aggregate Rate										Aggregate Factor										Other Contract Features

Wood, Jeff: Wood, Jeff:
Enter Rate Cap % or NONE
																												Specific Coverage Included		Aggregate Coverage Included		Commission		GA %		Annualized Interface Fee

Wood, Jeff: If given PEPM please calculate the Annualized Cost

Only enter numerical values. 		Admin Fee

Hsieh, Sean: *THIS IS NOT AN OVERIDE FEE*
Should apply to currently fully-insured or level-funded case only

Client service team must provide		Fixed Cost Adjustments
(Enter Total Annual Adjustment)								Laser
Liability

Wood, Jeff: Formula will calculate automatically based on laser inputs
		Fixed Cost Change from Current

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		Max Liability Change from Current

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		Status		Request Firm Proposal?

Wood, Jeff: Rank for order of Pricing Grid / Monte Carlo		Policy and Monte Carlo Options

Wood, Jeff: Rank order you want to appear on Pricing Grid/Monte Carlo

Note only options 1-9 will load in MC.
		

Wood, Jeff: Enter who the proposed administrator is for each quote																																																																																																																																Market Risk Ranking

Wood, Jeff: Rank order you want to appear on market risk		Contract Based Laser

Wood, Jeff: Enter Contract Laser Basis

Ex: 12/12						Lasers

Hsieh, Sean: Enter dollar amount of lasers		

Wood, Jeff: The Monte Carlo cannot be used for anything other than 12 month contracts - MC will always be on an annualized basis.

Therefore you must select the closest applicable contract so you can provide MC results on an annualized basis.
																																																																																																																		Proposal Notes

						Carrier						Single /
Composite		EE + Spouse		EE + Child		Family		Total		Specific Deductible		Aggregating Specific
Deductible		Specific Contract Basis 
(for Monte Carlo)		Specific Contract Basis 
(for exhibits)		# of Policy Months		Run-In Limitation		Single /
Composite		EE + Spouse		EE + Child		Family		Composite
Rate

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		Aggregate Contract Basis (for Monte Carlo)

Wood, Jeff: The Monte Carlo cannot be used for anything other than 12 month contracts - MC will always be on an annualized basis.

Therefore you must select the closest applicable contract so you can provide MC results on an annualized basis.
		Aggregate Contract Basis ( for exhibits)

Wood, Jeff: This Contract type will show up in the renewal packet exhibits.  Enter actual contract type (ex: 6/6, 24/18…etc.)		Number of Policy Months

Wood, Jeff: Enter how many months the policy is for
Ex: 3, 6, 7, 12, 18		Aggregate Corridor		Agg Max Reimb		Run-In Limitation		Single /
Composite		EE + Spouse		EE + Child		Family		Composite Rate

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE												

Wood, Jeff: Wood, Jeff:
Enter Rate Cap % or NONE
		Single /
Composite		EE + Spouse		EE + Child		Family		Composite Rate

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		Rate Cap %

Wood, Jeff: Default is None.  IF there is no rate cap this must be None…do not enter 0% unless you legitimately have a 0% rate cap		Domestic Reimb %

Wood, Jeff: This applies to hospital groups only		Retirees Over 65 Covered		Retirees Under 65 Covered		Cobra Covered		Aggregate Accommodation		Aggregate Accommodation Rate

Wood, Jeff: If cost of Agg Accommodation is included in overall rate leave blank		TLO?

Wood, Jeff: Does the proposal include TLO or not?		TLO # Months Run-Out

Wood, Jeff: How many months of run-out included?

Enter number of months.		TLO Rate

Hsieh, Sean: Rate for TLO coverage

If Rate is included in ISL/ASL leave blank		TLO Months for Cost Calculation AFTER Termination

Wood, Jeff: Only use if TLO is charged at termination:

How many months contribute to the cost calculation of TLO		TLO Cost

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		Experience Refund Option

Wood, Jeff: Does the proposal include an experience refund option/dividend?		Gapless Coverage

Hsieh, Sean: Only applicable to 12/18 and 12/15 contracts

														Adjustment 1		Adjustment 2		Adjustment 3		Total Adjustments																Laser 1		Laser 2		Laser 3		Laser 1		Laser 2		Laser 3		Laser 4		Laser 5		Laser 6		Laser 7

		0		0		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue		2017-18		1,641								1,641		$300,000		$148,750		Paid		Paid		12				$23.87								$23.87		Paid		Paid		12		125%		$1,000,000				$1.47								$1.47		$1,082.41								$1,082.41		NONE				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00				N/A		Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%												$0.00		$0		N/A		N/A																																0

		0		0		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue		2018-19		1,661								1,661		$300,000		$100,000		Paid		Paid		12				$30.14								$30.14		Paid		Paid		12		125%		$1,000,000				$1.63								$1.63		$1,165.75								$1,165.75		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00				N/A		Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%												$0.00		$0		N/A		N/A																																0

		Current		Current		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue		2019-2020		1,685								1,685		$300,000		$100,000		Paid		Paid		12				$38.88								$38.88		Paid		Paid		12		125%		$1,000,000				$1.82								$1.82		$1,334.80								$1,334.80		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00		No		N/A		Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%		$0.00										$0.00		$0		N/A		N/A		Current				Current		Current																								0

		Renewal		Renewal		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue		2020-2021		1,685								1,685		$300,000		$100,000		Paid		Paid		12				$53.66								$53.66		Paid		Paid		12		125%		$1,000,000				$2.03								$2.03		$1,494.23								$1,494.23		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00		No		N/A		Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%		$0.00										$0.00		$0		36.8%		12.6%		Quoted - Firm				Renewal		Renewal																								0		1,126K		Florida Blue (HM)		Quoted - Firm				36.83%

		Option 1		0		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue		2020-2021		1,685								1,685		$325,000		$100,000		Paid		Paid		12				$47.95								$47.95		Paid		Paid		12		125%		$1,000,000				$2.06								$2.06		$1,498.71								$1,498.71		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00		No		N/A		Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%		$0.00										$0.00		$0		22.9%		12.5%		Quoted - Firm				Option 1																										0		1,011K		Florida Blue (HM)		Quoted - Firm				22.87%

		Option 2		0		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue		2020-2021		1,685								1,685		$350,000		$100,000		Paid		Paid		12				$44.53								$44.53		Paid		Paid		12		125%		$1,000,000				$2.08								$2.08		$1,503.20								$1,503.20		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00		No		N/A		Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%		$0.00										$0.00		$0		14.5%		12.6%		Quoted - Firm				Option 2																										0		942K		Florida Blue (HM)		Quoted - Firm				14.52%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Admin]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Admin]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 1]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Berkley				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Berkley		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Partners				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Partners		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		TM HCC				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		TM HCC		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		HM				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		HM		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		ISU				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		ISU		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Optum				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Optum		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		50%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		PACE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		PACE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		QBE				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		QBE		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Sun Life				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Sun Life		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		40%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		40%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Swiss Re				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Swiss Re		0				-100.00%

		0		Option 1		Symetra		Florida Blue		2020-2021		1,685								1,685		$300,000		$100,000		24/12		24/12		12				$77.58								$77.58		24/12		24/12		12		125%		$1,000,000				$2.22								$2.22		$1,401.61								$1,401.61		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00						Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%												$0.00		$200,000		96.1%		8.4%		Quoted - Firm						Option 1								$500,000																1		1,614K		Symetra		Quoted - Firm				96.07%

		0		0		Symetra		Florida Blue		2020-2021		1,685								1,685		$350,000		$100,000		24/12		24/12		12				$66.51								$66.51		24/12		24/12		12		125%		$1,000,000				$2.47								$2.47		$1,412.69								$1,412.69		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00						Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%												$0.00		$150,000		69.5%		8.2%		Quoted - Firm														$500,000																1		1,395K		Symetra		Quoted - Firm				69.48%

		0		0		Symetra		Florida Blue		2020-2021		1,685								1,685		$400,000		$100,000		24/12		24/12		12				$57.52								$57.52		24/12		24/12		12		125%		$1,000,000				$2.71								$2.71		$1,421.67								$1,421.67		50%				Yes		Yes		Yes														$0.00						Med, RX		Med, RX		0.00%		5.00%												$0.00		$100,000		48.0%		8.1%		Quoted - Firm														$500,000																1		1,218K		Symetra		Quoted - Firm				47.99%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Symetra				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00																								$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Symetra		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		45%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		45%																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																				$0.00		$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0		0		Voya		0				-100.00%

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0

		0		0		Voya				2020										0																						$0.00																						$0.00										$0.00		NONE																						$0.00				N/A																						$0		-100.0%		-100.0%																																0						0



						Coverage Details		2017-18

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		2018-19

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		2019-2020

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE

																																																																																								

Wood, Jeff: If cost of Agg Accommodation is included in overall rate leave blank		

Wood, Jeff: Does the proposal include TLO or not?		

Wood, Jeff: How many months of run-out included?

Enter number of months.		

Hsieh, Sean: Rate for TLO coverage

If Rate is included in ISL/ASL leave blank		

Wood, Jeff: Only use if TLO is charged at termination:

How many months contribute to the cost calculation of TLO		

Wood, Jeff: Formula - DO NOT CHANGE		

Wood, Jeff: Does the proposal include an experience refund option/dividend?		

Hsieh, Sean: Only applicable to 12/18 and 12/15 contracts

										

Wood, Jeff: If given PEPM please calculate the Annualized Cost

Only enter numerical values. 		

Hsieh, Sean: *THIS IS NOT AN OVERIDE FEE*
Should apply to currently fully-insured or level-funded case only

Client service team must provide		Stop Loss Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)

						Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000

						Aggregating Specific		$148,750.00		$100,000.00		$100,000.00

						# of Lives		1641		1661		1685

						PEPM Specific Rate		$23.87		$30.14		$38.88

						PEPM Aggregate Rate		$1.47		$1.63		$1.82

						PEPM Aggregate Factor		$1,082.41		$1,165.75		$1,334.80

						Aggregate Corridor		125%		125%		125%

						Contract Basis		Paid		Paid		Paid

						Commissions		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%



						Historical Information

						Premium vs. Claims

						Total Premium Paid		$498,995.28		$633,239.64		$617,215.50

						Premium Paid Through Date		9/30/18		9/30/19		6/30/20

						Total Paid Specific Claims		$471,548.66		$670,688.18		$695,766.10

						Claims Paid Through Date		9/30/18		9/30/19		6/30/20

						Loss Ratio		94%		106%		113%



						Claimants over the Deductible- enter total paid amount

						Claimant 1		$787,975		$556,436		$1,049,408

						Claimant 2		$432,324		$501,513		$346,358

						Claimant 3				$492,091

						Claimant 4				$420,003

						Claimant 5				$300,646

						Claimant 6

						Claimant 7

						Claimant 8

						Claimant 9

						Claimant 10

						Claimant 11

						Claimant 12

						Claimant 13

						Claimant 14

						Claimant 15

						Claimant 16

						Claimant 17

						Claimant 18

						Claimant 19

						Claimant 20

						Total Claims		$1,220,299		$2,270,688		$1,395,766



						Reimbursements

						Pending Reimbursement 1

						Pending Reimbursement 2

						Pending Reimbursement 3

						Pending Reimbursement 4

						Pending Reimbursement 5

						Pending Reimbursement 6

						Pending Reimbursement 7

						Pending Reimbursement 8

						Pending Reimbursement 9

						Pending Reimbursement 10

						Total Pending Reimbursements		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

						Reserves		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00



						Next Steps																		Selection / 
Order

		0				Proposals are illustrative and require updated claims.  Final terms may include change to rates and/or terms and lasers may apply																																				1

		0				All proposals are firm and final.  Please provide renewal election and signed proposal, if applicable, no later than the following date:																																				2

		0				Updated large claimant report needed through: 9/30/2017																																				3

		0				Updated monthly enrollment/claims report needed through: 9/30/2017																																				4

		0				Provide signed proposal by:																																				5

		0				Census submitted did not include all eligible participants.  Please provide a final census including Active/COBRA/Disabled/Retirees/LOAs/New Hires																																				6

		0				If changing stop loss carriers, a signed disclosure statement and additional requirements may be needed.  Please refer to proposal documents/contingencies for additional information																																				7

		0				Provide completed disclosure statement																																				8

		0				Leave of absence policy needed																																				9

		0				Please supply updated SPDs/PDs/Plan Amendments and wrap documents once available																																				10

		0				Please provide any client administrative, address, subsidiary/affiliate changes necessary for application paperwork																																				11

		0				Confirm if there are any vendor changes (RX, Admin, Network, UR).  Please note this could have a material impact to the rates and/or factors																																				12

		0				Confirm if there are any known acquisitions/divestitures.  Stop loss carrier approval is required in order to extend coverage																																				13

		0				Once a stop loss carrier selection is made and confirmations are received the stop loss team will obtain application paperwork																																				14

		0																																								15

		0																																								16

		0																																								17

		0																																								18





Sold Terms

		Stop Loss Sold Terms Summary







		Group Name:		Indian River County				Effective Date:		10/1/20

		Address:						Lockton Office: 		Lockton Series

								Domestic Reimbursement:		

		SIC Code:						Over Age Retirees Covered:		

		Stop Loss Carrier:						Under Age Retirees Covered:		

		Medical Administrator/TPA:						COBRA Covered:		

		Rx Vendor:						Commission:		

		PPO Network:						GA Fee:		





		SPECIFIC						AGGREGATE

		Coverage:						Coverage:		

		Deductible: 						Contract Basis		

		Aggregating Specific:						Max. Annual Reimburse:		

		Contract Basis						Deductible Corridor (Margin):		

		Lifetime Annual Maximum						Run-In Limitation:		

		Run-In Limitation:						Minimum Attachment Point:		

		Terminal Liability Option:						Monthly Accommodation:		

		Advance Reimburse: 						Terminal Liability Option:		

		Renewal Rate Cap:		

		Lasers/Limitations:						Notes:

		Individual		Amount













		Rate Overview						Enrollment

		Specific:						Single		

		Single						EE+Spouse		

		EE+Spouse						EE+Child(ren)		

		EE+Child(ren)						Family		

		Family						Composite		

		Composite		

		Aggregate:						Aggregate Factors

		Composite Rate						Single		

								EE+Spouse		

								EE+Child(ren)		

								Family		

								Composite		







Input - Next Steps

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				

				





Historical Plan Performance 

				Historical Plan Performance		2017		2018		2019

				Stop Loss Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)

				Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000

				Aggregating Specific		$148,750		$100,000		$100,000

				Specific Contract Basis		Paid		Paid		Paid

				# of Lives		1,641		1,661		1,685

				PEPM Specific Rate		$23.87		$30.14		$38.88

				PEPM Aggregate Rate		$1.47		$1.63		$1.82

				PEPM Aggregate Factor		$1,082.41		$1,165.75		$1,334.80

				Aggregate Corridor		125%		125%		125%

				Aggregate Contract Basis		Paid		Paid		Paid

				Commissions		0%		0%		0%

				Laser Detail

				Number of Lasers		0		0		0

				Laser 1		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 2		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 3		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 4		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 5		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 6		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 7		$0		$0		$0

				Laser 8 (Contract)		0		0		0

				Laser 9 (Contract)		0		0		0

				Laser 10 (Contract)		0		0		0

				Total Laser Liability		$0		$0		$0

				Premium Vs. Claims

				Total Paid Premium		$498,995		$633,240		$617,216

				Total Paid Specific Claims		$471,549		$670,688		$695,766

				Annual Loss Ratio (reserves not included)		94%		106%		113%

				Cumulative Loss Ratio 		105%

				Target Loss Ratio		75%

				Claimants over the Deductible (may differ by year)

				Claimant 1		$787,975		$556,436		$1,049,408

				Claimant 2		$432,324		$501,513		$346,358

				Claimant 3		$0		$492,091		$0

				Claimant 4		$0		$420,003		$0

				Claimant 5		$0		$300,646		$0

				Claimant 6		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 7		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 8		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 9		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 10		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 11		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 12		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 13		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 14		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 15		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 16		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 17		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 18		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 19		$0		$0		$0

				Claimant 20		$0		$0		$0

				Pending Reimbursements		$0		$0		$0

				Reserves		$0		$0		$0

				Additional Information:				Current Yr. LR & Claims thru:

										6/30/20









Market Risk Evaluation

								4

				Financial Assessment		Current		Renewal		Neg. Renewal		Option 1		Option 2		Option 3		Option 4		Option 5		Option 6		Option 7		Option 8		Option 9		Option 10		Option 11		Option 12		Option 13

				Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)				Symetra																								

		60		Quote Status		Current		Quoted - Firm				Quoted - Firm																								

		51		Coverage Included		Med, RX		Med, RX				Med, RX																								

		13		Contract Basis		Paid		Paid				24/12																								

		9		Enrollment		1,685		1,685				1,685																								

		10		Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000				$300,000																								

		11		Aggregating Specific Deductible		$100,000		$100,000				$100,000																								

		55		Annual Interface Fee		$0		$0				$0																								

		41		Fixed Cost Adjustments**		$0		$0		N/A		$0		$0																						

				Total Fixed Cost		$822,954		$1,126,052				$1,613,556																								

		57		Total Laser Liability		$0		$0				$200,000																								

				Total Attachment Point		$26,989,656		$30,213,331				$28,340,554																								

		48		Total Cost of TLO		$0		$0				$0																								

				Maximum Overall Liability		$27,912,610		$31,439,382				$30,254,110																								

				Change from Current

		58		Max Fixed Cost Change %				37%				96%																								

				Fixed Cost Annual Change $				$303,098				$790,602																								

		59		Max Liability Change %				13%				8%																								

				Max Liability Annual Change $				$3,526,772				$2,341,500																								

				2nd Year Renewal Protection (No New Lasers/Rate Cap)

				Renewal Protection Included				Yes				Yes																								

		37		Rate Cap Maximum %				50%				50%																								

				Max 2 Year Specific Fixed Cost
 - if Rate Cap Applies				$2,815,130				$4,033,890																								

				3rd Party Contractual & Risk Assessment

				AM Best Financial Rating								A																								

				Stop Loss Carrier Block Size								$636M																								

				Reasonable & Customary Limitation								Yes - 2																								

				Medical Plan Document Mirroring								Yes - 2																								

				SL Carrier Best Practice Disclosure								Yes																								

		49		Experience Refund Option				No				0																								

		20		Gapless Coverage				N/A				0																								

				Coverage Equivalency Rate Calculation

				PEPM Rate (Actual ISL & ASL)		$40.70		$55.69				$79.80																								

				Renewal Protection Feature (+3%)				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03

				Reasonable & Customary Limitation (+3%)				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03

				Medical Plan Definition Mirroring (+1%)				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01

				Enhanced Disclosure Acceptance (+5%)				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05

				Experience Refund Option (-2%)				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Gapless Coverage (+4%)				$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Coverage Equivalent Rate:   				$55.69				$79.80																										0.04

				Additional Notes

				Markets Declining: 		Anthem, ISU, PACE, QBE, Swiss Re, TM HCC, TMS Re, TRU

				Market DTQ Reasons:  		Ongoing claims activity

				**Fixed Cost Adjustments Include:

				Commentary/Recommendation: 

				3rd Party Contractual & Risk Assessment Notes:

				✝ Based on Gerber book of business.

				*Equivalent rate takes into account recommended best practice initiatives for protection, and weights each value.  This is for comparison purposes only, the actual quoted rate overrides.

				1) Approved plan language reference/definition utilized throughout policy, no additional exclusions or definitions of eligible claims that may create a gap between SPD and policy. Will not cover expenses paid as benefit exceptions, any expenses not specifically covered in SPD must be approved in advance.

				2) Plan Mirroring created via endorsement - makes changes to underlying policy definitions and/or exclusions/limitations. Endorsement alters policy language to defer to the plan language instead of the underlying policy. Must be approved for Endorsement.







Appendix - Pricing Detail

				*Illustrative: Medical underwriting has not been completed. Rates, terms, and liability subject to change following it's completion. 														*Illustrative: Medical underwriting has not been completed. Rates, terms, and liability subject to change following it's completion. 														*Illustrative: Medical underwriting has not been completed. Rates, terms, and liability subject to change following it's completion. 														*Illustrative: Medical underwriting has not been completed. Rates, terms, and liability subject to change following it's completion. 



				Option		Current		Renewal		Option 1		Option 2						Option		Current												Option		Current												Option		Current

				Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)						Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)												Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)												Carrier		Florida Blue (HM)								

				Proposal Status				FIRM		FIRM		FIRM						Proposal Status														Proposal Status														Proposal Status										

				Commentary														Commentary														Commentary														Commentary

				Individual Specific Stop Loss Coverage														Individual Specific Stop Loss Coverage														Individual Specific Stop Loss Coverage														Individual Specific Stop Loss Coverage

				Individual Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		$300,000				Individual Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000				Individual Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000				Individual Specific Deductible		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$300,000

				Aggregating Specific Deductible		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$148,750				Aggregating Specific Deductible		$100,000		$148,750		$148,750		$148,750		$148,750				Aggregating Specific Deductible		$100,000		$148,750		$148,750		$148,750		$148,750				Aggregating Specific Deductible		$100,000		$148,750		$148,750		$148,750		$148,750

				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid

				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX

				Enrollment		1,685		1,685		1,685		1,685		1,641				Enrollment		1,685		1,641		1,641		1,641		1,641				Enrollment		1,685		1,641		1,641		1,641		1,641				Enrollment		1,685		1,641		1,641		1,641		1,641

				Domestic Reimbursement % 		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				Domestic Reimbursement % 		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				Domestic Reimbursement % 		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				Domestic Reimbursement % 		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Fixed Cost														Fixed Cost														Fixed Cost														Fixed Cost

				Composite Specific Rate		$38.88		$53.66		$47.95		$44.53		$23.87				Composite Specific Rate		$38.88		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87				Composite Specific Rate		$38.88		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87				Composite Specific Rate		$38.88		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87

				        Single Specific Rate		$38.88		$53.66		$47.95		$44.53		$23.87				        Single Specific Rate		$38.88		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87				        Single Specific Rate		$38.88		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87				        Single Specific Rate		$38.88		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87		$23.87

				        Employee + Spouse Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				        Employee + Child Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				        Family Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Specific Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Annual Interface Fee		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Annual Interface Fee		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Annual Interface Fee		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Annual Interface Fee		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Specific Cost		$786,154		$1,085,005		$969,549		$900,397		$470,048				Annual Specific Cost		$786,154		$470,048		$470,048		$470,048		$470,048				Annual Specific Cost		$786,154		$470,048		$470,048		$470,048		$470,048				Annual Specific Cost		$786,154		$470,048		$470,048		$470,048		$470,048

				Terminal Liability Option (TLO) / Months		No		No		No		No		No				Terminal Liability Option (TLO) / Months		No		No		No		No		No				Terminal Liability Option (TLO) / Months		No		No		No		No		No				Terminal Liability Option (TLO) / Months		No		No		No		No		No

				Total Cost of TLO		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Total Cost of TLO		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Total Cost of TLO		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Total Cost of TLO		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Commission		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				Commission		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				Commission		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				Commission		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

				Administrative Fee (No Rate Impact)		5%		5%		5%		5%		5%				Administrative Fee (No Rate Impact)		5%		5%		5%		5%		5%				Administrative Fee (No Rate Impact)		5%		5%		5%		5%		5%				Administrative Fee (No Rate Impact)		5%		5%		5%		5%		5%

				Aggregate Stop Loss Coverage														Aggregate Stop Loss Coverage														Aggregate Stop Loss Coverage														Aggregate Stop Loss Coverage

				Maximum Reimbursement		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000				Maximum Reimbursement		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000				Maximum Reimbursement		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000				Maximum Reimbursement		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000		$1,000,000

				Margin		125%		125%		125%		125%		125%				Margin		125%		125%		125%		125%		125%				Margin		125%		125%		125%		125%		125%				Margin		125%		125%		125%		125%		125%

				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid				Contract		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid		Paid

				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX				Coverage		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX		Med, RX

				Composite Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$2.03		$2.06		$2.08		$1.47				Composite Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47				Composite Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47				Composite Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47

				        Single Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$2.03		$2.06		$2.08		$1.47				        Single Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47				        Single Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47				        Single Aggregate Rate		$1.82		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47		$1.47

				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				        Employee + Child Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				        Family Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Aggregate Rate		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Annual Aggregate Premium		$36,800		$41,047		$41,653		$42,058		$28,947				Annual Aggregate Premium		$36,800		$28,947		$28,947		$28,947		$28,947				Annual Aggregate Premium		$36,800		$28,947		$28,947		$28,947		$28,947				Annual Aggregate Premium		$36,800		$28,947		$28,947		$28,947		$28,947

				Composite Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,494.23		$1,498.71		$1,503.20		$1,082.41				Composite Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41				Composite Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41				Composite Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41

				        Single Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,494.23		$1,498.71		$1,503.20		$1,082.41				        Single Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41				        Single Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41				        Single Aggregate Factor		$1,334.80		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41		$1,082.41

				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Spouse Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				        Employee + Child Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Employee + Child Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				        Family Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00				        Family Aggregate Factor		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Annual Attachment Point		$26,989,656		$30,213,331		$30,303,916		$30,394,704		$21,314,818				Annual Attachment Point		$26,989,656		$21,314,818		$21,314,818		$21,314,818		$21,314,818				Annual Attachment Point		$26,989,656		$21,314,818		$21,314,818		$21,314,818		$21,314,818				Annual Attachment Point		$26,989,656		$21,314,818		$21,314,818		$21,314,818		$21,314,818

				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Run-In Limitation		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Laser Liability														Laser Liability														Laser Liability														Laser Liability

		72		Laser 1		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 1		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 1		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 1		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		73		Laser 2		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 2		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 2		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 2		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		74		Laser 3		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 3		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 3		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 3		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		75		Laser 4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		76		Laser 5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		77		Laser 6		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 6		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 6		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 6		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		78		Laser 7		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 7		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 7		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Laser 7		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		69		Laser 8 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 8 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 8 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 8 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0

		70		Laser 9 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 9 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 9 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 9 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0

		71		Laser 10 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 10 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 10 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0				Laser 10 (Contract)		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Laser Liability		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Total Laser Liability		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Total Laser Liability		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Total Laser Liability		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Annualized Combined Coverage														Annualized Combined Coverage														Annualized Combined Coverage														Annualized Combined Coverage

				Fixed Cost Adjustments [Add Desc]		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Fixed Cost Adjustments [Add Desc]		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Fixed Cost Adjustments [Add Desc]		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				Fixed Cost Adjustments [Add Desc]		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Fixed Cost		$822,954		$1,126,052		$1,011,202		$942,454		$498,995				Fixed Cost		$822,954		$498,995		$498,995		$498,995		$498,995				Fixed Cost		$822,954		$498,995		$498,995		$498,995		$498,995				Fixed Cost		$822,954		$498,995		$498,995		$498,995		$498,995

				Maximum Overall Liability		$27,912,610		$31,439,382		$31,415,118		$31,437,158		$21,962,563				Maximum Overall Liability		$27,912,610		$21,962,563		$21,962,563		$21,962,563		$21,962,563				Maximum Overall Liability		$27,912,610		$21,962,563		$21,962,563		$21,962,563		$21,962,563				Maximum Overall Liability		$27,912,610		$21,962,563		$21,962,563		$21,962,563		$21,962,563

				Change From Prior Year														Change From Prior Year														Change From Prior Year														Change From Prior Year

				$ Fixed Cost Change				$303,098		$188,248		$119,500		-$323,959				$ Fixed Cost Change				-$323,959		-$323,959		-$323,959		-$323,959				$ Fixed Cost Change				-$323,959		-$323,959		-$323,959		-$323,959				$ Fixed Cost Change				-$323,959		-$323,959		-$323,959		-$323,959

				% Fixed Cost Change				37%		23%		15%		N/A				% Fixed Cost Change				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				% Fixed Cost Change				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				% Fixed Cost Change				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				$ Maximum Overall Liability Change				$3,526,772		$3,502,508		$3,524,548		-$5,950,047				$ Maximum Overall Liability Change				-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047				$ Maximum Overall Liability Change				-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047				$ Maximum Overall Liability Change				-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047		-$5,950,047

				% Maximum Overall Liability Change				13%		13%		13%		N/A				% Maximum Overall Liability Change				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				% Maximum Overall Liability Change				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				% Maximum Overall Liability Change				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A

				No New Laser Rate Cap Coverage														No New Laser Rate Cap Coverage														No New Laser Rate Cap Coverage														No New Laser Rate Cap Coverage

				2021 Rate Cap %		50%		50%		50%		50%		NONE				2021 Rate Cap %		50%		NONE		NONE		NONE		NONE				2021 Rate Cap %		50%		NONE		NONE		NONE		NONE				2021 Rate Cap %		50%		NONE		NONE		NONE		NONE

				Maximum 2 Year Fixed Cost				$2,815,130		$2,528,006		$2,356,136		Unlimited				Maximum 2 Year Fixed Cost				Unlimited		Unlimited		Unlimited		Unlimited				Maximum 2 Year Fixed Cost				Unlimited		Unlimited		Unlimited		Unlimited				Maximum 2 Year Fixed Cost				Unlimited		Unlimited		Unlimited		Unlimited



				Value to Change Deductible = (Renewal Simulated Reimbursements - Alternate Option Simulated Reimbursements) - (Renewal Fixed Cost - Alternate Option Fixed Cost)

				Simulated Average Number of Claims				4.5		3.9		3.3		ERROR:#N/A				Simulated Average Number of Claims				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A				Simulated Average Number of Claims				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A				Simulated Average Number of Claims				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

				Simulated Average Reimbursements				$926,984		$824,501		$737,988		ERROR:#N/A				Simulated Average Reimbursements				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A				Simulated Average Reimbursements				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A				Simulated Average Reimbursements				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

				Value to Change Current Deductible/Carrier (negative is savings)				N/A		($12,367)		$5,399		ERROR:#N/A				Value to Change Current Deductible/Carrier (negative is savings)				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A				Value to Change Current Deductible/Carrier (negative is savings)				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A				Value to Change Current Deductible/Carrier (negative is savings)				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A



				*Due to rounding rates can slightly vary from proposal.  Please refer to proposal for carrier rates.  														*Due to rounding rates can slightly vary from proposal.  Please refer to proposal for carrier rates.  														*Due to rounding rates can slightly vary from proposal.  Please refer to proposal for carrier rates.  														*Due to rounding rates can slightly vary from proposal.  Please refer to proposal for carrier rates.  

				Commentary/Recommendation: 														Commentary/Recommendation: 														Commentary/Recommendation: 														Commentary/Recommendation: 
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		Carrier		Status

		Florida Blue (HM)		Current

		[Admin]		Quoted - Firm

		[Add'l Carrier 2]		0

		PACE		0

		Berkley		0

		Partners		0

		TM HCC		0

		HM		0

		Optum		0

		QBE		0

		Sun Life		0

		Swiss Re		0

		Symetra		Quoted - Firm

		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		0

		Voya		0

































































































































































































































































Benchmarking Data

		Scatter Graph Data

		Avg. Deductible		Adjusted Rate

		$35,000.00		$229.68								Rate		Deductible

		$35,000.00		$230.15						Current

		$40,000.00		$330.22						Renewal

		$50,000.00		$148.52						Recommendation

		$50,000.00		$191.70

		$50,000.00		$232.90

		$50,000.00		$208.50

		$50,000.00		$192.75

		$50,000.00		$208.58

		$50,000.00		$179.87

		$50,000.00		$195.29								1/1/17

		$50,000.00		$206.05						$50,000		$200

		$50,000.00		$128.10						$100,000		$143

		$50,000.00		$627.89						$125,000		$118

		$50,000.00		$155.52						$150,000		$100

		$55,000.00		$236.35						$200,000		$71

		$55,000.00		$304.41						$250,000		$57

		$60,000.00		$158.36						$300,000		$42

		$60,000.00		$363.19						$350,000		$35

		$60,000.00		$136.98						$400,000		$34

		$60,000.00		$121.44						$500,000		$22

		$60,000.00		$180.86						$750,000		$10

		$60,000.00		$141.24						$1,000,000		$7

		$60,000.00		$195.38

		$60,000.00		$250.88

		$60,000.00		$251.82

		$60,000.00		$157.87

		$65,000.00		$189.78

		$65,000.00		$104.77

		$65,000.00		$161.65

		$75,000.00		$232.48

		$75,000.00		$253.99

		$75,000.00		$96.33

		$75,000.00		$147.98

		$75,000.00		$192.90

		$75,000.00		$359.51

		$75,000.00		$252.23

		$75,000.00		$81.58

		$75,000.00		$132.96

		$75,000.00		$145.19

		$75,000.00		$85.58

		$75,000.00		$205.96

		$75,000.00		$271.13

		$75,000.00		$192.34

		$75,000.00		$363.38

		$75,000.00		$244.80

		$75,000.00		$158.68

		$75,000.00		$133.65

		$75,000.00		$151.58

		$75,000.00		$143.57

		$75,000.00		$156.10

		$75,000.00		$234.63

		$75,000.00		$200.77

		$75,000.00		$219.76

		$75,000.00		$153.11

		$75,000.00		$190.90

		$80,000.00		$141.84

		$80,000.00		$159.14

		$80,000.00		$197.07

		$80,000.00		$115.70

		$80,000.00		$199.79

		$80,000.00		$288.28

		$85,000.00		$231.52

		$85,000.00		$134.11

		$85,000.00		$288.78

		$85,000.00		$235.01

		$85,000.00		$141.72

		$85,000.00		$119.20

		$85,000.00		$116.38

		$90,000.00		$94.28

		$90,000.00		$109.14

		$90,000.00		$152.05

		$90,000.00		$150.31

		$90,000.00		$143.16

		$90,000.00		$129.31

		$90,000.00		$94.13

		$90,000.00		$149.04

		$95,000.00		$130.43

		$95,000.00		$99.11

		$100,000.00		$168.88

		$100,000.00		$106.92

		$100,000.00		$169.01

		$100,000.00		$139.14

		$100,000.00		$192.01

		$100,000.00		$112.44

		$100,000.00		$90.76

		$100,000.00		$113.58

		$100,000.00		$134.17

		$100,000.00		$62.40

		$100,000.00		$100.00

		$100,000.00		$109.95

		$100,000.00		$143.20

		$100,000.00		$93.41

		$100,000.00		$101.20

		$100,000.00		$226.58

		$100,000.00		$258.84

		$100,000.00		$112.02

		$100,000.00		$113.36

		$100,000.00		$66.56

		$100,000.00		$173.00

		$100,000.00		$215.00

		$100,000.00		$139.14

		$100,000.00		$112.18

		$100,000.00		$136.43

		$100,000.00		$149.56

		$100,000.00		$136.82

		$100,000.00		$170.33

		$100,000.00		$266.37

		$100,000.00		$216.52

		$100,000.00		$112.19

		$100,000.00		$169.82

		$100,000.00		$105.99

		$100,000.00		$218.25

		$100,000.00		$144.40

		$100,000.00		$187.65

		$100,000.00		$69.86

		$100,000.00		$127.42

		$100,000.00		$150.09

		$100,000.00		$133.99

		$100,000.00		$111.53

		$100,000.00		$110.20

		$100,000.00		$94.68

		$100,000.00		$157.26

		$100,000.00		$143.23

		$100,000.00		$117.97

		$100,000.00		$110.60

		$100,000.00		$163.47

		$100,000.00		$240.66

		$100,000.00		$143.50

		$100,000.00		$121.46

		$100,000.00		$211.25

		$100,000.00		$148.90

		$105,000.00		$234.50

		$105,000.00		$101.80

		$110,000.00		$165.59

		$110,000.00		$155.45

		$110,000.00		$188.04

		$110,000.00		$55.62

		$110,000.00		$68.48

		$110,000.00		$191.02

		$110,000.00		$108.18

		$110,000.00		$226.87

		$115,000.00		$133.66

		$115,000.00		$93.15

		$115,000.00		$41.92

		$115,000.00		$101.05

		$120,000.00		$139.91

		$120,000.00		$136.38

		$125,000.00		$89.90

		$125,000.00		$78.74

		$125,000.00		$69.75

		$125,000.00		$72.83

		$125,000.00		$166.27

		$125,000.00		$165.05

		$125,000.00		$93.67

		$125,000.00		$117.90

		$125,000.00		$168.03

		$125,000.00		$173.33

		$125,000.00		$124.65

		$125,000.00		$96.44

		$125,000.00		$73.76

		$125,000.00		$139.51

		$125,000.00		$160.47

		$125,000.00		$138.25

		$125,000.00		$127.15

		$125,000.00		$125.61

		$125,000.00		$112.73

		$125,000.00		$250.78

		$125,000.00		$131.26

		$125,000.00		$132.49

		$125,000.00		$84.68

		$125,000.00		$138.83

		$125,000.00		$36.00

		$125,000.00		$158.78

		$125,000.00		$149.13

		$125,000.00		$76.16

		$125,000.00		$115.52

		$125,000.00		$129.40

		$125,000.00		$78.49

		$125,000.00		$128.19

		$125,000.00		$227.51

		$125,000.00		$180.75

		$125,000.00		$46.45

		$125,000.00		$49.58

		$125,000.00		$77.11

		$125,000.00		$124.25

		$125,000.00		$97.19

		$125,000.00		$66.06

		$125,000.00		$57.95

		$125,000.00		$137.54

		$125,000.00		$89.97

		$125,000.00		$87.41

		$125,000.00		$129.11

		$125,000.00		$143.75

		$125,000.00		$116.31

		$125,000.00		$56.29

		$125,000.00		$179.83

		$125,000.00		$112.81

		$125,000.00		$99.54

		$125,000.00		$139.80

		$125,000.00		$144.55

		$130,000.00		$89.58

		$130,000.00		$81.50

		$130,000.00		$113.38

		$130,000.00		$76.75

		$130,000.00		$128.21

		$135,000.00		$130.57

		$135,000.00		$121.84

		$135,000.00		$73.75

		$135,000.00		$91.45

		$140,000.00		$133.00

		$140,000.00		$64.60

		$145,000.00		$75.30

		$150,000.00		$125.22

		$150,000.00		$90.24

		$150,000.00		$61.73

		$150,000.00		$113.04

		$150,000.00		$78.87

		$150,000.00		$109.32

		$150,000.00		$68.01

		$150,000.00		$224.03

		$150,000.00		$94.96

		$150,000.00		$80.50

		$150,000.00		$115.93

		$150,000.00		$108.53

		$150,000.00		$107.35

		$150,000.00		$161.11

		$150,000.00		$114.09

		$150,000.00		$47.30

		$150,000.00		$35.61

		$150,000.00		$66.04

		$150,000.00		$118.64

		$150,000.00		$168.70

		$150,000.00		$102.02

		$150,000.00		$104.70

		$150,000.00		$59.80

		$150,000.00		$74.29

		$150,000.00		$47.70

		$150,000.00		$86.57

		$150,000.00		$118.19

		$150,000.00		$96.86

		$150,000.00		$106.06

		$150,000.00		$72.48

		$150,000.00		$117.30

		$150,000.00		$132.38

		$150,000.00		$69.28

		$150,000.00		$65.86

		$150,000.00		$74.31

		$150,000.00		$100.20

		$150,000.00		$140.96

		$150,000.00		$161.79

		$150,000.00		$72.24

		$150,000.00		$57.09

		$150,000.00		$85.61

		$150,000.00		$91.70

		$150,000.00		$88.05

		$150,000.00		$130.74

		$150,000.00		$74.66

		$150,000.00		$106.55

		$150,000.00		$86.06

		$150,000.00		$48.82

		$150,000.00		$58.46

		$150,000.00		$61.82

		$150,000.00		$81.31

		$150,000.00		$90.45

		$150,000.00		$169.55

		$150,000.00		$52.14

		$150,000.00		$111.63

		$150,000.00		$118.58

		$150,000.00		$121.49

		$150,000.00		$119.93

		$150,000.00		$75.74

		$150,000.00		$197.61

		$150,000.00		$173.59

		$150,000.00		$116.29

		$150,000.00		$66.67

		$150,000.00		$91.27

		$150,000.00		$96.81

		$150,000.00		$95.54

		$150,000.00		$96.26

		$150,000.00		$165.00

		$150,000.00		$78.14

		$150,000.00		$69.50

		$160,000.00		$137.29

		$160,000.00		$76.11

		$165,000.00		$155.71

		$165,000.00		$66.91

		$165,000.00		$82.62

		$175,000.00		$81.36

		$175,000.00		$102.08

		$175,000.00		$94.46

		$175,000.00		$157.16

		$175,000.00		$150.15

		$175,000.00		$101.15

		$175,000.00		$94.12

		$175,000.00		$105.17

		$175,000.00		$95.96

		$175,000.00		$80.64

		$175,000.00		$77.99

		$175,000.00		$81.46

		$175,000.00		$46.17

		$175,000.00		$117.62

		$175,000.00		$56.51

		$175,000.00		$111.52

		$175,000.00		$57.58

		$175,000.00		$76.44

		$175,000.00		$104.69

		$175,000.00		$87.18

		$175,000.00		$86.36

		$175,000.00		$75.27

		$175,000.00		$85.87

		$175,000.00		$74.99

		$175,000.00		$75.53

		$175,000.00		$71.57

		$175,000.00		$80.74

		$175,000.00		$95.15

		$175,000.00		$76.09

		$175,000.00		$53.64

		$175,000.00		$97.81

		$175,000.00		$54.44

		$175,000.00		$80.89

		$175,000.00		$74.53

		$175,000.00		$65.84

		$175,000.00		$91.93

		$175,000.00		$31.65

		$175,000.00		$122.76

		$175,000.00		$117.25

		$175,000.00		$51.66

		$175,000.00		$97.19

		$175,000.00		$69.07

		$175,000.00		$102.96

		$175,000.00		$56.44

		$175,000.00		$96.82

		$175,000.00		$168.35

		$175,000.00		$51.40

		$175,000.00		$60.89

		$175,000.00		$62.20

		$185,000.00		$68.65

		$185,000.00		$92.00

		$185,000.00		$87.79

		$195,000.00		$35.92

		$200,000.00		$76.39

		$200,000.00		$45.34

		$200,000.00		$75.84

		$200,000.00		$78.95

		$200,000.00		$110.40

		$200,000.00		$76.26

		$200,000.00		$53.22

		$200,000.00		$64.00

		$200,000.00		$74.30

		$200,000.00		$47.51

		$200,000.00		$54.48

		$200,000.00		$58.71

		$200,000.00		$92.03

		$200,000.00		$47.25

		$200,000.00		$79.53

		$200,000.00		$95.32

		$200,000.00		$60.33

		$200,000.00		$86.50

		$200,000.00		$62.10

		$200,000.00		$87.52

		$200,000.00		$66.53

		$200,000.00		$165.36

		$200,000.00		$173.19

		$200,000.00		$107.60

		$200,000.00		$48.84

		$200,000.00		$44.89

		$200,000.00		$77.95

		$200,000.00		$120.87

		$200,000.00		$60.95

		$200,000.00		$85.20

		$200,000.00		$60.58

		$200,000.00		$51.92

		$200,000.00		$60.18

		$200,000.00		$58.31

		$200,000.00		$44.25

		$200,000.00		$52.33

		$200,000.00		$53.63

		$200,000.00		$60.21

		$200,000.00		$58.79

		$200,000.00		$57.70

		$200,000.00		$50.04

		$200,000.00		$48.71

		$200,000.00		$52.20

		$200,000.00		$49.75

		$200,000.00		$83.66

		$200,000.00		$117.44

		$200,000.00		$66.29

		$200,000.00		$112.03

		$200,000.00		$59.23

		$200,000.00		$54.01

		$200,000.00		$59.05

		$200,000.00		$63.47

		$200,000.00		$65.06

		$200,000.00		$40.98

		$200,000.00		$33.78

		$200,000.00		$88.98

		$200,000.00		$86.20

		$200,000.00		$92.98

		$200,000.00		$33.91

		$200,000.00		$68.49

		$200,000.00		$90.01

		$200,000.00		$50.88

		$200,000.00		$82.49

		$200,000.00		$31.32

		$200,000.00		$66.88

		$200,000.00		$83.76

		$200,000.00		$92.83

		$200,000.00		$46.17

		$200,000.00		$69.12

		$200,000.00		$70.45

		$200,000.00		$73.55

		$200,000.00		$114.25

		$200,000.00		$69.74

		$200,000.00		$85.59

		$200,000.00		$51.63

		$215,000.00		$56.55

		$220,000.00		$152.79

		$220,000.00		$74.95

		$225,000.00		$51.67

		$225,000.00		$66.48

		$225,000.00		$71.59

		$225,000.00		$51.90

		$225,000.00		$101.16

		$225,000.00		$43.42

		$225,000.00		$104.47

		$225,000.00		$45.00

		$225,000.00		$59.62

		$225,000.00		$97.46

		$225,000.00		$71.70

		$225,000.00		$70.59

		$225,000.00		$27.19

		$225,000.00		$61.08

		$225,000.00		$33.09

		$225,000.00		$112.21

		$225,000.00		$57.02

		$225,000.00		$67.11

		$225,000.00		$48.94

		$225,000.00		$67.71

		$225,000.00		$52.84

		$225,000.00		$63.54

		$225,000.00		$60.53

		$225,000.00		$59.56

		$225,000.00		$139.14

		$225,000.00		$54.51

		$225,000.00		$92.98

		$225,000.00		$65.31

		$225,000.00		$98.94

		$225,000.00		$87.44

		$235,000.00		$68.42

		$245,000.00		$127.83

		$250,000.00		$21.40

		$250,000.00		$42.52

		$250,000.00		$68.61

		$250,000.00		$19.72

		$250,000.00		$62.58

		$250,000.00		$58.61

		$250,000.00		$50.83

		$250,000.00		$102.90

		$250,000.00		$79.57

		$250,000.00		$53.11

		$250,000.00		$75.18

		$250,000.00		$59.06

		$250,000.00		$76.85

		$250,000.00		$60.88

		$250,000.00		$62.00

		$250,000.00		$59.86

		$250,000.00		$41.58

		$250,000.00		$67.00

		$250,000.00		$50.00

		$250,000.00		$40.83

		$250,000.00		$53.00

		$250,000.00		$49.84

		$250,000.00		$97.18

		$250,000.00		$38.11

		$250,000.00		$59.69

		$250,000.00		$31.76

		$250,000.00		$63.92

		$250,000.00		$56.42

		$250,000.00		$39.50

		$250,000.00		$67.81

		$250,000.00		$49.27

		$250,000.00		$59.04

		$250,000.00		$48.75

		$250,000.00		$43.25

		$250,000.00		$50.62

		$250,000.00		$18.19

		$250,000.00		$53.28

		$250,000.00		$61.09

		$250,000.00		$47.47

		$250,000.00		$86.21

		$250,000.00		$38.97

		$250,000.00		$36.72

		$250,000.00		$59.78

		$250,000.00		$52.58

		$250,000.00		$74.49

		$250,000.00		$39.38

		$250,000.00		$62.15

		$250,000.00		$32.66

		$250,000.00		$67.36

		$250,000.00		$88.40

		$250,000.00		$34.05

		$250,000.00		$81.62

		$250,000.00		$82.50

		$250,000.00		$98.22

		$250,000.00		$47.97

		$250,000.00		$51.92

		$250,000.00		$28.39

		$250,000.00		$53.19

		$250,000.00		$56.29

		$250,000.00		$37.43

		$250,000.00		$52.04

		$250,000.00		$55.74

		$260,000.00		$29.38

		$260,000.00		$45.95

		$270,000.00		$50.95

		$275,000.00		$51.89

		$275,000.00		$71.80

		$275,000.00		$77.98

		$275,000.00		$17.40

		$275,000.00		$53.33

		$275,000.00		$25.99

		$275,000.00		$39.01

		$275,000.00		$78.28

		$275,000.00		$44.67

		$275,000.00		$37.78

		$275,000.00		$65.50

		$275,000.00		$52.04

		$275,000.00		$49.00

		$275,000.00		$33.26

		$275,000.00		$27.24

		$275,000.00		$67.32

		$275,000.00		$27.51

		$275,000.00		$76.72

		$275,000.00		$76.08

		$275,000.00		$53.37

		$275,000.00		$53.42

		$275,000.00		$31.15

		$275,000.00		$61.03

		$275,000.00		$57.97

		$275,000.00		$57.61

		$275,000.00		$42.00

		$275,000.00		$45.53

		$275,000.00		$48.31

		$275,000.00		$68.25

		$275,000.00		$36.60

		$275,000.00		$47.50

		$275,000.00		$34.06

		$275,000.00		$39.88

		$300,000.00		$56.43

		$300,000.00		$12.28

		$300,000.00		$33.71

		$300,000.00		$36.29

		$300,000.00		$41.05

		$300,000.00		$44.67

		$300,000.00		$52.67

		$300,000.00		$55.84

		$300,000.00		$27.27

		$300,000.00		$53.39

		$300,000.00		$47.91

		$300,000.00		$29.00

		$300,000.00		$42.11

		$300,000.00		$49.10

		$300,000.00		$67.12

		$300,000.00		$56.26

		$300,000.00		$63.60

		$300,000.00		$29.67

		$300,000.00		$42.22

		$300,000.00		$51.29

		$300,000.00		$37.04

		$300,000.00		$41.23

		$300,000.00		$35.97

		$300,000.00		$24.39

		$300,000.00		$15.65

		$300,000.00		$35.21

		$300,000.00		$28.09

		$300,000.00		$51.00

		$300,000.00		$21.12

		$300,000.00		$41.52

		$300,000.00		$56.05

		$300,000.00		$71.13

		$300,000.00		$52.77

		$300,000.00		$45.76

		$300,000.00		$28.47

		$300,000.00		$49.98

		$300,000.00		$28.48

		$300,000.00		$57.35

		$300,000.00		$61.16

		$300,000.00		$31.31

		$300,000.00		$46.23

		$300,000.00		$39.00

		$300,000.00		$28.79

		$300,000.00		$40.62

		$300,000.00		$29.65

		$300,000.00		$36.49

		$300,000.00		$49.01

		$300,000.00		$49.44

		$300,000.00		$24.21

		$300,000.00		$22.05

		$300,000.00		$56.38

		$300,000.00		$74.08

		$300,000.00		$38.47

		$300,000.00		$30.14

		$320,000.00		$32.97

		$325,000.00		$32.00

		$325,000.00		$36.90

		$325,000.00		$45.04

		$325,000.00		$40.01

		$325,000.00		$26.00

		$325,000.00		$27.43

		$350,000.00		$40.92

		$350,000.00		$26.71

		$350,000.00		$25.23

		$350,000.00		$37.50

		$350,000.00		$43.46

		$350,000.00		$28.66

		$350,000.00		$25.94

		$350,000.00		$44.43

		$350,000.00		$29.19

		$350,000.00		$51.95

		$350,000.00		$27.26

		$350,000.00		$28.25

		$350,000.00		$36.38

		$350,000.00		$13.49

		$350,000.00		$28.37

		$350,000.00		$30.85

		$375,000.00		$36.21

		$375,000.00		$36.41

		$375,000.00		$38.95

		$375,000.00		$48.09

		$400,000.00		$28.26

		$400,000.00		$45.09

		$400,000.00		$33.43

		$400,000.00		$19.61

		$400,000.00		$24.58

		$400,000.00		$24.23

		$400,000.00		$27.18

		$400,000.00		$27.96

		$400,000.00		$27.20

		$400,000.00		$29.69

		$400,000.00		$40.75

		$450,000.00		$37.42

		$450,000.00		$25.27

		$450,000.00		$28.56

		$450,000.00		$32.58

		$450,000.00		$20.16

		$450,000.00		$29.87

		$450,000.00		$7.17

		$450,000.00		$18.08

		$500,000.00		$29.56

		$500,000.00		$21.29

		$500,000.00		$24.72

		$500,000.00		$15.00

		$500,000.00		$20.33

		$500,000.00		$9.38

		$500,000.00		$33.43

		$500,000.00		$11.36

		$500,000.00		$21.11

		$500,000.00		$22.94

		$500,000.00		$44.94

		$500,000.00		$17.90

		$500,000.00		$22.88

		$500,000.00		$18.74

		$500,000.00		$11.18

		$500,000.00		$13.05

		$500,000.00		$19.68

		$500,000.00		$30.74

		$500,000.00		$27.38

		$500,000.00		$13.13

		$500,000.00		$22.15

		$500,000.00		$11.24

		$500,000.00		$50.55

		$500,000.00		$25.30

		$500,000.00		$18.88

		$500,000.00		$23.79

		$525,000.00		$18.10

		$550,000.00		$14.87

		$550,000.00		$34.41

		$550,000.00		$40.48

		$600,000.00		$20.36

		$600,000.00		$21.24

		$700,000.00		$15.76

		$700,000.00		$34.46

		$750,000.00		$6.50

		$750,000.00		$6.33

		$750,000.00		$9.94

		$750,000.00		$13.66

		$750,000.00		$11.72

		$750,000.00		$11.61

		$750,000.00		$8.95

		$750,000.00		$9.52

		$750,000.00		$9.46

		$750,000.00		$13.11

		$800,000.00		$7.00

		$800,000.00		$5.23

		$900,000.00		$9.03

		$1,000,000.00		$6.68

		$1,000,000.00		$4.50

		$1,000,000.00		$3.63

		$1,000,000.00		$7.00

		$1,000,000.00		$7.48

		$1,000,000.00		$6.11

		$1,000,000.00		$6.09

		$1,000,000.00		$5.74

		$1,250,000.00		$4.52

		$1,750,000.00		$3.86





Drop Downs

		Coverage Included		Contract Type		NNL Rate Cap		Quote Status		Check list Options		Check list Options		Pring Gird Options		TLO		Hospital Client		Rankings		Carrier		Corridor

		Med, RX		12/12		Yes		Current		NA		1		Current		Yes - 3 Months		Yes/No		0		[Admin]		125%

		Med Only		12/15		No		Initial Renewal		Current		2		Renewal		Yes - 6 Months		Yes		0		[Add'l Carrier 2]		120%

		Med, RX, Vision		12/18		TBD		Illustrative Renewal		Renewal		3		Option 1		Yes - 12 Months		No		0		PACE		115%

				12/24				Neg. Renewal		1		4		Option 2		No		N/A		0		Berkley

				12/36				Renewal		2		5		Option 3						0		Partners

				15/12				Quoted - Firm		3		6		Option 4						0		TM HCC

				18/12				Quoted - Illustrative		4		7		Option 5						0		HM

				24/12				Quoted - Uncompetitive		5		8		Option 6						0		Optum

				Incurred				DTQ		6		9		Option 7						0		Sun Life

				Paid				Outstanding		7		10		Option 8						0		Swiss Re

				Fully Insured				Sold		8		Renewal		Option 9						0		Symetra

				N/A						9		Current		Option 10						0		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)

				No Stop Loss						10				Option 11						0		Voya

										11				Option 12								[Add'l Carrier 2]

										12				Option 13								ERROR:#N/A

														Option 14								ERROR:#N/A

														Option 15								ERROR:#N/A

														Neg. Renewal





Carrier Risk Info

		Stop Loss Carrier		Financial Rating
(AM Best)		Block Size		Reasonable & Customary Limitations				Plan Mirroring				Best Practice Disclosure		BUCA Rapid Reimb Options		Reimb. % of Savings		Premium Refund Option

								Include R&C in Policy		Notes		Mirror Underlying Plan		Notes

		ISU		A+		$390M		Yes - 2		Can remove with carrier letter		Yes - 2		With carrier letter		Yes		No		25%		Available

		BCS		A-		$84M		No				Yes - 1				Yes				25%		No

		Berkley		A+		$298M		Yes - 2		Can remove with endoresement		Yes - 2		W/ endorsement		Yes		No		25%		Available

		TM HCC		A++		$1.13B		Yes - 2		Standard removal on all Lockton Business		Yes - 2		Standard on all Lockton  Business		Yes		No		25%		Available

		HM		A		$865k		No				Yes - 1				Yes				30%		No

		Munich Re		A+		$173M		Yes - 2				Yes - 2				Yes				25%

		Optum		A+		$300M		No				Yes - 1				Yes				30%		Standard

		QBE		A		$274M		Yes - 2				Yes -2				Yes

		Sun Life		A+		$1.20B		Yes - 2				Yes - 2				Yes				30%		Available

		Swiss Re		A		$367M		No				Yes - 1				Yes				25%

		Symetra		A		$636M		Yes - 2				Yes - 2				Yes				25%		No

		Liberty Mutual (fka TRU)		A		$80M		Yes				Yes - 2				Yes				25%		No

		Voya		A		$972M		Yes - 2				Yes - 2				Yes				25%		Available

		Partners		A		$125M		Yes - 2				Yes - 2				Yes

		PACE		A		$200M✝		Yes - 2				Yes - 2				Yes				25%		No



		1) Approved plan language reference/definition utilized throughout policy, no additional exclusions or definitions of eligible claims that may create a gap between SPD and policy. Will not cover expenses paid as benefit exceptions, any expenses not specifically covered in SPD must be approved in advance.

		2) Plan Mirroring created via endorsement - makes changes to underlying policy definitions and/or exclusions/limitations. Endorsement alters policy language to defer to the plan language instead of the underlying policy. Must be approved for Endorsement.

		3) Confirmation in writing from carrier that provisions can be treated as added, but no endorsement available. Must validate on case by case basis.





Inputs

		Client Name:		Indian River County		Company ABC								INPUTS ARE IN BLUE

		Contract Start Date:		10/1/20		1/1/16								SAMPLE INPUTS IN RED

		Contract End Date:		9/30/21		12/31/16																												2019 Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels

		Member Count:		3696		1000

		Employee Count:		1685		400																												Individual Deductible		Adjusted Composite Rate

																																		$50,000		$216.67

		Plan Annual Maximum:		None		None																												$100,000		$152.07

		Projected Plan PEPY:		$   14,498.04		$   8,000.00		This must be on a mature basis.				Back out amounts for any large claimants.  They will be added in as a separate line item.																						$125,000		$131.39

		Current Specific:		$   300,000		$   100,000																												$150,000		$111.90

																																		$200,000		$73.74

				Member %:  Adults >= 40		Member %:  Adults < 40		Member %: Children				Member %:  Adults > 40		Member %:  Adults <= 40		Member %: Children																		$250,000		$63.32

		Demographic Distribution:		38.6%		26.5%		34.9%				38.6%		26.5%		34.9%		Infolock Norms 2016																$300,000		$50.90

																																		$350,000		$44.09

		Number of Simulations:		5,000		10,000 suggested, except for very large groups																												$400,000		$32.57

																																		$500,000		$23.32

		Standard Expense Load:		25%																														$750,000		$12.03

																																		$1,000,000		$10.97

		Random Seed:		1																														*Composite Rate Adjusted to a "Paid" contract basis for comparitive purposes.



		INSTRUCTIONS:

		Spec Level must be at least $25,000.  If there is no current specific, then enter $999,999,999.

		If you are not using all spec options, enter $999,999,999 for the Spec Level and $999,999,999 for the Quoted Premium PEPM for the unused options

		If there is no agg coverage, enter $999,999,999 for the Attachment point and $0.00 for the Quoted Aggregate Premium PEPM.

		If there is no Aggregating Specific Deductible, enter $0.

		If there is no Maximum Specific Reimbursement, enter $999,999,999.

		If there is no Maximum Aggregate Reimbursement, enter $999,999,999.



				SPEC INPUTS

				Spec Level		Quoted Premium PEPM (Enter Renewal Premiums Only)		Accumulating Spec Deductible AKA Aggregating Spec Deductible		Maximum Specific Reimbursement Per Covered Person		2

		Current Specific:		$   300,000		$53.66		$100,000		$999,999,999				Renewal		4		11		21		12		300000		53.66		100000

		Alternative Spec 1:		$325,000		$47.95		$100,000		$999,999,999		1		Option 1		5		11		21		12		325000		47.95		100000

		Alternative Spec 2:		$350,000		$44.53		$100,000		$999,999,999		2		Option 2		6		11		21		12		350000		44.53		100000

		Alternative Spec 3:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 3		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 4:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 4		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 5:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 5		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 6:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 6		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 7:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 7		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 8:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 8		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 9:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 9		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 10:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 10		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 11:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 11		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 12:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 12		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 13:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 13		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 14:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 14		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 15:		$999,999,999		$999,999,999.00		$0		$999,999,999				Option 15		ERROR:#N/A		11		21		12		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Sample Spec		$   100,000		$   50.25		$100,000		$999,999,999



				AGG INPUTS

				Aggregate Attachment Point PEPM		Quoted Aggregate Premium PEPM (Renewal Premiums Only)		Maximum Aggregate Reimbursement		Spec Level

		Current Specific:		$1,494.23		$2.03		$999,999,999.00		$   300,000						4		37		32				1494.23		2.03

		Alternative Spec 1:		$1,498.71		$2.06		$999,999,999.00		$   325,000						5		37		32				1498.71		2.06

		Alternative Spec 2:		$1,503.20		$2.08		$999,999,999.00		$   350,000						6		37		32				1503.2		2.08

		Alternative Spec 3:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 4:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 5:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 6:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 7:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 8:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 9:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 10:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00		$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 11:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00								ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 12:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00								ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 13:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00								ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 14:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00								ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 15:		$999,999,999.00		$0.00		$999,999,999.00								ERROR:#N/A		37		32				ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Sample Spec		$   625.00		$   3.00		$   5,000,000.00



				CONTRACT TYPE INPUT

				Contract Type		Contract Adjustment Factor		Calculation Notes		Spec Level

		Current Specific:		Paid		1.00				$   300,000						4		13						Paid

		Alternative Spec 1:		Paid		1.00				$   325,000						5		13						Paid

		Alternative Spec 2:		Paid		1.00				$   350,000						6		13						Paid

		Alternative Spec 3:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 4:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 5:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 6:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 7:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 8:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 9:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 10:		Paid		1.00				$   999,999,999						ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 11:		Paid		1.00										ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 12:		Paid		1.00										ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 13:		Paid		1.00										ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 14:		Paid		1.00										ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Alternative Spec 15:		Paid		1.00										ERROR:#N/A		13						ERROR:#N/A

		Sample Spec		Paid

		KNOWN LARGE CLAIMANTS:  ADVANCED USER FEATURE. DO NOT USE WITHOUT TRAINING.  YOU WILL NEED TO ADJUST YOUR PROJECTED PEPY ACCORDINGLY!

																								Large Claim Count:'

				Large Claimant 1		Large Claimant 2		Large Claimant 3		Large Claimant 4		Large Claimant 5												0

		Known Large Claimants - Gross $		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		Enter assumed gross amount for known large claimants.  Make sure you have adjusted your projected PEPY accordingly.

		Sample Large Claimants		$   300,000.00		$   750,000.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0



				Lasered under contract?  Enter Yes or No.										Spec Level

		Current Specific:		No		No		No		No		No		$   300,000

		Alternative Spec 1:		No		No		No		No		No		$   325,000

		Alternative Spec 2:		No		No		No		No		No		$   350,000

		Alternative Spec 3:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 4:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 5:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 6:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 7:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 8:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 9:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 10:		No		No		No		No		No		$   999,999,999

		Alternative Spec 11:

		Alternative Spec 12:

		Alternative Spec 13:

		Alternative Spec 14:

		Alternative Spec 15:

		Sample Spec		No		No		No		No		No

				Client Liability Under Contract (minimum of gross claim and ISL or lasered amount - if lasered)

		Current Specific:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		Default is to max liability for known large claimants and specific deductible for each contract.  However, if the individual has been lasered for a particular contract alternative, adjust to reflect the liability to the client after considering the laser deductible. The amounts for the known large claimants will through to the financial results as a line item.  Only amounts under the group specific will apply toward the aggregate stop loss.

		Alternative Spec 1:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 2:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 3:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 4:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 5:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 6:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 7:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 8:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 9:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 10:		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Alternative Spec 11:

		Alternative Spec 12:

		Alternative Spec 13:

		Alternative Spec 14:

		Alternative Spec 15:

		Sample Spec		$   100,000.00		$   400,000.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0



		The following inputs only apply for Hospital Clients with different contract terms for Domestic and Non-Domestic Claims

		Hospital Client?		No

		Domestic Claims Percentage		0%		Domestic Claims Percentage should be 0%.

				Domestic Reimbursement		Message

		Current Specific:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 1:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 2:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 3:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 4:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 5:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 6:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 7:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 8:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 9:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 10:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 11:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 12:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 13:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 14:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Alternative Spec 15:		100%		Domestic Reimbursement Should be 100%.

		Contract Types		Premium Adj. Factor				Plan Annual Maximum



		12/12		1.20				None

		12/15		1.00				$   750,000

		12/18		1.00				$   1,000,000

		12/24		1.00				$   1,250,000

		18/12		1.00				$   1,500,000

		15/12		1.00				$   1,750,000

		24/12		1.00				$   2,000,000

		Incurred		1.00				$   2,250,000

		Paid		1.00				$   2,500,000

		0		1.00				$   2,750,000

								$   3,000,000

								$   3,250,000

								$   3,500,000

								$   3,750,000

								$   4,000,000

								$   4,250,000

								$   4,500,000

								$   4,750,000

								$   5,000,000







		Progress:		1



Run Monte Carlo




Quartiles

		client_nm		spec_deductible		Paid Rate		Outlier		Q1		Q3		IQR		Upper		Lower

		Colomex, Inc.		$35,000.00		$350.53		FALSE		279.6578		326.9042		47.2464		397.7738		208.7882

		Spine Team Texas Management LLC		$35,000.00		$256.03		FALSE

		Cyclone Enterprises, Inc. 		$45,000.00		$315.36		FALSE		200.42115		277.04705		76.6259		391.9859		85.4823

		Nor-Am Cold Storage, Inc.		$45,000.00		$162.11		FALSE

		Bay Cities Container Corporation		$50,000.00		$260.12		FALSE		196.04535		250.2251		54.17975		331.494725		114.775725

		Conference Technologies Inc		$50,000.00		$220.54		FALSE

		Dickson-Diveley Midwest Orthopaedic Clinic, LLC		$50,000.00		$274.39		FALSE

		Enservco Corporation		$50,000.00		$189.90		FALSE

		H & H Automotive LLC		$50,000.00		$216.15		FALSE

		Kansas City Orthopaedic Institute, LCC		$50,000.00		$218.36		FALSE

		Ozark National Life Insurance Company		$50,000.00		$834.46		TRUE

		Snag, Inc		$50,000.00		$214.47		FALSE

		Triad Manufacturing, Inc.		$50,000.00		$172.80		FALSE

		Verve, A Credit Union		$50,000.00		$183.29		FALSE

		Vizo Financial Corporate Credit Union		$55,000.00		$323.93		FALSE

		All Copy Products		$60,000.00		$219.95		FALSE		206.77		229.52435		22.75435		263.655875		172.638475

		Cross Manufacturing, Inc.		$60,000.00		$370.67		TRUE

		Fox Communities Credit Union		$60,000.00		$204.66		FALSE

		Hoefer Wysocki Architects, LLC		$60,000.00		$24.44		TRUE

		KEMBA Financial Credit Union		$60,000.00		$208.88		FALSE

		McLeod Software Corporation		$60,000.00		$216.76		FALSE

		Planned Parenthood of Greater Texas		$60,000.00		$239.10		FALSE

		Amarillo Heart Group, L.L.P.		$65,000.00		$208.76		FALSE		171.802175		209.595		37.792825		266.2842375		115.1129375

		BHI Senior Living, Inc.		$65,000.00		$142.02		FALSE

		Hoover Ferguson		$65,000.00		$212.10		FALSE

		Omni Logistics, Inc.		$65,000.00		$181.73		FALSE

		Lady of the Sea General Hospital		$70,000.00		$256.70		FALSE		162.6433		268.8813		106.238		428.2383		3.2863

		Landmark Credit Union		$70,000.00		$278.02		FALSE

		Pate Rehabilitation Endeavors Inc.		$70,000.00		$247.80		FALSE

		Armor Defense Inc.		$75,000.00		$253.41		FALSE

		Bonanza Creek Energy		$75,000.00		$287.01		FALSE

		Cameco Resources		$75,000.00		$414.96		FALSE

		Nefab Packaging, Inc.		$75,000.00		$158.34		FALSE

		Cimarron Energy, Inc.		$75,000.00		$166.31		FALSE

		Covercraft Industries		$75,000.00		$104.90		FALSE

		Dana Kepner Company, Inc.		$75,000.00		$268.88		FALSE

		Educators Credit Union		$75,000.00		$135.46		FALSE

		Environmental Pest Service, LLC		$75,000.00		$162.64		FALSE

		Gunnison Valley Hospital		$75,000.00		$289.33		FALSE

		Iowa Select Farms, LLP - LIA		$75,000.00		$86.71		FALSE

		John A. Marshall Company		$75,000.00		$501.40		TRUE

		Laticrete International, Inc.		$75,000.00		$178.22		FALSE

		Leigh Fibers, Inc.		$75,000.00		$187.72		FALSE

		Missouri Employers Mutual Insurance Company		$75,000.00		$190.01		FALSE

		Myron Stratton Home, The		$75,000.00		$424.13		FALSE

		Public Employees' Retirement Association of Colorado		$75,000.00		$279.66		FALSE

		Ping Identity Corp. - Vista		$75,000.00		$188.84		FALSE

		Prince Minerals LLC		$75,000.00		$191.98		FALSE

		Public Service Credit Union		$75,000.00		$160.80		FALSE

		Quantum Spatial		$75,000.00		$203.30		FALSE

		Schweiger Dermatology Group		$75,000.00		$223.34		FALSE

		Shick Solutions, Inc.		$75,000.00		$223.54		FALSE

		Steel & Pipe Supply		$75,000.00		$155.12		FALSE

		Trinity Consultants, Inc.		$75,000.00		$166.84		FALSE

		Turn5		$75,000.00		$70.38		FALSE

		ACN, Inc.		$80,000.00		$141.85		FALSE		136.49		284.4272		147.9372		506.333		-85.4158

		Hulcher Services Inc.		$80,000.00		$285.75		FALSE

		Mazzio's LLC		$80,000.00		$118.48		FALSE

		Texas Molecular Limited Partnership		$80,000.00		$306.26		FALSE

		Berkel & Company Contractors, Inc.		$85,000.00		$254.17		FALSE		163.56		268.63595		105.07595		426.249875		5.946075

		Harpoint Holdings, Inc.		$85,000.00		$283.10		FALSE

		MPR Associates, Inc		$85,000.00		$204.98		FALSE

		PCE, Inc.		$85,000.00		$163.56		FALSE

		RP Lumber Co., Inc.		$85,000.00		$131.13		FALSE

		SICPA Securink, Corp.		$85,000.00		$383.04		FALSE

		STA Travel, North America		$85,000.00		$112.75		FALSE

		Cirque Du Soleil		$90,000.00		$98.96		FALSE		110.875		152.2783		41.4033		214.38325		48.77005

		City of Beatrice		$90,000.00		$240.60		TRUE

		Credit Union of Texas		$90,000.00		$122.79		FALSE

		Data Systems, Inc.		$90,000.00		$131.72		FALSE

		DAVACO, Inc.		$90,000.00		$149.60		FALSE

		Great Circle		$90,000.00		$95.83		FALSE

		Minnesota Gastroenterology		$90,000.00		$154.95		FALSE

		Procarent, Inc.		$95,000.00		$140.86		FALSE		120.47905		134.06635		13.5873		154.4473		100.0981

		Uncle Julio's Corporation		$95,000.00		$113.69		FALSE

		ALP Lighting		$100,000.00		$113.21		FALSE		127.695		181.253825		53.558825		261.5920625		47.3567625

		American Excelsior Company		$100,000.00		$152.72		FALSE

		Anesthesia Associates of Kansas City, P.C.		$100,000.00		$209.02		FALSE

		Cardinal Group Management & Advisory LLC		$100,000.00		$97.19		FALSE

		Clinical Reference Laboratory, Inc.		$100,000.00		$123.82		FALSE

		Clune Construction		$100,000.00		$127.10		FALSE

		City of Lenexa		$100,000.00		$152.96		FALSE

		Consolidated Construction Solutions LLC		$100,000.00		$189.91		FALSE

		CoServ Electric		$100,000.00		$170.98		FALSE

		Dimensional Dental Holdings, LLC		$100,000.00		$156.74		FALSE

		Dynacast International		$100,000.00		$114.89		FALSE

		EN Engineering, LLC		$100,000.00		$120.81		FALSE

		Episcopal Retirement Services		$100,000.00		$140.91		FALSE

		FIKES Wholesale, Inc.		$100,000.00		$128.28		FALSE

		Fontbonne University		$100,000.00		$138.04		FALSE

		G3 Enterprises, Inc		$100,000.00		$297.78		TRUE

		Gaia International, Inc.		$100,000.00		$216.64		FALSE

		Gehl Foods		$100,000.00		$123.88		FALSE

		GELITA USA Inc.		$100,000.00		$308.53		TRUE

		Gowan Milling Company, LLC		$100,000.00		$112.20		FALSE

		Hunter Engineering		$100,000.00		$68.84		FALSE

		Jefferson City Medical Group		$100,000.00		$136.95		FALSE

		KCG, Inc.		$100,000.00		$127.47		FALSE

		LaBarge Coating, LLC		$100,000.00		$188.68		FALSE

		La Posada at Park Centre, Inc.		$100,000.00		$133.98		FALSE

				$100,000.00		$191.47		FALSE

		Main Event Entertainment		$100,000.00		$127.01		FALSE

		Market Track - Vista		$100,000.00		$148.42		FALSE

		Masonic Homes of Kentucky, Inc.		$100,000.00		$140.16		FALSE

		MODEC International, Inc.		$100,000.00		$279.55		TRUE

		Moeller Manufacturing Co.		$100,000.00		$178.78		FALSE

		Municipal Emergency Services		$100,000.00		$233.84		FALSE

		UNICOM Systems, Inc.		$100,000.00		$244.10		FALSE

		NICUSA, Inc.		$100,000.00		$155.85		FALSE

		Omnitracs, LLC - Vista		$100,000.00		$212.02		FALSE

		Pollock Investments, Inc.		$100,000.00		$167.82		FALSE

		Porsche Business Services, Inc. 		$100,000.00		$146.72		FALSE

		Radiology Regional Center PA		$100,000.00		$135.30		FALSE

		Schwartz Farms, Inc.		$100,000.00		$113.76		FALSE

		Solis Mammography		$100,000.00		$127.77		FALSE

		Treat America Food Services		$100,000.00		$171.05		FALSE

		Unifrax I LLC		$100,000.00		$139.81		FALSE

		Universal Lending Corporation		$100,000.00		$161.30		FALSE

		University of Southern Indiana		$100,000.00		$65.31		FALSE

		US Risk		$100,000.00		$163.60		FALSE

		Vortex Companies		$100,000.00		$152.81		FALSE

		WellDyne, Inc.		$100,000.00		$151.20		FALSE

		Wheelabrator Group, Inc.		$100,000.00		$278.76		TRUE

		Whitcraft LLC		$100,000.00		$177.94		FALSE

		Xtreme Drilling Corp.		$100,000.00		$138.70		FALSE

		Cafe Enterprises, Inc.		$100,000.00		$257.73		FALSE

		Oconomowoc Residential Programs		$100,000.00		$151.73		FALSE

		C.H.I. Overhead Doors, Inc.		$105,000.00		$307.51		FALSE

		CryoLife, Inc.		$110,000.00		$120.14		FALSE		110.0156		187.44		77.4244		303.5766		-6.121

		Cuningham Group Architecture, Inc. - Stop Loss		$110,000.00		$157.14		FALSE

		Hillwood Development Company, LLC		$110,000.00		$208.01		FALSE

		Kona Grill, Inc.		$110,000.00		$69.64		FALSE

		Newman Regional Health		$110,000.00		$99.89		FALSE

		HR Perot, Perot Associates		$110,000.00		$204.58		FALSE

		Gas Technology Institute		$110,000.00		$170.30		FALSE

		FDF Energy Services		$115,000.00		$85.30		FALSE

		14 West		$120,000.00		$64.92		FALSE		95.755		142.28615		46.53115		212.082875		25.958275

		I.M. Systems Group, Inc.		$120,000.00		$126.59		FALSE

		Ransom Memorial Hospital		$120,000.00		$157.98		FALSE

		Acuity Healthcare, LP		$125,000.00		$148.25		FALSE		102.9225		159.22		56.2975		243.66625		18.47625

		Affinity Federal Credit Union		$125,000.00		$224.43		FALSE

		Affinity Gaming		$125,000.00		$129.46		FALSE

		AGRO Merchants North America Holdings, L.P.		$125,000.00		$71.70		FALSE

		Americo Services, Inc.		$125,000.00		$138.99		FALSE

		American Trailer World, Inc.		$125,000.00		$78.91		FALSE

		ASPEQ Heating Group LLC		$125,000.00		$105.79		FALSE

		Houston Astros LLC		$125,000.00		$88.41		FALSE

		Austin Bank, Texas N.A.		$125,000.00		$102.45		FALSE

		Buckley Powder Co		$125,000.00		$173.30		FALSE

		Capital Consultants Management Corporation		$125,000.00		$130.67		FALSE

		Capital University		$125,000.00		$120.52		FALSE

		Caris Science Inc.		$125,000.00		$195.18		FALSE

		Contract Land Staff, LLC		$125,000.00		$187.09		FALSE

		Consolidated Restaurant Operations, Inc.		$125,000.00		$147.55		FALSE

		Blackhawk Industrial Distribution, Inc.		$125,000.00		$114.53		FALSE

		Enterprise Financial Services Corp		$125,000.00		$76.91		FALSE

		Flexible Steel Lacing Company		$125,000.00		$144.23		FALSE

		Global Tel Link		$125,000.00		$119.34		FALSE

		Gowan Company, LLC		$125,000.00		$178.93		FALSE

		HeathCo, LLC		$125,000.00		$139.51		FALSE

		Hemlock Semiconductor, LLC		$125,000.00		$138.00		FALSE

		IEA Management Services, Inc.		$125,000.00		$144.07		FALSE

		Independent Living Systems		$125,000.00		$139.85		FALSE

		Integral Ad Science		$125,000.00		$127.75		FALSE

		Kanawha River Terminals 		$125,000.00		$226.07		FALSE

		KBP Investments, LLC		$125,000.00		$121.10		FALSE

		Kansas City University of Medicine & Biosciences		$125,000.00		$285.90		TRUE

		Lending Tree, LLC		$125,000.00		$89.78		FALSE

		Lone Star Holdings, LLC		$125,000.00		$82.00		FALSE

		Lund, Inc.		$125,000.00		$156.19		FALSE

		Manna Pro Products, LLC		$125,000.00		$139.01		FALSE

		Mold-Rite Plastics LLC		$125,000.00		$86.57		FALSE

		Nelson Global Products		$125,000.00		$160.23		FALSE

		Nelson Laboratories, LLC. 		$125,000.00		$104.39		FALSE

		Noranda New Day Alumninum		$125,000.00		$127.03		FALSE

		Owen Industries, Inc.		$125,000.00		$146.13		FALSE

		Peak Vista Community Health Centers		$125,000.00		$80.38		FALSE

		Peco Pallet		$125,000.00		$117.60		FALSE

		Pinnacol Assurance		$125,000.00		$144.21		FALSE

		Pitkin County		$125,000.00		$254.81		TRUE

		Premium Retail Services		$125,000.00		$102.87		FALSE

		Public Financial Management, Inc.		$125,000.00		$70.52		FALSE

		Qbase, LLC		$125,000.00		$169.69		FALSE

		Ranger Energy Services		$125,000.00		$229.04		FALSE

		Reasor's LLC		$125,000.00		$90.06		FALSE

		Rummel Construction, Inc.		$125,000.00		$126.30		FALSE

		Seldin Company		$125,000.00		$93.53		FALSE

		Bedrock Group LP		$125,000.00		$57.95		FALSE

		The Step 2 Company, LLC		$125,000.00		$133.11		FALSE

		SouthWest Diagnostic Imaging, Ltd.		$125,000.00		$103.08		FALSE

		Community Hospital Corporation		$125,000.00		$178.43		FALSE

		TricorBraun, Inc.		$125,000.00		$179.49		FALSE

		United Vision Logistics		$125,000.00		$165.28		FALSE

		USMD Holdings, Inc.		$125,000.00		$174.31		FALSE

		Valley View Hospital		$125,000.00		$223.24		FALSE

		Vestcom International		$125,000.00		$65.32		FALSE

		Vestcom International		$125,000.00		$65.32		FALSE

		Welltower		$125,000.00		$133.23		FALSE

		WorldVentures Holdings, LLC		$125,000.00		$105.60		FALSE

		Ziff Davis, LLC		$125,000.00		$143.42		FALSE

		Heritage Plastics, Inc.		$125,000.00		$127.34		FALSE

		Alliant Credit Union 		$130,000.00		$101.76		FALSE		69.0075		89.3325		20.325		119.82		38.52

		AMLI Residential		$130,000.00		$82.94		FALSE

		Plano Synergy Holding Inc.		$130,000.00		$85.19		FALSE

		Spokane United Methodist Homes, Inc.		$130,000.00		$27.21		TRUE

		Atchison Hospital		$135,000.00		$179.14		FALSE		96.15295		137.78545		41.6325		200.2342		33.7042

		Franke USA Holding, Inc.		$135,000.00		$95.87		FALSE

		Transformant Healthcare Solutions, LLC		$135,000.00		$96.44		FALSE

		Fike Corporation		$140,000.00		$153.61		FALSE		124.5487		143.9261		19.3774		172.9922		95.4826

		Methode Electronics		$140,000.00		$114.86		FALSE

		The Motley Fool Holdings, Inc.		$145,000.00		$83.07		FALSE

		ASRC Industrial Services, LLC		$150,000.00		$175.21		FALSE		87.38		140.27695		52.89695		219.622375		8.034575

		ALS Global		$150,000.00		$86.87		FALSE

		Ameriqual Group Holdings LLC		$150,000.00		$121.42		FALSE

		Aquinas Companies, LLC		$150,000.00		$255.44		TRUE

		ARM Inc.		$150,000.00		$100.35		FALSE

		Belcan Government Services		$150,000.00		$136.30		FALSE

		Learjet Inc - PAS/DAS/WVAC/MRO		$150,000.00		$120.74		FALSE

		Bradken Engineered Products		$150,000.00		$121.97		FALSE

		Brookfield Hospitality Properties, LLC		$150,000.00		$121.59		FALSE

		Bull Moose Tube		$150,000.00		$111.41		FALSE

		California Natural Products		$150,000.00		$100.36		FALSE

		CareHere, LLC		$150,000.00		$57.69		FALSE

		City of Aspen		$150,000.00		$146.15		FALSE

		Columbine Health Systems		$150,000.00		$155.68		FALSE

		Corsicana Bedding, LLC		$150,000.00		$35.61		FALSE

		City of Tamarac		$150,000.00		$129.91		FALSE

		Curt Manufacturing, LLC		$150,000.00		$94.91		FALSE

		David C. Cook		$150,000.00		$172.17		FALSE

		Dimension Data		$150,000.00		$118.45		FALSE

		DRW Holdings, LLC.		$150,000.00		$74.81		FALSE

		Dixie Electric, LLC		$150,000.00		$71.16		FALSE

		Easter Seals		$150,000.00		$69.16		FALSE

		Emerus Group Holdings, LP-Benefits		$150,000.00		$96.52		FALSE

		Ensono, LP		$150,000.00		$111.06		FALSE

		Entrans International, LLC		$150,000.00		$141.41		FALSE

		Fennemore Craig		$150,000.00		$166.31		FALSE

		First Busey		$150,000.00		$95.65		FALSE

		VHAUM-Grand Itasca Clinic & Hospital		$150,000.00		$159.22		FALSE

		Hellman Worldwide Logistics, Inc.		$150,000.00		$129.60		FALSE

		HealthTronics, Inc.		$150,000.00		$143.43		FALSE

		The Howard Hughes Corporation		$150,000.00		$148.94		FALSE

		Independent Bank Group, Inc.		$150,000.00		$98.50		FALSE

		IPFS Corporation		$150,000.00		$179.07		FALSE

		JR Technology Group, LLC		$150,000.00		$78.33		FALSE

		Kemin Industries, Inc.		$150,000.00		$137.66		FALSE

		Key Impact Sales & Systems, Inc.		$150,000.00		$70.47		FALSE

		Knowlton Development Corporation (KDC)		$150,000.00		$79.30		FALSE

		Laurel Lake Retirement Community		$150,000.00		$167.28		FALSE

		Learfield Communications, Inc		$150,000.00		$113.19		FALSE

		Logistics Management Institute		$150,000.00		$109.40		FALSE

		Matheson Trucking, Inc.		$150,000.00		$136.53		FALSE

		McKool Smith, P.C.		$150,000.00		$180.62		FALSE

		Midland States Bank		$150,000.00		$87.55		FALSE

		MINDBODY, Inc.		$150,000.00		$66.80		FALSE

		NAB Holdings, LLC		$150,000.00		$92.00		FALSE

		Netsmart Technologies		$150,000.00		$102.57		FALSE

		Nexans USA Inc.		$150,000.00		$139.90		FALSE

		National Research Corporation		$150,000.00		$73.66		FALSE

		Nutranext		$150,000.00		$102.32		FALSE

		Oceans Acquisition, Inc.		$150,000.00		$70.54		FALSE

		Orchard Paper Products Company		$150,000.00		$106.10		FALSE

		Paperworks Industries, Inc.		$150,000.00		$154.44		FALSE

		Philadelphia Presbytery Homes, Inc.		$150,000.00		$108.30		FALSE

		Piedmont Plastics, Inc.		$150,000.00		$89.92		FALSE

		RA Outdoors, LLC - Vista		$150,000.00		$69.86		FALSE

		Relativity fka kCura		$150,000.00		$66.20		FALSE

		Salem Communications		$150,000.00		$108.64		FALSE

		Salk Institute for Biological Studies		$150,000.00		$144.51		FALSE

		Samaritan's Purse		$150,000.00		$109.64		FALSE

		Service Logic LLC		$150,000.00		$114.54		FALSE

		Sonneborn, LLC		$150,000.00		$188.21		FALSE

		SourceLink Acquisition, LLC		$150,000.00		$68.45		FALSE

		Source Refrigeration & HVAC, Inc.		$150,000.00		$121.68		FALSE

		Spectrum Paint		$150,000.00		$74.24		FALSE

		Sportman's Warehouse Holdings, Inc. 		$150,000.00		$63.88		FALSE

		SSAI		$150,000.00		$127.11		FALSE

		Standard Furniture Manufacturing Co., Inc.		$150,000.00		$47.38		FALSE

		Stream Realty Partners, L.P.		$150,000.00		$158.46		FALSE

		Tallgrass Energy Partners		$150,000.00		$135.08		FALSE

		Telligen Health Management Solutions		$150,000.00		$89.42		FALSE

		Thompson & Knight LLP		$150,000.00		$231.21		TRUE

		Trimac Transportation, Inc.		$150,000.00		$161.65		FALSE

		The United Distribution Group, Inc.		$150,000.00		$57.42		FALSE

		Versabar		$150,000.00		$128.84		FALSE

		VT Services, Inc.		$150,000.00		$93.47		FALSE

		Yaskawa America, Inc.		$150,000.00		$93.77		FALSE

		Dixie Pipeline		$160,000.00		$144.16		FALSE		98.495		130.62		32.125		178.8075		50.3075

		Heidrick & Struggles, Inc.		$160,000.00		$79.91		FALSE

		John Knox Village		$160,000.00		$117.08		FALSE

		Friendship Senior Options, NFP		$165,000.00		$43.53		FALSE		60.905		87.265		26.36		126.805		21.365

		LBP Manufacturing		$165,000.00		$78.28		FALSE

		Westport, LLC		$165,000.00		$96.25		FALSE

		Flotek Industries, Inc.		$170,000.00		$104.69		FALSE

		ACProducts, Inc.		$175,000.00		$109.02		FALSE		77.5075		114.19		36.6825		169.21375		22.48375

		Americhem, Inc.		$175,000.00		$181.38		TRUE

		Aptean - Vista		$175,000.00		$167.00		FALSE

		Arctic Glacier		$175,000.00		$113.29		FALSE

		BakeMark USA, LLC		$175,000.00		$171.65		TRUE

		Brown & Caldwell		$175,000.00		$109.97		FALSE

		Cadence Education, Inc.		$175,000.00		$84.56		FALSE

		CEC Entertainment, Inc.		$175,000.00		$85.80		FALSE

		The Church of the Nazarene, Inc.		$175,000.00		$88.08		FALSE

		Cision		$175,000.00		$48.48		FALSE

		Community Surgical Supply		$175,000.00		$51.87		FALSE

		Concorde Career Colleges, Inc.		$175,000.00		$105.00		FALSE

		Costa Farms		$175,000.00		$69.06		FALSE

		Delta County Memorial Hospital		$175,000.00		$124.71		FALSE

		Diamond Crystal Brands, Inc.		$175,000.00		$89.04		FALSE

		DLA Piper		$175,000.00		$88.41		FALSE

		Pipeline East Dallas, LLC		$175,000.00		$178.60		TRUE

		Encore Electric		$175,000.00		$111.52		FALSE

		FairfieldNodal		$175,000.00		$189.88		TRUE

		First Financial Bankshares, Inc.		$175,000.00		$63.15		FALSE

		Genisys Controls LLC		$175,000.00		$79.56		FALSE

		GTT Americas, LLC		$175,000.00		$125.99		FALSE

		Kitchell Corporation		$175,000.00		$90.68		FALSE

		Lantheus		$175,000.00		$135.01		FALSE

		The Majestic Star Casino, LLC		$175,000.00		$112.91		FALSE

		Mediaocean - Vista		$175,000.00		$167.05		FALSE

		Merchant Metals		$175,000.00		$111.63		FALSE

		Meso Scale Diagnostics (MSD)		$175,000.00		$78.73		FALSE

		Mood Media		$175,000.00		$88.00		FALSE

		Morehouse College		$175,000.00		$83.72		FALSE

		National Entertainment Network, Inc.		$175,000.00		$77.10		FALSE

		On The Border Mexican Grill & Cantina		$175,000.00		$96.62		FALSE

		PDS Tech, Inc.		$175,000.00		$109.04		FALSE

		Peterson Manufacturing Co., Inc.		$175,000.00		$58.11		FALSE

		Pilot Freight Services		$175,000.00		$84.63		FALSE

		Pivot Technology Solutions LTD		$175,000.00		$120.00		FALSE

		PlayPower, Inc.		$175,000.00		$67.69		FALSE

		QMES, LLC		$175,000.00		$47.28		FALSE

		RHA Health Services, LLC		$175,000.00		$65.84		FALSE

		Shintech Inc.		$175,000.00		$92.74		FALSE

		Standard Meat Company, L.P.		$175,000.00		$120.41		FALSE

		Stuller, Inc.		$175,000.00		$63.94		FALSE

		Stupp Brothers, Inc.		$175,000.00		$114.49		FALSE

		Tankstar USA, Inc.		$175,000.00		$112.10		FALSE

		Town of Mansfield		$175,000.00		$49.75		FALSE

		Trend Offset Printing		$175,000.00		$115.92		FALSE

		VECTRA		$175,000.00		$83.52		FALSE

		Wastequip, LLC		$175,000.00		$55.00		FALSE

		UCH/Hotwire Communications		$175,000.00		$81.49		FALSE

		Universal Avionics Systems Corporation		$175,000.00		$70.02		FALSE

		Mark Andy, Inc.		$185,000.00		$127.11		FALSE		101.235		115.35		14.115		136.5225		80.0625

		Miami Jewish Health Systems		$185,000.00		$98.88		FALSE

		Western Stone and Metal Corporation		$185,000.00		$103.59		FALSE

		E.A. Sween Company		$190,000.00		$60.33		FALSE

		Universal Trailer Corporation		$195,000.00		$43.17		FALSE

		Aggreko LLC		$200,000.00		$74.18		FALSE		60.04		87.91		27.87		129.715		18.235

		Alion Science and Technology Corporation		$200,000.00		$96.97		FALSE

		Aspen Valley Hospital District		$200,000.00		$106.06		FALSE

		AstenJohnson, Inc.		$200,000.00		$85.73		FALSE

		American Transmission Company		$200,000.00		$106.72		FALSE

		Balfour Beatty, LLC		$200,000.00		$83.12		FALSE

		The Bama Companies, Inc.		$200,000.00		$53.22		FALSE

		Barton Malow Company		$200,000.00		$61.89		FALSE

		BlueLinx Corporation		$200,000.00		$76.44		FALSE

		Boar's Head Provisions		$200,000.00		$49.21		FALSE

		Brighton Collectibles		$200,000.00		$56.34		FALSE

		Bunn-O-Matic		$200,000.00		$57.28		FALSE

		Cars.com		$200,000.00		$53.96		FALSE

		Inform Diagnostics, Inc		$200,000.00		$87.91		FALSE

		Cardtronics USA, Inc.		$200,000.00		$110.44		FALSE

		C.H. Guenther & Son, Inc. 		$200,000.00		$93.12		FALSE

		Chancelight, Inc.		$200,000.00		$58.00		FALSE

		Checkers Drive-In Restaurants, Inc.		$200,000.00		$93.22		FALSE

		CHI Management Group, LP		$200,000.00		$65.21		FALSE

		Choice Hotels International, Inc.		$200,000.00		$61.51		FALSE

		City of Frisco		$200,000.00		$90.18		FALSE

		Commercial Furniture Group		$200,000.00		$77.88		FALSE

		Community Unit School District 308 (CUSD)		$200,000.00		$200.95		TRUE

		Dave & Buster's, Inc.		$200,000.00		$42.11		FALSE

		Dental Care Alliance		$200,000.00		$62.54		FALSE

		Digital Intelligence Systems, LLC		$200,000.00		$59.82		FALSE

		EAB Global, Inc - Vista		$200,000.00		$68.85		FALSE

		Emergent BioSolutions, Inc.		$200,000.00		$165.97		TRUE

		Evapco, Inc.		$200,000.00		$71.57		FALSE

		Ewing Irrigation Products, Inc.		$200,000.00		$85.24		FALSE

		FN America, LLC		$200,000.00		$51.34		FALSE

		FULLBEAUTY Brands		$200,000.00		$69.21		FALSE

		Gerson Lehrman Group, Inc.		$200,000.00		$41.87		FALSE

		Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company, LLC		$200,000.00		$69.16		FALSE

		Game Show Network, LLC		$200,000.00		$75.08		FALSE

		HOK Group, Inc.		$200,000.00		$63.53		FALSE

		Hunt Oil		$200,000.00		$80.21		FALSE

		International Cruise & Excursions, Inc.		$200,000.00		$59.90		FALSE

		Intrepid Potash, Inc.		$200,000.00		$51.15		FALSE

		Jackson Walker L.L.P.		$200,000.00		$105.01		FALSE

		KrolLDiscovery		$200,000.00		$81.63		FALSE

		Landmark Bank		$200,000.00		$106.96		FALSE

		Land Title Guarantee Company		$200,000.00		$82.25		FALSE

		Larimer County		$200,000.00		$165.80		TRUE

		Lucky Brand, LLC		$200,000.00		$68.87		FALSE

		MacAulay-Brown, Inc.		$200,000.00		$89.71		FALSE

		Maschhoff Family Foods, LLC - Stop Loss		$200,000.00		$55.86		FALSE

		MDC Partners		$200,000.00		$54.74		FALSE

		MORSCO		$200,000.00		$69.19		FALSE

		Enovation Controls LLC		$200,000.00		$69.21		FALSE

		Nash Holdings LLC		$200,000.00		$71.78		FALSE

		Navex Global, Inc. - Vista		$200,000.00		$46.42		FALSE

		NISC		$200,000.00		$65.06		FALSE

		Orscheln		$200,000.00		$42.22		FALSE

		The Orvis Company, Inc.		$200,000.00		$93.43		FALSE

		Performance Contracting Group, Inc.		$200,000.00		$117.55		FALSE

		Pierce County		$200,000.00		$102.04		FALSE

		Polynt Composites USA, Inc.		$200,000.00		$84.90		FALSE

		Preferred Freezer Services		$200,000.00		$59.65		FALSE

		ProAmpac		$200,000.00		$76.37		FALSE

		Quintana Energy Services Inc.		$200,000.00		$75.28		FALSE

		Randolph Brooks FCU		$200,000.00		$66.34		FALSE

		Range Resources Corporation		$200,000.00		$101.27		FALSE

		RealPage, Inc.		$200,000.00		$60.04		FALSE

		Reddy Ice Corporation		$200,000.00		$78.26		FALSE

		Snider Tire, Inc.		$200,000.00		$32.57		FALSE

		Sunnen Products Company		$200,000.00		$70.84		FALSE

		Superior Essex, Inc.		$200,000.00		$79.25		FALSE

		Teladoc		$200,000.00		$74.50		FALSE

		Thompson Coburn LLP.		$200,000.00		$108.52		FALSE

		Trans States Holdings		$200,000.00		$59.04		FALSE

		Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions		$200,000.00		$72.59		FALSE

		Walsworth Publishing Company		$200,000.00		$60.32		FALSE

		ForcePoint, LLC		$200,000.00		$82.53		FALSE

		West Star Aviation		$200,000.00		$78.52		FALSE

		Zachry Corporation		$200,000.00		$65.58		FALSE

		Security Benefit		$200,000.00		$98.52		FALSE

		Anderson Hospital		$210,000.00		$90.01		FALSE

		Gravity Oilfield Services		$215,000.00		$76.83		FALSE		71.23		82.875		11.645		100.3425		53.7625

		Locke Lord, LLP		$215,000.00		$88.92		FALSE

		Tecta America		$215,000.00		$65.63		FALSE

		HealthMarkets, Inc.		$220,000.00		$221.55		FALSE		120.03		187.71		67.68		289.23		18.51

		Pacific Rim Mechanical		$220,000.00		$86.19		FALSE

		1st Source Bank		$225,000.00		$135.26		FALSE		58.31765		91.7		33.38235		141.773525		8.244125

		ACI Worldwide		$225,000.00		$87.87		FALSE

		Alliance Laundry Systems, LLC.		$225,000.00		$94.46		FALSE

		American Heart Association, Inc.		$225,000.00		$71.97		FALSE

		AMPORTS, Inc.		$225,000.00		$76.24		FALSE

		Atrium Hospitality		$225,000.00		$55.53		FALSE

		Baptist Mid-Missions		$225,000.00		$119.17		FALSE

		Bollinger Shipyards, LLC.		$225,000.00		$47.17		FALSE

		Cambridge Information Group. Inc.		$225,000.00		$57.83		FALSE

		Canam Steel Corporation		$225,000.00		$80.97		FALSE

		Carriage Services, Inc.		$225,000.00		$73.10		FALSE

		Cirrus Logic, Inc.		$225,000.00		$90.78		FALSE

		Covington & Burling LLP		$225,000.00		$84.55		FALSE

		Sterigenics U.S., LLC		$225,000.00		$62.67		FALSE

		Crane Worldwide Logistics LLC		$225,000.00		$75.15		FALSE

		Dayton Superior		$225,000.00		$100.67		FALSE

		Echo Global Logistics		$225,000.00		$28.84		FALSE

		E. & J. Gallo Winery - Union		$225,000.00		$223.02		TRUE

		Finastra - Vista		$225,000.00		$72.90		FALSE

		Fossil, Inc.		$225,000.00		$49.91		FALSE

		FRAM Group Operations, LLC.		$225,000.00		$81.29		FALSE

		FreightCar America, Inc.		$225,000.00		$33.09		FALSE

		Great Plains Health		$225,000.00		$138.86		FALSE

		HEICO Companies, LLC		$225,000.00		$55.83		FALSE

		Lhoist North America, Inc.		$225,000.00		$79.91		FALSE

		Maines Paper & Food Service		$225,000.00		$39.96		FALSE

		MFA Oil Company		$225,000.00		$58.48		FALSE

		Mitchell International, Inc.		$225,000.00		$68.62		FALSE

		North American Healthcare, Inc.		$225,000.00		$70.89		FALSE

		PCI Pharma Services		$225,000.00		$65.09		FALSE

		South Metro Fire Rescue		$225,000.00		$157.50		TRUE

		Vertellus Holdings LLC		$225,000.00		$104.99		FALSE

		DSC Logistics		$235,000.00		$74.83		FALSE

		Express Services, Inc.		$245,000.00		$134.22		FALSE

		48Forty Solutions, LLC		$250,000.00		$67.68		FALSE		50.4973		78.745		28.2477		121.11655		8.12575

		Abt Electronics, Inc.		$250,000.00		$26.22		FALSE

		AirLite Plastics Company		$250,000.00		$51.29		FALSE

		VHAUM-Altru Health System		$250,000.00		$45.92		FALSE

		A.M. Castle & Co.		$250,000.00		$87.34		FALSE

		Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP		$250,000.00		$75.47		FALSE

		The Beck Group		$250,000.00		$20.71		FALSE

		BRP US Inc.		$250,000.00		$62.20		FALSE

		Buckeye Partners, L.P.		$250,000.00		$65.14		FALSE

		CCC Group		$250,000.00		$70.62		FALSE

		CCS Medical, Inc.		$250,000.00		$56.65		FALSE

		Cinemark USA, Inc.		$250,000.00		$53.34		FALSE

		City of Independence, Missouri		$250,000.00		$86.84		FALSE

		ConvergeOne Holdings Corp.		$250,000.00		$82.73		FALSE

		COG Operating LLC		$250,000.00		$100.36		FALSE

		Craig Hospital		$250,000.00		$64.24		FALSE

		Credit Acceptance Corporation		$250,000.00		$61.38		FALSE

		ECMC Group		$250,000.00		$56.13		FALSE

		Elior North America		$250,000.00		$69.81		FALSE

		EmployBridge Holding Co.		$250,000.00		$46.33		FALSE

		Five Guys Enterprises, LLC		$250,000.00		$50.37		FALSE

		Florida Cancer Specialists		$250,000.00		$42.53		FALSE

		Hanover Insurance Company		$250,000.00		$63.60		FALSE

		Harbin Clinic, LLC		$250,000.00		$75.41		FALSE

		Haynes and Boone, L.L.P.		$250,000.00		$102.25		FALSE

		Helen of Troy		$250,000.00		$54.54		FALSE

		Heritage Operations Group, LLC		$250,000.00		$31.76		FALSE

		himagine Solutions, Inc.		$250,000.00		$69.28		FALSE

		Inovalon, Inc.		$250,000.00		$60.73		FALSE

		InTrust Financial Corporation		$250,000.00		$57.65		FALSE

		Jefferson Parish Sheriff's Office		$250,000.00		$43.50		FALSE

		JC USA, Inc. and Affiliates		$250,000.00		$51.28		FALSE

		J-W Power Company		$250,000.00		$73.51		FALSE

		KapStone Paper & Packaging		$250,000.00		$64.66		FALSE

		Knapheide Manufacturing Company		$250,000.00		$50.91		FALSE

		Legrand North America		$250,000.00		$50.62		FALSE

		Lincoln Property Services, Inc. - Duvall		$250,000.00		$50.76		FALSE

		LMI Aerospace, Inc.		$250,000.00		$64.95		FALSE

		Medical Information Technology, Inc		$250,000.00		$77.65		FALSE

		MHM Services, Inc.		$250,000.00		$27.28		FALSE

		Monarch Casino Black Hawk		$250,000.00		$68.42		FALSE

		NextCare Holdings		$250,000.00		$43.77		FALSE

		Nishikawa Cooper LLC dba NISCO		$250,000.00		$49.78		FALSE

		Northwest Hardwoods		$250,000.00		$79.84		FALSE

		Online Computer Learning Center		$250,000.00		$45.08		FALSE

		Pepsi National Brand Beverages LTD		$250,000.00		$69.44		FALSE

		Hilltop Holdings LLC		$250,000.00		$72.66		FALSE

		Powerschool, LLC - Vista		$250,000.00		$88.71		FALSE

		Daily's Premium Meats		$250,000.00		$39.38		FALSE

		RLI Corrp		$250,000.00		$39.02		FALSE

		Sargento Foods Inc.		$250,000.00		$65.65		FALSE

		SFG Member Companies 		$250,000.00		$45.55		FALSE

		Six Flags Entertainment Corporation		$250,000.00		$169.08		TRUE

		Solenis LLC		$250,000.00		$87.57		FALSE

		Argos USA formerly Southern Star Concrete, Inc.		$250,000.00		$96.39		FALSE

		Star Tribune Media Company, LLC		$250,000.00		$86.48		FALSE

		Strayer Education		$250,000.00		$101.65		FALSE

		SunCoke Energy, Inc.		$250,000.00		$136.21		TRUE

		Kansas City Southern Railway Company		$250,000.00		$61.52		FALSE

		Duchossois Group		$250,000.00		$65.22		FALSE

		Kohler Credit Union		$250,000.00		$250.72		TRUE

		Texas Capital Bankshares, Inc.		$250,000.00		$106.71		FALSE

		The Cooper Companies		$250,000.00		$109.60		FALSE

		The Hillman Group, Inc.		$250,000.00		$52.86		FALSE

		Topgolf International, Inc.		$250,000.00		$29.72		FALSE

		Transwestern Commercial Services		$250,000.00		$97.03		FALSE

		Truck Hero, Inc.		$250,000.00		$61.34		FALSE

		TSG Resources		$250,000.00		$42.57		FALSE

		Ultra Electronics, Inc.		$250,000.00		$143.89		TRUE

		UCI		$250,000.00		$50.00		FALSE

		Wiese USA, Inc.		$250,000.00		$72.53		FALSE

		Sulzer USA Inc.		$260,000.00		$70.13		FALSE		57.6602		65.9708		8.3106		78.4367		45.1943

		Tootsie Roll Industries, LLC		$260,000.00		$53.50		FALSE

		A. H. Belo Corporation		$275,000.00		$57.82		FALSE		38.91		74.8777		35.9677		128.82925		-15.04155

		Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP		$275,000.00		$106.26		FALSE

		Arkansas State University		$275,000.00		$26.12		FALSE

		Ascensus		$275,000.00		$47.82		FALSE

		Belcan Corporation		$275,000.00		$79.63		FALSE

		BKD, LLP		$275,000.00		$34.23		FALSE

		Borden Dairy Company		$275,000.00		$68.26		FALSE

		Centuri Construction		$275,000.00		$129.77		TRUE

		Citation Oil & Gas Corp.		$275,000.00		$84.91		FALSE

		Crawford & Company, Inc.		$275,000.00		$31.17		FALSE

		Elbit Systems of America, LLC - INACTIVE		$275,000.00		$85.74		FALSE

		Harte Hanks, Inc		$275,000.00		$53.25		FALSE

		Hayward Industries, Inc		$275,000.00		$0.00		FALSE

		Jefferson County		$275,000.00		$74.34		FALSE

		Ashland Hospital Corporation		$275,000.00		$40.44		FALSE

		The Kleinfelder Group, Inc.		$275,000.00		$62.30		FALSE

		Laird Technologies, Inc.		$275,000.00		$54.78		FALSE

		M/I Homes Inc.		$275,000.00		$60.90		FALSE

		Parkdale Mills, Inc.		$275,000.00		$29.99		FALSE

		Prime, Inc.		$275,000.00		$33.13		FALSE

		Rabobank, N.A.		$275,000.00		$76.72		FALSE

		Sage Hospitality		$275,000.00		$48.52		FALSE

		Goodman Networks		$275,000.00		$48.84		FALSE

		SoHo House, LLC		$275,000.00		$37.38		FALSE

		Baptist Hospitals of SE TX - Beaumont		$275,000.00		$75.42		FALSE

		TTI, Inc.		$275,000.00		$50.72		FALSE

		U.S. Silica Company		$275,000.00		$63.86		FALSE

		Wilsonart LLC		$275,000.00		$55.10		FALSE

		Yeshiva University		$275,000.00		$113.20		FALSE

		Fresh Direct		$275,000.00		$28.75		FALSE

		Inland Truck Parts Company		$275,000.00		$43.91		FALSE

		Altamira Corporation		$300,000.00		$68.33		FALSE		42.376		66.66		24.284		103.086		5.95

		American Century Services, LLC		$300,000.00		$66.66		FALSE

		Automotive Management Services Inc.		$300,000.00		$12.28		FALSE

		Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLC		$300,000.00		$43.70		FALSE

		Benchmark Electronics, Inc.		$300,000.00		$43.82		FALSE

		Blount International 		$300,000.00		$45.16		FALSE

		Boston Market Corporation		$300,000.00		$62.42		FALSE

		Bristol Hospital		$300,000.00		$43.96		FALSE

		CareMount Medical P.C.		$300,000.00		$66.42		FALSE

		CF Industries Holdings, Inc.		$300,000.00		$43.41		FALSE

		CPC Logistics, Inc.		$300,000.00		$75.87		FALSE

		Cross Country Healthcare, Inc.		$300,000.00		$29.07		FALSE

		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.		$300,000.00		$47.68		FALSE

		Lockton Companies - Stop Loss		$300,000.00		$42.38		FALSE

		Discovery Communications, LLC		$300,000.00		$55.10		FALSE

		Compass Minerals America Inc.		$300,000.00		$71.17		FALSE

		Houlihan Lokey		$300,000.00		$55.79		FALSE

		Ensign Facility Services, Inc.		$300,000.00		$29.82		FALSE

		Ensign-Bickford Industries, Inc.		$300,000.00		$68.03		FALSE

		Ernest Health, Inc.		$300,000.00		$44.22		FALSE

		FTD Companies, Inc.		$300,000.00		$53.52		FALSE

		FTS International, LLC		$300,000.00		$47.68		FALSE

		Norton Rose Fulbright		$300,000.00		$70.69		FALSE

		Goodwill Industries of Middle TN		$300,000.00		$85.95		FALSE

		Grand Isle Shipyard		$300,000.00		$57.16		FALSE

		Groupon, Inc.		$300,000.00		$31.87		FALSE

		Intertek U.S.A., Inc.		$300,000.00		$48.77		FALSE

		Jack Henry & Associates		$300,000.00		$47.33		FALSE

		Memorial Health System		$300,000.00		$17.96		FALSE

		The Metropolitan District		$300,000.00		$44.01		FALSE

		Mubea North America		$300,000.00		$57.50		FALSE

		Mueller Water Products, Inc.		$300,000.00		$26.96		FALSE

		Northern Arizona Healthcare		$300,000.00		$22.60		FALSE

		NCH Corporation		$300,000.00		$75.14		FALSE

		Philadelphia Academic Health System, LLC		$300,000.00		$50.34		FALSE

		Pilot Thomas Logistics		$300,000.00		$49.98		FALSE

		Power Products, LLC		$300,000.00		$64.23		FALSE

		Powell Industries, Inc.		$300,000.00		$67.89		FALSE

		Rackspace US, Inc.		$300,000.00		$33.16		FALSE

		Redlands Community Hospital		$300,000.00		$81.37		FALSE

		Reliant Post-Acute Care Solutions		$300,000.00		$33.15		FALSE

		SGS North America, Inc.		$300,000.00		$43.87		FALSE

		Sims Group USA Holdings Corporation		$300,000.00		$76.23		FALSE

		Southern Illinois Healthcare		$300,000.00		$35.66		FALSE

		Suez Water		$300,000.00		$76.54		FALSE

		Superion - Vista		$300,000.00		$111.41		TRUE

		Swissport North America Holdings, Inc.		$300,000.00		$30.02		FALSE

		United Seating & Mobility, LLC		$300,000.00		$25.22		FALSE

		Vinson & Elkins LLP		$300,000.00		$62.02		FALSE

		Wesleyan University		$300,000.00		$91.39		FALSE

		Xerium Technologies		$300,000.00		$42.60		FALSE

		Xylem, Inc.		$300,000.00		$43.60		FALSE

		ZS Associates, Inc.		$300,000.00		$36.90		FALSE

		Sargent & Lundy, L.L.C.		$320,000.00		$36.25		FALSE

		AZZ Incorporated		$325,000.00		$32.85		FALSE		37.82		51.165		13.345		71.1825		17.8025

		CRU		$325,000.00		$41.29		FALSE

		Eldorado Resorts		$325,000.00		$40.59		FALSE

		Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)		$325,000.00		$42.03		FALSE

		HollyFrontier Corporation		$325,000.00		$55.23		FALSE

		MoneyGram International, Inc.		$325,000.00		$47.10		FALSE

		PCL Construction		$325,000.00		$59.85		FALSE

		Solera (Audatex) - Vista		$325,000.00		$73.37		TRUE

		Sp+		$325,000.00		$30.68		FALSE

		Texas Roadhouse		$325,000.00		$35.05		FALSE

		Whayne Supply Company & Cecil I. Wlker Machinery Company		$325,000.00		$41.62		FALSE

		Century Aluminum 		$350,000.00		$31.29		FALSE		30.15485		54.215		24.06015		90.305225		-5.935375

		CORT Business Service Corporation		$350,000.00		$49.11		FALSE

		Drive Time Automotive Group, Inc.		$350,000.00		$23.80		FALSE

		Golder Associates, Inc.		$350,000.00		$49.76		FALSE

		OK Foods, Inc.		$350,000.00		$10.64		FALSE

		Peraton, Inc.		$350,000.00		$58.67		FALSE

		Comfort Systems USA, Inc.		$350,000.00		$29.02		FALSE

		The NORDAM Group, Inc.		$350,000.00		$37.74		FALSE

		Printpack, Inc.		$350,000.00		$44.90		FALSE

		Service Experts LLC		$350,000.00		$73.40		FALSE

		Tibco Software, Inc. - Vista		$350,000.00		$76.69		FALSE

		Anixter, Inc.		$375,000.00		$43.14		FALSE		39.85		63.075		23.225		97.9125		5.0125

		Clark Equipment Company		$375,000.00		$39.50		FALSE

		CommScope, Inc.		$375,000.00		$33.84		FALSE

		Frontier Airlines, Inc.		$375,000.00		$40.90		FALSE

		Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift America Inc.		$375,000.00		$69.73		FALSE

		Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children		$375,000.00		$69.72		FALSE

		Air Medical Group Holdings, Inc.		$400,000.00		$26.20		FALSE		25.1575		38.31705		13.15955		58.056375		5.418175

		Apergy Corporation		$400,000.00		$39.03		FALSE

		Balfour Beatty Construction Group, Inc.		$400,000.00		$30.24		FALSE

		Ben E. Keith Company		$400,000.00		$50.69		FALSE

		Learjet Inc		$400,000.00		$41.61		FALSE

		Covenant Transport, Inc.		$400,000.00		$21.44		FALSE

		ESA Management, LLC (dba Extended Stay America)		$400,000.00		$20.16		FALSE

		HMS Holdings Corp.		$400,000.00		$32.97		FALSE

		Integer Holdings Corporation		$400,000.00		$29.22		FALSE

		Lincoln Property Services, Inc. - Byrne		$400,000.00		$30.90		FALSE

		North American Lighting		$400,000.00		$49.41		FALSE

		Nidec Motor Corporation		$400,000.00		$15.58		FALSE

		Republic National Distributing Company		$400,000.00		$36.18		FALSE

		REV Group, Inc., f/k/a Allied Specialty Vehicles		$400,000.00		$31.17		FALSE

		Trelleborg Corporation		$400,000.00		$52.64		FALSE

		UniGroup, Inc.		$400,000.00		$34.01		FALSE

		Verso Paper		$400,000.00		$19.92		FALSE

		TBC Corporation		$400,000.00		$24.81		FALSE

		CoorsTek LLC		$425,000.00		$52.63		FALSE		35.781325		47.013775		11.23245		63.86245		18.93265

		Veritas Management Group		$425,000.00		$30.17		FALSE

		American Chemical Society		$450,000.00		$27.37		FALSE		17.0211		29.8994		12.8783		49.21685		-2.29635

		Harland Clarke		$450,000.00		$19.10		FALSE

		Maples Industries, Inc.		$450,000.00		$10.78		FALSE

		Zachry Holdings Inc.		$450,000.00		$37.49		FALSE

		Cheyenne Regional Medical Center		$475,000.00		$37.43		FALSE		16.213425		30.360275		14.14685		51.58055		-5.00685

		Tech Data Corporation		$475,000.00		$9.14		FALSE

		AccentCare, Inc.		$500,000.00		$23.69		FALSE		18.97		30.2		11.23		47.045		2.125

		Babcock & Wilcox		$500,000.00		$26.70		FALSE

		Bernhardt Furniture Company		$500,000.00		$15.11		FALSE

		Bob Evans Restaurants, LLC		$500,000.00		$10.01		FALSE

		Brookhaven Science Associates		$500,000.00		$38.44		FALSE

		C&J Spec Rent		$500,000.00		$30.34		FALSE

		The Carlstar Group, LLC		$500,000.00		$23.62		FALSE

		Dentsu Aegis Network		$500,000.00		$13.88		FALSE

		Eagle Materials Inc.		$500,000.00		$22.94		FALSE

		E. & J. Gallo Winery - Non Union		$500,000.00		$87.23		TRUE

		Enterprise Products Company		$500,000.00		$54.15		TRUE

		Essendant Management Services, LLC. 		$500,000.00		$18.97		FALSE

		Forterra		$500,000.00		$26.25		FALSE

		Galliano Marine Service, LLC		$500,000.00		$23.61		FALSE

		Great Plains Energy Incorporated		$500,000.00		$30.92		FALSE

		HBM Holdings, Inc.		$500,000.00		$20.64		FALSE

		Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.		$500,000.00		$11.18		FALSE

		Lennox International Inc.		$500,000.00		$14.62		FALSE

		MO-KAN Sheet Metal Workers Welfare Fund		$500,000.00		$32.74		FALSE

		Mosaic Life Care		$500,000.00		$30.20		FALSE

		Oklahoma State University		$500,000.00		$15.49		FALSE

		Rexel Holdings USA Corp.		$500,000.00		$24.81		FALSE

		SRS Distribution Inc.		$500,000.00		$25.30		FALSE

		TruGreen Limited Partnership		$500,000.00		$28.30		FALSE

		USC Management Co., LLC		$500,000.00		$28.55		FALSE

		Hill-Rom Company Inc.		$525,000.00		$25.16		FALSE		15.312575		21.877525		6.56495		31.72495		5.46515

		Simmons Foods, Inc.		$525,000.00		$12.03		FALSE

		Beacon Sales Acquisition, Inc.		$550,000.00		$19.78		FALSE		14.623425		24.125		9.501575		38.3773625		0.3710625

		RCCH HealthCare Partners		$550,000.00		$11.93		FALSE

		Fortune Brands Home & Security		$550,000.00		$15.52		FALSE

		Konica Minolta Business Solutions USA Inc.		$550,000.00		$37.16		FALSE

		GM Financial Company, Inc.		$600,000.00		$24.58		FALSE		15.083225		22.4125		7.329275		33.4064125		4.0893125

		Global Health Holdings, LLC		$600,000.00		$1.02		TRUE

		Government Employees Health Association		$600,000.00		$21.69		FALSE

		Wabash National Corporation		$600,000.00		$19.77		FALSE

		LifeCare Management Services, L.L.C.		$700,000.00		$12.20		FALSE

		The Kenan Advantage Group, Inc.		$700,000.00		$18.30		FALSE

		Option Care Enterprises, Inc.		$700,000.00		$15.98		FALSE

		7-Eleven, Inc.		$750,000.00		$6.76		TRUE		10.8361		13.07065		2.23455		16.422475		7.484275

		Gannett Co., Inc.		$750,000.00		$7.24		TRUE

		Blood Systems Incorporated		$750,000.00		$11.92		FALSE

		BOK Financial Corporation		$750,000.00		$9.92		FALSE

		Creative Testing Solutons		$750,000.00		$12.94		FALSE

		Evergy, Inc. Join Trusteed		$750,000.00		$19.75		TRUE

		Flowserve Corporation		$750,000.00		$23.07		TRUE

		Greenway Medical Technologies, Inc. - Vista		$750,000.00		$12.54		FALSE

		NCR Corporation		$750,000.00		$13.20		FALSE

		Red Robin International, Inc.		$750,000.00		$11.75		FALSE

		Unisys Corporation		$750,000.00		$11.91		FALSE

		Mohawk Industries, Inc.		$800,000.00		$7.69		FALSE		6.726875		7.2175		0.490625		7.9534375		5.9909375

		Regional One Health		$800,000.00		$6.14		FALSE

		ADT LLC		$850,000.00		$7.06		FALSE

		Norton Healthcare, Inc.		$850,000.00		$6.92		FALSE

		Weatherford International		$900,000.00		$10.76		FALSE

		Billings Clinic		$1,000,000.00		$6.68		FALSE		6.800825		15.625		8.824175		28.8612625		-6.4354375

		Builders FirstSource		$1,000,000.00		$4.50		FALSE

		CPS Energy		$1,000,000.00		$12.90		FALSE

		Discount Tire Reinalt-Thomas		$1,000,000.00		$7.84		FALSE

		Environmental Systems Research Institute		$1,000,000.00		$24.68		FALSE

		Kaweah Delta Health Care District		$1,000,000.00		$40.15		TRUE

		Love's Travel Stops & Country Stores, Inc.		$1,000,000.00		$9.75		FALSE

		North Kansas City Hospital		$1,000,000.00		$6.84		FALSE

		Reynolds Services, Inc.		$1,000,000.00		$6.99		FALSE

		Trend Micro Incorporated		$1,000,000.00		$23.80		FALSE

		United Surgical Partners International		$1,000,000.00		$5.74		FALSE

		Arctic Slope Regional Corporation		$1,050,000.00		$8.07		FALSE

		Children's Health		$1,250,000.00		$9.35		FALSE		5.9		8.2		2.3		11.65		2.45

		The Timken Company		$1,250,000.00		$4.75		FALSE

		Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Co.		$2,000,000.00		$2.96		FALSE		2.51		2.81		0.3		3.26		2.06

		GuideStone Financial Resources of the Southern Bap		$2,000,000.00		$2.36		FALSE





Quartiles Removed

		Client Name		Specific Deductible		Paid Rate		Outlier

		Colomex, Inc.		35000		350.5274		FALSE

		Spine Team Texas Management LLC		35000		256.0346		FALSE

		Cyclone Enterprises, Inc. 		45000		315.36		FALSE

		Nor-Am Cold Storage, Inc.		45000		162.1082		FALSE

		Bay Cities Container Corporation		50000		260.1192		FALSE

		Conference Technologies Inc		50000		220.5428		FALSE								2019		2018

		Dickson-Diveley Midwest Orthopaedic Clinic, LLC		50000		274.3875		FALSE						Average Deductible		Adjusted Rate		Adjusted Rate

		Enservco Corporation		50000		189.9038		FALSE						$50,000		$216.67		$200

		H & H Automotive LLC		50000		216.15		FALSE						$100,000		$152.07		$143

		Kansas City Orthopaedic Institute, LCC		50000		218.3579		FALSE						$125,000		$131.39		$118

		Snag, Inc		50000		214.47		FALSE						$150,000		$111.90		$100

		Triad Manufacturing, Inc.		50000		172.7969		FALSE						$200,000		$73.74		$71

		Verve, A Credit Union		50000		183.29		FALSE						$250,000		$63.32		$57

		Vizo Financial Corporate Credit Union		55000		323.93088		FALSE						$300,000		$50.90		$42

		All Copy Products		60000		219.9487		FALSE						$350,000		$44.09		$35

		Fox Communities Credit Union		60000		204.66		FALSE						$400,000		$32.57		$34

		KEMBA Financial Credit Union		60000		208.88		FALSE						$500,000		$23.32		$22

		McLeod Software Corporation		60000		216.7561		FALSE						$750,000		$12.03		$10

		Planned Parenthood of Greater Texas		60000		239.1		FALSE						$1,000,000		$10.97		$7

		Amarillo Heart Group, L.L.P.		65000		208.76		FALSE

		BHI Senior Living, Inc.		65000		142.0187		FALSE						Deductible by Group Size

		Hoover Ferguson		65000		212.1		FALSE						1		100		86250

		Omni Logistics, Inc.		65000		181.73		FALSE						101		250		101818.181818182

		Lady of the Sea General Hospital		70000		256.6958		FALSE						251		500		135569.620253165

		Landmark Credit Union		70000		278.02		FALSE						501		1000		197066.326530612

		Pate Rehabilitation Endeavors Inc.		70000		247.8043		FALSE						1001		2500		273527.777777778

		Armor Defense Inc.		75000		253.41		FALSE						2501		5000		454870.12987013

		Bonanza Creek Energy		75000		287.01		FALSE						5001		7500		546250

		Cameco Resources		75000		414.9586		FALSE						10000+				905000

		Cimarron Energy, Inc.		75000		166.31		FALSE

		Covercraft Industries		75000		104.9		FALSE

		Dana Kepner Company, Inc.		75000		268.8813		FALSE

		Educators Credit Union		75000		135.46		FALSE

		Environmental Pest Service, LLC		75000		162.6433		FALSE

		Gunnison Valley Hospital		75000		289.3296		FALSE

		Iowa Select Farms, LLP - LIA		75000		86.71		FALSE

		Laticrete International, Inc.		75000		178.22		FALSE

		Leigh Fibers, Inc.		75000		187.7213		FALSE

		Missouri Employers Mutual Insurance Company		75000		190.0112		FALSE

		Myron Stratton Home, The		75000		424.1273		FALSE

		Nefab Packaging, Inc.		75000		158.34		FALSE

		Ping Identity Corp. - Vista		75000		188.84		FALSE

		Prince Minerals LLC		75000		191.98		FALSE

		Public Employees' Retirement Association of Colorado		75000		279.66		FALSE

		Public Service Credit Union		75000		160.8		FALSE

		Quantum Spatial		75000		203.3		FALSE

		Schweiger Dermatology Group		75000		223.3374		FALSE

		Shick Solutions, Inc.		75000		223.5406		FALSE

		Steel & Pipe Supply		75000		155.12		FALSE

		Trinity Consultants, Inc.		75000		166.8394		FALSE

		Turn5		75000		70.381		FALSE

		ACN, Inc.		80000		141.85		FALSE

		Hulcher Services Inc.		80000		285.7525		FALSE

		Mazzio's LLC		80000		118.48		FALSE

		Texas Molecular Limited Partnership		80000		306.2574		FALSE

		Berkel & Company Contractors, Inc.		85000		254.17		FALSE

		Harpoint Holdings, Inc.		85000		283.1019		FALSE

		MPR Associates, Inc		85000		204.9803		FALSE

		PCE, Inc.		85000		163.56		FALSE

		RP Lumber Co., Inc.		85000		131.13		FALSE

		SICPA Securink, Corp.		85000		383.0392		FALSE

		STA Travel, North America		85000		112.75		FALSE

		Cirque Du Soleil		90000		98.96		FALSE

		Credit Union of Texas		90000		122.79		FALSE

		Data Systems, Inc.		90000		131.7248		FALSE

		DAVACO, Inc.		90000		149.6032		FALSE

		Great Circle		90000		95.83		FALSE

		Minnesota Gastroenterology		90000		154.9534		FALSE

		Procarent, Inc.		95000		140.86		FALSE

		Uncle Julio's Corporation		95000		113.6854		FALSE

				100000		191.47		FALSE

		ALP Lighting		100000		113.21		FALSE

		American Excelsior Company		100000		152.72		FALSE

		Anesthesia Associates of Kansas City, P.C.		100000		209.0249		FALSE

		Cafe Enterprises, Inc.		100000		257.73		FALSE

		Cardinal Group Management & Advisory LLC		100000		97.19		FALSE

		City of Lenexa		100000		152.96		FALSE

		Clinical Reference Laboratory, Inc.		100000		123.82		FALSE

		Clune Construction		100000		127.1		FALSE

		Consolidated Construction Solutions LLC		100000		189.9105		FALSE

		CoServ Electric		100000		170.98		FALSE

		Dimensional Dental Holdings, LLC		100000		156.74		FALSE

		Dynacast International		100000		114.8888		FALSE

		EN Engineering, LLC		100000		120.81		FALSE

		Episcopal Retirement Services		100000		140.9054		FALSE

		FIKES Wholesale, Inc.		100000		128.28		FALSE

		Fontbonne University		100000		138.04		FALSE

		Gaia International, Inc.		100000		216.64		FALSE

		Gehl Foods		100000		123.8759		FALSE

		Gowan Milling Company, LLC		100000		112.2029		FALSE

		Hunter Engineering		100000		68.836		FALSE

		Jefferson City Medical Group		100000		136.947		FALSE

		KCG, Inc.		100000		127.47		FALSE

		La Posada at Park Centre, Inc.		100000		133.98		FALSE

		LaBarge Coating, LLC		100000		188.6753		FALSE

		Main Event Entertainment		100000		127.0076		FALSE

		Market Track - Vista		100000		148.42		FALSE

		Masonic Homes of Kentucky, Inc.		100000		140.16		FALSE

		Moeller Manufacturing Co.		100000		178.78		FALSE

		Municipal Emergency Services		100000		233.84		FALSE

		NICUSA, Inc.		100000		155.85		FALSE

		Oconomowoc Residential Programs		100000		151.73		FALSE

		Omnitracs, LLC - Vista		100000		212.02		FALSE

		Pollock Investments, Inc.		100000		167.8185		FALSE

		Porsche Business Services, Inc. 		100000		146.72		FALSE

		Radiology Regional Center PA		100000		135.3049		FALSE

		Schwartz Farms, Inc.		100000		113.7625		FALSE

		Solis Mammography		100000		127.77		FALSE

		Treat America Food Services		100000		171.05		FALSE

		UNICOM Systems, Inc.		100000		244.1		FALSE

		Unifrax I LLC		100000		139.8107		FALSE

		Universal Lending Corporation		100000		161.3005		FALSE

		University of Southern Indiana		100000		65.31		FALSE

		US Risk		100000		163.6		FALSE

		Vortex Companies		100000		152.814		FALSE

		WellDyne, Inc.		100000		151.2034		FALSE

		Whitcraft LLC		100000		177.94		FALSE

		Xtreme Drilling Corp.		100000		138.7		FALSE

		C.H.I. Overhead Doors, Inc.		105000		307.5102		FALSE

		CryoLife, Inc.		110000		120.14		FALSE

		Cuningham Group Architecture, Inc. - Stop Loss		110000		157.1416		FALSE

		Gas Technology Institute		110000		170.3		FALSE

		Hillwood Development Company, LLC		110000		208.0102		FALSE

		HR Perot, Perot Associates		110000		204.58		FALSE

		Kona Grill, Inc.		110000		69.64		FALSE

		Newman Regional Health		110000		99.8912		FALSE

		FDF Energy Services		115000		85.3012		FALSE

		14 West		120000		64.92		FALSE

		I.M. Systems Group, Inc.		120000		126.59		FALSE

		Ransom Memorial Hospital		120000		157.9823		FALSE

		Acuity Healthcare, LP		125000		148.25		FALSE

		Affinity Federal Credit Union		125000		224.4341		FALSE

		Affinity Gaming		125000		129.46		FALSE

		AGRO Merchants North America Holdings, L.P.		125000		71.7		FALSE

		American Trailer World, Inc.		125000		78.9078		FALSE

		Americo Services, Inc.		125000		138.99		FALSE

		ASPEQ Heating Group LLC		125000		105.7878		FALSE

		Austin Bank, Texas N.A.		125000		102.45		FALSE

		Bedrock Group LP		125000		57.95		FALSE

		Blackhawk Industrial Distribution, Inc.		125000		114.5307		FALSE

		Buckley Powder Co		125000		173.3		FALSE

		Capital Consultants Management Corporation		125000		130.67		FALSE

		Capital University		125000		120.523		FALSE

		Caris Science Inc.		125000		195.18		FALSE

		Community Hospital Corporation		125000		178.43		FALSE

		Consolidated Restaurant Operations, Inc.		125000		147.5469		FALSE

		Contract Land Staff, LLC		125000		187.09		FALSE

		Enterprise Financial Services Corp		125000		76.9052		FALSE

		Flexible Steel Lacing Company		125000		144.2295		FALSE

		Global Tel Link		125000		119.34		FALSE

		Gowan Company, LLC		125000		178.9341		FALSE

		HeathCo, LLC		125000		139.5135		FALSE

		Hemlock Semiconductor, LLC		125000		138		FALSE

		Heritage Plastics, Inc.		125000		127.3371		FALSE

		Houston Astros LLC		125000		88.41		FALSE

		IEA Management Services, Inc.		125000		144.07		FALSE

		Independent Living Systems		125000		139.85		FALSE

		Integral Ad Science		125000		127.75		FALSE

		Kanawha River Terminals 		125000		226.07		FALSE

		KBP Investments, LLC		125000		121.1007		FALSE

		Lending Tree, LLC		125000		89.7798		FALSE

		Lone Star Holdings, LLC		125000		82		FALSE

		Lund, Inc.		125000		156.19		FALSE

		Manna Pro Products, LLC		125000		139.01		FALSE

		Mold-Rite Plastics LLC		125000		86.57		FALSE

		Nelson Global Products		125000		160.23		FALSE

		Nelson Laboratories, LLC. 		125000		104.3926		FALSE

		Noranda New Day Alumninum		125000		127.03		FALSE

		Owen Industries, Inc.		125000		146.134		FALSE

		Peak Vista Community Health Centers		125000		80.3831		FALSE

		Peco Pallet		125000		117.6		FALSE

		Pinnacol Assurance		125000		144.21		FALSE

		Premium Retail Services		125000		102.87		FALSE

		Public Financial Management, Inc.		125000		70.5179		FALSE

		Qbase, LLC		125000		169.69		FALSE

		Ranger Energy Services		125000		229.04		FALSE

		Reasor's LLC		125000		90.0639		FALSE

		Rummel Construction, Inc.		125000		126.3		FALSE

		Seldin Company		125000		93.53		FALSE

		SouthWest Diagnostic Imaging, Ltd.		125000		103.08		FALSE

		The Step 2 Company, LLC		125000		133.11		FALSE

		TricorBraun, Inc.		125000		179.49		FALSE

		United Vision Logistics		125000		165.2764		FALSE

		USMD Holdings, Inc.		125000		174.305		FALSE

		Valley View Hospital		125000		223.2421		FALSE

		Vestcom International		125000		65.3194		FALSE

		Vestcom International		125000		65.3194		FALSE

		Welltower		125000		133.23		FALSE

		WorldVentures Holdings, LLC		125000		105.6		FALSE

		Ziff Davis, LLC		125000		143.42		FALSE

		Alliant Credit Union 		130000		101.76		FALSE

		AMLI Residential		130000		82.94		FALSE

		Plano Synergy Holding Inc.		130000		85.19		FALSE

		Atchison Hospital		135000		179.135		FALSE

		Franke USA Holding, Inc.		135000		95.87		FALSE

		Transformant Healthcare Solutions, LLC		135000		96.4359		FALSE

		Fike Corporation		140000		153.6148		FALSE

		Methode Electronics		140000		114.86		FALSE

		The Motley Fool Holdings, Inc.		145000		83.07		FALSE

		ALS Global		150000		86.87		FALSE

		Ameriqual Group Holdings LLC		150000		121.42		FALSE

		ARM Inc.		150000		100.35		FALSE

		ASRC Industrial Services, LLC		150000		175.21		FALSE

		Belcan Government Services		150000		136.3		FALSE

		Bradken Engineered Products		150000		121.9745		FALSE

		Brookfield Hospitality Properties, LLC		150000		121.59		FALSE

		Bull Moose Tube		150000		111.41		FALSE

		California Natural Products		150000		100.3601		FALSE

		CareHere, LLC		150000		57.6881		FALSE

		City of Aspen		150000		146.1496		FALSE

		City of Tamarac		150000		129.91		FALSE

		Columbine Health Systems		150000		155.6774		FALSE

		Corsicana Bedding, LLC		150000		35.61		FALSE

		Curt Manufacturing, LLC		150000		94.91		FALSE

		David C. Cook		150000		172.1721		FALSE

		Dimension Data		150000		118.45		FALSE

		Dixie Electric, LLC		150000		71.16		FALSE

		DRW Holdings, LLC.		150000		74.81		FALSE

		Easter Seals		150000		69.16		FALSE

		Emerus Group Holdings, LP-Benefits		150000		96.5175		FALSE

		Ensono, LP		150000		111.06		FALSE

		Entrans International, LLC		150000		141.4078		FALSE

		Fennemore Craig		150000		166.31		FALSE

		First Busey		150000		95.65		FALSE

		HealthTronics, Inc.		150000		143.4271		FALSE

		Hellman Worldwide Logistics, Inc.		150000		129.6008		FALSE

		Independent Bank Group, Inc.		150000		98.5		FALSE

		IPFS Corporation		150000		179.07		FALSE

		JR Technology Group, LLC		150000		78.33		FALSE

		Kemin Industries, Inc.		150000		137.6564		FALSE

		Key Impact Sales & Systems, Inc.		150000		70.47		FALSE

		Knowlton Development Corporation (KDC)		150000		79.3		FALSE

		Laurel Lake Retirement Community		150000		167.28		FALSE

		Learfield Communications, Inc		150000		113.1907		FALSE

		Learjet Inc - PAS/DAS/WVAC/MRO		150000		120.74		FALSE

		Logistics Management Institute		150000		109.4		FALSE

		Matheson Trucking, Inc.		150000		136.53		FALSE

		McKool Smith, P.C.		150000		180.62		FALSE

		Midland States Bank		150000		87.55		FALSE

		MINDBODY, Inc.		150000		66.8		FALSE

		NAB Holdings, LLC		150000		92		FALSE

		National Research Corporation		150000		73.66		FALSE

		Netsmart Technologies		150000		102.57		FALSE

		Nexans USA Inc.		150000		139.9		FALSE

		Nutranext		150000		102.3234		FALSE

		Oceans Acquisition, Inc.		150000		70.54		FALSE

		Orchard Paper Products Company		150000		106.0993		FALSE

		Paperworks Industries, Inc.		150000		154.44		FALSE

		Philadelphia Presbytery Homes, Inc.		150000		108.3038		FALSE

		Piedmont Plastics, Inc.		150000		89.9178		FALSE

		RA Outdoors, LLC - Vista		150000		69.86		FALSE

		Relativity fka kCura		150000		66.2		FALSE

		Salem Communications		150000		108.64		FALSE

		Salk Institute for Biological Studies		150000		144.51		FALSE

		Samaritan's Purse		150000		109.6377		FALSE

		Service Logic LLC		150000		114.54		FALSE

		Sonneborn, LLC		150000		188.2122		FALSE

		Source Refrigeration & HVAC, Inc.		150000		121.68		FALSE

		SourceLink Acquisition, LLC		150000		68.45		FALSE

		Spectrum Paint		150000		74.2384		FALSE

		Sportman's Warehouse Holdings, Inc. 		150000		63.8771		FALSE

		SSAI		150000		127.11		FALSE

		Standard Furniture Manufacturing Co., Inc.		150000		47.38		FALSE

		Stream Realty Partners, L.P.		150000		158.46		FALSE

		Tallgrass Energy Partners		150000		135.08		FALSE

		Telligen Health Management Solutions		150000		89.4236		FALSE

		The Howard Hughes Corporation		150000		148.94		FALSE

		The United Distribution Group, Inc.		150000		57.42		FALSE

		Trimac Transportation, Inc.		150000		161.65		FALSE

		Versabar		150000		128.84		FALSE

		VHAUM-Grand Itasca Clinic & Hospital		150000		159.22		FALSE

		VT Services, Inc.		150000		93.47		FALSE

		Yaskawa America, Inc.		150000		93.77		FALSE

		Dixie Pipeline		160000		144.16		FALSE

		Heidrick & Struggles, Inc.		160000		79.91		FALSE

		John Knox Village		160000		117.08		FALSE

		Friendship Senior Options, NFP		165000		43.53		FALSE

		LBP Manufacturing		165000		78.28		FALSE

		Westport, LLC		165000		96.25		FALSE

		Flotek Industries, Inc.		170000		104.69		FALSE

		ACProducts, Inc.		175000		109.0177		FALSE

		Aptean - Vista		175000		167		FALSE

		Arctic Glacier		175000		113.29		FALSE

		Brown & Caldwell		175000		109.97		FALSE

		Cadence Education, Inc.		175000		84.56		FALSE

		CEC Entertainment, Inc.		175000		85.8		FALSE

		Cision		175000		48.48		FALSE

		Community Surgical Supply		175000		51.8701		FALSE

		Concorde Career Colleges, Inc.		175000		105		FALSE

		Costa Farms		175000		69.06		FALSE

		Delta County Memorial Hospital		175000		124.7104		FALSE

		Diamond Crystal Brands, Inc.		175000		89.04		FALSE

		DLA Piper		175000		88.41		FALSE

		Encore Electric		175000		111.52		FALSE

		First Financial Bankshares, Inc.		175000		63.15		FALSE

		Genisys Controls LLC		175000		79.5611		FALSE

		GTT Americas, LLC		175000		125.99		FALSE

		Kitchell Corporation		175000		90.68		FALSE

		Lantheus		175000		135.01		FALSE

		Mediaocean - Vista		175000		167.05		FALSE

		Merchant Metals		175000		111.63		FALSE

		Meso Scale Diagnostics (MSD)		175000		78.73		FALSE

		Mood Media		175000		88		FALSE

		Morehouse College		175000		83.72		FALSE

		National Entertainment Network, Inc.		175000		77.1		FALSE

		On The Border Mexican Grill & Cantina		175000		96.62		FALSE

		PDS Tech, Inc.		175000		109.04		FALSE

		Peterson Manufacturing Co., Inc.		175000		58.114		FALSE

		Pilot Freight Services		175000		84.6265		FALSE

		Pivot Technology Solutions LTD		175000		120		FALSE

		PlayPower, Inc.		175000		67.6922		FALSE

		QMES, LLC		175000		47.2777		FALSE

		RHA Health Services, LLC		175000		65.84		FALSE

		Shintech Inc.		175000		92.7379		FALSE

		Standard Meat Company, L.P.		175000		120.4127		FALSE

		Stuller, Inc.		175000		63.9398		FALSE

		Stupp Brothers, Inc.		175000		114.49		FALSE

		Tankstar USA, Inc.		175000		112.1		FALSE

		The Church of the Nazarene, Inc.		175000		88.084		FALSE

		The Majestic Star Casino, LLC		175000		112.91		FALSE

		Town of Mansfield		175000		49.75		FALSE

		Trend Offset Printing		175000		115.92		FALSE

		UCH/Hotwire Communications		175000		81.48576		FALSE

		Universal Avionics Systems Corporation		175000		70.018		FALSE

		VECTRA		175000		83.5156		FALSE

		Wastequip, LLC		175000		55		FALSE

		Mark Andy, Inc.		185000		127.11		FALSE

		Miami Jewish Health Systems		185000		98.88		FALSE

		Western Stone and Metal Corporation		185000		103.59		FALSE

		E.A. Sween Company		190000		60.33		FALSE

		Universal Trailer Corporation		195000		43.1652		FALSE

		Aggreko LLC		200000		74.18		FALSE

		Alion Science and Technology Corporation		200000		96.97		FALSE

		American Transmission Company		200000		106.7182		FALSE

		Aspen Valley Hospital District		200000		106.0631		FALSE

		AstenJohnson, Inc.		200000		85.73		FALSE

		Balfour Beatty, LLC		200000		83.12		FALSE

		Barton Malow Company		200000		61.89		FALSE

		BlueLinx Corporation		200000		76.4434		FALSE

		Boar's Head Provisions		200000		49.2074		FALSE

		Brighton Collectibles		200000		56.3354		FALSE

		Bunn-O-Matic		200000		57.28		FALSE

		C.H. Guenther & Son, Inc. 		200000		93.12		FALSE

		Cardtronics USA, Inc.		200000		110.44		FALSE

		Cars.com		200000		53.96		FALSE

		Chancelight, Inc.		200000		58		FALSE

		Checkers Drive-In Restaurants, Inc.		200000		93.2161		FALSE

		CHI Management Group, LP		200000		65.21		FALSE

		Choice Hotels International, Inc.		200000		61.5118		FALSE

		City of Frisco		200000		90.18		FALSE

		Commercial Furniture Group		200000		77.8775		FALSE

		Dave & Buster's, Inc.		200000		42.11		FALSE

		Dental Care Alliance		200000		62.5396		FALSE

		Digital Intelligence Systems, LLC		200000		59.8181		FALSE

		EAB Global, Inc - Vista		200000		68.85		FALSE

		Enovation Controls LLC		200000		69.2146		FALSE

		Evapco, Inc.		200000		71.57		FALSE

		Ewing Irrigation Products, Inc.		200000		85.24		FALSE

		FN America, LLC		200000		51.3434		FALSE

		ForcePoint, LLC		200000		82.53		FALSE

		FULLBEAUTY Brands		200000		69.21		FALSE

		Game Show Network, LLC		200000		75.08		FALSE

		Gerson Lehrman Group, Inc.		200000		41.87		FALSE

		Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company, LLC		200000		69.16		FALSE

		HOK Group, Inc.		200000		63.5333		FALSE

		Hunt Oil		200000		80.21		FALSE

		Inform Diagnostics, Inc		200000		87.91		FALSE

		International Cruise & Excursions, Inc.		200000		59.9		FALSE

		Intrepid Potash, Inc.		200000		51.15		FALSE

		Jackson Walker L.L.P.		200000		105.01		FALSE

		KrolLDiscovery		200000		81.63		FALSE

		Land Title Guarantee Company		200000		82.2487		FALSE

		Landmark Bank		200000		106.956		FALSE

		Lucky Brand, LLC		200000		68.865		FALSE

		MacAulay-Brown, Inc.		200000		89.7081		FALSE

		Maschhoff Family Foods, LLC - Stop Loss		200000		55.86		FALSE

		MDC Partners		200000		54.7351		FALSE

		MORSCO		200000		69.19		FALSE

		Nash Holdings LLC		200000		71.78		FALSE

		Navex Global, Inc. - Vista		200000		46.4218		FALSE

		NISC		200000		65.06		FALSE

		Orscheln		200000		42.22		FALSE

		Performance Contracting Group, Inc.		200000		117.5458		FALSE

		Pierce County		200000		102.04		FALSE

		Polynt Composites USA, Inc.		200000		84.9		FALSE

		Preferred Freezer Services		200000		59.65		FALSE

		ProAmpac		200000		76.37		FALSE

		Quintana Energy Services Inc.		200000		75.2773		FALSE

		Randolph Brooks FCU		200000		66.34		FALSE

		Range Resources Corporation		200000		101.27		FALSE

		RealPage, Inc.		200000		60.04		FALSE

		Reddy Ice Corporation		200000		78.26		FALSE

		Security Benefit		200000		98.52		FALSE

		Snider Tire, Inc.		200000		32.57		FALSE

		Sunnen Products Company		200000		70.84		FALSE

		Superior Essex, Inc.		200000		79.25		FALSE

		Teladoc		200000		74.5		FALSE

		The Bama Companies, Inc.		200000		53.22		FALSE

		The Orvis Company, Inc.		200000		93.43		FALSE

		Thompson Coburn LLP.		200000		108.52		FALSE

		Trans States Holdings		200000		59.0391		FALSE

		Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions		200000		72.59		FALSE

		Walsworth Publishing Company		200000		60.3189		FALSE

		West Star Aviation		200000		78.52		FALSE

		Zachry Corporation		200000		65.58		FALSE

		Anderson Hospital		210000		90.0095		FALSE

		Gravity Oilfield Services		215000		76.83		FALSE

		Locke Lord, LLP		215000		88.92		FALSE

		Tecta America		215000		65.63		FALSE

		HealthMarkets, Inc.		220000		221.55		FALSE

		Pacific Rim Mechanical		220000		86.19		FALSE

		1st Source Bank		225000		135.26		FALSE

		ACI Worldwide		225000		87.8747		FALSE

		Alliance Laundry Systems, LLC.		225000		94.46		FALSE

		American Heart Association, Inc.		225000		71.97		FALSE

		AMPORTS, Inc.		225000		76.24		FALSE

		Atrium Hospitality		225000		55.53		FALSE

		Baptist Mid-Missions		225000		119.17		FALSE

		Bollinger Shipyards, LLC.		225000		47.1738		FALSE

		Cambridge Information Group. Inc.		225000		57.8306		FALSE

		Canam Steel Corporation		225000		80.97		FALSE

		Carriage Services, Inc.		225000		73.1		FALSE

		Cirrus Logic, Inc.		225000		90.78		FALSE

		Covington & Burling LLP		225000		84.55		FALSE

		Crane Worldwide Logistics LLC		225000		75.15		FALSE

		Dayton Superior		225000		100.67		FALSE

		Echo Global Logistics		225000		28.84		FALSE

		Finastra - Vista		225000		72.9		FALSE

		Fossil, Inc.		225000		49.91		FALSE

		FRAM Group Operations, LLC.		225000		81.29		FALSE

		FreightCar America, Inc.		225000		33.09		FALSE

		Great Plains Health		225000		138.8621		FALSE

		HEICO Companies, LLC		225000		55.8331		FALSE

		Lhoist North America, Inc.		225000		79.91		FALSE

		Maines Paper & Food Service		225000		39.96		FALSE

		MFA Oil Company		225000		58.48		FALSE

		Mitchell International, Inc.		225000		68.62		FALSE

		North American Healthcare, Inc.		225000		70.89		FALSE

		PCI Pharma Services		225000		65.0905		FALSE

		Sterigenics U.S., LLC		225000		62.67		FALSE

		Vertellus Holdings LLC		225000		104.9892		FALSE

		DSC Logistics		235000		74.83		FALSE

		Express Services, Inc.		245000		134.22		FALSE

		48Forty Solutions, LLC		250000		67.68		FALSE

		A.M. Castle & Co.		250000		87.34		FALSE

		Abt Electronics, Inc.		250000		26.22		FALSE

		AirLite Plastics Company		250000		51.29		FALSE

		Argos USA formerly Southern Star Concrete, Inc.		250000		96.39		FALSE

		Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP		250000		75.47		FALSE

		BRP US Inc.		250000		62.2021		FALSE

		Buckeye Partners, L.P.		250000		65.14		FALSE

		CCC Group		250000		70.62		FALSE

		CCS Medical, Inc.		250000		56.6541		FALSE

		Cinemark USA, Inc.		250000		53.34		FALSE

		City of Independence, Missouri		250000		86.84		FALSE

		COG Operating LLC		250000		100.3643		FALSE

		ConvergeOne Holdings Corp.		250000		82.7314		FALSE

		Craig Hospital		250000		64.2374		FALSE

		Credit Acceptance Corporation		250000		61.38		FALSE

		Daily's Premium Meats		250000		39.38		FALSE

		Duchossois Group		250000		65.22		FALSE

		ECMC Group		250000		56.13		FALSE

		Elior North America		250000		69.81		FALSE

		EmployBridge Holding Co.		250000		46.3315		FALSE

		Five Guys Enterprises, LLC		250000		50.37		FALSE

		Florida Cancer Specialists		250000		42.5303		FALSE

		Hanover Insurance Company		250000		63.6		FALSE

		Harbin Clinic, LLC		250000		75.4087		FALSE

		Haynes and Boone, L.L.P.		250000		102.25		FALSE

		Helen of Troy		250000		54.54		FALSE

		Heritage Operations Group, LLC		250000		31.76		FALSE

		Hilltop Holdings LLC		250000		72.66		FALSE

		himagine Solutions, Inc.		250000		69.28		FALSE

		Inovalon, Inc.		250000		60.73		FALSE

		InTrust Financial Corporation		250000		57.65		FALSE

		JC USA, Inc. and Affiliates		250000		51.28		FALSE

		Jefferson Parish Sheriff's Office		250000		43.4971		FALSE

		J-W Power Company		250000		73.51		FALSE

		Kansas City Southern Railway Company		250000		61.52		FALSE

		KapStone Paper & Packaging		250000		64.6566		FALSE

		Knapheide Manufacturing Company		250000		50.91		FALSE

		Legrand North America		250000		50.6246		FALSE

		Lincoln Property Services, Inc. - Duvall		250000		50.76		FALSE

		LMI Aerospace, Inc.		250000		64.9466		FALSE

		Medical Information Technology, Inc		250000		77.65		FALSE

		MHM Services, Inc.		250000		27.28		FALSE

		Monarch Casino Black Hawk		250000		68.42		FALSE

		NextCare Holdings		250000		43.77		FALSE

		Nishikawa Cooper LLC dba NISCO		250000		49.78		FALSE

		Northwest Hardwoods		250000		79.84		FALSE

		Online Computer Learning Center		250000		45.0788		FALSE

		Pepsi National Brand Beverages LTD		250000		69.4401		FALSE

		Powerschool, LLC - Vista		250000		88.7124		FALSE

		RLI Corrp		250000		39.0216		FALSE

		Sargento Foods Inc.		250000		65.6516		FALSE

		SFG Member Companies 		250000		45.5523		FALSE

		Solenis LLC		250000		87.57		FALSE

		Star Tribune Media Company, LLC		250000		86.4753		FALSE

		Strayer Education		250000		101.65		FALSE

		Texas Capital Bankshares, Inc.		250000		106.71		FALSE

		The Beck Group		250000		20.71		FALSE

		The Cooper Companies		250000		109.6		FALSE

		The Hillman Group, Inc.		250000		52.8576		FALSE

		Topgolf International, Inc.		250000		29.72		FALSE

		Transwestern Commercial Services		250000		97.03		FALSE

		Truck Hero, Inc.		250000		61.34		FALSE

		TSG Resources		250000		42.5657		FALSE

		UCI		250000		50.0032		FALSE

		VHAUM-Altru Health System		250000		45.9232		FALSE

		Wiese USA, Inc.		250000		72.53		FALSE

		Sulzer USA Inc.		260000		70.1261		FALSE

		Tootsie Roll Industries, LLC		260000		53.5049		FALSE

		A. H. Belo Corporation		275000		57.82		FALSE

		Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP		275000		106.26		FALSE

		Arkansas State University		275000		26.1184		FALSE

		Ascensus		275000		47.8183		FALSE

		Ashland Hospital Corporation		275000		40.44		FALSE

		Baptist Hospitals of SE TX - Beaumont		275000		75.4154		FALSE

		Belcan Corporation		275000		79.63		FALSE

		BKD, LLP		275000		34.23		FALSE

		Borden Dairy Company		275000		68.26		FALSE

		Citation Oil & Gas Corp.		275000		84.91		FALSE

		Crawford & Company, Inc.		275000		31.17		FALSE

		Elbit Systems of America, LLC - INACTIVE		275000		85.7421		FALSE

		Fresh Direct		275000		28.75		FALSE

		Goodman Networks		275000		48.84		FALSE

		Harte Hanks, Inc		275000		53.25		FALSE

		Hayward Industries, Inc		275000		0		FALSE

		Inland Truck Parts Company		275000		43.9135		FALSE

		Jefferson County		275000		74.34		FALSE

		Laird Technologies, Inc.		275000		54.7751		FALSE

		M/I Homes Inc.		275000		60.8991		FALSE

		Parkdale Mills, Inc.		275000		29.99		FALSE

		Prime, Inc.		275000		33.13		FALSE

		Rabobank, N.A.		275000		76.72		FALSE

		Sage Hospitality		275000		48.52		FALSE

		SoHo House, LLC		275000		37.38		FALSE

		The Kleinfelder Group, Inc.		275000		62.3		FALSE

		TTI, Inc.		275000		50.72		FALSE

		U.S. Silica Company		275000		63.86		FALSE

		Wilsonart LLC		275000		55.1		FALSE

		Yeshiva University		275000		113.2		FALSE

		Altamira Corporation		300000		68.33		FALSE

		American Century Services, LLC		300000		66.66		FALSE

		Automotive Management Services Inc.		300000		12.28		FALSE

		Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLC		300000		43.7		FALSE

		Benchmark Electronics, Inc.		300000		43.82		FALSE

		Blount International 		300000		45.16		FALSE

		Boston Market Corporation		300000		62.42		FALSE

		Bristol Hospital		300000		43.96		FALSE

		CareMount Medical P.C.		300000		66.42		FALSE

		CF Industries Holdings, Inc.		300000		43.41		FALSE

		Compass Minerals America Inc.		300000		71.1741		FALSE

		CPC Logistics, Inc.		300000		75.87		FALSE

		Cross Country Healthcare, Inc.		300000		29.0705		FALSE

		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.		300000		47.6839		FALSE

		Discovery Communications, LLC		300000		55.1		FALSE

		Ensign Facility Services, Inc.		300000		29.82		FALSE

		Ensign-Bickford Industries, Inc.		300000		68.03		FALSE

		Ernest Health, Inc.		300000		44.22		FALSE

		FTD Companies, Inc.		300000		53.52		FALSE

		FTS International, LLC		300000		47.68		FALSE

		Goodwill Industries of Middle TN		300000		85.9546		FALSE

		Grand Isle Shipyard		300000		57.1596		FALSE

		Groupon, Inc.		300000		31.87		FALSE

		Houlihan Lokey		300000		55.79		FALSE

		Intertek U.S.A., Inc.		300000		48.7682		FALSE

		Jack Henry & Associates		300000		47.3335		FALSE

		Lockton Companies - Stop Loss		300000		42.376		FALSE

		Memorial Health System		300000		17.9568		FALSE

		Mubea North America		300000		57.4972		FALSE

		Mueller Water Products, Inc.		300000		26.9633		FALSE

		NCH Corporation		300000		75.1355		FALSE

		Northern Arizona Healthcare		300000		22.5977		FALSE

		Norton Rose Fulbright		300000		70.6903		FALSE

		Philadelphia Academic Health System, LLC		300000		50.34		FALSE

		Pilot Thomas Logistics		300000		49.98		FALSE

		Powell Industries, Inc.		300000		67.89		FALSE

		Power Products, LLC		300000		64.23		FALSE

		Rackspace US, Inc.		300000		33.16		FALSE

		Redlands Community Hospital		300000		81.37		FALSE

		Reliant Post-Acute Care Solutions		300000		33.15		FALSE

		SGS North America, Inc.		300000		43.87		FALSE

		Sims Group USA Holdings Corporation		300000		76.2331		FALSE

		Southern Illinois Healthcare		300000		35.6615		FALSE

		Suez Water		300000		76.54		FALSE

		Swissport North America Holdings, Inc.		300000		30.02		FALSE

		The Metropolitan District		300000		44.01		FALSE

		United Seating & Mobility, LLC		300000		25.2184		FALSE

		Vinson & Elkins LLP		300000		62.02		FALSE

		Wesleyan University		300000		91.39		FALSE

		Xerium Technologies		300000		42.6023		FALSE

		Xylem, Inc.		300000		43.6		FALSE

		ZS Associates, Inc.		300000		36.8971		FALSE

		Sargent & Lundy, L.L.C.		320000		36.25		FALSE

		AZZ Incorporated		325000		32.85		FALSE

		CRU		325000		41.29		FALSE

		Eldorado Resorts		325000		40.59		FALSE

		Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)		325000		42.03		FALSE

		HollyFrontier Corporation		325000		55.23		FALSE

		MoneyGram International, Inc.		325000		47.1		FALSE

		PCL Construction		325000		59.85		FALSE

		Sp+		325000		30.68		FALSE

		Texas Roadhouse		325000		35.05		FALSE

		Whayne Supply Company & Cecil I. Wlker Machinery Company		325000		41.62		FALSE

		Century Aluminum 		350000		31.2897		FALSE

		Comfort Systems USA, Inc.		350000		29.02		FALSE

		CORT Business Service Corporation		350000		49.11		FALSE

		Drive Time Automotive Group, Inc.		350000		23.8		FALSE

		Golder Associates, Inc.		350000		49.76		FALSE

		OK Foods, Inc.		350000		10.6393		FALSE

		Peraton, Inc.		350000		58.67		FALSE

		Printpack, Inc.		350000		44.9		FALSE

		Service Experts LLC		350000		73.4		FALSE

		The NORDAM Group, Inc.		350000		37.74		FALSE

		Tibco Software, Inc. - Vista		350000		76.69		FALSE

		Anixter, Inc.		375000		43.14		FALSE

		Clark Equipment Company		375000		39.5		FALSE

		CommScope, Inc.		375000		33.8441		FALSE

		Frontier Airlines, Inc.		375000		40.9		FALSE

		Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift America Inc.		375000		69.73		FALSE

		Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children		375000		69.72		FALSE

		Air Medical Group Holdings, Inc.		400000		26.2		FALSE

		Apergy Corporation		400000		39.0294		FALSE

		Balfour Beatty Construction Group, Inc.		400000		30.24		FALSE

		Ben E. Keith Company		400000		50.69		FALSE

		Covenant Transport, Inc.		400000		21.44		FALSE

		ESA Management, LLC (dba Extended Stay America)		400000		20.1609		FALSE

		HMS Holdings Corp.		400000		32.974		FALSE

		Integer Holdings Corporation		400000		29.22		FALSE

		Learjet Inc		400000		41.61		FALSE

		Lincoln Property Services, Inc. - Byrne		400000		30.9		FALSE

		Nidec Motor Corporation		400000		15.582		FALSE

		North American Lighting		400000		49.41		FALSE

		Republic National Distributing Company		400000		36.18		FALSE

		REV Group, Inc., f/k/a Allied Specialty Vehicles		400000		31.17		FALSE

		TBC Corporation		400000		24.81		FALSE

		Trelleborg Corporation		400000		52.64		FALSE

		UniGroup, Inc.		400000		34.0072		FALSE

		Verso Paper		400000		19.9183		FALSE

		CoorsTek LLC		425000		52.63		FALSE

		Veritas Management Group		425000		30.1651		FALSE

		American Chemical Society		450000		27.37		FALSE

		Harland Clarke		450000		19.1		FALSE

		Maples Industries, Inc.		450000		10.7844		FALSE

		Zachry Holdings Inc.		450000		37.4876		FALSE

		Cheyenne Regional Medical Center		475000		37.4337		FALSE

		Tech Data Corporation		475000		9.14		FALSE

		AccentCare, Inc.		500000		23.69		FALSE

		Babcock & Wilcox		500000		26.698		FALSE

		Bernhardt Furniture Company		500000		15.11		FALSE

		Bob Evans Restaurants, LLC		500000		10.0077		FALSE

		Brookhaven Science Associates		500000		38.44		FALSE

		C&J Spec Rent		500000		30.34		FALSE

		Dentsu Aegis Network		500000		13.879		FALSE

		Eagle Materials Inc.		500000		22.94		FALSE

		Essendant Management Services, LLC. 		500000		18.97		FALSE

		Forterra		500000		26.25		FALSE

		Galliano Marine Service, LLC		500000		23.6056		FALSE

		Great Plains Energy Incorporated		500000		30.92		FALSE

		HBM Holdings, Inc.		500000		20.6433		FALSE

		Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.		500000		11.18		FALSE

		Lennox International Inc.		500000		14.62		FALSE

		MO-KAN Sheet Metal Workers Welfare Fund		500000		32.74		FALSE

		Mosaic Life Care		500000		30.2		FALSE

		Oklahoma State University		500000		15.49		FALSE

		Rexel Holdings USA Corp.		500000		24.81		FALSE

		SRS Distribution Inc.		500000		25.3		FALSE

		The Carlstar Group, LLC		500000		23.6151		FALSE

		TruGreen Limited Partnership		500000		28.3		FALSE

		USC Management Co., LLC		500000		28.55		FALSE

		Hill-Rom Company Inc.		525000		25.16		FALSE

		Simmons Foods, Inc.		525000		12.0301		FALSE

		Beacon Sales Acquisition, Inc.		550000		19.78		FALSE

		Fortune Brands Home & Security		550000		15.5199		FALSE

		Konica Minolta Business Solutions USA Inc.		550000		37.16		FALSE

		RCCH HealthCare Partners		550000		11.934		FALSE

		GM Financial Company, Inc.		600000		24.58		FALSE

		Government Employees Health Association		600000		21.69		FALSE

		Wabash National Corporation		600000		19.77		FALSE

		LifeCare Management Services, L.L.C.		700000		12.2		FALSE

		Option Care Enterprises, Inc.		700000		15.98		FALSE

		The Kenan Advantage Group, Inc.		700000		18.3		FALSE

		Blood Systems Incorporated		750000		11.9167		FALSE

		BOK Financial Corporation		750000		9.92		FALSE

		Creative Testing Solutons		750000		12.9413		FALSE

		Greenway Medical Technologies, Inc. - Vista		750000		12.54		FALSE

		NCR Corporation		750000		13.2		FALSE

		Red Robin International, Inc.		750000		11.7522		FALSE

		Unisys Corporation		750000		11.91		FALSE

		Mohawk Industries, Inc.		800000		7.69		FALSE

		Regional One Health		800000		6.1361		FALSE

		ADT LLC		850000		7.06		FALSE

		Norton Healthcare, Inc.		850000		6.9238		FALSE

		Weatherford International		900000		10.7564		FALSE

		Billings Clinic		1000000		6.6833		FALSE

		Builders FirstSource		1000000		4.5		FALSE

		CPS Energy		1000000		12.9		FALSE

		Discount Tire Reinalt-Thomas		1000000		7.84		FALSE

		Environmental Systems Research Institute		1000000		24.68		FALSE

		Love's Travel Stops & Country Stores, Inc.		1000000		9.7541		FALSE

		North Kansas City Hospital		1000000		6.84		FALSE

		Reynolds Services, Inc.		1000000		6.99		FALSE

		Trend Micro Incorporated		1000000		23.8		FALSE

		United Surgical Partners International		1000000		5.74		FALSE

		Arctic Slope Regional Corporation		1050000		8.0676		FALSE

		Children's Health		1250000		9.35		FALSE

		The Timken Company		1250000		4.75		FALSE

		Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Co.		2000000		2.96		FALSE

		GuideStone Financial Resources of the Southern Bap		2000000		2.36		FALSE





Excluded Inventory

		Ozark National Life Insurance Company		50000		834.4592		TRUE

		Cross Manufacturing, Inc.		60000		370.6657		TRUE

		Hoefer Wysocki Architects, LLC		60000		24.44		TRUE

		John A. Marshall Company		75000		501.4003		TRUE

		City of Beatrice		90000		240.5966		TRUE

		G3 Enterprises, Inc		100000		297.7753		TRUE

		GELITA USA Inc.		100000		308.53		TRUE

		MODEC International, Inc.		100000		279.5511		TRUE

		Wheelabrator Group, Inc.		100000		278.76		TRUE

		Kansas City University of Medicine & Biosciences		125000		285.9		TRUE

		Pitkin County		125000		254.81		TRUE

		Spokane United Methodist Homes, Inc.		130000		27.21		TRUE

		Aquinas Companies, LLC		150000		255.44		TRUE

		Thompson & Knight LLP		150000		231.21		TRUE

		Americhem, Inc.		175000		181.38		TRUE

		BakeMark USA, LLC		175000		171.65		TRUE

		Pipeline East Dallas, LLC		175000		178.6		TRUE

		FairfieldNodal		175000		189.88		TRUE

		Community Unit School District 308 (CUSD)		200000		200.9515		TRUE

		Emergent BioSolutions, Inc.		200000		165.97		TRUE

		Larimer County		200000		165.8		TRUE

		E. & J. Gallo Winery - Union		225000		223.0214		TRUE

		South Metro Fire Rescue		225000		157.5		TRUE

		Six Flags Entertainment Corporation		250000		169.08		TRUE

		SunCoke Energy, Inc.		250000		136.21		TRUE

		Kohler Credit Union		250000		250.72		TRUE

		Ultra Electronics, Inc.		250000		143.89		TRUE

		Centuri Construction		275000		129.77		TRUE

		Superion - Vista		300000		111.41		TRUE

		Solera (Audatex) - Vista		325000		73.37		TRUE

		E. & J. Gallo Winery - Non Union		500000		87.2327		TRUE

		Enterprise Products Company		500000		54.1484		TRUE

		Global Health Holdings, LLC		600000		1.0229		TRUE

		7-Eleven, Inc.		750000		6.76		TRUE

		Gannett Co., Inc.		750000		7.24		TRUE

		Evergy, Inc. Join Trusteed		750000		19.75		TRUE

		Flowserve Corporation		750000		23.0664		TRUE

		Kaweah Delta Health Care District		1000000		40.1535		TRUE

		Verity Health System of California, Inc.		$400,000.00		$1.52		TRUE		Manual Removal. Quartile did not exclude but pricing is not realistic.





Benchmarking <450k



				2019 Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels

																																		2019 Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels



																																		Individual Deductible		Adjusted Composite Rate

																																		$50,000		$216.67

																																		$100,000		$152.07

																																		$125,000		$131.39

																																		$150,000		$111.90

																																		$200,000		$73.74

																																		$250,000		$63.32

																																		$300,000		$50.90

																																		$350,000		$44.09

		Adjusted Composite Rate																																$400,000		$32.57

																																		$500,000		$23.32

																																		$750,000		$12.03

																																		$1,000,000		$10.97

																																		*Composite Rate Adjusted to a "Paid" contract basis for comparative purposes.







































				Benchmarking based on Lockton Complex Claim Specialty Practice Book of Business





















































































																																														Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels



																																														Individual Deductible						Adjusted Composite Rate*

																																														$50,000						$206

																																														$100,000						$130

																																														$125,000						$102

																																														$150,000						$88

																																														$200,000						$64

																																														$250,000						$51

																																														$300,000						$42

																																														$350,000						$32

																																														$400,000						$30

																																														$500,000						$20

																																														$750,000						$12

																																														$1,000,000						$6

																																														* Composite rate adjusted to a "Paid" contract basis for comparison purposes.

																																														* Benchmarking based on Lockton Stop Loss Specialty Practice  Book of Business
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Specific Deductible by Group Size





Total	0-100	101-300	301-500	501-1000	1001-2000	2001-5000	5001-10000	>	10,000	86250	101818.18181818182	135569.62025316455	197066.32653061225	273527.77777777775	454870.12987012987	546250	905000	





Enrollment



Benchmarking >400k



				2019 Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels

																																		2019 Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels



																																		Individual Deductible		Adjusted Composite Rate

																																		$50,000		$216.67

																																		$100,000		$152.07

																																		$125,000		$131.39

																																		$150,000		$111.90

																																		$200,000		$73.74

																																		$250,000		$63.32

																																		$300,000		$50.90

																																		$350,000		$44.09

																																		$400,000		$32.57

																																		$500,000		$23.32

																																		$750,000		$12.03

																																		$1,000,000		$10.97

																																		*Composite Rate Adjusted to a "Paid" contract basis for comparitive purposes.

		Adjusted Composite Rate

Reid, Michael: Reid, Michael:






































				Benchmarking based on Lockton Stop Loss Specialty Practice Book of Business. Quartiles removed.





















































































																																														Average Monthly Specific Premium Rate at Popular Deductible Levels



																																														Individual Deductible						Adjusted Composite Rate*

																																														$50,000						$206

																																														$100,000						$130

																																														$125,000						$102

																																														$150,000						$88

																																														$200,000						$64

																																														$250,000						$51

																																														$300,000						$42

																																														$350,000						$32

																																														$400,000						$30

																																														$500,000						$20

																																														$750,000						$12

																																														$1,000,000						$6

																																														* Composite rate adjusted to a "Paid" contract basis for comparison purposes.

																																														* Benchmarking based on Lockton Stop Loss Specialty Practice  Book of Business























































































































































































































































































































































Specific Deductible by Group Size





Total	0-100	101-300	301-500	501-1000	1001-2000	2001-5000	5001-10000	>	10,000	86250	101818.18181818182	135569.62025316455	197066.32653061225	273527.77777777775	454870.12987012987	546250	905000	





Average Deductible	50000	100000	125000	150000	200000	250000	300000	350000	400000	500000	750000	1000000	216.66867777777779	152.07122500000006	131.394066666	66667	111.90480270270268	73.742806756756792	63.315470149253755	50.896223076923086	44.092636363636359	32.565655555555558	23.317334782608697	12.025742857142857	10.972739999999998	Adjusted Rate	35000	35000	45000	45000	50000	50000	50000	50000	50000	50000	50000	50000	50000	55000	60000	60000	60000	60000	60000	65000	65000	65000	65000	70000	70000	70000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	75000	80000	80000	80000	80000	85000	85000	85000	85000	85000	85000	85000	90000	90000	90000	90000	90000	90000	95000	95000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	100000	105000	110000	110000	110000	110000	110000	110000	110000	115000	120000	120000	120000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	125000	130000	130000	130000	135000	135000	135000	140000	140000	145000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	150000	160000	160000	160000	165000	165000	165000	170000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	175000	185000	185000	185000	190000	195000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	200000	210000	215000	215000	215000	220000	220000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	225000	235000	245000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	250000	260000	260000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	275000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	300000	320000	325000	325000	325000	325000	325000	325000	325000	325000	325000	325000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	350000	375000	375000	375000	375000	375000	375000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	400000	425000	425000	450000	450000	450000	450000	475000	475000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	500000	525000	525000	550000	550000	550000	550000	600000	600000	600000	700000	700000	700000	750000	750000	750000	750000	750000	750000	750000	800000	800000	850000	850000	900000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1000000	1050000	1250000	1250000	2000000	2000000	350.5274	256.03460000000001	315.36	162.10820000000001	260.11919999999998	220.5428	274.38749999999999	189.90379999999999	216.15	218.3579	214.47	172.79689999999999	183.29	323.93088	219.9487	204.66	208.88	216.7561	239.1	208.76	142.0187	212.1	181.73	256.69580000000002	278.02	247.80430000000001	253.41	287.01	414.95859999999999	166.31	104.9	268.88130000000001	135.46	162.64330000000001	289.32960000000003	86.71	178.22	187.72130000000001	190.0112	424.12729999999999	158.34	188.84	191.98	279.66000000000003	160.80000000000001	203.3	223.3374	223.54060000000001	155.12	166.83940000000001	70.381	141.85	285.7525	118.48	306.25740000000002	254.17	283.1019	204.9803	163.56	131.13	383.03919999999999	112.75	98.96	122.79	131.72479999999999	149.60319999999999	95.83	154.95339999999999	140.86000000000001	113.6854	191.47	113.21	152.72	209.0249	257.73	97.19	152.96	123.82	127.1	189.91050000000001	170.98	156.74	114.8888	120.81	140.90539999999999	128.28	138.04	216.64	123.8759	112.2029	68.835999999999999	136.947	127.47	133.97999999999999	188.67529999999999	127.0076	148.41999999999999	140.16	178.78	233.84	155.85	151.72999999999999	212.02	167.8185	146.72	135.3049	113.7625	127.77	171.05	244.1	139.8107	161.3005	65.31	163.6	152.81399999999999	151.20339999999999	177.94	138.69999999999999	307.5102	120.14	157.14160000000001	170.3	208.0102	204.58	69.64	99.891199999999998	85.301199999999994	64.92	126.59	157.98230000000001	148.25	224.4341	129.46	71.7	78.907799999999995	138.99	105.7878	102.45	57.95	114.5307	173.3	130.66999999999999	120.523	195.18	178.43	147.54689999999999	187.09	76.905199999999994	144.2295	119.34	178.9341	139.51349999999999	138	127.33710000000001	88.41	144.07	139.85	127.75	226.07	121.1007	89.779799999999994	82	156.19	139.01	86.57	160.22999999999999	104.3926	127.03	146.13399999999999	80.383099999999999	117.6	144.21	102.87	70.517899999999997	169.69	229.04	90.063900000000004	126.3	93.53	103.08	133.11000000000001	179.49	165.2764	174.30500000000001	223.24209999999999	65.319400000000002	65.319400000000002	133.22999999999999	105.6	143.41999999999999	101.76	82.94	85.19	179.13499999999999	95.87	96.435900000000004	153.6148	114.86	83.07	86.87	121.42	100.35	175.21	136.30000000000001	121.97450000000001	121.59	111.41	100.3601	57.688099999999999	146.14959999999999	129.91	155.67740000000001	35.61	94.91	172.1721	118.45	71.16	74.81	69.16	96.517499999999998	111.06	141.40780000000001	166.31	95.65	143.4271	129.60079999999999	98.5	179.07	78.33	137.65639999999999	70.47	79.3	167.28	113.19070000000001	120.74	109.4	136.53	180.62	87.55	66.8	92	73.66	102.57	139.9	102.32340000000001	70.540000000000006	106.0993	154.44	108.3038	89.9178	69.86	66.2	108.64	144.51	109.6377	114.54	188.2122	121.68	68.45	74.238399999999999	63.877099999999999	127.11	47.38	158.46	135.08000000000001	89.423599999999993	148.94	57.42	161.65	128.84	159.22	93.47	93.77	144.16	79.91	117.08	43.53	78.28	96.25	104.69	109.0177	167	113.29	109.97	84.56	85.8	48.48	51.870100000000001	105	69.06	124.71040000000001	89.04	88.41	111.52	63.15	79.561099999999996	125.99	90.68	135.01	167.05	111.63	78.73	88	83.72	77.099999999999994	96.62	109.04	58.113999999999997	84.626499999999993	120	67.6922	47.277700000000003	65.84	92.737899999999996	120.4127	63.939799999999998	114.49	112.1	88.084000000000003	112.91	49.75	115.92	81.485759999999985	70.018000000000001	83.515600000000006	55	127.11	98.88	103.59	60.33	43.165199999999999	74.180000000000007	96.97	106.7182	106.06310000000001	85.73	83.12	61.89	76.443399999999997	49.2074	56.3354	57.28	93.12	110.44	53.96	58	93.216099999999997	65.209999999999994	61.511800000000001	90.18	77.877499999999998	42.11	62.5396	59.818100000000001	68.849999999999994	69.214600000000004	71.569999999999993	85.24	51.343400000000003	82.53	69.209999999999994	75.08	41.87	69.16	63.533299999999997	80.209999999999994	87.91	59.9	51.15	105.01	81.63	82.248699999999999	106.956	68.864999999999995	89.708100000000002	55.86	54.735100000000003	69.19	71.78	46.421799999999998	65.06	42.22	117.5458	102.04	84.9	59.65	76.37	75.277299999999997	66.34	101.27	60.04	78.260000000000005	98.52	32.57	70.84	79.25	74.5	53.22	93.43	108.52	59.039099999999998	72.59	60.318899999999999	78.52	65.58	90.009500000000003	76.83	88.92	65.63	221.55	86.19	135.26	87.874700000000004	94.46	71.97	76.239999999999995	55.53	119.17	47.1738	57.830599999999997	80.97	73.099999999999994	90.78	84.55	75.150000000000006	100.67	28.84	72.900000000000006	49.91	81.290000000000006	33.090000000000003	138.8621	55.833100000000002	79.91	39.96	58.48	68.62	70.89	65.090500000000006	62.67	104.9892	74.83	134.22	67.680000000000007	87.34	26.22	51.29	96.39	75.47	62.202100000000002	65.14	70.62	56.6541	53.34	86.84	100.3643	82.731399999999994	64.237399999999994	61.38	39.380000000000003	65.22	56.13	69.81	46.331499999999998	50.37	42.530299999999997	63.6	75.408699999999996	102.25	54.54	31.76	72.66	69.28	60.73	57.65	51.28	43.497100000000003	73.510000000000005	61.52	64.656599999999997	50.91	50.624600000000001	50.76	64.946600000000004	77.650000000000006	27.28	68.42	43.77	49.78	79.84	45.078800000000001	69.4401000000	00001	88.712400000000002	39.021599999999999	65.651600000000002	45.552300000000002	87.57	86.475300000000004	101.65	106.71	20.71	109.6	52.857599999999998	29.72	97.03	61.34	42.5657	50.0032	45.923200000000001	72.53	70.126099999999994	53.504899999999999	57.82	106.26	26.118400000000001	47.818300000000001	40.44	75.415400000000005	79.63	34.229999999999997	68.260000000000005	84.91	31.17	85.742099999999994	28.75	48.84	53.25	0	43.913499999999999	74.34	54.775100000000002	60.899099999999997	29.99	33.130000000000003	76.72	48.52	37.380000000000003	62.3	50.72	63.86	55.1	113.2	68.33	66.66	12.28	43.7	43.82	45.16	62.42	43.96	66.42	43.41	71.174099999999996	75.87	29.070499999999999	47.683900000000001	55.1	29.82	68.03	44.22	53.52	47.68	85.954599999999999	57.159599999999998	31.87	55.79	48.7682	47.333500000000001	42.375999999999998	17.956800000000001	57.497199999999999	26.9633	75.135499999999993	22.5977	70.690299999999993	50.34	49.98	67.89	64.23	33.159999999999997	81.37	33.15	43.87	76.233099999999993	35.661499999999997	76.540000000000006	30.02	44.01	25.218399999999999	62.02	91.39	42.6023	43.6	36.897100000000002	36.25	32.85	41.29	40.590000000000003	42.03	55.23	47.1	59.85	30.68	35.049999999999997	41.62	31.2897	29.02	49.11	23.8	49.76	10.6393	58.67	44.9	73.400000000000006	37.74	76.69	43.14	39.5	33.844099999999997	40.9	69.73	69.72	26.2	39.029400000000003	30.24	50.69	21.44	20.160900000000002	32.973999999999997	29.22	41.61	30.9	15.582000000000001	49.41	36.18	31.17	24.81	52.64	34.007199999999997	19.918299999999999	52.63	30.165099999999999	27.37	19.100000000000001	10.7844	37.4876	37.433700000000002	9.14	23.69	26.698	15.11	10.0077	38.44	30.34	13.879	22.94	18.97	26.25	23.605599999999999	30.92	20.6433	11.18	14.62	32.74	30.2	15.49	24.81	25.3	23.615100000000002	28.3	28.55	25.16	12.030099999999999	19.78	15.5199	37.159999999999997	11.933999999999999	24.58	21.69	19.77	12.2	15.98	18.3	11.916700000000001	9.92	12.9413	12.54	13.2	11.7522	11.91	7.69	6.1360999999999999	7.06	6.9238	10.756399999999999	6.6833	4.5	12.9	7.84	24.68	9.7540999999999993	6.84	6.99	23.8	5.74	8.0676000000000005	9.35	4.75	2.96	2.36	Current Rate	
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Enrollment



Appendix - Monte Carlo

				Time period of projection:		10/1/20																Time period of projection:		10/1/20																Time period of projection:		10/1/20

				Number of Employees:		1685																Number of Employees:		1685																Number of Employees:		1685

				Number of members (estimated):		3696																Number of members (estimated):		3696																Number of members (estimated):		3696

						Florida Blue (HM) Renewal		Florida Blue (HM) Option 1		Florida Blue (HM) Option 2		 Option 3

				Number of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible																		Number of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible																		Number of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible

				Carrier Options		Renewal		Option 1		Option 2		Option 3		Option 4		Option 5						Carrier Options		Renewal		Option 6		Option 7		Option 8		Option 9		Option 10						Carrier Options		Renewal		Option 11		Option 12		Option 13		Option 14		Option 15

						Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)														Florida Blue (HM)																		Florida Blue (HM)										

				Deductible Level		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000												Deductible Level		$300,000																Deductible Level		$300,000										

				Average		4.5		3.9		3.3		0.0		0.0		0.0						Average		4.5		0.0		0.8		0.0		0.0		0.0						Average		4.5										

				Minimum Based on Simulations		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Minimum Based on Simulations		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Minimum Based on Simulations		0.0										

				25th Percentile		3.0		2.0		2.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						25th Percentile		3.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						25th Percentile		3.0										

				75th Percentile		6.0		5.0		4.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						75th Percentile		6.0		0.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						75th Percentile		6.0										

				Maximum Based on Simulations		14.0		13.0		12.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Maximum Based on Simulations		14.0		0.0		4.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Maximum Based on Simulations		14.0										



				Total Dollar Amount of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible																		Total Dollar Amount of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible																		Total Dollar Amount of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible

				Carrier Options		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)												Carrier Options		Florida Blue (HM)																Carrier Options		Florida Blue (HM)										

				Deductible Level		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000												Deductible Level		$300,000																Deductible Level		$300,000										

				Average		$926,984		$824,501		$737,988		$0		$0		$0						Average		$926,984		$0		$118,190		$0		$0		$0						Average		$926,984										

				Minimum Based on Simulations		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0						Minimum Based on Simulations		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0						Minimum Based on Simulations		$0										

				25th Percentile		$315,000		$235,000		$163,500		$0		$0		$0						25th Percentile		$315,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0						25th Percentile		$315,000										

				75th Percentile		$1,291,625		$1,159,000		$1,045,125		$0		$0		$0						75th Percentile		$1,291,625		$0		$140,250		$0		$0		$0						75th Percentile		$1,291,625										

				Maximum Based on Simulations		$7,686,500		$7,561,500		$7,436,500		$0		$0		$0						Maximum Based on Simulations		$7,686,500		$0		$1,312,500		$0		$0		$0						Maximum Based on Simulations		$7,686,500										



				What is the plan's expected cost under the various options?																		What is the plan's expected cost under the various options?																		What is the plan's expected cost under the various options?

				Carrier Options		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)		Florida Blue (HM)												Carrier Options		Florida Blue (HM)																Carrier Options		Florida Blue (HM)										

				Deductible Level		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000												Deductible Level		$300,000																Deductible Level		$300,000										

				Total Expected Claims 
(Paid by Plan after specific and aggregate)		$22,947,023		$23,049,506		$23,136,019		$23,874,007		$23,874,007		$23,874,007						Total Expected Claims 
(Paid by Plan after specific and aggregate)		$22,947,023		$1,211,880		$1,093,690		$1,211,880		$1,211,880		$1,211,880						Total Expected Claims 
(Paid by Plan after specific and aggregate)		$22,947,023										

				Specific Premium		$1,085,005		$969,549		$900,397		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780						Specific Premium		$1,085,005		$1,199,999,998,800		$90,000		$1,199,999,998,800		$1,199,999,998,800		$1,199,999,998,800						Specific Premium		$1,085,005		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780

				Aggregate Premium		$41,047		$41,653		$42,058		$0		$0		$0						Aggregate Premium		$41,047		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0						Aggregate Premium		$41,047		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Total Expected Cost 
(Expected Claims + Stop Loss Premium)		$24,073,075		$24,060,708		$24,078,474		$20,220,023,853,787		$20,220,023,853,787		$20,220,023,853,787						Total Expected Cost 
(Expected Claims + Stop Loss Premium)		$24,073,075		$1,200,001,210,680		$1,183,690		$1,200,001,210,680		$1,200,001,210,680		$1,200,001,210,680						Total Expected Cost 
(Expected Claims + Stop Loss Premium)		$24,073,075										

				% of simulations this option "wins" when all contract options considered		39.5%		27.0%		33.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						% of simulations this option "wins" when all contract options considered		39.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						% of simulations this option "wins" when all contract options considered		39.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				% of simulations this option "wins" when compared to the renewal		0.0%		60.2%		48.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						% of simulations this option "wins" when compared to the renewal		0.0%		0.0%		28.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						% of simulations this option "wins" when compared to the renewal		0.0%		No Wins		No Wins		No Wins		No Wins		No Wins







REPORT - Specific Analysis

		Individual Stop Loss (ISL) Analysis																																										Service Team Notes:

		Please do not distribute this worksheet to clients.  Copy the Reports to a new worksheet (Paste Special Values) for distribution.

		Methodology

		Lockton used a Monte Carlo simulation model to project 5,000 scenarios of paid claims both in aggregate as well as claims above the specific.  The average of those 5,000 simulations and the min/max and percentiles are shown.  This methodology allows a plan sponsor to see the variance around the expected value in analyzing the quotes.  The simulation starts with a claim probability distribution that represents annual claims for over 1 million members.

		Group Name:						Indian River County		Renewal		Option 1		Option 2		Option 3		Option 4		Option 5		Option 6		Option 7		Option 8		Option 9		Option 10		Option 11		Option 12		Option 13		Option 14		Option 15

		Time period of projection:						10/1/2020 - 9/30/2021		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		Number of Employees:						1685

		Number of members (estimated):						3696



		Analysis of Specific Reimbursements

		This part of the analysis focusses on the number of claims exceeding the stop loss deductible.  This shows how many claims we expect to be reimbursed by the stop loss carrier.

								Number of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible*		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$150,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999

								*excludes known large claimants.



								Average		4.5		3.9		3.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<--This part of the report shows how many claims we would expect to exceed the specific deductible. This is the average number across all of the simulations.

								Minimum in 5,000 simulations		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								25th Percentile		3.0		2.0		2.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<--This part of the analysis shows the variability around the expected number of claims exceeding the specific deductible.

								75th Percentile		6.0		5.0		4.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Maximum in 5,000 simulations		14.0		13.0		12.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



								Distribution of Number of Stop-Loss Claims*		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$150,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999

								0		1%		2%		3%		100%		100%		100%		100%		43%		100%		100%		100%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				<-- This shows graphically the variabilty around the expected number of claims exceeding the specific deductible.

								1		5%		8%		12%		0%		0%		0%		0%		38%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								2		12%		16%		21%		0%		0%		0%		0%		18%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								3		17%		21%		22%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								4		19%		20%		18%		0%		0%		0%		0%		1%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								5		17%		15%		12%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								6		14%		10%		7%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								7		8%		5%		3%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								8		5%		3%		1%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								9		2%		1%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								10		1%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								>=11		1%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!

								*excludes known large claimants.



		This part of the analysis focusses on the total amount of claims exceeding the stop loss deductible.  This shows how many dollars we expect to be reimbursed by the stop loss carrier.

								Total Dollar Amount of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible*^		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$150,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999

								*excludes amounts associated with known large claimants.				^reflects modeled reimbursements										^reflects modeled reimbursements

								Average		$926,984		$824,501		$737,988		$0		$0		$0		$0		$118,190		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<--This part of the report shows the expected total dollar amount of claims we would expect to be reimbursed by the stop loss carrier.  This is the average amount across all of the simulations.

								Minimum in 5,000 simulations		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								25th Percentile		$315,000		$235,000		$163,500		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<--This part of the analysis shows the variability around the expected dollar amount of claims reimbursed by the stop loss carrier.

								75th Percentile		$1,291,625		$1,159,000		$1,045,125		$0		$0		$0		$0		$140,250		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Maximum in 5,000 simulations		$7,686,500		$7,561,500		$7,436,500		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,312,500		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		Comparison of Quotes

		This part of the analysis shows the plan's expected costs under the various options considered.  This also shows the percentage of simulations where the particular option "wins" - produced the lowest total cost to the plan sponsor (retained claims plus ISL/ASL premiums).  Note that any contract option under consideration should be consistent with the plan sponsor's risk tolerance.  The simulation does not take into account risk tolerance or the insurance purchasing philosophy of any plan sponsor.  These factors should obviously be weighed when selecting the retention level.  A tendency to "win" from a financial perspective is only one consideration in choosing an appropriate stop loss contract.



										CURRENT		ALT1		ALT2		ALT3		ALT4		ALT5		ALT1		ALT2		ALT3		ALT4		ALT5		ALT11		ALT12		ALT13		ALT14		ALT15

						What is the plan's expected cost under the various options?		Without Stop Loss		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$150,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999

		Retained Risk on known large claims						$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Retained Risk on other claims						$23,874,007		$22,947,023		$23,049,506		$23,136,019		$23,874,007		$23,874,007		$23,874,007		$1,211,880		$1,093,690		$1,211,880		$1,211,880		$1,211,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		Total Expected Claims (Paid by Plan after specific and aggregate)						$23,874,007		$22,947,023		$23,049,506		$23,136,019		$23,874,007		$23,874,007		$23,874,007		$1,211,880		$1,093,690		$1,211,880		$1,211,880		$1,211,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<--This line shows the expected total claims paid under the spec and agg under each of the different contracts modeled.

		Specific Premium						$0		$1,085,005		$969,549		$900,397		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$1,199,999,998,800		$90,000		$1,199,999,998,800		$1,199,999,998,800		$1,199,999,998,800		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780		$20,219,999,979,780

		Aggregate Premium						$0		$41,047		$41,653		$42,058		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Total Expected Cost (Expected Claims + Stop Loss Premium)						$23,874,007		$24,073,075		$24,060,708		$24,078,474		$20,220,023,853,787		$20,220,023,853,787		$20,220,023,853,787		$1,200,001,210,680		$1,183,690		$1,200,001,210,680		$1,200,001,210,680		$1,200,001,210,680		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<--This line is the sum of the expected claims plus the specific and aggregate premium.



		% of simulations this option "wins" when all contract options considered								39%		27%		34%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%				This line indicates which contract option was priced most favorably to the client.  For example, if an option "won" 60% of the time, this would mean that in 60% of the scenarios, this particular option would have produced the lowest overall cost to the client, considering both the retained claims and the ISL/ASL premium.



		Premium savings from Current								$0		-$114,850		-$183,598		$20,219,998,853,728		$20,219,998,853,728		$20,219,998,853,728		$1,199,999,878,800		-$30,000		$1,199,999,878,800		$1,199,999,878,800		$1,199,999,878,800		$20,219,998,853,728		$20,219,998,853,728		$20,219,998,853,728		$20,219,998,853,728		$20,219,998,853,728				Increasing the specific deductible is expected to result in ISL premium savings.

		Average Additional Claim Liability from Current								$0		$102,483		$188,997		$926,984		$926,984		$926,984		$172,715		$54,525		$172,715		$172,715		$172,715		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				Increasing the specific deductible results in higher expected paid claims.

		Total Expected Plan Savings (negative is savings, positive is cost) from Current								$0		-$12,367		$5,399		$20,219,999,780,713		$20,219,999,780,713		$20,219,999,780,713		$1,200,000,051,515		$24,525		$1,200,000,051,515		$1,200,000,051,515		$1,200,000,051,515		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		The following is in all in relation to the current ISL level.

		% of simulations this option ties or wins compared one-on-one to the $300,000 Option										60%		48%		0%		0%		0%		0%		28%		0%		0%		0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				<-- Switching it up here.  Now we are just comparing the alternative contract to the current, but one at a time.

		If it won, on average how much did it win by?										$   (46,521)		$   (77,477)		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		$   (25,089)		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				<-- So, when this alternative wins compared to the current contract, how much does it typically win by?

		If it lost, on average how much did it lose by?										$   39,295		$   83,011		$   20,219,999,780,714		$   20,219,999,780,714		$   20,219,999,780,714		$   1,200,000,051,515		$   43,819		$   1,200,000,051,515		$   1,200,000,051,515		$   1,200,000,051,515		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!				<-- So, when this alternative loses compared to the current contract, how much does it typically lose by?



								Distribution of (Savings) or Additional Costs		$300,000		$325,000		$350,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$150,000		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999		$999,999,999

								Minimum (Most Savings)				$   (114,850)		$   (183,598)		$   20,219,998,853,728		$   20,219,998,853,728		$   20,219,998,853,728		$   1,199,999,878,800		$   (30,000)		$   1,199,999,878,800		$   1,199,999,878,800		$   1,199,999,878,800		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								25th Percentile				$   (40,350)		$   (67,223)		$   20,219,999,168,728		$   20,219,999,168,728		$   20,219,999,168,728		$   1,199,999,895,300		$   (13,500)		$   1,199,999,895,300		$   1,199,999,895,300		$   1,199,999,895,300		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<-- This shows the variablity of wins and loss compared to the current contract.  Just because a contract wins on an expected basis, doesn’t mean it will always win.

								75th Percentile				$   20,650		$   66,402		$   20,220,000,145,353		$   20,220,000,145,353		$   20,220,000,145,353		$   1,200,000,099,050		$   55,625		$   1,200,000,099,050		$   1,200,000,099,050		$   1,200,000,099,050		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				<-- Increasing a specific deductible may result in expected savings, but it also means that the plan sponsor is taking on more risk.

								95th Percentile				$   84,650		$   179,927		$   20,220,001,479,328		$   20,220,001,479,328		$   20,220,001,479,328		$   1,200,000,517,025		$   81,800		$   1,200,000,517,025		$   1,200,000,517,025		$   1,200,000,517,025		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								Maximum in 5000 simulations				$   221,150		$   441,402		$   20,220,006,540,228		$   20,220,006,540,228		$   20,220,006,540,228		$   1,200,001,241,300		$   170,000		$   1,200,001,241,300		$   1,200,001,241,300		$   1,200,001,241,300		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								*includes amounts associated with known large claimants.



		Option				Graph?

		CURRENT		$   300,000		Y

		ALT1		$   325,000		Y																																						<-- Illustrating this concept graphically.  Choose the alternative to graph to the left.

		ALT2		$   350,000		Y

		ALT3		$   999,999,999		N

		ALT4		$   999,999,999		N

		ALT5		$   999,999,999		N

		ALT6		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		ALT7		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		ALT8		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		ALT9		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A

		ALT10		ERROR:#N/A		ERROR:#N/A



Net Savings: Raising Specific Deductible

(Premium Savings - Increased Claim Liability)
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Utility

		Main		50355.1640625		50786.84765625		431.7

		Set Up		50382.54296875		50416.546875		34.0						74014.3828125		74015.65625		1.3										0.0

		Hard Run		50416.703125		50784.65625		368.0						74015.703125		74018.5234375		2.8										0.0

		Copy Renewal		50784.734375		50785.30859375		0.6

		Copy Options		50785.359375		50786.44140625		1.1						74018.5625		74019.046875		0.5										0.0

		Calc Winners		50786.51953125		50786.76953125		0.3





Runs

		Run		Renewal		Option 1		Option 2		Option 3		Option 4		Option 5		Option 6		Option 7		Option 8		Option 9		Option 10		Option 11		Option 12		Option 13		Option 14		Option 15

		1		$24,312,701.80		$24,264,852.20		$24,246,104.20		$20,220,023,525,430.00		$20,220,023,525,430.00		$20,220,023,525,430.00

		2		$26,221,601.80		$26,218,752.20		$26,250,004.20		$20,220,025,532,330.00		$20,220,025,532,330.00		$20,220,025,532,330.00

		3		$23,972,501.80		$23,957,652.20		$23,981,404.20		$20,220,023,865,230.00		$20,220,023,865,230.00		$20,220,023,865,230.00

		4		$24,288,951.80		$24,249,102.20		$24,241,854.20		$20,220,023,332,180.00		$20,220,023,332,180.00		$20,220,023,332,180.00

		5		$22,592,851.80		$22,478,002.20		$22,409,254.20		$20,220,021,446,580.00		$20,220,021,446,580.00		$20,220,021,446,580.00

		6		$23,129,151.80		$23,114,302.20		$23,145,554.20		$20,220,023,870,880.00		$20,220,023,870,880.00		$20,220,023,870,880.00

		7		$24,667,351.80		$24,702,502.20		$24,783,754.20		$20,220,025,770,080.00		$20,220,025,770,080.00		$20,220,025,770,080.00

		8		$23,363,751.80		$23,298,902.20		$23,266,654.20		$20,220,022,384,480.00		$20,220,022,384,480.00		$20,220,022,384,480.00

		9		$23,873,801.80		$23,783,952.20		$23,740,204.20		$20,220,022,931,030.00		$20,220,022,931,030.00		$20,220,022,931,030.00

		10		$24,061,201.80		$24,082,852.20		$24,124,604.20		$20,220,023,827,930.00		$20,220,023,827,930.00		$20,220,023,827,930.00

		11		$24,215,601.80		$24,175,752.20		$24,177,504.20		$20,220,023,251,830.00		$20,220,023,251,830.00		$20,220,023,251,830.00

		12		$24,077,751.80		$24,064,402.20		$24,095,654.20		$20,220,023,635,980.00		$20,220,023,635,980.00		$20,220,023,635,980.00

		13		$22,411,201.80		$22,345,852.20		$22,302,104.20		$20,220,021,359,930.00		$20,220,021,359,930.00		$20,220,021,359,930.00

		14		$23,465,451.80		$23,450,602.20		$23,481,854.20		$20,220,023,793,180.00		$20,220,023,793,180.00		$20,220,023,793,180.00

		15		$24,157,651.80		$24,242,802.20		$24,339,054.20		$20,220,025,886,380.00		$20,220,025,886,380.00		$20,220,025,886,380.00

		16		$26,410,451.80		$26,384,102.20		$26,390,354.20		$20,220,025,475,180.00		$20,220,025,475,180.00		$20,220,025,475,180.00

		17		$23,524,101.80		$23,493,752.20		$23,500,004.20		$20,220,022,583,830.00		$20,220,022,583,830.00		$20,220,022,583,830.00

		18		$22,271,251.80		$22,256,402.20		$22,271,154.20		$20,220,022,328,980.00		$20,220,022,328,980.00		$20,220,022,328,980.00

		19		$23,561,051.80		$23,642,202.20		$23,748,454.20		$20,220,024,257,280.00		$20,220,024,257,280.00		$20,220,024,257,280.00

		20		$23,085,951.80		$23,086,602.20		$23,092,854.20		$20,220,022,887,680.00		$20,220,022,887,680.00		$20,220,022,887,680.00

		21		$24,061,251.80		$24,096,402.20		$24,153,154.20		$20,220,023,801,980.00		$20,220,023,801,980.00		$20,220,023,801,980.00

		22		$22,902,751.80		$22,862,402.20		$22,843,654.20		$20,220,022,941,980.00		$20,220,022,941,980.00		$20,220,022,941,980.00

		23		$22,783,051.80		$22,764,702.20		$22,770,954.20		$20,220,021,997,780.00		$20,220,021,997,780.00		$20,220,021,997,780.00

		24		$22,608,401.80		$22,543,552.20		$22,524,804.20		$20,220,021,911,130.00		$20,220,021,911,130.00		$20,220,021,911,130.00

		25		$24,114,151.80		$24,099,302.20		$24,130,554.20		$20,220,023,482,880.00		$20,220,023,482,880.00		$20,220,023,482,880.00

		26		$24,223,251.80		$24,233,402.20		$24,289,654.20		$20,220,024,983,480.00		$20,220,024,983,480.00		$20,220,024,983,480.00

		27		$24,963,701.80		$24,898,852.20		$24,880,104.20		$20,220,024,214,430.00		$20,220,024,214,430.00		$20,220,024,214,430.00

		28		$21,302,451.80		$21,287,602.20		$21,306,354.20		$20,220,023,001,180.00		$20,220,023,001,180.00		$20,220,023,001,180.00

		29		$25,099,851.80		$25,085,002.20		$25,091,754.20		$20,220,024,771,580.00		$20,220,024,771,580.00		$20,220,024,771,580.00

		30		$25,628,351.80		$25,588,502.20		$25,594,754.20		$20,220,024,640,580.00		$20,220,024,640,580.00		$20,220,024,640,580.00

		31		$24,232,051.80		$24,167,202.20		$24,135,954.20		$20,220,023,728,780.00		$20,220,023,728,780.00		$20,220,023,728,780.00

		32		$23,807,001.80		$23,692,152.20		$23,623,404.20		$20,220,022,660,730.00		$20,220,022,660,730.00		$20,220,022,660,730.00

		33		$25,065,751.80		$25,100,902.20		$25,182,154.20		$20,220,026,253,480.00		$20,220,026,253,480.00		$20,220,026,253,480.00

		34		$23,933,201.80		$24,018,352.20		$24,149,604.20		$20,220,024,609,930.00		$20,220,024,609,930.00		$20,220,024,609,930.00

		35		$23,428,601.80		$23,364,252.20		$23,295,504.20		$20,220,022,332,830.00		$20,220,022,332,830.00		$20,220,022,332,830.00

		36		$22,403,451.80		$22,369,102.20		$22,347,854.20		$20,220,021,385,180.00		$20,220,021,385,180.00		$20,220,021,385,180.00

		37		$25,509,251.80		$25,519,402.20		$25,556,654.20		$20,220,025,121,480.00		$20,220,025,121,480.00		$20,220,025,121,480.00

		38		$22,000,551.80		$21,993,702.20		$21,999,954.20		$20,220,021,387,780.00		$20,220,021,387,780.00		$20,220,021,387,780.00

		39		$22,432,701.80		$22,403,352.20		$22,409,604.20		$20,220,021,742,430.00		$20,220,021,742,430.00		$20,220,021,742,430.00

		40		$25,730,801.80		$25,777,452.20		$25,851,204.20		$20,220,026,664,030.00		$20,220,026,664,030.00		$20,220,026,664,030.00

		41		$23,378,551.80		$23,338,702.20		$23,339,454.20		$20,220,022,722,780.00		$20,220,022,722,780.00		$20,220,022,722,780.00

		42		$22,683,501.80		$22,618,652.20		$22,599,904.20		$20,220,021,851,230.00		$20,220,021,851,230.00		$20,220,021,851,230.00

		43		$23,851,401.80		$23,911,552.20		$24,010,304.20		$20,220,024,876,630.00		$20,220,024,876,630.00		$20,220,024,876,630.00

		44		$23,698,101.80		$23,758,252.20		$23,851,504.20		$20,220,025,022,330.00		$20,220,025,022,330.00		$20,220,025,022,330.00

		45		$25,595,001.80		$25,580,152.20		$25,611,404.20		$20,220,024,688,730.00		$20,220,024,688,730.00		$20,220,024,688,730.00

		46		$24,514,201.80		$24,449,352.20		$24,430,604.20		$20,220,023,792,930.00		$20,220,023,792,930.00		$20,220,023,792,930.00

		47		$23,288,501.80		$23,318,152.20		$23,317,904.20		$20,220,022,949,230.00		$20,220,022,949,230.00		$20,220,022,949,230.00

		48		$23,211,051.80		$23,257,702.20		$23,328,454.20		$20,220,025,323,280.00		$20,220,025,323,280.00		$20,220,025,323,280.00

		49		$23,712,301.80		$23,719,952.20		$23,727,704.20		$20,220,022,830,530.00		$20,220,022,830,530.00		$20,220,022,830,530.00

		50		$23,014,701.80		$22,899,852.20		$22,831,104.20		$20,220,021,868,430.00		$20,220,021,868,430.00		$20,220,021,868,430.00

		51		$24,000,951.80		$24,010,602.20		$24,041,854.20		$20,220,024,641,180.00		$20,220,024,641,180.00		$20,220,024,641,180.00

		52		$22,102,001.80		$22,066,652.20		$22,050,404.20		$20,220,021,551,730.00		$20,220,021,551,730.00		$20,220,021,551,730.00

		53		$22,167,251.80		$22,165,902.20		$22,197,154.20		$20,220,021,590,480.00		$20,220,021,590,480.00		$20,220,021,590,480.00

		54		$27,194,951.80		$27,255,102.20		$27,340,854.20		$20,220,027,327,180.00		$20,220,027,327,180.00		$20,220,027,327,180.00

		55		$22,374,201.80		$22,359,352.20		$22,390,604.20		$20,220,022,081,930.00		$20,220,022,081,930.00		$20,220,022,081,930.00

		56		$24,316,701.80		$24,301,852.20		$24,333,104.20		$20,220,024,463,430.00		$20,220,024,463,430.00		$20,220,024,463,430.00

		57		$23,887,251.80		$23,835,402.20		$23,816,654.20		$20,220,024,435,980.00		$20,220,024,435,980.00		$20,220,024,435,980.00

		58		$24,249,101.80		$24,222,752.20		$24,228,504.20		$20,220,024,098,830.00		$20,220,024,098,830.00		$20,220,024,098,830.00

		59		$24,983,151.80		$25,001,802.20		$25,055,554.20		$20,220,024,471,880.00		$20,220,024,471,880.00		$20,220,024,471,880.00

		60		$23,163,601.80		$23,173,752.20		$23,230,004.20		$20,220,022,939,830.00		$20,220,022,939,830.00		$20,220,022,939,830.00

		61		$24,354,301.80		$24,366,452.20		$24,389,204.20		$20,220,024,133,030.00		$20,220,024,133,030.00		$20,220,024,133,030.00

		62		$24,170,951.80		$24,183,102.20		$24,214,354.20		$20,220,024,412,680.00		$20,220,024,412,680.00		$20,220,024,412,680.00

		63		$25,259,651.80		$25,285,302.20		$25,335,054.20		$20,220,024,629,380.00		$20,220,024,629,380.00		$20,220,024,629,380.00

		64		$21,527,501.80		$21,412,652.20		$21,343,904.20		$20,220,020,381,230.00		$20,220,020,381,230.00		$20,220,020,381,230.00

		65		$23,333,651.80		$23,346,802.20		$23,353,054.20		$20,220,022,927,880.00		$20,220,022,927,880.00		$20,220,022,927,880.00

		66		$27,249,901.80		$27,277,052.20		$27,284,304.20		$20,220,026,775,130.00		$20,220,026,775,130.00		$20,220,026,775,130.00

		67		$23,998,451.80		$23,938,102.20		$23,919,354.20		$20,220,022,994,680.00		$20,220,022,994,680.00		$20,220,022,994,680.00

		68		$24,220,251.80		$24,174,402.20		$24,137,154.20		$20,220,023,439,980.00		$20,220,023,439,980.00		$20,220,023,439,980.00

		69		$22,892,001.80		$22,819,652.20		$22,775,904.20		$20,220,022,475,730.00		$20,220,022,475,730.00		$20,220,022,475,730.00

		70		$25,977,601.80		$25,912,752.20		$25,894,004.20		$20,220,025,230,330.00		$20,220,025,230,330.00		$20,220,025,230,330.00

		71		$24,406,301.80		$24,380,952.20		$24,387,204.20		$20,220,023,650,030.00		$20,220,023,650,030.00		$20,220,023,650,030.00

		72		$22,773,851.80		$22,734,002.20		$22,740,254.20		$20,220,022,902,080.00		$20,220,022,902,080.00		$20,220,022,902,080.00

		73		$25,091,951.80		$25,073,602.20		$25,054,854.20		$20,220,024,251,180.00		$20,220,024,251,180.00		$20,220,024,251,180.00

		74		$24,095,001.80		$24,188,152.20		$24,294,404.20		$20,220,028,427,230.00		$20,220,028,427,230.00		$20,220,028,427,230.00

		75		$23,573,351.80		$23,533,502.20		$23,496,754.20		$20,220,022,540,580.00		$20,220,022,540,580.00		$20,220,022,540,580.00

		76		$24,389,351.80		$24,449,502.20		$24,545,254.20		$20,220,025,970,580.00		$20,220,025,970,580.00		$20,220,025,970,580.00

		77		$21,963,501.80		$21,923,652.20		$21,929,904.20		$20,220,021,600,730.00		$20,220,021,600,730.00		$20,220,021,600,730.00

		78		$26,684,701.80		$26,715,352.20		$26,752,104.20		$20,220,026,345,430.00		$20,220,026,345,430.00		$20,220,026,345,430.00

		79		$25,469,551.80		$25,563,202.20		$25,675,954.20		$20,220,027,820,780.00		$20,220,027,820,780.00		$20,220,027,820,780.00

		80		$24,405,101.80		$24,390,252.20		$24,421,504.20		$20,220,024,315,830.00		$20,220,024,315,830.00		$20,220,024,315,830.00

		81		$26,159,251.80		$26,244,402.20		$26,333,654.20		$20,220,025,913,980.00		$20,220,025,913,980.00		$20,220,025,913,980.00

		82		$22,400,451.80		$22,360,602.20		$22,366,854.20		$20,220,021,581,680.00		$20,220,021,581,680.00		$20,220,021,581,680.00

		83		$27,162,401.80		$27,197,552.20		$27,251,804.20		$20,220,027,641,130.00		$20,220,027,641,130.00		$20,220,027,641,130.00

		84		$23,507,151.80		$23,517,302.20		$23,544,554.20		$20,220,023,302,380.00		$20,220,023,302,380.00		$20,220,023,302,380.00

		85		$24,840,601.80		$24,850,752.20		$24,886,504.20		$20,220,024,519,830.00		$20,220,024,519,830.00		$20,220,024,519,830.00

		86		$22,297,751.80		$22,307,902.20		$22,348,654.20		$20,220,022,792,980.00		$20,220,022,792,980.00		$20,220,022,792,980.00

		87		$25,259,101.80		$25,264,752.20		$25,284,504.20		$20,220,024,571,330.00		$20,220,024,571,330.00		$20,220,024,571,330.00

		88		$23,328,901.80		$23,314,052.20		$23,306,304.20		$20,220,022,621,630.00		$20,220,022,621,630.00		$20,220,022,621,630.00

		89		$24,179,201.80		$24,064,352.20		$23,995,604.20		$20,220,023,032,930.00		$20,220,023,032,930.00		$20,220,023,032,930.00

		90		$23,071,101.80		$22,956,252.20		$22,887,504.20		$20,220,021,924,830.00		$20,220,021,924,830.00		$20,220,021,924,830.00

		91		$23,758,901.80		$23,694,552.20		$23,675,804.20		$20,220,023,025,130.00		$20,220,023,025,130.00		$20,220,023,025,130.00

		92		$23,996,751.80		$23,972,902.20		$23,974,654.20		$20,220,023,510,980.00		$20,220,023,510,980.00		$20,220,023,510,980.00

		93		$23,996,351.80		$23,931,502.20		$23,904,254.20		$20,220,022,999,080.00		$20,220,022,999,080.00		$20,220,022,999,080.00

		94		$23,904,901.80		$23,903,552.20		$23,934,804.20		$20,220,023,912,130.00		$20,220,023,912,130.00		$20,220,023,912,130.00

		95		$23,204,251.80		$23,164,402.20		$23,153,154.20		$20,220,022,592,480.00		$20,220,022,592,480.00		$20,220,022,592,480.00

		96		$22,060,251.80		$22,014,902.20		$21,996,154.20		$20,220,021,042,480.00		$20,220,021,042,480.00		$20,220,021,042,480.00

		97		$22,339,601.80		$22,274,752.20		$22,241,504.20		$20,220,022,142,330.00		$20,220,022,142,330.00		$20,220,022,142,330.00

		98		$22,837,501.80		$22,847,652.20		$22,887,904.20		$20,220,022,087,730.00		$20,220,022,087,730.00		$20,220,022,087,730.00

		99		$21,879,651.80		$21,828,302.20		$21,809,554.20		$20,220,020,863,880.00		$20,220,020,863,880.00		$20,220,020,863,880.00

		100		$24,442,001.80		$24,424,152.20		$24,430,404.20		$20,220,023,772,230.00		$20,220,023,772,230.00		$20,220,023,772,230.00

		101		$24,261,751.80		$24,326,402.20		$24,414,154.20		$20,220,024,828,480.00		$20,220,024,828,480.00		$20,220,024,828,480.00

		102		$24,624,851.80		$24,689,502.20		$24,762,754.20		$20,220,025,658,580.00		$20,220,025,658,580.00		$20,220,025,658,580.00

		103		$26,200,701.80		$26,249,352.20		$26,303,604.20		$20,220,025,866,930.00		$20,220,025,866,930.00		$20,220,025,866,930.00

		104		$23,858,351.80		$23,843,502.20		$23,874,754.20		$20,220,023,209,080.00		$20,220,023,209,080.00		$20,220,023,209,080.00

		105		$24,047,201.80		$24,042,352.20		$24,048,604.20		$20,220,023,498,430.00		$20,220,023,498,430.00		$20,220,023,498,430.00

		106		$22,162,401.80		$22,197,552.20		$22,257,304.20		$20,220,021,774,130.00		$20,220,021,774,130.00		$20,220,021,774,130.00

		107		$25,904,051.80		$25,945,202.20		$25,981,954.20		$20,220,025,593,280.00		$20,220,025,593,280.00		$20,220,025,593,280.00

		108		$24,451,701.80		$24,411,852.20		$24,418,104.20		$20,220,025,649,930.00		$20,220,025,649,930.00		$20,220,025,649,930.00

		109		$23,511,851.80		$23,522,002.20		$23,567,754.20		$20,220,023,375,080.00		$20,220,023,375,080.00		$20,220,023,375,080.00

		110		$22,574,651.80		$22,503,302.20		$22,459,554.20		$20,220,022,426,380.00		$20,220,022,426,380.00		$20,220,022,426,380.00

		111		$23,025,301.80		$23,035,452.20		$23,063,704.20		$20,220,022,349,530.00		$20,220,022,349,530.00		$20,220,022,349,530.00

		112		$21,364,001.80		$21,274,652.20		$21,230,904.20		$20,220,020,429,730.00		$20,220,020,429,730.00		$20,220,020,429,730.00

		113		$23,821,701.80		$23,806,852.20		$23,823,604.20		$20,220,023,768,430.00		$20,220,023,768,430.00		$20,220,023,768,430.00

		114		$23,016,451.80		$22,926,602.20		$22,882,854.20		$20,220,023,250,680.00		$20,220,023,250,680.00		$20,220,023,250,680.00

		115		$21,623,351.80		$21,532,002.20		$21,463,254.20		$20,220,020,500,580.00		$20,220,020,500,580.00		$20,220,020,500,580.00

		116		$23,569,901.80		$23,555,052.20		$23,564,304.20		$20,220,023,870,630.00		$20,220,023,870,630.00		$20,220,023,870,630.00

		117		$23,650,151.80		$23,586,802.20		$23,568,054.20		$20,220,023,866,380.00		$20,220,023,866,380.00		$20,220,023,866,380.00

		118		$22,447,551.80		$22,414,702.20		$22,370,954.20		$20,220,022,095,780.00		$20,220,022,095,780.00		$20,220,022,095,780.00

		119		$23,196,801.80		$23,131,952.20		$23,113,204.20		$20,220,022,692,530.00		$20,220,022,692,530.00		$20,220,022,692,530.00

		120		$22,036,051.80		$21,971,202.20		$21,952,454.20		$20,220,021,180,780.00		$20,220,021,180,780.00		$20,220,021,180,780.00

		121		$25,325,301.80		$25,389,952.20		$25,496,204.20		$20,220,027,573,030.00		$20,220,027,573,030.00		$20,220,027,573,030.00

		122		$22,341,701.80		$22,276,852.20		$22,258,104.20		$20,220,021,624,430.00		$20,220,021,624,430.00		$20,220,021,624,430.00

		123		$21,554,601.80		$21,439,752.20		$21,371,004.20		$20,220,020,408,330.00		$20,220,020,408,330.00		$20,220,020,408,330.00

		124		$24,009,701.80		$24,040,352.20		$24,078,604.20		$20,220,023,240,430.00		$20,220,023,240,430.00		$20,220,023,240,430.00

		125		$23,911,801.80		$23,921,452.20		$23,952,704.20		$20,220,023,372,030.00		$20,220,023,372,030.00		$20,220,023,372,030.00

		126		$24,710,051.80		$24,741,702.20		$24,779,454.20		$20,220,025,086,780.00		$20,220,025,086,780.00		$20,220,025,086,780.00

		127		$23,255,401.80		$23,242,052.20		$23,273,304.20		$20,220,023,515,630.00		$20,220,023,515,630.00		$20,220,023,515,630.00

		128		$21,549,551.80		$21,509,702.20		$21,515,954.20		$20,220,021,210,780.00		$20,220,021,210,780.00		$20,220,021,210,780.00

		129		$22,452,001.80		$22,387,152.20		$22,368,404.20		$20,220,021,668,730.00		$20,220,021,668,730.00		$20,220,021,668,730.00

		130		$24,724,151.80		$24,784,302.20		$24,888,054.20		$20,220,025,611,380.00		$20,220,025,611,380.00		$20,220,025,611,380.00

		131		$22,822,751.80		$22,834,402.20		$22,890,654.20		$20,220,022,597,480.00		$20,220,022,597,480.00		$20,220,022,597,480.00

		132		$23,826,651.80		$23,786,802.20		$23,786,554.20		$20,220,023,680,880.00		$20,220,023,680,880.00		$20,220,023,680,880.00

		133		$23,859,351.80		$23,868,502.20		$23,890,254.20		$20,220,023,333,080.00		$20,220,023,333,080.00		$20,220,023,333,080.00

		134		$25,604,551.80		$25,648,202.20		$25,704,454.20		$20,220,025,658,280.00		$20,220,025,658,280.00		$20,220,025,658,280.00

		135		$22,703,601.80		$22,613,752.20		$22,570,004.20		$20,220,021,670,830.00		$20,220,021,670,830.00		$20,220,021,670,830.00

		136		$24,896,951.80		$24,937,602.20		$25,018,854.20		$20,220,025,945,180.00		$20,220,025,945,180.00		$20,220,025,945,180.00

		137		$25,504,801.80		$25,534,952.20		$25,551,704.20		$20,220,024,794,530.00		$20,220,024,794,530.00		$20,220,024,794,530.00

		138		$23,365,851.80		$23,426,002.20		$23,494,754.20		$20,220,023,888,080.00		$20,220,023,888,080.00		$20,220,023,888,080.00

		139		$24,020,701.80		$24,030,852.20		$24,082,604.20		$20,220,023,664,930.00		$20,220,023,664,930.00		$20,220,023,664,930.00

		140		$24,076,401.80		$24,101,052.20		$24,157,304.20		$20,220,025,080,130.00		$20,220,025,080,130.00		$20,220,025,080,130.00

		141		$25,755,651.80		$25,840,802.20		$25,959,554.20		$20,220,026,450,380.00		$20,220,026,450,380.00		$20,220,026,450,380.00

		142		$24,372,551.80		$24,382,702.20		$24,434,454.20		$20,220,024,143,780.00		$20,220,024,143,780.00		$20,220,024,143,780.00

		143		$23,684,551.80		$23,619,702.20		$23,600,954.20		$20,220,023,533,280.00		$20,220,023,533,280.00		$20,220,023,533,280.00

		144		$23,903,301.80		$23,863,452.20		$23,855,704.20		$20,220,022,893,530.00		$20,220,022,893,530.00		$20,220,022,893,530.00

		145		$24,126,051.80		$24,100,702.20		$24,083,454.20		$20,220,023,845,780.00		$20,220,023,845,780.00		$20,220,023,845,780.00

		146		$24,568,751.80		$24,478,902.20		$24,435,154.20		$20,220,023,484,980.00		$20,220,023,484,980.00		$20,220,023,484,980.00

		147		$25,604,001.80		$25,564,152.20		$25,570,404.20		$20,220,025,389,230.00		$20,220,025,389,230.00		$20,220,025,389,230.00

		148		$23,728,651.80		$23,738,802.20		$23,792,554.20		$20,220,024,065,880.00		$20,220,024,065,880.00		$20,220,024,065,880.00

		149		$24,783,451.80		$24,851,102.20		$24,928,354.20		$20,220,024,810,180.00		$20,220,024,810,180.00		$20,220,024,810,180.00

		150		$23,013,751.80		$23,028,402.20		$23,063,154.20		$20,220,022,477,480.00		$20,220,022,477,480.00		$20,220,022,477,480.00

		151		$22,178,251.80		$22,138,402.20		$22,144,654.20		$20,220,021,485,480.00		$20,220,021,485,480.00		$20,220,021,485,480.00

		152		$24,613,351.80		$24,641,002.20		$24,683,254.20		$20,220,023,763,080.00		$20,220,023,763,080.00		$20,220,023,763,080.00

		153		$21,915,401.80		$21,800,552.20		$21,731,804.20		$20,220,020,769,130.00		$20,220,020,769,130.00		$20,220,020,769,130.00

		154		$22,411,601.80		$22,371,752.20		$22,378,004.20		$20,220,022,194,830.00		$20,220,022,194,830.00		$20,220,022,194,830.00

		155		$20,794,601.80		$20,730,252.20		$20,707,004.20		$20,220,020,345,830.00		$20,220,020,345,830.00		$20,220,020,345,830.00

		156		$24,418,851.80		$24,488,502.20		$24,594,754.20		$20,220,024,509,580.00		$20,220,024,509,580.00		$20,220,024,509,580.00

		157		$23,582,901.80		$23,644,552.20		$23,750,804.20		$20,220,026,829,630.00		$20,220,026,829,630.00		$20,220,026,829,630.00

		158		$24,033,001.80		$23,943,152.20		$23,874,404.20		$20,220,022,911,730.00		$20,220,022,911,730.00		$20,220,022,911,730.00

		159		$24,637,951.80		$24,573,102.20		$24,554,354.20		$20,220,024,179,680.00		$20,220,024,179,680.00		$20,220,024,179,680.00

		160		$23,918,351.80		$23,898,002.20		$23,895,754.20		$20,220,023,607,080.00		$20,220,023,607,080.00		$20,220,023,607,080.00

		161		$21,666,051.80		$21,601,202.20		$21,582,454.20		$20,220,021,768,780.00		$20,220,021,768,780.00		$20,220,021,768,780.00

		162		$23,993,851.80		$23,955,502.20		$23,961,754.20		$20,220,023,162,580.00		$20,220,023,162,580.00		$20,220,023,162,580.00

		163		$24,432,651.80		$24,505,302.20		$24,598,054.20		$20,220,024,681,380.00		$20,220,024,681,380.00		$20,220,024,681,380.00

		164		$22,599,451.80		$22,536,602.20		$22,492,854.20		$20,220,021,683,680.00		$20,220,021,683,680.00		$20,220,021,683,680.00

		165		$23,154,001.80		$23,164,152.20		$23,220,404.20		$20,220,023,615,230.00		$20,220,023,615,230.00		$20,220,023,615,230.00

		166		$25,489,301.80		$25,470,952.20		$25,477,204.20		$20,220,025,049,030.00		$20,220,025,049,030.00		$20,220,025,049,030.00

		167		$26,012,101.80		$26,172,252.20		$26,375,004.20		$20,220,027,242,330.00		$20,220,027,242,330.00		$20,220,027,242,330.00

		168		$23,351,551.80		$23,361,702.20		$23,392,954.20		$20,220,024,254,780.00		$20,220,024,254,780.00		$20,220,024,254,780.00

		169		$24,030,151.80		$24,015,302.20		$24,046,554.20		$20,220,023,656,880.00		$20,220,023,656,880.00		$20,220,023,656,880.00

		170		$23,715,101.80		$23,750,252.20		$23,812,004.20		$20,220,024,660,830.00		$20,220,024,660,830.00		$20,220,024,660,830.00

		171		$25,986,851.80		$26,097,002.20		$26,247,754.20		$20,220,026,801,080.00		$20,220,026,801,080.00		$20,220,026,801,080.00

		172		$24,353,601.80		$24,332,252.20		$24,338,504.20		$20,220,024,270,330.00		$20,220,024,270,330.00		$20,220,024,270,330.00

		173		$25,407,651.80		$25,492,802.20		$25,620,554.20		$20,220,025,417,380.00		$20,220,025,417,380.00		$20,220,025,417,380.00

		174		$25,495,151.80		$25,555,302.20		$25,661,554.20		$20,220,026,365,380.00		$20,220,026,365,380.00		$20,220,026,365,380.00

		175		$23,891,901.80		$23,852,052.20		$23,858,304.20		$20,220,024,052,130.00		$20,220,024,052,130.00		$20,220,024,052,130.00

		176		$25,009,601.80		$24,994,752.20		$25,026,004.20		$20,220,024,384,330.00		$20,220,024,384,330.00		$20,220,024,384,330.00

		177		$25,359,701.80		$25,444,852.20		$25,541,604.20		$20,220,025,265,430.00		$20,220,025,265,430.00		$20,220,025,265,430.00

		178		$24,825,201.80		$24,785,352.20		$24,790,104.20		$20,220,025,400,430.00		$20,220,025,400,430.00		$20,220,025,400,430.00

		179		$23,729,651.80		$23,664,802.20		$23,638,054.20		$20,220,022,675,380.00		$20,220,022,675,380.00		$20,220,022,675,380.00

		180		$21,727,401.80		$21,712,552.20		$21,743,804.20		$20,220,020,968,130.00		$20,220,020,968,130.00		$20,220,020,968,130.00

		181		$22,681,601.80		$22,616,752.20		$22,594,004.20		$20,220,021,631,330.00		$20,220,021,631,330.00		$20,220,021,631,330.00

		182		$24,874,451.80		$24,834,602.20		$24,840,854.20		$20,220,024,133,680.00		$20,220,024,133,680.00		$20,220,024,133,680.00

		183		$23,852,301.80		$23,762,452.20		$23,718,704.20		$20,220,023,852,530.00		$20,220,023,852,530.00		$20,220,023,852,530.00

		184		$25,498,701.80		$25,506,852.20		$25,538,104.20		$20,220,025,460,430.00		$20,220,025,460,430.00		$20,220,025,460,430.00

		185		$25,844,901.80		$25,955,052.20		$26,053,804.20		$20,220,025,998,130.00		$20,220,025,998,130.00		$20,220,025,998,130.00

		186		$24,527,851.80		$24,463,002.20		$24,444,254.20		$20,220,024,067,580.00		$20,220,024,067,580.00		$20,220,024,067,580.00

		187		$24,300,751.80		$24,260,902.20		$24,267,154.20		$20,220,024,124,980.00		$20,220,024,124,980.00		$20,220,024,124,980.00

		188		$23,736,051.80		$23,623,202.20		$23,554,454.20		$20,220,022,591,780.00		$20,220,022,591,780.00		$20,220,022,591,780.00

		189		$22,905,951.80		$22,822,602.20		$22,753,854.20		$20,220,021,791,180.00		$20,220,021,791,180.00		$20,220,021,791,180.00

		190		$24,478,901.80		$24,464,052.20		$24,478,804.20		$20,220,023,695,630.00		$20,220,023,695,630.00		$20,220,023,695,630.00

		191		$23,987,901.80		$24,023,052.20		$24,104,304.20		$20,220,024,061,630.00		$20,220,024,061,630.00		$20,220,024,061,630.00

		192		$23,498,251.80		$23,443,402.20		$23,424,654.20		$20,220,022,717,980.00		$20,220,022,717,980.00		$20,220,022,717,980.00

		193		$23,211,401.80		$23,201,052.20		$23,207,304.20		$20,220,022,490,130.00		$20,220,022,490,130.00		$20,220,022,490,130.00

		194		$23,213,701.80		$23,174,352.20		$23,155,604.20		$20,220,022,322,930.00		$20,220,022,322,930.00		$20,220,022,322,930.00

		195		$25,833,751.80		$25,843,902.20		$25,884,654.20		$20,220,026,429,980.00		$20,220,026,429,980.00		$20,220,026,429,980.00

		196		$25,854,351.80		$25,889,502.20		$25,962,254.20		$20,220,026,936,080.00		$20,220,026,936,080.00		$20,220,026,936,080.00

		197		$25,822,001.80		$25,882,152.20		$25,984,904.20		$20,220,026,059,230.00		$20,220,026,059,230.00		$20,220,026,059,230.00

		198		$25,788,601.80		$25,810,252.20		$25,853,504.20		$20,220,025,019,330.00		$20,220,025,019,330.00		$20,220,025,019,330.00

		199		$23,913,301.80		$23,928,952.20		$23,985,204.20		$20,220,023,442,030.00		$20,220,023,442,030.00		$20,220,023,442,030.00

		200		$23,538,051.80		$23,566,202.20		$23,622,454.20		$20,220,023,205,280.00		$20,220,023,205,280.00		$20,220,023,205,280.00

		201		$26,252,251.80		$26,263,402.20		$26,285,154.20		$20,220,027,367,980.00		$20,220,027,367,980.00		$20,220,027,367,980.00

		202		$23,610,801.80		$23,504,952.20		$23,436,204.20		$20,220,022,473,530.00		$20,220,022,473,530.00		$20,220,022,473,530.00

		203		$23,231,751.80		$23,216,902.20		$23,248,154.20		$20,220,024,348,480.00		$20,220,024,348,480.00		$20,220,024,348,480.00

		204		$24,591,151.80		$24,601,302.20		$24,654,054.20		$20,220,024,796,380.00		$20,220,024,796,380.00		$20,220,024,796,380.00

		205		$26,561,851.80		$26,590,502.20		$26,608,254.20		$20,220,025,999,080.00		$20,220,025,999,080.00		$20,220,025,999,080.00

		206		$23,271,701.80		$23,156,852.20		$23,088,104.20		$20,220,022,125,430.00		$20,220,022,125,430.00		$20,220,022,125,430.00

		207		$23,670,951.80		$23,706,102.20		$23,777,854.20		$20,220,024,828,680.00		$20,220,024,828,680.00		$20,220,024,828,680.00

		208		$23,957,251.80		$23,952,402.20		$23,938,154.20		$20,220,023,126,480.00		$20,220,023,126,480.00		$20,220,023,126,480.00

		209		$24,935,051.80		$24,940,202.20		$24,950,954.20		$20,220,024,651,780.00		$20,220,024,651,780.00		$20,220,024,651,780.00

		210		$23,069,301.80		$23,004,452.20		$22,978,204.20		$20,220,022,072,030.00		$20,220,022,072,030.00		$20,220,022,072,030.00

		211		$25,762,101.80		$25,854,252.20		$25,943,004.20		$20,220,026,911,330.00		$20,220,026,911,330.00		$20,220,026,911,330.00

		212		$24,059,451.80		$24,094,602.20		$24,131,854.20		$20,220,024,100,180.00		$20,220,024,100,180.00		$20,220,024,100,180.00

		213		$24,657,301.80		$24,678,952.20		$24,735,204.20		$20,220,024,643,030.00		$20,220,024,643,030.00		$20,220,024,643,030.00

		214		$24,171,501.80		$24,153,152.20		$24,139,904.20		$20,220,023,486,230.00		$20,220,023,486,230.00		$20,220,023,486,230.00

		215		$23,023,651.80		$22,983,802.20		$22,990,054.20		$20,220,022,563,880.00		$20,220,022,563,880.00		$20,220,022,563,880.00

		216		$23,384,051.80		$23,391,702.20		$23,422,954.20		$20,220,023,389,280.00		$20,220,023,389,280.00		$20,220,023,389,280.00

		217		$23,242,751.80		$23,129,902.20		$23,061,154.20		$20,220,022,098,480.00		$20,220,022,098,480.00		$20,220,022,098,480.00

		218		$24,524,051.80		$24,530,702.20		$24,543,454.20		$20,220,023,810,280.00		$20,220,023,810,280.00		$20,220,023,810,280.00

		219		$24,256,551.80		$24,216,702.20		$24,222,954.20		$20,220,025,879,780.00		$20,220,025,879,780.00		$20,220,025,879,780.00

		220		$24,439,851.80		$24,408,502.20		$24,407,254.20		$20,220,023,656,580.00		$20,220,023,656,580.00		$20,220,023,656,580.00

		221		$23,429,501.80		$23,389,652.20		$23,395,904.20		$20,220,022,565,730.00		$20,220,022,565,730.00		$20,220,022,565,730.00

		222		$23,821,551.80		$23,803,202.20		$23,789,954.20		$20,220,023,954,280.00		$20,220,023,954,280.00		$20,220,023,954,280.00

		223		$25,362,401.80		$25,377,552.20		$25,405,304.20		$20,220,025,259,130.00		$20,220,025,259,130.00		$20,220,025,259,130.00

		224		$21,812,351.80		$21,748,002.20		$21,729,254.20		$20,220,021,207,580.00		$20,220,021,207,580.00		$20,220,021,207,580.00

		225		$24,743,851.80		$24,704,002.20		$24,710,254.20		$20,220,024,510,080.00		$20,220,024,510,080.00		$20,220,024,510,080.00

		226		$24,833,651.80		$24,893,802.20		$24,960,054.20		$20,220,024,856,880.00		$20,220,024,856,880.00		$20,220,024,856,880.00

		227		$22,606,001.80		$22,541,152.20		$22,522,404.20		$20,220,021,701,730.00		$20,220,021,701,730.00		$20,220,021,701,730.00

		228		$23,855,001.80		$23,865,652.20		$23,921,904.20		$20,220,023,558,730.00		$20,220,023,558,730.00		$20,220,023,558,730.00

		229		$25,393,051.80		$25,420,202.20		$25,476,454.20		$20,220,026,072,280.00		$20,220,026,072,280.00		$20,220,026,072,280.00

		230		$24,742,551.80		$24,704,202.20		$24,710,454.20		$20,220,023,967,280.00		$20,220,023,967,280.00		$20,220,023,967,280.00

		231		$23,386,151.80		$23,346,302.20		$23,352,554.20		$20,220,022,754,380.00		$20,220,022,754,380.00		$20,220,022,754,380.00

		232		$25,789,851.80		$25,900,002.20		$26,038,254.20		$20,220,028,108,080.00		$20,220,028,108,080.00		$20,220,028,108,080.00

		233		$25,077,201.80		$25,037,352.20		$25,041,104.20		$20,220,024,210,430.00		$20,220,024,210,430.00		$20,220,024,210,430.00

		234		$22,099,951.80		$22,035,102.20		$22,016,354.20		$20,220,021,178,680.00		$20,220,021,178,680.00		$20,220,021,178,680.00

		235		$23,575,651.80		$23,535,802.20		$23,542,054.20		$20,220,023,033,880.00		$20,220,023,033,880.00		$20,220,023,033,880.00

		236		$22,245,201.80		$22,130,352.20		$22,061,604.20		$20,220,021,098,930.00		$20,220,021,098,930.00		$20,220,021,098,930.00

		237		$26,311,351.80		$26,346,502.20		$26,427,754.20		$20,220,025,805,080.00		$20,220,025,805,080.00		$20,220,025,805,080.00

		238		$23,112,151.80		$23,072,302.20		$23,046,554.20		$20,220,022,495,380.00		$20,220,022,495,380.00		$20,220,022,495,380.00

		239		$23,340,551.80		$23,350,702.20		$23,400,454.20		$20,220,022,781,780.00		$20,220,022,781,780.00		$20,220,022,781,780.00

		240		$23,767,051.80		$23,749,702.20		$23,755,954.20		$20,220,024,631,780.00		$20,220,024,631,780.00		$20,220,024,631,780.00

		241		$24,891,801.80		$24,903,952.20		$24,935,204.20		$20,220,025,325,530.00		$20,220,025,325,530.00		$20,220,025,325,530.00

		242		$23,708,701.80		$23,668,852.20		$23,675,104.20		$20,220,024,097,930.00		$20,220,024,097,930.00		$20,220,024,097,930.00

		243		$24,509,851.80		$24,471,502.20		$24,477,754.20		$20,220,024,086,580.00		$20,220,024,086,580.00		$20,220,024,086,580.00

		244		$24,157,901.80		$24,147,052.20		$24,153,304.20		$20,220,025,637,130.00		$20,220,025,637,130.00		$20,220,025,637,130.00

		245		$21,855,401.80		$21,815,052.20		$21,796,304.20		$20,220,021,344,630.00		$20,220,021,344,630.00		$20,220,021,344,630.00

		246		$22,936,651.80		$22,896,802.20		$22,880,554.20		$20,220,021,940,880.00		$20,220,021,940,880.00		$20,220,021,940,880.00

		247		$24,728,001.80		$24,728,652.20		$24,749,404.20		$20,220,024,117,230.00		$20,220,024,117,230.00		$20,220,024,117,230.00

		248		$24,849,251.80		$24,809,402.20		$24,792,154.20		$20,220,024,043,480.00		$20,220,024,043,480.00		$20,220,024,043,480.00

		249		$22,704,601.80		$22,619,752.20		$22,551,004.20		$20,220,021,588,330.00		$20,220,021,588,330.00		$20,220,021,588,330.00

		250		$24,094,701.80		$24,082,352.20		$24,113,604.20		$20,220,023,398,930.00		$20,220,023,398,930.00		$20,220,023,398,930.00

		251		$23,728,001.80		$23,688,152.20		$23,689,904.20		$20,220,022,727,230.00		$20,220,022,727,230.00		$20,220,022,727,230.00

		252		$23,952,851.80		$23,913,002.20		$23,894,754.20		$20,220,023,596,080.00		$20,220,023,596,080.00		$20,220,023,596,080.00

		253		$22,888,201.80		$22,948,352.20		$23,049,104.20		$20,220,023,047,430.00		$20,220,023,047,430.00		$20,220,023,047,430.00

		254		$22,836,101.80		$22,796,252.20		$22,802,504.20		$20,220,022,512,330.00		$20,220,022,512,330.00		$20,220,022,512,330.00

		255		$23,437,701.80		$23,422,852.20		$23,453,604.20		$20,220,022,960,430.00		$20,220,022,960,430.00		$20,220,022,960,430.00

		256		$25,306,951.80		$25,362,602.20		$25,443,854.20		$20,220,024,919,180.00		$20,220,024,919,180.00		$20,220,024,919,180.00

		257		$23,624,351.80		$23,586,002.20		$23,592,254.20		$20,220,023,577,080.00		$20,220,023,577,080.00		$20,220,023,577,080.00

		258		$24,125,551.80		$24,172,702.20		$24,253,954.20		$20,220,024,632,280.00		$20,220,024,632,280.00		$20,220,024,632,280.00

		259		$24,597,301.80		$24,532,452.20		$24,513,704.20		$20,220,023,697,030.00		$20,220,023,697,030.00		$20,220,023,697,030.00

		260		$26,464,701.80		$26,524,852.20		$26,567,104.20		$20,220,026,405,930.00		$20,220,026,405,930.00		$20,220,026,405,930.00

		261		$23,244,701.80		$23,254,852.20		$23,311,104.20		$20,220,023,552,930.00		$20,220,023,552,930.00		$20,220,023,552,930.00

		262		$22,535,801.80		$22,520,952.20		$22,552,204.20		$20,220,022,284,530.00		$20,220,022,284,530.00		$20,220,022,284,530.00

		263		$25,934,951.80		$25,820,102.20		$25,751,354.20		$20,220,024,788,680.00		$20,220,024,788,680.00		$20,220,024,788,680.00

		264		$25,678,251.80		$25,693,902.20		$25,749,654.20		$20,220,025,165,980.00		$20,220,025,165,980.00		$20,220,025,165,980.00

		265		$23,157,551.80		$23,142,702.20		$23,173,954.20		$20,220,022,395,280.00		$20,220,022,395,280.00		$20,220,022,395,280.00

		266		$24,229,351.80		$24,239,502.20		$24,295,754.20		$20,220,023,939,580.00		$20,220,023,939,580.00		$20,220,023,939,580.00

		267		$24,171,201.80		$24,081,352.20		$24,037,604.20		$20,220,023,316,430.00		$20,220,023,316,430.00		$20,220,023,316,430.00

		268		$23,335,101.80		$23,345,252.20		$23,392,004.20		$20,220,023,194,330.00		$20,220,023,194,330.00		$20,220,023,194,330.00

		269		$23,525,001.80		$23,535,152.20		$23,591,404.20		$20,220,023,189,230.00		$20,220,023,189,230.00		$20,220,023,189,230.00

		270		$26,482,401.80		$26,517,552.20		$26,588,304.20		$20,220,027,480,130.00		$20,220,027,480,130.00		$20,220,027,480,130.00

		271		$22,612,251.80		$22,572,402.20		$22,578,654.20		$20,220,021,792,480.00		$20,220,021,792,480.00		$20,220,021,792,480.00

		272		$25,060,451.80		$25,095,602.20		$25,156,354.20		$20,220,024,581,180.00		$20,220,024,581,180.00		$20,220,024,581,180.00

		273		$22,884,351.80		$22,894,502.20		$22,950,754.20		$20,220,025,446,580.00		$20,220,025,446,580.00		$20,220,025,446,580.00

		274		$23,311,551.80		$23,196,702.20		$23,127,954.20		$20,220,022,165,280.00		$20,220,022,165,280.00		$20,220,022,165,280.00

		275		$23,835,351.80		$23,860,502.20		$23,911,254.20		$20,220,023,316,580.00		$20,220,023,316,580.00		$20,220,023,316,580.00

		276		$24,928,001.80		$24,888,152.20		$24,894,404.20		$20,220,024,542,230.00		$20,220,024,542,230.00		$20,220,024,542,230.00

		277		$25,302,901.80		$25,313,052.20		$25,356,804.20		$20,220,025,510,130.00		$20,220,025,510,130.00		$20,220,025,510,130.00

		278		$23,530,001.80		$23,515,152.20		$23,546,404.20		$20,220,024,452,730.00		$20,220,024,452,730.00		$20,220,024,452,730.00

		279		$23,816,801.80		$23,751,952.20		$23,733,204.20		$20,220,022,854,530.00		$20,220,022,854,530.00		$20,220,022,854,530.00

		280		$23,283,251.80		$23,257,902.20		$23,264,154.20		$20,220,022,855,980.00		$20,220,022,855,980.00		$20,220,022,855,980.00

		281		$25,043,751.80		$25,003,902.20		$24,950,654.20		$20,220,023,987,980.00		$20,220,023,987,980.00		$20,220,023,987,980.00

		282		$25,395,951.80		$25,407,102.20		$25,438,354.20		$20,220,025,087,680.00		$20,220,025,087,680.00		$20,220,025,087,680.00

		283		$22,339,701.80		$22,324,852.20		$22,327,104.20		$20,220,022,228,430.00		$20,220,022,228,430.00		$20,220,022,228,430.00

		284		$23,222,401.80		$23,242,052.20		$23,275,304.20		$20,220,022,519,130.00		$20,220,022,519,130.00		$20,220,022,519,130.00

		285		$25,590,601.80		$25,706,252.20		$25,835,004.20		$20,220,025,413,330.00		$20,220,025,413,330.00		$20,220,025,413,330.00

		286		$23,071,301.80		$23,031,452.20		$23,037,704.20		$20,220,022,815,530.00		$20,220,022,815,530.00		$20,220,022,815,530.00

		287		$24,980,851.80		$25,024,002.20		$25,080,254.20		$20,220,025,605,080.00		$20,220,025,605,080.00		$20,220,025,605,080.00

		288		$23,937,851.80		$23,848,002.20		$23,804,254.20		$20,220,023,228,080.00		$20,220,023,228,080.00		$20,220,023,228,080.00

		289		$24,148,851.80		$24,034,002.20		$23,965,254.20		$20,220,023,002,580.00		$20,220,023,002,580.00		$20,220,023,002,580.00

		290		$23,277,001.80		$23,212,152.20		$23,193,404.20		$20,220,022,442,730.00		$20,220,022,442,730.00		$20,220,022,442,730.00

		291		$23,875,701.80		$23,860,852.20		$23,892,104.20		$20,220,023,960,430.00		$20,220,023,960,430.00		$20,220,023,960,430.00

		292		$24,356,901.80		$24,442,052.20		$24,563,804.20		$20,220,026,535,630.00		$20,220,026,535,630.00		$20,220,026,535,630.00

		293		$24,237,201.80		$24,176,852.20		$24,158,104.20		$20,220,023,520,430.00		$20,220,023,520,430.00		$20,220,023,520,430.00

		294		$25,666,401.80		$25,691,552.20		$25,722,804.20		$20,220,025,305,130.00		$20,220,025,305,130.00		$20,220,025,305,130.00

		295		$24,677,751.80		$24,677,402.20		$24,708,654.20		$20,220,024,172,980.00		$20,220,024,172,980.00		$20,220,024,172,980.00

		296		$23,095,051.80		$23,154,702.20		$23,235,954.20		$20,220,023,855,280.00		$20,220,023,855,280.00		$20,220,023,855,280.00

		297		$23,168,851.80		$23,179,002.20		$23,219,754.20		$20,220,022,661,080.00		$20,220,022,661,080.00		$20,220,022,661,080.00

		298		$23,473,951.80		$23,434,102.20		$23,440,354.20		$20,220,023,192,180.00		$20,220,023,192,180.00		$20,220,023,192,180.00

		299		$23,157,751.80		$23,098,402.20		$23,054,654.20		$20,220,023,108,480.00		$20,220,023,108,480.00		$20,220,023,108,480.00

		300		$21,805,801.80		$21,790,952.20		$21,822,204.20		$20,220,021,455,530.00		$20,220,021,455,530.00		$20,220,021,455,530.00

		301		$23,326,451.80		$23,276,102.20		$23,257,354.20		$20,220,022,431,680.00		$20,220,022,431,680.00		$20,220,022,431,680.00

		302		$22,049,101.80		$21,984,252.20		$21,965,504.20		$20,220,021,626,830.00		$20,220,021,626,830.00		$20,220,021,626,830.00

		303		$23,179,251.80		$23,189,402.20		$23,225,154.20		$20,220,022,732,480.00		$20,220,022,732,480.00		$20,220,022,732,480.00

		304		$24,833,301.80		$24,877,952.20		$24,947,704.20		$20,220,024,652,530.00		$20,220,024,652,530.00		$20,220,024,652,530.00

		305		$24,884,101.80		$24,966,752.20		$25,073,004.20		$20,220,025,038,830.00		$20,220,025,038,830.00		$20,220,025,038,830.00

		306		$24,771,401.80		$24,731,552.20		$24,716,304.20		$20,220,023,853,630.00		$20,220,023,853,630.00		$20,220,023,853,630.00

		307		$22,830,801.80		$22,865,952.20		$22,937,704.20		$20,220,022,538,530.00		$20,220,022,538,530.00		$20,220,022,538,530.00

		308		$25,291,051.80		$25,286,202.20		$25,293,454.20		$20,220,024,523,780.00		$20,220,024,523,780.00		$20,220,024,523,780.00

		309		$23,302,201.80		$23,262,352.20		$23,268,604.20		$20,220,022,755,430.00		$20,220,022,755,430.00		$20,220,022,755,430.00

		310		$23,142,601.80		$23,152,752.20		$23,201,004.20		$20,220,022,657,830.00		$20,220,022,657,830.00		$20,220,022,657,830.00

		311		$23,694,201.80		$23,759,852.20		$23,832,104.20		$20,220,023,365,930.00		$20,220,023,365,930.00		$20,220,023,365,930.00

		312		$23,559,651.80		$23,519,802.20		$23,526,054.20		$20,220,023,477,880.00		$20,220,023,477,880.00		$20,220,023,477,880.00

		313		$26,094,751.80		$26,137,402.20		$26,182,154.20		$20,220,025,711,980.00		$20,220,025,711,980.00		$20,220,025,711,980.00

		314		$23,062,751.80		$23,022,902.20		$23,021,654.20		$20,220,022,462,980.00		$20,220,022,462,980.00		$20,220,022,462,980.00

		315		$24,876,351.80		$24,886,502.20		$24,942,754.20		$20,220,025,053,580.00		$20,220,025,053,580.00		$20,220,025,053,580.00

		316		$24,395,901.80		$24,404,552.20		$24,435,804.20		$20,220,024,299,130.00		$20,220,024,299,130.00		$20,220,024,299,130.00

		317		$23,598,701.80		$23,607,852.20		$23,639,104.20		$20,220,023,159,430.00		$20,220,023,159,430.00		$20,220,023,159,430.00

		318		$26,793,501.80		$26,829,152.20		$26,910,404.20		$20,220,028,132,730.00		$20,220,028,132,730.00		$20,220,028,132,730.00

		319		$22,421,801.80		$22,381,952.20		$22,388,204.20		$20,220,021,459,030.00		$20,220,021,459,030.00		$20,220,021,459,030.00

		320		$23,404,101.80		$23,339,252.20		$23,320,504.20		$20,220,022,535,830.00		$20,220,022,535,830.00		$20,220,022,535,830.00

		321		$25,559,851.80		$25,668,002.20		$25,761,754.20		$20,220,025,664,580.00		$20,220,025,664,580.00		$20,220,025,664,580.00

		322		$25,382,151.80		$25,267,302.20		$25,198,554.20		$20,220,024,235,880.00		$20,220,024,235,880.00		$20,220,024,235,880.00

		323		$25,101,901.80		$25,040,552.20		$25,021,804.20		$20,220,024,064,130.00		$20,220,024,064,130.00		$20,220,024,064,130.00

		324		$22,383,251.80		$22,343,402.20		$22,349,654.20		$20,220,023,212,480.00		$20,220,023,212,480.00		$20,220,023,212,480.00

		325		$22,892,351.80		$22,852,502.20		$22,858,754.20		$20,220,021,897,580.00		$20,220,021,897,580.00		$20,220,021,897,580.00

		326		$25,424,451.80		$25,446,102.20		$25,492,854.20		$20,220,025,044,180.00		$20,220,025,044,180.00		$20,220,025,044,180.00

		327		$24,975,751.80		$25,035,902.20		$25,142,154.20		$20,220,025,761,980.00		$20,220,025,761,980.00		$20,220,025,761,980.00

		328		$22,655,151.80		$22,590,302.20		$22,571,554.20		$20,220,021,643,880.00		$20,220,021,643,880.00		$20,220,021,643,880.00

		329		$22,456,101.80		$22,366,252.20		$22,322,504.20		$20,220,021,447,330.00		$20,220,021,447,330.00		$20,220,021,447,330.00

		330		$23,140,801.80		$23,125,952.20		$23,154,704.20		$20,220,025,515,530.00		$20,220,025,515,530.00		$20,220,025,515,530.00

		331		$22,556,351.80		$22,491,502.20		$22,472,754.20		$20,220,022,442,080.00		$20,220,022,442,080.00		$20,220,022,442,080.00

		332		$24,205,551.80		$24,190,202.20		$24,130,954.20		$20,220,023,168,280.00		$20,220,023,168,280.00		$20,220,023,168,280.00

		333		$23,103,151.80		$23,130,802.20		$23,185,554.20		$20,220,022,489,880.00		$20,220,022,489,880.00		$20,220,022,489,880.00

		334		$24,101,401.80		$24,086,552.20		$24,110,304.20		$20,220,023,558,130.00		$20,220,023,558,130.00		$20,220,023,558,130.00

		335		$23,340,951.80		$23,271,602.20		$23,209,354.20		$20,220,022,246,680.00		$20,220,022,246,680.00		$20,220,022,246,680.00

		336		$23,683,101.80		$23,693,252.20		$23,749,504.20		$20,220,025,999,330.00		$20,220,025,999,330.00		$20,220,025,999,330.00

		337		$25,468,401.80		$25,473,552.20		$25,501,304.20		$20,220,025,666,130.00		$20,220,025,666,130.00		$20,220,025,666,130.00

		338		$24,637,701.80		$24,669,852.20		$24,709,604.20		$20,220,024,620,930.00		$20,220,024,620,930.00		$20,220,024,620,930.00

		339		$22,183,501.80		$22,118,652.20		$22,099,904.20		$20,220,021,758,230.00		$20,220,021,758,230.00		$20,220,021,758,230.00

		340		$22,965,901.80		$22,964,552.20		$22,995,804.20		$20,220,022,918,130.00		$20,220,022,918,130.00		$20,220,022,918,130.00

		341		$25,295,651.80		$25,305,802.20		$25,348,554.20		$20,220,024,887,880.00		$20,220,024,887,880.00		$20,220,024,887,880.00

		342		$23,907,951.80		$23,850,602.20		$23,806,854.20		$20,220,022,848,680.00		$20,220,022,848,680.00		$20,220,022,848,680.00

		343		$25,880,601.80		$25,890,752.20		$25,923,504.20		$20,220,026,526,830.00		$20,220,026,526,830.00		$20,220,026,526,830.00

		344		$23,737,901.80		$23,723,052.20		$23,754,304.20		$20,220,023,252,630.00		$20,220,023,252,630.00		$20,220,023,252,630.00

		345		$24,457,951.80		$24,483,602.20		$24,539,854.20		$20,220,024,426,680.00		$20,220,024,426,680.00		$20,220,024,426,680.00

		346		$23,639,201.80		$23,624,852.20		$23,656,104.20		$20,220,023,860,430.00		$20,220,023,860,430.00		$20,220,023,860,430.00

		347		$25,251,101.80		$25,276,752.20		$25,333,004.20		$20,220,024,694,830.00		$20,220,024,694,830.00		$20,220,024,694,830.00

		348		$23,248,251.80		$23,233,402.20		$23,264,654.20		$20,220,023,525,980.00		$20,220,023,525,980.00		$20,220,023,525,980.00

		349		$25,143,151.80		$25,103,302.20		$25,109,554.20		$20,220,024,205,380.00		$20,220,024,205,380.00		$20,220,024,205,380.00

		350		$24,829,201.80		$24,854,852.20		$24,901,604.20		$20,220,024,084,930.00		$20,220,024,084,930.00		$20,220,024,084,930.00

		351		$25,450,001.80		$25,560,152.20		$25,669,404.20		$20,220,027,039,230.00		$20,220,027,039,230.00		$20,220,027,039,230.00

		352		$23,510,501.80		$23,488,152.20		$23,478,904.20		$20,220,022,579,230.00		$20,220,022,579,230.00		$20,220,022,579,230.00

		353		$22,931,301.80		$22,816,452.20		$22,747,704.20		$20,220,021,785,030.00		$20,220,021,785,030.00		$20,220,021,785,030.00

		354		$23,147,901.80		$23,108,052.20		$23,114,304.20		$20,220,022,534,130.00		$20,220,022,534,130.00		$20,220,022,534,130.00

		355		$23,074,501.80		$23,059,652.20		$23,090,404.20		$20,220,023,511,230.00		$20,220,023,511,230.00		$20,220,023,511,230.00

		356		$23,484,401.80		$23,494,552.20		$23,550,804.20		$20,220,024,194,630.00		$20,220,024,194,630.00		$20,220,024,194,630.00

		357		$22,510,601.80		$22,495,752.20		$22,515,504.20		$20,220,021,683,330.00		$20,220,021,683,330.00		$20,220,021,683,330.00

		358		$23,429,101.80		$23,390,752.20		$23,372,504.20		$20,220,022,484,830.00		$20,220,022,484,830.00		$20,220,022,484,830.00

		359		$23,741,901.80		$23,727,052.20		$23,736,304.20		$20,220,022,930,630.00		$20,220,022,930,630.00		$20,220,022,930,630.00

		360		$23,689,451.80		$23,689,602.20		$23,720,854.20		$20,220,023,756,180.00		$20,220,023,756,180.00		$20,220,023,756,180.00

		361		$23,110,351.80		$23,070,002.20		$23,008,254.20		$20,220,022,045,580.00		$20,220,022,045,580.00		$20,220,022,045,580.00

		362		$27,839,851.80		$27,850,002.20		$27,906,254.20		$20,220,027,489,080.00		$20,220,027,489,080.00		$20,220,027,489,080.00

		363		$24,297,151.80		$24,332,302.20		$24,413,554.20		$20,220,025,506,880.00		$20,220,025,506,880.00		$20,220,025,506,880.00

		364		$24,935,951.80		$24,873,102.20		$24,804,354.20		$20,220,023,841,680.00		$20,220,023,841,680.00		$20,220,023,841,680.00

		365		$23,527,701.80		$23,525,352.20		$23,556,604.20		$20,220,023,002,930.00		$20,220,023,002,930.00		$20,220,023,002,930.00

		366		$24,483,651.80		$24,466,302.20		$24,472,554.20		$20,220,024,278,380.00		$20,220,024,278,380.00		$20,220,024,278,380.00

		367		$23,424,101.80		$23,436,752.20		$23,475,504.20		$20,220,023,541,830.00		$20,220,023,541,830.00		$20,220,023,541,830.00

		368		$23,641,601.80		$23,613,252.20		$23,619,504.20		$20,220,022,661,330.00		$20,220,022,661,330.00		$20,220,022,661,330.00

		369		$24,165,251.80		$24,144,402.20		$24,150,654.20		$20,220,024,142,480.00		$20,220,024,142,480.00		$20,220,024,142,480.00

		370		$25,943,501.80		$25,982,652.20		$26,017,404.20		$20,220,025,405,730.00		$20,220,025,405,730.00		$20,220,025,405,730.00

		371		$25,567,351.80		$25,577,502.20		$25,633,754.20		$20,220,027,124,580.00		$20,220,027,124,580.00		$20,220,027,124,580.00

		372		$25,564,951.80		$25,607,602.20		$25,688,854.20		$20,220,026,156,180.00		$20,220,026,156,180.00		$20,220,026,156,180.00

		373		$22,374,251.80		$22,334,402.20		$22,329,154.20		$20,220,021,436,480.00		$20,220,021,436,480.00		$20,220,021,436,480.00

		374		$23,164,501.80		$23,122,152.20		$23,103,404.20		$20,220,022,264,730.00		$20,220,022,264,730.00		$20,220,022,264,730.00

		375		$26,327,651.80		$26,337,802.20		$26,388,554.20		$20,220,025,731,880.00		$20,220,025,731,880.00		$20,220,025,731,880.00

		376		$21,470,301.80		$21,405,452.20		$21,364,204.20		$20,220,020,461,030.00		$20,220,020,461,030.00		$20,220,020,461,030.00

		377		$23,095,751.80		$23,104,902.20		$23,136,154.20		$20,220,022,388,480.00		$20,220,022,388,480.00		$20,220,022,388,480.00

		378		$25,534,751.80		$25,585,402.20		$25,645,154.20		$20,220,026,283,980.00		$20,220,026,283,980.00		$20,220,026,283,980.00

		379		$24,081,401.80		$24,142,052.20		$24,248,304.20		$20,220,024,596,130.00		$20,220,024,596,130.00		$20,220,024,596,130.00

		380		$24,071,001.80		$24,041,152.20		$24,047,404.20		$20,220,023,264,230.00		$20,220,023,264,230.00		$20,220,023,264,230.00

		381		$24,883,051.80		$24,893,202.20		$24,949,454.20		$20,220,025,306,280.00		$20,220,025,306,280.00		$20,220,025,306,280.00

		382		$25,524,001.80		$25,459,152.20		$25,435,404.20		$20,220,024,472,730.00		$20,220,024,472,730.00		$20,220,024,472,730.00

		383		$23,495,501.80		$23,455,652.20		$23,461,904.20		$20,220,022,522,730.00		$20,220,022,522,730.00		$20,220,022,522,730.00

		384		$22,712,201.80		$22,722,352.20		$22,749,604.20		$20,220,021,915,430.00		$20,220,021,915,430.00		$20,220,021,915,430.00

		385		$23,027,851.80		$22,963,002.20		$22,944,254.20		$20,220,022,489,580.00		$20,220,022,489,580.00		$20,220,022,489,580.00

		386		$25,968,551.80		$25,957,702.20		$25,963,954.20		$20,220,025,244,780.00		$20,220,025,244,780.00		$20,220,025,244,780.00

		387		$22,960,301.80		$22,920,452.20		$22,926,704.20		$20,220,023,041,530.00		$20,220,023,041,530.00		$20,220,023,041,530.00

		388		$24,567,501.80		$24,577,652.20		$24,633,904.20		$20,220,025,007,730.00		$20,220,025,007,730.00		$20,220,025,007,730.00

		389		$24,346,301.80		$24,276,452.20		$24,207,704.20		$20,220,023,245,030.00		$20,220,023,245,030.00		$20,220,023,245,030.00

		390		$24,517,501.80		$24,516,152.20		$24,547,404.20		$20,220,024,190,730.00		$20,220,024,190,730.00		$20,220,024,190,730.00

		391		$22,874,651.80		$22,795,302.20		$22,751,554.20		$20,220,021,906,380.00		$20,220,021,906,380.00		$20,220,021,906,380.00

		392		$23,423,401.80		$23,458,552.20		$23,498,304.20		$20,220,023,297,130.00		$20,220,023,297,130.00		$20,220,023,297,130.00

		393		$24,110,351.80		$24,045,502.20		$24,026,754.20		$20,220,023,118,080.00		$20,220,023,118,080.00		$20,220,023,118,080.00

		394		$25,174,451.80		$25,188,102.20		$25,244,354.20		$20,220,025,205,180.00		$20,220,025,205,180.00		$20,220,025,205,180.00

		395		$24,163,351.80		$24,125,002.20		$24,102,754.20		$20,220,023,140,080.00		$20,220,023,140,080.00		$20,220,023,140,080.00

		396		$24,958,451.80		$24,893,602.20		$24,874,854.20		$20,220,023,943,180.00		$20,220,023,943,180.00		$20,220,023,943,180.00

		397		$23,326,701.80		$23,211,852.20		$23,143,104.20		$20,220,022,180,430.00		$20,220,022,180,430.00		$20,220,022,180,430.00

		398		$21,728,001.80		$21,687,652.20		$21,668,904.20		$20,220,022,633,230.00		$20,220,022,633,230.00		$20,220,022,633,230.00

		399		$23,656,801.80		$23,604,452.20		$23,585,704.20		$20,220,022,916,030.00		$20,220,022,916,030.00		$20,220,022,916,030.00

		400		$23,197,151.80		$23,257,302.20		$23,363,554.20		$20,220,023,015,380.00		$20,220,023,015,380.00		$20,220,023,015,380.00

		401		$26,232,851.80		$26,325,502.20		$26,441,254.20		$20,220,028,704,080.00		$20,220,028,704,080.00		$20,220,028,704,080.00

		402		$23,570,301.80		$23,605,452.20		$23,668,204.20		$20,220,024,305,030.00		$20,220,024,305,030.00		$20,220,024,305,030.00

		403		$22,098,901.80		$22,084,052.20		$22,109,804.20		$20,220,021,287,630.00		$20,220,021,287,630.00		$20,220,021,287,630.00

		404		$23,757,751.80		$23,692,902.20		$23,674,154.20		$20,220,022,920,480.00		$20,220,022,920,480.00		$20,220,022,920,480.00

		405		$23,122,501.80		$23,121,152.20		$23,141,904.20		$20,220,022,567,730.00		$20,220,022,567,730.00		$20,220,022,567,730.00

		406		$24,266,401.80		$24,226,552.20		$24,211,304.20		$20,220,023,409,630.00		$20,220,023,409,630.00		$20,220,023,409,630.00

		407		$25,211,551.80		$25,246,702.20		$25,327,954.20		$20,220,024,647,280.00		$20,220,024,647,280.00		$20,220,024,647,280.00

		408		$27,016,301.80		$27,001,452.20		$27,026,204.20		$20,220,026,486,030.00		$20,220,026,486,030.00		$20,220,026,486,030.00

		409		$23,758,801.80		$23,729,452.20		$23,734,204.20		$20,220,023,106,530.00		$20,220,023,106,530.00		$20,220,023,106,530.00

		410		$24,531,251.80		$24,516,402.20		$24,541,154.20		$20,220,023,640,980.00		$20,220,023,640,980.00		$20,220,023,640,980.00

		411		$25,286,201.80		$25,296,352.20		$25,337,104.20		$20,220,024,883,430.00		$20,220,024,883,430.00		$20,220,024,883,430.00

		412		$21,952,201.80		$22,000,852.20		$22,075,604.20		$20,220,022,141,430.00		$20,220,022,141,430.00		$20,220,022,141,430.00

		413		$21,966,501.80		$21,951,652.20		$21,982,904.20		$20,220,021,990,230.00		$20,220,021,990,230.00		$20,220,021,990,230.00

		414		$23,993,101.80		$23,959,752.20		$23,966,004.20		$20,220,023,215,830.00		$20,220,023,215,830.00		$20,220,023,215,830.00

		415		$22,435,701.80		$22,404,352.20		$22,410,604.20		$20,220,023,919,430.00		$20,220,023,919,430.00		$20,220,023,919,430.00

		416		$25,648,101.80		$25,558,252.20		$25,514,504.20		$20,220,024,572,330.00		$20,220,024,572,330.00		$20,220,024,572,330.00

		417		$24,741,551.80		$24,701,702.20		$24,707,954.20		$20,220,024,456,780.00		$20,220,024,456,780.00		$20,220,024,456,780.00

		418		$24,095,101.80		$24,076,752.20		$24,083,004.20		$20,220,023,609,830.00		$20,220,023,609,830.00		$20,220,023,609,830.00

		419		$24,764,201.80		$24,849,352.20		$24,980,604.20		$20,220,024,658,930.00		$20,220,024,658,930.00		$20,220,024,658,930.00

		420		$24,387,651.80		$24,272,802.20		$24,204,054.20		$20,220,023,241,380.00		$20,220,023,241,380.00		$20,220,023,241,380.00

		421		$23,424,901.80		$23,460,052.20		$23,519,804.20		$20,220,025,313,630.00		$20,220,025,313,630.00		$20,220,025,313,630.00

		422		$25,534,251.80		$25,595,902.20		$25,672,154.20		$20,220,025,514,980.00		$20,220,025,514,980.00		$20,220,025,514,980.00

		423		$25,135,601.80		$25,192,752.20		$25,274,004.20		$20,220,025,677,330.00		$20,220,025,677,330.00		$20,220,025,677,330.00

		424		$22,140,501.80		$22,075,652.20		$22,040,404.20		$20,220,021,656,230.00		$20,220,021,656,230.00		$20,220,021,656,230.00

		425		$23,149,551.80		$23,134,702.20		$23,165,954.20		$20,220,023,179,280.00		$20,220,023,179,280.00		$20,220,023,179,280.00

		426		$23,886,551.80		$23,817,202.20		$23,748,454.20		$20,220,022,785,780.00		$20,220,022,785,780.00		$20,220,022,785,780.00

		427		$24,147,551.80		$24,165,702.20		$24,196,954.20		$20,220,024,521,280.00		$20,220,024,521,280.00		$20,220,024,521,280.00

		428		$23,264,751.80		$23,174,902.20		$23,131,154.20		$20,220,022,569,980.00		$20,220,022,569,980.00		$20,220,022,569,980.00

		429		$22,129,551.80		$22,089,702.20		$22,074,454.20		$20,220,021,154,780.00		$20,220,021,154,780.00		$20,220,021,154,780.00

		430		$21,868,201.80		$21,814,852.20		$21,796,104.20		$20,220,021,040,430.00		$20,220,021,040,430.00		$20,220,021,040,430.00

		431		$24,303,001.80		$24,288,152.20		$24,319,404.20		$20,220,024,165,730.00		$20,220,024,165,730.00		$20,220,024,165,730.00

		432		$23,833,001.80		$23,769,652.20		$23,746,404.20		$20,220,022,860,230.00		$20,220,022,860,230.00		$20,220,022,860,230.00

		433		$23,468,151.80		$23,473,802.20		$23,505,054.20		$20,220,022,719,380.00		$20,220,022,719,380.00		$20,220,022,719,380.00

		434		$22,958,951.80		$22,942,602.20		$22,948,854.20		$20,220,022,069,680.00		$20,220,022,069,680.00		$20,220,022,069,680.00

		435		$24,416,251.80		$24,362,902.20		$24,344,154.20		$20,220,023,731,480.00		$20,220,023,731,480.00		$20,220,023,731,480.00

		436		$24,899,551.80		$24,871,202.20		$24,877,454.20		$20,220,024,786,280.00		$20,220,024,786,280.00		$20,220,024,786,280.00

		437		$23,215,401.80		$23,150,552.20		$23,115,304.20		$20,220,022,420,130.00		$20,220,022,420,130.00		$20,220,022,420,130.00

		438		$22,321,801.80		$22,258,452.20		$22,239,704.20		$20,220,021,450,030.00		$20,220,021,450,030.00		$20,220,021,450,030.00

		439		$26,941,301.80		$27,061,452.20		$27,185,704.20		$20,220,026,956,030.00		$20,220,026,956,030.00		$20,220,026,956,030.00

		440		$25,286,451.80		$25,317,602.20		$25,373,854.20		$20,220,024,892,680.00		$20,220,024,892,680.00		$20,220,024,892,680.00

		441		$25,717,951.80		$25,778,102.20		$25,844,354.20		$20,220,025,395,180.00		$20,220,025,395,180.00		$20,220,025,395,180.00

		442		$26,071,351.80		$26,081,502.20		$26,137,754.20		$20,220,025,458,580.00		$20,220,025,458,580.00		$20,220,025,458,580.00

		443		$24,535,001.80		$24,537,652.20		$24,568,904.20		$20,220,023,983,230.00		$20,220,023,983,230.00		$20,220,023,983,230.00

		444		$23,300,901.80		$23,236,052.20		$23,217,304.20		$20,220,022,307,630.00		$20,220,022,307,630.00		$20,220,022,307,630.00

		445		$25,554,501.80		$25,633,152.20		$25,691,904.20		$20,220,025,753,730.00		$20,220,025,753,730.00		$20,220,025,753,730.00

		446		$22,447,401.80		$22,382,552.20		$22,357,804.20		$20,220,021,395,130.00		$20,220,021,395,130.00		$20,220,021,395,130.00

		447		$22,951,001.80		$22,861,152.20		$22,817,404.20		$20,220,022,115,230.00		$20,220,022,115,230.00		$20,220,022,115,230.00

		448		$23,936,751.80		$23,989,402.20		$24,070,654.20		$20,220,023,918,980.00		$20,220,023,918,980.00		$20,220,023,918,980.00

		449		$22,778,051.80		$22,763,202.20		$22,794,454.20		$20,220,022,105,780.00		$20,220,022,105,780.00		$20,220,022,105,780.00

		450		$24,198,601.80		$24,264,752.20		$24,324,504.20		$20,220,023,791,330.00		$20,220,023,791,330.00		$20,220,023,791,330.00

		451		$22,868,151.80		$22,753,302.20		$22,684,554.20		$20,220,021,721,880.00		$20,220,021,721,880.00		$20,220,021,721,880.00

		452		$26,328,951.80		$26,309,102.20		$26,290,354.20		$20,220,026,683,680.00		$20,220,026,683,680.00		$20,220,026,683,680.00

		453		$24,469,551.80		$24,496,202.20		$24,527,454.20		$20,220,024,450,780.00		$20,220,024,450,780.00		$20,220,024,450,780.00

		454		$22,759,401.80		$22,744,552.20		$22,758,304.20		$20,220,023,721,130.00		$20,220,023,721,130.00		$20,220,023,721,130.00

		455		$22,841,801.80		$22,826,952.20		$22,841,704.20		$20,220,022,830,530.00		$20,220,022,830,530.00		$20,220,022,830,530.00

		456		$22,735,601.80		$22,680,752.20		$22,662,004.20		$20,220,021,902,330.00		$20,220,021,902,330.00		$20,220,021,902,330.00

		457		$24,266,651.80		$24,263,302.20		$24,253,054.20		$20,220,023,393,380.00		$20,220,023,393,380.00		$20,220,023,393,380.00

		458		$24,852,701.80		$24,797,352.20		$24,751,604.20		$20,220,023,788,930.00		$20,220,023,788,930.00		$20,220,023,788,930.00

		459		$22,208,001.80		$22,093,152.20		$22,024,404.20		$20,220,021,061,730.00		$20,220,021,061,730.00		$20,220,021,061,730.00

		460		$23,082,251.80		$23,115,902.20		$23,172,154.20		$20,220,023,310,980.00		$20,220,023,310,980.00		$20,220,023,310,980.00

		461		$25,439,801.80		$25,449,952.20		$25,506,204.20		$20,220,025,760,030.00		$20,220,025,760,030.00		$20,220,025,760,030.00

		462		$25,053,851.80		$25,057,002.20		$25,067,754.20		$20,220,024,708,580.00		$20,220,024,708,580.00		$20,220,024,708,580.00

		463		$22,610,801.80		$22,574,452.20		$22,580,704.20		$20,220,023,081,530.00		$20,220,023,081,530.00		$20,220,023,081,530.00

		464		$23,668,601.80		$23,578,752.20		$23,535,004.20		$20,220,022,955,830.00		$20,220,022,955,830.00		$20,220,022,955,830.00

		465		$20,973,501.80		$20,858,652.20		$20,789,904.20		$20,220,019,827,230.00		$20,220,019,827,230.00		$20,220,019,827,230.00

		466		$24,047,501.80		$24,007,652.20		$24,013,904.20		$20,220,023,287,730.00		$20,220,023,287,730.00		$20,220,023,287,730.00

		467		$24,878,951.80		$24,892,102.20		$24,923,354.20		$20,220,024,546,680.00		$20,220,024,546,680.00		$20,220,024,546,680.00

		468		$23,334,251.80		$23,244,402.20		$23,200,654.20		$20,220,022,802,480.00		$20,220,022,802,480.00		$20,220,022,802,480.00

		469		$24,479,101.80		$24,589,252.20		$24,726,504.20		$20,220,024,676,330.00		$20,220,024,676,330.00		$20,220,024,676,330.00

		470		$22,914,501.80		$22,924,652.20		$22,970,404.20		$20,220,023,173,730.00		$20,220,023,173,730.00		$20,220,023,173,730.00

		471		$21,069,451.80		$21,029,602.20		$21,035,854.20		$20,220,020,512,680.00		$20,220,020,512,680.00		$20,220,020,512,680.00

		472		$22,804,351.80		$22,694,002.20		$22,625,254.20		$20,220,021,662,580.00		$20,220,021,662,580.00		$20,220,021,662,580.00

		473		$23,637,101.80		$23,597,252.20		$23,603,504.20		$20,220,022,980,330.00		$20,220,022,980,330.00		$20,220,022,980,330.00

		474		$23,466,801.80		$23,488,452.20		$23,544,704.20		$20,220,023,155,530.00		$20,220,023,155,530.00		$20,220,023,155,530.00

		475		$23,095,251.80		$23,080,402.20		$23,111,654.20		$20,220,023,380,980.00		$20,220,023,380,980.00		$20,220,023,380,980.00

		476		$25,964,501.80		$26,058,152.20		$26,162,404.20		$20,220,026,388,730.00		$20,220,026,388,730.00		$20,220,026,388,730.00

		477		$23,836,451.80		$23,846,602.20		$23,902,854.20		$20,220,023,461,680.00		$20,220,023,461,680.00		$20,220,023,461,680.00

		478		$22,837,051.80		$22,809,702.20		$22,814,454.20		$20,220,022,026,780.00		$20,220,022,026,780.00		$20,220,022,026,780.00

		479		$24,673,951.80		$24,684,102.20		$24,724,854.20		$20,220,024,749,180.00		$20,220,024,749,180.00		$20,220,024,749,180.00

		480		$26,193,401.80		$26,303,552.20		$26,449,304.20		$20,220,026,409,630.00		$20,220,026,409,630.00		$20,220,026,409,630.00

		481		$24,838,451.80		$24,898,602.20		$25,004,854.20		$20,220,024,930,680.00		$20,220,024,930,680.00		$20,220,024,930,680.00

		482		$26,491,901.80		$26,492,552.20		$26,523,804.20		$20,220,027,662,130.00		$20,220,027,662,130.00		$20,220,027,662,130.00

		483		$22,888,651.80		$22,812,302.20		$22,743,554.20		$20,220,021,780,880.00		$20,220,021,780,880.00		$20,220,021,780,880.00

		484		$24,691,751.80		$24,682,402.20		$24,713,654.20		$20,220,026,419,980.00		$20,220,026,419,980.00		$20,220,026,419,980.00

		485		$22,112,301.80		$22,070,952.20		$22,052,204.20		$20,220,021,551,530.00		$20,220,021,551,530.00		$20,220,021,551,530.00

		486		$22,745,351.80		$22,795,002.20		$22,874,754.20		$20,220,023,274,580.00		$20,220,023,274,580.00		$20,220,023,274,580.00

		487		$24,194,251.80		$24,172,902.20		$24,159,154.20		$20,220,023,349,980.00		$20,220,023,349,980.00		$20,220,023,349,980.00

		488		$26,370,301.80		$26,330,452.20		$26,331,204.20		$20,220,025,505,530.00		$20,220,025,505,530.00		$20,220,025,505,530.00

		489		$25,264,601.80		$25,356,752.20		$25,443,504.20		$20,220,026,988,830.00		$20,220,026,988,830.00		$20,220,026,988,830.00

		490		$23,929,501.80		$23,873,152.20		$23,854,404.20		$20,220,023,762,730.00		$20,220,023,762,730.00		$20,220,023,762,730.00

		491		$26,152,301.80		$26,164,952.20		$26,213,704.20		$20,220,027,689,030.00		$20,220,027,689,030.00		$20,220,027,689,030.00

		492		$24,683,751.80		$24,693,902.20		$24,740,654.20		$20,220,024,212,980.00		$20,220,024,212,980.00		$20,220,024,212,980.00

		493		$23,796,351.80		$23,806,502.20		$23,857,254.20		$20,220,023,489,580.00		$20,220,023,489,580.00		$20,220,023,489,580.00

		494		$26,570,651.80		$26,530,802.20		$26,537,054.20		$20,220,026,821,880.00		$20,220,026,821,880.00		$20,220,026,821,880.00

		495		$25,704,501.80		$25,789,652.20		$25,885,904.20		$20,220,026,398,230.00		$20,220,026,398,230.00		$20,220,026,398,230.00

		496		$24,767,201.80		$24,791,852.20		$24,847,604.20		$20,220,024,242,930.00		$20,220,024,242,930.00		$20,220,024,242,930.00

		497		$22,307,851.80		$22,293,002.20		$22,324,254.20		$20,220,022,445,580.00		$20,220,022,445,580.00		$20,220,022,445,580.00

		498		$24,160,101.80		$24,095,252.20		$24,076,504.20		$20,220,023,279,830.00		$20,220,023,279,830.00		$20,220,023,279,830.00

		499		$24,597,101.80		$24,570,252.20		$24,552,004.20		$20,220,023,673,330.00		$20,220,023,673,330.00		$20,220,023,673,330.00

		500		$25,310,751.80		$25,345,902.20		$25,416,654.20		$20,220,025,238,480.00		$20,220,025,238,480.00		$20,220,025,238,480.00

		501		$24,323,651.80		$24,308,802.20		$24,303,054.20		$20,220,023,418,380.00		$20,220,023,418,380.00		$20,220,023,418,380.00

		502		$23,526,251.80		$23,456,902.20		$23,388,154.20		$20,220,022,425,480.00		$20,220,022,425,480.00		$20,220,022,425,480.00

		503		$25,485,851.80		$25,481,002.20		$25,512,254.20		$20,220,025,661,580.00		$20,220,025,661,580.00		$20,220,025,661,580.00

		504		$23,832,401.80		$23,842,052.20		$23,864,804.20		$20,220,023,370,630.00		$20,220,023,370,630.00		$20,220,023,370,630.00

		505		$21,830,601.80		$21,790,752.20		$21,776,504.20		$20,220,020,871,830.00		$20,220,020,871,830.00		$20,220,020,871,830.00

		506		$26,455,851.80		$26,391,002.20		$26,372,254.20		$20,220,025,595,580.00		$20,220,025,595,580.00		$20,220,025,595,580.00

		507		$25,106,151.80		$25,210,802.20		$25,317,554.20		$20,220,027,045,380.00		$20,220,027,045,380.00		$20,220,027,045,380.00

		508		$23,033,251.80		$22,993,402.20		$22,924,654.20		$20,220,021,961,980.00		$20,220,021,961,980.00		$20,220,021,961,980.00

		509		$24,755,001.80		$24,827,652.20		$24,933,904.20		$20,220,024,885,730.00		$20,220,024,885,730.00		$20,220,024,885,730.00

		510		$26,027,851.80		$25,970,502.20		$25,930,254.20		$20,220,025,391,080.00		$20,220,025,391,080.00		$20,220,025,391,080.00

		511		$23,965,601.80		$23,975,752.20		$24,032,004.20		$20,220,023,256,830.00		$20,220,023,256,830.00		$20,220,023,256,830.00

		512		$23,610,001.80		$23,570,152.20		$23,576,404.20		$20,220,022,658,230.00		$20,220,022,658,230.00		$20,220,022,658,230.00

		513		$25,597,251.80		$25,574,902.20		$25,581,154.20		$20,220,024,626,980.00		$20,220,024,626,980.00		$20,220,024,626,980.00

		514		$24,072,151.80		$24,057,302.20		$24,088,554.20		$20,220,025,005,880.00		$20,220,025,005,880.00		$20,220,025,005,880.00

		515		$23,489,701.80		$23,449,852.20		$23,456,104.20		$20,220,023,465,930.00		$20,220,023,465,930.00		$20,220,023,465,930.00

		516		$25,112,851.80		$25,098,002.20		$25,111,754.20		$20,220,024,328,580.00		$20,220,024,328,580.00		$20,220,024,328,580.00

		517		$24,440,001.80		$24,400,152.20		$24,406,404.20		$20,220,023,582,230.00		$20,220,023,582,230.00		$20,220,023,582,230.00

		518		$23,137,901.80		$23,138,552.20		$23,169,804.20		$20,220,022,903,130.00		$20,220,022,903,130.00		$20,220,022,903,130.00

		519		$22,569,651.80		$22,579,802.20		$22,610,054.20		$20,220,021,923,880.00		$20,220,021,923,880.00		$20,220,021,923,880.00

		520		$24,066,851.80		$23,952,002.20		$23,883,254.20		$20,220,022,920,580.00		$20,220,022,920,580.00		$20,220,022,920,580.00

		521		$25,231,001.80		$25,253,652.20		$25,309,904.20		$20,220,025,360,730.00		$20,220,025,360,730.00		$20,220,025,360,730.00

		522		$25,686,701.80		$25,671,852.20		$25,702,604.20		$20,220,026,195,430.00		$20,220,026,195,430.00		$20,220,026,195,430.00

		523		$24,898,301.80		$24,958,452.20		$25,064,704.20		$20,220,025,234,530.00		$20,220,025,234,530.00		$20,220,025,234,530.00

		524		$23,324,251.80		$23,334,402.20		$23,390,654.20		$20,220,024,561,480.00		$20,220,024,561,480.00		$20,220,024,561,480.00

		525		$23,310,251.80		$23,250,902.20		$23,207,154.20		$20,220,023,161,980.00		$20,220,023,161,980.00		$20,220,023,161,980.00

		526		$24,178,601.80		$24,208,752.20		$24,265,004.20		$20,220,023,518,830.00		$20,220,023,518,830.00		$20,220,023,518,830.00

		527		$24,329,501.80		$24,289,652.20		$24,290,404.20		$20,220,023,418,730.00		$20,220,023,418,730.00		$20,220,023,418,730.00

		528		$23,873,751.80		$23,883,902.20		$23,928,154.20		$20,220,023,176,980.00		$20,220,023,176,980.00		$20,220,023,176,980.00

		529		$21,735,851.80		$21,671,002.20		$21,652,254.20		$20,220,020,973,580.00		$20,220,020,973,580.00		$20,220,020,973,580.00

		530		$24,957,151.80		$24,960,802.20		$24,992,054.20		$20,220,024,897,380.00		$20,220,024,897,380.00		$20,220,024,897,380.00

		531		$22,260,951.80		$22,258,602.20		$22,289,854.20		$20,220,021,895,180.00		$20,220,021,895,180.00		$20,220,021,895,180.00

		532		$24,806,501.80		$24,741,652.20		$24,722,904.20		$20,220,024,098,230.00		$20,220,024,098,230.00		$20,220,024,098,230.00

		533		$22,199,901.80		$22,144,052.20		$22,075,304.20		$20,220,021,112,630.00		$20,220,021,112,630.00		$20,220,021,112,630.00

		534		$24,255,401.80		$24,240,552.20		$24,271,804.20		$20,220,024,599,130.00		$20,220,024,599,130.00		$20,220,024,599,130.00

		535		$26,014,401.80		$26,048,052.20		$26,090,804.20		$20,220,025,825,130.00		$20,220,025,825,130.00		$20,220,025,825,130.00

		536		$25,729,151.80		$25,751,802.20		$25,779,554.20		$20,220,024,827,880.00		$20,220,024,827,880.00		$20,220,024,827,880.00

		537		$24,636,951.80		$24,610,602.20		$24,616,854.20		$20,220,023,912,680.00		$20,220,023,912,680.00		$20,220,023,912,680.00

		538		$24,129,201.80		$24,136,852.20		$24,168,104.20		$20,220,025,877,430.00		$20,220,025,877,430.00		$20,220,025,877,430.00

		539		$24,455,201.80		$24,396,852.20		$24,378,104.20		$20,220,023,456,430.00		$20,220,023,456,430.00		$20,220,023,456,430.00

		540		$22,989,351.80		$22,924,502.20		$22,905,754.20		$20,220,022,211,080.00		$20,220,022,211,080.00		$20,220,022,211,080.00

		541		$23,042,901.80		$23,018,052.20		$23,024,304.20		$20,220,023,035,130.00		$20,220,023,035,130.00		$20,220,023,035,130.00

		542		$21,099,101.80		$21,059,252.20		$21,065,504.20		$20,220,020,554,330.00		$20,220,020,554,330.00		$20,220,020,554,330.00

		543		$23,302,151.80		$23,287,302.20		$23,318,554.20		$20,220,022,756,880.00		$20,220,022,756,880.00		$20,220,022,756,880.00

		544		$23,392,951.80		$23,352,102.20		$23,297,354.20		$20,220,022,334,680.00		$20,220,022,334,680.00		$20,220,022,334,680.00

		545		$25,212,801.80		$25,157,452.20		$25,138,704.20		$20,220,024,226,030.00		$20,220,024,226,030.00		$20,220,024,226,030.00

		546		$23,874,051.80		$23,869,702.20		$23,854,454.20		$20,220,022,920,280.00		$20,220,022,920,280.00		$20,220,022,920,280.00

		547		$27,386,151.80		$27,520,802.20		$27,614,554.20		$20,220,028,024,880.00		$20,220,028,024,880.00		$20,220,028,024,880.00

		548		$24,352,851.80		$24,402,502.20		$24,454,754.20		$20,220,023,867,080.00		$20,220,023,867,080.00		$20,220,023,867,080.00

		549		$26,392,851.80		$26,438,002.20		$26,469,254.20		$20,220,027,180,580.00		$20,220,027,180,580.00		$20,220,027,180,580.00

		550		$23,196,101.80		$23,228,752.20		$23,285,004.20		$20,220,023,473,830.00		$20,220,023,473,830.00		$20,220,023,473,830.00

		551		$23,552,801.80		$23,449,952.20		$23,381,204.20		$20,220,022,418,530.00		$20,220,022,418,530.00		$20,220,022,418,530.00

		552		$23,995,151.80		$23,992,802.20		$24,018,554.20		$20,220,023,639,380.00		$20,220,023,639,380.00		$20,220,023,639,380.00

		553		$22,304,051.80		$22,214,202.20		$22,170,454.20		$20,220,023,864,280.00		$20,220,023,864,280.00		$20,220,023,864,280.00

		554		$25,208,901.80		$25,194,052.20		$25,225,304.20		$20,220,024,710,630.00		$20,220,024,710,630.00		$20,220,024,710,630.00

		555		$23,194,601.80		$23,112,252.20		$23,068,504.20		$20,220,022,643,330.00		$20,220,022,643,330.00		$20,220,022,643,330.00

		556		$23,355,851.80		$23,341,002.20		$23,356,754.20		$20,220,022,777,580.00		$20,220,022,777,580.00		$20,220,022,777,580.00

		557		$25,426,301.80		$25,561,452.20		$25,720,204.20		$20,220,027,082,030.00		$20,220,027,082,030.00		$20,220,027,082,030.00

		558		$22,910,951.80		$22,871,102.20		$22,852,354.20		$20,220,021,901,680.00		$20,220,021,901,680.00		$20,220,021,901,680.00

		559		$23,300,551.80		$23,266,202.20		$23,232,954.20		$20,220,022,270,280.00		$20,220,022,270,280.00		$20,220,022,270,280.00

		560		$23,351,851.80		$23,387,002.20		$23,468,254.20		$20,220,024,262,580.00		$20,220,024,262,580.00		$20,220,024,262,580.00

		561		$27,364,551.80		$27,462,702.20		$27,552,454.20		$20,220,027,270,780.00		$20,220,027,270,780.00		$20,220,027,270,780.00

		562		$22,775,101.80		$22,710,252.20		$22,691,504.20		$20,220,021,828,830.00		$20,220,021,828,830.00		$20,220,021,828,830.00

		563		$24,751,151.80		$24,711,302.20		$24,717,554.20		$20,220,023,928,380.00		$20,220,023,928,380.00		$20,220,023,928,380.00

		564		$23,405,701.80		$23,415,852.20		$23,429,604.20		$20,220,022,553,930.00		$20,220,022,553,930.00		$20,220,022,553,930.00

		565		$24,849,101.80		$24,799,752.20		$24,781,004.20		$20,220,024,212,330.00		$20,220,024,212,330.00		$20,220,024,212,330.00

		566		$23,275,401.80		$23,252,552.20		$23,194,804.20		$20,220,022,232,130.00		$20,220,022,232,130.00		$20,220,022,232,130.00

		567		$22,447,851.80		$22,460,502.20		$22,516,254.20		$20,220,022,388,580.00		$20,220,022,388,580.00		$20,220,022,388,580.00

		568		$24,488,951.80		$24,499,102.20		$24,555,354.20		$20,220,024,780,180.00		$20,220,024,780,180.00		$20,220,024,780,180.00

		569		$25,631,851.80		$25,665,002.20		$25,682,754.20		$20,220,024,933,580.00		$20,220,024,933,580.00		$20,220,024,933,580.00

		570		$23,118,801.80		$23,082,952.20		$23,064,204.20		$20,220,022,426,530.00		$20,220,022,426,530.00		$20,220,022,426,530.00

		571		$21,757,901.80		$21,720,552.20		$21,726,804.20		$20,220,020,990,630.00		$20,220,020,990,630.00		$20,220,020,990,630.00

		572		$25,315,401.80		$25,305,552.20		$25,304,304.20		$20,220,025,292,630.00		$20,220,025,292,630.00		$20,220,025,292,630.00

		573		$22,140,201.80		$22,075,352.20		$22,056,604.20		$20,220,021,113,930.00		$20,220,021,113,930.00		$20,220,021,113,930.00

		574		$22,702,451.80		$22,589,602.20		$22,520,854.20		$20,220,021,558,180.00		$20,220,021,558,180.00		$20,220,021,558,180.00

		575		$23,039,701.80		$22,999,852.20		$22,989,604.20		$20,220,022,408,930.00		$20,220,022,408,930.00		$20,220,022,408,930.00

		576		$22,385,551.80		$22,345,702.20		$22,351,954.20		$20,220,022,536,780.00		$20,220,022,536,780.00		$20,220,022,536,780.00

		577		$23,103,501.80		$23,054,152.20		$23,035,404.20		$20,220,022,355,730.00		$20,220,022,355,730.00		$20,220,022,355,730.00

		578		$24,260,001.80		$24,278,652.20		$24,334,904.20		$20,220,024,135,730.00		$20,220,024,135,730.00		$20,220,024,135,730.00

		579		$24,136,701.80		$24,139,352.20		$24,153,104.20		$20,220,024,251,930.00		$20,220,024,251,930.00		$20,220,024,251,930.00

		580		$23,472,351.80		$23,432,502.20		$23,438,754.20		$20,220,022,662,580.00		$20,220,022,662,580.00		$20,220,022,662,580.00

		581		$23,686,251.80		$23,770,902.20		$23,858,654.20		$20,220,024,845,980.00		$20,220,024,845,980.00		$20,220,024,845,980.00

		582		$22,136,901.80		$22,047,052.20		$22,003,304.20		$20,220,021,595,130.00		$20,220,021,595,130.00		$20,220,021,595,130.00

		583		$24,872,601.80		$24,848,252.20		$24,829,504.20		$20,220,024,946,830.00		$20,220,024,946,830.00		$20,220,024,946,830.00

		584		$25,312,751.80		$25,383,402.20		$25,483,154.20		$20,220,025,696,480.00		$20,220,025,696,480.00		$20,220,025,696,480.00

		585		$24,572,101.80		$24,560,752.20		$24,592,004.20		$20,220,026,621,330.00		$20,220,026,621,330.00		$20,220,026,621,330.00

		586		$26,755,051.80		$26,740,202.20		$26,771,454.20		$20,220,027,788,780.00		$20,220,027,788,780.00		$20,220,027,788,780.00

		587		$23,419,851.80		$23,305,002.20		$23,236,254.20		$20,220,022,273,580.00		$20,220,022,273,580.00		$20,220,022,273,580.00

		588		$23,732,301.80		$23,776,952.20		$23,858,204.20		$20,220,024,740,530.00		$20,220,024,740,530.00		$20,220,024,740,530.00

		589		$26,302,651.80		$26,187,802.20		$26,119,054.20		$20,220,025,156,380.00		$20,220,025,156,380.00		$20,220,025,156,380.00

		590		$24,432,051.80		$24,442,202.20		$24,498,454.20		$20,220,024,664,280.00		$20,220,024,664,280.00		$20,220,024,664,280.00

		591		$22,501,151.80		$22,521,802.20		$22,546,054.20		$20,220,022,655,880.00		$20,220,022,655,880.00		$20,220,022,655,880.00

		592		$25,237,751.80		$25,272,902.20		$25,331,154.20		$20,220,025,962,480.00		$20,220,025,962,480.00		$20,220,025,962,480.00

		593		$24,551,101.80		$24,541,752.20		$24,559,004.20		$20,220,024,418,330.00		$20,220,024,418,330.00		$20,220,024,418,330.00

		594		$22,754,951.80		$22,740,102.20		$22,770,854.20		$20,220,021,859,680.00		$20,220,021,859,680.00		$20,220,021,859,680.00

		595		$24,094,801.80		$24,104,952.20		$24,146,704.20		$20,220,024,035,030.00		$20,220,024,035,030.00		$20,220,024,035,030.00

		596		$25,958,801.80		$25,943,952.20		$25,975,204.20		$20,220,026,361,530.00		$20,220,026,361,530.00		$20,220,026,361,530.00

		597		$23,154,951.80		$23,065,102.20		$23,021,354.20		$20,220,022,440,180.00		$20,220,022,440,180.00		$20,220,022,440,180.00

		598		$24,905,401.80		$24,886,552.20		$24,892,804.20		$20,220,024,623,630.00		$20,220,024,623,630.00		$20,220,024,623,630.00

		599		$24,535,901.80		$24,475,552.20		$24,456,804.20		$20,220,023,714,130.00		$20,220,023,714,130.00		$20,220,023,714,130.00

		600		$23,903,251.80		$23,856,902.20		$23,838,154.20		$20,220,024,087,480.00		$20,220,024,087,480.00		$20,220,024,087,480.00

		601		$23,872,901.80		$23,908,052.20		$23,968,804.20		$20,220,023,513,630.00		$20,220,023,513,630.00		$20,220,023,513,630.00

		602		$23,618,651.80		$23,553,802.20		$23,521,554.20		$20,220,022,681,380.00		$20,220,022,681,380.00		$20,220,022,681,380.00

		603		$22,179,151.80		$22,064,302.20		$21,995,554.20		$20,220,021,032,880.00		$20,220,021,032,880.00		$20,220,021,032,880.00

		604		$25,113,201.80		$25,128,852.20		$25,137,604.20		$20,220,024,865,430.00		$20,220,024,865,430.00		$20,220,024,865,430.00

		605		$25,687,251.80		$25,771,402.20		$25,869,154.20		$20,220,025,224,480.00		$20,220,025,224,480.00		$20,220,025,224,480.00

		606		$24,604,751.80		$24,639,902.20		$24,721,154.20		$20,220,024,295,480.00		$20,220,024,295,480.00		$20,220,024,295,480.00

		607		$25,239,451.80		$25,270,102.20		$25,307,854.20		$20,220,025,676,180.00		$20,220,025,676,180.00		$20,220,025,676,180.00

		608		$22,492,601.80		$22,402,752.20		$22,359,004.20		$20,220,022,013,830.00		$20,220,022,013,830.00		$20,220,022,013,830.00

		609		$21,536,451.80		$21,421,602.20		$21,352,854.20		$20,220,020,390,180.00		$20,220,020,390,180.00		$20,220,020,390,180.00

		610		$25,709,601.80		$25,744,752.20		$25,806,504.20		$20,220,025,249,330.00		$20,220,025,249,330.00		$20,220,025,249,330.00

		611		$22,453,301.80		$22,338,452.20		$22,269,704.20		$20,220,021,307,030.00		$20,220,021,307,030.00		$20,220,021,307,030.00

		612		$24,186,901.80		$24,158,552.20		$24,154,304.20		$20,220,023,326,630.00		$20,220,023,326,630.00		$20,220,023,326,630.00

		613		$22,985,551.80		$23,004,702.20		$23,060,954.20		$20,220,023,042,780.00		$20,220,023,042,780.00		$20,220,023,042,780.00

		614		$25,039,551.80		$25,015,202.20		$25,021,454.20		$20,220,025,685,280.00		$20,220,025,685,280.00		$20,220,025,685,280.00

		615		$21,059,151.80		$20,994,302.20		$20,975,554.20		$20,220,020,178,880.00		$20,220,020,178,880.00		$20,220,020,178,880.00

		616		$22,449,451.80		$22,434,602.20		$22,465,854.20		$20,220,022,567,180.00		$20,220,022,567,180.00		$20,220,022,567,180.00

		617		$24,575,651.80		$24,535,802.20		$24,542,054.20		$20,220,025,036,880.00		$20,220,025,036,880.00		$20,220,025,036,880.00

		618		$26,071,501.80		$26,096,652.20		$26,102,904.20		$20,220,025,217,230.00		$20,220,025,217,230.00		$20,220,025,217,230.00

		619		$25,940,601.80		$25,923,752.20		$25,910,504.20		$20,220,025,001,830.00		$20,220,025,001,830.00		$20,220,025,001,830.00

		620		$26,845,801.80		$26,881,452.20		$26,940,704.20		$20,220,026,540,030.00		$20,220,026,540,030.00		$20,220,026,540,030.00

		621		$26,174,901.80		$26,210,052.20		$26,266,804.20		$20,220,026,374,630.00		$20,220,026,374,630.00		$20,220,026,374,630.00

		622		$24,061,651.80		$24,046,802.20		$24,053,054.20		$20,220,023,705,380.00		$20,220,023,705,380.00		$20,220,023,705,380.00

		623		$23,814,051.80		$23,824,202.20		$23,863,954.20		$20,220,023,835,280.00		$20,220,023,835,280.00		$20,220,023,835,280.00

		624		$25,703,001.80		$25,738,152.20		$25,805,904.20		$20,220,025,273,730.00		$20,220,025,273,730.00		$20,220,025,273,730.00

		625		$22,950,351.80		$22,835,502.20		$22,766,754.20		$20,220,021,804,080.00		$20,220,021,804,080.00		$20,220,021,804,080.00

		626		$24,977,801.80		$25,000,452.20		$25,052,204.20		$20,220,024,740,530.00		$20,220,024,740,530.00		$20,220,024,740,530.00

		627		$25,539,851.80		$25,575,002.20		$25,622,254.20		$20,220,024,892,580.00		$20,220,024,892,580.00		$20,220,024,892,580.00

		628		$23,663,201.80		$23,635,352.20		$23,641,604.20		$20,220,022,863,430.00		$20,220,022,863,430.00		$20,220,022,863,430.00

		629		$25,637,951.80		$25,643,602.20		$25,650,354.20		$20,220,024,967,180.00		$20,220,024,967,180.00		$20,220,024,967,180.00

		630		$23,032,351.80		$22,917,502.20		$22,848,754.20		$20,220,021,886,080.00		$20,220,021,886,080.00		$20,220,021,886,080.00

		631		$23,921,701.80		$23,881,852.20		$23,888,104.20		$20,220,023,550,930.00		$20,220,023,550,930.00		$20,220,023,550,930.00

		632		$22,981,951.80		$22,992,102.20		$23,048,354.20		$20,220,029,522,180.00		$20,220,029,522,180.00		$20,220,029,522,180.00

		633		$25,025,101.80		$25,056,252.20		$25,098,504.20		$20,220,024,718,330.00		$20,220,024,718,330.00		$20,220,024,718,330.00

		634		$22,707,351.80		$22,667,502.20		$22,651,254.20		$20,220,021,955,580.00		$20,220,021,955,580.00		$20,220,021,955,580.00

		635		$22,805,451.80		$22,860,102.20		$22,941,354.20		$20,220,022,501,680.00		$20,220,022,501,680.00		$20,220,022,501,680.00

		636		$24,003,001.80		$24,053,652.20		$24,083,404.20		$20,220,023,597,230.00		$20,220,023,597,230.00		$20,220,023,597,230.00

		637		$23,602,201.80		$23,649,852.20		$23,731,104.20		$20,220,025,473,430.00		$20,220,025,473,430.00		$20,220,025,473,430.00

		638		$23,796,751.80		$23,776,902.20		$23,783,154.20		$20,220,023,277,980.00		$20,220,023,277,980.00		$20,220,023,277,980.00

		639		$22,709,101.80		$22,644,252.20		$22,625,504.20		$20,220,022,390,830.00		$20,220,022,390,830.00		$20,220,022,390,830.00

		640		$23,607,701.80		$23,492,852.20		$23,424,104.20		$20,220,022,461,430.00		$20,220,022,461,430.00		$20,220,022,461,430.00

		641		$24,237,801.80		$24,180,952.20		$24,137,204.20		$20,220,023,615,030.00		$20,220,023,615,030.00		$20,220,023,615,030.00

		642		$28,073,451.80		$28,172,602.20		$28,281,854.20		$20,220,028,835,180.00		$20,220,028,835,180.00		$20,220,028,835,180.00

		643		$24,628,601.80		$24,564,752.20		$24,496,004.20		$20,220,023,533,330.00		$20,220,023,533,330.00		$20,220,023,533,330.00

		644		$26,274,801.80		$26,311,452.20		$26,392,704.20		$20,220,025,859,030.00		$20,220,025,859,030.00		$20,220,025,859,030.00

		645		$23,022,551.80		$22,982,702.20		$22,988,954.20		$20,220,022,515,780.00		$20,220,022,515,780.00		$20,220,022,515,780.00

		646		$23,264,651.80		$23,149,802.20		$23,081,054.20		$20,220,022,118,380.00		$20,220,022,118,380.00		$20,220,022,118,380.00

		647		$24,417,851.80		$24,428,002.20		$24,484,254.20		$20,220,024,234,080.00		$20,220,024,234,080.00		$20,220,024,234,080.00

		648		$21,401,351.80		$21,286,502.20		$21,217,754.20		$20,220,020,255,080.00		$20,220,020,255,080.00		$20,220,020,255,080.00

		649		$24,202,551.80		$24,174,202.20		$24,180,454.20		$20,220,023,678,280.00		$20,220,023,678,280.00		$20,220,023,678,280.00

		650		$24,156,451.80		$24,166,602.20		$24,222,854.20		$20,220,026,067,680.00		$20,220,026,067,680.00		$20,220,026,067,680.00

		651		$21,951,551.80		$21,861,702.20		$21,817,954.20		$20,220,021,038,780.00		$20,220,021,038,780.00		$20,220,021,038,780.00

		652		$22,877,851.80		$22,913,002.20		$22,994,254.20		$20,220,022,554,580.00		$20,220,022,554,580.00		$20,220,022,554,580.00

		653		$24,293,301.80		$24,232,952.20		$24,214,204.20		$20,220,023,314,530.00		$20,220,023,314,530.00		$20,220,023,314,530.00

		654		$24,014,551.80		$24,024,702.20		$24,078,454.20		$20,220,024,485,780.00		$20,220,024,485,780.00		$20,220,024,485,780.00

		655		$23,555,851.80		$23,516,002.20		$23,522,254.20		$20,220,023,693,080.00		$20,220,023,693,080.00		$20,220,023,693,080.00

		656		$24,131,051.80		$24,216,702.20		$24,347,454.20		$20,220,023,969,280.00		$20,220,023,969,280.00		$20,220,023,969,280.00

		657		$21,261,501.80		$21,196,652.20		$21,177,904.20		$20,220,020,453,230.00		$20,220,020,453,230.00		$20,220,020,453,230.00

		658		$25,430,401.80		$25,415,552.20		$25,446,804.20		$20,220,024,892,130.00		$20,220,024,892,130.00		$20,220,024,892,130.00

		659		$23,907,951.80		$23,897,102.20		$23,928,354.20		$20,220,024,457,680.00		$20,220,024,457,680.00		$20,220,024,457,680.00

		660		$23,726,701.80		$23,661,852.20		$23,643,104.20		$20,220,022,771,430.00		$20,220,022,771,430.00		$20,220,022,771,430.00

		661		$25,356,151.80		$25,323,802.20		$25,299,554.20		$20,220,024,336,880.00		$20,220,024,336,880.00		$20,220,024,336,880.00

		662		$25,749,151.80		$25,784,302.20		$25,865,554.20		$20,220,026,158,880.00		$20,220,026,158,880.00		$20,220,026,158,880.00

		663		$24,721,501.80		$24,627,652.20		$24,558,904.20		$20,220,023,596,230.00		$20,220,023,596,230.00		$20,220,023,596,230.00

		664		$23,448,001.80		$23,408,152.20		$23,414,404.20		$20,220,023,424,230.00		$20,220,023,424,230.00		$20,220,023,424,230.00

		665		$25,918,201.80		$26,003,352.20		$26,131,604.20		$20,220,026,461,930.00		$20,220,026,461,930.00		$20,220,026,461,930.00

		666		$24,702,151.80		$24,696,802.20		$24,628,054.20		$20,220,023,665,380.00		$20,220,023,665,380.00		$20,220,023,665,380.00

		667		$24,383,251.80		$24,356,902.20		$24,363,154.20		$20,220,025,516,980.00		$20,220,025,516,980.00		$20,220,025,516,980.00

		668		$22,953,501.80		$22,913,652.20		$22,919,904.20		$20,220,022,501,730.00		$20,220,022,501,730.00		$20,220,022,501,730.00

		669		$23,467,901.80		$23,428,052.20		$23,427,804.20		$20,220,024,334,130.00		$20,220,024,334,130.00		$20,220,024,334,130.00

		670		$24,245,701.80		$24,354,352.20		$24,416,604.20		$20,220,024,724,430.00		$20,220,024,724,430.00		$20,220,024,724,430.00

		671		$23,368,901.80		$23,313,552.20		$23,274,304.20		$20,220,022,466,130.00		$20,220,022,466,130.00		$20,220,022,466,130.00

		672		$25,714,551.80		$25,739,202.20		$25,795,454.20		$20,220,028,340,280.00		$20,220,028,340,280.00		$20,220,028,340,280.00

		673		$25,468,551.80		$25,470,202.20		$25,488,954.20		$20,220,024,862,780.00		$20,220,024,862,780.00		$20,220,024,862,780.00

		674		$22,497,451.80		$22,382,602.20		$22,313,854.20		$20,220,021,351,180.00		$20,220,021,351,180.00		$20,220,021,351,180.00

		675		$24,696,051.80		$24,681,202.20		$24,711,954.20		$20,220,024,599,780.00		$20,220,024,599,780.00		$20,220,024,599,780.00

		676		$23,726,151.80		$23,661,302.20		$23,642,554.20		$20,220,023,391,880.00		$20,220,023,391,880.00		$20,220,023,391,880.00

		677		$25,700,701.80		$25,785,852.20		$25,917,104.20		$20,220,029,339,430.00		$20,220,029,339,430.00		$20,220,029,339,430.00

		678		$25,077,401.80		$25,087,552.20		$25,119,304.20		$20,220,024,544,630.00		$20,220,024,544,630.00		$20,220,024,544,630.00

		679		$24,978,051.80		$25,063,202.20		$25,180,954.20		$20,220,025,134,780.00		$20,220,025,134,780.00		$20,220,025,134,780.00

		680		$21,072,151.80		$20,957,302.20		$20,888,554.20		$20,220,019,925,880.00		$20,220,019,925,880.00		$20,220,019,925,880.00

		681		$23,784,251.80		$23,719,402.20		$23,698,154.20		$20,220,022,735,980.00		$20,220,022,735,980.00		$20,220,022,735,980.00

		682		$23,658,301.80		$23,629,952.20		$23,611,204.20		$20,220,023,477,530.00		$20,220,023,477,530.00		$20,220,023,477,530.00

		683		$24,220,001.80		$24,168,152.20		$24,149,404.20		$20,220,023,521,730.00		$20,220,023,521,730.00		$20,220,023,521,730.00

		684		$23,619,351.80		$23,604,502.20		$23,625,754.20		$20,220,022,967,080.00		$20,220,022,967,080.00		$20,220,022,967,080.00

		685		$23,704,401.80		$23,739,552.20		$23,811,304.20		$20,220,023,074,130.00		$20,220,023,074,130.00		$20,220,023,074,130.00

		686		$24,245,001.80		$24,285,152.20		$24,303,404.20		$20,220,023,409,230.00		$20,220,023,409,230.00		$20,220,023,409,230.00

		687		$25,168,351.80		$25,178,502.20		$25,234,754.20		$20,220,024,620,580.00		$20,220,024,620,580.00		$20,220,024,620,580.00

		688		$24,895,351.80		$24,942,002.20		$25,023,254.20		$20,220,025,647,580.00		$20,220,025,647,580.00		$20,220,025,647,580.00

		689		$23,070,301.80		$23,080,452.20		$23,136,704.20		$20,220,025,258,530.00		$20,220,025,258,530.00		$20,220,025,258,530.00

		690		$24,228,001.80		$24,274,652.20		$24,347,904.20		$20,220,024,472,230.00		$20,220,024,472,230.00		$20,220,024,472,230.00

		691		$25,215,401.80		$25,203,052.20		$25,230,804.20		$20,220,024,795,630.00		$20,220,024,795,630.00		$20,220,024,795,630.00

		692		$22,326,101.80		$22,286,252.20		$22,292,504.20		$20,220,021,629,330.00		$20,220,021,629,330.00		$20,220,021,629,330.00

		693		$22,391,851.80		$22,327,002.20		$22,291,754.20		$20,220,021,383,580.00		$20,220,021,383,580.00		$20,220,021,383,580.00

		694		$22,208,551.80		$22,231,202.20		$22,277,954.20		$20,220,022,769,280.00		$20,220,022,769,280.00		$20,220,022,769,280.00

		695		$23,033,401.80		$22,950,052.20		$22,881,304.20		$20,220,021,918,630.00		$20,220,021,918,630.00		$20,220,021,918,630.00

		696		$23,734,701.80		$23,719,852.20		$23,751,104.20		$20,220,023,215,430.00		$20,220,023,215,430.00		$20,220,023,215,430.00

		697		$23,469,701.80		$23,479,852.20		$23,536,104.20		$20,220,023,445,930.00		$20,220,023,445,930.00		$20,220,023,445,930.00

		698		$22,320,251.80		$22,257,902.20		$22,215,154.20		$20,220,021,252,480.00		$20,220,021,252,480.00		$20,220,021,252,480.00

		699		$23,737,851.80		$23,709,502.20		$23,715,754.20		$20,220,023,083,580.00		$20,220,023,083,580.00		$20,220,023,083,580.00

		700		$24,603,901.80		$24,532,052.20		$24,488,304.20		$20,220,025,943,130.00		$20,220,025,943,130.00		$20,220,025,943,130.00

		701		$24,280,101.80		$24,265,252.20		$24,282,004.20		$20,220,023,653,830.00		$20,220,023,653,830.00		$20,220,023,653,830.00

		702		$23,928,151.80		$23,850,802.20		$23,807,054.20		$20,220,022,895,880.00		$20,220,022,895,880.00		$20,220,022,895,880.00

		703		$24,528,401.80		$24,538,552.20		$24,582,304.20		$20,220,024,814,630.00		$20,220,024,814,630.00		$20,220,024,814,630.00

		704		$22,901,651.80		$22,952,302.20		$23,014,054.20		$20,220,025,157,880.00		$20,220,025,157,880.00		$20,220,025,157,880.00

		705		$24,008,651.80		$23,993,802.20		$24,025,054.20		$20,220,023,624,380.00		$20,220,023,624,380.00		$20,220,023,624,380.00

		706		$25,241,151.80		$25,284,302.20		$25,364,054.20		$20,220,025,099,880.00		$20,220,025,099,880.00		$20,220,025,099,880.00

		707		$24,265,901.80		$24,211,552.20		$24,176,304.20		$20,220,023,214,130.00		$20,220,023,214,130.00		$20,220,023,214,130.00

		708		$23,500,251.80		$23,435,402.20		$23,416,654.20		$20,220,023,390,980.00		$20,220,023,390,980.00		$20,220,023,390,980.00

		709		$26,126,001.80		$26,147,652.20		$26,203,904.20		$20,220,025,976,730.00		$20,220,025,976,730.00		$20,220,025,976,730.00

		710		$24,020,001.80		$24,005,152.20		$24,030,904.20		$20,220,024,381,730.00		$20,220,024,381,730.00		$20,220,024,381,730.00

		711		$22,427,901.80		$22,438,052.20		$22,480,304.20		$20,220,022,200,130.00		$20,220,022,200,130.00		$20,220,022,200,130.00

		712		$23,361,751.80		$23,321,902.20		$23,328,154.20		$20,220,023,464,980.00		$20,220,023,464,980.00		$20,220,023,464,980.00

		713		$24,494,351.80		$24,479,502.20		$24,429,254.20		$20,220,023,466,580.00		$20,220,023,466,580.00		$20,220,023,466,580.00

		714		$22,693,851.80		$22,629,002.20		$22,610,254.20		$20,220,022,107,580.00		$20,220,022,107,580.00		$20,220,022,107,580.00

		715		$26,022,051.80		$26,132,202.20		$26,253,454.20		$20,220,026,634,280.00		$20,220,026,634,280.00		$20,220,026,634,280.00

		716		$24,251,801.80		$24,236,952.20		$24,245,204.20		$20,220,023,727,530.00		$20,220,023,727,530.00		$20,220,023,727,530.00

		717		$24,311,551.80		$24,196,702.20		$24,127,954.20		$20,220,023,165,280.00		$20,220,023,165,280.00		$20,220,023,165,280.00

		718		$23,536,951.80		$23,472,102.20		$23,453,354.20		$20,220,022,704,680.00		$20,220,022,704,680.00		$20,220,022,704,680.00

		719		$22,996,401.80		$22,956,552.20		$22,941,304.20		$20,220,022,535,630.00		$20,220,022,535,630.00		$20,220,022,535,630.00

		720		$24,996,951.80		$25,057,102.20		$25,151,854.20		$20,220,024,578,180.00		$20,220,024,578,180.00		$20,220,024,578,180.00

		721		$23,785,201.80		$23,720,352.20		$23,701,604.20		$20,220,022,933,930.00		$20,220,022,933,930.00		$20,220,022,933,930.00

		722		$22,530,551.80		$22,515,702.20		$22,484,954.20		$20,220,021,522,280.00		$20,220,021,522,280.00		$20,220,021,522,280.00

		723		$24,090,651.80		$24,108,302.20		$24,140,554.20		$20,220,023,197,380.00		$20,220,023,197,380.00		$20,220,023,197,380.00

		724		$23,472,551.80		$23,460,202.20		$23,490,954.20		$20,220,022,784,780.00		$20,220,022,784,780.00		$20,220,022,784,780.00

		725		$23,101,451.80		$22,995,102.20		$22,926,354.20		$20,220,021,963,680.00		$20,220,021,963,680.00		$20,220,021,963,680.00

		726		$26,018,601.80		$26,019,252.20		$26,020,004.20		$20,220,025,404,330.00		$20,220,025,404,330.00		$20,220,025,404,330.00

		727		$21,812,951.80		$21,698,102.20		$21,629,354.20		$20,220,020,666,680.00		$20,220,020,666,680.00		$20,220,020,666,680.00

		728		$22,245,951.80		$22,206,102.20		$22,212,354.20		$20,220,022,497,180.00		$20,220,022,497,180.00		$20,220,022,497,180.00

		729		$24,201,901.80		$24,198,552.20		$24,229,804.20		$20,220,024,507,130.00		$20,220,024,507,130.00		$20,220,024,507,130.00

		730		$24,483,301.80		$24,443,452.20		$24,449,704.20		$20,220,024,253,530.00		$20,220,024,253,530.00		$20,220,024,253,530.00

		731		$25,209,951.80		$25,270,102.20		$25,368,854.20		$20,220,025,849,180.00		$20,220,025,849,180.00		$20,220,025,849,180.00

		732		$24,827,451.80		$24,845,102.20		$24,901,354.20		$20,220,024,370,180.00		$20,220,024,370,180.00		$20,220,024,370,180.00

		733		$23,693,251.80		$23,678,402.20		$23,709,654.20		$20,220,023,031,980.00		$20,220,023,031,980.00		$20,220,023,031,980.00

		734		$25,479,701.80		$25,602,852.20		$25,727,604.20		$20,220,028,025,430.00		$20,220,028,025,430.00		$20,220,028,025,430.00

		735		$22,991,051.80		$22,976,202.20		$23,007,454.20		$20,220,022,182,780.00		$20,220,022,182,780.00		$20,220,022,182,780.00

		736		$22,491,151.80		$22,501,302.20		$22,557,554.20		$20,220,022,963,380.00		$20,220,022,963,380.00		$20,220,022,963,380.00

		737		$24,954,051.80		$24,964,202.20		$25,019,954.20		$20,220,025,141,280.00		$20,220,025,141,280.00		$20,220,025,141,280.00

		738		$23,491,451.80		$23,476,102.20		$23,482,354.20		$20,220,023,032,180.00		$20,220,023,032,180.00		$20,220,023,032,180.00

		739		$24,572,151.80		$24,557,302.20		$24,570,054.20		$20,220,023,800,880.00		$20,220,023,800,880.00		$20,220,023,800,880.00

		740		$24,669,851.80		$24,726,502.20		$24,793,254.20		$20,220,024,534,080.00		$20,220,024,534,080.00		$20,220,024,534,080.00

		741		$25,758,851.80		$25,794,002.20		$25,859,754.20		$20,220,026,138,580.00		$20,220,026,138,580.00		$20,220,026,138,580.00

		742		$24,603,851.80		$24,645,002.20		$24,683,754.20		$20,220,025,064,080.00		$20,220,025,064,080.00		$20,220,025,064,080.00

		743		$25,782,451.80		$25,817,602.20		$25,884,354.20		$20,220,025,503,180.00		$20,220,025,503,180.00		$20,220,025,503,180.00

		744		$24,034,851.80		$24,020,002.20		$24,051,254.20		$20,220,023,672,580.00		$20,220,023,672,580.00		$20,220,023,672,580.00

		745		$25,483,801.80		$25,543,952.20		$25,650,204.20		$20,220,025,824,030.00		$20,220,025,824,030.00		$20,220,025,824,030.00

		746		$25,672,151.80		$25,608,802.20		$25,590,054.20		$20,220,025,558,380.00		$20,220,025,558,380.00		$20,220,025,558,380.00

		747		$23,905,951.80		$23,991,102.20		$24,115,854.20		$20,220,024,670,680.00		$20,220,024,670,680.00		$20,220,024,670,680.00

		748		$23,635,801.80		$23,571,452.20		$23,552,704.20		$20,220,022,640,030.00		$20,220,022,640,030.00		$20,220,022,640,030.00

		749		$22,969,051.80		$22,968,202.20		$22,974,454.20		$20,220,022,885,280.00		$20,220,022,885,280.00		$20,220,022,885,280.00

		750		$23,434,851.80		$23,396,502.20		$23,402,754.20		$20,220,022,603,580.00		$20,220,022,603,580.00		$20,220,022,603,580.00

		751		$21,338,151.80		$21,323,302.20		$21,354,554.20		$20,220,020,945,880.00		$20,220,020,945,880.00		$20,220,020,945,880.00

		752		$22,912,651.80		$22,919,302.20		$22,950,554.20		$20,220,022,496,880.00		$20,220,022,496,880.00		$20,220,022,496,880.00

		753		$25,310,201.80		$25,295,352.20		$25,325,104.20		$20,220,025,048,930.00		$20,220,025,048,930.00		$20,220,025,048,930.00

		754		$23,512,701.80		$23,450,352.20		$23,417,104.20		$20,220,022,549,930.00		$20,220,022,549,930.00		$20,220,022,549,930.00

		755		$23,078,951.80		$23,064,102.20		$23,060,354.20		$20,220,022,387,680.00		$20,220,022,387,680.00		$20,220,022,387,680.00

		756		$21,572,051.80		$21,507,202.20		$21,488,454.20		$20,220,021,486,780.00		$20,220,021,486,780.00		$20,220,021,486,780.00

		757		$22,579,801.80		$22,464,952.20		$22,396,204.20		$20,220,021,433,530.00		$20,220,021,433,530.00		$20,220,021,433,530.00

		758		$26,129,951.80		$26,180,602.20		$26,261,854.20		$20,220,026,979,180.00		$20,220,026,979,180.00		$20,220,026,979,180.00

		759		$25,021,701.80		$24,953,352.20		$24,886,104.20		$20,220,023,923,430.00		$20,220,023,923,430.00		$20,220,023,923,430.00

		760		$23,213,901.80		$23,149,052.20		$23,130,304.20		$20,220,022,216,630.00		$20,220,022,216,630.00		$20,220,022,216,630.00

		761		$25,892,701.80		$25,957,352.20		$26,022,104.20		$20,220,025,649,430.00		$20,220,025,649,430.00		$20,220,025,649,430.00

		762		$25,066,501.80		$25,116,152.20		$25,152,904.20		$20,220,024,786,230.00		$20,220,024,786,230.00		$20,220,024,786,230.00

		763		$23,292,751.80		$23,177,902.20		$23,109,154.20		$20,220,022,146,480.00		$20,220,022,146,480.00		$20,220,022,146,480.00

		764		$24,888,401.80		$24,943,552.20		$24,990,804.20		$20,220,024,328,130.00		$20,220,024,328,130.00		$20,220,024,328,130.00

		765		$23,770,551.80		$23,730,702.20		$23,736,954.20		$20,220,023,180,780.00		$20,220,023,180,780.00		$20,220,023,180,780.00

		766		$23,950,351.80		$23,932,002.20		$23,929,754.20		$20,220,023,167,080.00		$20,220,023,167,080.00		$20,220,023,167,080.00

		767		$26,585,401.80		$26,554,052.20		$26,560,304.20		$20,220,025,659,130.00		$20,220,025,659,130.00		$20,220,025,659,130.00

		768		$26,308,201.80		$26,293,352.20		$26,324,604.20		$20,220,025,789,930.00		$20,220,025,789,930.00		$20,220,025,789,930.00

		769		$24,718,151.80		$24,777,802.20		$24,859,054.20		$20,220,025,314,380.00		$20,220,025,314,380.00		$20,220,025,314,380.00

		770		$23,266,401.80		$23,213,052.20		$23,194,304.20		$20,220,022,588,630.00		$20,220,022,588,630.00		$20,220,022,588,630.00

		771		$23,659,701.80		$23,669,852.20		$23,695,104.20		$20,220,025,250,930.00		$20,220,025,250,930.00		$20,220,025,250,930.00

		772		$24,009,701.80		$24,094,852.20		$24,210,104.20		$20,220,024,091,430.00		$20,220,024,091,430.00		$20,220,024,091,430.00

		773		$23,582,951.80		$23,568,102.20		$23,593,854.20		$20,220,023,492,680.00		$20,220,023,492,680.00		$20,220,023,492,680.00

		774		$22,626,801.80		$22,586,952.20		$22,593,204.20		$20,220,022,129,030.00		$20,220,022,129,030.00		$20,220,022,129,030.00

		775		$24,873,101.80		$24,833,252.20		$24,828,004.20		$20,220,024,646,330.00		$20,220,024,646,330.00		$20,220,024,646,330.00

		776		$22,937,901.80		$22,899,552.20		$22,905,804.20		$20,220,022,159,630.00		$20,220,022,159,630.00		$20,220,022,159,630.00

		777		$22,851,701.80		$22,796,352.20		$22,777,604.20		$20,220,022,501,930.00		$20,220,022,501,930.00		$20,220,022,501,930.00

		778		$23,731,601.80		$23,666,752.20		$23,641,504.20		$20,220,023,772,330.00		$20,220,023,772,330.00		$20,220,023,772,330.00

		779		$23,224,001.80		$23,190,652.20		$23,175,404.20		$20,220,023,568,730.00		$20,220,023,568,730.00		$20,220,023,568,730.00

		780		$24,177,201.80		$24,095,852.20		$24,042,604.20		$20,220,023,079,930.00		$20,220,023,079,930.00		$20,220,023,079,930.00

		781		$23,875,351.80		$23,760,502.20		$23,691,754.20		$20,220,022,729,080.00		$20,220,022,729,080.00		$20,220,022,729,080.00

		782		$24,650,201.80		$24,610,352.20		$24,601,104.20		$20,220,023,661,430.00		$20,220,023,661,430.00		$20,220,023,661,430.00

		783		$22,389,251.80		$22,349,402.20		$22,351,154.20		$20,220,023,080,480.00		$20,220,023,080,480.00		$20,220,023,080,480.00

		784		$24,732,451.80		$24,742,602.20		$24,781,354.20		$20,220,024,128,680.00		$20,220,024,128,680.00		$20,220,024,128,680.00

		785		$23,284,351.80		$23,219,502.20		$23,179,254.20		$20,220,022,288,080.00		$20,220,022,288,080.00		$20,220,022,288,080.00

		786		$24,357,751.80		$24,317,902.20		$24,324,154.20		$20,220,023,883,980.00		$20,220,023,883,980.00		$20,220,023,883,980.00

		787		$24,347,001.80		$24,378,652.20		$24,434,904.20		$20,220,024,774,730.00		$20,220,024,774,730.00		$20,220,024,774,730.00

		788		$22,660,001.80		$22,620,152.20		$22,606,904.20		$20,220,021,693,230.00		$20,220,021,693,230.00		$20,220,021,693,230.00

		789		$21,862,551.80		$21,772,702.20		$21,728,954.20		$20,220,021,092,780.00		$20,220,021,092,780.00		$20,220,021,092,780.00

		790		$27,537,151.80		$27,552,802.20		$27,584,054.20		$20,220,028,588,380.00		$20,220,028,588,380.00		$20,220,028,588,380.00

		791		$23,903,551.80		$23,874,702.20		$23,855,954.20		$20,220,023,282,280.00		$20,220,023,282,280.00		$20,220,023,282,280.00

		792		$24,028,951.80		$24,064,102.20		$24,145,354.20		$20,220,024,701,680.00		$20,220,024,701,680.00		$20,220,024,701,680.00

		793		$25,333,201.80		$25,351,852.20		$25,408,104.20		$20,220,026,132,930.00		$20,220,026,132,930.00		$20,220,026,132,930.00

		794		$22,726,301.80		$22,736,452.20		$22,792,704.20		$20,220,022,719,530.00		$20,220,022,719,530.00		$20,220,022,719,530.00

		795		$25,474,151.80		$25,484,302.20		$25,521,054.20		$20,220,025,526,380.00		$20,220,025,526,380.00		$20,220,025,526,380.00

		796		$22,516,701.80		$22,476,852.20		$22,483,104.20		$20,220,021,861,930.00		$20,220,021,861,930.00		$20,220,021,861,930.00

		797		$24,934,251.80		$24,895,902.20		$24,864,154.20		$20,220,023,903,980.00		$20,220,023,903,980.00		$20,220,023,903,980.00

		798		$25,002,101.80		$25,024,752.20		$25,033,504.20		$20,220,024,815,330.00		$20,220,024,815,330.00		$20,220,024,815,330.00

		799		$24,437,101.80		$24,383,752.20		$24,365,004.20		$20,220,023,452,330.00		$20,220,023,452,330.00		$20,220,023,452,330.00

		800		$24,284,701.80		$24,269,852.20		$24,301,104.20		$20,220,024,376,430.00		$20,220,024,376,430.00		$20,220,024,376,430.00

		801		$25,859,351.80		$25,869,502.20		$25,903,754.20		$20,220,025,415,580.00		$20,220,025,415,580.00		$20,220,025,415,580.00

		802		$28,084,501.80		$28,155,152.20		$28,246,404.20		$20,220,028,296,230.00		$20,220,028,296,230.00		$20,220,028,296,230.00

		803		$25,126,301.80		$25,114,452.20		$25,120,704.20		$20,220,025,438,530.00		$20,220,025,438,530.00		$20,220,025,438,530.00

		804		$27,577,401.80		$27,537,552.20		$27,532,304.20		$20,220,026,844,630.00		$20,220,026,844,630.00		$20,220,026,844,630.00

		805		$24,085,901.80		$24,114,552.20		$24,170,804.20		$20,220,023,865,630.00		$20,220,023,865,630.00		$20,220,023,865,630.00

		806		$25,386,601.80		$25,360,252.20		$25,366,504.20		$20,220,025,057,330.00		$20,220,025,057,330.00		$20,220,025,057,330.00

		807		$25,245,801.80		$25,270,452.20		$25,311,704.20		$20,220,024,674,530.00		$20,220,024,674,530.00		$20,220,024,674,530.00

		808		$23,764,351.80		$23,749,502.20		$23,780,754.20		$20,220,023,645,080.00		$20,220,023,645,080.00		$20,220,023,645,080.00

		809		$25,205,051.80		$25,237,702.20		$25,285,454.20		$20,220,024,992,780.00		$20,220,024,992,780.00		$20,220,024,992,780.00

		810		$23,110,001.80		$23,091,652.20		$23,073,404.20		$20,220,022,110,730.00		$20,220,022,110,730.00		$20,220,022,110,730.00

		811		$23,015,351.80		$23,075,502.20		$23,181,754.20		$20,220,023,259,580.00		$20,220,023,259,580.00		$20,220,023,259,580.00

		812		$23,592,201.80		$23,577,352.20		$23,596,604.20		$20,220,023,188,930.00		$20,220,023,188,930.00		$20,220,023,188,930.00

		813		$24,589,851.80		$24,618,002.20		$24,649,254.20		$20,220,024,230,580.00		$20,220,024,230,580.00		$20,220,024,230,580.00

		814		$25,766,251.80		$25,759,902.20		$25,772,154.20		$20,220,025,243,480.00		$20,220,025,243,480.00		$20,220,025,243,480.00

		815		$23,335,201.80		$23,220,352.20		$23,151,604.20		$20,220,022,188,930.00		$20,220,022,188,930.00		$20,220,022,188,930.00

		816		$22,906,701.80		$22,791,852.20		$22,723,104.20		$20,220,021,760,430.00		$20,220,021,760,430.00		$20,220,021,760,430.00

		817		$23,096,551.80		$23,041,202.20		$22,972,454.20		$20,220,022,009,780.00		$20,220,022,009,780.00		$20,220,022,009,780.00

		818		$23,942,701.80		$23,909,352.20		$23,915,604.20		$20,220,023,273,430.00		$20,220,023,273,430.00		$20,220,023,273,430.00

		819		$23,561,501.80		$23,540,152.20		$23,546,404.20		$20,220,022,790,230.00		$20,220,022,790,230.00		$20,220,022,790,230.00

		820		$22,994,951.80		$22,880,102.20		$22,811,354.20		$20,220,021,848,680.00		$20,220,021,848,680.00		$20,220,021,848,680.00

		821		$22,557,301.80		$22,512,952.20		$22,494,204.20		$20,220,022,165,530.00		$20,220,022,165,530.00		$20,220,022,165,530.00

		822		$23,598,451.80		$23,676,102.20		$23,748,354.20		$20,220,023,344,180.00		$20,220,023,344,180.00		$20,220,023,344,180.00

		823		$22,879,501.80		$22,814,652.20		$22,770,904.20		$20,220,021,808,230.00		$20,220,021,808,230.00		$20,220,021,808,230.00

		824		$24,091,551.80		$24,136,202.20		$24,192,454.20		$20,220,024,983,280.00		$20,220,024,983,280.00		$20,220,024,983,280.00

		825		$23,061,301.80		$23,096,452.20		$23,168,204.20		$20,220,022,689,030.00		$20,220,022,689,030.00		$20,220,022,689,030.00

		826		$24,452,451.80		$24,498,102.20		$24,573,854.20		$20,220,024,385,680.00		$20,220,024,385,680.00		$20,220,024,385,680.00

		827		$23,847,201.80		$23,832,352.20		$23,863,604.20		$20,220,025,477,930.00		$20,220,025,477,930.00		$20,220,025,477,930.00

		828		$24,196,151.80		$24,206,302.20		$24,261,054.20		$20,220,024,040,380.00		$20,220,024,040,380.00		$20,220,024,040,380.00

		829		$27,184,951.80		$27,220,102.20		$27,285,354.20		$20,220,028,169,680.00		$20,220,028,169,680.00		$20,220,028,169,680.00

		830		$25,681,851.80		$25,717,002.20		$25,783,754.20		$20,220,026,411,580.00		$20,220,026,411,580.00		$20,220,026,411,580.00

		831		$25,098,051.80		$25,132,702.20		$25,188,954.20		$20,220,027,420,780.00		$20,220,027,420,780.00		$20,220,027,420,780.00

		832		$23,635,851.80		$23,596,002.20		$23,602,254.20		$20,220,022,891,080.00		$20,220,022,891,080.00		$20,220,022,891,080.00

		833		$24,962,051.80		$24,960,702.20		$24,991,954.20		$20,220,024,890,280.00		$20,220,024,890,280.00		$20,220,024,890,280.00

		834		$23,761,251.80		$23,746,402.20		$23,777,654.20		$20,220,023,596,980.00		$20,220,023,596,980.00		$20,220,023,596,980.00

		835		$24,096,801.80		$24,017,452.20		$23,956,204.20		$20,220,022,993,530.00		$20,220,022,993,530.00		$20,220,022,993,530.00

		836		$24,750,951.80		$24,761,102.20		$24,804,854.20		$20,220,024,303,180.00		$20,220,024,303,180.00		$20,220,024,303,180.00

		837		$23,762,151.80		$23,722,302.20		$23,721,054.20		$20,220,022,894,380.00		$20,220,022,894,380.00		$20,220,022,894,380.00

		838		$22,858,901.80		$22,794,052.20		$22,763,804.20		$20,220,021,840,630.00		$20,220,021,840,630.00		$20,220,021,840,630.00

		839		$23,912,551.80		$23,947,702.20		$24,007,454.20		$20,220,023,300,280.00		$20,220,023,300,280.00		$20,220,023,300,280.00

		840		$23,944,401.80		$23,991,052.20		$24,030,304.20		$20,220,023,795,630.00		$20,220,023,795,630.00		$20,220,023,795,630.00

		841		$23,394,751.80		$23,394,402.20		$23,408,154.20		$20,220,023,288,980.00		$20,220,023,288,980.00		$20,220,023,288,980.00

		842		$23,112,251.80		$23,047,402.20		$23,028,154.20		$20,220,022,202,980.00		$20,220,022,202,980.00		$20,220,022,202,980.00

		843		$24,387,251.80		$24,411,902.20		$24,426,154.20		$20,220,024,541,980.00		$20,220,024,541,980.00		$20,220,024,541,980.00

		844		$24,123,701.80		$24,094,352.20		$24,100,604.20		$20,220,023,395,430.00		$20,220,023,395,430.00		$20,220,023,395,430.00

		845		$24,525,151.80		$24,657,802.20		$24,814,054.20		$20,220,025,369,880.00		$20,220,025,369,880.00		$20,220,025,369,880.00

		846		$24,567,551.80		$24,564,202.20		$24,571,954.20		$20,220,023,707,780.00		$20,220,023,707,780.00		$20,220,023,707,780.00

		847		$23,698,351.80		$23,583,502.20		$23,514,754.20		$20,220,022,552,080.00		$20,220,022,552,080.00		$20,220,022,552,080.00

		848		$23,633,401.80		$23,598,052.20		$23,584,804.20		$20,220,022,804,130.00		$20,220,022,804,130.00		$20,220,022,804,130.00

		849		$22,520,801.80		$22,452,452.20		$22,408,704.20		$20,220,021,735,530.00		$20,220,021,735,530.00		$20,220,021,735,530.00

		850		$25,182,601.80		$25,147,252.20		$25,153,504.20		$20,220,024,686,330.00		$20,220,024,686,330.00		$20,220,024,686,330.00

		851		$22,638,001.80		$22,643,652.20		$22,674,904.20		$20,220,022,257,230.00		$20,220,022,257,230.00		$20,220,022,257,230.00

		852		$24,547,751.80		$24,482,902.20		$24,464,154.20		$20,220,023,787,480.00		$20,220,023,787,480.00		$20,220,023,787,480.00

		853		$22,480,001.80		$22,415,152.20		$22,396,404.20		$20,220,021,597,730.00		$20,220,021,597,730.00		$20,220,021,597,730.00

		854		$23,706,001.80		$23,616,152.20		$23,572,404.20		$20,220,022,661,230.00		$20,220,022,661,230.00		$20,220,022,661,230.00

		855		$24,410,301.80		$24,464,452.20		$24,508,204.20		$20,220,024,106,530.00		$20,220,024,106,530.00		$20,220,024,106,530.00

		856		$24,796,251.80		$24,831,402.20		$24,912,654.20		$20,220,024,766,980.00		$20,220,024,766,980.00		$20,220,024,766,980.00

		857		$25,690,001.80		$25,706,652.20		$25,762,904.20		$20,220,025,335,730.00		$20,220,025,335,730.00		$20,220,025,335,730.00

		858		$24,513,101.80		$24,480,252.20		$24,411,504.20		$20,220,023,448,830.00		$20,220,023,448,830.00		$20,220,023,448,830.00

		859		$22,060,601.80		$22,020,752.20		$22,027,004.20		$20,220,021,650,830.00		$20,220,021,650,830.00		$20,220,021,650,830.00

		860		$24,239,951.80		$24,150,102.20		$24,106,354.20		$20,220,023,157,180.00		$20,220,023,157,180.00		$20,220,023,157,180.00

		861		$22,531,351.80		$22,416,502.20		$22,347,754.20		$20,220,021,385,080.00		$20,220,021,385,080.00		$20,220,021,385,080.00

		862		$22,748,051.80		$22,713,202.20		$22,694,454.20		$20,220,021,882,780.00		$20,220,021,882,780.00		$20,220,021,882,780.00

		863		$23,525,051.80		$23,558,702.20		$23,614,954.20		$20,220,023,562,780.00		$20,220,023,562,780.00		$20,220,023,562,780.00

		864		$24,965,151.80		$24,975,302.20		$25,031,554.20		$20,220,025,442,380.00		$20,220,025,442,380.00		$20,220,025,442,380.00

		865		$23,795,551.80		$23,730,702.20		$23,711,954.20		$20,220,023,372,280.00		$20,220,023,372,280.00		$20,220,023,372,280.00

		866		$22,441,801.80		$22,431,452.20		$22,437,704.20		$20,220,021,648,530.00		$20,220,021,648,530.00		$20,220,021,648,530.00

		867		$24,426,601.80		$24,421,252.20		$24,429,004.20		$20,220,024,835,830.00		$20,220,024,835,830.00		$20,220,024,835,830.00

		868		$23,957,801.80		$23,917,952.20		$23,924,204.20		$20,220,023,717,030.00		$20,220,023,717,030.00		$20,220,023,717,030.00

		869		$22,214,551.80		$22,149,702.20		$22,109,454.20		$20,220,021,368,280.00		$20,220,021,368,280.00		$20,220,021,368,280.00

		870		$24,864,201.80		$24,917,352.20		$24,973,604.20		$20,220,025,751,430.00		$20,220,025,751,430.00		$20,220,025,751,430.00

		871		$24,100,201.80		$24,105,352.20		$24,134,104.20		$20,220,026,190,930.00		$20,220,026,190,930.00		$20,220,026,190,930.00

		872		$25,892,151.80		$25,906,302.20		$25,937,554.20		$20,220,025,412,880.00		$20,220,025,412,880.00		$20,220,025,412,880.00

		873		$23,416,651.80		$23,363,302.20		$23,344,554.20		$20,220,022,740,880.00		$20,220,022,740,880.00		$20,220,022,740,880.00

		874		$24,379,401.80		$24,339,552.20		$24,343,304.20		$20,220,023,737,630.00		$20,220,023,737,630.00		$20,220,023,737,630.00

		875		$25,602,101.80		$25,596,752.20		$25,616,004.20		$20,220,024,653,330.00		$20,220,024,653,330.00		$20,220,024,653,330.00

		876		$24,851,201.80		$24,886,352.20		$24,929,604.20		$20,220,024,552,930.00		$20,220,024,552,930.00		$20,220,024,552,930.00

		877		$25,569,751.80		$25,579,902.20		$25,612,654.20		$20,220,024,898,980.00		$20,220,024,898,980.00		$20,220,024,898,980.00

		878		$25,086,251.80		$25,121,402.20		$25,196,654.20		$20,220,024,896,980.00		$20,220,024,896,980.00		$20,220,024,896,980.00

		879		$22,481,301.80		$22,416,452.20		$22,397,704.20		$20,220,021,943,030.00		$20,220,021,943,030.00		$20,220,021,943,030.00

		880		$23,909,051.80		$23,831,702.20		$23,762,954.20		$20,220,022,800,280.00		$20,220,022,800,280.00		$20,220,022,800,280.00

		881		$23,129,851.80		$23,065,002.20		$23,022,754.20		$20,220,022,060,580.00		$20,220,022,060,580.00		$20,220,022,060,580.00

		882		$23,141,651.80		$23,146,302.20		$23,176,054.20		$20,220,022,408,880.00		$20,220,022,408,880.00		$20,220,022,408,880.00

		883		$23,043,251.80		$23,028,402.20		$23,051,154.20		$20,220,023,349,980.00		$20,220,023,349,980.00		$20,220,023,349,980.00

		884		$24,728,901.80		$24,739,052.20		$24,795,304.20		$20,220,024,358,130.00		$20,220,024,358,130.00		$20,220,024,358,130.00

		885		$24,596,401.80		$24,506,552.20		$24,462,804.20		$20,220,023,799,630.00		$20,220,023,799,630.00		$20,220,023,799,630.00

		886		$24,537,651.80		$24,447,802.20		$24,404,054.20		$20,220,023,497,880.00		$20,220,023,497,880.00		$20,220,023,497,880.00

		887		$23,275,401.80		$23,256,552.20		$23,244,304.20		$20,220,022,967,630.00		$20,220,022,967,630.00		$20,220,022,967,630.00

		888		$24,616,301.80		$24,676,452.20		$24,759,204.20		$20,220,025,838,530.00		$20,220,025,838,530.00		$20,220,025,838,530.00

		889		$20,385,201.80		$20,270,352.20		$20,201,604.20		$20,220,019,238,930.00		$20,220,019,238,930.00		$20,220,019,238,930.00

		890		$25,809,601.80		$25,786,252.20		$25,778,004.20		$20,220,024,918,330.00		$20,220,024,918,330.00		$20,220,024,918,330.00

		891		$22,783,751.80		$22,718,902.20		$22,700,154.20		$20,220,021,978,480.00		$20,220,021,978,480.00		$20,220,021,978,480.00

		892		$23,706,301.80		$23,730,952.20		$23,779,704.20		$20,220,023,418,030.00		$20,220,023,418,030.00		$20,220,023,418,030.00

		893		$25,569,901.80		$25,654,552.20		$25,727,804.20		$20,220,026,019,630.00		$20,220,026,019,630.00		$20,220,026,019,630.00

		894		$24,135,201.80		$24,020,352.20		$23,951,604.20		$20,220,022,988,930.00		$20,220,022,988,930.00		$20,220,022,988,930.00

		895		$24,289,351.80		$24,271,002.20		$24,277,254.20		$20,220,024,861,080.00		$20,220,024,861,080.00		$20,220,024,861,080.00

		896		$23,199,551.80		$23,172,202.20		$23,153,454.20		$20,220,023,184,780.00		$20,220,023,184,780.00		$20,220,023,184,780.00

		897		$24,044,101.80		$24,144,252.20		$24,250,504.20		$20,220,024,006,330.00		$20,220,024,006,330.00		$20,220,024,006,330.00

		898		$24,876,251.80		$24,911,402.20		$24,985,154.20		$20,220,026,640,980.00		$20,220,026,640,980.00		$20,220,026,640,980.00

		899		$25,219,751.80		$25,342,402.20		$25,498,654.20		$20,220,025,025,480.00		$20,220,025,025,480.00		$20,220,025,025,480.00

		900		$25,081,751.80		$25,092,902.20		$25,124,154.20		$20,220,024,698,480.00		$20,220,024,698,480.00		$20,220,024,698,480.00

		901		$26,463,651.80		$26,498,802.20		$26,580,054.20		$20,220,026,635,380.00		$20,220,026,635,380.00		$20,220,026,635,380.00

		902		$24,551,901.80		$24,630,052.20		$24,731,804.20		$20,220,024,435,130.00		$20,220,024,435,130.00		$20,220,024,435,130.00

		903		$23,465,601.80		$23,500,752.20		$23,582,004.20		$20,220,023,126,330.00		$20,220,023,126,330.00		$20,220,023,126,330.00

		904		$24,340,151.80		$24,284,302.20		$24,265,554.20		$20,220,024,121,880.00		$20,220,024,121,880.00		$20,220,024,121,880.00

		905		$23,442,151.80		$23,352,302.20		$23,308,554.20		$20,220,022,621,380.00		$20,220,022,621,380.00		$20,220,022,621,380.00

		906		$23,957,051.80		$24,003,702.20		$24,081,454.20		$20,220,023,965,280.00		$20,220,023,965,280.00		$20,220,023,965,280.00

		907		$24,830,051.80		$24,785,702.20		$24,766,954.20		$20,220,023,832,280.00		$20,220,023,832,280.00		$20,220,023,832,280.00

		908		$23,791,301.80		$23,751,452.20		$23,756,204.20		$20,220,023,699,530.00		$20,220,023,699,530.00		$20,220,023,699,530.00

		909		$24,662,001.80		$24,622,152.20		$24,628,404.20		$20,220,024,740,230.00		$20,220,024,740,230.00		$20,220,024,740,230.00

		910		$25,218,401.80		$25,257,052.20		$25,270,304.20		$20,220,024,685,630.00		$20,220,024,685,630.00		$20,220,024,685,630.00

		911		$26,036,751.80		$26,171,902.20		$26,353,154.20		$20,220,027,648,480.00		$20,220,027,648,480.00		$20,220,027,648,480.00

		912		$24,066,051.80		$24,109,702.20		$24,154,954.20		$20,220,023,844,280.00		$20,220,023,844,280.00		$20,220,023,844,280.00

		913		$23,448,501.80		$23,433,652.20		$23,464,904.20		$20,220,022,950,230.00		$20,220,022,950,230.00		$20,220,022,950,230.00

		914		$25,082,351.80		$25,067,502.20		$25,098,254.20		$20,220,024,624,080.00		$20,220,024,624,080.00		$20,220,024,624,080.00

		915		$25,478,801.80		$25,469,452.20		$25,489,204.20		$20,220,026,073,030.00		$20,220,026,073,030.00		$20,220,026,073,030.00

		916		$23,627,301.80		$23,662,452.20		$23,743,704.20		$20,220,024,245,030.00		$20,220,024,245,030.00		$20,220,024,245,030.00

		917		$25,119,951.80		$25,120,602.20		$25,142,354.20		$20,220,024,505,180.00		$20,220,024,505,180.00		$20,220,024,505,180.00

		918		$25,673,651.80		$25,633,802.20		$25,638,554.20		$20,220,024,822,880.00		$20,220,024,822,880.00		$20,220,024,822,880.00

		919		$24,596,901.80		$24,499,552.20		$24,430,804.20		$20,220,023,468,130.00		$20,220,023,468,130.00		$20,220,023,468,130.00

		920		$23,340,401.80		$23,336,052.20		$23,367,304.20		$20,220,023,722,630.00		$20,220,023,722,630.00		$20,220,023,722,630.00

		921		$22,645,201.80		$22,644,852.20		$22,643,104.20		$20,220,021,837,430.00		$20,220,021,837,430.00		$20,220,021,837,430.00

		922		$24,757,151.80		$24,792,302.20		$24,851,054.20		$20,220,024,401,880.00		$20,220,024,401,880.00		$20,220,024,401,880.00

		923		$23,981,951.80		$24,017,102.20		$24,057,354.20		$20,220,023,833,680.00		$20,220,023,833,680.00		$20,220,023,833,680.00

		924		$23,322,151.80		$23,298,802.20		$23,305,054.20		$20,220,022,941,880.00		$20,220,022,941,880.00		$20,220,022,941,880.00

		925		$24,715,201.80		$24,780,352.20		$24,861,604.20		$20,220,025,790,930.00		$20,220,025,790,930.00		$20,220,025,790,930.00

		926		$24,571,351.80		$24,556,502.20		$24,566,754.20		$20,220,024,130,080.00		$20,220,024,130,080.00		$20,220,024,130,080.00

		927		$23,931,751.80		$23,966,902.20		$24,036,654.20		$20,220,023,375,480.00		$20,220,023,375,480.00		$20,220,023,375,480.00

		928		$24,028,251.80		$23,993,902.20		$24,000,154.20		$20,220,023,329,980.00		$20,220,023,329,980.00		$20,220,023,329,980.00

		929		$24,087,601.80		$24,147,752.20		$24,236,504.20		$20,220,024,930,830.00		$20,220,024,930,830.00		$20,220,024,930,830.00

		930		$23,697,101.80		$23,714,252.20		$23,720,504.20		$20,220,023,138,330.00		$20,220,023,138,330.00		$20,220,023,138,330.00

		931		$24,879,051.80		$24,973,702.20		$25,104,954.20		$20,220,025,896,280.00		$20,220,025,896,280.00		$20,220,025,896,280.00

		932		$25,642,351.80		$25,652,502.20		$25,706,254.20		$20,220,025,118,580.00		$20,220,025,118,580.00		$20,220,025,118,580.00

		933		$23,259,801.80		$23,244,952.20		$23,254,704.20		$20,220,022,886,530.00		$20,220,022,886,530.00		$20,220,022,886,530.00

		934		$23,333,251.80		$23,343,402.20		$23,399,654.20		$20,220,023,508,480.00		$20,220,023,508,480.00		$20,220,023,508,480.00

		935		$23,339,851.80		$23,300,002.20		$23,281,754.20		$20,220,023,576,080.00		$20,220,023,576,080.00		$20,220,023,576,080.00

		936		$26,410,951.80		$26,521,102.20		$26,677,354.20		$20,220,028,202,180.00		$20,220,028,202,180.00		$20,220,028,202,180.00

		937		$24,575,501.80		$24,560,652.20		$24,591,904.20		$20,220,023,874,230.00		$20,220,023,874,230.00		$20,220,023,874,230.00

		938		$24,399,851.80		$24,328,502.20		$24,259,754.20		$20,220,023,297,080.00		$20,220,023,297,080.00		$20,220,023,297,080.00

		939		$20,651,951.80		$20,612,102.20		$20,618,354.20		$20,220,021,078,180.00		$20,220,021,078,180.00		$20,220,021,078,180.00

		940		$22,647,651.80		$22,532,802.20		$22,464,054.20		$20,220,021,501,380.00		$20,220,021,501,380.00		$20,220,021,501,380.00

		941		$23,347,751.80		$23,332,902.20		$23,364,154.20		$20,220,023,701,480.00		$20,220,023,701,480.00		$20,220,023,701,480.00

		942		$22,948,051.80		$22,960,702.20		$23,000,454.20		$20,220,022,383,780.00		$20,220,022,383,780.00		$20,220,022,383,780.00

		943		$24,890,151.80		$24,775,302.20		$24,706,554.20		$20,220,023,743,880.00		$20,220,023,743,880.00		$20,220,023,743,880.00

		944		$24,300,451.80		$24,248,102.20		$24,213,354.20		$20,220,023,250,680.00		$20,220,023,250,680.00		$20,220,023,250,680.00

		945		$24,906,001.80		$24,894,652.20		$24,925,904.20		$20,220,025,152,230.00		$20,220,025,152,230.00		$20,220,025,152,230.00

		946		$23,214,101.80		$23,224,252.20		$23,280,504.20		$20,220,022,909,330.00		$20,220,022,909,330.00		$20,220,022,909,330.00

		947		$26,476,851.80		$26,504,002.20		$26,528,254.20		$20,220,026,016,080.00		$20,220,026,016,080.00		$20,220,026,016,080.00

		948		$21,994,051.80		$21,879,202.20		$21,810,454.20		$20,220,020,847,780.00		$20,220,020,847,780.00		$20,220,020,847,780.00

		949		$25,288,651.80		$25,373,802.20		$25,486,554.20		$20,220,025,486,380.00		$20,220,025,486,380.00		$20,220,025,486,380.00

		950		$25,612,001.80		$25,572,152.20		$25,566,904.20		$20,220,025,123,230.00		$20,220,025,123,230.00		$20,220,025,123,230.00

		951		$23,949,251.80		$23,859,402.20		$23,815,654.20		$20,220,023,062,480.00		$20,220,023,062,480.00		$20,220,023,062,480.00

		952		$26,494,351.80		$26,597,002.20		$26,728,254.20		$20,220,026,408,580.00		$20,220,026,408,580.00		$20,220,026,408,580.00

		953		$24,819,501.80		$24,754,652.20		$24,735,904.20		$20,220,024,537,230.00		$20,220,024,537,230.00		$20,220,024,537,230.00

		954		$22,192,001.80		$22,102,152.20		$22,058,404.20		$20,220,021,257,230.00		$20,220,021,257,230.00		$20,220,021,257,230.00

		955		$25,074,001.80		$25,034,152.20		$25,040,404.20		$20,220,024,876,230.00		$20,220,024,876,230.00		$20,220,024,876,230.00

		956		$23,484,651.80		$23,444,802.20		$23,451,054.20		$20,220,023,404,880.00		$20,220,023,404,880.00		$20,220,023,404,880.00

		957		$23,414,651.80		$23,378,302.20		$23,382,054.20		$20,220,025,059,380.00		$20,220,025,059,380.00		$20,220,025,059,380.00

		958		$22,500,651.80		$22,385,802.20		$22,317,054.20		$20,220,021,354,380.00		$20,220,021,354,380.00		$20,220,021,354,380.00

		959		$23,655,001.80		$23,606,652.20		$23,587,904.20		$20,220,023,097,230.00		$20,220,023,097,230.00		$20,220,023,097,230.00

		960		$24,248,851.80		$24,259,002.20		$24,260,754.20		$20,220,023,375,080.00		$20,220,023,375,080.00		$20,220,023,375,080.00

		961		$23,915,901.80		$23,926,052.20		$23,982,304.20		$20,220,023,668,130.00		$20,220,023,668,130.00		$20,220,023,668,130.00

		962		$22,417,601.80		$22,369,252.20		$22,350,504.20		$20,220,023,652,830.00		$20,220,023,652,830.00		$20,220,023,652,830.00

		963		$23,846,101.80		$23,781,252.20		$23,742,004.20		$20,220,023,956,830.00		$20,220,023,956,830.00		$20,220,023,956,830.00

		964		$22,780,551.80		$22,715,702.20		$22,696,954.20		$20,220,022,120,280.00		$20,220,022,120,280.00		$20,220,022,120,280.00

		965		$24,617,801.80		$24,593,952.20		$24,525,204.20		$20,220,023,562,530.00		$20,220,023,562,530.00		$20,220,023,562,530.00

		966		$21,985,051.80		$21,945,202.20		$21,951,454.20		$20,220,022,454,280.00		$20,220,022,454,280.00		$20,220,022,454,280.00

		967		$21,281,701.80		$21,266,852.20		$21,298,104.20		$20,220,021,319,430.00		$20,220,021,319,430.00		$20,220,021,319,430.00

		968		$24,417,301.80		$24,438,952.20		$24,490,704.20		$20,220,025,662,030.00		$20,220,025,662,030.00		$20,220,025,662,030.00

		969		$22,717,801.80		$22,665,952.20		$22,647,204.20		$20,220,022,633,530.00		$20,220,022,633,530.00		$20,220,022,633,530.00

		970		$25,218,351.80		$25,289,502.20		$25,353,254.20		$20,220,025,060,080.00		$20,220,025,060,080.00		$20,220,025,060,080.00

		971		$23,818,201.80		$23,762,852.20		$23,734,104.20		$20,220,022,771,430.00		$20,220,022,771,430.00		$20,220,022,771,430.00

		972		$24,454,251.80		$24,489,402.20		$24,570,154.20		$20,220,025,651,980.00		$20,220,025,651,980.00		$20,220,025,651,980.00

		973		$22,209,401.80		$22,094,552.20		$22,025,804.20		$20,220,021,063,130.00		$20,220,021,063,130.00		$20,220,021,063,130.00

		974		$24,956,901.80		$25,017,052.20		$25,115,804.20		$20,220,025,837,130.00		$20,220,025,837,130.00		$20,220,025,837,130.00

		975		$24,605,401.80		$24,642,052.20		$24,709,804.20		$20,220,025,068,630.00		$20,220,025,068,630.00		$20,220,025,068,630.00

		976		$22,518,901.80		$22,404,052.20		$22,335,304.20		$20,220,021,372,630.00		$20,220,021,372,630.00		$20,220,021,372,630.00

		977		$23,470,601.80		$23,450,752.20		$23,457,004.20		$20,220,023,274,830.00		$20,220,023,274,830.00		$20,220,023,274,830.00

		978		$26,070,451.80		$26,073,102.20		$26,104,354.20		$20,220,026,983,680.00		$20,220,026,983,680.00		$20,220,026,983,680.00

		979		$24,965,901.80		$24,990,052.20		$25,046,304.20		$20,220,025,752,130.00		$20,220,025,752,130.00		$20,220,025,752,130.00

		980		$24,460,301.80		$24,470,452.20		$24,526,704.20		$20,220,024,862,530.00		$20,220,024,862,530.00		$20,220,024,862,530.00

		981		$22,274,051.80		$22,159,202.20		$22,090,454.20		$20,220,021,127,780.00		$20,220,021,127,780.00		$20,220,021,127,780.00

		982		$24,088,151.80		$24,033,802.20		$24,015,054.20		$20,220,023,704,380.00		$20,220,023,704,380.00		$20,220,023,704,380.00

		983		$23,372,901.80		$23,419,552.20		$23,500,804.20		$20,220,022,858,130.00		$20,220,022,858,130.00		$20,220,022,858,130.00

		984		$22,968,251.80		$22,978,402.20		$23,010,154.20		$20,220,023,467,480.00		$20,220,023,467,480.00		$20,220,023,467,480.00

		985		$21,622,251.80		$21,568,902.20		$21,550,154.20		$20,220,021,089,480.00		$20,220,021,089,480.00		$20,220,021,089,480.00

		986		$26,390,651.80		$26,430,302.20		$26,511,554.20		$20,220,026,769,880.00		$20,220,026,769,880.00		$20,220,026,769,880.00

		987		$20,805,001.80		$20,690,152.20		$20,621,404.20		$20,220,019,658,730.00		$20,220,019,658,730.00		$20,220,019,658,730.00

		988		$23,510,251.80		$23,544,902.20		$23,601,154.20		$20,220,023,738,980.00		$20,220,023,738,980.00		$20,220,023,738,980.00

		989		$26,052,001.80		$26,187,152.20		$26,344,404.20		$20,220,029,829,730.00		$20,220,029,829,730.00		$20,220,029,829,730.00

		990		$25,392,951.80		$25,363,602.20		$25,369,854.20		$20,220,027,799,680.00		$20,220,027,799,680.00		$20,220,027,799,680.00

		991		$24,787,201.80		$24,797,352.20		$24,853,604.20		$20,220,029,298,430.00		$20,220,029,298,430.00		$20,220,029,298,430.00

		992		$24,589,901.80		$24,626,552.20		$24,692,304.20		$20,220,025,892,130.00		$20,220,025,892,130.00		$20,220,025,892,130.00

		993		$24,004,501.80		$24,045,152.20		$24,113,904.20		$20,220,023,802,730.00		$20,220,023,802,730.00		$20,220,023,802,730.00

		994		$22,687,701.80		$22,647,852.20		$22,628,104.20		$20,220,021,665,430.00		$20,220,021,665,430.00		$20,220,021,665,430.00

		995		$23,917,951.80		$23,953,102.20		$24,030,854.20		$20,220,024,403,680.00		$20,220,024,403,680.00		$20,220,024,403,680.00

		996		$23,089,901.80		$23,125,052.20		$23,187,804.20		$20,220,022,370,630.00		$20,220,022,370,630.00		$20,220,022,370,630.00

		997		$23,989,051.80		$23,924,202.20		$23,880,954.20		$20,220,023,045,780.00		$20,220,023,045,780.00		$20,220,023,045,780.00

		998		$23,861,601.80		$23,749,252.20		$23,680,504.20		$20,220,022,717,830.00		$20,220,022,717,830.00		$20,220,022,717,830.00

		999		$25,068,251.80		$25,063,902.20		$25,095,154.20		$20,220,026,486,480.00		$20,220,026,486,480.00		$20,220,026,486,480.00

		1000		$22,346,601.80		$22,345,252.20		$22,351,504.20		$20,220,021,890,330.00		$20,220,021,890,330.00		$20,220,021,890,330.00

		1001		$25,664,051.80		$25,714,702.20		$25,768,954.20		$20,220,025,301,280.00		$20,220,025,301,280.00		$20,220,025,301,280.00

		1002		$23,473,701.80		$23,433,852.20		$23,440,104.20		$20,220,023,162,930.00		$20,220,023,162,930.00		$20,220,023,162,930.00

		1003		$22,822,801.80		$22,832,952.20		$22,879,704.20		$20,220,022,803,030.00		$20,220,022,803,030.00		$20,220,022,803,030.00

		1004		$23,213,301.80		$23,206,952.20		$23,238,204.20		$20,220,023,155,530.00		$20,220,023,155,530.00		$20,220,023,155,530.00

		1005		$24,285,851.80		$24,263,502.20		$24,269,754.20		$20,220,023,602,580.00		$20,220,023,602,580.00		$20,220,023,602,580.00

		1006		$23,459,251.80		$23,344,402.20		$23,275,654.20		$20,220,022,312,980.00		$20,220,022,312,980.00		$20,220,022,312,980.00

		1007		$24,544,001.80		$24,429,152.20		$24,360,404.20		$20,220,023,397,730.00		$20,220,023,397,730.00		$20,220,023,397,730.00

		1008		$23,860,351.80		$23,820,502.20		$23,826,754.20		$20,220,023,436,580.00		$20,220,023,436,580.00		$20,220,023,436,580.00

		1009		$24,901,051.80		$24,786,202.20		$24,717,454.20		$20,220,023,754,780.00		$20,220,023,754,780.00		$20,220,023,754,780.00

		1010		$22,659,551.80		$22,621,202.20		$22,627,454.20		$20,220,022,375,280.00		$20,220,022,375,280.00		$20,220,022,375,280.00

		1011		$23,528,701.80		$23,513,852.20		$23,520,104.20		$20,220,022,914,430.00		$20,220,022,914,430.00		$20,220,022,914,430.00

		1012		$22,806,951.80		$22,789,602.20		$22,776,354.20		$20,220,022,082,680.00		$20,220,022,082,680.00		$20,220,022,082,680.00

		1013		$23,488,801.80		$23,495,452.20		$23,526,704.20		$20,220,024,337,030.00		$20,220,024,337,030.00		$20,220,024,337,030.00

		1014		$23,928,301.80		$23,913,452.20		$23,938,204.20		$20,220,023,137,030.00		$20,220,023,137,030.00		$20,220,023,137,030.00

		1015		$23,344,651.80		$23,354,802.20		$23,390,554.20		$20,220,022,858,880.00		$20,220,022,858,880.00		$20,220,022,858,880.00

		1016		$25,521,451.80		$25,606,602.20		$25,691,354.20		$20,220,027,119,180.00		$20,220,027,119,180.00		$20,220,027,119,180.00

		1017		$22,766,201.80		$22,726,352.20		$22,732,604.20		$20,220,022,562,430.00		$20,220,022,562,430.00		$20,220,022,562,430.00

		1018		$23,079,951.80		$23,015,102.20		$22,996,354.20		$20,220,022,757,680.00		$20,220,022,757,680.00		$20,220,022,757,680.00

		1019		$22,124,701.80		$22,059,852.20		$22,024,604.20		$20,220,021,209,430.00		$20,220,021,209,430.00		$20,220,021,209,430.00

		1020		$24,246,601.80		$24,206,752.20		$24,213,004.20		$20,220,024,531,830.00		$20,220,024,531,830.00		$20,220,024,531,830.00

		1021		$25,909,501.80		$25,888,152.20		$25,866,904.20		$20,220,025,327,730.00		$20,220,025,327,730.00		$20,220,025,327,730.00

		1022		$24,669,951.80		$24,692,102.20		$24,723,354.20		$20,220,025,152,680.00		$20,220,025,152,680.00		$20,220,025,152,680.00

		1023		$24,407,051.80		$24,437,202.20		$24,493,454.20		$20,220,024,644,280.00		$20,220,024,644,280.00		$20,220,024,644,280.00

		1024		$25,048,951.80		$25,034,602.20		$25,065,854.20		$20,220,024,677,180.00		$20,220,024,677,180.00		$20,220,024,677,180.00

		1025		$22,673,701.80		$22,608,852.20		$22,590,104.20		$20,220,021,834,430.00		$20,220,021,834,430.00		$20,220,021,834,430.00

		1026		$22,182,301.80		$22,167,452.20		$22,198,704.20		$20,220,023,502,030.00		$20,220,023,502,030.00		$20,220,023,502,030.00

		1027		$24,190,501.80		$24,129,152.20		$24,104,904.20		$20,220,024,038,730.00		$20,220,024,038,730.00		$20,220,024,038,730.00

		1028		$24,421,601.80		$24,436,752.20		$24,468,004.20		$20,220,023,686,330.00		$20,220,023,686,330.00		$20,220,023,686,330.00

		1029		$25,795,751.80		$25,787,402.20		$25,818,654.20		$20,220,025,197,980.00		$20,220,025,197,980.00		$20,220,025,197,980.00

		1030		$24,601,001.80		$24,653,652.20		$24,712,904.20		$20,220,024,304,230.00		$20,220,024,304,230.00		$20,220,024,304,230.00

		1031		$25,014,151.80		$25,099,302.20		$25,230,554.20		$20,220,025,172,880.00		$20,220,025,172,880.00		$20,220,025,172,880.00

		1032		$23,305,801.80		$23,415,952.20		$23,558,704.20		$20,220,025,268,030.00		$20,220,025,268,030.00		$20,220,025,268,030.00

		1033		$25,503,851.80		$25,564,002.20		$25,662,754.20		$20,220,025,727,080.00		$20,220,025,727,080.00		$20,220,025,727,080.00

		1034		$24,180,901.80		$24,241,052.20		$24,347,304.20		$20,220,024,767,130.00		$20,220,024,767,130.00		$20,220,024,767,130.00

		1035		$24,601,901.80		$24,662,052.20		$24,756,804.20		$20,220,024,069,130.00		$20,220,024,069,130.00		$20,220,024,069,130.00

		1036		$23,888,601.80		$23,904,252.20		$23,939,504.20		$20,220,023,897,330.00		$20,220,023,897,330.00		$20,220,023,897,330.00

		1037		$22,863,701.80		$22,798,852.20		$22,780,104.20		$20,220,021,943,430.00		$20,220,021,943,430.00		$20,220,021,943,430.00

		1038		$22,272,901.80		$22,208,052.20		$22,189,304.20		$20,220,021,404,630.00		$20,220,021,404,630.00		$20,220,021,404,630.00

		1039		$23,482,201.80		$23,490,352.20		$23,499,604.20		$20,220,022,649,930.00		$20,220,022,649,930.00		$20,220,022,649,930.00

		1040		$24,855,851.80		$24,941,002.20		$25,055,254.20		$20,220,025,331,580.00		$20,220,025,331,580.00		$20,220,025,331,580.00

		1041		$23,718,451.80		$23,678,602.20		$23,662,354.20		$20,220,023,037,680.00		$20,220,023,037,680.00		$20,220,023,037,680.00

		1042		$25,562,551.80		$25,547,702.20		$25,570,454.20		$20,220,025,068,280.00		$20,220,025,068,280.00		$20,220,025,068,280.00

		1043		$23,323,901.80		$23,244,052.20		$23,200,304.20		$20,220,023,950,130.00		$20,220,023,950,130.00		$20,220,023,950,130.00

		1044		$23,866,551.80		$23,897,202.20		$23,941,954.20		$20,220,023,529,280.00		$20,220,023,529,280.00		$20,220,023,529,280.00

		1045		$24,626,751.80		$24,511,902.20		$24,443,154.20		$20,220,023,480,480.00		$20,220,023,480,480.00		$20,220,023,480,480.00

		1046		$22,890,001.80		$22,825,152.20		$22,798,904.20		$20,220,024,273,730.00		$20,220,024,273,730.00		$20,220,024,273,730.00

		1047		$23,221,751.80		$23,106,902.20		$23,038,154.20		$20,220,022,075,480.00		$20,220,022,075,480.00		$20,220,022,075,480.00

		1048		$22,815,001.80		$22,775,152.20		$22,781,404.20		$20,220,022,175,230.00		$20,220,022,175,230.00		$20,220,022,175,230.00

		1049		$23,159,151.80		$23,169,802.20		$23,226,054.20		$20,220,023,572,880.00		$20,220,023,572,880.00		$20,220,023,572,880.00

		1050		$25,530,401.80		$25,615,552.20		$25,722,304.20		$20,220,024,981,130.00		$20,220,024,981,130.00		$20,220,024,981,130.00

		1051		$23,055,201.80		$23,040,352.20		$23,061,104.20		$20,220,023,010,930.00		$20,220,023,010,930.00		$20,220,023,010,930.00

		1052		$23,848,201.80		$23,833,352.20		$23,838,604.20		$20,220,022,983,930.00		$20,220,022,983,930.00		$20,220,022,983,930.00

		1053		$24,222,951.80		$24,238,602.20		$24,258,854.20		$20,220,026,261,680.00		$20,220,026,261,680.00		$20,220,026,261,680.00

		1054		$25,534,151.80		$25,536,802.20		$25,523,554.20		$20,220,025,132,380.00		$20,220,025,132,380.00		$20,220,025,132,380.00

		1055		$23,110,001.80		$23,033,652.20		$22,989,904.20		$20,220,022,200,730.00		$20,220,022,200,730.00		$20,220,022,200,730.00

		1056		$22,249,451.80		$22,209,602.20		$22,215,854.20		$20,220,022,467,680.00		$20,220,022,467,680.00		$20,220,022,467,680.00

		1057		$23,488,801.80		$23,410,452.20		$23,341,704.20		$20,220,022,379,030.00		$20,220,022,379,030.00		$20,220,022,379,030.00

		1058		$25,407,251.80		$25,452,902.20		$25,534,154.20		$20,220,026,951,480.00		$20,220,026,951,480.00		$20,220,026,951,480.00

		1059		$25,067,351.80		$25,091,002.20		$25,147,254.20		$20,220,024,713,080.00		$20,220,024,713,080.00		$20,220,024,713,080.00

		1060		$24,625,201.80		$24,585,352.20		$24,574,604.20		$20,220,024,883,430.00		$20,220,024,883,430.00		$20,220,024,883,430.00

		1061		$24,324,551.80		$24,216,202.20		$24,147,454.20		$20,220,023,184,780.00		$20,220,023,184,780.00		$20,220,023,184,780.00

		1062		$23,439,601.80		$23,374,752.20		$23,356,004.20		$20,220,023,007,330.00		$20,220,023,007,330.00		$20,220,023,007,330.00

		1063		$25,072,051.80		$25,118,702.20		$25,193,454.20		$20,220,025,174,280.00		$20,220,025,174,280.00		$20,220,025,174,280.00

		1064		$23,301,501.80		$23,286,652.20		$23,317,904.20		$20,220,026,787,230.00		$20,220,026,787,230.00		$20,220,026,787,230.00

		1065		$23,178,301.80		$23,192,952.20		$23,237,704.20		$20,220,022,711,030.00		$20,220,022,711,030.00		$20,220,022,711,030.00

		1066		$25,340,001.80		$25,339,652.20		$25,315,404.20		$20,220,024,585,230.00		$20,220,024,585,230.00		$20,220,024,585,230.00

		1067		$24,885,251.80		$24,884,902.20		$24,916,154.20		$20,220,024,275,480.00		$20,220,024,275,480.00		$20,220,024,275,480.00

		1068		$25,851,151.80		$25,851,802.20		$25,883,054.20		$20,220,025,228,380.00		$20,220,025,228,380.00		$20,220,025,228,380.00

		1069		$23,136,251.80		$23,137,902.20		$23,155,654.20		$20,220,023,332,480.00		$20,220,023,332,480.00		$20,220,023,332,480.00

		1070		$24,981,101.80		$24,942,752.20		$24,949,004.20		$20,220,025,598,830.00		$20,220,025,598,830.00		$20,220,025,598,830.00

		1071		$23,528,001.80		$23,478,652.20		$23,459,904.20		$20,220,023,470,230.00		$20,220,023,470,230.00		$20,220,023,470,230.00

		1072		$23,045,001.80		$23,005,152.20		$23,011,404.20		$20,220,022,403,230.00		$20,220,022,403,230.00		$20,220,022,403,230.00

		1073		$24,580,751.80		$24,615,902.20		$24,697,154.20		$20,220,025,369,480.00		$20,220,025,369,480.00		$20,220,025,369,480.00

		1074		$23,973,751.80		$23,969,402.20		$23,981,154.20		$20,220,023,503,980.00		$20,220,023,503,980.00		$20,220,023,503,980.00

		1075		$24,409,501.80		$24,394,652.20		$24,425,904.20		$20,220,024,463,230.00		$20,220,024,463,230.00		$20,220,024,463,230.00

		1076		$24,709,701.80		$24,744,852.20		$24,807,104.20		$20,220,025,169,430.00		$20,220,025,169,430.00		$20,220,025,169,430.00

		1077		$23,806,401.80		$23,776,052.20		$23,782,304.20		$20,220,024,046,130.00		$20,220,024,046,130.00		$20,220,024,046,130.00

		1078		$23,828,551.80		$23,820,202.20		$23,827,954.20		$20,220,023,947,780.00		$20,220,023,947,780.00		$20,220,023,947,780.00

		1079		$24,001,901.80		$23,937,052.20		$23,918,304.20		$20,220,023,028,630.00		$20,220,023,028,630.00		$20,220,023,028,630.00

		1080		$24,823,051.80		$24,908,202.20		$25,014,454.20		$20,220,025,098,780.00		$20,220,025,098,780.00		$20,220,025,098,780.00

		1081		$23,926,401.80		$23,911,552.20		$23,933,304.20		$20,220,023,242,130.00		$20,220,023,242,130.00		$20,220,023,242,130.00

		1082		$24,262,501.80		$24,147,652.20		$24,078,904.20		$20,220,023,116,230.00		$20,220,023,116,230.00		$20,220,023,116,230.00

		1083		$24,236,051.80		$24,176,702.20		$24,152,454.20		$20,220,023,450,280.00		$20,220,023,450,280.00		$20,220,023,450,280.00

		1084		$27,319,501.80		$27,279,652.20		$27,269,404.20		$20,220,026,439,730.00		$20,220,026,439,730.00		$20,220,026,439,730.00

		1085		$23,585,901.80		$23,521,052.20		$23,502,304.20		$20,220,022,806,630.00		$20,220,022,806,630.00		$20,220,022,806,630.00

		1086		$24,559,301.80		$24,580,952.20		$24,637,204.20		$20,220,024,173,030.00		$20,220,024,173,030.00		$20,220,024,173,030.00

		1087		$24,487,851.80		$24,509,502.20		$24,565,754.20		$20,220,024,554,580.00		$20,220,024,554,580.00		$20,220,024,554,580.00

		1088		$24,744,651.80		$24,704,802.20		$24,682,554.20		$20,220,023,719,880.00		$20,220,023,719,880.00		$20,220,023,719,880.00

		1089		$26,183,701.80		$26,218,852.20		$26,300,104.20		$20,220,026,439,430.00		$20,220,026,439,430.00		$20,220,026,439,430.00

		1090		$22,584,801.80		$22,469,952.20		$22,401,204.20		$20,220,021,438,530.00		$20,220,021,438,530.00		$20,220,021,438,530.00

		1091		$25,925,601.80		$25,991,252.20		$26,097,504.20		$20,220,025,546,330.00		$20,220,025,546,330.00		$20,220,025,546,330.00

		1092		$24,477,601.80		$24,362,752.20		$24,294,004.20		$20,220,023,331,330.00		$20,220,023,331,330.00		$20,220,023,331,330.00

		1093		$24,949,551.80		$24,934,702.20		$24,965,954.20		$20,220,024,908,280.00		$20,220,024,908,280.00		$20,220,024,908,280.00

		1094		$24,922,301.80		$24,894,452.20		$24,900,704.20		$20,220,024,837,530.00		$20,220,024,837,530.00		$20,220,024,837,530.00

		1095		$23,533,601.80		$23,474,252.20		$23,455,504.20		$20,220,022,612,830.00		$20,220,022,612,830.00		$20,220,022,612,830.00

		1096		$25,004,851.80		$24,990,002.20		$25,021,254.20		$20,220,024,115,580.00		$20,220,024,115,580.00		$20,220,024,115,580.00

		1097		$23,325,401.80		$23,210,552.20		$23,141,804.20		$20,220,022,179,130.00		$20,220,022,179,130.00		$20,220,022,179,130.00

		1098		$23,082,901.80		$22,994,552.20		$22,950,804.20		$20,220,022,728,630.00		$20,220,022,728,630.00		$20,220,022,728,630.00

		1099		$24,351,951.80		$24,362,102.20		$24,397,854.20		$20,220,024,534,180.00		$20,220,024,534,180.00		$20,220,024,534,180.00

		1100		$22,989,401.80		$22,949,552.20		$22,955,804.20		$20,220,022,621,630.00		$20,220,022,621,630.00		$20,220,022,621,630.00

		1101		$24,290,751.80		$24,225,902.20		$24,193,154.20		$20,220,023,230,480.00		$20,220,023,230,480.00		$20,220,023,230,480.00

		1102		$24,182,201.80		$24,124,852.20		$24,106,104.20		$20,220,023,618,430.00		$20,220,023,618,430.00		$20,220,023,618,430.00

		1103		$25,212,501.80		$25,245,152.20		$25,293,904.20		$20,220,024,985,230.00		$20,220,024,985,230.00		$20,220,024,985,230.00

		1104		$26,330,901.80		$26,406,552.20		$26,493,304.20		$20,220,026,836,630.00		$20,220,026,836,630.00		$20,220,026,836,630.00

		1105		$24,223,251.80		$24,233,402.20		$24,289,654.20		$20,220,025,488,480.00		$20,220,025,488,480.00		$20,220,025,488,480.00

		1106		$24,412,351.80		$24,422,502.20		$24,442,754.20		$20,220,023,564,580.00		$20,220,023,564,580.00		$20,220,023,564,580.00

		1107		$22,981,201.80		$22,866,352.20		$22,797,604.20		$20,220,021,834,930.00		$20,220,021,834,930.00		$20,220,021,834,930.00

		1108		$26,621,901.80		$26,608,552.20		$26,639,804.20		$20,220,026,401,130.00		$20,220,026,401,130.00		$20,220,026,401,130.00

		1109		$23,820,701.80		$23,830,852.20		$23,887,104.20		$20,220,024,700,930.00		$20,220,024,700,930.00		$20,220,024,700,930.00

		1110		$23,455,101.80		$23,435,252.20		$23,441,504.20		$20,220,022,761,330.00		$20,220,022,761,330.00		$20,220,022,761,330.00

		1111		$23,482,301.80		$23,442,452.20		$23,448,704.20		$20,220,022,902,530.00		$20,220,022,902,530.00		$20,220,022,902,530.00

		1112		$24,740,551.80		$24,725,702.20		$24,756,954.20		$20,220,024,672,280.00		$20,220,024,672,280.00		$20,220,024,672,280.00

		1113		$22,562,201.80		$22,523,852.20		$22,530,104.20		$20,220,022,312,930.00		$20,220,022,312,930.00		$20,220,022,312,930.00

		1114		$23,929,351.80		$23,964,502.20		$24,045,754.20		$20,220,025,086,080.00		$20,220,025,086,080.00		$20,220,025,086,080.00

		1115		$24,492,601.80		$24,427,752.20		$24,409,004.20		$20,220,023,581,330.00		$20,220,023,581,330.00		$20,220,023,581,330.00

		1116		$23,389,051.80		$23,299,202.20		$23,255,454.20		$20,220,022,572,280.00		$20,220,022,572,280.00		$20,220,022,572,280.00

		1117		$23,132,051.80		$23,092,202.20		$23,098,454.20		$20,220,022,727,280.00		$20,220,022,727,280.00		$20,220,022,727,280.00

		1118		$23,680,901.80		$23,666,552.20		$23,697,304.20		$20,220,022,935,130.00		$20,220,022,935,130.00		$20,220,022,935,130.00

		1119		$21,874,401.80		$21,787,052.20		$21,743,304.20		$20,220,020,860,130.00		$20,220,020,860,130.00		$20,220,020,860,130.00

		1120		$22,972,201.80		$22,857,352.20		$22,788,604.20		$20,220,021,825,930.00		$20,220,021,825,930.00		$20,220,021,825,930.00

		1121		$26,039,801.80		$26,024,952.20		$26,056,204.20		$20,220,025,403,530.00		$20,220,025,403,530.00		$20,220,025,403,530.00

		1122		$23,735,701.80		$23,670,852.20		$23,652,104.20		$20,220,023,030,430.00		$20,220,023,030,430.00		$20,220,023,030,430.00

		1123		$23,211,301.80		$23,171,452.20		$23,177,704.20		$20,220,022,564,530.00		$20,220,022,564,530.00		$20,220,022,564,530.00

		1124		$23,905,751.80		$23,865,902.20		$23,872,154.20		$20,220,023,349,980.00		$20,220,023,349,980.00		$20,220,023,349,980.00

		1125		$23,406,951.80		$23,451,602.20		$23,494,354.20		$20,220,023,243,680.00		$20,220,023,243,680.00		$20,220,023,243,680.00

		1126		$26,378,451.80		$26,363,602.20		$26,383,354.20		$20,220,025,756,180.00		$20,220,025,756,180.00		$20,220,025,756,180.00

		1127		$24,085,101.80		$24,075,752.20		$24,107,004.20		$20,220,023,396,330.00		$20,220,023,396,330.00		$20,220,023,396,330.00

		1128		$24,924,751.80		$24,968,402.20		$25,049,654.20		$20,220,024,537,980.00		$20,220,024,537,980.00		$20,220,024,537,980.00

		1129		$24,233,451.80		$24,243,602.20		$24,275,354.20		$20,220,023,886,680.00		$20,220,023,886,680.00		$20,220,023,886,680.00

		1130		$25,682,901.80		$25,668,052.20		$25,699,304.20		$20,220,026,698,630.00		$20,220,026,698,630.00		$20,220,026,698,630.00

		1131		$23,328,701.80		$23,310,352.20		$23,297,604.20		$20,220,022,388,430.00		$20,220,022,388,430.00		$20,220,022,388,430.00

		1132		$22,398,051.80		$22,333,202.20		$22,314,454.20		$20,220,022,796,780.00		$20,220,022,796,780.00		$20,220,022,796,780.00

		1133		$23,136,101.80		$23,127,752.20		$23,124,004.20		$20,220,022,592,330.00		$20,220,022,592,330.00		$20,220,022,592,330.00

		1134		$24,776,951.80		$24,837,102.20		$24,943,354.20		$20,220,025,576,180.00		$20,220,025,576,180.00		$20,220,025,576,180.00

		1135		$23,578,051.80		$23,577,702.20		$23,608,954.20		$20,220,024,798,280.00		$20,220,024,798,280.00		$20,220,024,798,280.00

		1136		$23,905,701.80		$23,915,852.20		$23,972,104.20		$20,220,023,522,930.00		$20,220,023,522,930.00		$20,220,023,522,930.00

		1137		$24,599,751.80		$24,634,902.20		$24,716,154.20		$20,220,027,959,480.00		$20,220,027,959,480.00		$20,220,027,959,480.00

		1138		$22,786,201.80		$22,714,852.20		$22,646,104.20		$20,220,021,683,430.00		$20,220,021,683,430.00		$20,220,021,683,430.00

		1139		$22,319,401.80		$22,204,552.20		$22,135,804.20		$20,220,021,173,130.00		$20,220,021,173,130.00		$20,220,021,173,130.00

		1140		$23,409,801.80		$23,319,952.20		$23,276,204.20		$20,220,022,746,030.00		$20,220,022,746,030.00		$20,220,022,746,030.00

		1141		$23,844,151.80		$23,837,802.20		$23,859,554.20		$20,220,023,370,380.00		$20,220,023,370,380.00		$20,220,023,370,380.00

		1142		$25,491,801.80		$25,537,452.20		$25,618,704.20		$20,220,025,014,030.00		$20,220,025,014,030.00		$20,220,025,014,030.00

		1143		$24,605,451.80		$24,590,602.20		$24,621,854.20		$20,220,024,044,180.00		$20,220,024,044,180.00		$20,220,024,044,180.00

		1144		$25,213,201.80		$25,123,352.20		$25,079,604.20		$20,220,024,146,430.00		$20,220,024,146,430.00		$20,220,024,146,430.00

		1145		$24,040,851.80		$24,126,002.20		$24,239,754.20		$20,220,024,239,580.00		$20,220,024,239,580.00		$20,220,024,239,580.00

		1146		$23,534,501.80		$23,475,152.20		$23,409,404.20		$20,220,022,446,730.00		$20,220,022,446,730.00		$20,220,022,446,730.00

		1147		$22,139,801.80		$22,099,952.20		$22,106,204.20		$20,220,021,559,030.00		$20,220,021,559,030.00		$20,220,021,559,030.00

		1148		$25,519,851.80		$25,628,502.20		$25,740,254.20		$20,220,026,019,080.00		$20,220,026,019,080.00		$20,220,026,019,080.00

		1149		$24,796,901.80		$24,832,052.20		$24,905,304.20		$20,220,024,528,630.00		$20,220,024,528,630.00		$20,220,024,528,630.00

		1150		$25,167,651.80		$25,177,802.20		$25,212,054.20		$20,220,024,726,880.00		$20,220,024,726,880.00		$20,220,024,726,880.00

		1151		$22,853,151.80		$22,838,302.20		$22,869,554.20		$20,220,021,933,880.00		$20,220,021,933,880.00		$20,220,021,933,880.00

		1152		$22,703,751.80		$22,688,902.20		$22,720,154.20		$20,220,022,731,480.00		$20,220,022,731,480.00		$20,220,022,731,480.00

		1153		$24,862,101.80		$24,897,252.20		$24,955,004.20		$20,220,024,965,830.00		$20,220,024,965,830.00		$20,220,024,965,830.00

		1154		$25,700,101.80		$25,685,252.20		$25,716,504.20		$20,220,025,381,830.00		$20,220,025,381,830.00		$20,220,025,381,830.00

		1155		$23,480,351.80		$23,440,502.20		$23,446,754.20		$20,220,022,880,580.00		$20,220,022,880,580.00		$20,220,022,880,580.00

		1156		$24,167,251.80		$24,148,902.20		$24,155,154.20		$20,220,023,369,980.00		$20,220,023,369,980.00		$20,220,023,369,980.00

		1157		$23,470,751.80		$23,432,402.20		$23,420,154.20		$20,220,022,939,480.00		$20,220,022,939,480.00		$20,220,022,939,480.00

		1158		$23,645,351.80		$23,655,502.20		$23,702,254.20		$20,220,022,936,580.00		$20,220,022,936,580.00		$20,220,022,936,580.00

		1159		$23,270,451.80		$23,280,602.20		$23,336,854.20		$20,220,022,867,680.00		$20,220,022,867,680.00		$20,220,022,867,680.00

		1160		$23,127,001.80		$23,058,652.20		$23,014,904.20		$20,220,022,228,730.00		$20,220,022,228,730.00		$20,220,022,228,730.00

		1161		$24,439,701.80		$24,402,352.20		$24,386,104.20		$20,220,023,478,430.00		$20,220,023,478,430.00		$20,220,023,478,430.00

		1162		$22,179,301.80		$22,064,452.20		$21,995,704.20		$20,220,021,033,030.00		$20,220,021,033,030.00		$20,220,021,033,030.00

		1163		$24,409,351.80		$24,403,002.20		$24,434,254.20		$20,220,024,143,580.00		$20,220,024,143,580.00		$20,220,024,143,580.00

		1164		$23,271,451.80		$23,206,102.20		$23,140,854.20		$20,220,022,178,180.00		$20,220,022,178,180.00		$20,220,022,178,180.00

		1165		$21,257,651.80		$21,191,802.20		$21,123,054.20		$20,220,020,160,380.00		$20,220,020,160,380.00		$20,220,020,160,380.00

		1166		$23,242,201.80		$23,208,852.20		$23,215,104.20		$20,220,025,123,930.00		$20,220,025,123,930.00		$20,220,025,123,930.00

		1167		$23,957,751.80		$23,942,902.20		$23,974,154.20		$20,220,024,078,480.00		$20,220,024,078,480.00		$20,220,024,078,480.00

		1168		$22,033,551.80		$22,018,702.20		$22,049,954.20		$20,220,023,239,280.00		$20,220,023,239,280.00		$20,220,023,239,280.00

		1169		$24,254,101.80		$24,314,252.20		$24,401,004.20		$20,220,024,353,330.00		$20,220,024,353,330.00		$20,220,024,353,330.00

		1170		$22,656,251.80		$22,666,402.20		$22,698,154.20		$20,220,021,916,480.00		$20,220,021,916,480.00		$20,220,021,916,480.00

		1171		$23,140,801.80		$23,100,952.20		$23,106,704.20		$20,220,022,371,030.00		$20,220,022,371,030.00		$20,220,022,371,030.00

		1172		$22,271,551.80		$22,231,702.20		$22,237,954.20		$20,220,021,481,780.00		$20,220,021,481,780.00		$20,220,021,481,780.00

		1173		$24,803,201.80		$24,838,352.20		$24,901,104.20		$20,220,025,163,930.00		$20,220,025,163,930.00		$20,220,025,163,930.00

		1174		$25,669,801.80		$25,654,952.20		$25,686,204.20		$20,220,025,911,530.00		$20,220,025,911,530.00		$20,220,025,911,530.00

		1175		$24,061,351.80		$23,996,502.20		$23,977,754.20		$20,220,023,064,080.00		$20,220,023,064,080.00		$20,220,023,064,080.00

		1176		$24,523,351.80		$24,541,002.20		$24,596,754.20		$20,220,024,073,080.00		$20,220,024,073,080.00		$20,220,024,073,080.00

		1177		$23,189,801.80		$23,149,952.20		$23,152,704.20		$20,220,022,309,030.00		$20,220,022,309,030.00		$20,220,022,309,030.00

		1178		$21,194,001.80		$21,079,152.20		$21,010,404.20		$20,220,020,047,730.00		$20,220,020,047,730.00		$20,220,020,047,730.00

		1179		$24,954,001.80		$24,914,152.20		$24,913,904.20		$20,220,024,081,230.00		$20,220,024,081,230.00		$20,220,024,081,230.00

		1180		$23,762,551.80		$23,722,702.20		$23,728,954.20		$20,220,024,664,780.00		$20,220,024,664,780.00		$20,220,024,664,780.00

		1181		$24,632,601.80		$24,617,752.20		$24,649,004.20		$20,220,024,069,330.00		$20,220,024,069,330.00		$20,220,024,069,330.00

		1182		$24,606,751.80		$24,618,902.20		$24,650,154.20		$20,220,024,197,480.00		$20,220,024,197,480.00		$20,220,024,197,480.00

		1183		$24,421,051.80		$24,406,202.20		$24,437,454.20		$20,220,024,814,780.00		$20,220,024,814,780.00		$20,220,024,814,780.00

		1184		$23,084,051.80		$23,044,202.20		$23,050,454.20		$20,220,022,341,280.00		$20,220,022,341,280.00		$20,220,022,341,280.00

		1185		$23,812,451.80		$23,797,602.20		$23,828,854.20		$20,220,023,554,180.00		$20,220,023,554,180.00		$20,220,023,554,180.00

		1186		$24,425,051.80		$24,438,202.20		$24,456,954.20		$20,220,023,761,780.00		$20,220,023,761,780.00		$20,220,023,761,780.00

		1187		$23,646,751.80		$23,537,902.20		$23,469,154.20		$20,220,022,506,480.00		$20,220,022,506,480.00		$20,220,022,506,480.00

		1188		$24,110,701.80		$24,010,852.20		$23,942,104.20		$20,220,022,979,430.00		$20,220,022,979,430.00		$20,220,022,979,430.00

		1189		$21,987,801.80		$21,961,452.20		$21,967,704.20		$20,220,021,823,530.00		$20,220,021,823,530.00		$20,220,021,823,530.00

		1190		$24,781,301.80		$24,716,452.20		$24,697,704.20		$20,220,024,051,030.00		$20,220,024,051,030.00		$20,220,024,051,030.00

		1191		$27,030,701.80		$27,098,352.20		$27,183,104.20		$20,220,027,511,430.00		$20,220,027,511,430.00		$20,220,027,511,430.00

		1192		$24,973,501.80		$24,958,652.20		$24,968,404.20		$20,220,024,151,230.00		$20,220,024,151,230.00		$20,220,024,151,230.00

		1193		$23,418,101.80		$23,378,252.20		$23,384,504.20		$20,220,022,422,330.00		$20,220,022,422,330.00		$20,220,022,422,330.00

		1194		$23,690,201.80		$23,675,352.20		$23,685,104.20		$20,220,024,023,930.00		$20,220,024,023,930.00		$20,220,024,023,930.00

		1195		$24,614,401.80		$24,574,552.20		$24,575,304.20		$20,220,023,718,630.00		$20,220,023,718,630.00		$20,220,023,718,630.00

		1196		$23,924,201.80		$23,859,352.20		$23,840,604.20		$20,220,023,738,930.00		$20,220,023,738,930.00		$20,220,023,738,930.00

		1197		$25,381,401.80		$25,367,052.20		$25,392,804.20		$20,220,024,541,630.00		$20,220,024,541,630.00		$20,220,024,541,630.00

		1198		$22,726,851.80		$22,662,002.20		$22,621,754.20		$20,220,021,755,580.00		$20,220,021,755,580.00		$20,220,021,755,580.00

		1199		$26,352,701.80		$26,438,852.20		$26,529,604.20		$20,220,026,478,930.00		$20,220,026,478,930.00		$20,220,026,478,930.00

		1200		$25,180,201.80		$25,233,852.20		$25,302,604.20		$20,220,024,996,430.00		$20,220,024,996,430.00		$20,220,024,996,430.00

		1201		$23,453,551.80		$23,413,702.20		$23,419,954.20		$20,220,023,150,780.00		$20,220,023,150,780.00		$20,220,023,150,780.00

		1202		$23,909,151.80		$23,944,302.20		$24,025,554.20		$20,220,025,581,880.00		$20,220,025,581,880.00		$20,220,025,581,880.00

		1203		$23,512,451.80		$23,447,602.20		$23,428,854.20		$20,220,022,478,180.00		$20,220,022,478,180.00		$20,220,022,478,180.00

		1204		$22,994,901.80		$22,958,552.20		$22,922,304.20		$20,220,021,959,630.00		$20,220,021,959,630.00		$20,220,021,959,630.00

		1205		$22,768,001.80		$22,729,652.20		$22,717,404.20		$20,220,022,308,730.00		$20,220,022,308,730.00		$20,220,022,308,730.00

		1206		$24,025,601.80		$23,985,752.20		$23,992,004.20		$20,220,024,301,830.00		$20,220,024,301,830.00		$20,220,024,301,830.00

		1207		$25,419,251.80		$25,443,902.20		$25,477,654.20		$20,220,025,156,980.00		$20,220,025,156,980.00		$20,220,025,156,980.00

		1208		$23,803,351.80		$23,763,502.20		$23,769,754.20		$20,220,023,229,580.00		$20,220,023,229,580.00		$20,220,023,229,580.00

		1209		$23,030,701.80		$23,007,352.20		$23,013,604.20		$20,220,022,505,430.00		$20,220,022,505,430.00		$20,220,022,505,430.00

		1210		$23,893,251.80		$23,899,902.20		$23,931,154.20		$20,220,023,056,480.00		$20,220,023,056,480.00		$20,220,023,056,480.00

		1211		$22,507,051.80		$22,492,202.20		$22,502,454.20		$20,220,021,950,780.00		$20,220,021,950,780.00		$20,220,021,950,780.00

		1212		$21,976,151.80		$21,869,302.20		$21,800,554.20		$20,220,020,837,880.00		$20,220,020,837,880.00		$20,220,020,837,880.00

		1213		$23,839,951.80		$23,750,102.20		$23,706,354.20		$20,220,022,766,180.00		$20,220,022,766,180.00		$20,220,022,766,180.00

		1214		$27,365,551.80		$27,378,202.20		$27,416,954.20		$20,220,027,467,280.00		$20,220,027,467,280.00		$20,220,027,467,280.00

		1215		$23,324,051.80		$23,284,202.20		$23,290,454.20		$20,220,022,690,280.00		$20,220,022,690,280.00		$20,220,022,690,280.00

		1216		$26,303,651.80		$26,382,302.20		$26,480,054.20		$20,220,027,346,380.00		$20,220,027,346,380.00		$20,220,027,346,380.00

		1217		$24,739,001.80		$24,799,152.20		$24,891,904.20		$20,220,025,187,230.00		$20,220,025,187,230.00		$20,220,025,187,230.00

		1218		$24,497,151.80		$24,532,302.20		$24,613,554.20		$20,220,025,121,880.00		$20,220,025,121,880.00		$20,220,025,121,880.00

		1219		$23,998,001.80		$24,058,152.20		$24,118,404.20		$20,220,023,931,230.00		$20,220,023,931,230.00		$20,220,023,931,230.00

		1220		$24,006,951.80		$24,017,102.20		$24,055,354.20		$20,220,023,344,180.00		$20,220,023,344,180.00		$20,220,023,344,180.00

		1221		$25,388,201.80		$25,399,852.20		$25,456,104.20		$20,220,025,629,930.00		$20,220,025,629,930.00		$20,220,025,629,930.00

		1222		$23,715,151.80		$23,711,802.20		$23,738,554.20		$20,220,023,401,380.00		$20,220,023,401,380.00		$20,220,023,401,380.00

		1223		$24,353,751.80		$24,238,902.20		$24,170,154.20		$20,220,023,207,480.00		$20,220,023,207,480.00		$20,220,023,207,480.00

		1224		$24,200,251.80		$24,169,902.20		$24,176,154.20		$20,220,023,369,980.00		$20,220,023,369,980.00		$20,220,023,369,980.00

		1225		$23,388,701.80		$23,423,852.20		$23,505,104.20		$20,220,024,629,430.00		$20,220,024,629,430.00		$20,220,024,629,430.00

		1226		$25,773,251.80		$25,773,902.20		$25,795,654.20		$20,220,025,593,480.00		$20,220,025,593,480.00		$20,220,025,593,480.00

		1227		$22,344,851.80		$22,323,502.20		$22,327,254.20		$20,220,021,686,580.00		$20,220,021,686,580.00		$20,220,021,686,580.00

		1228		$24,131,101.80		$24,073,752.20		$24,055,004.20		$20,220,024,336,330.00		$20,220,024,336,330.00		$20,220,024,336,330.00

		1229		$22,066,901.80		$22,002,052.20		$21,983,304.20		$20,220,021,138,630.00		$20,220,021,138,630.00		$20,220,021,138,630.00

		1230		$26,226,901.80		$26,307,552.20		$26,393,804.20		$20,220,026,267,630.00		$20,220,026,267,630.00		$20,220,026,267,630.00

		1231		$22,148,951.80		$22,034,102.20		$21,965,354.20		$20,220,021,002,680.00		$20,220,021,002,680.00		$20,220,021,002,680.00

		1232		$23,269,501.80		$23,154,652.20		$23,085,904.20		$20,220,022,123,230.00		$20,220,022,123,230.00		$20,220,022,123,230.00

		1233		$22,425,501.80		$22,360,652.20		$22,318,404.20		$20,220,021,457,230.00		$20,220,021,457,230.00		$20,220,021,457,230.00

		1234		$23,678,651.80		$23,688,802.20		$23,742,554.20		$20,220,023,144,880.00		$20,220,023,144,880.00		$20,220,023,144,880.00

		1235		$25,551,801.80		$25,581,952.20		$25,638,204.20		$20,220,025,256,030.00		$20,220,025,256,030.00		$20,220,025,256,030.00

		1236		$21,744,251.80		$21,654,402.20		$21,610,654.20		$20,220,021,062,480.00		$20,220,021,062,480.00		$20,220,021,062,480.00

		1237		$24,849,051.80		$24,884,202.20		$24,953,954.20		$20,220,024,596,780.00		$20,220,024,596,780.00		$20,220,024,596,780.00

		1238		$22,962,601.80		$22,922,752.20		$22,929,004.20		$20,220,022,610,830.00		$20,220,022,610,830.00		$20,220,022,610,830.00

		1239		$24,909,601.80		$24,966,252.20		$25,014,504.20		$20,220,025,665,830.00		$20,220,025,665,830.00		$20,220,025,665,830.00

		1240		$22,509,651.80		$22,437,802.20		$22,394,054.20		$20,220,022,483,880.00		$20,220,022,483,880.00		$20,220,022,483,880.00

		1241		$22,724,301.80		$22,681,952.20		$22,663,204.20		$20,220,021,724,530.00		$20,220,021,724,530.00		$20,220,021,724,530.00

		1242		$24,543,351.80		$24,528,502.20		$24,548,254.20		$20,220,024,312,080.00		$20,220,024,312,080.00		$20,220,024,312,080.00

		1243		$23,902,401.80		$23,899,052.20		$23,930,304.20		$20,220,023,800,630.00		$20,220,023,800,630.00		$20,220,023,800,630.00

		1244		$22,846,201.80		$22,881,352.20		$22,954,104.20		$20,220,022,682,930.00		$20,220,022,682,930.00		$20,220,022,682,930.00

		1245		$24,465,301.80		$24,475,452.20		$24,531,704.20		$20,220,024,507,530.00		$20,220,024,507,530.00		$20,220,024,507,530.00

		1246		$26,316,901.80		$26,329,552.20		$26,375,304.20		$20,220,027,843,630.00		$20,220,027,843,630.00		$20,220,027,843,630.00

		1247		$23,804,251.80		$23,789,402.20		$23,820,654.20		$20,220,023,078,980.00		$20,220,023,078,980.00		$20,220,023,078,980.00

		1248		$23,103,201.80		$23,063,352.20		$23,069,604.20		$20,220,022,348,430.00		$20,220,022,348,430.00		$20,220,022,348,430.00

		1249		$25,193,501.80		$25,128,652.20		$25,109,904.20		$20,220,024,273,230.00		$20,220,024,273,230.00		$20,220,024,273,230.00

		1250		$23,137,551.80		$23,024,702.20		$22,955,954.20		$20,220,021,993,280.00		$20,220,021,993,280.00		$20,220,021,993,280.00

		1251		$22,877,251.80		$22,787,402.20		$22,743,654.20		$20,220,022,326,480.00		$20,220,022,326,480.00		$20,220,022,326,480.00

		1252		$24,837,601.80		$24,743,752.20		$24,675,004.20		$20,220,023,712,330.00		$20,220,023,712,330.00		$20,220,023,712,330.00

		1253		$25,152,051.80		$25,127,202.20		$25,133,454.20		$20,220,024,562,280.00		$20,220,024,562,280.00		$20,220,024,562,280.00

		1254		$24,735,001.80		$24,711,152.20		$24,717,404.20		$20,220,024,662,230.00		$20,220,024,662,230.00		$20,220,024,662,230.00

		1255		$25,095,551.80		$25,085,702.20		$25,091,954.20		$20,220,024,409,780.00		$20,220,024,409,780.00		$20,220,024,409,780.00

		1256		$23,504,801.80		$23,427,452.20		$23,383,704.20		$20,220,022,756,530.00		$20,220,022,756,530.00		$20,220,022,756,530.00

		1257		$24,359,851.80		$24,320,002.20		$24,326,254.20		$20,220,023,587,080.00		$20,220,023,587,080.00		$20,220,023,587,080.00

		1258		$21,895,701.80		$21,805,852.20		$21,762,104.20		$20,220,021,370,930.00		$20,220,021,370,930.00		$20,220,021,370,930.00

		1259		$24,234,501.80		$24,169,652.20		$24,150,904.20		$20,220,023,739,230.00		$20,220,023,739,230.00		$20,220,023,739,230.00

		1260		$24,660,801.80		$24,716,452.20		$24,797,704.20		$20,220,025,059,030.00		$20,220,025,059,030.00		$20,220,025,059,030.00

		1261		$24,471,601.80		$24,574,252.20		$24,705,504.20		$20,220,027,990,830.00		$20,220,027,990,830.00		$20,220,027,990,830.00

		1262		$22,087,601.80		$22,022,752.20		$22,004,004.20		$20,220,021,948,330.00		$20,220,021,948,330.00		$20,220,021,948,330.00

		1263		$25,788,901.80		$25,824,052.20		$25,892,804.20		$20,220,025,546,630.00		$20,220,025,546,630.00		$20,220,025,546,630.00

		1264		$24,097,001.80		$24,095,652.20		$24,087,904.20		$20,220,023,630,230.00		$20,220,023,630,230.00		$20,220,023,630,230.00

		1265		$26,963,601.80		$27,054,252.20		$27,131,004.20		$20,220,028,014,830.00		$20,220,028,014,830.00		$20,220,028,014,830.00

		1266		$26,498,151.80		$26,581,802.20		$26,688,054.20		$20,220,027,547,880.00		$20,220,027,547,880.00		$20,220,027,547,880.00

		1267		$24,101,301.80		$24,036,952.20		$24,018,204.20		$20,220,023,158,530.00		$20,220,023,158,530.00		$20,220,023,158,530.00

		1268		$22,668,751.80		$22,578,902.20		$22,535,154.20		$20,220,021,707,980.00		$20,220,021,707,980.00		$20,220,021,707,980.00

		1269		$23,822,501.80		$23,732,652.20		$23,688,904.20		$20,220,023,581,730.00		$20,220,023,581,730.00		$20,220,023,581,730.00

		1270		$23,069,201.80		$22,954,352.20		$22,885,604.20		$20,220,021,922,930.00		$20,220,021,922,930.00		$20,220,021,922,930.00

		1271		$23,714,051.80		$23,724,202.20		$23,780,454.20		$20,220,023,457,280.00		$20,220,023,457,280.00		$20,220,023,457,280.00

		1272		$24,149,701.80		$24,109,852.20		$24,116,104.20		$20,220,023,377,930.00		$20,220,023,377,930.00		$20,220,023,377,930.00

		1273		$24,082,751.80		$24,092,902.20		$24,128,654.20		$20,220,023,760,980.00		$20,220,023,760,980.00		$20,220,023,760,980.00

		1274		$25,622,151.80		$25,632,302.20		$25,688,054.20		$20,220,026,484,380.00		$20,220,026,484,380.00		$20,220,026,484,380.00

		1275		$24,569,201.80		$24,603,352.20		$24,656,104.20		$20,220,024,995,430.00		$20,220,024,995,430.00		$20,220,024,995,430.00

		1276		$25,365,751.80		$25,348,402.20		$25,354,654.20		$20,220,025,908,480.00		$20,220,025,908,480.00		$20,220,025,908,480.00

		1277		$24,722,701.80		$24,607,852.20		$24,539,104.20		$20,220,023,576,430.00		$20,220,023,576,430.00		$20,220,023,576,430.00

		1278		$24,115,451.80		$24,125,602.20		$24,181,854.20		$20,220,023,693,680.00		$20,220,023,693,680.00		$20,220,023,693,680.00

		1279		$23,572,601.80		$23,532,752.20		$23,539,004.20		$20,220,024,043,830.00		$20,220,024,043,830.00		$20,220,024,043,830.00

		1280		$26,115,201.80		$26,090,852.20		$26,097,104.20		$20,220,025,511,930.00		$20,220,025,511,930.00		$20,220,025,511,930.00

		1281		$24,495,051.80		$24,458,202.20		$24,415,954.20		$20,220,023,537,780.00		$20,220,023,537,780.00		$20,220,023,537,780.00

		1282		$23,501,651.80		$23,411,802.20		$23,368,054.20		$20,220,022,566,880.00		$20,220,022,566,880.00		$20,220,022,566,880.00

		1283		$22,623,851.80		$22,584,002.20		$22,590,254.20		$20,220,021,648,080.00		$20,220,021,648,080.00		$20,220,021,648,080.00

		1284		$23,506,051.80		$23,441,202.20		$23,422,454.20		$20,220,022,547,780.00		$20,220,022,547,780.00		$20,220,022,547,780.00

		1285		$24,077,951.80		$24,049,602.20		$24,032,354.20		$20,220,023,100,680.00		$20,220,023,100,680.00		$20,220,023,100,680.00

		1286		$24,841,001.80		$24,870,152.20		$24,901,404.20		$20,220,024,269,730.00		$20,220,024,269,730.00		$20,220,024,269,730.00

		1287		$24,523,051.80		$24,458,202.20		$24,439,454.20		$20,220,023,533,780.00		$20,220,023,533,780.00		$20,220,023,533,780.00

		1288		$25,492,801.80		$25,527,952.20		$25,609,204.20		$20,220,026,135,530.00		$20,220,026,135,530.00		$20,220,026,135,530.00

		1289		$26,225,001.80		$26,258,652.20		$26,292,904.20		$20,220,025,925,730.00		$20,220,025,925,730.00		$20,220,025,925,730.00

		1290		$25,891,451.80		$25,861,602.20		$25,842,854.20		$20,220,025,710,180.00		$20,220,025,710,180.00		$20,220,025,710,180.00

		1291		$25,092,551.80		$25,077,702.20		$25,098,454.20		$20,220,024,618,280.00		$20,220,024,618,280.00		$20,220,024,618,280.00

		1292		$23,692,951.80		$23,578,102.20		$23,509,354.20		$20,220,022,546,680.00		$20,220,022,546,680.00		$20,220,022,546,680.00

		1293		$27,388,301.80		$27,448,452.20		$27,554,704.20		$20,220,027,633,530.00		$20,220,027,633,530.00		$20,220,027,633,530.00

		1294		$22,429,001.80		$22,389,152.20		$22,338,904.20		$20,220,021,376,230.00		$20,220,021,376,230.00		$20,220,021,376,230.00

		1295		$22,947,751.80		$22,857,902.20		$22,814,154.20		$20,220,021,993,980.00		$20,220,021,993,980.00		$20,220,021,993,980.00

		1296		$24,556,151.80		$24,491,302.20		$24,472,554.20		$20,220,023,659,880.00		$20,220,023,659,880.00		$20,220,023,659,880.00

		1297		$23,868,601.80		$23,827,252.20		$23,808,504.20		$20,220,023,588,830.00		$20,220,023,588,830.00		$20,220,023,588,830.00

		1298		$25,228,901.80		$25,314,052.20		$25,420,804.20		$20,220,027,941,630.00		$20,220,027,941,630.00		$20,220,027,941,630.00

		1299		$25,239,951.80		$25,300,102.20		$25,398,854.20		$20,220,025,234,180.00		$20,220,025,234,180.00		$20,220,025,234,180.00

		1300		$24,440,351.80		$24,434,002.20		$24,465,254.20		$20,220,024,626,580.00		$20,220,024,626,580.00		$20,220,024,626,580.00

		1301		$22,825,001.80		$22,760,152.20		$22,741,404.20		$20,220,022,257,730.00		$20,220,022,257,730.00		$20,220,022,257,730.00

		1302		$24,309,651.80		$24,307,302.20		$24,338,554.20		$20,220,024,629,880.00		$20,220,024,629,880.00		$20,220,024,629,880.00

		1303		$23,666,601.80		$23,599,252.20		$23,555,504.20		$20,220,022,730,330.00		$20,220,022,730,330.00		$20,220,022,730,330.00

		1304		$22,407,601.80		$22,292,752.20		$22,224,004.20		$20,220,021,261,330.00		$20,220,021,261,330.00		$20,220,021,261,330.00

		1305		$23,274,101.80		$23,209,252.20		$23,190,504.20		$20,220,022,768,830.00		$20,220,022,768,830.00		$20,220,022,768,830.00

		1306		$27,338,301.80		$27,466,952.20		$27,595,704.20		$20,220,028,470,530.00		$20,220,028,470,530.00		$20,220,028,470,530.00

		1307		$23,734,651.80		$23,811,302.20		$23,898,554.20		$20,220,023,909,380.00		$20,220,023,909,380.00		$20,220,023,909,380.00

		1308		$25,268,901.80		$25,219,552.20		$25,151,804.20		$20,220,024,189,130.00		$20,220,024,189,130.00		$20,220,024,189,130.00

		1309		$23,483,301.80		$23,443,452.20		$23,449,704.20		$20,220,023,492,530.00		$20,220,023,492,530.00		$20,220,023,492,530.00

		1310		$23,125,551.80		$23,135,702.20		$23,185,454.20		$20,220,022,680,780.00		$20,220,022,680,780.00		$20,220,022,680,780.00

		1311		$22,946,101.80		$22,969,752.20		$23,008,004.20		$20,220,022,068,830.00		$20,220,022,068,830.00		$20,220,022,068,830.00

		1312		$25,105,801.80		$25,215,952.20		$25,314,204.20		$20,220,024,782,030.00		$20,220,024,782,030.00		$20,220,024,782,030.00

		1313		$25,267,451.80		$25,248,102.20		$25,229,854.20		$20,220,024,267,180.00		$20,220,024,267,180.00		$20,220,024,267,180.00

		1314		$24,896,801.80		$24,906,952.20		$24,941,704.20		$20,220,024,696,030.00		$20,220,024,696,030.00		$20,220,024,696,030.00

		1315		$25,607,951.80		$25,543,102.20		$25,524,354.20		$20,220,024,810,680.00		$20,220,024,810,680.00		$20,220,024,810,680.00

		1316		$24,627,651.80		$24,737,802.20		$24,894,054.20		$20,220,027,221,880.00		$20,220,027,221,880.00		$20,220,027,221,880.00

		1317		$22,479,651.80		$22,489,802.20		$22,521,554.20		$20,220,023,674,880.00		$20,220,023,674,880.00		$20,220,023,674,880.00

		1318		$23,851,801.80		$23,811,952.20		$23,818,204.20		$20,220,023,019,030.00		$20,220,023,019,030.00		$20,220,023,019,030.00

		1319		$21,852,551.80		$21,812,702.20		$21,793,954.20		$20,220,021,647,280.00		$20,220,021,647,280.00		$20,220,021,647,280.00

		1320		$24,905,501.80		$24,895,652.20		$24,915,404.20		$20,220,024,154,230.00		$20,220,024,154,230.00		$20,220,024,154,230.00

		1321		$26,520,351.80		$26,580,502.20		$26,663,254.20		$20,220,027,003,580.00		$20,220,027,003,580.00		$20,220,027,003,580.00

		1322		$22,785,201.80		$22,820,352.20		$22,896,104.20		$20,220,022,344,930.00		$20,220,022,344,930.00		$20,220,022,344,930.00

		1323		$24,229,351.80		$24,267,002.20		$24,280,754.20		$20,220,023,904,580.00		$20,220,023,904,580.00		$20,220,023,904,580.00

		1324		$23,654,101.80		$23,614,252.20		$23,620,504.20		$20,220,024,201,330.00		$20,220,024,201,330.00		$20,220,024,201,330.00

		1325		$22,691,451.80		$22,576,602.20		$22,507,854.20		$20,220,021,545,180.00		$20,220,021,545,180.00		$20,220,021,545,180.00

		1326		$23,045,451.80		$23,005,602.20		$23,011,854.20		$20,220,022,354,680.00		$20,220,022,354,680.00		$20,220,022,354,680.00

		1327		$25,057,301.80		$25,067,452.20		$25,114,204.20		$20,220,024,823,530.00		$20,220,024,823,530.00		$20,220,024,823,530.00

		1328		$25,390,651.80		$25,350,802.20		$25,357,054.20		$20,220,025,058,880.00		$20,220,025,058,880.00		$20,220,025,058,880.00

		1329		$21,797,601.80		$21,732,752.20		$21,714,004.20		$20,220,020,996,330.00		$20,220,020,996,330.00		$20,220,020,996,330.00

		1330		$24,736,751.80		$24,746,902.20		$24,803,154.20		$20,220,025,720,980.00		$20,220,025,720,980.00		$20,220,025,720,980.00

		1331		$23,436,551.80		$23,471,702.20		$23,502,454.20		$20,220,022,623,280.00		$20,220,022,623,280.00		$20,220,022,623,280.00

		1332		$25,434,501.80		$25,430,152.20		$25,446,904.20		$20,220,024,541,730.00		$20,220,024,541,730.00		$20,220,024,541,730.00

		1333		$22,167,501.80		$22,152,652.20		$22,183,904.20		$20,220,021,368,230.00		$20,220,021,368,230.00		$20,220,021,368,230.00

		1334		$26,599,201.80		$26,634,352.20		$26,704,604.20		$20,220,026,847,930.00		$20,220,026,847,930.00		$20,220,026,847,930.00

		1335		$23,835,251.80		$23,724,902.20		$23,656,154.20		$20,220,022,693,480.00		$20,220,022,693,480.00		$20,220,022,693,480.00

		1336		$24,007,951.80		$23,989,602.20		$23,995,854.20		$20,220,023,512,680.00		$20,220,023,512,680.00		$20,220,023,512,680.00

		1337		$23,498,551.80		$23,558,702.20		$23,664,954.20		$20,220,023,391,780.00		$20,220,023,391,780.00		$20,220,023,391,780.00

		1338		$24,845,951.80		$24,901,102.20		$24,965,854.20		$20,220,024,475,680.00		$20,220,024,475,680.00		$20,220,024,475,680.00

		1339		$24,845,501.80		$24,905,652.20		$24,990,404.20		$20,220,024,603,730.00		$20,220,024,603,730.00		$20,220,024,603,730.00

		1340		$23,305,051.80		$23,281,702.20		$23,287,954.20		$20,220,023,528,780.00		$20,220,023,528,780.00		$20,220,023,528,780.00

		1341		$24,673,001.80		$24,704,652.20		$24,740,904.20		$20,220,024,802,730.00		$20,220,024,802,730.00		$20,220,024,802,730.00

		1342		$24,351,851.80		$24,288,502.20		$24,269,754.20		$20,220,023,327,080.00		$20,220,023,327,080.00		$20,220,023,327,080.00

		1343		$24,482,801.80		$24,467,952.20		$24,488,704.20		$20,220,023,544,530.00		$20,220,023,544,530.00		$20,220,023,544,530.00

		1344		$23,608,651.80		$23,618,802.20		$23,663,554.20		$20,220,023,425,880.00		$20,220,023,425,880.00		$20,220,023,425,880.00

		1345		$20,492,101.80		$20,402,252.20		$20,358,504.20		$20,220,019,491,330.00		$20,220,019,491,330.00		$20,220,019,491,330.00

		1346		$25,426,351.80		$25,361,502.20		$25,342,754.20		$20,220,024,666,080.00		$20,220,024,666,080.00		$20,220,024,666,080.00

		1347		$24,396,301.80		$24,381,452.20		$24,395,204.20		$20,220,023,654,030.00		$20,220,023,654,030.00		$20,220,023,654,030.00

		1348		$27,670,601.80		$27,755,252.20		$27,861,504.20		$20,220,030,134,330.00		$20,220,030,134,330.00		$20,220,030,134,330.00

		1349		$22,995,101.80		$22,955,252.20		$22,961,504.20		$20,220,022,661,330.00		$20,220,022,661,330.00		$20,220,022,661,330.00

		1350		$25,330,401.80		$25,330,052.20		$25,332,304.20		$20,220,024,634,630.00		$20,220,024,634,630.00		$20,220,024,634,630.00

		1351		$23,614,851.80		$23,575,002.20		$23,581,254.20		$20,220,022,942,080.00		$20,220,022,942,080.00		$20,220,022,942,080.00

		1352		$24,077,251.80		$24,067,902.20		$24,099,154.20		$20,220,023,909,480.00		$20,220,023,909,480.00		$20,220,023,909,480.00

		1353		$25,935,351.80		$25,920,502.20		$25,951,754.20		$20,220,025,445,080.00		$20,220,025,445,080.00		$20,220,025,445,080.00

		1354		$24,397,051.80		$24,444,702.20		$24,511,454.20		$20,220,024,835,280.00		$20,220,024,835,280.00		$20,220,024,835,280.00

		1355		$24,671,051.80		$24,746,702.20		$24,837,454.20		$20,220,025,258,780.00		$20,220,025,258,780.00		$20,220,025,258,780.00

		1356		$24,171,801.80		$24,095,952.20		$24,027,204.20		$20,220,023,064,530.00		$20,220,023,064,530.00		$20,220,023,064,530.00

		1357		$24,087,101.80		$24,047,252.20		$24,030,004.20		$20,220,023,227,330.00		$20,220,023,227,330.00		$20,220,023,227,330.00

		1358		$23,984,701.80		$23,994,852.20		$24,040,604.20		$20,220,024,234,930.00		$20,220,024,234,930.00		$20,220,024,234,930.00

		1359		$25,043,551.80		$25,045,702.20		$25,059,454.20		$20,220,024,501,280.00		$20,220,024,501,280.00		$20,220,024,501,280.00

		1360		$25,287,501.80		$25,336,152.20		$25,407,904.20		$20,220,027,498,730.00		$20,220,027,498,730.00		$20,220,027,498,730.00

		1361		$22,388,301.80		$22,327,952.20		$22,296,704.20		$20,220,021,591,530.00		$20,220,021,591,530.00		$20,220,021,591,530.00

		1362		$23,522,601.80		$23,482,752.20		$23,489,004.20		$20,220,023,732,830.00		$20,220,023,732,830.00		$20,220,023,732,830.00

		1363		$24,043,351.80		$24,053,502.20		$24,109,754.20		$20,220,024,770,580.00		$20,220,024,770,580.00		$20,220,024,770,580.00

		1364		$25,012,951.80		$25,006,102.20		$25,012,354.20		$20,220,024,945,180.00		$20,220,024,945,180.00		$20,220,024,945,180.00

		1365		$24,618,401.80		$24,653,552.20		$24,732,304.20		$20,220,025,044,130.00		$20,220,025,044,130.00		$20,220,025,044,130.00

		1366		$23,205,251.80		$23,249,902.20		$23,301,154.20		$20,220,023,113,480.00		$20,220,023,113,480.00		$20,220,023,113,480.00

		1367		$25,870,001.80		$25,938,652.20		$26,010,904.20		$20,220,025,826,730.00		$20,220,025,826,730.00		$20,220,025,826,730.00

		1368		$25,394,851.80		$25,470,502.20		$25,525,254.20		$20,220,024,943,580.00		$20,220,024,943,580.00		$20,220,024,943,580.00

		1369		$25,315,601.80		$25,400,752.20		$25,500,004.20		$20,220,026,621,330.00		$20,220,026,621,330.00		$20,220,026,621,330.00

		1370		$25,604,551.80		$25,625,202.20		$25,681,454.20		$20,220,026,728,280.00		$20,220,026,728,280.00		$20,220,026,728,280.00

		1371		$21,471,001.80		$21,424,652.20		$21,375,904.20		$20,220,020,413,230.00		$20,220,020,413,230.00		$20,220,020,413,230.00

		1372		$24,195,651.80		$24,166,302.20		$24,172,554.20		$20,220,023,279,380.00		$20,220,023,279,380.00		$20,220,023,279,380.00

		1373		$25,527,551.80		$25,462,702.20		$25,401,954.20		$20,220,024,439,280.00		$20,220,024,439,280.00		$20,220,024,439,280.00

		1374		$22,814,951.80		$22,825,102.20		$22,867,854.20		$20,220,022,130,180.00		$20,220,022,130,180.00		$20,220,022,130,180.00

		1375		$24,437,601.80		$24,422,752.20		$24,451,504.20		$20,220,023,991,330.00		$20,220,023,991,330.00		$20,220,023,991,330.00

		1376		$27,227,001.80		$27,249,152.20		$27,276,404.20		$20,220,026,413,230.00		$20,220,026,413,230.00		$20,220,026,413,230.00

		1377		$23,338,301.80		$23,223,452.20		$23,154,704.20		$20,220,022,192,030.00		$20,220,022,192,030.00		$20,220,022,192,030.00

		1378		$24,283,401.80		$24,364,552.20		$24,427,304.20		$20,220,024,001,630.00		$20,220,024,001,630.00		$20,220,024,001,630.00

		1379		$23,386,001.80		$23,321,152.20		$23,302,404.20		$20,220,022,613,730.00		$20,220,022,613,730.00		$20,220,022,613,730.00

		1380		$24,406,601.80		$24,416,752.20		$24,473,004.20		$20,220,023,977,830.00		$20,220,023,977,830.00		$20,220,023,977,830.00

		1381		$22,797,051.80		$22,782,202.20		$22,793,954.20		$20,220,022,549,780.00		$20,220,022,549,780.00		$20,220,022,549,780.00

		1382		$23,481,851.80		$23,517,002.20		$23,565,254.20		$20,220,024,398,580.00		$20,220,024,398,580.00		$20,220,024,398,580.00

		1383		$22,335,551.80		$22,250,202.20		$22,181,454.20		$20,220,021,218,780.00		$20,220,021,218,780.00		$20,220,021,218,780.00

		1384		$24,731,801.80		$24,791,952.20		$24,895,704.20		$20,220,026,647,030.00		$20,220,026,647,030.00		$20,220,026,647,030.00

		1385		$21,937,901.80		$21,883,552.20		$21,817,804.20		$20,220,020,855,130.00		$20,220,020,855,130.00		$20,220,020,855,130.00

		1386		$24,555,251.80		$24,490,402.20		$24,456,154.20		$20,220,023,569,980.00		$20,220,023,569,980.00		$20,220,023,569,980.00

		1387		$25,586,201.80		$25,600,852.20		$25,657,104.20		$20,220,026,110,930.00		$20,220,026,110,930.00		$20,220,026,110,930.00

		1388		$23,743,651.80		$23,659,302.20		$23,615,554.20		$20,220,022,792,380.00		$20,220,022,792,380.00		$20,220,022,792,380.00

		1389		$24,826,501.80		$24,865,152.20		$24,946,404.20		$20,220,025,180,730.00		$20,220,025,180,730.00		$20,220,025,180,730.00

		1390		$22,458,451.80		$22,458,102.20		$22,481,854.20		$20,220,021,953,680.00		$20,220,021,953,680.00		$20,220,021,953,680.00

		1391		$26,688,301.80		$26,712,952.20		$26,744,204.20		$20,220,026,738,530.00		$20,220,026,738,530.00		$20,220,026,738,530.00

		1392		$22,696,901.80		$22,607,052.20		$22,563,304.20		$20,220,021,649,130.00		$20,220,021,649,130.00		$20,220,021,649,130.00

		1393		$25,050,001.80		$25,133,652.20		$25,193,404.20		$20,220,024,762,730.00		$20,220,024,762,730.00		$20,220,024,762,730.00

		1394		$23,487,751.80		$23,480,402.20		$23,500,154.20		$20,220,023,032,980.00		$20,220,023,032,980.00		$20,220,023,032,980.00

		1395		$23,162,251.80		$23,047,402.20		$22,978,654.20		$20,220,022,015,980.00		$20,220,022,015,980.00		$20,220,022,015,980.00

		1396		$22,634,751.80		$22,619,902.20		$22,647,654.20		$20,220,022,446,480.00		$20,220,022,446,480.00		$20,220,022,446,480.00

		1397		$26,825,451.80		$26,910,602.20		$27,041,854.20		$20,220,029,290,180.00		$20,220,029,290,180.00		$20,220,029,290,180.00

		1398		$24,911,201.80		$24,872,852.20		$24,879,104.20		$20,220,024,740,930.00		$20,220,024,740,930.00		$20,220,024,740,930.00

		1399		$24,768,051.80		$24,815,202.20		$24,871,454.20		$20,220,024,640,280.00		$20,220,024,640,280.00		$20,220,024,640,280.00

		1400		$24,299,251.80		$24,309,402.20		$24,320,654.20		$20,220,023,502,480.00		$20,220,023,502,480.00		$20,220,023,502,480.00

		1401		$24,247,651.80		$24,268,302.20		$24,324,554.20		$20,220,023,944,380.00		$20,220,023,944,380.00		$20,220,023,944,380.00

		1402		$25,443,951.80		$25,429,102.20		$25,460,354.20		$20,220,024,757,680.00		$20,220,024,757,680.00		$20,220,024,757,680.00

		1403		$23,181,701.80		$23,116,852.20		$23,098,104.20		$20,220,022,261,430.00		$20,220,022,261,430.00		$20,220,022,261,430.00

		1404		$24,411,851.80		$24,428,502.20		$24,484,754.20		$20,220,024,698,580.00		$20,220,024,698,580.00		$20,220,024,698,580.00

		1405		$23,893,001.80		$23,953,152.20		$24,059,404.20		$20,220,024,950,230.00		$20,220,024,950,230.00		$20,220,024,950,230.00

		1406		$24,819,351.80		$24,758,502.20		$24,714,754.20		$20,220,023,891,580.00		$20,220,023,891,580.00		$20,220,023,891,580.00

		1407		$24,065,351.80		$24,075,502.20		$24,131,754.20		$20,220,023,693,580.00		$20,220,023,693,580.00		$20,220,023,693,580.00

		1408		$23,356,651.80		$23,341,802.20		$23,373,054.20		$20,220,023,728,380.00		$20,220,023,728,380.00		$20,220,023,728,380.00

		1409		$25,502,951.80		$25,469,602.20		$25,475,854.20		$20,220,024,771,680.00		$20,220,024,771,680.00		$20,220,024,771,680.00

		1410		$26,956,001.80		$27,057,152.20		$27,173,904.20		$20,220,027,652,730.00		$20,220,027,652,730.00		$20,220,027,652,730.00

		1411		$24,595,201.80		$24,579,852.20		$24,586,104.20		$20,220,024,880,930.00		$20,220,024,880,930.00		$20,220,024,880,930.00

		1412		$24,420,251.80		$24,447,902.20		$24,454,654.20		$20,220,026,838,480.00		$20,220,026,838,480.00		$20,220,026,838,480.00

		1413		$26,665,701.80		$26,718,352.20		$26,799,604.20		$20,220,028,382,930.00		$20,220,028,382,930.00		$20,220,028,382,930.00

		1414		$25,997,651.80		$26,032,802.20		$26,107,554.20		$20,220,026,275,380.00		$20,220,026,275,380.00		$20,220,026,275,380.00

		1415		$24,263,151.80		$24,223,302.20		$24,222,054.20		$20,220,024,662,380.00		$20,220,024,662,380.00		$20,220,024,662,380.00

		1416		$25,697,551.80		$25,633,702.20		$25,589,954.20		$20,220,025,150,780.00		$20,220,025,150,780.00		$20,220,025,150,780.00

		1417		$24,128,651.80		$24,113,802.20		$24,145,054.20		$20,220,023,892,380.00		$20,220,023,892,380.00		$20,220,023,892,380.00

		1418		$23,993,251.80		$23,878,402.20		$23,809,654.20		$20,220,022,846,980.00		$20,220,022,846,980.00		$20,220,022,846,980.00

		1419		$25,390,951.80		$25,429,602.20		$25,485,854.20		$20,220,025,460,680.00		$20,220,025,460,680.00		$20,220,025,460,680.00

		1420		$24,504,351.80		$24,466,502.20		$24,401,754.20		$20,220,023,439,080.00		$20,220,023,439,080.00		$20,220,023,439,080.00

		1421		$23,331,251.80		$23,341,402.20		$23,397,654.20		$20,220,023,038,480.00		$20,220,023,038,480.00		$20,220,023,038,480.00

		1422		$24,176,651.80		$24,236,802.20		$24,343,054.20		$20,220,026,663,880.00		$20,220,026,663,880.00		$20,220,026,663,880.00

		1423		$24,455,601.80		$24,445,752.20		$24,449,504.20		$20,220,024,015,830.00		$20,220,024,015,830.00		$20,220,024,015,830.00

		1424		$25,523,451.80		$25,583,602.20		$25,689,854.20		$20,220,026,158,680.00		$20,220,026,158,680.00		$20,220,026,158,680.00

		1425		$24,290,701.80		$24,250,852.20		$24,249,604.20		$20,220,023,542,930.00		$20,220,023,542,930.00		$20,220,023,542,930.00

		1426		$23,155,751.80		$23,165,902.20		$23,217,654.20		$20,220,025,070,980.00		$20,220,025,070,980.00		$20,220,025,070,980.00

		1427		$23,456,151.80		$23,495,302.20		$23,541,054.20		$20,220,023,872,380.00		$20,220,023,872,380.00		$20,220,023,872,380.00

		1428		$24,104,051.80		$24,074,702.20		$24,080,954.20		$20,220,023,184,780.00		$20,220,023,184,780.00		$20,220,023,184,780.00

		1429		$24,526,401.80		$24,586,552.20		$24,658,804.20		$20,220,024,289,630.00		$20,220,024,289,630.00		$20,220,024,289,630.00

		1430		$24,712,801.80		$24,747,952.20		$24,829,204.20		$20,220,024,346,530.00		$20,220,024,346,530.00		$20,220,024,346,530.00

		1431		$27,280,551.80		$27,285,202.20		$27,316,454.20		$20,220,026,736,780.00		$20,220,026,736,780.00		$20,220,026,736,780.00

		1432		$26,913,001.80		$26,859,652.20		$26,840,904.20		$20,220,026,072,230.00		$20,220,026,072,230.00		$20,220,026,072,230.00

		1433		$24,319,751.80		$24,306,902.20		$24,313,154.20		$20,220,023,886,980.00		$20,220,023,886,980.00		$20,220,023,886,980.00

		1434		$23,780,051.80		$23,715,202.20		$23,696,454.20		$20,220,022,792,780.00		$20,220,022,792,780.00		$20,220,022,792,780.00

		1435		$23,143,951.80		$23,079,102.20		$23,060,354.20		$20,220,022,246,680.00		$20,220,022,246,680.00		$20,220,022,246,680.00

		1436		$24,676,501.80		$24,695,152.20		$24,746,904.20		$20,220,024,622,230.00		$20,220,024,622,230.00		$20,220,024,622,230.00

		1437		$22,471,851.80		$22,482,002.20		$22,538,254.20		$20,220,024,095,080.00		$20,220,024,095,080.00		$20,220,024,095,080.00

		1438		$23,165,801.80		$23,150,952.20		$23,182,204.20		$20,220,022,366,530.00		$20,220,022,366,530.00		$20,220,022,366,530.00

		1439		$22,149,551.80		$22,109,702.20		$22,096,454.20		$20,220,021,291,780.00		$20,220,021,291,780.00		$20,220,021,291,780.00

		1440		$24,176,051.80		$24,176,702.20		$24,207,954.20		$20,220,024,309,280.00		$20,220,024,309,280.00		$20,220,024,309,280.00

		1441		$25,971,551.80		$26,003,702.20		$26,059,954.20		$20,220,025,905,780.00		$20,220,025,905,780.00		$20,220,025,905,780.00

		1442		$23,229,401.80		$23,189,552.20		$23,193,304.20		$20,220,022,560,630.00		$20,220,022,560,630.00		$20,220,022,560,630.00

		1443		$25,676,101.80		$25,712,252.20		$25,744,004.20		$20,220,025,787,330.00		$20,220,025,787,330.00		$20,220,025,787,330.00

		1444		$24,641,451.80		$24,614,602.20		$24,595,854.20		$20,220,024,021,180.00		$20,220,024,021,180.00		$20,220,024,021,180.00

		1445		$24,579,601.80		$24,588,252.20		$24,619,504.20		$20,220,024,570,830.00		$20,220,024,570,830.00		$20,220,024,570,830.00

		1446		$23,951,651.80		$23,886,802.20		$23,868,054.20		$20,220,023,046,380.00		$20,220,023,046,380.00		$20,220,023,046,380.00

		1447		$23,383,301.80		$23,418,452.20		$23,458,204.20		$20,220,022,955,030.00		$20,220,022,955,030.00		$20,220,022,955,030.00

		1448		$22,215,801.80		$22,175,952.20		$22,182,204.20		$20,220,022,379,030.00		$20,220,022,379,030.00		$20,220,022,379,030.00

		1449		$21,600,101.80		$21,535,252.20		$21,516,504.20		$20,220,021,893,830.00		$20,220,021,893,830.00		$20,220,021,893,830.00

		1450		$24,563,851.80		$24,524,002.20		$24,530,254.20		$20,220,023,745,080.00		$20,220,023,745,080.00		$20,220,023,745,080.00

		1451		$23,416,701.80		$23,426,852.20		$23,451,104.20		$20,220,023,028,930.00		$20,220,023,028,930.00		$20,220,023,028,930.00

		1452		$24,258,051.80		$24,334,702.20		$24,440,954.20		$20,220,027,676,780.00		$20,220,027,676,780.00		$20,220,027,676,780.00

		1453		$24,415,451.80		$24,415,102.20		$24,446,354.20		$20,220,023,771,680.00		$20,220,023,771,680.00		$20,220,023,771,680.00

		1454		$24,487,101.80		$24,467,752.20		$24,474,004.20		$20,220,023,550,830.00		$20,220,023,550,830.00		$20,220,023,550,830.00

		1455		$22,208,551.80		$22,143,702.20		$22,124,954.20		$20,220,021,271,280.00		$20,220,021,271,280.00		$20,220,021,271,280.00

		1456		$24,403,851.80		$24,375,502.20		$24,381,754.20		$20,220,023,658,580.00		$20,220,023,658,580.00		$20,220,023,658,580.00

		1457		$25,020,051.80		$25,005,202.20		$25,036,454.20		$20,220,024,272,780.00		$20,220,024,272,780.00		$20,220,024,272,780.00

		1458		$24,379,401.80		$24,364,552.20		$24,354,804.20		$20,220,023,489,130.00		$20,220,023,489,130.00		$20,220,023,489,130.00

		1459		$24,322,251.80		$24,307,402.20		$24,338,654.20		$20,220,023,802,980.00		$20,220,023,802,980.00		$20,220,023,802,980.00

		1460		$25,164,801.80		$25,074,952.20		$25,031,204.20		$20,220,024,187,030.00		$20,220,024,187,030.00		$20,220,024,187,030.00

		1461		$26,476,151.80		$26,561,302.20		$26,677,054.20		$20,220,027,216,880.00		$20,220,027,216,880.00		$20,220,027,216,880.00

		1462		$25,153,901.80		$25,189,052.20		$25,270,304.20		$20,220,025,303,630.00		$20,220,025,303,630.00		$20,220,025,303,630.00

		1463		$24,969,851.80		$24,933,502.20		$24,939,754.20		$20,220,024,534,580.00		$20,220,024,534,580.00		$20,220,024,534,580.00

		1464		$23,772,301.80		$23,746,952.20		$23,753,204.20		$20,220,023,547,030.00		$20,220,023,547,030.00		$20,220,023,547,030.00

		1465		$24,481,601.80		$24,449,252.20		$24,443,004.20		$20,220,023,480,330.00		$20,220,023,480,330.00		$20,220,023,480,330.00

		1466		$25,228,151.80		$25,263,802.20		$25,345,054.20		$20,220,025,192,380.00		$20,220,025,192,380.00		$20,220,025,192,380.00

		1467		$23,410,051.80		$23,299,702.20		$23,230,954.20		$20,220,022,268,280.00		$20,220,022,268,280.00		$20,220,022,268,280.00

		1468		$22,631,701.80		$22,566,852.20		$22,548,104.20		$20,220,022,488,430.00		$20,220,022,488,430.00		$20,220,022,488,430.00

		1469		$22,822,851.80		$22,858,002.20		$22,939,254.20		$20,220,024,911,580.00		$20,220,024,911,580.00		$20,220,024,911,580.00

		1470		$22,722,651.80		$22,641,302.20		$22,597,554.20		$20,220,021,780,380.00		$20,220,021,780,380.00		$20,220,021,780,380.00

		1471		$22,691,001.80		$22,701,152.20		$22,709,404.20		$20,220,022,051,230.00		$20,220,022,051,230.00		$20,220,022,051,230.00

		1472		$25,226,101.80		$25,242,252.20		$25,274,004.20		$20,220,024,478,330.00		$20,220,024,478,330.00		$20,220,024,478,330.00

		1473		$25,097,901.80		$25,100,552.20		$25,130,304.20		$20,220,024,598,130.00		$20,220,024,598,130.00		$20,220,024,598,130.00

		1474		$24,839,751.80		$24,899,902.20		$25,006,154.20		$20,220,025,693,980.00		$20,220,025,693,980.00		$20,220,025,693,980.00

		1475		$24,320,551.80		$24,255,702.20		$24,236,954.20		$20,220,023,619,280.00		$20,220,023,619,280.00		$20,220,023,619,280.00

		1476		$22,044,551.80		$21,929,702.20		$21,860,954.20		$20,220,020,898,280.00		$20,220,020,898,280.00		$20,220,020,898,280.00

		1477		$23,363,651.80		$23,298,802.20		$23,280,054.20		$20,220,023,069,380.00		$20,220,023,069,380.00		$20,220,023,069,380.00

		1478		$24,911,401.80		$24,921,552.20		$24,977,804.20		$20,220,025,213,630.00		$20,220,025,213,630.00		$20,220,025,213,630.00

		1479		$22,825,001.80		$22,785,152.20		$22,779,904.20		$20,220,021,987,230.00		$20,220,021,987,230.00		$20,220,021,987,230.00

		1480		$23,321,301.80		$23,333,452.20		$23,364,704.20		$20,220,023,093,030.00		$20,220,023,093,030.00		$20,220,023,093,030.00

		1481		$23,929,351.80		$23,939,502.20		$23,963,754.20		$20,220,023,284,580.00		$20,220,023,284,580.00		$20,220,023,284,580.00

		1482		$22,848,051.80		$22,733,202.20		$22,664,454.20		$20,220,021,701,780.00		$20,220,021,701,780.00		$20,220,021,701,780.00

		1483		$25,620,301.80		$25,641,952.20		$25,698,204.20		$20,220,024,804,030.00		$20,220,024,804,030.00		$20,220,024,804,030.00

		1484		$24,827,651.80		$24,753,302.20		$24,709,554.20		$20,220,023,865,380.00		$20,220,023,865,380.00		$20,220,023,865,380.00

		1485		$21,826,401.80		$21,861,552.20		$21,904,804.20		$20,220,021,743,130.00		$20,220,021,743,130.00		$20,220,021,743,130.00

		1486		$22,151,451.80		$22,086,602.20		$22,067,854.20		$20,220,021,231,180.00		$20,220,021,231,180.00		$20,220,021,231,180.00

		1487		$26,038,701.80		$26,148,852.20		$26,280,604.20		$20,220,029,447,930.00		$20,220,029,447,930.00		$20,220,029,447,930.00

		1488		$22,577,151.80		$22,487,302.20		$22,443,554.20		$20,220,021,502,380.00		$20,220,021,502,380.00		$20,220,021,502,380.00

		1489		$26,057,751.80		$26,042,902.20		$26,071,654.20		$20,220,025,374,480.00		$20,220,025,374,480.00		$20,220,025,374,480.00

		1490		$24,534,901.80		$24,561,552.20		$24,582,304.20		$20,220,024,083,130.00		$20,220,024,083,130.00		$20,220,024,083,130.00

		1491		$23,013,001.80		$22,998,152.20		$23,028,904.20		$20,220,022,127,730.00		$20,220,022,127,730.00		$20,220,022,127,730.00

		1492		$24,809,201.80		$24,744,352.20		$24,725,604.20		$20,220,024,534,930.00		$20,220,024,534,930.00		$20,220,024,534,930.00

		1493		$24,497,501.80		$24,538,152.20		$24,575,904.20		$20,220,024,659,730.00		$20,220,024,659,730.00		$20,220,024,659,730.00

		1494		$24,063,701.80		$24,109,352.20		$24,174,104.20		$20,220,025,126,930.00		$20,220,025,126,930.00		$20,220,025,126,930.00

		1495		$25,581,601.80		$25,516,752.20		$25,498,004.20		$20,220,024,813,330.00		$20,220,024,813,330.00		$20,220,024,813,330.00

		1496		$25,020,701.80		$25,016,352.20		$25,047,604.20		$20,220,025,122,930.00		$20,220,025,122,930.00		$20,220,025,122,930.00

		1497		$23,846,651.80		$23,856,802.20		$23,913,054.20		$20,220,023,788,880.00		$20,220,023,788,880.00		$20,220,023,788,880.00

		1498		$24,608,201.80		$24,522,852.20		$24,479,104.20		$20,220,023,625,930.00		$20,220,023,625,930.00		$20,220,023,625,930.00

		1499		$23,475,551.80		$23,510,702.20		$23,591,954.20		$20,220,023,697,280.00		$20,220,023,697,280.00		$20,220,023,697,280.00

		1500		$25,000,201.80		$25,033,852.20		$25,067,604.20		$20,220,024,544,930.00		$20,220,024,544,930.00		$20,220,024,544,930.00

		1501		$22,062,751.80		$21,997,902.20		$21,979,154.20		$20,220,021,048,480.00		$20,220,021,048,480.00		$20,220,021,048,480.00

		1502		$23,091,701.80		$23,036,352.20		$23,017,604.20		$20,220,022,420,930.00		$20,220,022,420,930.00		$20,220,022,420,930.00

		1503		$22,548,101.80		$22,483,252.20		$22,464,504.20		$20,220,021,623,830.00		$20,220,021,623,830.00		$20,220,021,623,830.00

		1504		$21,015,101.80		$20,975,252.20		$20,981,504.20		$20,220,020,292,330.00		$20,220,020,292,330.00		$20,220,020,292,330.00

		1505		$24,350,001.80		$24,416,152.20		$24,485,404.20		$20,220,023,841,730.00		$20,220,023,841,730.00		$20,220,023,841,730.00

		1506		$23,839,851.80		$23,850,002.20		$23,906,254.20		$20,220,023,973,080.00		$20,220,023,973,080.00		$20,220,023,973,080.00

		1507		$23,843,051.80		$23,778,202.20		$23,759,454.20		$20,220,023,032,780.00		$20,220,023,032,780.00		$20,220,023,032,780.00

		1508		$25,171,551.80		$25,126,702.20		$25,107,954.20		$20,220,024,213,280.00		$20,220,024,213,280.00		$20,220,024,213,280.00

		1509		$24,608,251.80		$24,593,402.20		$24,609,154.20		$20,220,023,848,980.00		$20,220,023,848,980.00		$20,220,023,848,980.00

		1510		$24,256,751.80		$24,291,902.20		$24,340,154.20		$20,220,024,149,480.00		$20,220,024,149,480.00		$20,220,024,149,480.00

		1511		$22,313,451.80		$22,248,602.20		$22,206,854.20		$20,220,021,244,180.00		$20,220,021,244,180.00		$20,220,021,244,180.00

		1512		$25,358,501.80		$25,318,652.20		$25,324,904.20		$20,220,024,583,730.00		$20,220,024,583,730.00		$20,220,024,583,730.00

		1513		$23,021,201.80		$22,906,352.20		$22,837,604.20		$20,220,021,874,930.00		$20,220,021,874,930.00		$20,220,021,874,930.00

		1514		$24,621,301.80		$24,579,952.20		$24,561,204.20		$20,220,023,828,530.00		$20,220,023,828,530.00		$20,220,023,828,530.00

		1515		$22,893,601.80		$22,815,752.20		$22,747,004.20		$20,220,021,784,330.00		$20,220,021,784,330.00		$20,220,021,784,330.00

		1516		$24,382,951.80		$24,343,602.20		$24,349,854.20		$20,220,023,543,680.00		$20,220,023,543,680.00		$20,220,023,543,680.00

		1517		$24,139,451.80		$24,155,602.20		$24,184,354.20		$20,220,024,286,180.00		$20,220,024,286,180.00		$20,220,024,286,180.00

		1518		$24,439,551.80		$24,474,202.20		$24,519,954.20		$20,220,026,048,280.00		$20,220,026,048,280.00		$20,220,026,048,280.00

		1519		$23,904,501.80		$23,839,652.20		$23,820,904.20		$20,220,023,083,230.00		$20,220,023,083,230.00		$20,220,023,083,230.00

		1520		$24,766,651.80		$24,776,802.20		$24,833,054.20		$20,220,025,077,880.00		$20,220,025,077,880.00		$20,220,025,077,880.00

		1521		$23,287,751.80		$23,172,902.20		$23,104,154.20		$20,220,022,141,480.00		$20,220,022,141,480.00		$20,220,022,141,480.00

		1522		$22,407,501.80		$22,295,652.20		$22,226,904.20		$20,220,021,264,230.00		$20,220,021,264,230.00		$20,220,021,264,230.00

		1523		$24,495,901.80		$24,481,052.20		$24,512,304.20		$20,220,024,245,630.00		$20,220,024,245,630.00		$20,220,024,245,630.00

		1524		$24,178,951.80		$24,114,102.20		$24,095,354.20		$20,220,023,363,680.00		$20,220,023,363,680.00		$20,220,023,363,680.00

		1525		$25,734,751.80		$25,769,902.20		$25,851,154.20		$20,220,026,271,480.00		$20,220,026,271,480.00		$20,220,026,271,480.00

		1526		$22,384,001.80		$22,269,152.20		$22,200,404.20		$20,220,021,237,730.00		$20,220,021,237,730.00		$20,220,021,237,730.00

		1527		$25,201,701.80		$25,186,852.20		$25,218,104.20		$20,220,026,235,430.00		$20,220,026,235,430.00		$20,220,026,235,430.00

		1528		$25,105,801.80		$25,179,452.20		$25,280,204.20		$20,220,025,270,530.00		$20,220,025,270,530.00		$20,220,025,270,530.00

		1529		$24,649,751.80		$24,632,402.20		$24,638,654.20		$20,220,024,117,480.00		$20,220,024,117,480.00		$20,220,024,117,480.00

		1530		$23,240,251.80		$23,275,402.20		$23,356,654.20		$20,220,023,462,980.00		$20,220,023,462,980.00		$20,220,023,462,980.00

		1531		$25,379,101.80		$25,356,252.20		$25,338,004.20		$20,220,025,069,330.00		$20,220,025,069,330.00		$20,220,025,069,330.00

		1532		$25,337,351.80		$25,397,502.20		$25,503,754.20		$20,220,027,588,580.00		$20,220,027,588,580.00		$20,220,027,588,580.00

		1533		$24,189,651.80		$24,149,802.20		$24,156,054.20		$20,220,023,479,880.00		$20,220,023,479,880.00		$20,220,023,479,880.00

		1534		$24,976,051.80		$24,961,202.20		$24,967,454.20		$20,220,024,051,280.00		$20,220,024,051,280.00		$20,220,024,051,280.00

		1535		$25,486,801.80		$25,496,952.20		$25,553,204.20		$20,220,025,491,030.00		$20,220,025,491,030.00		$20,220,025,491,030.00

		1536		$21,303,451.80		$21,388,602.20		$21,519,854.20		$20,220,022,084,180.00		$20,220,022,084,180.00		$20,220,022,084,180.00

		1537		$24,220,651.80		$24,184,802.20		$24,166,054.20		$20,220,023,703,380.00		$20,220,023,703,380.00		$20,220,023,703,380.00

		1538		$24,289,951.80		$24,250,102.20		$24,205,854.20		$20,220,023,243,180.00		$20,220,023,243,180.00		$20,220,023,243,180.00

		1539		$23,934,351.80		$23,914,002.20		$23,906,754.20		$20,220,023,070,080.00		$20,220,023,070,080.00		$20,220,023,070,080.00

		1540		$24,556,901.80		$24,548,552.20		$24,579,804.20		$20,220,024,860,130.00		$20,220,024,860,130.00		$20,220,024,860,130.00

		1541		$24,171,301.80		$24,214,952.20		$24,265,204.20		$20,220,024,488,530.00		$20,220,024,488,530.00		$20,220,024,488,530.00

		1542		$25,526,551.80		$25,486,702.20		$25,474,454.20		$20,220,024,983,780.00		$20,220,024,983,780.00		$20,220,024,983,780.00

		1543		$25,076,101.80		$25,036,252.20		$25,031,004.20		$20,220,025,078,330.00		$20,220,025,078,330.00		$20,220,025,078,330.00

		1544		$24,003,201.80		$23,927,852.20		$23,884,104.20		$20,220,022,939,930.00		$20,220,022,939,930.00		$20,220,022,939,930.00

		1545		$24,766,401.80		$24,826,552.20		$24,922,304.20		$20,220,025,310,630.00		$20,220,025,310,630.00		$20,220,025,310,630.00

		1546		$24,747,451.80		$24,732,602.20		$24,761,354.20		$20,220,024,317,180.00		$20,220,024,317,180.00		$20,220,024,317,180.00

		1547		$24,005,401.80		$24,030,052.20		$24,066,804.20		$20,220,024,174,130.00		$20,220,024,174,130.00		$20,220,024,174,130.00

		1548		$24,535,801.80		$24,520,952.20		$24,552,204.20		$20,220,024,159,530.00		$20,220,024,159,530.00		$20,220,024,159,530.00

		1549		$24,024,601.80		$24,009,752.20		$24,041,004.20		$20,220,023,536,330.00		$20,220,023,536,330.00		$20,220,023,536,330.00

		1550		$22,943,351.80		$22,928,502.20		$22,959,754.20		$20,220,022,736,080.00		$20,220,022,736,080.00		$20,220,022,736,080.00

		1551		$24,529,501.80		$24,605,152.20		$24,711,404.20		$20,220,024,106,230.00		$20,220,024,106,230.00		$20,220,024,106,230.00

		1552		$25,840,551.80		$25,859,702.20		$25,890,954.20		$20,220,025,739,280.00		$20,220,025,739,280.00		$20,220,025,739,280.00

		1553		$23,896,801.80		$23,843,452.20		$23,824,704.20		$20,220,023,327,030.00		$20,220,023,327,030.00		$20,220,023,327,030.00

		1554		$24,739,901.80		$24,732,552.20		$24,763,804.20		$20,220,024,399,130.00		$20,220,024,399,130.00		$20,220,024,399,130.00

		1555		$23,283,051.80		$23,276,702.20		$23,257,954.20		$20,220,022,508,280.00		$20,220,022,508,280.00		$20,220,022,508,280.00

		1556		$22,707,551.80		$22,747,202.20		$22,828,454.20		$20,220,025,208,780.00		$20,220,025,208,780.00		$20,220,025,208,780.00

		1557		$24,979,801.80		$25,005,452.20		$25,043,204.20		$20,220,025,213,530.00		$20,220,025,213,530.00		$20,220,025,213,530.00

		1558		$24,408,351.80		$24,293,502.20		$24,224,754.20		$20,220,023,262,080.00		$20,220,023,262,080.00		$20,220,023,262,080.00

		1559		$24,604,701.80		$24,610,852.20		$24,617,104.20		$20,220,024,035,930.00		$20,220,024,035,930.00		$20,220,024,035,930.00

		1560		$24,842,551.80		$24,919,202.20		$25,010,954.20		$20,220,024,872,280.00		$20,220,024,872,280.00		$20,220,024,872,280.00

		1561		$24,481,951.80		$24,442,102.20		$24,448,354.20		$20,220,023,519,180.00		$20,220,023,519,180.00		$20,220,023,519,180.00

		1562		$24,986,701.80		$24,946,852.20		$24,953,104.20		$20,220,024,274,930.00		$20,220,024,274,930.00		$20,220,024,274,930.00

		1563		$24,269,501.80		$24,253,152.20		$24,259,404.20		$20,220,023,381,230.00		$20,220,023,381,230.00		$20,220,023,381,230.00

		1564		$23,657,051.80		$23,677,702.20		$23,733,954.20		$20,220,023,248,780.00		$20,220,023,248,780.00		$20,220,023,248,780.00

		1565		$24,563,151.80		$24,573,302.20		$24,626,054.20		$20,220,024,474,380.00		$20,220,024,474,380.00		$20,220,024,474,380.00

		1566		$21,343,401.80		$21,323,052.20		$21,329,304.20		$20,220,022,733,130.00		$20,220,022,733,130.00		$20,220,022,733,130.00

		1567		$24,104,951.80		$24,115,102.20		$24,171,354.20		$20,220,023,802,180.00		$20,220,023,802,180.00		$20,220,023,802,180.00

		1568		$24,371,051.80		$24,381,202.20		$24,425,954.20		$20,220,025,663,280.00		$20,220,025,663,280.00		$20,220,025,663,280.00

		1569		$24,331,351.80		$24,324,002.20		$24,355,254.20		$20,220,025,304,580.00		$20,220,025,304,580.00		$20,220,025,304,580.00

		1570		$24,375,901.80		$24,374,552.20		$24,402,304.20		$20,220,026,150,130.00		$20,220,026,150,130.00		$20,220,026,150,130.00

		1571		$23,297,701.80		$23,232,852.20		$23,214,104.20		$20,220,022,343,430.00		$20,220,022,343,430.00		$20,220,022,343,430.00

		1572		$25,065,151.80		$25,090,302.20		$25,104,054.20		$20,220,024,424,880.00		$20,220,024,424,880.00		$20,220,024,424,880.00

		1573		$23,640,301.80		$23,640,952.20		$23,643,204.20		$20,220,023,862,530.00		$20,220,023,862,530.00		$20,220,023,862,530.00

		1574		$25,455,951.80		$25,417,602.20		$25,423,854.20		$20,220,024,789,680.00		$20,220,024,789,680.00		$20,220,024,789,680.00

		1575		$23,418,701.80		$23,353,852.20		$23,335,104.20		$20,220,022,503,430.00		$20,220,022,503,430.00		$20,220,022,503,430.00

		1576		$24,299,501.80		$24,289,152.20		$24,320,404.20		$20,220,023,757,730.00		$20,220,023,757,730.00		$20,220,023,757,730.00

		1577		$23,590,701.80		$23,671,352.20		$23,767,104.20		$20,220,023,974,430.00		$20,220,023,974,430.00		$20,220,023,974,430.00

		1578		$27,712,801.80		$27,828,452.20		$27,984,704.20		$20,220,028,514,530.00		$20,220,028,514,530.00		$20,220,028,514,530.00

		1579		$24,386,101.80		$24,346,252.20		$24,329,004.20		$20,220,023,565,330.00		$20,220,023,565,330.00		$20,220,023,565,330.00

		1580		$23,412,751.80		$23,322,902.20		$23,279,154.20		$20,220,022,641,980.00		$20,220,022,641,980.00		$20,220,022,641,980.00

		1581		$22,294,451.80		$22,343,102.20		$22,420,854.20		$20,220,023,950,680.00		$20,220,023,950,680.00		$20,220,023,950,680.00

		1582		$23,115,401.80		$23,100,552.20		$23,095,804.20		$20,220,022,444,130.00		$20,220,022,444,130.00		$20,220,022,444,130.00

		1583		$26,099,851.80		$26,210,002.20		$26,338,254.20		$20,220,026,824,080.00		$20,220,026,824,080.00		$20,220,026,824,080.00

		1584		$23,340,951.80		$23,326,102.20		$23,357,354.20		$20,220,025,009,680.00		$20,220,025,009,680.00		$20,220,025,009,680.00

		1585		$23,243,651.80		$23,178,802.20		$23,153,554.20		$20,220,022,219,380.00		$20,220,022,219,380.00		$20,220,022,219,380.00

		1586		$23,714,001.80		$23,699,152.20		$23,713,404.20		$20,220,023,265,730.00		$20,220,023,265,730.00		$20,220,023,265,730.00

		1587		$24,191,451.80		$24,177,102.20		$24,208,354.20		$20,220,023,872,680.00		$20,220,023,872,680.00		$20,220,023,872,680.00

		1588		$21,769,401.80		$21,765,052.20		$21,777,304.20		$20,220,020,884,630.00		$20,220,020,884,630.00		$20,220,020,884,630.00

		1589		$23,531,201.80		$23,566,352.20		$23,628,604.20		$20,220,024,450,930.00		$20,220,024,450,930.00		$20,220,024,450,930.00

		1590		$24,091,251.80		$24,184,902.20		$24,274,154.20		$20,220,025,937,480.00		$20,220,025,937,480.00		$20,220,025,937,480.00

		1591		$23,835,051.80		$23,840,702.20		$23,858,454.20		$20,220,024,431,280.00		$20,220,024,431,280.00		$20,220,024,431,280.00

		1592		$23,496,901.80		$23,507,052.20		$23,538,804.20		$20,220,023,405,130.00		$20,220,023,405,130.00		$20,220,023,405,130.00

		1593		$22,241,251.80		$22,214,902.20		$22,221,154.20		$20,220,021,967,980.00		$20,220,021,967,980.00		$20,220,021,967,980.00

		1594		$24,987,301.80		$25,022,452.20		$25,103,704.20		$20,220,025,131,030.00		$20,220,025,131,030.00		$20,220,025,131,030.00

		1595		$23,193,051.80		$23,178,202.20		$23,209,454.20		$20,220,022,619,780.00		$20,220,022,619,780.00		$20,220,022,619,780.00

		1596		$23,872,601.80		$23,882,752.20		$23,939,004.20		$20,220,023,119,830.00		$20,220,023,119,830.00		$20,220,023,119,830.00

		1597		$22,254,751.80		$22,201,402.20		$22,182,654.20		$20,220,021,328,980.00		$20,220,021,328,980.00		$20,220,021,328,980.00

		1598		$24,921,801.80		$24,881,952.20		$24,888,204.20		$20,220,024,190,030.00		$20,220,024,190,030.00		$20,220,024,190,030.00

		1599		$23,493,901.80		$23,478,552.20		$23,461,304.20		$20,220,024,142,630.00		$20,220,024,142,630.00		$20,220,024,142,630.00

		1600		$26,048,351.80		$26,008,502.20		$25,990,254.20		$20,220,025,074,580.00		$20,220,025,074,580.00		$20,220,025,074,580.00

		1601		$24,513,301.80		$24,498,452.20		$24,529,704.20		$20,220,024,909,030.00		$20,220,024,909,030.00		$20,220,024,909,030.00

		1602		$22,913,151.80		$22,873,302.20		$22,859,054.20		$20,220,022,504,380.00		$20,220,022,504,380.00		$20,220,022,504,380.00

		1603		$23,377,001.80		$23,337,152.20		$23,343,404.20		$20,220,025,549,230.00		$20,220,025,549,230.00		$20,220,025,549,230.00

		1604		$22,427,401.80		$22,337,552.20		$22,269,304.20		$20,220,021,306,630.00		$20,220,021,306,630.00		$20,220,021,306,630.00

		1605		$24,241,301.80		$24,275,952.20		$24,332,204.20		$20,220,024,355,030.00		$20,220,024,355,030.00		$20,220,024,355,030.00

		1606		$21,634,501.80		$21,625,152.20		$21,656,404.20		$20,220,022,366,730.00		$20,220,022,366,730.00		$20,220,022,366,730.00

		1607		$24,593,301.80		$24,628,452.20		$24,676,704.20		$20,220,025,169,030.00		$20,220,025,169,030.00		$20,220,025,169,030.00

		1608		$23,020,051.80		$23,055,202.20		$23,115,954.20		$20,220,025,893,780.00		$20,220,025,893,780.00		$20,220,025,893,780.00

		1609		$23,788,901.80		$23,749,052.20		$23,755,304.20		$20,220,023,001,130.00		$20,220,023,001,130.00		$20,220,023,001,130.00

		1610		$25,023,401.80		$25,058,052.20		$25,114,304.20		$20,220,026,195,130.00		$20,220,026,195,130.00		$20,220,026,195,130.00

		1611		$22,703,151.80		$22,623,802.20		$22,580,054.20		$20,220,021,813,880.00		$20,220,021,813,880.00		$20,220,021,813,880.00

		1612		$23,358,151.80		$23,293,302.20		$23,274,554.20		$20,220,022,656,880.00		$20,220,022,656,880.00		$20,220,022,656,880.00

		1613		$25,124,801.80		$25,041,952.20		$24,998,204.20		$20,220,024,958,030.00		$20,220,024,958,030.00		$20,220,024,958,030.00

		1614		$24,962,251.80		$25,017,902.20		$25,087,654.20		$20,220,025,191,480.00		$20,220,025,191,480.00		$20,220,025,191,480.00

		1615		$23,974,601.80		$23,934,752.20		$23,937,504.20		$20,220,023,416,830.00		$20,220,023,416,830.00		$20,220,023,416,830.00

		1616		$22,320,451.80		$22,255,102.20		$22,211,354.20		$20,220,021,329,180.00		$20,220,021,329,180.00		$20,220,021,329,180.00

		1617		$24,468,251.80		$24,468,402.20		$24,499,654.20		$20,220,024,008,980.00		$20,220,024,008,980.00		$20,220,024,008,980.00

		1618		$24,545,051.80		$24,550,202.20		$24,581,454.20		$20,220,024,958,780.00		$20,220,024,958,780.00		$20,220,024,958,780.00

		1619		$24,190,401.80		$24,187,552.20		$24,193,804.20		$20,220,023,685,630.00		$20,220,023,685,630.00		$20,220,023,685,630.00

		1620		$24,190,551.80		$24,132,202.20		$24,113,454.20		$20,220,023,641,780.00		$20,220,023,641,780.00		$20,220,023,641,780.00

		1621		$23,781,801.80		$23,764,452.20		$23,770,704.20		$20,220,022,987,530.00		$20,220,022,987,530.00		$20,220,022,987,530.00

		1622		$23,471,301.80		$23,556,452.20		$23,687,704.20		$20,220,024,864,030.00		$20,220,024,864,030.00		$20,220,024,864,030.00

		1623		$25,344,701.80		$25,404,852.20		$25,511,104.20		$20,220,025,800,930.00		$20,220,025,800,930.00		$20,220,025,800,930.00

		1624		$24,293,501.80		$24,303,152.20		$24,334,404.20		$20,220,023,922,730.00		$20,220,023,922,730.00		$20,220,023,922,730.00

		1625		$24,229,051.80		$24,282,702.20		$24,357,454.20		$20,220,025,387,280.00		$20,220,025,387,280.00		$20,220,025,387,280.00

		1626		$25,420,701.80		$25,417,352.20		$25,448,604.20		$20,220,024,972,930.00		$20,220,024,972,930.00		$20,220,024,972,930.00

		1627		$24,631,401.80		$24,591,552.20		$24,597,804.20		$20,220,024,015,630.00		$20,220,024,015,630.00		$20,220,024,015,630.00

		1628		$25,885,251.80		$25,870,402.20		$25,901,654.20		$20,220,025,991,980.00		$20,220,025,991,980.00		$20,220,025,991,980.00

		1629		$23,379,201.80		$23,372,352.20		$23,400,104.20		$20,220,022,605,930.00		$20,220,022,605,930.00		$20,220,022,605,930.00

		1630		$23,137,701.80		$23,097,852.20		$23,086,604.20		$20,220,022,158,930.00		$20,220,022,158,930.00		$20,220,022,158,930.00

		1631		$24,820,851.80		$24,831,002.20		$24,854,254.20		$20,220,024,495,080.00		$20,220,024,495,080.00		$20,220,024,495,080.00

		1632		$24,197,601.80		$24,293,752.20		$24,377,504.20		$20,220,024,077,830.00		$20,220,024,077,830.00		$20,220,024,077,830.00

		1633		$24,676,101.80		$24,736,252.20		$24,842,504.20		$20,220,024,638,330.00		$20,220,024,638,330.00		$20,220,024,638,330.00

		1634		$25,291,701.80		$25,343,352.20		$25,408,104.20		$20,220,025,910,930.00		$20,220,025,910,930.00		$20,220,025,910,930.00

		1635		$23,881,601.80		$23,891,752.20		$23,923,504.20		$20,220,023,380,830.00		$20,220,023,380,830.00		$20,220,023,380,830.00

		1636		$22,859,551.80		$22,945,202.20		$23,072,954.20		$20,220,023,884,780.00		$20,220,023,884,780.00		$20,220,023,884,780.00

		1637		$21,959,751.80		$21,919,902.20		$21,926,154.20		$20,220,022,073,980.00		$20,220,022,073,980.00		$20,220,022,073,980.00

		1638		$24,669,751.80		$24,554,902.20		$24,486,154.20		$20,220,023,523,480.00		$20,220,023,523,480.00		$20,220,023,523,480.00

		1639		$23,219,951.80		$23,107,602.20		$23,038,854.20		$20,220,022,076,180.00		$20,220,022,076,180.00		$20,220,022,076,180.00

		1640		$24,379,101.80		$24,389,252.20		$24,445,504.20		$20,220,024,883,330.00		$20,220,024,883,330.00		$20,220,024,883,330.00

		1641		$22,844,051.80		$22,851,702.20		$22,882,954.20		$20,220,022,213,280.00		$20,220,022,213,280.00		$20,220,022,213,280.00

		1642		$25,849,451.80		$25,816,102.20		$25,822,354.20		$20,220,028,210,180.00		$20,220,028,210,180.00		$20,220,028,210,180.00

		1643		$23,822,051.80		$23,787,702.20		$23,793,954.20		$20,220,023,103,780.00		$20,220,023,103,780.00		$20,220,023,103,780.00

		1644		$24,737,251.80		$24,702,902.20		$24,678,654.20		$20,220,023,715,980.00		$20,220,023,715,980.00		$20,220,023,715,980.00

		1645		$23,095,851.80		$23,031,002.20		$23,012,254.20		$20,220,023,714,580.00		$20,220,023,714,580.00		$20,220,023,714,580.00

		1646		$25,540,301.80		$25,585,452.20		$25,666,704.20		$20,220,026,027,030.00		$20,220,026,027,030.00		$20,220,026,027,030.00

		1647		$22,234,901.80		$22,192,552.20		$22,173,804.20		$20,220,021,489,130.00		$20,220,021,489,130.00		$20,220,021,489,130.00

		1648		$27,107,851.80		$27,147,002.20		$27,206,754.20		$20,220,027,090,580.00		$20,220,027,090,580.00		$20,220,027,090,580.00

		1649		$23,967,851.80		$24,041,502.20		$24,147,754.20		$20,220,026,295,580.00		$20,220,026,295,580.00		$20,220,026,295,580.00

		1650		$23,106,751.80		$23,062,402.20		$23,020,154.20		$20,220,022,090,980.00		$20,220,022,090,980.00		$20,220,022,090,980.00

		1651		$25,607,251.80		$25,502,902.20		$25,434,154.20		$20,220,024,471,480.00		$20,220,024,471,480.00		$20,220,024,471,480.00

		1652		$21,017,451.80		$20,952,602.20		$20,894,854.20		$20,220,019,932,180.00		$20,220,019,932,180.00		$20,220,019,932,180.00

		1653		$23,639,701.80		$23,599,852.20		$23,606,104.20		$20,220,022,785,930.00		$20,220,022,785,930.00		$20,220,022,785,930.00

		1654		$22,505,351.80		$22,440,502.20		$22,421,754.20		$20,220,021,806,080.00		$20,220,021,806,080.00		$20,220,021,806,080.00

		1655		$24,436,201.80		$24,382,852.20		$24,358,604.20		$20,220,023,625,430.00		$20,220,023,625,430.00		$20,220,023,625,430.00

		1656		$24,466,351.80		$24,501,502.20		$24,573,254.20		$20,220,024,427,080.00		$20,220,024,427,080.00		$20,220,024,427,080.00

		1657		$26,047,351.80		$26,119,502.20		$26,179,254.20		$20,220,026,868,080.00		$20,220,026,868,080.00		$20,220,026,868,080.00

		1658		$25,776,301.80		$25,756,952.20		$25,714,704.20		$20,220,024,752,030.00		$20,220,024,752,030.00		$20,220,024,752,030.00

		1659		$23,868,901.80		$23,910,052.20		$23,966,304.20		$20,220,024,269,130.00		$20,220,024,269,130.00		$20,220,024,269,130.00

		1660		$24,242,601.80		$24,257,252.20		$24,313,504.20		$20,220,024,267,330.00		$20,220,024,267,330.00		$20,220,024,267,330.00

		1661		$24,128,951.80		$24,189,102.20		$24,293,854.20		$20,220,023,786,180.00		$20,220,023,786,180.00		$20,220,023,786,180.00

		1662		$22,897,501.80		$22,832,652.20		$22,813,904.20		$20,220,022,328,230.00		$20,220,022,328,230.00		$20,220,022,328,230.00

		1663		$22,549,551.80		$22,484,702.20		$22,465,954.20		$20,220,021,857,280.00		$20,220,021,857,280.00		$20,220,021,857,280.00

		1664		$22,652,851.80		$22,605,502.20		$22,586,754.20		$20,220,021,673,080.00		$20,220,021,673,080.00		$20,220,021,673,080.00

		1665		$23,831,401.80		$23,847,052.20		$23,882,804.20		$20,220,023,234,130.00		$20,220,023,234,130.00		$20,220,023,234,130.00

		1666		$23,237,001.80		$23,207,652.20		$23,213,904.20		$20,220,022,686,730.00		$20,220,022,686,730.00		$20,220,022,686,730.00

		1667		$23,086,451.80		$23,046,602.20		$23,052,854.20		$20,220,023,664,680.00		$20,220,023,664,680.00		$20,220,023,664,680.00

		1668		$23,745,851.80		$23,731,002.20		$23,759,754.20		$20,220,022,937,580.00		$20,220,022,937,580.00		$20,220,022,937,580.00

		1669		$25,191,601.80		$25,251,752.20		$25,331,004.20		$20,220,026,363,830.00		$20,220,026,363,830.00		$20,220,026,363,830.00

		1670		$25,074,951.80		$25,185,102.20		$25,326,854.20		$20,220,025,453,180.00		$20,220,025,453,180.00		$20,220,025,453,180.00

		1671		$24,091,301.80		$24,076,452.20		$24,107,704.20		$20,220,023,766,030.00		$20,220,023,766,030.00		$20,220,023,766,030.00

		1672		$23,040,051.80		$22,929,702.20		$22,860,954.20		$20,220,021,898,280.00		$20,220,021,898,280.00		$20,220,021,898,280.00

		1673		$23,034,001.80		$23,019,152.20		$23,016,404.20		$20,220,022,856,730.00		$20,220,022,856,730.00		$20,220,022,856,730.00

		1674		$24,992,701.80		$25,014,852.20		$25,069,604.20		$20,220,024,557,930.00		$20,220,024,557,930.00		$20,220,024,557,930.00

		1675		$24,938,301.80		$24,978,452.20		$25,034,704.20		$20,220,025,930,530.00		$20,220,025,930,530.00		$20,220,025,930,530.00

		1676		$22,703,951.80		$22,739,102.20		$22,791,854.20		$20,220,022,759,680.00		$20,220,022,759,680.00		$20,220,022,759,680.00

		1677		$24,336,151.80		$24,358,802.20		$24,410,554.20		$20,220,025,374,880.00		$20,220,025,374,880.00		$20,220,025,374,880.00

		1678		$24,326,551.80		$24,397,702.20		$24,475,454.20		$20,220,023,717,280.00		$20,220,023,717,280.00		$20,220,023,717,280.00

		1679		$23,525,751.80		$23,479,402.20		$23,442,154.20		$20,220,022,548,980.00		$20,220,022,548,980.00		$20,220,022,548,980.00

		1680		$23,972,801.80		$23,986,452.20		$24,022,204.20		$20,220,024,491,530.00		$20,220,024,491,530.00		$20,220,024,491,530.00

		1681		$23,358,151.80		$23,343,302.20		$23,363,554.20		$20,220,022,487,880.00		$20,220,022,487,880.00		$20,220,022,487,880.00

		1682		$23,545,851.80		$23,506,002.20		$23,512,254.20		$20,220,022,938,080.00		$20,220,022,938,080.00		$20,220,022,938,080.00

		1683		$22,626,551.80		$22,561,702.20		$22,542,954.20		$20,220,021,949,280.00		$20,220,021,949,280.00		$20,220,021,949,280.00

		1684		$24,004,101.80		$24,124,752.20		$24,244,004.20		$20,220,026,324,830.00		$20,220,026,324,830.00		$20,220,026,324,830.00

		1685		$23,877,401.80		$23,794,052.20		$23,750,304.20		$20,220,022,831,130.00		$20,220,022,831,130.00		$20,220,022,831,130.00

		1686		$23,727,001.80		$23,837,152.20		$23,982,904.20		$20,220,023,695,230.00		$20,220,023,695,230.00		$20,220,023,695,230.00

		1687		$24,975,751.80		$24,972,402.20		$25,003,654.20		$20,220,025,581,980.00		$20,220,025,581,980.00		$20,220,025,581,980.00

		1688		$22,895,151.80		$22,837,802.20		$22,817,554.20		$20,220,022,452,380.00		$20,220,022,452,380.00		$20,220,022,452,380.00

		1689		$23,386,101.80		$23,396,252.20		$23,406,004.20		$20,220,022,993,330.00		$20,220,022,993,330.00		$20,220,022,993,330.00

		1690		$24,042,151.80		$24,092,302.20		$24,141,054.20		$20,220,023,744,880.00		$20,220,023,744,880.00		$20,220,023,744,880.00

		1691		$22,246,501.80		$22,291,152.20		$22,368,904.20		$20,220,022,076,730.00		$20,220,022,076,730.00		$20,220,022,076,730.00

		1692		$25,114,201.80		$25,090,852.20		$25,090,604.20		$20,220,024,699,930.00		$20,220,024,699,930.00		$20,220,024,699,930.00

		1693		$24,139,651.80		$24,124,802.20		$24,131,054.20		$20,220,024,021,880.00		$20,220,024,021,880.00		$20,220,024,021,880.00

		1694		$23,922,351.80		$23,950,002.20		$23,989,254.20		$20,220,024,473,080.00		$20,220,024,473,080.00		$20,220,024,473,080.00

		1695		$23,805,551.80		$23,815,702.20		$23,871,954.20		$20,220,024,940,780.00		$20,220,024,940,780.00		$20,220,024,940,780.00

		1696		$23,780,751.80		$23,865,902.20		$23,997,154.20		$20,220,023,901,480.00		$20,220,023,901,480.00		$20,220,023,901,480.00

		1697		$22,809,151.80		$22,694,302.20		$22,625,554.20		$20,220,021,662,880.00		$20,220,021,662,880.00		$20,220,021,662,880.00

		1698		$25,372,051.80		$25,445,702.20		$25,526,954.20		$20,220,024,827,780.00		$20,220,024,827,780.00		$20,220,024,827,780.00

		1699		$22,912,451.80		$22,897,602.20		$22,919,354.20		$20,220,022,015,180.00		$20,220,022,015,180.00		$20,220,022,015,180.00

		1700		$24,724,251.80		$24,757,902.20		$24,814,154.20		$20,220,024,737,980.00		$20,220,024,737,980.00		$20,220,024,737,980.00

		1701		$24,235,901.80		$24,246,052.20		$24,302,304.20		$20,220,024,603,130.00		$20,220,024,603,130.00		$20,220,024,603,130.00

		1702		$22,958,601.80		$22,893,752.20		$22,875,004.20		$20,220,021,995,330.00		$20,220,021,995,330.00		$20,220,021,995,330.00

		1703		$23,882,451.80		$23,867,602.20		$23,887,354.20		$20,220,024,612,180.00		$20,220,024,612,180.00		$20,220,024,612,180.00

		1704		$25,151,901.80		$25,112,052.20		$25,118,304.20		$20,220,025,475,130.00		$20,220,025,475,130.00		$20,220,025,475,130.00

		1705		$24,779,901.80		$24,800,552.20		$24,826,804.20		$20,220,025,896,630.00		$20,220,025,896,630.00		$20,220,025,896,630.00

		1706		$23,370,501.80		$23,355,652.20		$23,386,904.20		$20,220,022,867,230.00		$20,220,022,867,230.00		$20,220,022,867,230.00

		1707		$23,297,051.80		$23,257,202.20		$23,263,454.20		$20,220,022,361,280.00		$20,220,022,361,280.00		$20,220,022,361,280.00

		1708		$24,589,051.80		$24,615,202.20		$24,654,954.20		$20,220,024,214,280.00		$20,220,024,214,280.00		$20,220,024,214,280.00

		1709		$23,769,801.80		$23,772,452.20		$23,779,204.20		$20,220,023,037,030.00		$20,220,023,037,030.00		$20,220,023,037,030.00

		1710		$24,250,651.80		$24,235,802.20		$24,267,054.20		$20,220,023,509,380.00		$20,220,023,509,380.00		$20,220,023,509,380.00

		1711		$22,413,351.80		$22,373,502.20		$22,357,254.20		$20,220,021,690,580.00		$20,220,021,690,580.00		$20,220,021,690,580.00

		1712		$24,513,151.80		$24,448,302.20		$24,429,554.20		$20,220,023,667,880.00		$20,220,023,667,880.00		$20,220,023,667,880.00

		1713		$24,761,851.80		$24,750,502.20		$24,761,254.20		$20,220,023,947,080.00		$20,220,023,947,080.00		$20,220,023,947,080.00

		1714		$24,647,001.80		$24,621,152.20		$24,627,404.20		$20,220,024,372,230.00		$20,220,024,372,230.00		$20,220,024,372,230.00

		1715		$25,843,751.80		$25,830,402.20		$25,861,654.20		$20,220,025,406,980.00		$20,220,025,406,980.00		$20,220,025,406,980.00

		1716		$22,553,701.80		$22,488,852.20		$22,458,604.20		$20,220,021,656,430.00		$20,220,021,656,430.00		$20,220,021,656,430.00

		1717		$23,757,101.80		$23,773,752.20		$23,823,504.20		$20,220,023,116,830.00		$20,220,023,116,830.00		$20,220,023,116,830.00

		1718		$24,785,801.80		$24,776,952.20		$24,783,204.20		$20,220,024,214,030.00		$20,220,024,214,030.00		$20,220,024,214,030.00

		1719		$23,798,901.80		$23,734,052.20		$23,715,304.20		$20,220,024,393,630.00		$20,220,024,393,630.00		$20,220,024,393,630.00

		1720		$25,591,751.80		$25,701,902.20		$25,858,154.20		$20,220,026,016,980.00		$20,220,026,016,980.00		$20,220,026,016,980.00

		1721		$22,347,601.80		$22,383,752.20		$22,440,004.20		$20,220,022,592,830.00		$20,220,022,592,830.00		$20,220,022,592,830.00

		1722		$21,662,901.80		$21,598,052.20		$21,579,304.20		$20,220,020,844,630.00		$20,220,020,844,630.00		$20,220,020,844,630.00

		1723		$24,047,401.80		$24,025,052.20		$24,031,304.20		$20,220,023,359,130.00		$20,220,023,359,130.00		$20,220,023,359,130.00

		1724		$23,219,351.80		$23,204,502.20		$23,218,254.20		$20,220,022,623,080.00		$20,220,022,623,080.00		$20,220,022,623,080.00

		1725		$26,281,451.80		$26,316,602.20		$26,365,854.20		$20,220,026,169,180.00		$20,220,026,169,180.00		$20,220,026,169,180.00

		1726		$24,126,801.80		$24,136,952.20		$24,169,704.20		$20,220,023,803,030.00		$20,220,023,803,030.00		$20,220,023,803,030.00

		1727		$24,428,851.80		$24,412,502.20		$24,401,254.20		$20,220,023,525,580.00		$20,220,023,525,580.00		$20,220,023,525,580.00

		1728		$24,601,451.80		$24,577,102.20		$24,583,354.20		$20,220,024,083,180.00		$20,220,024,083,180.00		$20,220,024,083,180.00

		1729		$23,948,751.80		$23,927,902.20		$23,909,154.20		$20,220,025,400,480.00		$20,220,025,400,480.00		$20,220,025,400,480.00

		1730		$25,951,101.80		$25,978,752.20		$26,011,504.20		$20,220,025,424,830.00		$20,220,025,424,830.00		$20,220,025,424,830.00

		1731		$22,586,801.80		$22,471,952.20		$22,403,204.20		$20,220,021,440,530.00		$20,220,021,440,530.00		$20,220,021,440,530.00

		1732		$24,649,601.80		$24,697,252.20		$24,778,504.20		$20,220,024,192,830.00		$20,220,024,192,830.00		$20,220,024,192,830.00

		1733		$24,961,901.80		$24,924,552.20		$24,930,804.20		$20,220,024,079,630.00		$20,220,024,079,630.00		$20,220,024,079,630.00

		1734		$24,139,351.80		$24,077,002.20		$24,058,254.20		$20,220,023,776,580.00		$20,220,023,776,580.00		$20,220,023,776,580.00

		1735		$25,357,501.80		$25,351,652.20		$25,326,904.20		$20,220,024,530,730.00		$20,220,024,530,730.00		$20,220,024,530,730.00

		1736		$23,932,001.80		$23,928,652.20		$23,959,904.20		$20,220,023,623,230.00		$20,220,023,623,230.00		$20,220,023,623,230.00

		1737		$23,955,601.80		$23,890,752.20		$23,872,004.20		$20,220,022,951,330.00		$20,220,022,951,330.00		$20,220,022,951,330.00

		1738		$23,572,301.80		$23,507,452.20		$23,488,704.20		$20,220,022,917,030.00		$20,220,022,917,030.00		$20,220,022,917,030.00

		1739		$23,499,951.80		$23,457,602.20		$23,438,854.20		$20,220,023,912,180.00		$20,220,023,912,180.00		$20,220,023,912,180.00

		1740		$22,994,251.80		$23,004,402.20		$23,060,654.20		$20,220,022,880,480.00		$20,220,022,880,480.00		$20,220,022,880,480.00

		1741		$24,242,951.80		$24,203,102.20		$24,171,854.20		$20,220,023,209,180.00		$20,220,023,209,180.00		$20,220,023,209,180.00

		1742		$23,706,101.80		$23,691,252.20		$23,722,504.20		$20,220,023,339,830.00		$20,220,023,339,830.00		$20,220,023,339,830.00

		1743		$23,509,151.80		$23,514,302.20		$23,533,054.20		$20,220,023,477,880.00		$20,220,023,477,880.00		$20,220,023,477,880.00

		1744		$24,990,951.80		$25,116,602.20		$25,271,354.20		$20,220,025,438,680.00		$20,220,025,438,680.00		$20,220,025,438,680.00

		1745		$25,359,001.80		$25,317,652.20		$25,298,904.20		$20,220,024,903,230.00		$20,220,024,903,230.00		$20,220,024,903,230.00

		1746		$25,130,751.80		$25,152,402.20		$25,208,654.20		$20,220,024,978,480.00		$20,220,024,978,480.00		$20,220,024,978,480.00

		1747		$22,476,851.80		$22,437,002.20		$22,443,254.20		$20,220,021,646,080.00		$20,220,021,646,080.00		$20,220,021,646,080.00

		1748		$27,494,651.80		$27,610,802.20		$27,742,054.20		$20,220,028,598,380.00		$20,220,028,598,380.00		$20,220,028,598,380.00

		1749		$22,527,201.80		$22,487,352.20		$22,471,104.20		$20,220,021,756,430.00		$20,220,021,756,430.00		$20,220,021,756,430.00

		1750		$26,281,601.80		$26,309,752.20		$26,343,504.20		$20,220,025,605,830.00		$20,220,025,605,830.00		$20,220,025,605,830.00

		1751		$24,006,551.80		$24,016,202.20		$24,047,454.20		$20,220,024,198,780.00		$20,220,024,198,780.00		$20,220,024,198,780.00

		1752		$23,255,801.80		$23,290,452.20		$23,346,704.20		$20,220,023,237,530.00		$20,220,023,237,530.00		$20,220,023,237,530.00

		1753		$23,419,201.80		$23,399,852.20		$23,389,604.20		$20,220,023,178,930.00		$20,220,023,178,930.00		$20,220,023,178,930.00

		1754		$23,808,951.80		$23,819,102.20		$23,861,854.20		$20,220,024,675,180.00		$20,220,024,675,180.00		$20,220,024,675,180.00

		1755		$22,659,601.80		$22,644,752.20		$22,676,004.20		$20,220,022,143,330.00		$20,220,022,143,330.00		$20,220,022,143,330.00

		1756		$23,596,501.80		$23,526,652.20		$23,457,904.20		$20,220,022,495,230.00		$20,220,022,495,230.00		$20,220,022,495,230.00

		1757		$23,222,651.80		$23,123,302.20		$23,054,554.20		$20,220,022,091,880.00		$20,220,022,091,880.00		$20,220,022,091,880.00

		1758		$22,411,551.80		$22,321,702.20		$22,277,954.20		$20,220,021,349,780.00		$20,220,021,349,780.00		$20,220,021,349,780.00

		1759		$25,288,901.80		$25,324,052.20		$25,380,804.20		$20,220,024,585,630.00		$20,220,024,585,630.00		$20,220,024,585,630.00

		1760		$23,198,001.80		$23,191,652.20		$23,222,904.20		$20,220,023,250,230.00		$20,220,023,250,230.00		$20,220,023,250,230.00

		1761		$23,941,201.80		$23,951,352.20		$24,007,604.20		$20,220,024,002,430.00		$20,220,024,002,430.00		$20,220,024,002,430.00

		1762		$25,435,351.80		$25,413,002.20		$25,419,254.20		$20,220,025,480,080.00		$20,220,025,480,080.00		$20,220,025,480,080.00

		1763		$25,556,551.80		$25,591,702.20		$25,657,454.20		$20,220,026,146,280.00		$20,220,026,146,280.00		$20,220,026,146,280.00

		1764		$23,788,201.80		$23,798,352.20		$23,853,104.20		$20,220,023,799,430.00		$20,220,023,799,430.00		$20,220,023,799,430.00

		1765		$24,315,551.80		$24,308,702.20		$24,339,954.20		$20,220,023,698,280.00		$20,220,023,698,280.00		$20,220,023,698,280.00

		1766		$23,604,751.80		$23,574,402.20		$23,580,654.20		$20,220,022,840,480.00		$20,220,022,840,480.00		$20,220,022,840,480.00

		1767		$24,251,751.80		$24,361,902.20		$24,518,154.20		$20,220,025,234,980.00		$20,220,025,234,980.00		$20,220,025,234,980.00

		1768		$26,093,201.80		$26,107,852.20		$26,145,604.20		$20,220,025,412,930.00		$20,220,025,412,930.00		$20,220,025,412,930.00

		1769		$24,224,801.80		$24,184,952.20		$24,183,704.20		$20,220,023,389,030.00		$20,220,023,389,030.00		$20,220,023,389,030.00

		1770		$24,851,651.80		$24,890,302.20		$24,971,554.20		$20,220,024,171,880.00		$20,220,024,171,880.00		$20,220,024,171,880.00

		1771		$26,138,151.80		$26,190,802.20		$26,272,054.20		$20,220,026,872,380.00		$20,220,026,872,380.00		$20,220,026,872,380.00

		1772		$22,864,951.80		$22,825,102.20		$22,829,854.20		$20,220,021,876,180.00		$20,220,021,876,180.00		$20,220,021,876,180.00

		1773		$23,138,951.80		$23,024,102.20		$22,955,354.20		$20,220,021,992,680.00		$20,220,021,992,680.00		$20,220,021,992,680.00

		1774		$22,992,601.80		$23,027,752.20		$23,109,004.20		$20,220,022,773,330.00		$20,220,022,773,330.00		$20,220,022,773,330.00

		1775		$23,242,601.80		$23,202,752.20		$23,204,504.20		$20,220,022,396,830.00		$20,220,022,396,830.00		$20,220,022,396,830.00

		1776		$25,565,851.80		$25,576,002.20		$25,632,254.20		$20,220,025,995,080.00		$20,220,025,995,080.00		$20,220,025,995,080.00

		1777		$22,879,901.80		$22,815,052.20		$22,796,304.20		$20,220,022,227,630.00		$20,220,022,227,630.00		$20,220,022,227,630.00

		1778		$23,900,951.80		$23,886,102.20		$23,916,854.20		$20,220,023,071,680.00		$20,220,023,071,680.00		$20,220,023,071,680.00

		1779		$23,343,501.80		$23,393,152.20		$23,438,904.20		$20,220,022,635,730.00		$20,220,022,635,730.00		$20,220,022,635,730.00

		1780		$21,055,901.80		$21,016,052.20		$21,022,304.20		$20,220,020,368,130.00		$20,220,020,368,130.00		$20,220,020,368,130.00

		1781		$24,513,701.80		$24,526,352.20		$24,582,604.20		$20,220,024,389,430.00		$20,220,024,389,430.00		$20,220,024,389,430.00

		1782		$23,679,151.80		$23,639,302.20		$23,645,554.20		$20,220,022,809,380.00		$20,220,022,809,380.00		$20,220,022,809,380.00

		1783		$25,193,701.80		$25,153,852.20		$25,160,104.20		$20,220,024,532,930.00		$20,220,024,532,930.00		$20,220,024,532,930.00

		1784		$22,580,601.80		$22,465,752.20		$22,397,004.20		$20,220,021,434,330.00		$20,220,021,434,330.00		$20,220,021,434,330.00

		1785		$23,162,351.80		$23,135,002.20		$23,116,254.20		$20,220,022,250,580.00		$20,220,022,250,580.00		$20,220,022,250,580.00

		1786		$24,426,401.80		$24,436,552.20		$24,492,804.20		$20,220,025,308,630.00		$20,220,025,308,630.00		$20,220,025,308,630.00

		1787		$24,914,951.80		$24,950,102.20		$25,031,354.20		$20,220,028,336,680.00		$20,220,028,336,680.00		$20,220,028,336,680.00

		1788		$22,770,251.80		$22,705,402.20		$22,686,654.20		$20,220,022,631,980.00		$20,220,022,631,980.00		$20,220,022,631,980.00

		1789		$24,631,951.80		$24,734,602.20		$24,863,354.20		$20,220,025,279,180.00		$20,220,025,279,180.00		$20,220,025,279,180.00

		1790		$23,163,201.80		$23,133,852.20		$23,140,104.20		$20,220,022,375,930.00		$20,220,022,375,930.00		$20,220,022,375,930.00

		1791		$21,723,501.80		$21,633,652.20		$21,589,904.20		$20,220,020,790,730.00		$20,220,020,790,730.00		$20,220,020,790,730.00

		1792		$24,046,451.80		$24,106,602.20		$24,191,354.20		$20,220,024,133,680.00		$20,220,024,133,680.00		$20,220,024,133,680.00

		1793		$22,454,451.80		$22,436,102.20		$22,438,854.20		$20,220,021,543,180.00		$20,220,021,543,180.00		$20,220,021,543,180.00

		1794		$22,030,251.80		$22,065,402.20		$22,146,654.20		$20,220,024,767,980.00		$20,220,024,767,980.00		$20,220,024,767,980.00

		1795		$22,716,501.80		$22,667,152.20		$22,648,404.20		$20,220,022,036,730.00		$20,220,022,036,730.00		$20,220,022,036,730.00

		1796		$23,882,301.80		$23,990,952.20		$24,122,204.20		$20,220,023,992,530.00		$20,220,023,992,530.00		$20,220,023,992,530.00

		1797		$22,876,801.80		$22,911,952.20		$22,993,204.20		$20,220,023,154,530.00		$20,220,023,154,530.00		$20,220,023,154,530.00

		1798		$27,087,001.80		$27,077,652.20		$27,108,904.20		$20,220,027,641,230.00		$20,220,027,641,230.00		$20,220,027,641,230.00

		1799		$25,579,851.80		$25,715,002.20		$25,868,754.20		$20,220,026,633,580.00		$20,220,026,633,580.00		$20,220,026,633,580.00

		1800		$23,392,201.80		$23,352,352.20		$23,358,604.20		$20,220,024,764,430.00		$20,220,024,764,430.00		$20,220,024,764,430.00

		1801		$24,324,051.80		$24,309,202.20		$24,337,954.20		$20,220,024,428,780.00		$20,220,024,428,780.00		$20,220,024,428,780.00

		1802		$25,811,951.80		$25,872,102.20		$25,957,854.20		$20,220,026,613,180.00		$20,220,026,613,180.00		$20,220,026,613,180.00

		1803		$23,339,051.80		$23,249,202.20		$23,182,954.20		$20,220,022,220,280.00		$20,220,022,220,280.00		$20,220,022,220,280.00

		1804		$25,677,601.80		$25,712,752.20		$25,769,004.20		$20,220,025,060,330.00		$20,220,025,060,330.00		$20,220,025,060,330.00

		1805		$22,842,701.80		$22,827,852.20		$22,841,604.20		$20,220,022,570,430.00		$20,220,022,570,430.00		$20,220,022,570,430.00

		1806		$25,649,851.80		$25,645,502.20		$25,676,754.20		$20,220,025,083,080.00		$20,220,025,083,080.00		$20,220,025,083,080.00

		1807		$25,277,501.80		$25,241,152.20		$25,247,404.20		$20,220,024,476,230.00		$20,220,024,476,230.00		$20,220,024,476,230.00

		1808		$25,528,801.80		$25,588,952.20		$25,676,704.20		$20,220,025,704,030.00		$20,220,025,704,030.00		$20,220,025,704,030.00

		1809		$25,096,301.80		$25,095,952.20		$25,056,704.20		$20,220,024,094,030.00		$20,220,024,094,030.00		$20,220,024,094,030.00

		1810		$25,189,201.80		$25,203,352.20		$25,234,604.20		$20,220,024,512,930.00		$20,220,024,512,930.00		$20,220,024,512,930.00

		1811		$24,235,201.80		$24,238,352.20		$24,269,104.20		$20,220,023,524,930.00		$20,220,023,524,930.00		$20,220,023,524,930.00

		1812		$23,647,101.80		$23,657,252.20		$23,713,504.20		$20,220,023,240,330.00		$20,220,023,240,330.00		$20,220,023,240,330.00

		1813		$26,461,151.80		$26,471,302.20		$26,527,554.20		$20,220,027,146,380.00		$20,220,027,146,380.00		$20,220,027,146,380.00

		1814		$24,143,551.80		$24,153,702.20		$24,179,454.20		$20,220,023,627,780.00		$20,220,023,627,780.00		$20,220,023,627,780.00

		1815		$23,986,201.80		$24,021,352.20		$24,082,104.20		$20,220,023,613,930.00		$20,220,023,613,930.00		$20,220,023,613,930.00

		1816		$26,501,651.80		$26,611,802.20		$26,746,054.20		$20,220,027,408,880.00		$20,220,027,408,880.00		$20,220,027,408,880.00

		1817		$24,330,151.80		$24,426,802.20		$24,514,554.20		$20,220,024,490,380.00		$20,220,024,490,380.00		$20,220,024,490,380.00

		1818		$25,296,651.80		$25,244,302.20		$25,225,554.20		$20,220,024,350,880.00		$20,220,024,350,880.00		$20,220,024,350,880.00

		1819		$25,391,051.80		$25,426,202.20		$25,487,954.20		$20,220,024,959,780.00		$20,220,024,959,780.00		$20,220,024,959,780.00

		1820		$25,276,101.80		$25,300,752.20		$25,341,504.20		$20,220,025,258,830.00		$20,220,025,258,830.00		$20,220,025,258,830.00

		1821		$25,291,101.80		$25,351,752.20		$25,430,504.20		$20,220,024,976,330.00		$20,220,024,976,330.00		$20,220,024,976,330.00

		1822		$22,847,351.80		$22,782,502.20		$22,763,754.20		$20,220,021,909,080.00		$20,220,021,909,080.00		$20,220,021,909,080.00

		1823		$24,582,851.80		$24,568,002.20		$24,578,754.20		$20,220,024,450,580.00		$20,220,024,450,580.00		$20,220,024,450,580.00

		1824		$22,129,901.80		$22,115,052.20		$22,130,804.20		$20,220,022,228,630.00		$20,220,022,228,630.00		$20,220,022,228,630.00

		1825		$23,332,351.80		$23,317,502.20		$23,325,254.20		$20,220,023,313,080.00		$20,220,023,313,080.00		$20,220,023,313,080.00

		1826		$24,018,851.80		$24,029,002.20		$24,067,754.20		$20,220,023,563,080.00		$20,220,023,563,080.00		$20,220,023,563,080.00

		1827		$24,553,001.80		$24,571,652.20		$24,627,904.20		$20,220,025,774,730.00		$20,220,025,774,730.00		$20,220,025,774,730.00

		1828		$24,065,001.80		$24,067,152.20		$24,091,904.20		$20,220,024,155,730.00		$20,220,024,155,730.00		$20,220,024,155,730.00

		1829		$23,913,951.80		$23,854,602.20		$23,835,854.20		$20,220,023,126,180.00		$20,220,023,126,180.00		$20,220,023,126,180.00

		1830		$23,803,801.80		$23,763,952.20		$23,770,204.20		$20,220,024,218,030.00		$20,220,024,218,030.00		$20,220,024,218,030.00

		1831		$25,338,301.80		$25,373,452.20		$25,454,704.20		$20,220,025,611,030.00		$20,220,025,611,030.00		$20,220,025,611,030.00

		1832		$25,500,851.80		$25,586,002.20		$25,715,754.20		$20,220,025,850,580.00		$20,220,025,850,580.00		$20,220,025,850,580.00

		1833		$26,365,601.80		$26,464,252.20		$26,595,504.20		$20,220,026,968,830.00		$20,220,026,968,830.00		$20,220,026,968,830.00

		1834		$25,251,051.80		$25,275,702.20		$25,331,954.20		$20,220,025,592,780.00		$20,220,025,592,780.00		$20,220,025,592,780.00

		1835		$25,011,001.80		$25,047,652.20		$25,095,404.20		$20,220,024,382,730.00		$20,220,024,382,730.00		$20,220,024,382,730.00

		1836		$23,345,101.80		$23,307,252.20		$23,238,504.20		$20,220,022,275,830.00		$20,220,022,275,830.00		$20,220,022,275,830.00

		1837		$23,398,901.80		$23,284,052.20		$23,215,304.20		$20,220,022,252,630.00		$20,220,022,252,630.00		$20,220,022,252,630.00

		1838		$22,372,751.80		$22,332,902.20		$22,339,154.20		$20,220,021,850,980.00		$20,220,021,850,980.00		$20,220,021,850,980.00

		1839		$25,574,751.80		$25,634,902.20		$25,712,154.20		$20,220,026,258,980.00		$20,220,026,258,980.00		$20,220,026,258,980.00

		1840		$25,704,651.80		$25,669,302.20		$25,675,554.20		$20,220,025,371,380.00		$20,220,025,371,380.00		$20,220,025,371,380.00

		1841		$23,340,651.80		$23,291,802.20		$23,273,054.20		$20,220,022,426,380.00		$20,220,022,426,380.00		$20,220,022,426,380.00

		1842		$24,836,951.80		$24,822,602.20		$24,853,854.20		$20,220,025,026,180.00		$20,220,025,026,180.00		$20,220,025,026,180.00

		1843		$26,421,001.80		$26,497,652.20		$26,594,404.20		$20,220,026,284,730.00		$20,220,026,284,730.00		$20,220,026,284,730.00

		1844		$25,087,151.80		$25,087,802.20		$25,119,054.20		$20,220,024,432,380.00		$20,220,024,432,380.00		$20,220,024,432,380.00

		1845		$22,868,701.80		$22,878,852.20		$22,919,604.20		$20,220,022,484,930.00		$20,220,022,484,930.00		$20,220,022,484,930.00

		1846		$23,020,151.80		$22,980,302.20		$22,986,554.20		$20,220,022,992,380.00		$20,220,022,992,380.00		$20,220,022,992,380.00

		1847		$25,549,701.80		$25,609,852.20		$25,706,604.20		$20,220,026,654,930.00		$20,220,026,654,930.00		$20,220,026,654,930.00

		1848		$21,560,501.80		$21,545,652.20		$21,576,904.20		$20,220,024,542,230.00		$20,220,024,542,230.00		$20,220,024,542,230.00

		1849		$23,662,301.80		$23,672,452.20		$23,728,704.20		$20,220,024,361,530.00		$20,220,024,361,530.00		$20,220,024,361,530.00

		1850		$24,662,151.80		$24,719,302.20		$24,800,554.20		$20,220,024,796,880.00		$20,220,024,796,880.00		$20,220,024,796,880.00

		1851		$24,028,251.80		$23,986,902.20		$23,945,654.20		$20,220,024,230,480.00		$20,220,024,230,480.00		$20,220,024,230,480.00

		1852		$24,643,901.80		$24,626,552.20		$24,632,804.20		$20,220,023,701,630.00		$20,220,023,701,630.00		$20,220,023,701,630.00

		1853		$23,853,701.80		$23,865,852.20		$23,897,104.20		$20,220,025,224,430.00		$20,220,025,224,430.00		$20,220,025,224,430.00

		1854		$25,305,451.80		$25,396,102.20		$25,513,354.20		$20,220,026,693,680.00		$20,220,026,693,680.00		$20,220,026,693,680.00

		1855		$26,427,251.80		$26,436,902.20		$26,468,154.20		$20,220,026,050,480.00		$20,220,026,050,480.00		$20,220,026,050,480.00

		1856		$24,634,051.80		$24,598,702.20		$24,589,454.20		$20,220,023,721,780.00		$20,220,023,721,780.00		$20,220,023,721,780.00

		1857		$23,374,601.80		$23,371,252.20		$23,402,504.20		$20,220,023,742,830.00		$20,220,023,742,830.00		$20,220,023,742,830.00

		1858		$23,537,751.80		$23,448,402.20		$23,404,654.20		$20,220,022,719,480.00		$20,220,022,719,480.00		$20,220,022,719,480.00

		1859		$24,045,451.80		$23,930,602.20		$23,861,854.20		$20,220,022,899,180.00		$20,220,022,899,180.00		$20,220,022,899,180.00

		1860		$23,688,351.80		$23,773,502.20		$23,888,254.20		$20,220,023,917,080.00		$20,220,023,917,080.00		$20,220,023,917,080.00

		1861		$23,292,401.80		$23,277,552.20		$23,308,804.20		$20,220,023,900,130.00		$20,220,023,900,130.00		$20,220,023,900,130.00

		1862		$24,637,301.80		$24,697,452.20		$24,803,704.20		$20,220,025,309,530.00		$20,220,025,309,530.00		$20,220,025,309,530.00

		1863		$24,225,451.80		$24,138,602.20		$24,069,854.20		$20,220,023,107,180.00		$20,220,023,107,180.00		$20,220,023,107,180.00

		1864		$24,427,801.80		$24,464,952.20		$24,535,704.20		$20,220,024,472,530.00		$20,220,024,472,530.00		$20,220,024,472,530.00

		1865		$23,502,301.80		$23,437,452.20		$23,418,704.20		$20,220,022,602,030.00		$20,220,022,602,030.00		$20,220,022,602,030.00

		1866		$24,875,401.80		$24,910,552.20		$24,986,304.20		$20,220,024,433,130.00		$20,220,024,433,130.00		$20,220,024,433,130.00

		1867		$25,486,101.80		$25,481,752.20		$25,500,004.20		$20,220,024,664,330.00		$20,220,024,664,330.00		$20,220,024,664,330.00

		1868		$24,382,601.80		$24,354,752.20		$24,355,504.20		$20,220,023,875,830.00		$20,220,023,875,830.00		$20,220,023,875,830.00

		1869		$23,778,851.80		$23,755,002.20		$23,761,254.20		$20,220,024,121,080.00		$20,220,024,121,080.00		$20,220,024,121,080.00

		1870		$23,010,551.80		$23,020,702.20		$23,076,954.20		$20,220,022,900,780.00		$20,220,022,900,780.00		$20,220,022,900,780.00

		1871		$23,955,151.80		$23,965,302.20		$24,012,054.20		$20,220,024,027,380.00		$20,220,024,027,380.00		$20,220,024,027,380.00

		1872		$23,795,401.80		$23,843,052.20		$23,913,804.20		$20,220,023,455,630.00		$20,220,023,455,630.00		$20,220,023,455,630.00

		1873		$21,521,701.80		$21,431,852.20		$21,388,104.20		$20,220,020,449,930.00		$20,220,020,449,930.00		$20,220,020,449,930.00

		1874		$22,609,601.80		$22,560,252.20		$22,541,504.20		$20,220,022,655,830.00		$20,220,022,655,830.00		$20,220,022,655,830.00

		1875		$23,260,901.80		$23,196,052.20		$23,177,304.20		$20,220,023,075,630.00		$20,220,023,075,630.00		$20,220,023,075,630.00

		1876		$24,063,951.80		$24,149,102.20		$24,257,354.20		$20,220,024,149,680.00		$20,220,024,149,680.00		$20,220,024,149,680.00

		1877		$23,078,201.80		$22,963,352.20		$22,894,604.20		$20,220,021,931,930.00		$20,220,021,931,930.00		$20,220,021,931,930.00

		1878		$25,460,701.80		$25,495,852.20		$25,540,104.20		$20,220,027,835,430.00		$20,220,027,835,430.00		$20,220,027,835,430.00

		1879		$23,166,751.80		$23,105,402.20		$23,086,654.20		$20,220,022,144,980.00		$20,220,022,144,980.00		$20,220,022,144,980.00

		1880		$21,998,801.80		$21,919,952.20		$21,876,204.20		$20,220,021,027,030.00		$20,220,021,027,030.00		$20,220,021,027,030.00

		1881		$25,240,051.80		$25,275,202.20		$25,347,954.20		$20,220,024,835,780.00		$20,220,024,835,780.00		$20,220,024,835,780.00

		1882		$25,409,801.80		$25,426,452.20		$25,473,204.20		$20,220,024,678,530.00		$20,220,024,678,530.00		$20,220,024,678,530.00

		1883		$24,667,651.80		$24,602,802.20		$24,584,054.20		$20,220,023,879,380.00		$20,220,023,879,380.00		$20,220,023,879,380.00

		1884		$23,034,301.80		$22,954,952.20		$22,901,704.20		$20,220,021,939,030.00		$20,220,021,939,030.00		$20,220,021,939,030.00

		1885		$24,345,551.80		$24,368,202.20		$24,411,954.20		$20,220,024,153,280.00		$20,220,024,153,280.00		$20,220,024,153,280.00

		1886		$24,341,351.80		$24,276,502.20		$24,222,754.20		$20,220,023,260,080.00		$20,220,023,260,080.00		$20,220,023,260,080.00

		1887		$24,085,201.80		$24,070,352.20		$24,101,604.20		$20,220,024,378,930.00		$20,220,024,378,930.00		$20,220,024,378,930.00

		1888		$25,707,501.80		$25,729,152.20		$25,767,904.20		$20,220,026,474,230.00		$20,220,026,474,230.00		$20,220,026,474,230.00

		1889		$24,983,401.80		$24,993,552.20		$25,049,804.20		$20,220,024,677,630.00		$20,220,024,677,630.00		$20,220,024,677,630.00

		1890		$23,534,351.80		$23,444,502.20		$23,400,754.20		$20,220,023,303,580.00		$20,220,023,303,580.00		$20,220,023,303,580.00

		1891		$25,089,601.80		$25,150,252.20		$25,256,504.20		$20,220,025,624,330.00		$20,220,025,624,330.00		$20,220,025,624,330.00

		1892		$27,455,751.80		$27,515,902.20		$27,610,654.20		$20,220,028,007,980.00		$20,220,028,007,980.00		$20,220,028,007,980.00

		1893		$23,550,701.80		$23,435,852.20		$23,367,104.20		$20,220,022,404,430.00		$20,220,022,404,430.00		$20,220,022,404,430.00

		1894		$26,004,201.80		$26,050,852.20		$26,132,104.20		$20,220,027,844,430.00		$20,220,027,844,430.00		$20,220,027,844,430.00

		1895		$21,875,951.80		$21,761,102.20		$21,692,354.20		$20,220,020,729,680.00		$20,220,020,729,680.00		$20,220,020,729,680.00

		1896		$22,340,351.80		$22,275,502.20		$22,256,754.20		$20,220,021,491,080.00		$20,220,021,491,080.00		$20,220,021,491,080.00

		1897		$23,075,901.80		$22,986,052.20		$22,942,304.20		$20,220,022,253,130.00		$20,220,022,253,130.00		$20,220,022,253,130.00

		1898		$25,995,401.80		$25,919,052.20		$25,850,304.20		$20,220,024,887,630.00		$20,220,024,887,630.00		$20,220,024,887,630.00

		1899		$28,660,901.80		$28,775,552.20		$28,901,804.20		$20,220,029,449,630.00		$20,220,029,449,630.00		$20,220,029,449,630.00

		1900		$25,408,801.80		$25,384,452.20		$25,390,204.20		$20,220,024,427,530.00		$20,220,024,427,530.00		$20,220,024,427,530.00

		1901		$24,331,251.80		$24,288,402.20		$24,269,654.20		$20,220,023,564,980.00		$20,220,023,564,980.00		$20,220,023,564,980.00

		1902		$24,943,801.80		$24,944,452.20		$24,954,704.20		$20,220,024,181,030.00		$20,220,024,181,030.00		$20,220,024,181,030.00

		1903		$24,820,151.80		$24,822,802.20		$24,854,054.20		$20,220,025,329,380.00		$20,220,025,329,380.00		$20,220,025,329,380.00

		1904		$22,117,101.80		$22,067,752.20		$22,049,004.20		$20,220,023,606,330.00		$20,220,023,606,330.00		$20,220,023,606,330.00

		1905		$23,016,501.80		$22,901,652.20		$22,832,904.20		$20,220,021,870,230.00		$20,220,021,870,230.00		$20,220,021,870,230.00

		1906		$23,835,901.80		$23,821,052.20		$23,841,804.20		$20,220,023,663,630.00		$20,220,023,663,630.00		$20,220,023,663,630.00

		1907		$23,539,901.80		$23,548,552.20		$23,579,804.20		$20,220,024,146,130.00		$20,220,024,146,130.00		$20,220,024,146,130.00

		1908		$24,202,901.80		$24,178,052.20		$24,184,304.20		$20,220,023,521,130.00		$20,220,023,521,130.00		$20,220,023,521,130.00

		1909		$25,814,251.80		$25,803,902.20		$25,816,654.20		$20,220,025,518,480.00		$20,220,025,518,480.00		$20,220,025,518,480.00

		1910		$23,545,101.80		$23,430,252.20		$23,361,504.20		$20,220,022,398,830.00		$20,220,022,398,830.00		$20,220,022,398,830.00

		1911		$25,178,051.80		$25,235,702.20		$25,280,954.20		$20,220,025,527,280.00		$20,220,025,527,280.00		$20,220,025,527,280.00

		1912		$24,512,201.80		$24,497,352.20		$24,528,604.20		$20,220,024,268,930.00		$20,220,024,268,930.00		$20,220,024,268,930.00

		1913		$25,085,651.80		$25,118,802.20		$25,175,054.20		$20,220,026,041,880.00		$20,220,026,041,880.00		$20,220,026,041,880.00

		1914		$25,829,201.80		$25,914,352.20		$26,027,604.20		$20,220,026,593,930.00		$20,220,026,593,930.00		$20,220,026,593,930.00

		1915		$23,731,901.80		$23,617,052.20		$23,548,304.20		$20,220,022,585,630.00		$20,220,022,585,630.00		$20,220,022,585,630.00

		1916		$21,948,101.80		$21,863,752.20		$21,817,504.20		$20,220,020,854,830.00		$20,220,020,854,830.00		$20,220,020,854,830.00

		1917		$26,609,501.80		$26,619,652.20		$26,651,404.20		$20,220,025,838,730.00		$20,220,025,838,730.00		$20,220,025,838,730.00

		1918		$25,203,601.80		$25,141,252.20		$25,122,504.20		$20,220,025,308,830.00		$20,220,025,308,830.00		$20,220,025,308,830.00

		1919		$26,453,901.80		$26,514,052.20		$26,586,304.20		$20,220,026,241,130.00		$20,220,026,241,130.00		$20,220,026,241,130.00

		1920		$26,358,151.80		$26,393,302.20		$26,471,054.20		$20,220,028,893,880.00		$20,220,028,893,880.00		$20,220,028,893,880.00

		1921		$23,393,651.80		$23,403,802.20		$23,448,554.20		$20,220,022,902,880.00		$20,220,022,902,880.00		$20,220,022,902,880.00

		1922		$23,604,401.80		$23,576,052.20		$23,557,304.20		$20,220,023,033,630.00		$20,220,023,033,630.00		$20,220,023,033,630.00

		1923		$22,126,801.80		$22,086,952.20		$22,093,204.20		$20,220,021,956,030.00		$20,220,021,956,030.00		$20,220,021,956,030.00

		1924		$24,678,551.80		$24,710,202.20		$24,757,954.20		$20,220,024,649,280.00		$20,220,024,649,280.00		$20,220,024,649,280.00

		1925		$24,790,151.80		$24,723,802.20		$24,655,054.20		$20,220,023,692,380.00		$20,220,023,692,380.00		$20,220,023,692,380.00

		1926		$23,628,751.80		$23,588,902.20		$23,595,154.20		$20,220,022,736,980.00		$20,220,022,736,980.00		$20,220,022,736,980.00

		1927		$22,961,401.80		$23,019,052.20		$23,100,304.20		$20,220,023,780,630.00		$20,220,023,780,630.00		$20,220,023,780,630.00

		1928		$24,860,051.80		$24,870,202.20		$24,916,954.20		$20,220,024,710,280.00		$20,220,024,710,280.00		$20,220,024,710,280.00

		1929		$23,099,101.80		$23,090,752.20		$23,122,004.20		$20,220,023,160,330.00		$20,220,023,160,330.00		$20,220,023,160,330.00

		1930		$22,809,001.80		$22,769,152.20		$22,775,404.20		$20,220,022,577,230.00		$20,220,022,577,230.00		$20,220,022,577,230.00

		1931		$23,110,951.80		$23,057,602.20		$23,038,854.20		$20,220,022,096,180.00		$20,220,022,096,180.00		$20,220,022,096,180.00

		1932		$23,509,301.80		$23,476,452.20		$23,457,704.20		$20,220,022,614,030.00		$20,220,022,614,030.00		$20,220,022,614,030.00

		1933		$24,632,951.80		$24,568,102.20		$24,531,354.20		$20,220,023,568,680.00		$20,220,023,568,680.00		$20,220,023,568,680.00

		1934		$23,489,301.80		$23,483,952.20		$23,505,704.20		$20,220,023,764,530.00		$20,220,023,764,530.00		$20,220,023,764,530.00

		1935		$24,591,651.80		$24,633,302.20		$24,714,554.20		$20,220,024,828,880.00		$20,220,024,828,880.00		$20,220,024,828,880.00

		1936		$23,192,401.80		$23,245,052.20		$23,326,304.20		$20,220,023,207,630.00		$20,220,023,207,630.00		$20,220,023,207,630.00

		1937		$24,151,251.80		$24,111,402.20		$24,098,154.20		$20,220,023,135,480.00		$20,220,023,135,480.00		$20,220,023,135,480.00

		1938		$22,925,101.80		$22,917,252.20		$22,948,504.20		$20,220,024,230,830.00		$20,220,024,230,830.00		$20,220,024,230,830.00

		1939		$23,904,601.80		$23,938,252.20		$23,994,504.20		$20,220,023,589,330.00		$20,220,023,589,330.00		$20,220,023,589,330.00

		1940		$22,590,851.80		$22,562,502.20		$22,568,754.20		$20,220,022,827,580.00		$20,220,022,827,580.00		$20,220,022,827,580.00

		1941		$24,224,251.80		$24,234,402.20		$24,290,654.20		$20,220,024,258,480.00		$20,220,024,258,480.00		$20,220,024,258,480.00

		1942		$23,762,001.80		$23,718,652.20		$23,699,904.20		$20,220,024,023,230.00		$20,220,024,023,230.00		$20,220,024,023,230.00

		1943		$25,109,251.80		$25,119,402.20		$25,160,154.20		$20,220,024,569,480.00		$20,220,024,569,480.00		$20,220,024,569,480.00

		1944		$24,808,001.80		$24,897,152.20		$25,000,904.20		$20,220,024,432,230.00		$20,220,024,432,230.00		$20,220,024,432,230.00

		1945		$25,347,451.80		$25,455,102.20		$25,566,854.20		$20,220,027,613,680.00		$20,220,027,613,680.00		$20,220,027,613,680.00

		1946		$25,940,201.80		$25,948,852.20		$25,950,604.20		$20,220,025,330,930.00		$20,220,025,330,930.00		$20,220,025,330,930.00

		1947		$23,397,051.80		$23,393,702.20		$23,408,454.20		$20,220,022,969,280.00		$20,220,022,969,280.00		$20,220,022,969,280.00

		1948		$22,375,601.80		$22,335,752.20		$22,342,004.20		$20,220,021,626,830.00		$20,220,021,626,830.00		$20,220,021,626,830.00

		1949		$24,223,051.80		$24,258,202.20		$24,303,454.20		$20,220,024,284,780.00		$20,220,024,284,780.00		$20,220,024,284,780.00

		1950		$27,087,101.80		$27,174,752.20		$27,281,004.20		$20,220,026,630,830.00		$20,220,026,630,830.00		$20,220,026,630,830.00

		1951		$22,677,501.80		$22,629,152.20		$22,600,904.20		$20,220,021,687,730.00		$20,220,021,687,730.00		$20,220,021,687,730.00

		1952		$22,003,501.80		$21,888,652.20		$21,819,904.20		$20,220,020,857,230.00		$20,220,020,857,230.00		$20,220,020,857,230.00

		1953		$23,752,851.80		$23,699,502.20		$23,668,254.20		$20,220,022,972,080.00		$20,220,022,972,080.00		$20,220,022,972,080.00

		1954		$23,225,051.80		$23,185,202.20		$23,182,954.20		$20,220,022,546,280.00		$20,220,022,546,280.00		$20,220,022,546,280.00

		1955		$24,537,251.80		$24,472,902.20		$24,454,154.20		$20,220,026,219,480.00		$20,220,026,219,480.00		$20,220,026,219,480.00

		1956		$24,531,801.80		$24,537,452.20		$24,552,704.20		$20,220,024,041,030.00		$20,220,024,041,030.00		$20,220,024,041,030.00

		1957		$23,245,801.80		$23,180,952.20		$23,162,204.20		$20,220,022,499,530.00		$20,220,022,499,530.00		$20,220,022,499,530.00

		1958		$24,225,801.80		$24,185,952.20		$24,192,204.20		$20,220,024,389,030.00		$20,220,024,389,030.00		$20,220,024,389,030.00

		1959		$23,910,801.80		$23,870,952.20		$23,855,704.20		$20,220,022,898,030.00		$20,220,022,898,030.00		$20,220,022,898,030.00

		1960		$24,950,851.80		$24,972,502.20		$25,028,754.20		$20,220,024,643,580.00		$20,220,024,643,580.00		$20,220,024,643,580.00

		1961		$24,452,851.80		$24,448,502.20		$24,455,254.20		$20,220,024,282,080.00		$20,220,024,282,080.00		$20,220,024,282,080.00

		1962		$24,673,251.80		$24,727,902.20		$24,784,654.20		$20,220,025,130,480.00		$20,220,025,130,480.00		$20,220,025,130,480.00

		1963		$25,647,701.80		$25,607,852.20		$25,614,104.20		$20,220,025,248,930.00		$20,220,025,248,930.00		$20,220,025,248,930.00

		1964		$26,758,051.80		$26,868,202.20		$27,006,954.20		$20,220,027,834,280.00		$20,220,027,834,280.00		$20,220,027,834,280.00

		1965		$22,565,101.80		$22,500,252.20		$22,481,504.20		$20,220,022,057,830.00		$20,220,022,057,830.00		$20,220,022,057,830.00

		1966		$22,870,051.80		$22,805,202.20		$22,786,454.20		$20,220,023,632,780.00		$20,220,023,632,780.00		$20,220,023,632,780.00

		1967		$25,540,201.80		$25,531,852.20		$25,563,104.20		$20,220,025,159,430.00		$20,220,025,159,430.00		$20,220,025,159,430.00

		1968		$24,804,751.80		$24,835,402.20		$24,891,654.20		$20,220,024,032,480.00		$20,220,024,032,480.00		$20,220,024,032,480.00

		1969		$22,510,901.80		$22,471,052.20		$22,477,304.20		$20,220,022,335,130.00		$20,220,022,335,130.00		$20,220,022,335,130.00

		1970		$23,751,201.80		$23,776,852.20		$23,833,104.20		$20,220,023,664,930.00		$20,220,023,664,930.00		$20,220,023,664,930.00

		1971		$24,934,801.80		$24,955,452.20		$24,987,204.20		$20,220,024,350,530.00		$20,220,024,350,530.00		$20,220,024,350,530.00

		1972		$23,347,651.80		$23,332,802.20		$23,344,054.20		$20,220,022,399,380.00		$20,220,022,399,380.00		$20,220,022,399,380.00

		1973		$23,608,201.80		$23,632,852.20		$23,689,104.20		$20,220,024,133,930.00		$20,220,024,133,930.00		$20,220,024,133,930.00

		1974		$25,640,001.80		$25,661,652.20		$25,717,904.20		$20,220,025,326,730.00		$20,220,025,326,730.00		$20,220,025,326,730.00

		1975		$24,756,101.80		$24,691,252.20		$24,664,504.20		$20,220,023,701,830.00		$20,220,023,701,830.00		$20,220,023,701,830.00

		1976		$23,552,901.80		$23,551,552.20		$23,562,804.20		$20,220,022,665,130.00		$20,220,022,665,130.00		$20,220,022,665,130.00

		1977		$23,714,051.80		$23,775,202.20		$23,806,454.20		$20,220,023,531,780.00		$20,220,023,531,780.00		$20,220,023,531,780.00

		1978		$23,313,601.80		$23,322,252.20		$23,353,504.20		$20,220,023,911,830.00		$20,220,023,911,830.00		$20,220,023,911,830.00

		1979		$22,493,751.80		$22,428,902.20		$22,394,654.20		$20,220,021,490,480.00		$20,220,021,490,480.00		$20,220,021,490,480.00

		1980		$26,087,551.80		$26,085,202.20		$26,096,954.20		$20,220,025,499,780.00		$20,220,025,499,780.00		$20,220,025,499,780.00

		1981		$23,479,151.80		$23,438,802.20		$23,420,054.20		$20,220,022,757,380.00		$20,220,022,757,380.00		$20,220,022,757,380.00

		1982		$21,969,101.80		$21,902,752.20		$21,859,004.20		$20,220,020,968,830.00		$20,220,020,968,830.00		$20,220,020,968,830.00

		1983		$22,269,351.80		$22,204,502.20		$22,185,754.20		$20,220,021,450,080.00		$20,220,021,450,080.00		$20,220,021,450,080.00

		1984		$26,251,701.80		$26,386,852.20		$26,557,604.20		$20,220,028,211,430.00		$20,220,028,211,430.00		$20,220,028,211,430.00

		1985		$23,151,951.80		$23,168,102.20		$23,156,854.20		$20,220,022,194,180.00		$20,220,022,194,180.00		$20,220,022,194,180.00

		1986		$24,621,701.80		$24,656,852.20		$24,714,604.20		$20,220,024,773,430.00		$20,220,024,773,430.00		$20,220,024,773,430.00

		1987		$23,079,851.80		$23,015,002.20		$22,996,254.20		$20,220,022,533,580.00		$20,220,022,533,580.00		$20,220,022,533,580.00

		1988		$23,440,101.80		$23,325,252.20		$23,256,504.20		$20,220,022,293,830.00		$20,220,022,293,830.00		$20,220,022,293,830.00

		1989		$25,032,551.80		$25,041,702.20		$25,058,454.20		$20,220,024,536,280.00		$20,220,024,536,280.00		$20,220,024,536,280.00

		1990		$24,554,451.80		$24,589,602.20		$24,658,354.20		$20,220,024,813,180.00		$20,220,024,813,180.00		$20,220,024,813,180.00

		1991		$24,483,801.80		$24,442,452.20		$24,423,704.20		$20,220,023,634,030.00		$20,220,023,634,030.00		$20,220,023,634,030.00

		1992		$25,104,001.80		$25,189,152.20		$25,306,904.20		$20,220,027,278,730.00		$20,220,027,278,730.00		$20,220,027,278,730.00

		1993		$23,386,351.80		$23,359,002.20		$23,359,754.20		$20,220,022,482,080.00		$20,220,022,482,080.00		$20,220,022,482,080.00

		1994		$24,163,201.80		$24,185,852.20		$24,239,604.20		$20,220,023,349,930.00		$20,220,023,349,930.00		$20,220,023,349,930.00

		1995		$22,569,401.80		$22,529,552.20		$22,535,804.20		$20,220,021,837,630.00		$20,220,021,837,630.00		$20,220,021,837,630.00

		1996		$25,089,551.80		$25,074,702.20		$25,090,954.20		$20,220,024,213,280.00		$20,220,024,213,280.00		$20,220,024,213,280.00

		1997		$22,719,401.80		$22,754,552.20		$22,803,304.20		$20,220,021,962,130.00		$20,220,021,962,130.00		$20,220,021,962,130.00

		1998		$24,723,351.80		$24,746,502.20		$24,763,254.20		$20,220,024,002,080.00		$20,220,024,002,080.00		$20,220,024,002,080.00

		1999		$23,408,051.80		$23,399,702.20		$23,406,454.20		$20,220,023,885,280.00		$20,220,023,885,280.00		$20,220,023,885,280.00

		2000		$25,381,151.80		$25,439,302.20		$25,514,054.20		$20,220,025,997,880.00		$20,220,025,997,880.00		$20,220,025,997,880.00

		2001		$25,693,051.80		$25,703,202.20		$25,759,454.20		$20,220,025,336,280.00		$20,220,025,336,280.00		$20,220,025,336,280.00

		2002		$23,645,201.80		$23,680,352.20		$23,761,604.20		$20,220,024,719,930.00		$20,220,024,719,930.00		$20,220,024,719,930.00

		2003		$24,719,651.80		$24,729,802.20		$24,783,554.20		$20,220,025,631,880.00		$20,220,025,631,880.00		$20,220,025,631,880.00

		2004		$22,948,851.80		$22,909,002.20		$22,893,754.20		$20,220,022,299,080.00		$20,220,022,299,080.00		$20,220,022,299,080.00

		2005		$23,111,201.80		$23,096,352.20		$23,127,604.20		$20,220,025,222,930.00		$20,220,025,222,930.00		$20,220,025,222,930.00

		2006		$22,191,251.80		$22,076,402.20		$22,007,654.20		$20,220,021,044,980.00		$20,220,021,044,980.00		$20,220,021,044,980.00

		2007		$24,459,451.80		$24,469,602.20		$24,513,354.20		$20,220,024,947,680.00		$20,220,024,947,680.00		$20,220,024,947,680.00

		2008		$24,512,301.80		$24,547,452.20		$24,628,704.20		$20,220,026,732,030.00		$20,220,026,732,030.00		$20,220,026,732,030.00

		2009		$23,421,551.80		$23,356,702.20		$23,337,954.20		$20,220,022,629,280.00		$20,220,022,629,280.00		$20,220,022,629,280.00

		2010		$23,744,301.80		$23,679,452.20		$23,660,704.20		$20,220,023,231,030.00		$20,220,023,231,030.00		$20,220,023,231,030.00

		2011		$21,449,801.80		$21,409,952.20		$21,416,204.20		$20,220,020,526,030.00		$20,220,020,526,030.00		$20,220,020,526,030.00

		2012		$25,149,401.80		$25,232,052.20		$25,323,804.20		$20,220,028,684,130.00		$20,220,028,684,130.00		$20,220,028,684,130.00

		2013		$24,749,201.80		$24,759,352.20		$24,815,604.20		$20,220,024,672,430.00		$20,220,024,672,430.00		$20,220,024,672,430.00

		2014		$23,355,801.80		$23,315,952.20		$23,318,704.20		$20,220,022,659,030.00		$20,220,022,659,030.00		$20,220,022,659,030.00

		2015		$25,209,851.80		$25,127,502.20		$25,083,754.20		$20,220,024,151,580.00		$20,220,024,151,580.00		$20,220,024,151,580.00

		2016		$24,101,551.80		$24,086,702.20		$24,108,454.20		$20,220,024,374,280.00		$20,220,024,374,280.00		$20,220,024,374,280.00

		2017		$23,532,401.80		$23,495,052.20		$23,501,304.20		$20,220,022,687,130.00		$20,220,022,687,130.00		$20,220,022,687,130.00

		2018		$24,701,301.80		$24,769,952.20		$24,876,204.20		$20,220,026,359,030.00		$20,220,026,359,030.00		$20,220,026,359,030.00

		2019		$23,235,251.80		$23,177,902.20		$23,159,154.20		$20,220,022,379,480.00		$20,220,022,379,480.00		$20,220,022,379,480.00

		2020		$25,594,351.80		$25,639,002.20		$25,720,254.20		$20,220,026,390,580.00		$20,220,026,390,580.00		$20,220,026,390,580.00

		2021		$23,738,251.80		$23,724,902.20		$23,756,154.20		$20,220,022,905,480.00		$20,220,022,905,480.00		$20,220,022,905,480.00

		2022		$23,477,051.80		$23,412,202.20		$23,393,454.20		$20,220,022,509,780.00		$20,220,022,509,780.00		$20,220,022,509,780.00

		2023		$25,553,001.80		$25,553,152.20		$25,559,404.20		$20,220,025,476,230.00		$20,220,025,476,230.00		$20,220,025,476,230.00

		2024		$26,230,501.80		$26,215,652.20		$26,207,404.20		$20,220,025,345,730.00		$20,220,025,345,730.00		$20,220,025,345,730.00

		2025		$23,487,601.80		$23,472,752.20		$23,482,004.20		$20,220,022,592,330.00		$20,220,022,592,330.00		$20,220,022,592,330.00

		2026		$22,887,601.80		$22,822,752.20		$22,785,504.20		$20,220,022,092,330.00		$20,220,022,092,330.00		$20,220,022,092,330.00

		2027		$23,063,451.80		$22,998,602.20		$22,956,354.20		$20,220,022,135,180.00		$20,220,022,135,180.00		$20,220,022,135,180.00

		2028		$23,635,251.80		$23,583,402.20		$23,564,654.20		$20,220,023,384,980.00		$20,220,023,384,980.00		$20,220,023,384,980.00

		2029		$23,688,301.80		$23,698,452.20		$23,754,704.20		$20,220,023,526,530.00		$20,220,023,526,530.00		$20,220,023,526,530.00

		2030		$24,976,201.80		$24,966,852.20		$24,980,604.20		$20,220,024,636,430.00		$20,220,024,636,430.00		$20,220,024,636,430.00

		2031		$24,273,151.80		$24,258,302.20		$24,270,054.20		$20,220,023,973,880.00		$20,220,023,973,880.00		$20,220,023,973,880.00

		2032		$24,858,301.80		$24,943,452.20		$25,057,204.20		$20,220,026,017,030.00		$20,220,026,017,030.00		$20,220,026,017,030.00

		2033		$22,506,251.80		$22,420,402.20		$22,376,654.20		$20,220,021,414,480.00		$20,220,021,414,480.00		$20,220,021,414,480.00

		2034		$24,071,651.80		$24,079,302.20		$24,110,554.20		$20,220,023,484,880.00		$20,220,023,484,880.00		$20,220,023,484,880.00

		2035		$23,900,451.80		$23,885,602.20		$23,916,854.20		$20,220,023,471,180.00		$20,220,023,471,180.00		$20,220,023,471,180.00

		2036		$24,267,351.80		$24,252,502.20		$24,274,254.20		$20,220,023,680,080.00		$20,220,023,680,080.00		$20,220,023,680,080.00

		2037		$24,947,001.80		$24,982,152.20		$25,039,904.20		$20,220,024,575,730.00		$20,220,024,575,730.00		$20,220,024,575,730.00

		2038		$25,382,251.80		$25,342,402.20		$25,329,154.20		$20,220,024,911,480.00		$20,220,024,911,480.00		$20,220,024,911,480.00

		2039		$23,238,151.80		$23,298,302.20		$23,404,554.20		$20,220,024,255,380.00		$20,220,024,255,380.00		$20,220,024,255,380.00

		2040		$23,430,951.80		$23,441,102.20		$23,475,854.20		$20,220,023,464,180.00		$20,220,023,464,180.00		$20,220,023,464,180.00

		2041		$21,677,501.80		$21,637,652.20		$21,624,404.20		$20,220,020,974,730.00		$20,220,020,974,730.00		$20,220,020,974,730.00

		2042		$24,462,051.80		$24,591,202.20		$24,717,454.20		$20,220,024,754,280.00		$20,220,024,754,280.00		$20,220,024,754,280.00

		2043		$24,266,051.80		$24,261,702.20		$24,292,954.20		$20,220,023,796,280.00		$20,220,023,796,280.00		$20,220,023,796,280.00

		2044		$23,069,451.80		$22,980,102.20		$22,936,354.20		$20,220,022,075,180.00		$20,220,022,075,180.00		$20,220,022,075,180.00

		2045		$25,371,051.80		$25,383,702.20		$25,439,954.20		$20,220,026,467,780.00		$20,220,026,467,780.00		$20,220,026,467,780.00

		2046		$25,478,501.80		$25,469,152.20		$25,496,404.20		$20,220,025,125,730.00		$20,220,025,125,730.00		$20,220,025,125,730.00

		2047		$26,393,301.80		$26,314,952.20		$26,271,204.20		$20,220,025,454,030.00		$20,220,025,454,030.00		$20,220,025,454,030.00

		2048		$26,351,901.80		$26,375,552.20		$26,415,304.20		$20,220,026,665,630.00		$20,220,026,665,630.00		$20,220,026,665,630.00

		2049		$24,205,901.80		$24,191,052.20		$24,221,804.20		$20,220,023,964,630.00		$20,220,023,964,630.00		$20,220,023,964,630.00

		2050		$24,886,101.80		$24,861,252.20		$24,864,004.20		$20,220,023,942,330.00		$20,220,023,942,330.00		$20,220,023,942,330.00

		2051		$25,258,551.80		$25,293,702.20		$25,374,954.20		$20,220,025,821,280.00		$20,220,025,821,280.00		$20,220,025,821,280.00

		2052		$22,935,201.80		$22,895,352.20		$22,901,604.20		$20,220,022,243,430.00		$20,220,022,243,430.00		$20,220,022,243,430.00

		2053		$25,749,851.80		$25,764,002.20		$25,795,254.20		$20,220,025,381,580.00		$20,220,025,381,580.00		$20,220,025,381,580.00

		2054		$22,717,901.80		$22,678,052.20		$22,642,304.20		$20,220,021,838,130.00		$20,220,021,838,130.00		$20,220,021,838,130.00

		2055		$24,243,301.80		$24,240,452.20		$24,255,204.20		$20,220,023,819,030.00		$20,220,023,819,030.00		$20,220,023,819,030.00

		2056		$25,054,051.80		$25,014,202.20		$25,020,454.20		$20,220,025,395,280.00		$20,220,025,395,280.00		$20,220,025,395,280.00

		2057		$25,612,551.80		$25,647,702.20		$25,717,454.20		$20,220,025,109,280.00		$20,220,025,109,280.00		$20,220,025,109,280.00

		2058		$23,901,251.80		$23,966,902.20		$24,073,154.20		$20,220,024,195,980.00		$20,220,024,195,980.00		$20,220,024,195,980.00

		2059		$24,396,801.80		$24,415,952.20		$24,447,204.20		$20,220,023,659,530.00		$20,220,023,659,530.00		$20,220,023,659,530.00

		2060		$22,952,951.80		$23,016,102.20		$23,060,354.20		$20,220,022,816,680.00		$20,220,022,816,680.00		$20,220,022,816,680.00

		2061		$26,529,801.80		$26,544,452.20		$26,600,704.20		$20,220,026,671,530.00		$20,220,026,671,530.00		$20,220,026,671,530.00

		2062		$23,985,051.80		$23,971,202.20		$23,960,954.20		$20,220,023,476,280.00		$20,220,023,476,280.00		$20,220,023,476,280.00

		2063		$24,322,551.80		$24,301,202.20		$24,307,454.20		$20,220,023,717,280.00		$20,220,023,717,280.00		$20,220,023,717,280.00

		2064		$25,417,001.80		$25,429,152.20		$25,460,404.20		$20,220,024,799,730.00		$20,220,024,799,730.00		$20,220,024,799,730.00

		2065		$22,719,401.80		$22,604,552.20		$22,535,804.20		$20,220,021,573,130.00		$20,220,021,573,130.00		$20,220,021,573,130.00

		2066		$23,318,001.80		$23,290,152.20		$23,271,404.20		$20,220,022,440,730.00		$20,220,022,440,730.00		$20,220,022,440,730.00

		2067		$21,148,751.80		$21,106,402.20		$21,087,654.20		$20,220,020,837,980.00		$20,220,020,837,980.00		$20,220,020,837,980.00

		2068		$24,697,151.80		$24,721,302.20		$24,752,554.20		$20,220,024,310,880.00		$20,220,024,310,880.00		$20,220,024,310,880.00

		2069		$25,204,351.80		$25,188,002.20		$25,194,254.20		$20,220,024,348,080.00		$20,220,024,348,080.00		$20,220,024,348,080.00

		2070		$23,626,951.80		$23,657,602.20		$23,697,354.20		$20,220,023,135,680.00		$20,220,023,135,680.00		$20,220,023,135,680.00

		2071		$24,706,151.80		$24,706,802.20		$24,738,054.20		$20,220,024,835,380.00		$20,220,024,835,380.00		$20,220,024,835,380.00

		2072		$24,195,001.80		$24,180,152.20		$24,211,404.20		$20,220,024,118,730.00		$20,220,024,118,730.00		$20,220,024,118,730.00

		2073		$25,046,751.80		$25,056,902.20		$25,075,154.20		$20,220,024,711,980.00		$20,220,024,711,980.00		$20,220,024,711,980.00

		2074		$23,819,051.80		$23,767,702.20		$23,748,954.20		$20,220,022,959,280.00		$20,220,022,959,280.00		$20,220,022,959,280.00

		2075		$23,905,401.80		$23,893,052.20		$23,924,304.20		$20,220,023,648,630.00		$20,220,023,648,630.00		$20,220,023,648,630.00

		2076		$25,683,551.80		$25,690,202.20		$25,693,954.20		$20,220,025,259,280.00		$20,220,025,259,280.00		$20,220,025,259,280.00

		2077		$24,683,201.80		$24,768,352.20		$24,880,604.20		$20,220,027,191,930.00		$20,220,027,191,930.00		$20,220,027,191,930.00

		2078		$25,917,851.80		$25,853,002.20		$25,834,254.20		$20,220,025,298,580.00		$20,220,025,298,580.00		$20,220,025,298,580.00

		2079		$24,391,651.80		$24,376,802.20		$24,391,554.20		$20,220,024,550,380.00		$20,220,024,550,380.00		$20,220,024,550,380.00

		2080		$22,578,701.80		$22,463,852.20		$22,395,104.20		$20,220,021,432,430.00		$20,220,021,432,430.00		$20,220,021,432,430.00

		2081		$23,159,801.80		$23,117,452.20		$23,091,204.20		$20,220,022,209,030.00		$20,220,022,209,030.00		$20,220,022,209,030.00

		2082		$21,807,301.80		$21,742,452.20		$21,716,204.20		$20,220,021,035,030.00		$20,220,021,035,030.00		$20,220,021,035,030.00

		2083		$24,279,951.80		$24,210,602.20		$24,149,354.20		$20,220,023,186,680.00		$20,220,023,186,680.00		$20,220,023,186,680.00

		2084		$25,226,501.80		$25,350,152.20		$25,481,904.20		$20,220,025,602,230.00		$20,220,025,602,230.00		$20,220,025,602,230.00

		2085		$24,030,451.80		$23,965,102.20		$23,921,354.20		$20,220,022,959,180.00		$20,220,022,959,180.00		$20,220,022,959,180.00

		2086		$22,415,401.80		$22,300,552.20		$22,231,804.20		$20,220,021,269,130.00		$20,220,021,269,130.00		$20,220,021,269,130.00

		2087		$24,899,851.80		$24,910,002.20		$24,966,254.20		$20,220,027,474,080.00		$20,220,027,474,080.00		$20,220,027,474,080.00

		2088		$23,992,951.80		$23,953,102.20		$23,947,854.20		$20,220,023,237,180.00		$20,220,023,237,180.00		$20,220,023,237,180.00

		2089		$26,300,551.80		$26,286,702.20		$26,268,454.20		$20,220,025,353,780.00		$20,220,025,353,780.00		$20,220,025,353,780.00

		2090		$23,275,501.80		$23,326,152.20		$23,395,904.20		$20,220,022,831,730.00		$20,220,022,831,730.00		$20,220,022,831,730.00

		2091		$23,737,001.80		$23,772,152.20		$23,851,904.20		$20,220,024,172,730.00		$20,220,024,172,730.00		$20,220,024,172,730.00

		2092		$24,277,201.80		$24,250,852.20		$24,257,104.20		$20,220,023,512,930.00		$20,220,023,512,930.00		$20,220,023,512,930.00

		2093		$22,507,301.80		$22,442,452.20		$22,423,704.20		$20,220,022,611,030.00		$20,220,022,611,030.00		$20,220,022,611,030.00

		2094		$25,943,151.80		$25,928,302.20		$25,959,554.20		$20,220,026,151,880.00		$20,220,026,151,880.00		$20,220,026,151,880.00

		2095		$21,453,951.80		$21,389,102.20		$21,370,354.20		$20,220,020,414,680.00		$20,220,020,414,680.00		$20,220,020,414,680.00

		2096		$23,993,001.80		$23,919,652.20		$23,875,904.20		$20,220,022,995,730.00		$20,220,022,995,730.00		$20,220,022,995,730.00

		2097		$23,167,951.80		$23,103,102.20		$23,068,854.20		$20,220,022,163,680.00		$20,220,022,163,680.00		$20,220,022,163,680.00

		2098		$24,086,701.80		$23,981,852.20		$23,913,104.20		$20,220,022,950,430.00		$20,220,022,950,430.00		$20,220,022,950,430.00

		2099		$24,771,651.80		$24,743,802.20		$24,750,054.20		$20,220,024,755,880.00		$20,220,024,755,880.00		$20,220,024,755,880.00

		2100		$23,399,851.80		$23,340,002.20		$23,296,254.20		$20,220,022,413,080.00		$20,220,022,413,080.00		$20,220,022,413,080.00

		2101		$23,172,151.80		$23,131,302.20		$23,097,054.20		$20,220,022,193,880.00		$20,220,022,193,880.00		$20,220,022,193,880.00

		2102		$24,146,901.80		$24,182,052.20		$24,238,304.20		$20,220,023,867,130.00		$20,220,023,867,130.00		$20,220,023,867,130.00

		2103		$24,961,251.80		$24,921,402.20		$24,927,654.20		$20,220,024,062,480.00		$20,220,024,062,480.00		$20,220,024,062,480.00

		2104		$22,840,701.80		$22,775,852.20		$22,757,104.20		$20,220,021,802,430.00		$20,220,021,802,430.00		$20,220,021,802,430.00

		2105		$25,335,551.80		$25,270,702.20		$25,251,954.20		$20,220,025,105,280.00		$20,220,025,105,280.00		$20,220,025,105,280.00

		2106		$24,295,901.80		$24,323,052.20		$24,329,804.20		$20,220,026,354,630.00		$20,220,026,354,630.00		$20,220,026,354,630.00

		2107		$24,964,851.80		$25,050,002.20		$25,170,754.20		$20,220,024,908,580.00		$20,220,024,908,580.00		$20,220,024,908,580.00

		2108		$23,791,551.80		$23,751,702.20		$23,757,954.20		$20,220,023,021,780.00		$20,220,023,021,780.00		$20,220,023,021,780.00

		2109		$23,666,751.80		$23,676,902.20		$23,726,654.20		$20,220,024,213,980.00		$20,220,024,213,980.00		$20,220,024,213,980.00

		2110		$25,841,651.80		$25,885,302.20		$25,936,054.20		$20,220,025,016,380.00		$20,220,025,016,380.00		$20,220,025,016,380.00

		2111		$23,151,501.80		$23,161,652.20		$23,217,904.20		$20,220,023,356,730.00		$20,220,023,356,730.00		$20,220,023,356,730.00

		2112		$22,017,251.80		$22,002,402.20		$22,023,154.20		$20,220,021,676,980.00		$20,220,021,676,980.00		$20,220,021,676,980.00

		2113		$22,227,351.80		$22,187,502.20		$22,193,754.20		$20,220,021,472,580.00		$20,220,021,472,580.00		$20,220,021,472,580.00

		2114		$23,541,051.80		$23,476,202.20		$23,457,454.20		$20,220,023,331,780.00		$20,220,023,331,780.00		$20,220,023,331,780.00

		2115		$23,088,051.80		$23,123,202.20		$23,172,954.20		$20,220,022,657,280.00		$20,220,022,657,280.00		$20,220,022,657,280.00

		2116		$23,172,601.80		$23,132,752.20		$23,139,004.20		$20,220,023,209,830.00		$20,220,023,209,830.00		$20,220,023,209,830.00

		2117		$22,818,851.80		$22,748,502.20		$22,696,254.20		$20,220,021,733,580.00		$20,220,021,733,580.00		$20,220,021,733,580.00

		2118		$26,072,501.80		$26,066,152.20		$26,085,904.20		$20,220,025,188,730.00		$20,220,025,188,730.00		$20,220,025,188,730.00

		2119		$21,790,751.80		$21,725,902.20		$21,678,154.20		$20,220,020,715,480.00		$20,220,020,715,480.00		$20,220,020,715,480.00

		2120		$27,311,501.80		$27,421,152.20		$27,528,404.20		$20,220,027,701,730.00		$20,220,027,701,730.00		$20,220,027,701,730.00

		2121		$23,584,301.80		$23,469,452.20		$23,400,704.20		$20,220,022,438,030.00		$20,220,022,438,030.00		$20,220,022,438,030.00

		2122		$23,601,401.80		$23,536,552.20		$23,501,304.20		$20,220,022,656,130.00		$20,220,022,656,130.00		$20,220,022,656,130.00

		2123		$23,026,501.80		$22,965,152.20		$22,946,404.20		$20,220,022,414,730.00		$20,220,022,414,730.00		$20,220,022,414,730.00

		2124		$24,232,251.80		$24,217,402.20		$24,248,654.20		$20,220,024,200,980.00		$20,220,024,200,980.00		$20,220,024,200,980.00

		2125		$23,016,701.80		$23,010,352.20		$23,041,604.20		$20,220,022,849,930.00		$20,220,022,849,930.00		$20,220,022,849,930.00

		2126		$25,467,551.80		$25,527,702.20		$25,633,954.20		$20,220,026,383,780.00		$20,220,026,383,780.00		$20,220,026,383,780.00

		2127		$24,339,501.80		$24,324,652.20		$24,355,904.20		$20,220,024,045,230.00		$20,220,024,045,230.00		$20,220,024,045,230.00

		2128		$22,736,751.80		$22,621,902.20		$22,553,154.20		$20,220,021,590,480.00		$20,220,021,590,480.00		$20,220,021,590,480.00

		2129		$24,203,651.80		$24,163,802.20		$24,170,054.20		$20,220,023,603,880.00		$20,220,023,603,880.00		$20,220,023,603,880.00

		2130		$24,141,051.80		$24,109,702.20		$24,115,954.20		$20,220,023,481,780.00		$20,220,023,481,780.00		$20,220,023,481,780.00

		2131		$26,035,251.80		$25,998,902.20		$26,005,154.20		$20,220,026,238,980.00		$20,220,026,238,980.00		$20,220,026,238,980.00

		2132		$24,153,201.80		$24,210,352.20		$24,291,604.20		$20,220,025,210,930.00		$20,220,025,210,930.00		$20,220,025,210,930.00

		2133		$21,739,101.80		$21,773,752.20		$21,830,004.20		$20,220,022,805,830.00		$20,220,022,805,830.00		$20,220,022,805,830.00

		2134		$25,309,151.80		$25,316,802.20		$25,345,554.20		$20,220,024,881,380.00		$20,220,024,881,380.00		$20,220,024,881,380.00

		2135		$25,366,851.80		$25,331,502.20		$25,316,254.20		$20,220,024,754,580.00		$20,220,024,754,580.00		$20,220,024,754,580.00

		2136		$25,965,601.80		$25,963,252.20		$25,994,504.20		$20,220,026,207,830.00		$20,220,026,207,830.00		$20,220,026,207,830.00

		2137		$23,410,901.80		$23,374,552.20		$23,380,804.20		$20,220,024,523,630.00		$20,220,024,523,630.00		$20,220,024,523,630.00

		2138		$24,518,551.80		$24,528,702.20		$24,584,954.20		$20,220,024,949,780.00		$20,220,024,949,780.00		$20,220,024,949,780.00

		2139		$23,775,451.80		$23,710,602.20		$23,676,354.20		$20,220,022,832,180.00		$20,220,022,832,180.00		$20,220,022,832,180.00

		2140		$25,507,751.80		$25,575,402.20		$25,681,154.20		$20,220,025,276,480.00		$20,220,025,276,480.00		$20,220,025,276,480.00

		2141		$24,459,051.80		$24,457,702.20		$24,488,954.20		$20,220,024,356,280.00		$20,220,024,356,280.00		$20,220,024,356,280.00

		2142		$21,735,351.80		$21,683,002.20		$21,664,254.20		$20,220,020,934,580.00		$20,220,020,934,580.00		$20,220,020,934,580.00

		2143		$22,791,251.80		$22,751,402.20		$22,757,654.20		$20,220,022,102,480.00		$20,220,022,102,480.00		$20,220,022,102,480.00

		2144		$23,715,001.80		$23,730,652.20		$23,762,404.20		$20,220,023,996,730.00		$20,220,023,996,730.00		$20,220,023,996,730.00

		2145		$23,971,601.80		$23,913,252.20		$23,884,004.20		$20,220,022,943,830.00		$20,220,022,943,830.00		$20,220,022,943,830.00

		2146		$25,098,051.80		$25,076,202.20		$25,082,454.20		$20,220,024,528,280.00		$20,220,024,528,280.00		$20,220,024,528,280.00

		2147		$24,161,301.80		$24,180,952.20		$24,220,704.20		$20,220,024,118,030.00		$20,220,024,118,030.00		$20,220,024,118,030.00

		2148		$27,046,751.80		$27,056,902.20		$27,085,154.20		$20,220,026,594,980.00		$20,220,026,594,980.00		$20,220,026,594,980.00

		2149		$24,786,551.80		$24,747,202.20		$24,739,954.20		$20,220,024,214,280.00		$20,220,024,214,280.00		$20,220,024,214,280.00

		2150		$24,799,651.80		$24,784,302.20		$24,790,554.20		$20,220,024,315,380.00		$20,220,024,315,380.00		$20,220,024,315,380.00

		2151		$26,110,951.80		$26,160,102.20		$26,231,854.20		$20,220,026,155,680.00		$20,220,026,155,680.00		$20,220,026,155,680.00

		2152		$24,310,801.80		$24,242,452.20		$24,173,704.20		$20,220,023,211,030.00		$20,220,023,211,030.00		$20,220,023,211,030.00

		2153		$23,987,351.80		$23,924,002.20		$23,905,254.20		$20,220,023,583,580.00		$20,220,023,583,580.00		$20,220,023,583,580.00

		2154		$23,964,051.80		$24,004,702.20		$24,065,454.20		$20,220,023,755,280.00		$20,220,023,755,280.00		$20,220,023,755,280.00

		2155		$24,202,151.80		$24,222,302.20		$24,278,554.20		$20,220,023,974,380.00		$20,220,023,974,380.00		$20,220,023,974,380.00

		2156		$26,350,201.80		$26,385,352.20		$26,466,604.20		$20,220,027,150,930.00		$20,220,027,150,930.00		$20,220,027,150,930.00

		2157		$24,220,351.80		$24,230,502.20		$24,286,754.20		$20,220,025,652,580.00		$20,220,025,652,580.00		$20,220,025,652,580.00

		2158		$24,618,551.80		$24,603,702.20		$24,633,454.20		$20,220,025,939,280.00		$20,220,025,939,280.00		$20,220,025,939,280.00

		2159		$26,045,451.80		$26,071,102.20		$26,121,854.20		$20,220,025,448,180.00		$20,220,025,448,180.00		$20,220,025,448,180.00

		2160		$22,357,251.80		$22,292,402.20		$22,273,654.20		$20,220,021,620,980.00		$20,220,021,620,980.00		$20,220,021,620,980.00

		2161		$24,291,601.80		$24,345,252.20		$24,353,004.20		$20,220,025,563,330.00		$20,220,025,563,330.00		$20,220,025,563,330.00

		2162		$24,239,701.80		$24,274,852.20		$24,325,604.20		$20,220,023,398,430.00		$20,220,023,398,430.00		$20,220,023,398,430.00

		2163		$25,422,101.80		$25,451,752.20		$25,508,004.20		$20,220,025,339,830.00		$20,220,025,339,830.00		$20,220,025,339,830.00

		2164		$23,177,901.80		$23,199,552.20		$23,255,804.20		$20,220,024,217,630.00		$20,220,024,217,630.00		$20,220,024,217,630.00

		2165		$22,839,401.80		$22,874,552.20		$22,955,804.20		$20,220,024,048,130.00		$20,220,024,048,130.00		$20,220,024,048,130.00

		2166		$22,453,451.80		$22,413,602.20		$22,417,354.20		$20,220,021,936,680.00		$20,220,021,936,680.00		$20,220,021,936,680.00

		2167		$25,148,251.80		$25,158,402.20		$25,214,654.20		$20,220,026,686,480.00		$20,220,026,686,480.00		$20,220,026,686,480.00

		2168		$23,064,801.80		$23,001,452.20		$22,982,704.20		$20,220,023,556,030.00		$20,220,023,556,030.00		$20,220,023,556,030.00

		2169		$26,686,051.80		$26,796,202.20		$26,936,954.20		$20,220,027,278,280.00		$20,220,027,278,280.00		$20,220,027,278,280.00

		2170		$23,142,851.80		$23,106,502.20		$23,112,754.20		$20,220,022,478,580.00		$20,220,022,478,580.00		$20,220,022,478,580.00

		2171		$23,746,651.80		$23,656,802.20		$23,589,554.20		$20,220,022,626,880.00		$20,220,022,626,880.00		$20,220,022,626,880.00

		2172		$24,017,401.80		$23,977,552.20		$23,966,804.20		$20,220,023,107,630.00		$20,220,023,107,630.00		$20,220,023,107,630.00

		2173		$22,348,651.80		$22,312,302.20		$22,318,554.20		$20,220,021,776,380.00		$20,220,021,776,380.00		$20,220,021,776,380.00

		2174		$24,381,101.80		$24,379,752.20		$24,392,504.20		$20,220,023,690,330.00		$20,220,023,690,330.00		$20,220,023,690,330.00

		2175		$24,205,201.80		$24,240,352.20		$24,300,104.20		$20,220,024,144,930.00		$20,220,024,144,930.00		$20,220,024,144,930.00

		2176		$24,657,651.80		$24,648,302.20		$24,652,554.20		$20,220,024,635,880.00		$20,220,024,635,880.00		$20,220,024,635,880.00

		2177		$24,330,351.80		$24,315,502.20		$24,346,754.20		$20,220,023,481,080.00		$20,220,023,481,080.00		$20,220,023,481,080.00

		2178		$24,151,351.80		$24,086,502.20		$24,052,254.20		$20,220,023,311,080.00		$20,220,023,311,080.00		$20,220,023,311,080.00

		2179		$24,960,651.80		$24,945,802.20		$24,977,054.20		$20,220,024,474,380.00		$20,220,024,474,380.00		$20,220,024,474,380.00

		2180		$24,271,301.80		$24,289,952.20		$24,346,204.20		$20,220,024,865,030.00		$20,220,024,865,030.00		$20,220,024,865,030.00

		2181		$24,584,501.80		$24,569,652.20		$24,600,904.20		$20,220,024,924,230.00		$20,220,024,924,230.00		$20,220,024,924,230.00

		2182		$22,785,001.80		$22,835,152.20		$22,891,404.20		$20,220,022,774,230.00		$20,220,022,774,230.00		$20,220,022,774,230.00

		2183		$24,120,151.80		$24,105,302.20		$24,136,554.20		$20,220,024,215,880.00		$20,220,024,215,880.00		$20,220,024,215,880.00

		2184		$23,487,501.80		$23,480,152.20		$23,507,904.20		$20,220,023,425,730.00		$20,220,023,425,730.00		$20,220,023,425,730.00

		2185		$26,437,151.80		$26,547,302.20		$26,703,554.20		$20,220,028,099,380.00		$20,220,028,099,380.00		$20,220,028,099,380.00

		2186		$24,297,601.80		$24,313,252.20		$24,330,004.20		$20,220,023,786,330.00		$20,220,023,786,330.00		$20,220,023,786,330.00

		2187		$24,608,851.80		$24,556,002.20		$24,537,254.20		$20,220,023,618,580.00		$20,220,023,618,580.00		$20,220,023,618,580.00

		2188		$23,450,901.80		$23,461,052.20		$23,509,804.20		$20,220,022,842,130.00		$20,220,022,842,130.00		$20,220,022,842,130.00

		2189		$24,712,301.80		$24,747,452.20		$24,823,204.20		$20,220,025,006,030.00		$20,220,025,006,030.00		$20,220,025,006,030.00

		2190		$23,568,201.80		$23,453,352.20		$23,384,604.20		$20,220,022,421,930.00		$20,220,022,421,930.00		$20,220,022,421,930.00

		2191		$25,140,901.80		$25,260,552.20		$25,353,304.20		$20,220,025,705,630.00		$20,220,025,705,630.00		$20,220,025,705,630.00

		2192		$23,754,001.80		$23,729,652.20		$23,729,404.20		$20,220,023,794,730.00		$20,220,023,794,730.00		$20,220,023,794,730.00

		2193		$23,089,651.80		$23,024,802.20		$22,995,554.20		$20,220,022,899,380.00		$20,220,022,899,380.00		$20,220,022,899,380.00

		2194		$22,095,151.80		$22,105,302.20		$22,142,054.20		$20,220,021,957,380.00		$20,220,021,957,380.00		$20,220,021,957,380.00

		2195		$26,571,951.80		$26,687,102.20		$26,818,354.20		$20,220,028,193,680.00		$20,220,028,193,680.00		$20,220,028,193,680.00

		2196		$23,658,101.80		$23,643,252.20		$23,658,004.20		$20,220,024,275,830.00		$20,220,024,275,830.00		$20,220,024,275,830.00

		2197		$23,204,151.80		$23,189,302.20		$23,220,554.20		$20,220,023,939,880.00		$20,220,023,939,880.00		$20,220,023,939,880.00

		2198		$24,462,551.80		$24,538,202.20		$24,619,454.20		$20,220,024,641,780.00		$20,220,024,641,780.00		$20,220,024,641,780.00

		2199		$25,017,951.80		$25,003,102.20		$25,011,854.20		$20,220,026,133,680.00		$20,220,026,133,680.00		$20,220,026,133,680.00

		2200		$24,277,851.80		$24,238,002.20		$24,244,254.20		$20,220,023,749,080.00		$20,220,023,749,080.00		$20,220,023,749,080.00

		2201		$21,034,951.80		$21,011,602.20		$21,017,854.20		$20,220,020,651,680.00		$20,220,020,651,680.00		$20,220,020,651,680.00

		2202		$24,532,501.80		$24,467,652.20		$24,448,904.20		$20,220,023,542,230.00		$20,220,023,542,230.00		$20,220,023,542,230.00

		2203		$26,523,001.80		$26,519,652.20		$26,540,404.20		$20,220,025,778,230.00		$20,220,025,778,230.00		$20,220,025,778,230.00

		2204		$23,086,101.80		$22,996,252.20		$22,952,504.20		$20,220,022,127,330.00		$20,220,022,127,330.00		$20,220,022,127,330.00

		2205		$25,365,001.80		$25,304,152.20		$25,260,404.20		$20,220,024,518,230.00		$20,220,024,518,230.00		$20,220,024,518,230.00

		2206		$23,585,901.80		$23,521,052.20		$23,502,304.20		$20,220,023,464,630.00		$20,220,023,464,630.00		$20,220,023,464,630.00

		2207		$24,269,951.80		$24,259,102.20		$24,241,854.20		$20,220,023,356,180.00		$20,220,023,356,180.00		$20,220,023,356,180.00

		2208		$25,094,351.80		$25,091,002.20		$25,122,254.20		$20,220,024,673,580.00		$20,220,024,673,580.00		$20,220,024,673,580.00

		2209		$25,354,051.80		$25,319,702.20		$25,325,954.20		$20,220,025,044,780.00		$20,220,025,044,780.00		$20,220,025,044,780.00

		2210		$25,175,551.80		$25,249,202.20		$25,331,454.20		$20,220,025,038,280.00		$20,220,025,038,280.00		$20,220,025,038,280.00

		2211		$23,514,101.80		$23,558,252.20		$23,614,504.20		$20,220,023,282,330.00		$20,220,023,282,330.00		$20,220,023,282,330.00

		2212		$25,524,551.80		$25,470,702.20		$25,451,954.20		$20,220,027,120,280.00		$20,220,027,120,280.00		$20,220,027,120,280.00

		2213		$24,914,001.80		$24,874,152.20		$24,860,904.20		$20,220,024,068,230.00		$20,220,024,068,230.00		$20,220,024,068,230.00

		2214		$24,633,101.80		$24,593,252.20		$24,590,004.20		$20,220,023,989,330.00		$20,220,023,989,330.00		$20,220,023,989,330.00

		2215		$22,383,901.80		$22,389,552.20		$22,371,804.20		$20,220,021,409,130.00		$20,220,021,409,130.00		$20,220,021,409,130.00

		2216		$24,335,001.80		$24,306,152.20		$24,287,404.20		$20,220,024,242,730.00		$20,220,024,242,730.00		$20,220,024,242,730.00

		2217		$25,001,751.80		$25,029,402.20		$25,067,154.20		$20,220,024,203,480.00		$20,220,024,203,480.00		$20,220,024,203,480.00

		2218		$22,725,901.80		$22,704,552.20		$22,692,304.20		$20,220,021,793,630.00		$20,220,021,793,630.00		$20,220,021,793,630.00

		2219		$24,794,401.80		$24,804,552.20		$24,822,304.20		$20,220,024,691,630.00		$20,220,024,691,630.00		$20,220,024,691,630.00

		2220		$24,298,201.80		$24,358,352.20		$24,456,104.20		$20,220,023,995,430.00		$20,220,023,995,430.00		$20,220,023,995,430.00

		2221		$25,342,201.80		$25,402,352.20		$25,496,604.20		$20,220,025,466,430.00		$20,220,025,466,430.00		$20,220,025,466,430.00

		2222		$24,653,701.80		$24,688,852.20		$24,745,604.20		$20,220,025,113,430.00		$20,220,025,113,430.00		$20,220,025,113,430.00

		2223		$25,402,101.80		$25,417,752.20		$25,474,004.20		$20,220,025,364,830.00		$20,220,025,364,830.00		$20,220,025,364,830.00

		2224		$24,803,751.80		$24,824,402.20		$24,880,654.20		$20,220,024,354,480.00		$20,220,024,354,480.00		$20,220,024,354,480.00

		2225		$24,799,951.80		$24,785,102.20		$24,793,854.20		$20,220,024,032,680.00		$20,220,024,032,680.00		$20,220,024,032,680.00

		2226		$22,459,551.80		$22,407,202.20		$22,378,954.20		$20,220,022,846,780.00		$20,220,022,846,780.00		$20,220,022,846,780.00

		2227		$24,506,801.80		$24,452,452.20		$24,433,704.20		$20,220,024,105,030.00		$20,220,024,105,030.00		$20,220,024,105,030.00

		2228		$22,737,151.80		$22,689,802.20		$22,670,054.20		$20,220,021,707,380.00		$20,220,021,707,380.00		$20,220,021,707,380.00

		2229		$24,331,801.80		$24,291,952.20		$24,288,704.20		$20,220,023,712,030.00		$20,220,023,712,030.00		$20,220,023,712,030.00

		2230		$22,664,551.80		$22,585,702.20		$22,516,954.20		$20,220,021,554,280.00		$20,220,021,554,280.00		$20,220,021,554,280.00

		2231		$24,644,951.80		$24,630,102.20		$24,636,854.20		$20,220,023,915,680.00		$20,220,023,915,680.00		$20,220,023,915,680.00

		2232		$22,799,851.80		$22,735,002.20		$22,714,754.20		$20,220,021,918,580.00		$20,220,021,918,580.00		$20,220,021,918,580.00

		2233		$23,652,101.80		$23,637,252.20		$23,637,504.20		$20,220,023,180,830.00		$20,220,023,180,830.00		$20,220,023,180,830.00

		2234		$24,924,251.80		$24,963,902.20		$25,031,654.20		$20,220,024,556,480.00		$20,220,024,556,480.00		$20,220,024,556,480.00

		2235		$25,623,901.80		$25,625,052.20		$25,656,304.20		$20,220,027,358,630.00		$20,220,027,358,630.00		$20,220,027,358,630.00

		2236		$24,467,851.80		$24,459,502.20		$24,478,254.20		$20,220,025,118,080.00		$20,220,025,118,080.00		$20,220,025,118,080.00

		2237		$25,242,201.80		$25,178,852.20		$25,110,104.20		$20,220,024,147,430.00		$20,220,024,147,430.00		$20,220,024,147,430.00

		2238		$25,108,401.80		$25,024,552.20		$24,955,804.20		$20,220,023,993,130.00		$20,220,023,993,130.00		$20,220,023,993,130.00

		2239		$22,128,101.80		$22,061,752.20		$21,993,004.20		$20,220,021,030,330.00		$20,220,021,030,330.00		$20,220,021,030,330.00

		2240		$22,346,101.80		$22,297,752.20		$22,279,004.20		$20,220,021,913,330.00		$20,220,021,913,330.00		$20,220,021,913,330.00

		2241		$24,346,951.80		$24,287,602.20		$24,268,854.20		$20,220,023,638,180.00		$20,220,023,638,180.00		$20,220,023,638,180.00

		2242		$23,836,951.80		$23,722,102.20		$23,653,354.20		$20,220,022,690,680.00		$20,220,022,690,680.00		$20,220,022,690,680.00

		2243		$23,209,201.80		$23,144,352.20		$23,125,604.20		$20,220,022,464,930.00		$20,220,022,464,930.00		$20,220,022,464,930.00

		2244		$23,957,601.80		$24,006,252.20		$24,062,504.20		$20,220,023,543,830.00		$20,220,023,543,830.00		$20,220,023,543,830.00

		2245		$24,652,551.80		$24,683,202.20		$24,736,954.20		$20,220,024,749,280.00		$20,220,024,749,280.00		$20,220,024,749,280.00

		2246		$24,051,501.80		$24,014,152.20		$24,020,404.20		$20,220,023,400,230.00		$20,220,023,400,230.00		$20,220,023,400,230.00

		2247		$23,771,501.80		$23,756,652.20		$23,787,904.20		$20,220,024,222,230.00		$20,220,024,222,230.00		$20,220,024,222,230.00

		2248		$22,255,351.80		$22,140,502.20		$22,071,754.20		$20,220,021,109,080.00		$20,220,021,109,080.00		$20,220,021,109,080.00

		2249		$25,236,651.80		$25,296,802.20		$25,403,054.20		$20,220,024,836,880.00		$20,220,024,836,880.00		$20,220,024,836,880.00

		2250		$23,384,051.80		$23,341,202.20		$23,322,454.20		$20,220,022,924,780.00		$20,220,022,924,780.00		$20,220,022,924,780.00

		2251		$23,271,251.80		$23,260,902.20		$23,292,154.20		$20,220,023,801,480.00		$20,220,023,801,480.00		$20,220,023,801,480.00

		2252		$22,288,551.80		$22,223,702.20		$22,190,454.20		$20,220,021,369,280.00		$20,220,021,369,280.00		$20,220,021,369,280.00

		2253		$24,110,901.80		$24,171,052.20		$24,277,304.20		$20,220,024,867,130.00		$20,220,024,867,130.00		$20,220,024,867,130.00

		2254		$23,594,501.80		$23,603,152.20		$23,628,904.20		$20,220,024,125,730.00		$20,220,024,125,730.00		$20,220,024,125,730.00

		2255		$24,397,901.80		$24,433,052.20		$24,507,804.20		$20,220,024,088,630.00		$20,220,024,088,630.00		$20,220,024,088,630.00

		2256		$23,421,901.80		$23,407,052.20		$23,438,304.20		$20,220,022,739,630.00		$20,220,022,739,630.00		$20,220,022,739,630.00

		2257		$23,229,001.80		$23,164,152.20		$23,145,404.20		$20,220,022,908,730.00		$20,220,022,908,730.00		$20,220,022,908,730.00

		2258		$27,586,951.80		$27,690,602.20		$27,796,854.20		$20,220,028,071,680.00		$20,220,028,071,680.00		$20,220,028,071,680.00

		2259		$24,520,401.80		$24,480,552.20		$24,486,804.20		$20,220,023,573,630.00		$20,220,023,573,630.00		$20,220,023,573,630.00

		2260		$25,737,901.80		$25,748,052.20		$25,790,804.20		$20,220,025,106,130.00		$20,220,025,106,130.00		$20,220,025,106,130.00

		2261		$25,830,451.80		$25,752,102.20		$25,683,354.20		$20,220,024,720,680.00		$20,220,024,720,680.00		$20,220,024,720,680.00

		2262		$25,448,001.80		$25,423,652.20		$25,420,404.20		$20,220,024,468,730.00		$20,220,024,468,730.00		$20,220,024,468,730.00

		2263		$23,944,551.80		$23,929,702.20		$23,953,454.20		$20,220,024,142,280.00		$20,220,024,142,280.00		$20,220,024,142,280.00

		2264		$24,720,351.80		$24,804,002.20		$24,886,754.20		$20,220,024,819,080.00		$20,220,024,819,080.00		$20,220,024,819,080.00

		2265		$22,062,101.80		$22,033,752.20		$22,028,504.20		$20,220,021,240,830.00		$20,220,021,240,830.00		$20,220,021,240,830.00

		2266		$24,044,551.80		$24,047,702.20		$24,057,454.20		$20,220,023,597,280.00		$20,220,023,597,280.00		$20,220,023,597,280.00

		2267		$24,239,151.80		$24,199,302.20		$24,172,054.20		$20,220,023,209,380.00		$20,220,023,209,380.00		$20,220,023,209,380.00

		2268		$22,699,601.80		$22,659,752.20		$22,666,004.20		$20,220,022,645,830.00		$20,220,022,645,830.00		$20,220,022,645,830.00

		2269		$27,496,751.80		$27,581,902.20		$27,707,154.20		$20,220,028,120,480.00		$20,220,028,120,480.00		$20,220,028,120,480.00

		2270		$24,173,251.80		$24,140,402.20		$24,105,154.20		$20,220,023,305,980.00		$20,220,023,305,980.00		$20,220,023,305,980.00

		2271		$23,456,901.80		$23,417,052.20		$23,423,304.20		$20,220,023,242,130.00		$20,220,023,242,130.00		$20,220,023,242,130.00

		2272		$23,814,101.80		$23,824,252.20		$23,864,004.20		$20,220,023,016,330.00		$20,220,023,016,330.00		$20,220,023,016,330.00

		2273		$22,025,401.80		$22,019,052.20		$22,050,304.20		$20,220,022,313,630.00		$20,220,022,313,630.00		$20,220,022,313,630.00

		2274		$22,916,101.80		$22,838,252.20		$22,769,504.20		$20,220,021,806,830.00		$20,220,021,806,830.00		$20,220,021,806,830.00

		2275		$26,594,051.80		$26,641,202.20		$26,697,454.20		$20,220,026,173,280.00		$20,220,026,173,280.00		$20,220,026,173,280.00

		2276		$24,533,701.80		$24,543,852.20		$24,600,104.20		$20,220,026,363,930.00		$20,220,026,363,930.00		$20,220,026,363,930.00

		2277		$25,775,501.80		$25,779,152.20		$25,792,904.20		$20,220,025,762,730.00		$20,220,025,762,730.00		$20,220,025,762,730.00

		2278		$24,030,051.80		$23,965,202.20		$23,946,454.20		$20,220,023,135,780.00		$20,220,023,135,780.00		$20,220,023,135,780.00

		2279		$25,706,301.80		$25,691,452.20		$25,706,204.20		$20,220,025,627,030.00		$20,220,025,627,030.00		$20,220,025,627,030.00

		2280		$24,280,801.80		$24,256,452.20		$24,259,204.20		$20,220,023,541,530.00		$20,220,023,541,530.00		$20,220,023,541,530.00

		2281		$22,836,651.80		$22,771,802.20		$22,753,054.20		$20,220,022,275,380.00		$20,220,022,275,380.00		$20,220,022,275,380.00

		2282		$23,195,201.80		$23,170,852.20		$23,177,104.20		$20,220,023,169,930.00		$20,220,023,169,930.00		$20,220,023,169,930.00

		2283		$24,749,201.80		$24,734,352.20		$24,765,604.20		$20,220,024,231,930.00		$20,220,024,231,930.00		$20,220,024,231,930.00

		2284		$24,500,851.80		$24,519,502.20		$24,575,754.20		$20,220,024,922,580.00		$20,220,024,922,580.00		$20,220,024,922,580.00

		2285		$25,825,351.80		$25,810,502.20		$25,814,754.20		$20,220,025,360,080.00		$20,220,025,360,080.00		$20,220,025,360,080.00

		2286		$26,193,301.80		$26,304,952.20		$26,449,704.20		$20,220,026,620,030.00		$20,220,026,620,030.00		$20,220,026,620,030.00

		2287		$21,889,751.80		$21,799,902.20		$21,756,154.20		$20,220,020,926,980.00		$20,220,020,926,980.00		$20,220,020,926,980.00

		2288		$23,284,951.80		$23,281,102.20		$23,281,854.20		$20,220,024,271,180.00		$20,220,024,271,180.00		$20,220,024,271,180.00

		2289		$24,552,801.80		$24,512,952.20		$24,498,704.20		$20,220,024,338,030.00		$20,220,024,338,030.00		$20,220,024,338,030.00

		2290		$23,572,951.80		$23,537,602.20		$23,543,854.20		$20,220,022,703,680.00		$20,220,022,703,680.00		$20,220,022,703,680.00

		2291		$25,211,851.80		$25,147,002.20		$25,128,254.20		$20,220,024,362,580.00		$20,220,024,362,580.00		$20,220,024,362,580.00

		2292		$24,894,051.80		$24,902,202.20		$24,897,454.20		$20,220,024,052,780.00		$20,220,024,052,780.00		$20,220,024,052,780.00

		2293		$22,000,451.80		$22,002,102.20		$22,033,354.20		$20,220,022,067,680.00		$20,220,022,067,680.00		$20,220,022,067,680.00

		2294		$24,618,551.80		$24,686,702.20		$24,767,954.20		$20,220,024,483,280.00		$20,220,024,483,280.00		$20,220,024,483,280.00

		2295		$24,156,751.80		$24,041,902.20		$23,973,154.20		$20,220,023,010,480.00		$20,220,023,010,480.00		$20,220,023,010,480.00

		2296		$23,560,551.80		$23,595,702.20		$23,663,954.20		$20,220,024,010,280.00		$20,220,024,010,280.00		$20,220,024,010,280.00

		2297		$23,061,051.80		$22,946,202.20		$22,877,454.20		$20,220,021,914,780.00		$20,220,021,914,780.00		$20,220,021,914,780.00

		2298		$23,893,751.80		$23,878,902.20		$23,910,154.20		$20,220,023,547,480.00		$20,220,023,547,480.00		$20,220,023,547,480.00

		2299		$22,840,551.80		$22,856,202.20		$22,912,454.20		$20,220,023,495,280.00		$20,220,023,495,280.00		$20,220,023,495,280.00

		2300		$23,183,651.80		$23,143,802.20		$23,150,054.20		$20,220,023,057,880.00		$20,220,023,057,880.00		$20,220,023,057,880.00

		2301		$22,017,151.80		$21,952,302.20		$21,933,554.20		$20,220,021,582,880.00		$20,220,021,582,880.00		$20,220,021,582,880.00

		2302		$25,211,201.80		$25,233,852.20		$25,272,604.20		$20,220,026,617,930.00		$20,220,026,617,930.00		$20,220,026,617,930.00

		2303		$25,226,501.80		$25,218,152.20		$25,210,404.20		$20,220,024,247,730.00		$20,220,024,247,730.00		$20,220,024,247,730.00

		2304		$24,022,451.80		$23,982,602.20		$23,972,354.20		$20,220,023,476,680.00		$20,220,023,476,680.00		$20,220,023,476,680.00

		2305		$24,034,201.80		$24,012,852.20		$24,019,104.20		$20,220,023,350,930.00		$20,220,023,350,930.00		$20,220,023,350,930.00

		2306		$23,274,501.80		$23,184,652.20		$23,140,904.20		$20,220,022,339,730.00		$20,220,022,339,730.00		$20,220,022,339,730.00

		2307		$23,616,501.80		$23,517,152.20		$23,448,404.20		$20,220,022,485,730.00		$20,220,022,485,730.00		$20,220,022,485,730.00

		2308		$25,259,901.80		$25,264,552.20		$25,278,304.20		$20,220,025,648,130.00		$20,220,025,648,130.00		$20,220,025,648,130.00

		2309		$23,148,051.80		$23,205,702.20		$23,286,954.20		$20,220,024,412,280.00		$20,220,024,412,280.00		$20,220,024,412,280.00

		2310		$23,666,551.80		$23,601,702.20		$23,582,954.20		$20,220,022,655,280.00		$20,220,022,655,280.00		$20,220,022,655,280.00

		2311		$23,711,301.80		$23,646,452.20		$23,577,704.20		$20,220,022,615,030.00		$20,220,022,615,030.00		$20,220,022,615,030.00

		2312		$22,850,751.80		$22,818,902.20		$22,800,154.20		$20,220,022,123,480.00		$20,220,022,123,480.00		$20,220,022,123,480.00

		2313		$22,706,001.80		$22,594,152.20		$22,525,404.20		$20,220,021,562,730.00		$20,220,021,562,730.00		$20,220,021,562,730.00

		2314		$23,341,551.80		$23,326,702.20		$23,357,954.20		$20,220,022,642,280.00		$20,220,022,642,280.00		$20,220,022,642,280.00

		2315		$23,603,351.80		$23,713,502.20		$23,847,754.20		$20,220,025,651,580.00		$20,220,025,651,580.00		$20,220,025,651,580.00

		2316		$23,479,101.80		$23,421,752.20		$23,353,004.20		$20,220,022,390,330.00		$20,220,022,390,330.00		$20,220,022,390,330.00

		2317		$23,906,701.80		$23,828,352.20		$23,759,604.20		$20,220,022,796,930.00		$20,220,022,796,930.00		$20,220,022,796,930.00

		2318		$22,892,051.80		$22,852,202.20		$22,852,954.20		$20,220,021,925,280.00		$20,220,021,925,280.00		$20,220,021,925,280.00

		2319		$22,332,151.80		$22,217,302.20		$22,148,554.20		$20,220,021,185,880.00		$20,220,021,185,880.00		$20,220,021,185,880.00

		2320		$25,432,551.80		$25,412,202.20		$25,418,454.20		$20,220,024,789,280.00		$20,220,024,789,280.00		$20,220,024,789,280.00

		2321		$24,196,801.80		$24,181,952.20		$24,213,204.20		$20,220,024,356,530.00		$20,220,024,356,530.00		$20,220,024,356,530.00

		2322		$21,943,201.80		$21,920,352.20		$21,851,604.20		$20,220,020,888,930.00		$20,220,020,888,930.00		$20,220,020,888,930.00

		2323		$23,392,801.80		$23,448,452.20		$23,463,204.20		$20,220,022,853,030.00		$20,220,022,853,030.00		$20,220,022,853,030.00

		2324		$24,853,001.80		$24,888,152.20		$24,969,404.20		$20,220,025,995,730.00		$20,220,025,995,730.00		$20,220,025,995,730.00

		2325		$23,378,001.80		$23,345,152.20		$23,349,904.20		$20,220,022,902,230.00		$20,220,022,902,230.00		$20,220,022,902,230.00

		2326		$22,474,201.80		$22,459,352.20		$22,483,104.20		$20,220,024,303,930.00		$20,220,024,303,930.00		$20,220,024,303,930.00

		2327		$23,376,001.80		$23,360,152.20		$23,366,404.20		$20,220,022,854,230.00		$20,220,022,854,230.00		$20,220,022,854,230.00

		2328		$24,149,451.80		$24,092,102.20		$24,023,354.20		$20,220,023,060,680.00		$20,220,023,060,680.00		$20,220,023,060,680.00

		2329		$20,903,451.80		$20,813,602.20		$20,769,854.20		$20,220,020,006,680.00		$20,220,020,006,680.00		$20,220,020,006,680.00

		2330		$24,278,651.80		$24,213,802.20		$24,195,054.20		$20,220,023,310,380.00		$20,220,023,310,380.00		$20,220,023,310,380.00

		2331		$23,959,401.80		$23,944,552.20		$23,975,804.20		$20,220,024,383,130.00		$20,220,024,383,130.00		$20,220,024,383,130.00

		2332		$23,161,751.80		$23,121,902.20		$23,106,654.20		$20,220,022,542,980.00		$20,220,022,542,980.00		$20,220,022,542,980.00

		2333		$24,033,001.80		$23,999,152.20		$23,995,904.20		$20,220,023,197,230.00		$20,220,023,197,230.00		$20,220,023,197,230.00

		2334		$25,949,151.80		$26,081,802.20		$26,238,054.20		$20,220,026,513,880.00		$20,220,026,513,880.00		$20,220,026,513,880.00

		2335		$23,420,301.80		$23,358,952.20		$23,340,204.20		$20,220,022,939,530.00		$20,220,022,939,530.00		$20,220,022,939,530.00

		2336		$24,470,651.80		$24,442,302.20		$24,427,054.20		$20,220,023,478,380.00		$20,220,023,478,380.00		$20,220,023,478,380.00

		2337		$23,919,651.80		$23,854,802.20		$23,827,054.20		$20,220,022,864,380.00		$20,220,022,864,380.00		$20,220,022,864,380.00

		2338		$23,210,751.80		$23,192,902.20		$23,191,654.20		$20,220,023,396,980.00		$20,220,023,396,980.00		$20,220,023,396,980.00

		2339		$25,340,201.80		$25,398,352.20		$25,455,104.20		$20,220,026,083,930.00		$20,220,026,083,930.00		$20,220,026,083,930.00

		2340		$24,958,751.80		$24,947,902.20		$24,954,154.20		$20,220,024,442,980.00		$20,220,024,442,980.00		$20,220,024,442,980.00

		2341		$23,697,601.80		$23,588,252.20		$23,519,504.20		$20,220,022,556,830.00		$20,220,022,556,830.00		$20,220,022,556,830.00

		2342		$24,215,051.80		$24,100,202.20		$24,031,454.20		$20,220,023,068,780.00		$20,220,023,068,780.00		$20,220,023,068,780.00

		2343		$22,126,701.80		$22,011,852.20		$21,943,104.20		$20,220,020,980,430.00		$20,220,020,980,430.00		$20,220,020,980,430.00

		2344		$25,412,751.80		$25,447,902.20		$25,529,154.20		$20,220,027,038,480.00		$20,220,027,038,480.00		$20,220,027,038,480.00

		2345		$23,005,651.80		$22,970,802.20		$22,952,054.20		$20,220,022,864,380.00		$20,220,022,864,380.00		$20,220,022,864,380.00

		2346		$22,961,751.80		$22,921,902.20		$22,928,154.20		$20,220,022,068,980.00		$20,220,022,068,980.00		$20,220,022,068,980.00

		2347		$24,782,551.80		$24,817,702.20		$24,898,954.20		$20,220,024,414,280.00		$20,220,024,414,280.00		$20,220,024,414,280.00

		2348		$23,938,351.80		$23,998,502.20		$24,104,754.20		$20,220,025,525,580.00		$20,220,025,525,580.00		$20,220,025,525,580.00

		2349		$22,114,801.80		$22,074,952.20		$22,067,704.20		$20,220,021,256,030.00		$20,220,021,256,030.00		$20,220,021,256,030.00

		2350		$22,482,451.80		$22,467,602.20		$22,488,354.20		$20,220,021,816,180.00		$20,220,021,816,180.00		$20,220,021,816,180.00

		2351		$25,114,651.80		$24,999,802.20		$24,931,054.20		$20,220,023,968,380.00		$20,220,023,968,380.00		$20,220,023,968,380.00

		2352		$23,837,201.80		$23,805,852.20		$23,812,104.20		$20,220,023,552,930.00		$20,220,023,552,930.00		$20,220,023,552,930.00

		2353		$26,062,401.80		$26,072,552.20		$26,128,804.20		$20,220,025,971,630.00		$20,220,025,971,630.00		$20,220,025,971,630.00

		2354		$24,196,751.80		$24,187,402.20		$24,218,654.20		$20,220,023,906,980.00		$20,220,023,906,980.00		$20,220,023,906,980.00

		2355		$23,119,651.80		$23,121,302.20		$23,134,054.20		$20,220,022,824,880.00		$20,220,022,824,880.00		$20,220,022,824,880.00

		2356		$23,503,301.80		$23,557,952.20		$23,639,204.20		$20,220,023,822,530.00		$20,220,023,822,530.00		$20,220,023,822,530.00

		2357		$24,882,151.80		$24,855,802.20		$24,862,054.20		$20,220,025,458,880.00		$20,220,025,458,880.00		$20,220,025,458,880.00

		2358		$22,524,401.80		$22,459,552.20		$22,440,804.20		$20,220,022,549,130.00		$20,220,022,549,130.00		$20,220,022,549,130.00

		2359		$23,858,551.80		$23,793,702.20		$23,774,954.20		$20,220,023,314,280.00		$20,220,023,314,280.00		$20,220,023,314,280.00

		2360		$23,756,251.80		$23,691,402.20		$23,672,654.20		$20,220,023,221,980.00		$20,220,023,221,980.00		$20,220,023,221,980.00

		2361		$24,009,751.80		$24,052,402.20		$24,083,654.20		$20,220,023,880,980.00		$20,220,023,880,980.00		$20,220,023,880,980.00

		2362		$25,177,651.80		$25,196,802.20		$25,228,054.20		$20,220,024,637,380.00		$20,220,024,637,380.00		$20,220,024,637,380.00

		2363		$23,656,301.80		$23,541,452.20		$23,472,704.20		$20,220,022,510,030.00		$20,220,022,510,030.00		$20,220,022,510,030.00

		2364		$22,147,351.80		$22,032,502.20		$21,963,754.20		$20,220,021,001,080.00		$20,220,021,001,080.00		$20,220,021,001,080.00

		2365		$26,393,201.80		$26,484,852.20		$26,613,604.20		$20,220,026,361,430.00		$20,220,026,361,430.00		$20,220,026,361,430.00

		2366		$22,987,001.80		$22,922,152.20		$22,903,404.20		$20,220,023,582,730.00		$20,220,023,582,730.00		$20,220,023,582,730.00

		2367		$22,955,601.80		$22,865,752.20		$22,822,004.20		$20,220,022,173,830.00		$20,220,022,173,830.00		$20,220,022,173,830.00

		2368		$24,562,701.80		$24,522,852.20		$24,465,604.20		$20,220,023,502,930.00		$20,220,023,502,930.00		$20,220,023,502,930.00

		2369		$22,439,901.80		$22,433,052.20		$22,464,304.20		$20,220,022,643,630.00		$20,220,022,643,630.00		$20,220,022,643,630.00

		2370		$23,057,251.80		$22,992,402.20		$22,973,654.20		$20,220,022,017,980.00		$20,220,022,017,980.00		$20,220,022,017,980.00

		2371		$22,401,051.80		$22,386,202.20		$22,417,454.20		$20,220,022,161,780.00		$20,220,022,161,780.00		$20,220,022,161,780.00

		2372		$24,016,551.80		$23,976,702.20		$23,962,954.20		$20,220,023,766,780.00		$20,220,023,766,780.00		$20,220,023,766,780.00

		2373		$25,261,951.80		$25,387,602.20		$25,518,854.20		$20,220,028,137,180.00		$20,220,028,137,180.00		$20,220,028,137,180.00

		2374		$23,584,901.80		$23,602,552.20		$23,647,304.20		$20,220,024,530,630.00		$20,220,024,530,630.00		$20,220,024,530,630.00

		2375		$24,836,051.80		$24,850,702.20		$24,893,454.20		$20,220,025,652,780.00		$20,220,025,652,780.00		$20,220,025,652,780.00

		2376		$22,482,151.80		$22,517,302.20		$22,588,554.20		$20,220,022,029,880.00		$20,220,022,029,880.00		$20,220,022,029,880.00

		2377		$24,486,651.80		$24,502,302.20		$24,536,054.20		$20,220,025,165,380.00		$20,220,025,165,380.00		$20,220,025,165,380.00

		2378		$21,869,151.80		$21,854,302.20		$21,885,554.20		$20,220,022,070,880.00		$20,220,022,070,880.00		$20,220,022,070,880.00

		2379		$26,486,201.80		$26,546,352.20		$26,609,104.20		$20,220,026,343,430.00		$20,220,026,343,430.00		$20,220,026,343,430.00

		2380		$24,254,751.80		$24,250,402.20		$24,270,154.20		$20,220,023,767,980.00		$20,220,023,767,980.00		$20,220,023,767,980.00

		2381		$23,403,801.80		$23,431,452.20		$23,362,704.20		$20,220,022,400,030.00		$20,220,022,400,030.00		$20,220,022,400,030.00

		2382		$25,329,301.80		$25,363,952.20		$25,418,704.20		$20,220,025,055,030.00		$20,220,025,055,030.00		$20,220,025,055,030.00

		2383		$22,635,051.80		$22,695,202.20		$22,771,454.20		$20,220,022,205,280.00		$20,220,022,205,280.00		$20,220,022,205,280.00

		2384		$26,053,551.80		$26,013,702.20		$26,010,454.20		$20,220,026,024,780.00		$20,220,026,024,780.00		$20,220,026,024,780.00

		2385		$25,756,751.80		$25,716,902.20		$25,723,154.20		$20,220,024,976,980.00		$20,220,024,976,980.00		$20,220,024,976,980.00

		2386		$21,411,201.80		$21,340,852.20		$21,272,104.20		$20,220,020,309,430.00		$20,220,020,309,430.00		$20,220,020,309,430.00

		2387		$22,940,151.80		$22,935,802.20		$22,967,054.20		$20,220,023,080,380.00		$20,220,023,080,380.00		$20,220,023,080,380.00

		2388		$25,002,901.80		$24,924,552.20		$24,880,804.20		$20,220,024,538,630.00		$20,220,024,538,630.00		$20,220,024,538,630.00

		2389		$23,490,301.80		$23,475,452.20		$23,506,704.20		$20,220,023,218,030.00		$20,220,023,218,030.00		$20,220,023,218,030.00

		2390		$25,997,451.80		$26,005,602.20		$26,011,854.20		$20,220,025,269,680.00		$20,220,025,269,680.00		$20,220,025,269,680.00

		2391		$25,637,551.80		$25,647,702.20		$25,703,954.20		$20,220,025,776,780.00		$20,220,025,776,780.00		$20,220,025,776,780.00

		2392		$23,586,801.80		$23,546,952.20		$23,553,204.20		$20,220,022,948,030.00		$20,220,022,948,030.00		$20,220,022,948,030.00

		2393		$25,314,951.80		$25,412,102.20		$25,506,354.20		$20,220,026,379,680.00		$20,220,026,379,680.00		$20,220,026,379,680.00

		2394		$26,056,151.80		$26,130,802.20		$26,235,554.20		$20,220,028,324,880.00		$20,220,028,324,880.00		$20,220,028,324,880.00

		2395		$23,933,051.80		$23,918,202.20		$23,949,454.20		$20,220,024,555,780.00		$20,220,024,555,780.00		$20,220,024,555,780.00

		2396		$26,320,401.80		$26,330,552.20		$26,386,804.20		$20,220,026,355,630.00		$20,220,026,355,630.00		$20,220,026,355,630.00

		2397		$22,097,051.80		$22,012,702.20		$21,968,954.20		$20,220,021,020,780.00		$20,220,021,020,780.00		$20,220,021,020,780.00

		2398		$25,395,401.80		$25,355,552.20		$25,361,804.20		$20,220,024,913,630.00		$20,220,024,913,630.00		$20,220,024,913,630.00

		2399		$21,857,401.80		$21,742,552.20		$21,673,804.20		$20,220,020,711,130.00		$20,220,020,711,130.00		$20,220,020,711,130.00

		2400		$22,799,301.80		$22,809,452.20		$22,865,704.20		$20,220,022,824,530.00		$20,220,022,824,530.00		$20,220,022,824,530.00

		2401		$26,749,901.80		$26,845,552.20		$26,976,804.20		$20,220,028,457,130.00		$20,220,028,457,130.00		$20,220,028,457,130.00

		2402		$25,769,801.80		$25,773,452.20		$25,804,704.20		$20,220,025,288,030.00		$20,220,025,288,030.00		$20,220,025,288,030.00

		2403		$22,690,051.80		$22,575,202.20		$22,506,454.20		$20,220,021,543,780.00		$20,220,021,543,780.00		$20,220,021,543,780.00

		2404		$23,214,451.80		$23,130,602.20		$23,061,854.20		$20,220,022,099,180.00		$20,220,022,099,180.00		$20,220,022,099,180.00

		2405		$23,712,001.80		$23,693,652.20		$23,677,404.20		$20,220,023,420,730.00		$20,220,023,420,730.00		$20,220,023,420,730.00

		2406		$26,780,101.80		$26,890,252.20		$27,028,004.20		$20,220,026,937,330.00		$20,220,026,937,330.00		$20,220,026,937,330.00

		2407		$25,328,051.80		$25,388,202.20		$25,487,954.20		$20,220,025,605,280.00		$20,220,025,605,280.00		$20,220,025,605,280.00

		2408		$23,808,151.80		$23,787,302.20		$23,793,554.20		$20,220,023,031,380.00		$20,220,023,031,380.00		$20,220,023,031,380.00

		2409		$23,000,651.80		$22,985,802.20		$23,017,054.20		$20,220,022,258,380.00		$20,220,022,258,380.00		$20,220,022,258,380.00

		2410		$25,146,151.80		$25,182,802.20		$25,264,054.20		$20,220,025,028,380.00		$20,220,025,028,380.00		$20,220,025,028,380.00

		2411		$22,460,901.80		$22,411,052.20		$22,392,304.20		$20,220,021,789,630.00		$20,220,021,789,630.00		$20,220,021,789,630.00

		2412		$24,274,901.80		$24,285,052.20		$24,341,304.20		$20,220,023,640,130.00		$20,220,023,640,130.00		$20,220,023,640,130.00

		2413		$22,933,251.80		$22,893,402.20		$22,899,654.20		$20,220,022,275,480.00		$20,220,022,275,480.00		$20,220,022,275,480.00

		2414		$22,791,301.80		$22,701,452.20		$22,657,704.20		$20,220,021,717,530.00		$20,220,021,717,530.00		$20,220,021,717,530.00

		2415		$22,933,851.80		$22,897,502.20		$22,903,754.20		$20,220,023,998,580.00		$20,220,023,998,580.00		$20,220,023,998,580.00

		2416		$23,972,701.80		$23,907,852.20		$23,889,104.20		$20,220,023,265,430.00		$20,220,023,265,430.00		$20,220,023,265,430.00

		2417		$25,502,551.80		$25,562,702.20		$25,628,954.20		$20,220,026,658,780.00		$20,220,026,658,780.00		$20,220,026,658,780.00

		2418		$23,496,201.80		$23,550,352.20		$23,612,104.20		$20,220,023,705,930.00		$20,220,023,705,930.00		$20,220,023,705,930.00

		2419		$22,366,001.80		$22,351,152.20		$22,370,904.20		$20,220,021,730,730.00		$20,220,021,730,730.00		$20,220,021,730,730.00

		2420		$24,545,301.80		$24,480,452.20		$24,461,704.20		$20,220,024,269,030.00		$20,220,024,269,030.00		$20,220,024,269,030.00

		2421		$23,552,351.80		$23,512,502.20		$23,518,754.20		$20,220,023,759,580.00		$20,220,023,759,580.00		$20,220,023,759,580.00

		2422		$24,983,051.80		$24,995,702.20		$25,051,954.20		$20,220,025,180,780.00		$20,220,025,180,780.00		$20,220,025,180,780.00

		2423		$25,313,851.80		$25,324,002.20		$25,380,254.20		$20,220,024,630,080.00		$20,220,024,630,080.00		$20,220,024,630,080.00

		2424		$25,492,901.80		$25,510,552.20		$25,544,304.20		$20,220,024,916,630.00		$20,220,024,916,630.00		$20,220,024,916,630.00

		2425		$23,541,501.80		$23,551,652.20		$23,583,404.20		$20,220,025,366,730.00		$20,220,025,366,730.00		$20,220,025,366,730.00

		2426		$24,940,451.80		$24,931,102.20		$24,957,854.20		$20,220,024,129,680.00		$20,220,024,129,680.00		$20,220,024,129,680.00

		2427		$24,983,401.80		$24,993,552.20		$25,049,804.20		$20,220,024,456,630.00		$20,220,024,456,630.00		$20,220,024,456,630.00

		2428		$24,348,301.80		$24,383,452.20		$24,464,704.20		$20,220,025,645,030.00		$20,220,025,645,030.00		$20,220,025,645,030.00

		2429		$22,801,751.80		$22,811,902.20		$22,853,654.20		$20,220,023,092,980.00		$20,220,023,092,980.00		$20,220,023,092,980.00

		2430		$23,454,401.80		$23,389,552.20		$23,370,804.20		$20,220,022,617,130.00		$20,220,022,617,130.00		$20,220,022,617,130.00

		2431		$24,408,901.80		$24,418,052.20		$24,449,304.20		$20,220,024,895,630.00		$20,220,024,895,630.00		$20,220,024,895,630.00

		2432		$25,763,351.80		$25,673,502.20		$25,629,754.20		$20,220,024,983,580.00		$20,220,024,983,580.00		$20,220,024,983,580.00

		2433		$22,662,851.80		$22,670,002.20		$22,701,254.20		$20,220,022,734,580.00		$20,220,022,734,580.00		$20,220,022,734,580.00

		2434		$23,339,351.80		$23,308,002.20		$23,314,254.20		$20,220,023,162,080.00		$20,220,023,162,080.00		$20,220,023,162,080.00

		2435		$25,225,651.80		$25,210,802.20		$25,232,554.20		$20,220,024,581,380.00		$20,220,024,581,380.00		$20,220,024,581,380.00

		2436		$23,143,301.80		$23,053,452.20		$23,009,704.20		$20,220,022,152,530.00		$20,220,022,152,530.00		$20,220,022,152,530.00

		2437		$23,290,701.80		$23,225,852.20		$23,207,104.20		$20,220,022,528,430.00		$20,220,022,528,430.00		$20,220,022,528,430.00

		2438		$25,366,001.80		$25,351,652.20		$25,362,404.20		$20,220,025,022,230.00		$20,220,025,022,230.00		$20,220,025,022,230.00

		2439		$22,709,251.80		$22,644,402.20		$22,625,654.20		$20,220,021,804,980.00		$20,220,021,804,980.00		$20,220,021,804,980.00

		2440		$24,689,401.80		$24,712,552.20		$24,743,804.20		$20,220,024,625,130.00		$20,220,024,625,130.00		$20,220,024,625,130.00

		2441		$24,371,001.80		$24,431,152.20		$24,516,904.20		$20,220,024,060,230.00		$20,220,024,060,230.00		$20,220,024,060,230.00

		2442		$24,627,851.80		$24,663,002.20		$24,744,254.20		$20,220,024,723,580.00		$20,220,024,723,580.00		$20,220,024,723,580.00

		2443		$25,164,701.80		$25,156,352.20		$25,144,604.20		$20,220,024,181,930.00		$20,220,024,181,930.00		$20,220,024,181,930.00

		2444		$23,052,151.80		$22,937,302.20		$22,868,554.20		$20,220,021,905,880.00		$20,220,021,905,880.00		$20,220,021,905,880.00

		2445		$26,603,501.80		$26,693,152.20		$26,791,404.20		$20,220,026,864,730.00		$20,220,026,864,730.00		$20,220,026,864,730.00

		2446		$24,269,501.80		$24,154,652.20		$24,085,904.20		$20,220,023,123,230.00		$20,220,023,123,230.00		$20,220,023,123,230.00

		2447		$23,439,501.80		$23,480,152.20		$23,541,404.20		$20,220,023,319,730.00		$20,220,023,319,730.00		$20,220,023,319,730.00

		2448		$23,744,451.80		$23,779,602.20		$23,830,854.20		$20,220,023,507,180.00		$20,220,023,507,180.00		$20,220,023,507,180.00

		2449		$25,658,701.80		$25,743,852.20		$25,867,604.20		$20,220,026,061,430.00		$20,220,026,061,430.00		$20,220,026,061,430.00

		2450		$22,243,601.80		$22,128,752.20		$22,060,004.20		$20,220,021,097,330.00		$20,220,021,097,330.00		$20,220,021,097,330.00

		2451		$21,568,151.80		$21,553,302.20		$21,584,554.20		$20,220,021,932,880.00		$20,220,021,932,880.00		$20,220,021,932,880.00

		2452		$23,798,001.80		$23,809,652.20		$23,810,404.20		$20,220,023,045,730.00		$20,220,023,045,730.00		$20,220,023,045,730.00

		2453		$25,702,551.80		$25,724,202.20		$25,768,954.20		$20,220,024,933,280.00		$20,220,024,933,280.00		$20,220,024,933,280.00

		2454		$25,256,251.80		$25,277,402.20		$25,308,654.20		$20,220,024,374,980.00		$20,220,024,374,980.00		$20,220,024,374,980.00

		2455		$22,339,601.80		$22,304,252.20		$22,310,504.20		$20,220,021,650,330.00		$20,220,021,650,330.00		$20,220,021,650,330.00

		2456		$23,747,701.80		$23,682,852.20		$23,647,604.20		$20,220,022,745,430.00		$20,220,022,745,430.00		$20,220,022,745,430.00

		2457		$22,950,951.80		$22,911,102.20		$22,852,854.20		$20,220,021,890,180.00		$20,220,021,890,180.00		$20,220,021,890,180.00

		2458		$25,363,301.80		$25,464,952.20		$25,596,204.20		$20,220,025,592,530.00		$20,220,025,592,530.00		$20,220,025,592,530.00

		2459		$24,093,351.80		$24,078,002.20		$24,078,754.20		$20,220,023,527,080.00		$20,220,023,527,080.00		$20,220,023,527,080.00

		2460		$23,201,301.80		$23,211,452.20		$23,243,204.20		$20,220,023,583,530.00		$20,220,023,583,530.00		$20,220,023,583,530.00

		2461		$25,116,701.80		$25,082,852.20		$25,045,604.20		$20,220,024,203,430.00		$20,220,024,203,430.00		$20,220,024,203,430.00

		2462		$24,051,101.80		$24,061,252.20		$24,096,004.20		$20,220,024,247,330.00		$20,220,024,247,330.00		$20,220,024,247,330.00

		2463		$23,750,501.80		$23,775,152.20		$23,818,404.20		$20,220,023,225,230.00		$20,220,023,225,230.00		$20,220,023,225,230.00

		2464		$26,512,051.80		$26,552,202.20		$26,601,954.20		$20,220,026,788,280.00		$20,220,026,788,280.00		$20,220,026,788,280.00

		2465		$24,813,751.80		$24,854,402.20		$24,909,654.20		$20,220,025,469,980.00		$20,220,025,469,980.00		$20,220,025,469,980.00

		2466		$22,692,351.80		$22,677,502.20		$22,708,754.20		$20,220,022,346,080.00		$20,220,022,346,080.00		$20,220,022,346,080.00

		2467		$24,041,751.80		$24,026,902.20		$24,046,654.20		$20,220,023,264,480.00		$20,220,023,264,480.00		$20,220,023,264,480.00

		2468		$23,570,751.80		$23,505,902.20		$23,475,654.20		$20,220,023,536,480.00		$20,220,023,536,480.00		$20,220,023,536,480.00

		2469		$23,182,751.80		$23,131,402.20		$23,112,654.20		$20,220,022,150,980.00		$20,220,022,150,980.00		$20,220,022,150,980.00

		2470		$26,478,301.80		$26,513,452.20		$26,594,704.20		$20,220,026,653,030.00		$20,220,026,653,030.00		$20,220,026,653,030.00

		2471		$25,246,901.80		$25,164,552.20		$25,120,804.20		$20,220,024,370,630.00		$20,220,024,370,630.00		$20,220,024,370,630.00

		2472		$24,647,651.80		$24,732,802.20		$24,829,054.20		$20,220,025,736,380.00		$20,220,025,736,380.00		$20,220,025,736,380.00

		2473		$20,891,401.80		$20,851,552.20		$20,854,304.20		$20,220,019,908,630.00		$20,220,019,908,630.00		$20,220,019,908,630.00

		2474		$23,090,401.80		$23,122,052.20		$23,178,304.20		$20,220,023,339,130.00		$20,220,023,339,130.00		$20,220,023,339,130.00

		2475		$22,414,101.80		$22,349,252.20		$22,330,504.20		$20,220,022,348,830.00		$20,220,022,348,830.00		$20,220,022,348,830.00

		2476		$23,161,251.80		$23,146,402.20		$23,177,654.20		$20,220,022,627,980.00		$20,220,022,627,980.00		$20,220,022,627,980.00

		2477		$25,044,951.80		$25,104,602.20		$25,182,354.20		$20,220,025,158,180.00		$20,220,025,158,180.00		$20,220,025,158,180.00

		2478		$24,257,101.80		$24,242,252.20		$24,272,004.20		$20,220,024,086,830.00		$20,220,024,086,830.00		$20,220,024,086,830.00

		2479		$23,413,901.80		$23,353,552.20		$23,334,804.20		$20,220,022,980,130.00		$20,220,022,980,130.00		$20,220,022,980,130.00

		2480		$25,753,051.80		$25,713,202.20		$25,705,954.20		$20,220,025,028,280.00		$20,220,025,028,280.00		$20,220,025,028,280.00

		2481		$24,357,001.80		$24,317,152.20		$24,277,404.20		$20,220,023,314,730.00		$20,220,023,314,730.00		$20,220,023,314,730.00

		2482		$22,993,901.80		$22,967,552.20		$22,973,804.20		$20,220,022,724,630.00		$20,220,022,724,630.00		$20,220,022,724,630.00

		2483		$21,461,551.80		$21,397,202.20		$21,378,454.20		$20,220,020,581,780.00		$20,220,020,581,780.00		$20,220,020,581,780.00

		2484		$24,437,801.80		$24,497,952.20		$24,589,704.20		$20,220,024,909,030.00		$20,220,024,909,030.00		$20,220,024,909,030.00

		2485		$25,035,951.80		$25,021,102.20		$25,032,854.20		$20,220,024,175,680.00		$20,220,024,175,680.00		$20,220,024,175,680.00

		2486		$24,047,251.80		$24,007,402.20		$24,013,654.20		$20,220,023,577,480.00		$20,220,023,577,480.00		$20,220,023,577,480.00

		2487		$24,113,051.80		$24,188,702.20		$24,287,454.20		$20,220,024,274,780.00		$20,220,024,274,780.00		$20,220,024,274,780.00

		2488		$23,984,601.80		$24,019,752.20		$24,089,504.20		$20,220,027,750,330.00		$20,220,027,750,330.00		$20,220,027,750,330.00

		2489		$23,291,151.80		$23,287,802.20		$23,301,554.20		$20,220,024,326,380.00		$20,220,024,326,380.00		$20,220,024,326,380.00

		2490		$24,047,701.80		$24,032,852.20		$24,057,604.20		$20,220,023,397,430.00		$20,220,023,397,430.00		$20,220,023,397,430.00

		2491		$24,504,101.80		$24,538,752.20		$24,488,504.20		$20,220,023,525,830.00		$20,220,023,525,830.00		$20,220,023,525,830.00

		2492		$24,844,801.80		$24,818,452.20		$24,824,704.20		$20,220,025,473,530.00		$20,220,025,473,530.00		$20,220,025,473,530.00

		2493		$25,587,901.80		$25,683,552.20		$25,771,804.20		$20,220,025,355,130.00		$20,220,025,355,130.00		$20,220,025,355,130.00

		2494		$23,765,501.80		$23,754,652.20		$23,751,404.20		$20,220,022,925,730.00		$20,220,022,925,730.00		$20,220,022,925,730.00

		2495		$25,195,701.80		$25,205,852.20		$25,259,604.20		$20,220,025,162,930.00		$20,220,025,162,930.00		$20,220,025,162,930.00

		2496		$23,757,551.80		$23,792,702.20		$23,851,454.20		$20,220,023,296,280.00		$20,220,023,296,280.00		$20,220,023,296,280.00

		2497		$24,650,751.80		$24,612,402.20		$24,609,154.20		$20,220,023,710,480.00		$20,220,023,710,480.00		$20,220,023,710,480.00

		2498		$22,569,801.80		$22,529,952.20		$22,536,204.20		$20,220,022,373,030.00		$20,220,022,373,030.00		$20,220,022,373,030.00

		2499		$24,686,601.80		$24,684,252.20		$24,715,504.20		$20,220,024,443,830.00		$20,220,024,443,830.00		$20,220,024,443,830.00

		2500		$27,076,751.80		$27,091,402.20		$27,147,654.20		$20,220,027,659,480.00		$20,220,027,659,480.00		$20,220,027,659,480.00

		2501		$24,923,051.80		$24,908,202.20		$24,928,954.20		$20,220,024,602,780.00		$20,220,024,602,780.00		$20,220,024,602,780.00

		2502		$23,133,001.80		$23,093,152.20		$23,099,404.20		$20,220,022,880,230.00		$20,220,022,880,230.00		$20,220,022,880,230.00

		2503		$24,573,401.80		$24,552,552.20		$24,547,304.20		$20,220,023,639,630.00		$20,220,023,639,630.00		$20,220,023,639,630.00

		2504		$22,912,601.80		$22,909,252.20		$22,940,504.20		$20,220,022,992,830.00		$20,220,022,992,830.00		$20,220,022,992,830.00

		2505		$22,558,901.80		$22,494,052.20		$22,475,304.20		$20,220,021,855,630.00		$20,220,021,855,630.00		$20,220,021,855,630.00

		2506		$23,928,951.80		$23,884,102.20		$23,850,354.20		$20,220,022,887,680.00		$20,220,022,887,680.00		$20,220,022,887,680.00

		2507		$23,404,251.80		$23,339,402.20		$23,320,654.20		$20,220,022,378,980.00		$20,220,022,378,980.00		$20,220,022,378,980.00

		2508		$23,690,501.80		$23,729,152.20		$23,810,404.20		$20,220,023,703,730.00		$20,220,023,703,730.00		$20,220,023,703,730.00

		2509		$23,852,251.80		$23,818,902.20		$23,825,154.20		$20,220,023,389,980.00		$20,220,023,389,980.00		$20,220,023,389,980.00

		2510		$24,441,901.80		$24,377,052.20		$24,315,304.20		$20,220,023,352,630.00		$20,220,023,352,630.00		$20,220,023,352,630.00

		2511		$25,488,551.80		$25,615,202.20		$25,750,454.20		$20,220,025,693,280.00		$20,220,025,693,280.00		$20,220,025,693,280.00

		2512		$22,798,101.80		$22,733,252.20		$22,714,504.20		$20,220,022,479,830.00		$20,220,022,479,830.00		$20,220,022,479,830.00

		2513		$24,721,801.80		$24,729,952.20		$24,750,704.20		$20,220,023,924,530.00		$20,220,023,924,530.00		$20,220,023,924,530.00

		2514		$22,028,551.80		$21,963,702.20		$21,944,954.20		$20,220,021,119,280.00		$20,220,021,119,280.00		$20,220,021,119,280.00

		2515		$26,370,101.80		$26,430,252.20		$26,522,004.20		$20,220,026,438,330.00		$20,220,026,438,330.00		$20,220,026,438,330.00

		2516		$22,149,801.80		$22,084,952.20		$22,066,204.20		$20,220,021,358,530.00		$20,220,021,358,530.00		$20,220,021,358,530.00

		2517		$25,295,701.80		$25,344,352.20		$25,425,604.20		$20,220,025,562,930.00		$20,220,025,562,930.00		$20,220,025,562,930.00

		2518		$24,927,901.80		$24,888,052.20		$24,894,304.20		$20,220,024,557,130.00		$20,220,024,557,130.00		$20,220,024,557,130.00

		2519		$26,194,151.80		$26,204,302.20		$26,238,054.20		$20,220,025,726,380.00		$20,220,025,726,380.00		$20,220,025,726,380.00

		2520		$22,454,351.80		$22,389,502.20		$22,370,754.20		$20,220,021,698,080.00		$20,220,021,698,080.00		$20,220,021,698,080.00

		2521		$23,992,551.80		$23,984,202.20		$23,993,954.20		$20,220,023,808,780.00		$20,220,023,808,780.00		$20,220,023,808,780.00

		2522		$24,715,651.80		$24,667,302.20		$24,638,054.20		$20,220,023,711,880.00		$20,220,023,711,880.00		$20,220,023,711,880.00

		2523		$24,126,351.80		$24,111,502.20		$24,140,254.20		$20,220,024,033,080.00		$20,220,024,033,080.00		$20,220,024,033,080.00

		2524		$22,547,501.80		$22,482,652.20		$22,463,904.20		$20,220,021,664,230.00		$20,220,021,664,230.00		$20,220,021,664,230.00

		2525		$23,846,951.80		$23,887,602.20		$23,957,354.20		$20,220,023,112,180.00		$20,220,023,112,180.00		$20,220,023,112,180.00

		2526		$25,325,201.80		$25,425,852.20		$25,557,104.20		$20,220,026,196,430.00		$20,220,026,196,430.00		$20,220,026,196,430.00

		2527		$24,523,601.80		$24,533,752.20		$24,580,504.20		$20,220,024,646,830.00		$20,220,024,646,830.00		$20,220,024,646,830.00

		2528		$24,315,201.80		$24,250,352.20		$24,220,104.20		$20,220,023,493,930.00		$20,220,023,493,930.00		$20,220,023,493,930.00

		2529		$23,208,351.80		$23,093,502.20		$23,024,754.20		$20,220,022,062,080.00		$20,220,022,062,080.00		$20,220,022,062,080.00

		2530		$22,969,351.80		$22,854,502.20		$22,785,754.20		$20,220,021,823,080.00		$20,220,021,823,080.00		$20,220,021,823,080.00

		2531		$21,599,401.80		$21,596,052.20		$21,567,804.20		$20,220,021,036,630.00		$20,220,021,036,630.00		$20,220,021,036,630.00

		2532		$24,749,201.80		$24,842,852.20		$24,974,104.20		$20,220,025,007,430.00		$20,220,025,007,430.00		$20,220,025,007,430.00

		2533		$21,297,051.80		$21,182,202.20		$21,113,454.20		$20,220,020,150,780.00		$20,220,020,150,780.00		$20,220,020,150,780.00

		2534		$22,641,851.80		$22,556,502.20		$22,512,754.20		$20,220,021,759,580.00		$20,220,021,759,580.00		$20,220,021,759,580.00

		2535		$21,807,101.80		$21,742,252.20		$21,723,504.20		$20,220,021,133,830.00		$20,220,021,133,830.00		$20,220,021,133,830.00

		2536		$22,465,101.80		$22,350,252.20		$22,281,504.20		$20,220,021,318,830.00		$20,220,021,318,830.00		$20,220,021,318,830.00

		2537		$26,574,501.80		$26,779,152.20		$26,984,404.20		$20,220,028,340,730.00		$20,220,028,340,730.00		$20,220,028,340,730.00

		2538		$25,836,801.80		$25,771,952.20		$25,745,204.20		$20,220,024,782,530.00		$20,220,024,782,530.00		$20,220,024,782,530.00

		2539		$25,002,451.80		$25,059,602.20		$25,140,854.20		$20,220,024,845,180.00		$20,220,024,845,180.00		$20,220,024,845,180.00

		2540		$22,149,351.80		$22,084,502.20		$22,065,754.20		$20,220,021,729,080.00		$20,220,021,729,080.00		$20,220,021,729,080.00

		2541		$23,736,451.80		$23,696,602.20		$23,692,354.20		$20,220,022,831,680.00		$20,220,022,831,680.00		$20,220,022,831,680.00

		2542		$24,036,601.80		$23,996,752.20		$23,995,504.20		$20,220,023,094,830.00		$20,220,023,094,830.00		$20,220,023,094,830.00

		2543		$24,983,201.80		$25,068,352.20		$25,156,604.20		$20,220,025,057,930.00		$20,220,025,057,930.00		$20,220,025,057,930.00

		2544		$24,249,551.80		$24,190,202.20		$24,171,454.20		$20,220,023,497,780.00		$20,220,023,497,780.00		$20,220,023,497,780.00

		2545		$23,592,751.80		$23,565,902.20		$23,497,154.20		$20,220,022,534,480.00		$20,220,022,534,480.00		$20,220,022,534,480.00

		2546		$23,535,051.80		$23,512,702.20		$23,499,954.20		$20,220,024,914,780.00		$20,220,024,914,780.00		$20,220,024,914,780.00

		2547		$24,332,751.80		$24,342,902.20		$24,378,654.20		$20,220,024,012,980.00		$20,220,024,012,980.00		$20,220,024,012,980.00

		2548		$23,213,451.80		$23,198,602.20		$23,229,854.20		$20,220,023,051,180.00		$20,220,023,051,180.00		$20,220,023,051,180.00

		2549		$23,266,651.80		$23,251,802.20		$23,283,054.20		$20,220,023,011,380.00		$20,220,023,011,380.00		$20,220,023,011,380.00

		2550		$24,817,051.80		$24,815,702.20		$24,846,954.20		$20,220,024,265,280.00		$20,220,024,265,280.00		$20,220,024,265,280.00

		2551		$23,467,051.80		$23,456,702.20		$23,487,954.20		$20,220,022,760,280.00		$20,220,022,760,280.00		$20,220,022,760,280.00

		2552		$23,909,601.80		$23,844,752.20		$23,826,004.20		$20,220,023,428,330.00		$20,220,023,428,330.00		$20,220,023,428,330.00

		2553		$23,807,551.80		$23,813,202.20		$23,844,454.20		$20,220,023,345,780.00		$20,220,023,345,780.00		$20,220,023,345,780.00

		2554		$24,042,901.80		$24,027,552.20		$24,033,804.20		$20,220,023,629,630.00		$20,220,023,629,630.00		$20,220,023,629,630.00

		2555		$24,473,151.80		$24,523,802.20		$24,601,554.20		$20,220,024,884,380.00		$20,220,024,884,380.00		$20,220,024,884,380.00

		2556		$24,191,451.80		$24,151,102.20		$24,120,854.20		$20,220,023,600,680.00		$20,220,023,600,680.00		$20,220,023,600,680.00

		2557		$25,280,401.80		$25,313,552.20		$25,349,304.20		$20,220,024,694,630.00		$20,220,024,694,630.00		$20,220,024,694,630.00

		2558		$22,825,851.80		$22,786,002.20		$22,792,254.20		$20,220,022,140,080.00		$20,220,022,140,080.00		$20,220,022,140,080.00

		2559		$24,015,201.80		$24,011,852.20		$24,043,104.20		$20,220,023,385,430.00		$20,220,023,385,430.00		$20,220,023,385,430.00

		2560		$23,635,051.80		$23,595,202.20		$23,601,454.20		$20,220,022,999,280.00		$20,220,022,999,280.00		$20,220,022,999,280.00

		2561		$24,542,951.80		$24,528,102.20		$24,543,854.20		$20,220,024,022,680.00		$20,220,024,022,680.00		$20,220,024,022,680.00

		2562		$22,624,001.80		$22,559,152.20		$22,533,904.20		$20,220,021,636,730.00		$20,220,021,636,730.00		$20,220,021,636,730.00

		2563		$25,204,751.80		$25,300,402.20		$25,405,654.20		$20,220,024,943,980.00		$20,220,024,943,980.00		$20,220,024,943,980.00

		2564		$22,887,201.80		$22,797,352.20		$22,753,604.20		$20,220,022,315,430.00		$20,220,022,315,430.00		$20,220,022,315,430.00

		2565		$27,056,701.80		$27,140,352.20		$27,236,104.20		$20,220,027,916,430.00		$20,220,027,916,430.00		$20,220,027,916,430.00

		2566		$23,953,301.80		$23,973,452.20		$23,993,204.20		$20,220,023,453,030.00		$20,220,023,453,030.00		$20,220,023,453,030.00

		2567		$23,874,601.80		$23,759,752.20		$23,691,004.20		$20,220,022,728,330.00		$20,220,022,728,330.00		$20,220,022,728,330.00

		2568		$25,235,301.80		$25,295,452.20		$25,401,704.20		$20,220,027,219,530.00		$20,220,027,219,530.00		$20,220,027,219,530.00

		2569		$23,168,301.80		$23,053,452.20		$22,984,704.20		$20,220,022,022,030.00		$20,220,022,022,030.00		$20,220,022,022,030.00

		2570		$25,086,151.80		$25,081,802.20		$25,113,054.20		$20,220,024,661,380.00		$20,220,024,661,380.00		$20,220,024,661,380.00

		2571		$23,395,051.80		$23,474,702.20		$23,550,954.20		$20,220,026,204,780.00		$20,220,026,204,780.00		$20,220,026,204,780.00

		2572		$21,686,851.80		$21,697,002.20		$21,733,754.20		$20,220,021,326,080.00		$20,220,021,326,080.00		$20,220,021,326,080.00

		2573		$27,292,201.80		$27,301,852.20		$27,316,104.20		$20,220,027,058,430.00		$20,220,027,058,430.00		$20,220,027,058,430.00

		2574		$24,818,351.80		$24,853,502.20		$24,927,754.20		$20,220,024,492,080.00		$20,220,024,492,080.00		$20,220,024,492,080.00

		2575		$24,467,801.80		$24,553,952.20		$24,635,704.20		$20,220,024,588,030.00		$20,220,024,588,030.00		$20,220,024,588,030.00

		2576		$23,833,201.80		$23,772,852.20		$23,750,604.20		$20,220,022,801,430.00		$20,220,022,801,430.00		$20,220,022,801,430.00

		2577		$26,004,801.80		$26,175,452.20		$26,328,204.20		$20,220,029,093,530.00		$20,220,029,093,530.00		$20,220,029,093,530.00

		2578		$26,486,901.80		$26,561,552.20		$26,667,804.20		$20,220,026,547,630.00		$20,220,026,547,630.00		$20,220,026,547,630.00

		2579		$23,654,401.80		$23,589,552.20		$23,570,804.20		$20,220,022,811,130.00		$20,220,022,811,130.00		$20,220,022,811,130.00

		2580		$26,345,301.80		$26,330,452.20		$26,361,704.20		$20,220,026,440,030.00		$20,220,026,440,030.00		$20,220,026,440,030.00

		2581		$23,698,801.80		$23,614,452.20		$23,570,704.20		$20,220,023,277,530.00		$20,220,023,277,530.00		$20,220,023,277,530.00

		2582		$20,448,601.80		$20,383,752.20		$20,365,004.20		$20,220,019,982,330.00		$20,220,019,982,330.00		$20,220,019,982,330.00

		2583		$24,676,201.80		$24,686,352.20		$24,738,104.20		$20,220,024,676,430.00		$20,220,024,676,430.00		$20,220,024,676,430.00

		2584		$25,246,501.80		$25,307,152.20		$25,388,404.20		$20,220,025,967,730.00		$20,220,025,967,730.00		$20,220,025,967,730.00

		2585		$23,504,351.80		$23,463,502.20		$23,444,754.20		$20,220,022,930,080.00		$20,220,022,930,080.00		$20,220,022,930,080.00

		2586		$23,438,951.80		$23,374,102.20		$23,344,854.20		$20,220,022,912,680.00		$20,220,022,912,680.00		$20,220,022,912,680.00

		2587		$22,825,701.80		$22,760,852.20		$22,742,104.20		$20,220,022,252,430.00		$20,220,022,252,430.00		$20,220,022,252,430.00

		2588		$23,508,351.80		$23,518,502.20		$23,552,254.20		$20,220,022,906,580.00		$20,220,022,906,580.00		$20,220,022,906,580.00

		2589		$24,259,801.80		$24,269,952.20		$24,326,204.20		$20,220,024,110,030.00		$20,220,024,110,030.00		$20,220,024,110,030.00

		2590		$24,230,651.80		$24,165,802.20		$24,144,554.20		$20,220,023,211,380.00		$20,220,023,211,380.00		$20,220,023,211,380.00

		2591		$25,126,551.80		$25,158,202.20		$25,182,454.20		$20,220,024,628,280.00		$20,220,024,628,280.00		$20,220,024,628,280.00

		2592		$25,985,901.80		$25,993,552.20		$26,024,804.20		$20,220,025,201,130.00		$20,220,025,201,130.00		$20,220,025,201,130.00

		2593		$26,073,001.80		$26,115,652.20		$26,173,404.20		$20,220,025,742,230.00		$20,220,025,742,230.00		$20,220,025,742,230.00

		2594		$24,589,001.80		$24,549,152.20		$24,555,404.20		$20,220,023,709,230.00		$20,220,023,709,230.00		$20,220,023,709,230.00

		2595		$23,845,301.80		$23,855,452.20		$23,911,704.20		$20,220,023,356,530.00		$20,220,023,356,530.00		$20,220,023,356,530.00

		2596		$22,806,001.80		$22,814,652.20		$22,845,904.20		$20,220,022,106,230.00		$20,220,022,106,230.00		$20,220,022,106,230.00

		2597		$24,124,051.80		$24,109,202.20		$24,140,454.20		$20,220,024,381,780.00		$20,220,024,381,780.00		$20,220,024,381,780.00

		2598		$23,723,201.80		$23,719,852.20		$23,751,104.20		$20,220,023,252,430.00		$20,220,023,252,430.00		$20,220,023,252,430.00

		2599		$25,314,851.80		$25,306,502.20		$25,337,754.20		$20,220,024,567,080.00		$20,220,024,567,080.00		$20,220,024,567,080.00

		2600		$22,821,451.80		$22,706,602.20		$22,637,854.20		$20,220,021,675,180.00		$20,220,021,675,180.00		$20,220,021,675,180.00

		2601		$23,279,901.80		$23,240,052.20		$23,246,304.20		$20,220,022,536,130.00		$20,220,022,536,130.00		$20,220,022,536,130.00

		2602		$25,964,951.80		$25,955,602.20		$25,986,854.20		$20,220,025,692,180.00		$20,220,025,692,180.00		$20,220,025,692,180.00

		2603		$23,354,901.80		$23,340,052.20		$23,371,304.20		$20,220,023,521,630.00		$20,220,023,521,630.00		$20,220,023,521,630.00

		2604		$21,662,101.80		$21,572,252.20		$21,528,504.20		$20,220,020,585,330.00		$20,220,020,585,330.00		$20,220,020,585,330.00

		2605		$24,030,451.80		$23,990,602.20		$23,996,854.20		$20,220,023,793,680.00		$20,220,023,793,680.00		$20,220,023,793,680.00

		2606		$23,692,351.80		$23,705,502.20		$23,736,754.20		$20,220,023,354,080.00		$20,220,023,354,080.00		$20,220,023,354,080.00

		2607		$23,600,001.80		$23,610,152.20		$23,666,404.20		$20,220,024,373,230.00		$20,220,024,373,230.00		$20,220,024,373,230.00

		2608		$23,945,701.80		$23,940,352.20		$23,945,104.20		$20,220,023,074,430.00		$20,220,023,074,430.00		$20,220,023,074,430.00

		2609		$24,520,201.80		$24,480,352.20		$24,486,604.20		$20,220,024,553,430.00		$20,220,024,553,430.00		$20,220,024,553,430.00

		2610		$22,475,251.80		$22,435,402.20		$22,420,154.20		$20,220,021,518,480.00		$20,220,021,518,480.00		$20,220,021,518,480.00

		2611		$23,906,051.80		$23,851,702.20		$23,832,954.20		$20,220,023,657,280.00		$20,220,023,657,280.00		$20,220,023,657,280.00

		2612		$22,597,001.80		$22,582,152.20		$22,609,904.20		$20,220,022,317,730.00		$20,220,022,317,730.00		$20,220,022,317,730.00

		2613		$24,371,151.80		$24,430,802.20		$24,488,554.20		$20,220,026,116,380.00		$20,220,026,116,380.00		$20,220,026,116,380.00

		2614		$23,910,701.80		$23,895,852.20		$23,927,104.20		$20,220,023,696,430.00		$20,220,023,696,430.00		$20,220,023,696,430.00

		2615		$25,871,601.80		$25,942,752.20		$26,049,004.20		$20,220,026,801,830.00		$20,220,026,801,830.00		$20,220,026,801,830.00

		2616		$23,783,551.80		$23,766,702.20		$23,772,954.20		$20,220,023,505,780.00		$20,220,023,505,780.00		$20,220,023,505,780.00

		2617		$23,872,251.80		$23,957,902.20		$24,031,654.20		$20,220,023,941,480.00		$20,220,023,941,480.00		$20,220,023,941,480.00

		2618		$26,215,251.80		$26,166,902.20		$26,125,654.20		$20,220,025,234,480.00		$20,220,025,234,480.00		$20,220,025,234,480.00

		2619		$22,683,001.80		$22,690,652.20		$22,702,904.20		$20,220,021,949,230.00		$20,220,021,949,230.00		$20,220,021,949,230.00

		2620		$24,699,301.80		$24,827,452.20		$24,983,704.20		$20,220,026,411,530.00		$20,220,026,411,530.00		$20,220,026,411,530.00

		2621		$24,070,301.80		$24,012,952.20		$23,944,204.20		$20,220,022,981,530.00		$20,220,022,981,530.00		$20,220,022,981,530.00

		2622		$23,646,101.80		$23,606,252.20		$23,612,504.20		$20,220,023,250,330.00		$20,220,023,250,330.00		$20,220,023,250,330.00

		2623		$24,407,151.80		$24,367,802.20		$24,374,054.20		$20,220,023,638,880.00		$20,220,023,638,880.00		$20,220,023,638,880.00

		2624		$25,130,801.80		$25,134,452.20		$25,165,704.20		$20,220,024,736,030.00		$20,220,024,736,030.00		$20,220,024,736,030.00

		2625		$24,095,451.80		$24,130,602.20		$24,198,354.20		$20,220,024,917,180.00		$20,220,024,917,180.00		$20,220,024,917,180.00

		2626		$24,097,151.80		$24,082,302.20		$24,111,054.20		$20,220,024,061,880.00		$20,220,024,061,880.00		$20,220,024,061,880.00

		2627		$22,245,351.80		$22,158,502.20		$22,089,754.20		$20,220,021,127,080.00		$20,220,021,127,080.00		$20,220,021,127,080.00

		2628		$23,044,651.80		$23,049,302.20		$23,080,554.20		$20,220,022,278,880.00		$20,220,022,278,880.00		$20,220,022,278,880.00

		2629		$24,031,451.80		$24,041,602.20		$24,097,854.20		$20,220,024,000,680.00		$20,220,024,000,680.00		$20,220,024,000,680.00

		2630		$22,923,951.80		$22,909,102.20		$22,940,354.20		$20,220,022,320,680.00		$20,220,022,320,680.00		$20,220,022,320,680.00

		2631		$23,698,001.80		$23,654,152.20		$23,635,404.20		$20,220,023,737,730.00		$20,220,023,737,730.00		$20,220,023,737,730.00

		2632		$23,476,801.80		$23,461,952.20		$23,477,704.20		$20,220,022,944,530.00		$20,220,022,944,530.00		$20,220,022,944,530.00

		2633		$23,177,951.80		$23,138,102.20		$23,144,354.20		$20,220,022,616,180.00		$20,220,022,616,180.00		$20,220,022,616,180.00

		2634		$23,121,951.80		$23,044,102.20		$22,975,354.20		$20,220,022,012,680.00		$20,220,022,012,680.00		$20,220,022,012,680.00

		2635		$22,934,901.80		$22,945,052.20		$23,000,804.20		$20,220,022,449,130.00		$20,220,022,449,130.00		$20,220,022,449,130.00

		2636		$25,033,301.80		$25,030,952.20		$25,045,204.20		$20,220,024,280,530.00		$20,220,024,280,530.00		$20,220,024,280,530.00

		2637		$23,339,701.80		$23,349,852.20		$23,404,604.20		$20,220,024,500,930.00		$20,220,024,500,930.00		$20,220,024,500,930.00

		2638		$24,770,551.80		$24,730,702.20		$24,736,954.20		$20,220,024,110,780.00		$20,220,024,110,780.00		$20,220,024,110,780.00

		2639		$21,825,751.80		$21,760,902.20		$21,742,154.20		$20,220,022,551,480.00		$20,220,022,551,480.00		$20,220,022,551,480.00

		2640		$21,919,951.80		$21,855,102.20		$21,836,354.20		$20,220,021,518,680.00		$20,220,021,518,680.00		$20,220,021,518,680.00

		2641		$24,549,301.80		$24,554,452.20		$24,585,704.20		$20,220,025,033,030.00		$20,220,025,033,030.00		$20,220,025,033,030.00

		2642		$25,220,951.80		$25,243,602.20		$25,299,854.20		$20,220,024,608,680.00		$20,220,024,608,680.00		$20,220,024,608,680.00

		2643		$24,876,501.80		$24,886,652.20		$24,912,904.20		$20,220,025,922,730.00		$20,220,025,922,730.00		$20,220,025,922,730.00

		2644		$26,537,551.80		$26,647,702.20		$26,803,954.20		$20,220,029,431,780.00		$20,220,029,431,780.00		$20,220,029,431,780.00

		2645		$23,442,151.80		$23,351,802.20		$23,283,054.20		$20,220,022,320,380.00		$20,220,022,320,380.00		$20,220,022,320,380.00

		2646		$23,133,751.80		$23,085,402.20		$23,066,654.20		$20,220,023,380,980.00		$20,220,023,380,980.00		$20,220,023,380,980.00

		2647		$23,744,701.80		$23,701,852.20		$23,683,104.20		$20,220,024,882,430.00		$20,220,024,882,430.00		$20,220,024,882,430.00

		2648		$24,348,301.80		$24,408,452.20		$24,492,204.20		$20,220,024,909,530.00		$20,220,024,909,530.00		$20,220,024,909,530.00

		2649		$24,658,201.80		$24,769,352.20		$24,844,104.20		$20,220,024,879,930.00		$20,220,024,879,930.00		$20,220,024,879,930.00

		2650		$24,135,601.80		$24,125,252.20		$24,156,504.20		$20,220,023,915,830.00		$20,220,023,915,830.00		$20,220,023,915,830.00

		2651		$25,742,301.80		$25,802,452.20		$25,908,704.20		$20,220,026,764,530.00		$20,220,026,764,530.00		$20,220,026,764,530.00

		2652		$24,542,551.80		$24,641,202.20		$24,758,954.20		$20,220,024,514,780.00		$20,220,024,514,780.00		$20,220,024,514,780.00

		2653		$24,110,251.80		$24,054,902.20		$24,036,154.20		$20,220,023,222,480.00		$20,220,023,222,480.00		$20,220,023,222,480.00

		2654		$21,980,951.80		$21,940,602.20		$21,901,854.20		$20,220,020,939,180.00		$20,220,020,939,180.00		$20,220,020,939,180.00

		2655		$24,577,051.80		$24,662,202.20		$24,771,954.20		$20,220,025,118,780.00		$20,220,025,118,780.00		$20,220,025,118,780.00

		2656		$25,560,951.80		$25,596,102.20		$25,646,354.20		$20,220,025,740,680.00		$20,220,025,740,680.00		$20,220,025,740,680.00

		2657		$25,548,151.80		$25,491,802.20		$25,450,554.20		$20,220,024,832,380.00		$20,220,024,832,380.00		$20,220,024,832,380.00

		2658		$21,873,601.80		$21,816,252.20		$21,797,504.20		$20,220,021,084,830.00		$20,220,021,084,830.00		$20,220,021,084,830.00

		2659		$21,204,051.80		$21,139,202.20		$21,120,454.20		$20,220,021,159,780.00		$20,220,021,159,780.00		$20,220,021,159,780.00

		2660		$25,429,801.80		$25,364,952.20		$25,346,204.20		$20,220,026,671,530.00		$20,220,026,671,530.00		$20,220,026,671,530.00

		2661		$23,867,651.80		$23,827,802.20		$23,834,054.20		$20,220,023,899,880.00		$20,220,023,899,880.00		$20,220,023,899,880.00

		2662		$25,511,201.80		$25,476,852.20		$25,483,104.20		$20,220,024,942,930.00		$20,220,024,942,930.00		$20,220,024,942,930.00

		2663		$21,061,251.80		$20,989,902.20		$20,946,154.20		$20,220,020,087,980.00		$20,220,020,087,980.00		$20,220,020,087,980.00

		2664		$23,855,851.80		$23,902,502.20		$23,974,254.20		$20,220,023,681,080.00		$20,220,023,681,080.00		$20,220,023,681,080.00

		2665		$23,301,401.80		$23,298,052.20		$23,306,804.20		$20,220,022,442,630.00		$20,220,022,442,630.00		$20,220,022,442,630.00

		2666		$24,326,951.80		$24,360,602.20		$24,365,354.20		$20,220,023,826,680.00		$20,220,023,826,680.00		$20,220,023,826,680.00

		2667		$23,421,851.80		$23,317,502.20		$23,248,754.20		$20,220,022,286,080.00		$20,220,022,286,080.00		$20,220,022,286,080.00

		2668		$23,189,201.80		$23,174,352.20		$23,186,104.20		$20,220,022,588,930.00		$20,220,022,588,930.00		$20,220,022,588,930.00

		2669		$24,359,051.80		$24,428,202.20		$24,493,954.20		$20,220,025,317,780.00		$20,220,025,317,780.00		$20,220,025,317,780.00

		2670		$25,870,551.80		$25,840,702.20		$25,846,954.20		$20,220,025,172,780.00		$20,220,025,172,780.00		$20,220,025,172,780.00

		2671		$23,460,101.80		$23,445,252.20		$23,476,504.20		$20,220,023,086,830.00		$20,220,023,086,830.00		$20,220,023,086,830.00

		2672		$26,058,251.80		$26,084,402.20		$26,140,654.20		$20,220,026,352,480.00		$20,220,026,352,480.00		$20,220,026,352,480.00

		2673		$23,186,501.80		$23,137,152.20		$23,118,404.20		$20,220,023,315,730.00		$20,220,023,315,730.00		$20,220,023,315,730.00

		2674		$24,383,901.80		$24,545,552.20		$24,735,804.20		$20,220,024,754,630.00		$20,220,024,754,630.00		$20,220,024,754,630.00

		2675		$25,797,201.80		$25,832,352.20		$25,913,604.20		$20,220,026,040,930.00		$20,220,026,040,930.00		$20,220,026,040,930.00

		2676		$25,560,351.80		$25,605,502.20		$25,661,754.20		$20,220,025,765,580.00		$20,220,025,765,580.00		$20,220,025,765,580.00

		2677		$24,041,851.80		$24,037,502.20		$24,068,754.20		$20,220,023,439,080.00		$20,220,023,439,080.00		$20,220,023,439,080.00

		2678		$23,652,901.80		$23,607,052.20		$23,588,304.20		$20,220,022,647,630.00		$20,220,022,647,630.00		$20,220,022,647,630.00

		2679		$22,394,001.80		$22,360,652.20		$22,353,404.20		$20,220,021,899,730.00		$20,220,021,899,730.00		$20,220,021,899,730.00

		2680		$26,725,151.80		$26,685,302.20		$26,691,554.20		$20,220,026,366,380.00		$20,220,026,366,380.00		$20,220,026,366,380.00

		2681		$22,729,501.80		$22,693,152.20		$22,699,404.20		$20,220,022,102,230.00		$20,220,022,102,230.00		$20,220,022,102,230.00

		2682		$24,163,251.80		$24,187,902.20		$24,244,154.20		$20,220,024,656,980.00		$20,220,024,656,980.00		$20,220,024,656,980.00

		2683		$23,781,801.80		$23,791,952.20		$23,848,204.20		$20,220,023,885,030.00		$20,220,023,885,030.00		$20,220,023,885,030.00

		2684		$25,629,051.80		$25,589,202.20		$25,595,454.20		$20,220,025,636,280.00		$20,220,025,636,280.00		$20,220,025,636,280.00

		2685		$23,803,601.80		$23,845,752.20		$23,884,504.20		$20,220,023,945,830.00		$20,220,023,945,830.00		$20,220,023,945,830.00

		2686		$26,574,901.80		$26,581,052.20		$26,568,804.20		$20,220,025,712,130.00		$20,220,025,712,130.00		$20,220,025,712,130.00

		2687		$22,839,751.80		$22,770,402.20		$22,726,654.20		$20,220,022,038,480.00		$20,220,022,038,480.00		$20,220,022,038,480.00

		2688		$22,979,151.80		$22,907,802.20		$22,864,054.20		$20,220,022,227,880.00		$20,220,022,227,880.00		$20,220,022,227,880.00

		2689		$25,769,051.80		$25,804,202.20		$25,863,954.20		$20,220,026,610,780.00		$20,220,026,610,780.00		$20,220,026,610,780.00

		2690		$23,181,451.80		$23,212,102.20		$23,252,854.20		$20,220,022,879,180.00		$20,220,022,879,180.00		$20,220,022,879,180.00

		2691		$24,259,051.80		$24,216,202.20		$24,197,454.20		$20,220,024,125,780.00		$20,220,024,125,780.00		$20,220,024,125,780.00

		2692		$26,474,851.80		$26,503,502.20		$26,534,754.20		$20,220,027,943,080.00		$20,220,027,943,080.00		$20,220,027,943,080.00

		2693		$24,350,651.80		$24,410,802.20		$24,501,554.20		$20,220,025,515,880.00		$20,220,025,515,880.00		$20,220,025,515,880.00

		2694		$23,488,951.80		$23,449,102.20		$23,449,854.20		$20,220,023,555,180.00		$20,220,023,555,180.00		$20,220,023,555,180.00

		2695		$25,105,101.80		$25,091,752.20		$25,123,004.20		$20,220,024,608,330.00		$20,220,024,608,330.00		$20,220,024,608,330.00

		2696		$24,297,751.80		$24,232,902.20		$24,192,154.20		$20,220,023,229,480.00		$20,220,023,229,480.00		$20,220,023,229,480.00

		2697		$22,792,851.80		$22,745,502.20		$22,710,254.20		$20,220,021,784,080.00		$20,220,021,784,080.00		$20,220,021,784,080.00

		2698		$26,318,651.80		$26,315,302.20		$26,336,054.20		$20,220,026,863,880.00		$20,220,026,863,880.00		$20,220,026,863,880.00

		2699		$22,768,301.80		$22,753,452.20		$22,784,704.20		$20,220,022,200,030.00		$20,220,022,200,030.00		$20,220,022,200,030.00

		2700		$23,497,901.80		$23,409,552.20		$23,349,304.20		$20,220,022,386,630.00		$20,220,022,386,630.00		$20,220,022,386,630.00

		2701		$22,244,201.80		$22,229,352.20		$22,260,604.20		$20,220,022,684,930.00		$20,220,022,684,930.00		$20,220,022,684,930.00

		2702		$24,400,201.80		$24,451,352.20		$24,507,604.20		$20,220,023,962,430.00		$20,220,023,962,430.00		$20,220,023,962,430.00

		2703		$22,526,701.80		$22,411,852.20		$22,343,104.20		$20,220,021,380,430.00		$20,220,021,380,430.00		$20,220,021,380,430.00

		2704		$23,725,701.80		$23,610,852.20		$23,542,104.20		$20,220,022,579,430.00		$20,220,022,579,430.00		$20,220,022,579,430.00

		2705		$23,237,301.80		$23,183,952.20		$23,165,204.20		$20,220,023,362,530.00		$20,220,023,362,530.00		$20,220,023,362,530.00

		2706		$23,602,151.80		$23,626,302.20		$23,657,554.20		$20,220,024,036,880.00		$20,220,024,036,880.00		$20,220,024,036,880.00

		2707		$23,392,601.80		$23,391,752.20		$23,415,504.20		$20,220,022,965,330.00		$20,220,022,965,330.00		$20,220,022,965,330.00

		2708		$25,314,301.80		$25,349,452.20		$25,426,204.20		$20,220,024,868,030.00		$20,220,024,868,030.00		$20,220,024,868,030.00

		2709		$24,300,851.80		$24,324,502.20		$24,380,754.20		$20,220,023,900,580.00		$20,220,023,900,580.00		$20,220,023,900,580.00

		2710		$24,971,851.80		$24,982,002.20		$25,038,254.20		$20,220,024,662,080.00		$20,220,024,662,080.00		$20,220,024,662,080.00

		2711		$24,972,051.80		$24,957,202.20		$24,972,954.20		$20,220,024,410,780.00		$20,220,024,410,780.00		$20,220,024,410,780.00

		2712		$25,122,151.80		$25,211,802.20		$25,322,054.20		$20,220,028,588,380.00		$20,220,028,588,380.00		$20,220,028,588,380.00

		2713		$22,442,251.80		$22,327,402.20		$22,258,654.20		$20,220,021,295,980.00		$20,220,021,295,980.00		$20,220,021,295,980.00

		2714		$24,520,451.80		$24,555,602.20		$24,604,854.20		$20,220,023,647,180.00		$20,220,023,647,180.00		$20,220,023,647,180.00

		2715		$24,038,751.80		$24,018,402.20		$24,004,154.20		$20,220,023,442,480.00		$20,220,023,442,480.00		$20,220,023,442,480.00

		2716		$22,851,001.80		$22,811,152.20		$22,817,404.20		$20,220,022,031,230.00		$20,220,022,031,230.00		$20,220,022,031,230.00

		2717		$24,675,801.80		$24,635,952.20		$24,625,704.20		$20,220,023,829,030.00		$20,220,023,829,030.00		$20,220,023,829,030.00

		2718		$22,740,551.80		$22,713,202.20		$22,719,454.20		$20,220,022,089,280.00		$20,220,022,089,280.00		$20,220,022,089,280.00

		2719		$23,647,501.80		$23,657,652.20		$23,703,404.20		$20,220,023,471,730.00		$20,220,023,471,730.00		$20,220,023,471,730.00

		2720		$24,682,751.80		$24,697,402.20		$24,753,654.20		$20,220,024,194,480.00		$20,220,024,194,480.00		$20,220,024,194,480.00

		2721		$23,621,301.80		$23,556,452.20		$23,537,704.20		$20,220,022,761,030.00		$20,220,022,761,030.00		$20,220,022,761,030.00

		2722		$22,533,401.80		$22,418,552.20		$22,349,804.20		$20,220,021,387,130.00		$20,220,021,387,130.00		$20,220,021,387,130.00

		2723		$24,548,901.80		$24,559,052.20		$24,615,304.20		$20,220,024,017,130.00		$20,220,024,017,130.00		$20,220,024,017,130.00

		2724		$24,575,201.80		$24,548,852.20		$24,555,104.20		$20,220,023,907,930.00		$20,220,023,907,930.00		$20,220,023,907,930.00

		2725		$24,286,101.80		$24,259,752.20		$24,248,504.20		$20,220,023,706,830.00		$20,220,023,706,830.00		$20,220,023,706,830.00

		2726		$23,512,001.80		$23,497,152.20		$23,503,904.20		$20,220,023,122,730.00		$20,220,023,122,730.00		$20,220,023,122,730.00

		2727		$23,389,151.80		$23,374,302.20		$23,405,554.20		$20,220,022,889,880.00		$20,220,022,889,880.00		$20,220,022,889,880.00

		2728		$25,282,501.80		$25,299,152.20		$25,318,404.20		$20,220,024,798,230.00		$20,220,024,798,230.00		$20,220,024,798,230.00

		2729		$25,327,951.80		$25,338,102.20		$25,394,354.20		$20,220,024,987,180.00		$20,220,024,987,180.00		$20,220,024,987,180.00

		2730		$24,631,451.80		$24,616,602.20		$24,647,854.20		$20,220,026,347,180.00		$20,220,026,347,180.00		$20,220,026,347,180.00

		2731		$23,983,851.80		$23,994,002.20		$24,040,754.20		$20,220,023,990,080.00		$20,220,023,990,080.00		$20,220,023,990,080.00

		2732		$25,326,901.80		$25,337,052.20		$25,393,304.20		$20,220,026,267,130.00		$20,220,026,267,130.00		$20,220,026,267,130.00

		2733		$23,856,801.80		$23,841,952.20		$23,871,704.20		$20,220,023,377,530.00		$20,220,023,377,530.00		$20,220,023,377,530.00

		2734		$22,466,751.80		$22,472,402.20		$22,503,654.20		$20,220,022,020,980.00		$20,220,022,020,980.00		$20,220,022,020,980.00

		2735		$25,310,601.80		$25,270,752.20		$25,244,504.20		$20,220,024,281,830.00		$20,220,024,281,830.00		$20,220,024,281,830.00

		2736		$23,742,001.80		$23,662,652.20		$23,618,904.20		$20,220,022,670,730.00		$20,220,022,670,730.00		$20,220,022,670,730.00

		2737		$24,149,751.80		$24,059,902.20		$24,016,154.20		$20,220,023,170,980.00		$20,220,023,170,980.00		$20,220,023,170,980.00

		2738		$26,244,501.80		$26,248,652.20		$26,233,904.20		$20,220,025,397,230.00		$20,220,025,397,230.00		$20,220,025,397,230.00

		2739		$23,597,351.80		$23,582,502.20		$23,613,754.20		$20,220,023,144,080.00		$20,220,023,144,080.00		$20,220,023,144,080.00

		2740		$21,835,751.80		$21,720,902.20		$21,652,154.20		$20,220,020,689,480.00		$20,220,020,689,480.00		$20,220,020,689,480.00

		2741		$24,023,151.80		$23,970,802.20		$23,952,054.20		$20,220,023,060,380.00		$20,220,023,060,380.00		$20,220,023,060,380.00

		2742		$25,192,151.80		$25,200,802.20		$25,227,554.20		$20,220,025,544,380.00		$20,220,025,544,380.00		$20,220,025,544,380.00

		2743		$23,387,951.80		$23,273,102.20		$23,204,354.20		$20,220,022,241,680.00		$20,220,022,241,680.00		$20,220,022,241,680.00

		2744		$23,828,601.80		$23,813,752.20		$23,845,004.20		$20,220,023,333,330.00		$20,220,023,333,330.00		$20,220,023,333,330.00

		2745		$22,348,751.80		$22,308,902.20		$22,315,154.20		$20,220,024,424,980.00		$20,220,024,424,980.00		$20,220,024,424,980.00

		2746		$23,992,601.80		$23,929,252.20		$23,860,504.20		$20,220,022,897,830.00		$20,220,022,897,830.00		$20,220,022,897,830.00

		2747		$25,112,151.80		$25,052,802.20		$25,034,054.20		$20,220,024,347,380.00		$20,220,024,347,380.00		$20,220,024,347,380.00

		2748		$27,483,501.80		$27,518,652.20		$27,599,904.20		$20,220,027,369,230.00		$20,220,027,369,230.00		$20,220,027,369,230.00

		2749		$24,757,951.80		$24,793,102.20		$24,874,354.20		$20,220,027,736,680.00		$20,220,027,736,680.00		$20,220,027,736,680.00

		2750		$23,514,851.80		$23,500,002.20		$23,515,754.20		$20,220,023,201,580.00		$20,220,023,201,580.00		$20,220,023,201,580.00

		2751		$22,165,001.80		$22,116,652.20		$22,097,904.20		$20,220,021,288,230.00		$20,220,021,288,230.00		$20,220,021,288,230.00

		2752		$21,465,451.80		$21,404,602.20		$21,360,854.20		$20,220,020,571,680.00		$20,220,020,571,680.00		$20,220,020,571,680.00

		2753		$24,664,401.80		$24,679,052.20		$24,728,804.20		$20,220,024,157,130.00		$20,220,024,157,130.00		$20,220,024,157,130.00

		2754		$24,859,801.80		$24,819,952.20		$24,815,704.20		$20,220,024,394,030.00		$20,220,024,394,030.00		$20,220,024,394,030.00

		2755		$24,480,751.80		$24,540,902.20		$24,627,654.20		$20,220,024,794,980.00		$20,220,024,794,980.00		$20,220,024,794,980.00

		2756		$23,298,201.80		$23,308,352.20		$23,364,604.20		$20,220,023,214,430.00		$20,220,023,214,430.00		$20,220,023,214,430.00

		2757		$23,849,551.80		$23,769,702.20		$23,725,954.20		$20,220,022,775,780.00		$20,220,022,775,780.00		$20,220,022,775,780.00

		2758		$25,066,051.80		$24,997,702.20		$24,928,954.20		$20,220,023,966,280.00		$20,220,023,966,280.00		$20,220,023,966,280.00

		2759		$25,561,451.80		$25,646,602.20		$25,763,354.20		$20,220,026,031,180.00		$20,220,026,031,180.00		$20,220,026,031,180.00

		2760		$23,258,751.80		$23,274,402.20		$23,330,154.20		$20,220,023,095,480.00		$20,220,023,095,480.00		$20,220,023,095,480.00

		2761		$23,106,151.80		$23,066,302.20		$23,060,554.20		$20,220,024,196,380.00		$20,220,024,196,380.00		$20,220,024,196,380.00

		2762		$25,372,801.80		$25,257,952.20		$25,189,204.20		$20,220,024,226,530.00		$20,220,024,226,530.00		$20,220,024,226,530.00

		2763		$26,067,501.80		$26,202,652.20		$26,327,904.20		$20,220,026,091,230.00		$20,220,026,091,230.00		$20,220,026,091,230.00

		2764		$23,147,101.80		$23,082,252.20		$23,042,004.20		$20,220,022,421,830.00		$20,220,022,421,830.00		$20,220,022,421,830.00

		2765		$25,550,601.80		$25,508,752.20		$25,490,004.20		$20,220,027,054,330.00		$20,220,027,054,330.00		$20,220,027,054,330.00

		2766		$23,861,301.80		$23,871,452.20		$23,927,704.20		$20,220,024,865,530.00		$20,220,024,865,530.00		$20,220,024,865,530.00

		2767		$25,992,501.80		$25,952,652.20		$25,958,904.20		$20,220,025,114,730.00		$20,220,025,114,730.00		$20,220,025,114,730.00

		2768		$26,116,501.80		$26,163,152.20		$26,244,404.20		$20,220,027,332,730.00		$20,220,027,332,730.00		$20,220,027,332,730.00

		2769		$23,445,801.80		$23,454,452.20		$23,463,204.20		$20,220,022,583,030.00		$20,220,022,583,030.00		$20,220,022,583,030.00

		2770		$23,066,201.80		$22,976,352.20		$22,932,604.20		$20,220,022,316,430.00		$20,220,022,316,430.00		$20,220,022,316,430.00

		2771		$22,115,951.80		$22,001,102.20		$21,932,354.20		$20,220,020,969,680.00		$20,220,020,969,680.00		$20,220,020,969,680.00

		2772		$25,236,351.80		$25,204,002.20		$25,210,254.20		$20,220,024,799,080.00		$20,220,024,799,080.00		$20,220,024,799,080.00

		2773		$23,295,701.80		$23,230,852.20		$23,212,104.20		$20,220,022,338,430.00		$20,220,022,338,430.00		$20,220,022,338,430.00

		2774		$21,648,551.80		$21,580,702.20		$21,511,954.20		$20,220,020,549,280.00		$20,220,020,549,280.00		$20,220,020,549,280.00

		2775		$22,706,801.80		$22,591,952.20		$22,523,204.20		$20,220,021,560,530.00		$20,220,021,560,530.00		$20,220,021,560,530.00

		2776		$24,039,501.80		$24,078,152.20		$24,141,904.20		$20,220,024,451,730.00		$20,220,024,451,730.00		$20,220,024,451,730.00

		2777		$24,466,601.80		$24,531,252.20		$24,624,004.20		$20,220,024,652,330.00		$20,220,024,652,330.00		$20,220,024,652,330.00

		2778		$23,913,551.80		$23,898,702.20		$23,906,454.20		$20,220,023,270,280.00		$20,220,023,270,280.00		$20,220,023,270,280.00

		2779		$24,038,201.80		$24,013,852.20		$24,020,104.20		$20,220,023,183,930.00		$20,220,023,183,930.00		$20,220,023,183,930.00

		2780		$22,669,651.80		$22,629,802.20		$22,612,554.20		$20,220,021,699,880.00		$20,220,021,699,880.00		$20,220,021,699,880.00

		2781		$25,496,401.80		$25,499,052.20		$25,530,304.20		$20,220,025,374,630.00		$20,220,025,374,630.00		$20,220,025,374,630.00

		2782		$24,880,151.80		$24,854,802.20		$24,861,054.20		$20,220,024,776,880.00		$20,220,024,776,880.00		$20,220,024,776,880.00

		2783		$25,682,351.80		$25,879,502.20		$26,110,754.20		$20,220,029,392,080.00		$20,220,029,392,080.00		$20,220,029,392,080.00

		2784		$26,611,251.80		$26,613,902.20		$26,621,654.20		$20,220,025,810,480.00		$20,220,025,810,480.00		$20,220,025,810,480.00

		2785		$24,159,101.80		$24,164,752.20		$24,196,004.20		$20,220,026,634,330.00		$20,220,026,634,330.00		$20,220,026,634,330.00

		2786		$23,883,851.80		$23,869,002.20		$23,900,254.20		$20,220,023,822,580.00		$20,220,023,822,580.00		$20,220,023,822,580.00

		2787		$24,374,801.80		$24,382,452.20		$24,400,204.20		$20,220,023,909,030.00		$20,220,023,909,030.00		$20,220,023,909,030.00

		2788		$24,112,951.80		$24,048,102.20		$24,029,354.20		$20,220,024,540,680.00		$20,220,024,540,680.00		$20,220,024,540,680.00

		2789		$23,945,351.80		$23,930,502.20		$23,952,254.20		$20,220,023,232,080.00		$20,220,023,232,080.00		$20,220,023,232,080.00

		2790		$23,238,401.80		$23,319,052.20		$23,392,804.20		$20,220,022,972,130.00		$20,220,022,972,130.00		$20,220,022,972,130.00

		2791		$25,486,451.80		$25,522,102.20		$25,603,354.20		$20,220,025,310,680.00		$20,220,025,310,680.00		$20,220,025,310,680.00

		2792		$23,282,501.80		$23,167,652.20		$23,098,904.20		$20,220,022,136,230.00		$20,220,022,136,230.00		$20,220,022,136,230.00

		2793		$24,881,201.80		$25,049,352.20		$25,181,104.20		$20,220,024,989,930.00		$20,220,024,989,930.00		$20,220,024,989,930.00

		2794		$26,427,751.80		$26,500,902.20		$26,582,654.20		$20,220,027,638,980.00		$20,220,027,638,980.00		$20,220,027,638,980.00

		2795		$26,792,751.80		$26,829,402.20		$26,891,154.20		$20,220,028,137,980.00		$20,220,028,137,980.00		$20,220,028,137,980.00

		2796		$24,290,051.80		$24,194,702.20		$24,125,954.20		$20,220,023,163,280.00		$20,220,023,163,280.00		$20,220,023,163,280.00

		2797		$23,017,751.80		$22,977,902.20		$22,964,654.20		$20,220,022,283,980.00		$20,220,022,283,980.00		$20,220,022,283,980.00

		2798		$24,066,551.80		$23,954,702.20		$23,885,954.20		$20,220,022,923,280.00		$20,220,022,923,280.00		$20,220,022,923,280.00

		2799		$22,999,751.80		$22,934,902.20		$22,916,154.20		$20,220,022,025,480.00		$20,220,022,025,480.00		$20,220,022,025,480.00

		2800		$23,949,651.80		$23,934,802.20		$23,966,054.20		$20,220,023,319,380.00		$20,220,023,319,380.00		$20,220,023,319,380.00

		2801		$24,538,951.80		$24,499,102.20		$24,505,354.20		$20,220,023,613,180.00		$20,220,023,613,180.00		$20,220,023,613,180.00

		2802		$24,599,601.80		$24,558,252.20		$24,539,504.20		$20,220,023,724,830.00		$20,220,023,724,830.00		$20,220,023,724,830.00

		2803		$24,517,701.80		$24,452,852.20		$24,434,104.20		$20,220,023,535,430.00		$20,220,023,535,430.00		$20,220,023,535,430.00

		2804		$22,815,501.80		$22,825,652.20		$22,881,904.20		$20,220,022,723,730.00		$20,220,022,723,730.00		$20,220,022,723,730.00

		2805		$23,741,501.80		$23,742,152.20		$23,773,404.20		$20,220,024,105,730.00		$20,220,024,105,730.00		$20,220,024,105,730.00

		2806		$22,890,351.80		$22,825,502.20		$22,806,754.20		$20,220,021,922,080.00		$20,220,021,922,080.00		$20,220,021,922,080.00

		2807		$23,708,501.80		$23,648,152.20		$23,618,904.20		$20,220,022,713,730.00		$20,220,022,713,730.00		$20,220,022,713,730.00

		2808		$23,341,801.80		$23,351,952.20		$23,384,204.20		$20,220,022,877,030.00		$20,220,022,877,030.00		$20,220,022,877,030.00

		2809		$24,002,251.80		$24,010,902.20		$24,023,654.20		$20,220,023,332,480.00		$20,220,023,332,480.00		$20,220,023,332,480.00

		2810		$24,525,501.80		$24,486,152.20		$24,477,904.20		$20,220,023,832,230.00		$20,220,023,832,230.00		$20,220,023,832,230.00

		2811		$24,873,551.80		$24,899,202.20		$24,935,954.20		$20,220,024,632,280.00		$20,220,024,632,280.00		$20,220,024,632,280.00

		2812		$24,735,351.80		$24,734,502.20		$24,765,754.20		$20,220,024,014,080.00		$20,220,024,014,080.00		$20,220,024,014,080.00

		2813		$25,244,851.80		$25,180,002.20		$25,161,254.20		$20,220,024,496,580.00		$20,220,024,496,580.00		$20,220,024,496,580.00

		2814		$25,359,501.80		$25,244,652.20		$25,175,904.20		$20,220,024,213,230.00		$20,220,024,213,230.00		$20,220,024,213,230.00

		2815		$24,280,751.80		$24,265,902.20		$24,297,154.20		$20,220,023,571,480.00		$20,220,023,571,480.00		$20,220,023,571,480.00

		2816		$25,527,901.80		$25,563,052.20		$25,644,304.20		$20,220,025,708,630.00		$20,220,025,708,630.00		$20,220,025,708,630.00

		2817		$24,384,701.80		$24,369,852.20		$24,398,604.20		$20,220,023,642,430.00		$20,220,023,642,430.00		$20,220,023,642,430.00

		2818		$24,382,651.80		$24,442,802.20		$24,510,054.20		$20,220,026,110,880.00		$20,220,026,110,880.00		$20,220,026,110,880.00

		2819		$26,208,351.80		$26,220,002.20		$26,276,254.20		$20,220,025,754,080.00		$20,220,025,754,080.00		$20,220,025,754,080.00

		2820		$22,758,151.80		$22,693,302.20		$22,628,554.20		$20,220,021,665,880.00		$20,220,021,665,880.00		$20,220,021,665,880.00

		2821		$24,169,401.80		$24,278,552.20		$24,370,304.20		$20,220,024,095,130.00		$20,220,024,095,130.00		$20,220,024,095,130.00

		2822		$22,899,251.80		$22,859,402.20		$22,853,154.20		$20,220,022,701,480.00		$20,220,022,701,480.00		$20,220,022,701,480.00

		2823		$22,816,401.80		$22,794,552.20		$22,759,804.20		$20,220,022,013,630.00		$20,220,022,013,630.00		$20,220,022,013,630.00

		2824		$25,625,301.80		$25,685,452.20		$25,773,204.20		$20,220,026,398,530.00		$20,220,026,398,530.00		$20,220,026,398,530.00

		2825		$23,893,201.80		$23,877,352.20		$23,883,604.20		$20,220,023,146,430.00		$20,220,023,146,430.00		$20,220,023,146,430.00

		2826		$25,171,351.80		$25,185,002.20		$25,241,254.20		$20,220,025,053,080.00		$20,220,025,053,080.00		$20,220,025,053,080.00

		2827		$23,716,151.80		$23,756,802.20		$23,813,554.20		$20,220,024,196,380.00		$20,220,024,196,380.00		$20,220,024,196,380.00

		2828		$21,837,051.80		$21,722,202.20		$21,653,454.20		$20,220,020,690,780.00		$20,220,020,690,780.00		$20,220,020,690,780.00

		2829		$23,083,951.80		$23,044,102.20		$23,033,354.20		$20,220,022,119,180.00		$20,220,022,119,180.00		$20,220,022,119,180.00

		2830		$25,683,001.80		$25,643,152.20		$25,649,404.20		$20,220,025,333,230.00		$20,220,025,333,230.00		$20,220,025,333,230.00

		2831		$23,859,951.80		$23,823,102.20		$23,759,354.20		$20,220,022,796,680.00		$20,220,022,796,680.00		$20,220,022,796,680.00

		2832		$21,999,201.80		$21,884,352.20		$21,815,604.20		$20,220,020,852,930.00		$20,220,020,852,930.00		$20,220,020,852,930.00

		2833		$25,603,851.80		$25,649,502.20		$25,730,754.20		$20,220,027,625,080.00		$20,220,027,625,080.00		$20,220,027,625,080.00

		2834		$25,572,001.80		$25,557,152.20		$25,588,404.20		$20,220,026,901,730.00		$20,220,026,901,730.00		$20,220,026,901,730.00

		2835		$25,545,651.80		$25,505,802.20		$25,512,054.20		$20,220,024,664,880.00		$20,220,024,664,880.00		$20,220,024,664,880.00

		2836		$26,409,651.80		$26,447,802.20		$26,504,054.20		$20,220,026,683,880.00		$20,220,026,683,880.00		$20,220,026,683,880.00

		2837		$25,709,351.80		$25,694,502.20		$25,725,754.20		$20,220,025,702,080.00		$20,220,025,702,080.00		$20,220,025,702,080.00

		2838		$23,851,901.80		$23,837,052.20		$23,868,304.20		$20,220,023,936,630.00		$20,220,023,936,630.00		$20,220,023,936,630.00

		2839		$22,911,001.80		$22,796,152.20		$22,727,404.20		$20,220,021,764,730.00		$20,220,021,764,730.00		$20,220,021,764,730.00

		2840		$24,781,101.80		$24,774,752.20		$24,786,004.20		$20,220,024,001,330.00		$20,220,024,001,330.00		$20,220,024,001,330.00

		2841		$23,285,751.80		$23,220,902.20		$23,202,154.20		$20,220,022,272,480.00		$20,220,022,272,480.00		$20,220,022,272,480.00

		2842		$24,327,701.80		$24,344,352.20		$24,388,104.20		$20,220,023,485,430.00		$20,220,023,485,430.00		$20,220,023,485,430.00

		2843		$23,385,251.80		$23,361,902.20		$23,368,154.20		$20,220,022,663,980.00		$20,220,022,663,980.00		$20,220,022,663,980.00

		2844		$25,538,651.80		$25,623,802.20		$25,750,054.20		$20,220,026,192,380.00		$20,220,026,192,380.00		$20,220,026,192,380.00

		2845		$25,468,601.80		$25,526,252.20		$25,560,004.20		$20,220,024,862,330.00		$20,220,024,862,330.00		$20,220,024,862,330.00

		2846		$25,664,201.80		$25,644,852.20		$25,644,604.20		$20,220,024,889,930.00		$20,220,024,889,930.00		$20,220,024,889,930.00

		2847		$21,244,351.80		$21,171,002.20		$21,127,254.20		$20,220,020,280,080.00		$20,220,020,280,080.00		$20,220,020,280,080.00

		2848		$26,537,751.80		$26,702,402.20		$26,812,654.20		$20,220,028,903,480.00		$20,220,028,903,480.00		$20,220,028,903,480.00

		2849		$25,236,601.80		$25,273,252.20		$25,354,504.20		$20,220,025,611,830.00		$20,220,025,611,830.00		$20,220,025,611,830.00

		2850		$24,223,801.80		$24,219,452.20		$24,250,704.20		$20,220,024,258,030.00		$20,220,024,258,030.00		$20,220,024,258,030.00

		2851		$24,120,951.80		$24,202,102.20		$24,303,854.20		$20,220,024,899,180.00		$20,220,024,899,180.00		$20,220,024,899,180.00

		2852		$24,823,501.80		$24,764,152.20		$24,745,404.20		$20,220,023,837,730.00		$20,220,023,837,730.00		$20,220,023,837,730.00

		2853		$24,005,051.80		$24,090,202.20		$24,221,454.20		$20,220,024,906,780.00		$20,220,024,906,780.00		$20,220,024,906,780.00

		2854		$23,337,951.80		$23,331,602.20		$23,362,854.20		$20,220,024,671,180.00		$20,220,024,671,180.00		$20,220,024,671,180.00

		2855		$23,890,601.80		$23,909,252.20		$23,947,004.20		$20,220,023,511,330.00		$20,220,023,511,330.00		$20,220,023,511,330.00

		2856		$24,493,201.80		$24,478,352.20		$24,509,604.20		$20,220,023,818,930.00		$20,220,023,818,930.00		$20,220,023,818,930.00

		2857		$25,482,401.80		$25,521,052.20		$25,602,304.20		$20,220,025,025,630.00		$20,220,025,025,630.00		$20,220,025,025,630.00

		2858		$24,010,951.80		$23,996,102.20		$24,027,354.20		$20,220,023,325,680.00		$20,220,023,325,680.00		$20,220,023,325,680.00

		2859		$25,870,851.80		$25,906,002.20		$25,987,254.20		$20,220,026,440,580.00		$20,220,026,440,580.00		$20,220,026,440,580.00

		2860		$25,419,551.80		$25,455,202.20		$25,512,954.20		$20,220,025,270,780.00		$20,220,025,270,780.00		$20,220,025,270,780.00

		2861		$23,639,151.80		$23,612,802.20		$23,619,054.20		$20,220,023,670,880.00		$20,220,023,670,880.00		$20,220,023,670,880.00

		2862		$27,512,351.80		$27,572,502.20		$27,678,754.20		$20,220,030,649,580.00		$20,220,030,649,580.00		$20,220,030,649,580.00

		2863		$24,961,851.80		$24,956,502.20		$24,987,754.20		$20,220,024,392,080.00		$20,220,024,392,080.00		$20,220,024,392,080.00

		2864		$24,588,251.80		$24,548,402.20		$24,554,654.20		$20,220,024,071,480.00		$20,220,024,071,480.00		$20,220,024,071,480.00

		2865		$26,714,201.80		$26,842,852.20		$26,995,604.20		$20,220,027,077,930.00		$20,220,027,077,930.00		$20,220,027,077,930.00

		2866		$24,375,201.80		$24,371,352.20		$24,402,604.20		$20,220,024,351,930.00		$20,220,024,351,930.00		$20,220,024,351,930.00

		2867		$24,202,801.80		$24,240,452.20		$24,321,704.20		$20,220,024,798,030.00		$20,220,024,798,030.00		$20,220,024,798,030.00

		2868		$24,035,001.80		$24,045,152.20		$24,083,904.20		$20,220,023,723,230.00		$20,220,023,723,230.00		$20,220,023,723,230.00

		2869		$26,680,051.80		$26,790,202.20		$26,946,454.20		$20,220,030,586,280.00		$20,220,030,586,280.00		$20,220,030,586,280.00

		2870		$24,619,101.80		$24,729,252.20		$24,884,004.20		$20,220,027,217,330.00		$20,220,027,217,330.00		$20,220,027,217,330.00

		2871		$23,907,801.80		$23,842,952.20		$23,824,204.20		$20,220,023,041,530.00		$20,220,023,041,530.00		$20,220,023,041,530.00

		2872		$23,930,651.80		$23,865,802.20		$23,847,054.20		$20,220,023,223,380.00		$20,220,023,223,380.00		$20,220,023,223,380.00

		2873		$22,730,951.80		$22,691,102.20		$22,697,354.20		$20,220,022,668,180.00		$20,220,022,668,180.00		$20,220,022,668,180.00

		2874		$24,681,151.80		$24,654,802.20		$24,661,054.20		$20,220,024,992,880.00		$20,220,024,992,880.00		$20,220,024,992,880.00

		2875		$21,755,801.80		$21,757,952.20		$21,789,204.20		$20,220,022,523,530.00		$20,220,022,523,530.00		$20,220,022,523,530.00

		2876		$26,186,451.80		$26,241,602.20		$26,322,854.20		$20,220,026,385,180.00		$20,220,026,385,180.00		$20,220,026,385,180.00

		2877		$23,643,551.80		$23,603,702.20		$23,609,954.20		$20,220,022,759,780.00		$20,220,022,759,780.00		$20,220,022,759,780.00

		2878		$22,396,001.80		$22,356,152.20		$22,362,404.20		$20,220,021,701,230.00		$20,220,021,701,230.00		$20,220,021,701,230.00

		2879		$23,342,601.80		$23,327,752.20		$23,359,004.20		$20,220,022,950,330.00		$20,220,022,950,330.00		$20,220,022,950,330.00

		2880		$23,860,951.80		$23,862,602.20		$23,893,854.20		$20,220,023,865,180.00		$20,220,023,865,180.00		$20,220,023,865,180.00

		2881		$25,667,451.80		$25,685,602.20		$25,719,854.20		$20,220,025,454,680.00		$20,220,025,454,680.00		$20,220,025,454,680.00

		2882		$23,835,051.80		$23,720,202.20		$23,651,454.20		$20,220,022,688,780.00		$20,220,022,688,780.00		$20,220,022,688,780.00

		2883		$22,550,701.80		$22,435,852.20		$22,367,104.20		$20,220,021,404,430.00		$20,220,021,404,430.00		$20,220,021,404,430.00

		2884		$24,824,051.80		$24,798,702.20		$24,804,954.20		$20,220,024,340,780.00		$20,220,024,340,780.00		$20,220,024,340,780.00

		2885		$22,986,701.80		$22,896,852.20		$22,830,604.20		$20,220,021,867,930.00		$20,220,021,867,930.00		$20,220,021,867,930.00

		2886		$25,789,751.80		$25,824,902.20		$25,906,154.20		$20,220,026,941,480.00		$20,220,026,941,480.00		$20,220,026,941,480.00

		2887		$23,687,951.80		$23,731,602.20		$23,812,854.20		$20,220,023,524,180.00		$20,220,023,524,180.00		$20,220,023,524,180.00

		2888		$23,207,601.80		$23,167,752.20		$23,157,504.20		$20,220,022,341,830.00		$20,220,022,341,830.00		$20,220,022,341,830.00

		2889		$24,650,301.80		$24,585,452.20		$24,566,704.20		$20,220,024,962,030.00		$20,220,024,962,030.00		$20,220,024,962,030.00

		2890		$22,048,601.80		$22,008,752.20		$21,998,504.20		$20,220,021,288,830.00		$20,220,021,288,830.00		$20,220,021,288,830.00

		2891		$23,388,501.80		$23,361,652.20		$23,367,904.20		$20,220,023,181,730.00		$20,220,023,181,730.00		$20,220,023,181,730.00

		2892		$22,105,601.80		$22,124,252.20		$22,156,004.20		$20,220,023,183,330.00		$20,220,023,183,330.00		$20,220,023,183,330.00

		2893		$24,366,501.80		$24,353,152.20		$24,374,904.20		$20,220,023,675,730.00		$20,220,023,675,730.00		$20,220,023,675,730.00

		2894		$25,541,301.80		$25,476,452.20		$25,457,704.20		$20,220,025,006,030.00		$20,220,025,006,030.00		$20,220,025,006,030.00

		2895		$23,445,901.80		$23,406,052.20		$23,405,804.20		$20,220,022,880,130.00		$20,220,022,880,130.00		$20,220,022,880,130.00

		2896		$22,119,151.80		$22,104,302.20		$22,133,054.20		$20,220,021,406,880.00		$20,220,021,406,880.00		$20,220,021,406,880.00

		2897		$25,492,551.80		$25,527,702.20		$25,608,954.20		$20,220,025,422,280.00		$20,220,025,422,280.00		$20,220,025,422,280.00

		2898		$24,037,851.80		$24,048,002.20		$24,074,254.20		$20,220,023,329,080.00		$20,220,023,329,080.00		$20,220,023,329,080.00

		2899		$25,600,751.80		$25,741,402.20		$25,857,154.20		$20,220,028,097,980.00		$20,220,028,097,980.00		$20,220,028,097,980.00

		2900		$25,173,951.80		$25,184,102.20		$25,229,854.20		$20,220,025,792,180.00		$20,220,025,792,180.00		$20,220,025,792,180.00

		2901		$23,936,001.80		$23,925,652.20		$23,956,904.20		$20,220,023,351,230.00		$20,220,023,351,230.00		$20,220,023,351,230.00

		2902		$24,808,301.80		$24,777,952.20		$24,755,704.20		$20,220,023,793,030.00		$20,220,023,793,030.00		$20,220,023,793,030.00

		2903		$22,417,151.80		$22,303,302.20		$22,234,554.20		$20,220,021,271,880.00		$20,220,021,271,880.00		$20,220,021,271,880.00

		2904		$24,077,151.80		$24,067,802.20		$24,099,054.20		$20,220,024,587,380.00		$20,220,024,587,380.00		$20,220,024,587,380.00

		2905		$24,990,201.80		$24,875,352.20		$24,806,604.20		$20,220,023,843,930.00		$20,220,023,843,930.00		$20,220,023,843,930.00

		2906		$25,955,351.80		$25,965,502.20		$25,997,254.20		$20,220,026,614,580.00		$20,220,026,614,580.00		$20,220,026,614,580.00

		2907		$24,815,551.80		$24,803,202.20		$24,834,454.20		$20,220,024,949,780.00		$20,220,024,949,780.00		$20,220,024,949,780.00

		2908		$23,919,851.80		$23,882,502.20		$23,888,754.20		$20,220,023,045,580.00		$20,220,023,045,580.00		$20,220,023,045,580.00

		2909		$22,926,051.80		$22,886,202.20		$22,892,454.20		$20,220,023,120,280.00		$20,220,023,120,280.00		$20,220,023,120,280.00

		2910		$23,593,201.80		$23,553,352.20		$23,559,604.20		$20,220,023,499,430.00		$20,220,023,499,430.00		$20,220,023,499,430.00

		2911		$23,109,501.80		$23,044,652.20		$23,001,404.20		$20,220,022,213,230.00		$20,220,022,213,230.00		$20,220,022,213,230.00

		2912		$23,027,951.80		$22,988,102.20		$22,994,354.20		$20,220,023,748,180.00		$20,220,023,748,180.00		$20,220,023,748,180.00

		2913		$25,995,501.80		$26,007,152.20		$26,063,404.20		$20,220,026,474,230.00		$20,220,026,474,230.00		$20,220,026,474,230.00

		2914		$26,156,201.80		$26,191,352.20		$26,262,104.20		$20,220,026,844,930.00		$20,220,026,844,930.00		$20,220,026,844,930.00

		2915		$23,514,501.80		$23,518,152.20		$23,549,404.20		$20,220,023,587,730.00		$20,220,023,587,730.00		$20,220,023,587,730.00

		2916		$23,619,951.80		$23,605,102.20		$23,636,354.20		$20,220,023,924,680.00		$20,220,023,924,680.00		$20,220,023,924,680.00

		2917		$22,248,951.80		$22,234,102.20		$22,254,354.20		$20,220,021,854,680.00		$20,220,021,854,680.00		$20,220,021,854,680.00

		2918		$24,948,251.80		$25,008,402.20		$25,089,654.20		$20,220,025,796,980.00		$20,220,025,796,980.00		$20,220,025,796,980.00

		2919		$25,886,301.80		$25,946,452.20		$26,035,204.20		$20,220,026,791,530.00		$20,220,026,791,530.00		$20,220,026,791,530.00

		2920		$22,658,601.80		$22,543,752.20		$22,475,004.20		$20,220,021,512,330.00		$20,220,021,512,330.00		$20,220,021,512,330.00

		2921		$23,922,951.80		$23,933,102.20		$23,989,354.20		$20,220,024,365,180.00		$20,220,024,365,180.00		$20,220,024,365,180.00

		2922		$23,624,101.80		$23,509,252.20		$23,440,504.20		$20,220,022,477,830.00		$20,220,022,477,830.00		$20,220,022,477,830.00

		2923		$25,662,801.80		$25,722,952.20		$25,829,204.20		$20,220,027,117,030.00		$20,220,027,117,030.00		$20,220,027,117,030.00

		2924		$23,101,551.80		$23,042,202.20		$22,973,454.20		$20,220,022,010,780.00		$20,220,022,010,780.00		$20,220,022,010,780.00

		2925		$25,323,601.80		$25,408,752.20		$25,521,504.20		$20,220,025,668,330.00		$20,220,025,668,330.00		$20,220,025,668,330.00

		2926		$23,526,501.80		$23,461,652.20		$23,442,904.20		$20,220,022,823,230.00		$20,220,022,823,230.00		$20,220,022,823,230.00

		2927		$24,020,951.80		$24,045,602.20		$24,092,354.20		$20,220,024,175,680.00		$20,220,024,175,680.00		$20,220,024,175,680.00

		2928		$23,432,801.80		$23,453,452.20		$23,499,204.20		$20,220,023,836,530.00		$20,220,023,836,530.00		$20,220,023,836,530.00

		2929		$24,392,901.80		$24,328,052.20		$24,309,304.20		$20,220,023,790,630.00		$20,220,023,790,630.00		$20,220,023,790,630.00

		2930		$23,518,551.80		$23,403,702.20		$23,334,954.20		$20,220,022,372,280.00		$20,220,022,372,280.00		$20,220,022,372,280.00

		2931		$23,524,001.80		$23,434,152.20		$23,390,404.20		$20,220,022,587,230.00		$20,220,022,587,230.00		$20,220,022,587,230.00

		2932		$22,796,401.80		$22,756,552.20		$22,747,304.20		$20,220,021,807,630.00		$20,220,021,807,630.00		$20,220,021,807,630.00

		2933		$25,106,001.80		$25,150,652.20		$25,231,904.20		$20,220,025,504,230.00		$20,220,025,504,230.00		$20,220,025,504,230.00

		2934		$24,311,501.80		$24,346,652.20		$24,410,904.20		$20,220,024,338,230.00		$20,220,024,338,230.00		$20,220,024,338,230.00

		2935		$23,869,801.80		$23,839,452.20		$23,845,704.20		$20,220,024,455,530.00		$20,220,024,455,530.00		$20,220,024,455,530.00

		2936		$24,182,701.80		$24,267,852.20		$24,397,604.20		$20,220,024,732,430.00		$20,220,024,732,430.00		$20,220,024,732,430.00

		2937		$24,381,901.80		$24,464,552.20		$24,570,804.20		$20,220,023,969,630.00		$20,220,023,969,630.00		$20,220,023,969,630.00

		2938		$26,042,101.80		$26,016,252.20		$26,001,004.20		$20,220,025,197,330.00		$20,220,025,197,330.00		$20,220,025,197,330.00

		2939		$21,070,401.80		$20,980,552.20		$20,936,804.20		$20,220,019,977,630.00		$20,220,019,977,630.00		$20,220,019,977,630.00

		2940		$23,397,101.80		$23,332,252.20		$23,313,504.20		$20,220,022,398,830.00		$20,220,022,398,830.00		$20,220,022,398,830.00

		2941		$23,954,801.80		$23,989,952.20		$24,054,704.20		$20,220,023,526,530.00		$20,220,023,526,530.00		$20,220,023,526,530.00

		2942		$24,164,051.80		$24,219,702.20		$24,293,454.20		$20,220,024,457,280.00		$20,220,024,457,280.00		$20,220,024,457,280.00

		2943		$21,983,401.80		$21,943,552.20		$21,949,804.20		$20,220,021,709,630.00		$20,220,021,709,630.00		$20,220,021,709,630.00

		2944		$25,650,601.80		$25,699,752.20		$25,781,004.20		$20,220,026,080,330.00		$20,220,026,080,330.00		$20,220,026,080,330.00

		2945		$23,094,101.80		$23,104,252.20		$23,148,004.20		$20,220,023,410,330.00		$20,220,023,410,330.00		$20,220,023,410,330.00

		2946		$25,232,001.80		$25,200,652.20		$25,206,904.20		$20,220,024,896,730.00		$20,220,024,896,730.00		$20,220,024,896,730.00

		2947		$22,723,001.80		$22,633,152.20		$22,589,404.20		$20,220,023,122,230.00		$20,220,023,122,230.00		$20,220,023,122,230.00

		2948		$27,004,801.80		$27,014,952.20		$27,053,704.20		$20,220,026,347,030.00		$20,220,026,347,030.00		$20,220,026,347,030.00

		2949		$26,728,551.80		$26,752,202.20		$26,808,454.20		$20,220,026,512,280.00		$20,220,026,512,280.00		$20,220,026,512,280.00

		2950		$22,434,201.80		$22,369,352.20		$22,350,604.20		$20,220,022,007,930.00		$20,220,022,007,930.00		$20,220,022,007,930.00

		2951		$23,718,351.80		$23,628,502.20		$23,584,754.20		$20,220,022,769,580.00		$20,220,022,769,580.00		$20,220,022,769,580.00

		2952		$25,922,051.80		$25,956,702.20		$25,996,454.20		$20,220,025,069,780.00		$20,220,025,069,780.00		$20,220,025,069,780.00

		2953		$20,995,951.80		$20,906,102.20		$20,862,354.20		$20,220,019,967,180.00		$20,220,019,967,180.00		$20,220,019,967,180.00

		2954		$25,098,201.80		$25,147,852.20		$25,204,104.20		$20,220,024,623,930.00		$20,220,024,623,930.00		$20,220,024,623,930.00

		2955		$23,052,751.80		$22,987,902.20		$22,969,154.20		$20,220,022,176,480.00		$20,220,022,176,480.00		$20,220,022,176,480.00

		2956		$23,475,701.80		$23,385,852.20		$23,342,104.20		$20,220,022,427,930.00		$20,220,022,427,930.00		$20,220,022,427,930.00

		2957		$22,252,801.80		$22,237,952.20		$22,269,204.20		$20,220,023,051,530.00		$20,220,023,051,530.00		$20,220,023,051,530.00

		2958		$23,651,801.80		$23,736,952.20		$23,860,204.20		$20,220,022,969,530.00		$20,220,022,969,530.00		$20,220,022,969,530.00

		2959		$24,116,151.80		$24,076,302.20		$24,082,554.20		$20,220,023,393,380.00		$20,220,023,393,380.00		$20,220,023,393,380.00

		2960		$22,937,951.80		$22,823,102.20		$22,754,354.20		$20,220,021,791,680.00		$20,220,021,791,680.00		$20,220,021,791,680.00

		2961		$23,784,801.80		$23,769,952.20		$23,784,704.20		$20,220,024,158,530.00		$20,220,024,158,530.00		$20,220,024,158,530.00

		2962		$23,266,051.80		$23,251,202.20		$23,264,954.20		$20,220,022,604,780.00		$20,220,022,604,780.00		$20,220,022,604,780.00

		2963		$24,850,651.80		$24,735,802.20		$24,667,054.20		$20,220,023,704,380.00		$20,220,023,704,380.00		$20,220,023,704,380.00

		2964		$25,000,201.80		$25,053,852.20		$25,135,104.20		$20,220,026,573,430.00		$20,220,026,573,430.00		$20,220,026,573,430.00

		2965		$23,983,401.80		$23,983,052.20		$23,992,804.20		$20,220,023,295,630.00		$20,220,023,295,630.00		$20,220,023,295,630.00

		2966		$22,760,651.80		$22,645,802.20		$22,577,054.20		$20,220,021,614,380.00		$20,220,021,614,380.00		$20,220,021,614,380.00

		2967		$24,225,701.80		$24,264,852.20		$24,321,104.20		$20,220,024,706,930.00		$20,220,024,706,930.00		$20,220,024,706,930.00

		2968		$22,853,601.80		$22,877,252.20		$22,933,504.20		$20,220,022,268,330.00		$20,220,022,268,330.00		$20,220,022,268,330.00

		2969		$23,296,801.80		$23,206,952.20		$23,163,204.20		$20,220,022,976,030.00		$20,220,022,976,030.00		$20,220,022,976,030.00

		2970		$25,366,701.80		$25,301,852.20		$25,283,104.20		$20,220,024,392,430.00		$20,220,024,392,430.00		$20,220,024,392,430.00

		2971		$22,881,951.80		$22,882,602.20		$22,875,854.20		$20,220,021,933,180.00		$20,220,021,933,180.00		$20,220,021,933,180.00

		2972		$24,570,901.80		$24,563,552.20		$24,520,804.20		$20,220,023,558,130.00		$20,220,023,558,130.00		$20,220,023,558,130.00

		2973		$23,081,251.80		$23,016,402.20		$22,977,654.20		$20,220,022,014,980.00		$20,220,022,014,980.00		$20,220,022,014,980.00

		2974		$24,935,451.80		$24,980,102.20		$25,060,854.20		$20,220,025,329,680.00		$20,220,025,329,680.00		$20,220,025,329,680.00

		2975		$23,608,101.80		$23,668,252.20		$23,764,004.20		$20,220,024,899,330.00		$20,220,024,899,330.00		$20,220,024,899,330.00

		2976		$26,899,651.80		$26,984,802.20		$27,092,554.20		$20,220,026,902,380.00		$20,220,026,902,380.00		$20,220,026,902,380.00

		2977		$26,357,501.80		$26,417,652.20		$26,523,904.20		$20,220,026,858,730.00		$20,220,026,858,730.00		$20,220,026,858,730.00

		2978		$24,329,301.80		$24,314,452.20		$24,345,704.20		$20,220,023,855,030.00		$20,220,023,855,030.00		$20,220,023,855,030.00

		2979		$24,265,551.80		$24,253,202.20		$24,284,454.20		$20,220,024,150,780.00		$20,220,024,150,780.00		$20,220,024,150,780.00

		2980		$24,915,151.80		$24,925,302.20		$24,981,554.20		$20,220,024,853,380.00		$20,220,024,853,380.00		$20,220,024,853,380.00

		2981		$25,725,051.80		$25,750,202.20		$25,802,954.20		$20,220,025,195,280.00		$20,220,025,195,280.00		$20,220,025,195,280.00

		2982		$23,742,051.80		$23,702,202.20		$23,705,954.20		$20,220,023,054,280.00		$20,220,023,054,280.00		$20,220,023,054,280.00

		2983		$23,713,401.80		$23,723,552.20		$23,773,304.20		$20,220,024,109,630.00		$20,220,024,109,630.00		$20,220,024,109,630.00

		2984		$25,393,751.80		$25,403,902.20		$25,460,154.20		$20,220,025,848,980.00		$20,220,025,848,980.00		$20,220,025,848,980.00

		2985		$23,808,701.80		$23,768,852.20		$23,756,604.20		$20,220,023,935,930.00		$20,220,023,935,930.00		$20,220,023,935,930.00

		2986		$23,433,951.80		$23,374,602.20		$23,355,854.20		$20,220,022,898,180.00		$20,220,022,898,180.00		$20,220,022,898,180.00

		2987		$24,205,501.80		$24,185,652.20		$24,187,404.20		$20,220,023,475,730.00		$20,220,023,475,730.00		$20,220,023,475,730.00

		2988		$23,416,801.80		$23,320,952.20		$23,252,204.20		$20,220,022,289,530.00		$20,220,022,289,530.00		$20,220,022,289,530.00

		2989		$24,457,151.80		$24,458,802.20		$24,480,054.20		$20,220,024,139,380.00		$20,220,024,139,380.00		$20,220,024,139,380.00

		2990		$24,652,301.80		$24,623,452.20		$24,613,204.20		$20,220,023,700,530.00		$20,220,023,700,530.00		$20,220,023,700,530.00

		2991		$25,878,301.80		$25,913,452.20		$25,988,204.20		$20,220,025,998,030.00		$20,220,025,998,030.00		$20,220,025,998,030.00

		2992		$24,240,851.80		$24,219,502.20		$24,209,254.20		$20,220,023,246,580.00		$20,220,023,246,580.00		$20,220,023,246,580.00

		2993		$24,489,601.80		$24,499,752.20		$24,534,504.20		$20,220,026,937,830.00		$20,220,026,937,830.00		$20,220,026,937,830.00

		2994		$24,873,501.80		$24,890,152.20		$24,937,904.20		$20,220,025,493,230.00		$20,220,025,493,230.00		$20,220,025,493,230.00

		2995		$24,783,451.80		$24,743,602.20		$24,749,854.20		$20,220,024,695,680.00		$20,220,024,695,680.00		$20,220,024,695,680.00

		2996		$23,612,701.80		$23,581,352.20		$23,574,104.20		$20,220,025,196,430.00		$20,220,025,196,430.00		$20,220,025,196,430.00

		2997		$24,711,401.80		$24,696,552.20		$24,716,304.20		$20,220,025,200,130.00		$20,220,025,200,130.00		$20,220,025,200,130.00

		2998		$24,663,751.80		$24,623,902.20		$24,613,654.20		$20,220,024,467,980.00		$20,220,024,467,980.00		$20,220,024,467,980.00

		2999		$24,124,651.80		$24,072,302.20		$24,053,554.20		$20,220,023,507,880.00		$20,220,023,507,880.00		$20,220,023,507,880.00

		3000		$21,673,951.80		$21,614,602.20		$21,595,854.20		$20,220,022,082,180.00		$20,220,022,082,180.00		$20,220,022,082,180.00

		3001		$23,312,251.80		$23,272,402.20		$23,278,654.20		$20,220,022,868,480.00		$20,220,022,868,480.00		$20,220,022,868,480.00

		3002		$22,698,401.80		$22,633,552.20		$22,614,804.20		$20,220,021,698,130.00		$20,220,021,698,130.00		$20,220,021,698,130.00

		3003		$22,460,101.80		$22,520,252.20		$22,610,004.20		$20,220,022,104,330.00		$20,220,022,104,330.00		$20,220,022,104,330.00

		3004		$25,088,551.80		$25,160,202.20		$25,225,454.20		$20,220,024,742,280.00		$20,220,024,742,280.00		$20,220,024,742,280.00

		3005		$26,338,151.80		$26,323,302.20		$26,354,554.20		$20,220,025,998,880.00		$20,220,025,998,880.00		$20,220,025,998,880.00

		3006		$25,853,351.80		$25,803,002.20		$25,784,254.20		$20,220,025,387,580.00		$20,220,025,387,580.00		$20,220,025,387,580.00

		3007		$25,179,151.80		$25,184,302.20		$25,215,554.20		$20,220,024,658,880.00		$20,220,024,658,880.00		$20,220,024,658,880.00

		3008		$23,664,401.80		$23,649,552.20		$23,669,304.20		$20,220,023,438,130.00		$20,220,023,438,130.00		$20,220,023,438,130.00

		3009		$23,874,451.80		$23,842,102.20		$23,823,354.20		$20,220,025,155,680.00		$20,220,025,155,680.00		$20,220,025,155,680.00

		3010		$23,792,951.80		$23,772,102.20		$23,749,854.20		$20,220,022,798,680.00		$20,220,022,798,680.00		$20,220,022,798,680.00

		3011		$23,548,951.80		$23,534,102.20		$23,565,354.20		$20,220,025,474,680.00		$20,220,025,474,680.00		$20,220,025,474,680.00

		3012		$21,802,351.80		$21,737,502.20		$21,718,754.20		$20,220,021,671,080.00		$20,220,021,671,080.00		$20,220,021,671,080.00

		3013		$23,363,301.80		$23,405,952.20		$23,467,204.20		$20,220,023,008,530.00		$20,220,023,008,530.00		$20,220,023,008,530.00

		3014		$23,604,551.80		$23,634,702.20		$23,690,954.20		$20,220,022,994,780.00		$20,220,022,994,780.00		$20,220,022,994,780.00

		3015		$24,778,601.80		$24,758,252.20		$24,764,504.20		$20,220,024,617,330.00		$20,220,024,617,330.00		$20,220,024,617,330.00

		3016		$23,584,551.80		$23,474,202.20		$23,405,454.20		$20,220,022,442,780.00		$20,220,022,442,780.00		$20,220,022,442,780.00

		3017		$23,689,201.80		$23,697,852.20		$23,709,604.20		$20,220,022,924,430.00		$20,220,022,924,430.00		$20,220,022,924,430.00

		3018		$24,954,151.80		$24,936,802.20		$24,903,554.20		$20,220,023,940,880.00		$20,220,023,940,880.00		$20,220,023,940,880.00

		3019		$23,859,151.80		$23,891,802.20		$23,930,554.20		$20,220,023,494,880.00		$20,220,023,494,880.00		$20,220,023,494,880.00

		3020		$25,858,801.80		$25,902,452.20		$25,943,204.20		$20,220,025,102,530.00		$20,220,025,102,530.00		$20,220,025,102,530.00

		3021		$25,141,651.80		$25,126,802.20		$25,158,054.20		$20,220,024,510,380.00		$20,220,024,510,380.00		$20,220,024,510,380.00

		3022		$23,746,151.80		$23,706,302.20		$23,712,554.20		$20,220,022,770,380.00		$20,220,022,770,380.00		$20,220,022,770,380.00

		3023		$25,191,451.80		$25,213,102.20		$25,238,854.20		$20,220,024,709,680.00		$20,220,024,709,680.00		$20,220,024,709,680.00

		3024		$23,344,851.80		$23,356,502.20		$23,386,754.20		$20,220,022,582,580.00		$20,220,022,582,580.00		$20,220,022,582,580.00

		3025		$24,076,801.80		$24,086,952.20		$24,134,704.20		$20,220,023,947,030.00		$20,220,023,947,030.00		$20,220,023,947,030.00

		3026		$25,448,751.80		$25,433,902.20		$25,435,154.20		$20,220,024,485,480.00		$20,220,024,485,480.00		$20,220,024,485,480.00

		3027		$24,835,201.80		$24,872,852.20		$24,954,104.20		$20,220,025,252,430.00		$20,220,025,252,430.00		$20,220,025,252,430.00

		3028		$25,379,301.80		$25,427,952.20		$25,509,204.20		$20,220,026,090,530.00		$20,220,026,090,530.00		$20,220,026,090,530.00

		3029		$23,547,551.80		$23,507,702.20		$23,506,454.20		$20,220,022,578,780.00		$20,220,022,578,780.00		$20,220,022,578,780.00

		3030		$24,324,051.80		$24,309,202.20		$24,340,454.20		$20,220,023,960,780.00		$20,220,023,960,780.00		$20,220,023,960,780.00

		3031		$24,424,701.80		$24,457,352.20		$24,513,604.20		$20,220,026,076,430.00		$20,220,026,076,430.00		$20,220,026,076,430.00

		3032		$20,418,001.80		$20,374,152.20		$20,305,404.20		$20,220,019,342,730.00		$20,220,019,342,730.00		$20,220,019,342,730.00

		3033		$25,449,951.80		$25,483,102.20		$25,539,354.20		$20,220,026,148,180.00		$20,220,026,148,180.00		$20,220,026,148,180.00

		3034		$23,277,251.80		$23,212,402.20		$23,193,654.20		$20,220,022,302,980.00		$20,220,022,302,980.00		$20,220,022,302,980.00

		3035		$23,774,351.80		$23,659,502.20		$23,590,754.20		$20,220,022,628,080.00		$20,220,022,628,080.00		$20,220,022,628,080.00

		3036		$23,360,251.80		$23,409,902.20		$23,461,154.20		$20,220,022,924,480.00		$20,220,022,924,480.00		$20,220,022,924,480.00

		3037		$21,770,401.80		$21,713,052.20		$21,694,304.20		$20,220,021,146,630.00		$20,220,021,146,630.00		$20,220,021,146,630.00

		3038		$23,050,251.80		$23,010,402.20		$23,007,154.20		$20,220,022,160,480.00		$20,220,022,160,480.00		$20,220,022,160,480.00

		3039		$24,716,001.80		$24,693,652.20		$24,699,904.20		$20,220,023,878,730.00		$20,220,023,878,730.00		$20,220,023,878,730.00

		3040		$24,530,651.80		$24,590,802.20		$24,697,054.20		$20,220,026,896,880.00		$20,220,026,896,880.00		$20,220,026,896,880.00

		3041		$23,715,901.80		$23,711,552.20		$23,742,804.20		$20,220,023,528,130.00		$20,220,023,528,130.00		$20,220,023,528,130.00

		3042		$23,608,201.80		$23,568,852.20		$23,575,104.20		$20,220,023,162,930.00		$20,220,023,162,930.00		$20,220,023,162,930.00

		3043		$23,927,551.80		$23,987,702.20		$24,093,954.20		$20,220,023,610,780.00		$20,220,023,610,780.00		$20,220,023,610,780.00

		3044		$23,831,951.80		$23,853,602.20		$23,909,854.20		$20,220,023,269,680.00		$20,220,023,269,680.00		$20,220,023,269,680.00

		3045		$26,819,301.80		$26,804,452.20		$26,824,204.20		$20,220,026,419,030.00		$20,220,026,419,030.00		$20,220,026,419,030.00

		3046		$24,119,851.80		$24,116,502.20		$24,147,754.20		$20,220,026,936,080.00		$20,220,026,936,080.00		$20,220,026,936,080.00

		3047		$23,486,651.80		$23,440,802.20		$23,422,054.20		$20,220,022,713,380.00		$20,220,022,713,380.00		$20,220,022,713,380.00

		3048		$23,651,101.80		$23,611,252.20		$23,617,504.20		$20,220,023,333,330.00		$20,220,023,333,330.00		$20,220,023,333,330.00

		3049		$23,474,051.80		$23,509,202.20		$23,590,454.20		$20,220,023,686,780.00		$20,220,023,686,780.00		$20,220,023,686,780.00

		3050		$23,814,301.80		$23,749,452.20		$23,730,704.20		$20,220,022,789,030.00		$20,220,022,789,030.00		$20,220,022,789,030.00

		3051		$25,487,501.80		$25,494,652.20		$25,500,904.20		$20,220,024,757,730.00		$20,220,024,757,730.00		$20,220,024,757,730.00

		3052		$23,611,651.80		$23,521,802.20		$23,478,054.20		$20,220,022,610,880.00		$20,220,022,610,880.00		$20,220,022,610,880.00

		3053		$23,026,151.80		$23,036,302.20		$23,074,054.20		$20,220,024,093,380.00		$20,220,024,093,380.00		$20,220,024,093,380.00

		3054		$23,698,201.80		$23,680,852.20		$23,687,104.20		$20,220,022,849,930.00		$20,220,022,849,930.00		$20,220,022,849,930.00

		3055		$23,536,351.80		$23,502,002.20		$23,508,254.20		$20,220,022,930,080.00		$20,220,022,930,080.00		$20,220,022,930,080.00

		3056		$26,260,051.80		$26,231,702.20		$26,237,954.20		$20,220,029,315,780.00		$20,220,029,315,780.00		$20,220,029,315,780.00

		3057		$24,122,701.80		$24,082,852.20		$24,089,104.20		$20,220,023,417,930.00		$20,220,023,417,930.00		$20,220,023,417,930.00

		3058		$24,335,051.80		$24,261,202.20		$24,192,454.20		$20,220,023,229,780.00		$20,220,023,229,780.00		$20,220,023,229,780.00

		3059		$26,047,451.80		$26,132,602.20		$26,226,354.20		$20,220,026,378,180.00		$20,220,026,378,180.00		$20,220,026,378,180.00

		3060		$23,386,701.80		$23,346,852.20		$23,353,104.20		$20,220,023,293,930.00		$20,220,023,293,930.00		$20,220,023,293,930.00

		3061		$24,645,451.80		$24,627,102.20		$24,611,854.20		$20,220,023,711,180.00		$20,220,023,711,180.00		$20,220,023,711,180.00

		3062		$23,858,851.80		$23,844,002.20		$23,875,254.20		$20,220,023,771,580.00		$20,220,023,771,580.00		$20,220,023,771,580.00

		3063		$22,609,451.80		$22,644,602.20		$22,704,354.20		$20,220,022,755,180.00		$20,220,022,755,180.00		$20,220,022,755,180.00

		3064		$26,557,651.80		$26,642,802.20		$26,751,554.20		$20,220,026,756,380.00		$20,220,026,756,380.00		$20,220,026,756,380.00

		3065		$25,487,951.80		$25,548,102.20		$25,637,354.20		$20,220,025,386,180.00		$20,220,025,386,180.00		$20,220,025,386,180.00

		3066		$23,566,101.80		$23,566,752.20		$23,598,004.20		$20,220,023,493,330.00		$20,220,023,493,330.00		$20,220,023,493,330.00

		3067		$23,466,101.80		$23,448,752.20		$23,442,504.20		$20,220,022,719,830.00		$20,220,022,719,830.00		$20,220,022,719,830.00

		3068		$24,303,901.80		$24,277,552.20		$24,283,804.20		$20,220,023,702,630.00		$20,220,023,702,630.00		$20,220,023,702,630.00

		3069		$24,795,901.80		$24,856,052.20		$24,939,304.20		$20,220,025,027,130.00		$20,220,025,027,130.00		$20,220,025,027,130.00

		3070		$25,461,351.80		$25,472,002.20		$25,499,254.20		$20,220,026,111,080.00		$20,220,026,111,080.00		$20,220,026,111,080.00

		3071		$25,570,651.80		$25,658,302.20		$25,752,054.20		$20,220,026,068,880.00		$20,220,026,068,880.00		$20,220,026,068,880.00

		3072		$24,439,751.80		$24,456,402.20		$24,491,154.20		$20,220,024,285,480.00		$20,220,024,285,480.00		$20,220,024,285,480.00

		3073		$26,457,601.80		$26,492,752.20		$26,574,004.20		$20,220,026,065,330.00		$20,220,026,065,330.00		$20,220,026,065,330.00

		3074		$23,428,551.80		$23,413,702.20		$23,444,954.20		$20,220,023,245,280.00		$20,220,023,245,280.00		$20,220,023,245,280.00

		3075		$22,755,951.80		$22,749,602.20		$22,742,854.20		$20,220,022,015,180.00		$20,220,022,015,180.00		$20,220,022,015,180.00

		3076		$23,508,751.80		$23,518,902.20		$23,575,154.20		$20,220,024,367,980.00		$20,220,024,367,980.00		$20,220,024,367,980.00

		3077		$23,095,601.80		$23,077,252.20		$23,083,504.20		$20,220,023,015,330.00		$20,220,023,015,330.00		$20,220,023,015,330.00

		3078		$25,534,051.80		$25,527,702.20		$25,558,954.20		$20,220,025,853,280.00		$20,220,025,853,280.00		$20,220,025,853,280.00

		3079		$25,501,801.80		$25,486,952.20		$25,500,704.20		$20,220,024,814,530.00		$20,220,024,814,530.00		$20,220,024,814,530.00

		3080		$24,382,251.80		$24,390,902.20		$24,422,154.20		$20,220,025,240,480.00		$20,220,025,240,480.00		$20,220,025,240,480.00

		3081		$23,659,601.80		$23,681,252.20		$23,722,004.20		$20,220,023,763,330.00		$20,220,023,763,330.00		$20,220,023,763,330.00

		3082		$25,749,901.80		$25,772,552.20		$25,827,304.20		$20,220,025,078,630.00		$20,220,025,078,630.00		$20,220,025,078,630.00

		3083		$24,368,501.80		$24,378,652.20		$24,434,904.20		$20,220,024,735,730.00		$20,220,024,735,730.00		$20,220,024,735,730.00

		3084		$25,821,651.80		$25,984,802.20		$26,137,054.20		$20,220,026,465,380.00		$20,220,026,465,380.00		$20,220,026,465,380.00

		3085		$22,538,001.80		$22,513,652.20		$22,519,904.20		$20,220,021,686,730.00		$20,220,021,686,730.00		$20,220,021,686,730.00

		3086		$22,788,801.80		$22,723,952.20		$22,705,204.20		$20,220,022,178,530.00		$20,220,022,178,530.00		$20,220,022,178,530.00

		3087		$24,261,001.80		$24,256,152.20		$24,262,404.20		$20,220,023,985,230.00		$20,220,023,985,230.00		$20,220,023,985,230.00

		3088		$23,323,801.80		$23,288,452.20		$23,294,704.20		$20,220,024,856,530.00		$20,220,024,856,530.00		$20,220,024,856,530.00

		3089		$23,611,951.80		$23,547,102.20		$23,528,354.20		$20,220,022,998,680.00		$20,220,022,998,680.00		$20,220,022,998,680.00

		3090		$23,779,251.80		$23,735,902.20		$23,717,154.20		$20,220,022,861,480.00		$20,220,022,861,480.00		$20,220,022,861,480.00

		3091		$25,702,251.80		$25,787,402.20		$25,918,154.20		$20,220,026,970,980.00		$20,220,026,970,980.00		$20,220,026,970,980.00

		3092		$25,480,751.80		$25,471,402.20		$25,476,654.20		$20,220,026,084,980.00		$20,220,026,084,980.00		$20,220,026,084,980.00

		3093		$24,158,551.80		$24,210,202.20		$24,291,454.20		$20,220,026,392,780.00		$20,220,026,392,780.00		$20,220,026,392,780.00

		3094		$24,118,101.80		$24,169,752.20		$24,240,504.20		$20,220,025,999,330.00		$20,220,025,999,330.00		$20,220,025,999,330.00

		3095		$24,386,001.80		$24,374,652.20		$24,405,904.20		$20,220,025,193,230.00		$20,220,025,193,230.00		$20,220,025,193,230.00

		3096		$24,110,401.80		$24,120,552.20		$24,176,804.20		$20,220,023,529,630.00		$20,220,023,529,630.00		$20,220,023,529,630.00

		3097		$24,599,801.80		$24,532,952.20		$24,464,204.20		$20,220,023,501,530.00		$20,220,023,501,530.00		$20,220,023,501,530.00

		3098		$24,273,051.80		$24,158,202.20		$24,089,454.20		$20,220,023,126,780.00		$20,220,023,126,780.00		$20,220,023,126,780.00

		3099		$22,348,801.80		$22,295,452.20		$22,262,204.20		$20,220,021,436,030.00		$20,220,021,436,030.00		$20,220,021,436,030.00

		3100		$21,819,951.80		$21,805,102.20		$21,820,354.20		$20,220,021,213,680.00		$20,220,021,213,680.00		$20,220,021,213,680.00

		3101		$22,270,301.80		$22,239,452.20		$22,220,704.20		$20,220,022,173,030.00		$20,220,022,173,030.00		$20,220,022,173,030.00

		3102		$23,618,251.80		$23,651,902.20		$23,708,154.20		$20,220,027,159,980.00		$20,220,027,159,980.00		$20,220,027,159,980.00

		3103		$24,840,201.80		$24,825,352.20		$24,839,104.20		$20,220,025,527,930.00		$20,220,025,527,930.00		$20,220,025,527,930.00

		3104		$25,625,401.80		$25,690,052.20		$25,780,804.20		$20,220,026,050,130.00		$20,220,026,050,130.00		$20,220,026,050,130.00

		3105		$23,573,051.80		$23,533,202.20		$23,506,454.20		$20,220,022,564,280.00		$20,220,022,564,280.00		$20,220,022,564,280.00

		3106		$23,939,151.80		$23,984,802.20		$24,056,554.20		$20,220,024,675,380.00		$20,220,024,675,380.00		$20,220,024,675,380.00

		3107		$25,246,001.80		$25,281,152.20		$25,299,904.20		$20,220,024,922,730.00		$20,220,024,922,730.00		$20,220,024,922,730.00

		3108		$27,897,001.80		$28,032,152.20		$28,179,404.20		$20,220,028,375,730.00		$20,220,028,375,730.00		$20,220,028,375,730.00

		3109		$23,163,501.80		$23,123,652.20		$23,129,904.20		$20,220,022,329,730.00		$20,220,022,329,730.00		$20,220,022,329,730.00

		3110		$22,349,801.80		$22,309,952.20		$22,296,704.20		$20,220,021,424,030.00		$20,220,021,424,030.00		$20,220,021,424,030.00

		3111		$23,651,601.80		$23,631,752.20		$23,638,004.20		$20,220,022,837,830.00		$20,220,022,837,830.00		$20,220,022,837,830.00

		3112		$25,003,851.80		$25,111,002.20		$25,242,254.20		$20,220,025,741,580.00		$20,220,025,741,580.00		$20,220,025,741,580.00

		3113		$22,613,051.80		$22,573,202.20		$22,579,454.20		$20,220,022,169,280.00		$20,220,022,169,280.00		$20,220,022,169,280.00

		3114		$22,354,301.80		$22,364,452.20		$22,398,204.20		$20,220,021,504,530.00		$20,220,021,504,530.00		$20,220,021,504,530.00

		3115		$25,001,201.80		$24,945,852.20		$24,927,104.20		$20,220,024,442,430.00		$20,220,024,442,430.00		$20,220,024,442,430.00

		3116		$23,945,001.80		$23,955,152.20		$23,996,404.20		$20,220,024,249,230.00		$20,220,024,249,230.00		$20,220,024,249,230.00

		3117		$23,720,101.80		$23,780,252.20		$23,876,004.20		$20,220,024,223,330.00		$20,220,024,223,330.00		$20,220,024,223,330.00

		3118		$23,563,301.80		$23,546,952.20		$23,529,704.20		$20,220,022,727,030.00		$20,220,022,727,030.00		$20,220,022,727,030.00

		3119		$22,174,401.80		$22,109,552.20		$22,090,804.20		$20,220,021,595,130.00		$20,220,021,595,130.00		$20,220,021,595,130.00

		3120		$23,686,701.80		$23,696,852.20		$23,753,104.20		$20,220,026,186,930.00		$20,220,026,186,930.00		$20,220,026,186,930.00

		3121		$25,686,401.80		$25,621,552.20		$25,602,804.20		$20,220,024,911,130.00		$20,220,024,911,130.00		$20,220,024,911,130.00

		3122		$24,101,751.80		$24,086,902.20		$24,118,154.20		$20,220,023,972,480.00		$20,220,023,972,480.00		$20,220,023,972,480.00

		3123		$22,786,751.80		$22,671,902.20		$22,603,154.20		$20,220,021,640,480.00		$20,220,021,640,480.00		$20,220,021,640,480.00

		3124		$25,868,001.80		$25,925,652.20		$25,973,904.20		$20,220,025,295,230.00		$20,220,025,295,230.00		$20,220,025,295,230.00

		3125		$26,536,401.80		$26,546,552.20		$26,572,804.20		$20,220,026,130,630.00		$20,220,026,130,630.00		$20,220,026,130,630.00

		3126		$24,313,851.80		$24,275,502.20		$24,281,754.20		$20,220,023,369,580.00		$20,220,023,369,580.00		$20,220,023,369,580.00

		3127		$24,174,301.80		$24,174,952.20		$24,196,704.20		$20,220,023,658,530.00		$20,220,023,658,530.00		$20,220,023,658,530.00

		3128		$24,162,751.80		$24,076,402.20		$24,032,654.20		$20,220,023,122,480.00		$20,220,023,122,480.00		$20,220,023,122,480.00

		3129		$26,732,151.80		$26,768,802.20		$26,815,554.20		$20,220,026,272,380.00		$20,220,026,272,380.00		$20,220,026,272,380.00

		3130		$23,991,351.80		$24,014,502.20		$24,045,754.20		$20,220,023,283,080.00		$20,220,023,283,080.00		$20,220,023,283,080.00

		3131		$24,831,451.80		$24,816,602.20		$24,847,354.20		$20,220,024,470,180.00		$20,220,024,470,180.00		$20,220,024,470,180.00

		3132		$25,063,051.80		$25,098,202.20		$25,179,454.20		$20,220,024,920,780.00		$20,220,024,920,780.00		$20,220,024,920,780.00

		3133		$23,555,651.80		$23,465,802.20		$23,422,054.20		$20,220,022,830,880.00		$20,220,022,830,880.00		$20,220,022,830,880.00

		3134		$25,708,751.80		$25,718,902.20		$25,762,654.20		$20,220,027,189,980.00		$20,220,027,189,980.00		$20,220,027,189,980.00

		3135		$23,572,251.80		$23,556,902.20		$23,563,154.20		$20,220,023,997,980.00		$20,220,023,997,980.00		$20,220,023,997,980.00

		3136		$22,109,401.80		$22,044,552.20		$22,025,804.20		$20,220,021,121,130.00		$20,220,021,121,130.00		$20,220,021,121,130.00

		3137		$24,533,751.80		$24,607,902.20		$24,689,154.20		$20,220,024,726,480.00		$20,220,024,726,480.00		$20,220,024,726,480.00

		3138		$23,352,301.80		$23,337,452.20		$23,344,204.20		$20,220,022,515,030.00		$20,220,022,515,030.00		$20,220,022,515,030.00

		3139		$24,363,601.80		$24,323,752.20		$24,311,504.20		$20,220,024,655,830.00		$20,220,024,655,830.00		$20,220,024,655,830.00

		3140		$27,049,401.80		$27,122,052.20		$27,228,304.20		$20,220,027,466,130.00		$20,220,027,466,130.00		$20,220,027,466,130.00

		3141		$22,461,451.80		$22,446,602.20		$22,449,854.20		$20,220,021,998,180.00		$20,220,021,998,180.00		$20,220,021,998,180.00

		3142		$24,051,901.80		$24,023,552.20		$24,029,804.20		$20,220,023,729,630.00		$20,220,023,729,630.00		$20,220,023,729,630.00

		3143		$23,538,801.80		$23,485,452.20		$23,448,204.20		$20,220,022,655,030.00		$20,220,022,655,030.00		$20,220,022,655,030.00

		3144		$23,007,401.80		$22,942,552.20		$22,923,804.20		$20,220,022,253,130.00		$20,220,022,253,130.00		$20,220,022,253,130.00

		3145		$22,369,101.80		$22,343,752.20		$22,329,504.20		$20,220,021,394,830.00		$20,220,021,394,830.00		$20,220,021,394,830.00

		3146		$23,580,301.80		$23,515,452.20		$23,496,704.20		$20,220,022,976,030.00		$20,220,022,976,030.00		$20,220,022,976,030.00

		3147		$23,774,501.80		$23,857,152.20		$23,939,904.20		$20,220,024,476,230.00		$20,220,024,476,230.00		$20,220,024,476,230.00

		3148		$24,482,351.80		$24,492,502.20		$24,548,754.20		$20,220,026,302,580.00		$20,220,026,302,580.00		$20,220,026,302,580.00

		3149		$24,279,001.80		$24,214,152.20		$24,195,404.20		$20,220,025,337,730.00		$20,220,025,337,730.00		$20,220,025,337,730.00

		3150		$24,753,801.80		$24,778,452.20		$24,834,704.20		$20,220,024,510,530.00		$20,220,024,510,530.00		$20,220,024,510,530.00

		3151		$23,929,901.80		$23,815,052.20		$23,746,304.20		$20,220,022,783,630.00		$20,220,022,783,630.00		$20,220,022,783,630.00

		3152		$23,362,051.80		$23,372,202.20		$23,428,454.20		$20,220,023,208,280.00		$20,220,023,208,280.00		$20,220,023,208,280.00

		3153		$22,127,851.80		$22,088,002.20		$22,078,754.20		$20,220,021,826,080.00		$20,220,021,826,080.00		$20,220,021,826,080.00

		3154		$23,877,051.80		$23,833,202.20		$23,771,454.20		$20,220,022,808,780.00		$20,220,022,808,780.00		$20,220,022,808,780.00

		3155		$24,375,501.80		$24,310,652.20		$24,291,904.20		$20,220,023,606,230.00		$20,220,023,606,230.00		$20,220,023,606,230.00

		3156		$23,686,801.80		$23,721,952.20		$23,794,704.20		$20,220,024,590,530.00		$20,220,024,590,530.00		$20,220,024,590,530.00

		3157		$26,525,301.80		$26,625,952.20		$26,757,204.20		$20,220,030,008,530.00		$20,220,030,008,530.00		$20,220,030,008,530.00

		3158		$20,737,901.80		$20,648,052.20		$20,604,304.20		$20,220,019,838,130.00		$20,220,019,838,130.00		$20,220,019,838,130.00

		3159		$25,440,751.80		$25,470,402.20		$25,526,654.20		$20,220,026,369,480.00		$20,220,026,369,480.00		$20,220,026,369,480.00

		3160		$23,188,201.80		$23,123,352.20		$23,104,604.20		$20,220,023,467,930.00		$20,220,023,467,930.00		$20,220,023,467,930.00

		3161		$25,582,701.80		$25,542,852.20		$25,532,604.20		$20,220,024,894,930.00		$20,220,024,894,930.00		$20,220,024,894,930.00

		3162		$23,069,001.80		$23,065,652.20		$23,096,904.20		$20,220,022,374,230.00		$20,220,022,374,230.00		$20,220,022,374,230.00

		3163		$23,814,101.80		$23,799,252.20		$23,830,504.20		$20,220,023,237,830.00		$20,220,023,237,830.00		$20,220,023,237,830.00

		3164		$24,113,151.80		$24,120,302.20		$24,138,054.20		$20,220,023,924,880.00		$20,220,023,924,880.00		$20,220,023,924,880.00

		3165		$24,505,001.80		$24,490,152.20		$24,521,404.20		$20,220,024,549,730.00		$20,220,024,549,730.00		$20,220,024,549,730.00

		3166		$26,177,501.80		$26,187,652.20		$26,239,404.20		$20,220,026,759,730.00		$20,220,026,759,730.00		$20,220,026,759,730.00

		3167		$25,939,351.80		$26,038,002.20		$26,132,254.20		$20,220,026,670,580.00		$20,220,026,670,580.00		$20,220,026,670,580.00

		3168		$27,675,251.80		$27,710,402.20		$27,745,654.20		$20,220,027,186,980.00		$20,220,027,186,980.00		$20,220,027,186,980.00

		3169		$24,987,051.80		$25,071,702.20		$25,168,454.20		$20,220,025,504,780.00		$20,220,025,504,780.00		$20,220,025,504,780.00

		3170		$24,945,251.80		$24,957,902.20		$24,981,154.20		$20,220,024,120,980.00		$20,220,024,120,980.00		$20,220,024,120,980.00

		3171		$23,608,051.80		$23,654,702.20		$23,693,954.20		$20,220,023,730,280.00		$20,220,023,730,280.00		$20,220,023,730,280.00

		3172		$23,312,951.80		$23,198,102.20		$23,129,354.20		$20,220,022,166,680.00		$20,220,022,166,680.00		$20,220,022,166,680.00

		3173		$24,535,201.80		$24,478,352.20		$24,459,604.20		$20,220,024,101,930.00		$20,220,024,101,930.00		$20,220,024,101,930.00

		3174		$24,914,501.80		$24,899,652.20		$24,930,904.20		$20,220,024,126,230.00		$20,220,024,126,230.00		$20,220,024,126,230.00

		3175		$23,962,801.80		$23,947,952.20		$23,954,704.20		$20,220,023,185,530.00		$20,220,023,185,530.00		$20,220,023,185,530.00

		3176		$24,331,251.80		$24,269,402.20		$24,225,654.20		$20,220,023,361,480.00		$20,220,023,361,480.00		$20,220,023,361,480.00

		3177		$23,161,451.80		$23,149,102.20		$23,180,354.20		$20,220,022,633,680.00		$20,220,022,633,680.00		$20,220,022,633,680.00

		3178		$24,705,301.80		$24,740,452.20		$24,797,204.20		$20,220,024,943,030.00		$20,220,024,943,030.00		$20,220,024,943,030.00

		3179		$23,844,201.80		$23,780,852.20		$23,762,104.20		$20,220,022,940,430.00		$20,220,022,940,430.00		$20,220,022,940,430.00

		3180		$23,535,101.80		$23,494,752.20		$23,476,004.20		$20,220,022,668,330.00		$20,220,022,668,330.00		$20,220,022,668,330.00

		3181		$24,342,701.80		$24,227,852.20		$24,159,104.20		$20,220,023,196,430.00		$20,220,023,196,430.00		$20,220,023,196,430.00

		3182		$23,364,951.80		$23,340,602.20		$23,334,354.20		$20,220,022,386,680.00		$20,220,022,386,680.00		$20,220,022,386,680.00

		3183		$23,886,701.80		$23,871,852.20		$23,889,604.20		$20,220,023,357,430.00		$20,220,023,357,430.00		$20,220,023,357,430.00

		3184		$24,260,901.80		$24,221,052.20		$24,227,304.20		$20,220,023,845,130.00		$20,220,023,845,130.00		$20,220,023,845,130.00

		3185		$23,035,301.80		$23,029,952.20		$23,049,704.20		$20,220,022,745,530.00		$20,220,022,745,530.00		$20,220,022,745,530.00

		3186		$22,436,801.80		$22,446,952.20		$22,503,204.20		$20,220,022,576,030.00		$20,220,022,576,030.00		$20,220,022,576,030.00

		3187		$24,368,501.80		$24,429,152.20		$24,475,904.20		$20,220,023,599,230.00		$20,220,023,599,230.00		$20,220,023,599,230.00

		3188		$25,575,201.80		$25,578,852.20		$25,585,104.20		$20,220,025,871,930.00		$20,220,025,871,930.00		$20,220,025,871,930.00

		3189		$24,534,401.80		$24,544,552.20		$24,591,304.20		$20,220,023,981,630.00		$20,220,023,981,630.00		$20,220,023,981,630.00

		3190		$25,604,751.80		$25,564,902.20		$25,571,154.20		$20,220,025,155,980.00		$20,220,025,155,980.00		$20,220,025,155,980.00

		3191		$22,979,101.80		$23,000,752.20		$23,024,504.20		$20,220,022,167,830.00		$20,220,022,167,830.00		$20,220,022,167,830.00

		3192		$24,857,601.80		$24,918,252.20		$25,024,504.20		$20,220,024,767,330.00		$20,220,024,767,330.00		$20,220,024,767,330.00

		3193		$27,104,451.80		$27,139,602.20		$27,210,354.20		$20,220,028,176,180.00		$20,220,028,176,180.00		$20,220,028,176,180.00

		3194		$24,143,801.80		$24,078,952.20		$24,060,204.20		$20,220,023,638,530.00		$20,220,023,638,530.00		$20,220,023,638,530.00

		3195		$21,968,701.80		$21,928,852.20		$21,935,104.20		$20,220,022,250,930.00		$20,220,022,250,930.00		$20,220,022,250,930.00

		3196		$24,393,401.80		$24,403,552.20		$24,437,804.20		$20,220,024,883,630.00		$20,220,024,883,630.00		$20,220,024,883,630.00

		3197		$23,989,651.80		$23,874,802.20		$23,806,054.20		$20,220,022,843,380.00		$20,220,022,843,380.00		$20,220,022,843,380.00

		3198		$24,374,951.80		$24,310,602.20		$24,241,854.20		$20,220,023,279,180.00		$20,220,023,279,180.00		$20,220,023,279,180.00

		3199		$23,768,901.80		$23,749,552.20		$23,755,804.20		$20,220,023,089,630.00		$20,220,023,089,630.00		$20,220,023,089,630.00

		3200		$24,526,501.80		$24,521,652.20		$24,509,404.20		$20,220,023,840,730.00		$20,220,023,840,730.00		$20,220,023,840,730.00

		3201		$25,962,101.80		$26,047,252.20		$26,175,004.20		$20,220,027,714,830.00		$20,220,027,714,830.00		$20,220,027,714,830.00

		3202		$24,348,251.80		$24,374,402.20		$24,428,154.20		$20,220,023,479,480.00		$20,220,023,479,480.00		$20,220,023,479,480.00

		3203		$25,561,651.80		$25,521,802.20		$25,506,554.20		$20,220,024,658,880.00		$20,220,024,658,880.00		$20,220,024,658,880.00

		3204		$24,836,951.80		$24,797,102.20		$24,794,854.20		$20,220,023,839,180.00		$20,220,023,839,180.00		$20,220,023,839,180.00

		3205		$29,438,401.80		$29,547,552.20		$29,639,304.20		$20,220,029,449,130.00		$20,220,029,449,130.00		$20,220,029,449,130.00

		3206		$25,520,101.80		$25,655,252.20		$25,836,504.20		$20,220,027,008,830.00		$20,220,027,008,830.00		$20,220,027,008,830.00

		3207		$24,240,751.80		$24,256,402.20		$24,289,654.20		$20,220,023,668,480.00		$20,220,023,668,480.00		$20,220,023,668,480.00

		3208		$23,664,301.80		$23,649,452.20		$23,680,704.20		$20,220,023,113,030.00		$20,220,023,113,030.00		$20,220,023,113,030.00

		3209		$22,166,551.80		$22,151,702.20		$22,182,954.20		$20,220,022,346,280.00		$20,220,022,346,280.00		$20,220,022,346,280.00

		3210		$25,263,851.80		$25,274,002.20		$25,330,254.20		$20,220,026,066,080.00		$20,220,026,066,080.00		$20,220,026,066,080.00

		3211		$24,762,251.80		$24,794,902.20		$24,834,654.20		$20,220,024,698,980.00		$20,220,024,698,980.00		$20,220,024,698,980.00

		3212		$24,181,601.80		$24,230,252.20		$24,311,504.20		$20,220,026,200,830.00		$20,220,026,200,830.00		$20,220,026,200,830.00

		3213		$22,784,401.80		$22,744,552.20		$22,740,304.20		$20,220,022,151,630.00		$20,220,022,151,630.00		$20,220,022,151,630.00

		3214		$24,414,701.80		$24,374,852.20		$24,379,604.20		$20,220,023,586,930.00		$20,220,023,586,930.00		$20,220,023,586,930.00

		3215		$23,732,051.80		$23,697,702.20		$23,703,954.20		$20,220,023,654,780.00		$20,220,023,654,780.00		$20,220,023,654,780.00

		3216		$24,604,151.80		$24,564,302.20		$24,570,554.20		$20,220,024,367,380.00		$20,220,024,367,380.00		$20,220,024,367,380.00

		3217		$24,116,551.80		$24,001,702.20		$23,932,954.20		$20,220,022,970,280.00		$20,220,022,970,280.00		$20,220,022,970,280.00

		3218		$29,096,551.80		$29,207,202.20		$29,321,954.20		$20,220,029,111,280.00		$20,220,029,111,280.00		$20,220,029,111,280.00

		3219		$23,679,501.80		$23,614,652.20		$23,590,404.20		$20,220,022,640,230.00		$20,220,022,640,230.00		$20,220,022,640,230.00

		3220		$23,637,051.80		$23,562,702.20		$23,518,954.20		$20,220,022,609,780.00		$20,220,022,609,780.00		$20,220,022,609,780.00

		3221		$24,367,051.80		$24,302,202.20		$24,283,454.20		$20,220,025,297,780.00		$20,220,025,297,780.00		$20,220,025,297,780.00

		3222		$23,931,451.80		$23,919,102.20		$23,950,354.20		$20,220,023,158,680.00		$20,220,023,158,680.00		$20,220,023,158,680.00

		3223		$23,816,651.80		$23,801,802.20		$23,833,054.20		$20,220,023,187,380.00		$20,220,023,187,380.00		$20,220,023,187,380.00

		3224		$25,547,551.80		$25,583,702.20		$25,619,454.20		$20,220,025,584,780.00		$20,220,025,584,780.00		$20,220,025,584,780.00

		3225		$26,519,201.80		$26,504,352.20		$26,535,604.20		$20,220,026,388,930.00		$20,220,026,388,930.00		$20,220,026,388,930.00

		3226		$21,698,801.80		$21,633,952.20		$21,615,204.20		$20,220,021,212,530.00		$20,220,021,212,530.00		$20,220,021,212,530.00

		3227		$25,041,501.80		$25,058,152.20		$25,089,404.20		$20,220,024,252,230.00		$20,220,024,252,230.00		$20,220,024,252,230.00

		3228		$24,330,501.80		$24,251,652.20		$24,182,904.20		$20,220,023,220,230.00		$20,220,023,220,230.00		$20,220,023,220,230.00

		3229		$25,840,201.80		$25,729,852.20		$25,661,104.20		$20,220,024,698,430.00		$20,220,024,698,430.00		$20,220,024,698,430.00

		3230		$23,982,351.80		$23,967,502.20		$23,998,754.20		$20,220,023,366,080.00		$20,220,023,366,080.00		$20,220,023,366,080.00

		3231		$23,229,401.80		$23,211,052.20		$23,174,804.20		$20,220,022,212,130.00		$20,220,022,212,130.00		$20,220,022,212,130.00

		3232		$23,911,351.80		$23,858,002.20		$23,839,254.20		$20,220,023,038,580.00		$20,220,023,038,580.00		$20,220,023,038,580.00

		3233		$24,390,501.80		$24,400,652.20		$24,436,904.20		$20,220,023,536,730.00		$20,220,023,536,730.00		$20,220,023,536,730.00

		3234		$24,601,601.80		$24,542,252.20		$24,523,504.20		$20,220,026,353,830.00		$20,220,026,353,830.00		$20,220,026,353,830.00

		3235		$24,847,251.80		$24,846,402.20		$24,877,654.20		$20,220,025,264,980.00		$20,220,025,264,980.00		$20,220,025,264,980.00

		3236		$24,467,951.80		$24,481,602.20		$24,515,354.20		$20,220,023,626,680.00		$20,220,023,626,680.00		$20,220,023,626,680.00

		3237		$22,378,851.80		$22,264,002.20		$22,195,254.20		$20,220,021,232,580.00		$20,220,021,232,580.00		$20,220,021,232,580.00

		3238		$21,626,351.80		$21,511,502.20		$21,442,754.20		$20,220,020,480,080.00		$20,220,020,480,080.00		$20,220,020,480,080.00

		3239		$24,716,851.80		$24,677,002.20		$24,683,254.20		$20,220,023,800,080.00		$20,220,023,800,080.00		$20,220,023,800,080.00

		3240		$23,834,401.80		$23,914,552.20		$24,020,804.20		$20,220,023,816,630.00		$20,220,023,816,630.00		$20,220,023,816,630.00

		3241		$24,664,301.80		$24,667,952.20		$24,668,204.20		$20,220,023,999,530.00		$20,220,023,999,530.00		$20,220,023,999,530.00

		3242		$24,210,151.80		$24,095,302.20		$24,026,554.20		$20,220,023,063,880.00		$20,220,023,063,880.00		$20,220,023,063,880.00

		3243		$23,842,201.80		$23,852,352.20		$23,874,604.20		$20,220,023,669,430.00		$20,220,023,669,430.00		$20,220,023,669,430.00

		3244		$24,188,051.80		$24,148,202.20		$24,142,954.20		$20,220,024,542,280.00		$20,220,024,542,280.00		$20,220,024,542,280.00

		3245		$21,868,601.80		$21,853,752.20		$21,860,504.20		$20,220,021,454,330.00		$20,220,021,454,330.00		$20,220,021,454,330.00

		3246		$24,125,101.80		$24,102,252.20		$24,084,004.20		$20,220,023,280,330.00		$20,220,023,280,330.00		$20,220,023,280,330.00

		3247		$26,675,501.80		$26,706,152.20		$26,762,404.20		$20,220,026,460,230.00		$20,220,026,460,230.00		$20,220,026,460,230.00

		3248		$24,132,051.80		$24,117,202.20		$24,148,454.20		$20,220,024,363,780.00		$20,220,024,363,780.00		$20,220,024,363,780.00

		3249		$25,034,251.80		$25,119,402.20		$25,217,654.20		$20,220,026,819,980.00		$20,220,026,819,980.00		$20,220,026,819,980.00

		3250		$25,219,251.80		$25,233,402.20		$25,264,654.20		$20,220,025,303,980.00		$20,220,025,303,980.00		$20,220,025,303,980.00

		3251		$21,890,051.80		$21,860,702.20		$21,866,954.20		$20,220,021,027,780.00		$20,220,021,027,780.00		$20,220,021,027,780.00

		3252		$24,158,351.80		$24,255,002.20		$24,386,254.20		$20,220,025,336,580.00		$20,220,025,336,580.00		$20,220,025,336,580.00

		3253		$24,935,451.80		$24,937,602.20		$24,962,354.20		$20,220,024,480,180.00		$20,220,024,480,180.00		$20,220,024,480,180.00

		3254		$25,778,851.80		$25,819,502.20		$25,895,254.20		$20,220,026,209,080.00		$20,220,026,209,080.00		$20,220,026,209,080.00

		3255		$24,152,851.80		$24,123,502.20		$24,129,754.20		$20,220,024,025,580.00		$20,220,024,025,580.00		$20,220,024,025,580.00

		3256		$22,459,401.80		$22,494,552.20		$22,558,304.20		$20,220,022,986,130.00		$20,220,022,986,130.00		$20,220,022,986,130.00

		3257		$24,737,851.80		$24,760,502.20		$24,816,754.20		$20,220,024,420,580.00		$20,220,024,420,580.00		$20,220,024,420,580.00

		3258		$21,642,701.80		$21,552,852.20		$21,509,104.20		$20,220,020,911,930.00		$20,220,020,911,930.00		$20,220,020,911,930.00

		3259		$25,699,051.80		$25,681,202.20		$25,687,454.20		$20,220,025,743,280.00		$20,220,025,743,280.00		$20,220,025,743,280.00

		3260		$24,518,901.80		$24,509,552.20		$24,540,804.20		$20,220,024,607,130.00		$20,220,024,607,130.00		$20,220,024,607,130.00

		3261		$26,802,701.80		$26,912,852.20		$27,051,604.20		$20,220,028,304,930.00		$20,220,028,304,930.00		$20,220,028,304,930.00

		3262		$24,844,851.80		$24,904,502.20		$24,985,754.20		$20,220,026,485,080.00		$20,220,026,485,080.00		$20,220,026,485,080.00

		3263		$23,545,101.80		$23,505,752.20		$23,505,504.20		$20,220,022,576,830.00		$20,220,022,576,830.00		$20,220,022,576,830.00

		3264		$25,035,401.80		$24,981,552.20		$24,962,804.20		$20,220,024,349,130.00		$20,220,024,349,130.00		$20,220,024,349,130.00

		3265		$25,088,551.80		$25,048,702.20		$25,054,954.20		$20,220,024,645,780.00		$20,220,024,645,780.00		$20,220,024,645,780.00

		3266		$24,119,051.80		$24,106,202.20		$24,112,454.20		$20,220,023,619,280.00		$20,220,023,619,280.00		$20,220,023,619,280.00

		3267		$25,469,701.80		$25,472,352.20		$25,503,604.20		$20,220,026,400,930.00		$20,220,026,400,930.00		$20,220,026,400,930.00

		3268		$23,454,651.80		$23,399,302.20		$23,380,554.20		$20,220,022,616,880.00		$20,220,022,616,880.00		$20,220,022,616,880.00

		3269		$25,836,951.80		$25,797,102.20		$25,760,354.20		$20,220,024,860,180.00		$20,220,024,860,180.00		$20,220,024,860,180.00

		3270		$27,049,801.80		$27,084,952.20		$27,166,204.20		$20,220,027,704,530.00		$20,220,027,704,530.00		$20,220,027,704,530.00

		3271		$21,551,851.80		$21,512,002.20		$21,518,254.20		$20,220,020,773,080.00		$20,220,020,773,080.00		$20,220,020,773,080.00

		3272		$24,873,151.80		$24,858,302.20		$24,867,054.20		$20,220,024,429,880.00		$20,220,024,429,880.00		$20,220,024,429,880.00

		3273		$23,524,051.80		$23,537,202.20		$23,543,454.20		$20,220,022,813,280.00		$20,220,022,813,280.00		$20,220,022,813,280.00

		3274		$23,140,601.80		$23,150,752.20		$23,205,504.20		$20,220,022,800,830.00		$20,220,022,800,830.00		$20,220,022,800,830.00

		3275		$25,155,101.80		$25,115,252.20		$25,121,504.20		$20,220,024,604,330.00		$20,220,024,604,330.00		$20,220,024,604,330.00

		3276		$24,532,651.80		$24,585,302.20		$24,666,554.20		$20,220,025,799,880.00		$20,220,025,799,880.00		$20,220,025,799,880.00

		3277		$23,914,501.80		$23,893,652.20		$23,899,904.20		$20,220,024,191,730.00		$20,220,024,191,730.00		$20,220,024,191,730.00

		3278		$23,576,901.80		$23,597,552.20		$23,653,804.20		$20,220,023,009,630.00		$20,220,023,009,630.00		$20,220,023,009,630.00

		3279		$24,976,201.80		$24,961,352.20		$24,992,604.20		$20,220,025,232,930.00		$20,220,025,232,930.00		$20,220,025,232,930.00

		3280		$23,627,801.80		$23,562,952.20		$23,544,204.20		$20,220,022,794,530.00		$20,220,022,794,530.00		$20,220,022,794,530.00

		3281		$23,392,851.80		$23,358,502.20		$23,364,754.20		$20,220,026,187,580.00		$20,220,026,187,580.00		$20,220,026,187,580.00

		3282		$24,608,501.80		$24,643,652.20		$24,683,904.20		$20,220,024,256,230.00		$20,220,024,256,230.00		$20,220,024,256,230.00

		3283		$24,776,901.80		$24,831,052.20		$24,902,804.20		$20,220,025,481,630.00		$20,220,025,481,630.00		$20,220,025,481,630.00

		3284		$22,565,901.80		$22,506,552.20		$22,487,804.20		$20,220,021,737,130.00		$20,220,021,737,130.00		$20,220,021,737,130.00

		3285		$23,593,751.80		$23,628,902.20		$23,680,154.20		$20,220,023,839,480.00		$20,220,023,839,480.00		$20,220,023,839,480.00

		3286		$23,344,901.80		$23,385,052.20		$23,423,804.20		$20,220,023,398,130.00		$20,220,023,398,130.00		$20,220,023,398,130.00

		3287		$22,857,401.80		$22,747,052.20		$22,678,304.20		$20,220,021,715,630.00		$20,220,021,715,630.00		$20,220,021,715,630.00

		3288		$26,292,351.80		$26,320,002.20		$26,355,254.20		$20,220,025,435,080.00		$20,220,025,435,080.00		$20,220,025,435,080.00

		3289		$23,862,951.80		$23,853,602.20		$23,789,854.20		$20,220,022,827,180.00		$20,220,022,827,180.00		$20,220,022,827,180.00

		3290		$23,836,651.80		$23,846,802.20		$23,891,554.20		$20,220,023,140,880.00		$20,220,023,140,880.00		$20,220,023,140,880.00

		3291		$20,952,151.80		$20,912,302.20		$20,918,554.20		$20,220,020,000,380.00		$20,220,020,000,380.00		$20,220,020,000,380.00

		3292		$23,882,151.80		$23,842,302.20		$23,848,554.20		$20,220,023,068,380.00		$20,220,023,068,380.00		$20,220,023,068,380.00

		3293		$23,904,151.80		$23,864,302.20		$23,867,054.20		$20,220,023,144,380.00		$20,220,023,144,380.00		$20,220,023,144,380.00

		3294		$22,731,651.80		$22,722,302.20		$22,753,554.20		$20,220,023,964,880.00		$20,220,023,964,880.00		$20,220,023,964,880.00

		3295		$25,085,201.80		$25,073,852.20		$25,086,604.20		$20,220,024,453,430.00		$20,220,024,453,430.00		$20,220,024,453,430.00

		3296		$22,423,101.80		$22,358,252.20		$22,302,504.20		$20,220,021,339,830.00		$20,220,021,339,830.00		$20,220,021,339,830.00

		3297		$27,424,501.80		$27,530,652.20		$27,661,904.20		$20,220,027,842,230.00		$20,220,027,842,230.00		$20,220,027,842,230.00

		3298		$23,930,401.80		$23,919,052.20		$23,950,304.20		$20,220,024,524,630.00		$20,220,024,524,630.00		$20,220,024,524,630.00

		3299		$22,391,001.80		$22,276,152.20		$22,207,404.20		$20,220,021,244,730.00		$20,220,021,244,730.00		$20,220,021,244,730.00

		3300		$23,396,801.80		$23,431,952.20		$23,513,204.20		$20,220,024,038,530.00		$20,220,024,038,530.00		$20,220,024,038,530.00

		3301		$23,234,001.80		$23,215,652.20		$23,221,904.20		$20,220,023,205,730.00		$20,220,023,205,730.00		$20,220,023,205,730.00

		3302		$25,574,951.80		$25,561,602.20		$25,592,854.20		$20,220,025,355,180.00		$20,220,025,355,180.00		$20,220,025,355,180.00

		3303		$24,393,551.80		$24,328,702.20		$24,309,954.20		$20,220,023,698,280.00		$20,220,023,698,280.00		$20,220,023,698,280.00

		3304		$22,725,401.80		$22,667,052.20		$22,648,304.20		$20,220,021,979,630.00		$20,220,021,979,630.00		$20,220,021,979,630.00

		3305		$24,654,901.80		$24,565,052.20		$24,521,304.20		$20,220,023,615,130.00		$20,220,023,615,130.00		$20,220,023,615,130.00

		3306		$23,358,451.80		$23,279,602.20		$23,210,854.20		$20,220,022,248,180.00		$20,220,022,248,180.00		$20,220,022,248,180.00

		3307		$24,832,301.80		$24,903,952.20		$24,960,204.20		$20,220,024,355,030.00		$20,220,024,355,030.00		$20,220,024,355,030.00

		3308		$24,435,851.80		$24,371,002.20		$24,303,254.20		$20,220,023,340,580.00		$20,220,023,340,580.00		$20,220,023,340,580.00

		3309		$23,331,151.80		$23,299,802.20		$23,257,554.20		$20,220,022,357,380.00		$20,220,022,357,380.00		$20,220,022,357,380.00

		3310		$22,672,451.80		$22,607,602.20		$22,588,854.20		$20,220,021,723,180.00		$20,220,021,723,180.00		$20,220,021,723,180.00

		3311		$25,168,001.80		$25,053,152.20		$24,984,404.20		$20,220,024,021,730.00		$20,220,024,021,730.00		$20,220,024,021,730.00

		3312		$23,446,701.80		$23,422,352.20		$23,428,604.20		$20,220,022,864,430.00		$20,220,022,864,430.00		$20,220,022,864,430.00

		3313		$24,721,201.80		$24,710,852.20		$24,742,104.20		$20,220,024,354,430.00		$20,220,024,354,430.00		$20,220,024,354,430.00

		3314		$23,585,651.80		$23,566,302.20		$23,572,554.20		$20,220,023,655,380.00		$20,220,023,655,380.00		$20,220,023,655,380.00

		3315		$23,001,251.80		$23,036,402.20		$23,103,154.20		$20,220,022,865,980.00		$20,220,022,865,980.00		$20,220,022,865,980.00

		3316		$23,524,801.80		$23,575,452.20		$23,649,704.20		$20,220,023,208,030.00		$20,220,023,208,030.00		$20,220,023,208,030.00

		3317		$23,807,701.80		$23,867,852.20		$23,945,104.20		$20,220,023,085,930.00		$20,220,023,085,930.00		$20,220,023,085,930.00

		3318		$21,749,151.80		$21,733,802.20		$21,740,054.20		$20,220,021,631,880.00		$20,220,021,631,880.00		$20,220,021,631,880.00

		3319		$21,830,151.80		$21,818,302.20		$21,830,054.20		$20,220,021,278,880.00		$20,220,021,278,880.00		$20,220,021,278,880.00

		3320		$23,773,951.80		$23,765,602.20		$23,796,854.20		$20,220,023,212,180.00		$20,220,023,212,180.00		$20,220,023,212,180.00

		3321		$22,550,451.80		$22,535,602.20		$22,566,354.20		$20,220,022,143,180.00		$20,220,022,143,180.00		$20,220,022,143,180.00

		3322		$26,089,701.80		$26,089,852.20		$26,081,604.20		$20,220,026,125,930.00		$20,220,026,125,930.00		$20,220,026,125,930.00

		3323		$25,238,301.80		$25,248,452.20		$25,283,204.20		$20,220,025,774,530.00		$20,220,025,774,530.00		$20,220,025,774,530.00

		3324		$21,620,751.80		$21,555,902.20		$21,537,154.20		$20,220,020,833,480.00		$20,220,020,833,480.00		$20,220,020,833,480.00

		3325		$23,907,551.80		$23,867,702.20		$23,873,954.20		$20,220,024,649,780.00		$20,220,024,649,780.00		$20,220,024,649,780.00

		3326		$23,248,701.80		$23,233,852.20		$23,265,104.20		$20,220,023,273,430.00		$20,220,023,273,430.00		$20,220,023,273,430.00

		3327		$24,135,751.80		$24,178,402.20		$24,259,654.20		$20,220,025,470,980.00		$20,220,025,470,980.00		$20,220,025,470,980.00

		3328		$23,467,901.80		$23,458,052.20		$23,489,304.20		$20,220,024,728,630.00		$20,220,024,728,630.00		$20,220,024,728,630.00

		3329		$20,968,951.80		$20,929,102.20		$20,922,854.20		$20,220,020,407,180.00		$20,220,020,407,180.00		$20,220,020,407,180.00

		3330		$23,739,701.80		$23,749,852.20		$23,774,104.20		$20,220,025,945,930.00		$20,220,025,945,930.00		$20,220,025,945,930.00

		3331		$24,407,751.80		$24,417,902.20		$24,474,154.20		$20,220,025,266,980.00		$20,220,025,266,980.00		$20,220,025,266,980.00

		3332		$24,127,751.80		$24,087,902.20		$24,094,154.20		$20,220,024,059,980.00		$20,220,024,059,980.00		$20,220,024,059,980.00

		3333		$22,698,401.80		$22,687,552.20		$22,693,804.20		$20,220,022,019,630.00		$20,220,022,019,630.00		$20,220,022,019,630.00

		3334		$22,803,051.80		$22,773,202.20		$22,771,954.20		$20,220,022,052,280.00		$20,220,022,052,280.00		$20,220,022,052,280.00

		3335		$26,544,001.80		$26,550,152.20		$26,562,404.20		$20,220,026,129,730.00		$20,220,026,129,730.00		$20,220,026,129,730.00

		3336		$24,399,701.80		$24,352,352.20		$24,333,604.20		$20,220,023,860,930.00		$20,220,023,860,930.00		$20,220,023,860,930.00

		3337		$24,050,151.80		$24,010,302.20		$24,016,554.20		$20,220,023,141,380.00		$20,220,023,141,380.00		$20,220,023,141,380.00

		3338		$24,203,801.80		$24,306,452.20		$24,431,204.20		$20,220,025,745,030.00		$20,220,025,745,030.00		$20,220,025,745,030.00

		3339		$23,303,951.80		$23,264,102.20		$23,270,354.20		$20,220,022,739,180.00		$20,220,022,739,180.00		$20,220,022,739,180.00

		3340		$23,682,701.80		$23,586,352.20		$23,517,604.20		$20,220,022,554,930.00		$20,220,022,554,930.00		$20,220,022,554,930.00

		3341		$23,399,951.80		$23,385,102.20		$23,416,354.20		$20,220,023,027,680.00		$20,220,023,027,680.00		$20,220,023,027,680.00

		3342		$26,913,151.80		$27,028,802.20		$27,150,054.20		$20,220,027,898,880.00		$20,220,027,898,880.00		$20,220,027,898,880.00

		3343		$23,630,551.80		$23,591,202.20		$23,566,454.20		$20,220,022,692,280.00		$20,220,022,692,280.00		$20,220,022,692,280.00

		3344		$23,539,751.80		$23,424,902.20		$23,356,154.20		$20,220,022,393,480.00		$20,220,022,393,480.00		$20,220,022,393,480.00

		3345		$23,898,901.80		$23,784,052.20		$23,715,304.20		$20,220,022,752,630.00		$20,220,022,752,630.00		$20,220,022,752,630.00

		3346		$23,437,551.80		$23,397,702.20		$23,403,954.20		$20,220,022,706,780.00		$20,220,022,706,780.00		$20,220,022,706,780.00

		3347		$24,851,951.80		$24,788,102.20		$24,744,354.20		$20,220,024,019,180.00		$20,220,024,019,180.00		$20,220,024,019,180.00

		3348		$23,040,901.80		$23,028,552.20		$23,059,804.20		$20,220,022,937,130.00		$20,220,022,937,130.00		$20,220,022,937,130.00

		3349		$24,510,351.80		$24,495,502.20		$24,526,754.20		$20,220,023,889,080.00		$20,220,023,889,080.00		$20,220,023,889,080.00

		3350		$21,419,801.80		$21,372,452.20		$21,353,704.20		$20,220,021,059,030.00		$20,220,021,059,030.00		$20,220,021,059,030.00

		3351		$26,809,501.80		$26,918,652.20		$27,049,904.20		$20,220,028,168,230.00		$20,220,028,168,230.00		$20,220,028,168,230.00

		3352		$27,430,951.80		$27,546,602.20		$27,702,854.20		$20,220,030,642,680.00		$20,220,030,642,680.00		$20,220,030,642,680.00

		3353		$22,536,251.80		$22,471,402.20		$22,452,654.20		$20,220,021,974,980.00		$20,220,021,974,980.00		$20,220,021,974,980.00

		3354		$25,522,551.80		$25,596,702.20		$25,621,954.20		$20,220,026,557,780.00		$20,220,026,557,780.00		$20,220,026,557,780.00

		3355		$24,678,951.80		$24,714,102.20		$24,793,854.20		$20,220,024,654,680.00		$20,220,024,654,680.00		$20,220,024,654,680.00

		3356		$25,950,551.80		$26,002,202.20		$26,083,454.20		$20,220,025,355,780.00		$20,220,025,355,780.00		$20,220,025,355,780.00

		3357		$25,258,101.80		$25,318,252.20		$25,384,504.20		$20,220,026,906,330.00		$20,220,026,906,330.00		$20,220,026,906,330.00

		3358		$23,955,151.80		$23,940,302.20		$23,964,054.20		$20,220,023,414,880.00		$20,220,023,414,880.00		$20,220,023,414,880.00

		3359		$24,012,151.80		$23,998,802.20		$24,030,054.20		$20,220,024,878,380.00		$20,220,024,878,380.00		$20,220,024,878,380.00

		3360		$26,190,651.80		$26,205,302.20		$26,236,554.20		$20,220,025,519,880.00		$20,220,025,519,880.00		$20,220,025,519,880.00

		3361		$22,327,001.80		$22,287,152.20		$22,293,404.20		$20,220,021,858,230.00		$20,220,021,858,230.00		$20,220,021,858,230.00

		3362		$24,876,401.80		$24,861,552.20		$24,868,304.20		$20,220,026,076,130.00		$20,220,026,076,130.00		$20,220,026,076,130.00

		3363		$22,178,151.80		$22,063,302.20		$21,994,554.20		$20,220,021,031,880.00		$20,220,021,031,880.00		$20,220,021,031,880.00

		3364		$21,730,301.80		$21,640,452.20		$21,596,704.20		$20,220,020,697,530.00		$20,220,020,697,530.00		$20,220,020,697,530.00

		3365		$24,648,351.80		$24,617,002.20		$24,620,754.20		$20,220,023,769,080.00		$20,220,023,769,080.00		$20,220,023,769,080.00

		3366		$22,899,851.80		$22,869,502.20		$22,842,754.20		$20,220,021,976,580.00		$20,220,021,976,580.00		$20,220,021,976,580.00

		3367		$22,976,451.80		$22,967,102.20		$22,982,854.20		$20,220,022,356,680.00		$20,220,022,356,680.00		$20,220,022,356,680.00

		3368		$23,485,851.80		$23,467,502.20		$23,455,254.20		$20,220,022,513,580.00		$20,220,022,513,580.00		$20,220,022,513,580.00

		3369		$22,891,401.80		$22,876,552.20		$22,907,804.20		$20,220,022,397,130.00		$20,220,022,397,130.00		$20,220,022,397,130.00

		3370		$24,031,201.80		$24,046,852.20		$24,102,604.20		$20,220,023,294,930.00		$20,220,023,294,930.00		$20,220,023,294,930.00

		3371		$22,638,751.80		$22,523,902.20		$22,455,154.20		$20,220,021,492,480.00		$20,220,021,492,480.00		$20,220,021,492,480.00

		3372		$24,275,701.80		$24,295,352.20		$24,344,104.20		$20,220,023,539,430.00		$20,220,023,539,430.00		$20,220,023,539,430.00

		3373		$23,028,251.80		$22,953,902.20		$22,910,154.20		$20,220,022,211,980.00		$20,220,022,211,980.00		$20,220,022,211,980.00

		3374		$25,956,101.80		$25,991,252.20		$26,048,004.20		$20,220,026,464,830.00		$20,220,026,464,830.00		$20,220,026,464,830.00

		3375		$23,781,101.80		$23,741,252.20		$23,724,004.20		$20,220,022,991,330.00		$20,220,022,991,330.00		$20,220,022,991,330.00

		3376		$25,903,501.80		$25,888,652.20		$25,919,904.20		$20,220,030,819,230.00		$20,220,030,819,230.00		$20,220,030,819,230.00

		3377		$23,493,151.80		$23,528,302.20		$23,609,554.20		$20,220,024,096,880.00		$20,220,024,096,880.00		$20,220,024,096,880.00

		3378		$26,915,551.80		$26,950,702.20		$26,989,954.20		$20,220,027,386,280.00		$20,220,027,386,280.00		$20,220,027,386,280.00

		3379		$23,018,651.80		$22,978,802.20		$22,975,554.20		$20,220,022,451,880.00		$20,220,022,451,880.00		$20,220,022,451,880.00

		3380		$23,381,501.80		$23,391,652.20		$23,447,904.20		$20,220,022,867,730.00		$20,220,022,867,730.00		$20,220,022,867,730.00

		3381		$26,302,501.80		$26,328,152.20		$26,377,904.20		$20,220,025,858,230.00		$20,220,025,858,230.00		$20,220,025,858,230.00

		3382		$24,949,201.80		$25,023,852.20		$25,130,104.20		$20,220,025,811,930.00		$20,220,025,811,930.00		$20,220,025,811,930.00

		3383		$23,968,901.80		$23,987,552.20		$24,043,804.20		$20,220,023,714,630.00		$20,220,023,714,630.00		$20,220,023,714,630.00

		3384		$25,727,451.80		$25,737,602.20		$25,776,354.20		$20,220,025,714,680.00		$20,220,025,714,680.00		$20,220,025,714,680.00

		3385		$23,903,851.80		$23,889,002.20		$23,920,254.20		$20,220,025,454,580.00		$20,220,025,454,580.00		$20,220,025,454,580.00

		3386		$24,041,851.80		$24,006,502.20		$24,012,754.20		$20,220,025,365,580.00		$20,220,025,365,580.00		$20,220,025,365,580.00

		3387		$24,644,401.80		$24,673,052.20		$24,729,304.20		$20,220,026,392,130.00		$20,220,026,392,130.00		$20,220,026,392,130.00

		3388		$23,401,101.80		$23,336,252.20		$23,302,004.20		$20,220,022,375,830.00		$20,220,022,375,830.00		$20,220,022,375,830.00

		3389		$26,040,451.80		$26,000,602.20		$25,982,354.20		$20,220,025,038,680.00		$20,220,025,038,680.00		$20,220,025,038,680.00

		3390		$26,265,151.80		$26,397,302.20		$26,553,554.20		$20,220,027,935,380.00		$20,220,027,935,380.00		$20,220,027,935,380.00

		3391		$22,920,251.80		$22,880,402.20		$22,886,654.20		$20,220,022,631,480.00		$20,220,022,631,480.00		$20,220,022,631,480.00

		3392		$24,400,851.80		$24,432,502.20		$24,466,754.20		$20,220,024,255,580.00		$20,220,024,255,580.00		$20,220,024,255,580.00

		3393		$22,556,601.80		$22,537,752.20		$22,544,004.20		$20,220,021,969,830.00		$20,220,021,969,830.00		$20,220,021,969,830.00

		3394		$23,074,701.80		$23,073,352.20		$23,087,104.20		$20,220,022,277,930.00		$20,220,022,277,930.00		$20,220,022,277,930.00

		3395		$23,681,901.80		$23,702,552.20		$23,742,804.20		$20,220,022,934,630.00		$20,220,022,934,630.00		$20,220,022,934,630.00

		3396		$24,720,401.80		$24,705,552.20		$24,716,304.20		$20,220,023,883,130.00		$20,220,023,883,130.00		$20,220,023,883,130.00

		3397		$25,660,401.80		$25,666,552.20		$25,672,804.20		$20,220,024,919,630.00		$20,220,024,919,630.00		$20,220,024,919,630.00

		3398		$24,624,551.80		$24,509,702.20		$24,440,954.20		$20,220,023,478,280.00		$20,220,023,478,280.00		$20,220,023,478,280.00

		3399		$25,443,001.80		$25,389,652.20		$25,370,904.20		$20,220,024,488,230.00		$20,220,024,488,230.00		$20,220,024,488,230.00

		3400		$24,372,351.80		$24,382,502.20		$24,438,754.20		$20,220,023,773,580.00		$20,220,023,773,580.00		$20,220,023,773,580.00

		3401		$23,427,151.80		$23,432,802.20		$23,427,554.20		$20,220,023,095,880.00		$20,220,023,095,880.00		$20,220,023,095,880.00

		3402		$24,084,551.80		$24,141,202.20		$24,207,954.20		$20,220,024,209,780.00		$20,220,024,209,780.00		$20,220,024,209,780.00

		3403		$25,318,951.80		$25,341,602.20		$25,397,854.20		$20,220,028,559,680.00		$20,220,028,559,680.00		$20,220,028,559,680.00

		3404		$25,274,201.80		$25,334,352.20		$25,418,104.20		$20,220,025,105,430.00		$20,220,025,105,430.00		$20,220,025,105,430.00

		3405		$23,266,051.80		$23,271,702.20		$23,302,954.20		$20,220,023,353,280.00		$20,220,023,353,280.00		$20,220,023,353,280.00

		3406		$23,064,101.80		$22,986,252.20		$22,917,504.20		$20,220,021,954,830.00		$20,220,021,954,830.00		$20,220,021,954,830.00

		3407		$24,205,751.80		$24,090,902.20		$24,022,154.20		$20,220,023,059,480.00		$20,220,023,059,480.00		$20,220,023,059,480.00

		3408		$25,343,751.80		$25,382,902.20		$25,439,154.20		$20,220,027,554,980.00		$20,220,027,554,980.00		$20,220,027,554,980.00

		3409		$24,452,651.80		$24,462,802.20		$24,519,054.20		$20,220,024,165,880.00		$20,220,024,165,880.00		$20,220,024,165,880.00

		3410		$25,961,251.80		$26,062,902.20		$26,162,154.20		$20,220,027,521,480.00		$20,220,027,521,480.00		$20,220,027,521,480.00

		3411		$23,583,351.80		$23,568,502.20		$23,599,754.20		$20,220,023,870,080.00		$20,220,023,870,080.00		$20,220,023,870,080.00

		3412		$24,129,701.80		$24,105,352.20		$24,111,604.20		$20,220,023,634,430.00		$20,220,023,634,430.00		$20,220,023,634,430.00

		3413		$27,138,551.80		$27,157,702.20		$27,154,954.20		$20,220,026,435,280.00		$20,220,026,435,280.00		$20,220,026,435,280.00

		3414		$23,272,951.80		$23,268,602.20		$23,299,854.20		$20,220,022,698,180.00		$20,220,022,698,180.00		$20,220,022,698,180.00

		3415		$23,398,151.80		$23,383,302.20		$23,414,554.20		$20,220,023,865,880.00		$20,220,023,865,880.00		$20,220,023,865,880.00

		3416		$25,369,951.80		$25,314,602.20		$25,295,854.20		$20,220,024,344,180.00		$20,220,024,344,180.00		$20,220,024,344,180.00

		3417		$23,047,751.80		$23,030,402.20		$23,029,154.20		$20,220,022,213,480.00		$20,220,022,213,480.00		$20,220,022,213,480.00

		3418		$23,657,201.80		$23,656,852.20		$23,688,104.20		$20,220,023,372,430.00		$20,220,023,372,430.00		$20,220,023,372,430.00

		3419		$22,796,751.80		$22,761,402.20		$22,743,654.20		$20,220,021,849,480.00		$20,220,021,849,480.00		$20,220,021,849,480.00

		3420		$22,802,051.80		$22,762,202.20		$22,768,454.20		$20,220,023,216,280.00		$20,220,023,216,280.00		$20,220,023,216,280.00

		3421		$24,951,351.80		$24,961,502.20		$25,017,754.20		$20,220,024,459,580.00		$20,220,024,459,580.00		$20,220,024,459,580.00

		3422		$26,213,051.80		$26,373,202.20		$26,522,954.20		$20,220,028,573,280.00		$20,220,028,573,280.00		$20,220,028,573,280.00

		3423		$21,471,001.80		$21,456,152.20		$21,487,404.20		$20,220,020,990,730.00		$20,220,020,990,730.00		$20,220,020,990,730.00

		3424		$25,989,501.80		$25,957,152.20		$25,940,904.20		$20,220,025,027,230.00		$20,220,025,027,230.00		$20,220,025,027,230.00

		3425		$24,653,901.80		$24,643,052.20		$24,649,304.20		$20,220,024,163,130.00		$20,220,024,163,130.00		$20,220,024,163,130.00

		3426		$23,862,201.80		$23,872,352.20		$23,919,604.20		$20,220,024,770,430.00		$20,220,024,770,430.00		$20,220,024,770,430.00

		3427		$23,025,651.80		$22,910,802.20		$22,842,054.20		$20,220,021,879,380.00		$20,220,021,879,380.00		$20,220,021,879,380.00

		3428		$23,279,501.80		$23,314,652.20		$23,395,904.20		$20,220,023,248,230.00		$20,220,023,248,230.00		$20,220,023,248,230.00

		3429		$22,974,001.80		$22,963,652.20		$22,993,404.20		$20,220,022,518,230.00		$20,220,022,518,230.00		$20,220,022,518,230.00

		3430		$23,366,501.80		$23,388,152.20		$23,444,404.20		$20,220,022,808,230.00		$20,220,022,808,230.00		$20,220,022,808,230.00

		3431		$25,684,951.80		$25,741,602.20		$25,799,854.20		$20,220,025,326,180.00		$20,220,025,326,180.00		$20,220,025,326,180.00

		3432		$25,204,051.80		$25,131,202.20		$25,087,454.20		$20,220,024,283,280.00		$20,220,024,283,280.00		$20,220,024,283,280.00

		3433		$21,864,851.80		$21,841,502.20		$21,847,754.20		$20,220,023,598,580.00		$20,220,023,598,580.00		$20,220,023,598,580.00

		3434		$23,749,551.80		$23,781,202.20		$23,820,954.20		$20,220,023,074,280.00		$20,220,023,074,280.00		$20,220,023,074,280.00

		3435		$23,848,901.80		$23,784,052.20		$23,765,304.20		$20,220,022,898,630.00		$20,220,022,898,630.00		$20,220,022,898,630.00

		3436		$23,290,301.80		$23,375,452.20		$23,501,204.20		$20,220,024,030,030.00		$20,220,024,030,030.00		$20,220,024,030,030.00

		3437		$25,710,051.80		$25,720,202.20		$25,758,954.20		$20,220,025,645,280.00		$20,220,025,645,280.00		$20,220,025,645,280.00

		3438		$23,334,301.80		$23,301,452.20		$23,282,704.20		$20,220,022,525,030.00		$20,220,022,525,030.00		$20,220,022,525,030.00

		3439		$24,302,101.80		$24,309,752.20		$24,341,004.20		$20,220,024,692,330.00		$20,220,024,692,330.00		$20,220,024,692,330.00

		3440		$26,132,251.80		$26,092,402.20		$26,074,154.20		$20,220,025,296,480.00		$20,220,025,296,480.00		$20,220,025,296,480.00

		3441		$25,041,101.80		$25,076,252.20		$25,133,504.20		$20,220,024,918,830.00		$20,220,024,918,830.00		$20,220,024,918,830.00

		3442		$24,868,151.80		$24,928,302.20		$25,034,554.20		$20,220,029,414,380.00		$20,220,029,414,380.00		$20,220,029,414,380.00

		3443		$23,542,451.80		$23,552,602.20		$23,600,354.20		$20,220,024,393,680.00		$20,220,024,393,680.00		$20,220,024,393,680.00

		3444		$23,386,901.80		$23,322,052.20		$23,260,304.20		$20,220,022,297,630.00		$20,220,022,297,630.00		$20,220,022,297,630.00

		3445		$24,180,101.80		$24,190,252.20		$24,221,504.20		$20,220,023,471,830.00		$20,220,023,471,830.00		$20,220,023,471,830.00

		3446		$23,895,501.80		$23,905,652.20		$23,919,904.20		$20,220,023,117,730.00		$20,220,023,117,730.00		$20,220,023,117,730.00

		3447		$24,502,501.80		$24,516,152.20		$24,521,904.20		$20,220,023,725,230.00		$20,220,023,725,230.00		$20,220,023,725,230.00

		3448		$26,580,551.80		$26,626,202.20		$26,690,454.20		$20,220,026,663,780.00		$20,220,026,663,780.00		$20,220,026,663,780.00

		3449		$22,201,051.80		$22,201,702.20		$22,232,954.20		$20,220,022,066,280.00		$20,220,022,066,280.00		$20,220,022,066,280.00

		3450		$21,639,851.80		$21,552,502.20		$21,508,754.20		$20,220,021,104,580.00		$20,220,021,104,580.00		$20,220,021,104,580.00

		3451		$25,186,501.80		$25,236,652.20		$25,277,404.20		$20,220,025,485,730.00		$20,220,025,485,730.00		$20,220,025,485,730.00

		3452		$24,083,401.80		$23,993,552.20		$23,949,804.20		$20,220,023,230,630.00		$20,220,023,230,630.00		$20,220,023,230,630.00

		3453		$23,002,451.80		$22,912,602.20		$22,868,854.20		$20,220,021,999,680.00		$20,220,021,999,680.00		$20,220,021,999,680.00

		3454		$24,895,601.80		$24,805,752.20		$24,762,004.20		$20,220,023,950,830.00		$20,220,023,950,830.00		$20,220,023,950,830.00

		3455		$22,695,401.80		$22,655,552.20		$22,649,304.20		$20,220,021,881,630.00		$20,220,021,881,630.00		$20,220,021,881,630.00

		3456		$23,218,301.80		$23,194,952.20		$23,194,704.20		$20,220,022,344,030.00		$20,220,022,344,030.00		$20,220,022,344,030.00

		3457		$26,038,451.80		$26,048,602.20		$26,104,854.20		$20,220,025,403,680.00		$20,220,025,403,680.00		$20,220,025,403,680.00

		3458		$24,708,851.80		$24,719,002.20		$24,775,254.20		$20,220,024,619,080.00		$20,220,024,619,080.00		$20,220,024,619,080.00

		3459		$25,079,001.80		$25,075,652.20		$25,106,904.20		$20,220,026,293,230.00		$20,220,026,293,230.00		$20,220,026,293,230.00

		3460		$24,476,001.80		$24,549,652.20		$24,638,404.20		$20,220,024,885,730.00		$20,220,024,885,730.00		$20,220,024,885,730.00

		3461		$23,082,601.80		$23,051,252.20		$23,057,504.20		$20,220,023,286,330.00		$20,220,023,286,330.00		$20,220,023,286,330.00

		3462		$24,370,451.80		$24,417,602.20		$24,459,354.20		$20,220,023,997,680.00		$20,220,023,997,680.00		$20,220,023,997,680.00

		3463		$25,929,251.80		$25,963,902.20		$26,020,154.20		$20,220,025,732,980.00		$20,220,025,732,980.00		$20,220,025,732,980.00

		3464		$24,824,401.80		$24,801,052.20		$24,807,304.20		$20,220,025,112,130.00		$20,220,025,112,130.00		$20,220,025,112,130.00

		3465		$23,453,951.80		$23,414,102.20		$23,420,354.20		$20,220,022,489,180.00		$20,220,022,489,180.00		$20,220,022,489,180.00

		3466		$26,149,501.80		$26,146,152.20		$26,177,404.20		$20,220,025,957,730.00		$20,220,025,957,730.00		$20,220,025,957,730.00

		3467		$24,068,301.80		$24,029,952.20		$23,985,704.20		$20,220,023,023,030.00		$20,220,023,023,030.00		$20,220,023,023,030.00

		3468		$25,417,551.80		$25,477,702.20		$25,561,954.20		$20,220,025,648,780.00		$20,220,025,648,780.00		$20,220,025,648,780.00

		3469		$22,757,101.80		$22,692,252.20		$22,673,504.20		$20,220,021,828,830.00		$20,220,021,828,830.00		$20,220,021,828,830.00

		3470		$25,209,751.80		$25,219,902.20		$25,265,654.20		$20,220,025,732,980.00		$20,220,025,732,980.00		$20,220,025,732,980.00

		3471		$26,428,401.80		$26,507,052.20		$26,602,804.20		$20,220,028,667,130.00		$20,220,028,667,130.00		$20,220,028,667,130.00

		3472		$23,528,851.80		$23,464,002.20		$23,445,254.20		$20,220,022,947,580.00		$20,220,022,947,580.00		$20,220,022,947,580.00

		3473		$24,076,001.80		$24,069,652.20		$24,087,404.20		$20,220,023,341,230.00		$20,220,023,341,230.00		$20,220,023,341,230.00

		3474		$23,117,101.80		$23,100,752.20		$23,107,004.20		$20,220,023,223,830.00		$20,220,023,223,830.00		$20,220,023,223,830.00

		3475		$24,503,551.80		$24,501,202.20		$24,498,454.20		$20,220,023,920,780.00		$20,220,023,920,780.00		$20,220,023,920,780.00

		3476		$23,357,351.80		$23,342,502.20		$23,367,254.20		$20,220,023,691,080.00		$20,220,023,691,080.00		$20,220,023,691,080.00

		3477		$24,223,201.80		$24,108,352.20		$24,039,604.20		$20,220,023,076,930.00		$20,220,023,076,930.00		$20,220,023,076,930.00

		3478		$24,915,951.80		$24,909,602.20		$24,920,354.20		$20,220,025,978,180.00		$20,220,025,978,180.00		$20,220,025,978,180.00

		3479		$23,581,601.80		$23,526,252.20		$23,485,504.20		$20,220,022,522,830.00		$20,220,022,522,830.00		$20,220,022,522,830.00

		3480		$22,764,451.80		$22,699,602.20		$22,680,854.20		$20,220,023,481,180.00		$20,220,023,481,180.00		$20,220,023,481,180.00

		3481		$22,789,251.80		$22,749,402.20		$22,731,154.20		$20,220,021,867,480.00		$20,220,021,867,480.00		$20,220,021,867,480.00

		3482		$23,703,501.80		$23,688,652.20		$23,707,904.20		$20,220,022,824,230.00		$20,220,022,824,230.00		$20,220,022,824,230.00

		3483		$24,539,751.80		$24,513,402.20		$24,519,654.20		$20,220,024,608,480.00		$20,220,024,608,480.00		$20,220,024,608,480.00

		3484		$24,181,701.80		$24,191,852.20		$24,217,104.20		$20,220,023,770,930.00		$20,220,023,770,930.00		$20,220,023,770,930.00

		3485		$24,903,401.80		$24,938,552.20		$24,990,804.20		$20,220,024,561,130.00		$20,220,024,561,130.00		$20,220,024,561,130.00

		3486		$23,489,151.80		$23,464,802.20		$23,471,054.20		$20,220,022,700,880.00		$20,220,022,700,880.00		$20,220,022,700,880.00

		3487		$22,210,451.80		$22,195,602.20		$22,190,854.20		$20,220,021,566,180.00		$20,220,021,566,180.00		$20,220,021,566,180.00

		3488		$22,357,601.80		$22,292,752.20		$22,274,004.20		$20,220,021,502,330.00		$20,220,021,502,330.00		$20,220,021,502,330.00

		3489		$23,959,251.80		$24,044,402.20		$24,152,154.20		$20,220,024,721,980.00		$20,220,024,721,980.00		$20,220,024,721,980.00

		3490		$26,144,051.80		$26,229,202.20		$26,344,954.20		$20,220,026,537,780.00		$20,220,026,537,780.00		$20,220,026,537,780.00

		3491		$25,262,001.80		$25,197,152.20		$25,157,404.20		$20,220,024,194,730.00		$20,220,024,194,730.00		$20,220,024,194,730.00

		3492		$23,288,501.80		$23,273,652.20		$23,288,404.20		$20,220,022,572,230.00		$20,220,022,572,230.00		$20,220,022,572,230.00

		3493		$23,990,651.80		$23,975,802.20		$24,007,054.20		$20,220,025,543,380.00		$20,220,025,543,380.00		$20,220,025,543,380.00

		3494		$25,747,651.80		$25,739,302.20		$25,765,054.20		$20,220,027,323,880.00		$20,220,027,323,880.00		$20,220,027,323,880.00

		3495		$24,515,801.80		$24,495,952.20		$24,501,704.20		$20,220,023,904,030.00		$20,220,023,904,030.00		$20,220,023,904,030.00

		3496		$24,328,151.80		$24,313,302.20		$24,344,554.20		$20,220,023,472,880.00		$20,220,023,472,880.00		$20,220,023,472,880.00

		3497		$25,314,051.80		$25,349,202.20		$25,415,954.20		$20,220,025,351,780.00		$20,220,025,351,780.00		$20,220,025,351,780.00

		3498		$24,045,801.80		$24,180,952.20		$24,309,704.20		$20,220,025,062,530.00		$20,220,025,062,530.00		$20,220,025,062,530.00

		3499		$22,772,951.80		$22,708,102.20		$22,689,354.20		$20,220,021,773,680.00		$20,220,021,773,680.00		$20,220,021,773,680.00

		3500		$23,512,551.80		$23,447,702.20		$23,428,954.20		$20,220,022,813,280.00		$20,220,022,813,280.00		$20,220,022,813,280.00

		3501		$21,971,851.80		$21,932,002.20		$21,931,754.20		$20,220,021,234,080.00		$20,220,021,234,080.00		$20,220,021,234,080.00

		3502		$22,458,751.80		$22,343,902.20		$22,275,154.20		$20,220,021,312,480.00		$20,220,021,312,480.00		$20,220,021,312,480.00

		3503		$21,095,201.80		$21,030,852.20		$20,969,104.20		$20,220,020,006,430.00		$20,220,020,006,430.00		$20,220,020,006,430.00

		3504		$24,465,751.80		$24,500,902.20		$24,582,154.20		$20,220,024,495,480.00		$20,220,024,495,480.00		$20,220,024,495,480.00

		3505		$23,207,401.80		$23,167,552.20		$23,173,804.20		$20,220,022,416,630.00		$20,220,022,416,630.00		$20,220,022,416,630.00

		3506		$22,564,151.80		$22,574,302.20		$22,610,054.20		$20,220,022,996,380.00		$20,220,022,996,380.00		$20,220,022,996,380.00

		3507		$26,407,351.80		$26,474,502.20		$26,555,754.20		$20,220,027,062,080.00		$20,220,027,062,080.00		$20,220,027,062,080.00

		3508		$23,417,501.80		$23,452,652.20		$23,533,904.20		$20,220,023,337,230.00		$20,220,023,337,230.00		$20,220,023,337,230.00

		3509		$24,438,951.80		$24,424,102.20		$24,435,854.20		$20,220,023,869,680.00		$20,220,023,869,680.00		$20,220,023,869,680.00

		3510		$24,346,101.80		$24,306,252.20		$24,312,504.20		$20,220,023,698,330.00		$20,220,023,698,330.00		$20,220,023,698,330.00

		3511		$22,131,401.80		$22,016,552.20		$21,947,804.20		$20,220,020,985,130.00		$20,220,020,985,130.00		$20,220,020,985,130.00

		3512		$23,008,001.80		$22,918,152.20		$22,874,404.20		$20,220,022,220,230.00		$20,220,022,220,230.00		$20,220,022,220,230.00

		3513		$22,994,701.80		$22,929,852.20		$22,911,104.20		$20,220,022,350,430.00		$20,220,022,350,430.00		$20,220,022,350,430.00

		3514		$23,891,901.80		$23,927,052.20		$24,005,804.20		$20,220,023,900,630.00		$20,220,023,900,630.00		$20,220,023,900,630.00

		3515		$25,209,251.80		$25,189,902.20		$25,196,154.20		$20,220,025,205,980.00		$20,220,025,205,980.00		$20,220,025,205,980.00

		3516		$24,023,951.80		$23,909,102.20		$23,840,354.20		$20,220,022,877,680.00		$20,220,022,877,680.00		$20,220,022,877,680.00

		3517		$25,343,851.80		$25,360,002.20		$25,371,754.20		$20,220,024,729,580.00		$20,220,024,729,580.00		$20,220,024,729,580.00

		3518		$24,253,651.80		$24,238,802.20		$24,263,554.20		$20,220,023,466,380.00		$20,220,023,466,380.00		$20,220,023,466,380.00

		3519		$21,774,601.80		$21,659,752.20		$21,591,004.20		$20,220,020,628,330.00		$20,220,020,628,330.00		$20,220,020,628,330.00

		3520		$24,207,151.80		$24,231,802.20		$24,276,554.20		$20,220,024,481,880.00		$20,220,024,481,880.00		$20,220,024,481,880.00

		3521		$26,273,101.80		$26,283,252.20		$26,321,504.20		$20,220,027,081,330.00		$20,220,027,081,330.00		$20,220,027,081,330.00

		3522		$26,660,551.80		$26,745,702.20		$26,876,954.20		$20,220,027,155,280.00		$20,220,027,155,280.00		$20,220,027,155,280.00

		3523		$23,060,151.80		$23,020,302.20		$23,026,554.20		$20,220,022,512,380.00		$20,220,022,512,380.00		$20,220,022,512,380.00

		3524		$24,923,151.80		$24,967,802.20		$25,045,554.20		$20,220,024,453,380.00		$20,220,024,453,380.00		$20,220,024,453,380.00

		3525		$23,646,451.80		$23,609,102.20		$23,615,354.20		$20,220,023,602,180.00		$20,220,023,602,180.00		$20,220,023,602,180.00

		3526		$23,524,901.80		$23,410,052.20		$23,341,304.20		$20,220,022,378,630.00		$20,220,022,378,630.00		$20,220,022,378,630.00

		3527		$27,601,601.80		$27,686,752.20		$27,800,504.20		$20,220,027,982,330.00		$20,220,027,982,330.00		$20,220,027,982,330.00

		3528		$23,770,901.80		$23,731,052.20		$23,710,804.20		$20,220,022,748,130.00		$20,220,022,748,130.00		$20,220,022,748,130.00

		3529		$23,169,901.80		$23,055,052.20		$22,986,304.20		$20,220,022,023,630.00		$20,220,022,023,630.00		$20,220,022,023,630.00

		3530		$23,332,401.80		$23,317,552.20		$23,324,304.20		$20,220,023,152,130.00		$20,220,023,152,130.00		$20,220,023,152,130.00

		3531		$21,677,301.80		$21,614,952.20		$21,588,704.20		$20,220,020,634,530.00		$20,220,020,634,530.00		$20,220,020,634,530.00

		3532		$26,168,701.80		$26,203,852.20		$26,260,604.20		$20,220,027,855,430.00		$20,220,027,855,430.00		$20,220,027,855,430.00

		3533		$24,590,901.80		$24,559,552.20		$24,554,304.20		$20,220,023,607,630.00		$20,220,023,607,630.00		$20,220,023,607,630.00

		3534		$24,475,601.80		$24,540,252.20		$24,644,004.20		$20,220,024,332,330.00		$20,220,024,332,330.00		$20,220,024,332,330.00

		3535		$20,875,851.80		$20,761,002.20		$20,692,254.20		$20,220,019,729,580.00		$20,220,019,729,580.00		$20,220,019,729,580.00

		3536		$24,076,151.80		$24,017,802.20		$23,949,054.20		$20,220,022,986,380.00		$20,220,022,986,380.00		$20,220,022,986,380.00

		3537		$23,916,501.80		$23,887,152.20		$23,893,404.20		$20,220,023,521,230.00		$20,220,023,521,230.00		$20,220,023,521,230.00

		3538		$22,665,901.80		$22,626,052.20		$22,632,304.20		$20,220,021,671,130.00		$20,220,021,671,130.00		$20,220,021,671,130.00

		3539		$23,966,901.80		$23,995,552.20		$24,037,304.20		$20,220,024,383,630.00		$20,220,024,383,630.00		$20,220,024,383,630.00

		3540		$23,485,751.80		$23,520,902.20		$23,586,654.20		$20,220,023,023,480.00		$20,220,023,023,480.00		$20,220,023,023,480.00

		3541		$25,903,201.80		$25,991,852.20		$26,123,104.20		$20,220,026,751,430.00		$20,220,026,751,430.00		$20,220,026,751,430.00

		3542		$23,041,001.80		$22,982,652.20		$22,952,404.20		$20,220,022,030,230.00		$20,220,022,030,230.00		$20,220,022,030,230.00

		3543		$23,965,101.80		$24,000,252.20		$24,032,004.20		$20,220,023,444,830.00		$20,220,023,444,830.00		$20,220,023,444,830.00

		3544		$25,503,601.80		$25,511,752.20		$25,543,004.20		$20,220,024,832,330.00		$20,220,024,832,330.00		$20,220,024,832,330.00

		3545		$24,205,251.80		$24,158,402.20		$24,089,654.20		$20,220,023,126,980.00		$20,220,023,126,980.00		$20,220,023,126,980.00

		3546		$24,386,701.80		$24,346,852.20		$24,332,604.20		$20,220,024,056,930.00		$20,220,024,056,930.00		$20,220,024,056,930.00

		3547		$22,447,751.80		$22,407,902.20		$22,358,654.20		$20,220,021,395,980.00		$20,220,021,395,980.00		$20,220,021,395,980.00

		3548		$23,561,401.80		$23,571,552.20		$23,610,304.20		$20,220,023,990,630.00		$20,220,023,990,630.00		$20,220,023,990,630.00

		3549		$22,960,251.80		$22,889,902.20		$22,846,154.20		$20,220,021,965,980.00		$20,220,021,965,980.00		$20,220,021,965,980.00

		3550		$23,052,101.80		$22,970,752.20		$22,907,504.20		$20,220,021,944,830.00		$20,220,021,944,830.00		$20,220,021,944,830.00

		3551		$25,361,601.80		$25,446,752.20		$25,563,504.20		$20,220,026,010,330.00		$20,220,026,010,330.00		$20,220,026,010,330.00

		3552		$25,139,101.80		$25,162,752.20		$25,197,504.20		$20,220,024,307,830.00		$20,220,024,307,830.00		$20,220,024,307,830.00

		3553		$25,331,351.80		$25,364,002.20		$25,395,254.20		$20,220,024,866,580.00		$20,220,024,866,580.00		$20,220,024,866,580.00

		3554		$24,543,201.80		$24,626,852.20		$24,733,104.20		$20,220,025,409,930.00		$20,220,025,409,930.00		$20,220,025,409,930.00

		3555		$26,139,451.80		$26,192,102.20		$26,257,854.20		$20,220,026,336,680.00		$20,220,026,336,680.00		$20,220,026,336,680.00

		3556		$24,423,001.80		$24,434,652.20		$24,435,404.20		$20,220,023,538,730.00		$20,220,023,538,730.00		$20,220,023,538,730.00

		3557		$25,501,151.80		$25,584,302.20		$25,673,054.20		$20,220,025,763,380.00		$20,220,025,763,380.00		$20,220,025,763,380.00

		3558		$23,426,801.80		$23,411,952.20		$23,427,704.20		$20,220,022,694,530.00		$20,220,022,694,530.00		$20,220,022,694,530.00

		3559		$25,449,001.80		$25,466,152.20		$25,472,904.20		$20,220,026,789,730.00		$20,220,026,789,730.00		$20,220,026,789,730.00

		3560		$22,641,701.80		$22,576,852.20		$22,558,104.20		$20,220,021,621,430.00		$20,220,021,621,430.00		$20,220,021,621,430.00

		3561		$27,572,001.80		$27,663,652.20		$27,771,404.20		$20,220,029,874,230.00		$20,220,029,874,230.00		$20,220,029,874,230.00

		3562		$24,373,701.80		$24,333,852.20		$24,294,604.20		$20,220,023,331,930.00		$20,220,023,331,930.00		$20,220,023,331,930.00

		3563		$22,674,501.80		$22,609,652.20		$22,590,904.20		$20,220,021,762,230.00		$20,220,021,762,230.00		$20,220,021,762,230.00

		3564		$24,564,851.80		$24,646,502.20		$24,736,254.20		$20,220,026,261,580.00		$20,220,026,261,580.00		$20,220,026,261,580.00

		3565		$23,170,851.80		$23,056,002.20		$22,987,254.20		$20,220,022,024,580.00		$20,220,022,024,580.00		$20,220,022,024,580.00

		3566		$23,638,451.80		$23,623,602.20		$23,654,854.20		$20,220,023,754,180.00		$20,220,023,754,180.00		$20,220,023,754,180.00

		3567		$24,123,501.80		$24,104,152.20		$24,069,404.20		$20,220,023,249,230.00		$20,220,023,249,230.00		$20,220,023,249,230.00

		3568		$23,865,401.80		$23,900,552.20		$23,958,304.20		$20,220,023,367,130.00		$20,220,023,367,130.00		$20,220,023,367,130.00

		3569		$21,320,701.80		$21,267,352.20		$21,248,604.20		$20,220,020,468,930.00		$20,220,020,468,930.00		$20,220,020,468,930.00

		3570		$25,269,701.80		$25,329,852.20		$25,413,604.20		$20,220,025,075,930.00		$20,220,025,075,930.00		$20,220,025,075,930.00

		3571		$25,306,401.80		$25,361,552.20		$25,427,804.20		$20,220,024,838,130.00		$20,220,024,838,130.00		$20,220,024,838,130.00

		3572		$21,897,101.80		$21,882,252.20		$21,891,004.20		$20,220,021,160,830.00		$20,220,021,160,830.00		$20,220,021,160,830.00

		3573		$26,339,751.80		$26,387,402.20		$26,445,154.20		$20,220,027,947,980.00		$20,220,027,947,980.00		$20,220,027,947,980.00

		3574		$25,297,951.80		$25,333,602.20		$25,414,854.20		$20,220,025,042,180.00		$20,220,025,042,180.00		$20,220,025,042,180.00

		3575		$25,141,901.80		$25,124,052.20		$25,128,804.20		$20,220,024,830,130.00		$20,220,024,830,130.00		$20,220,024,830,130.00

		3576		$22,456,151.80		$22,341,302.20		$22,272,554.20		$20,220,021,309,880.00		$20,220,021,309,880.00		$20,220,021,309,880.00

		3577		$24,234,051.80		$24,194,202.20		$24,200,454.20		$20,220,024,336,280.00		$20,220,024,336,280.00		$20,220,024,336,280.00

		3578		$21,955,951.80		$21,841,102.20		$21,772,354.20		$20,220,020,809,680.00		$20,220,020,809,680.00		$20,220,020,809,680.00

		3579		$23,760,951.80		$23,746,102.20		$23,777,354.20		$20,220,023,606,680.00		$20,220,023,606,680.00		$20,220,023,606,680.00

		3580		$23,114,551.80		$23,024,702.20		$22,980,954.20		$20,220,022,801,780.00		$20,220,022,801,780.00		$20,220,022,801,780.00

		3581		$23,052,801.80		$23,099,452.20		$23,180,704.20		$20,220,022,772,030.00		$20,220,022,772,030.00		$20,220,022,772,030.00

		3582		$25,515,201.80		$25,600,352.20		$25,709,604.20		$20,220,026,070,930.00		$20,220,026,070,930.00		$20,220,026,070,930.00

		3583		$25,558,951.80		$25,588,102.20		$25,644,354.20		$20,220,025,638,180.00		$20,220,025,638,180.00		$20,220,025,638,180.00

		3584		$24,125,751.80		$24,102,402.20		$24,085,154.20		$20,220,023,336,480.00		$20,220,023,336,480.00		$20,220,023,336,480.00

		3585		$23,944,201.80		$23,829,352.20		$23,760,604.20		$20,220,022,797,930.00		$20,220,022,797,930.00		$20,220,022,797,930.00

		3586		$23,521,051.80		$23,456,202.20		$23,421,954.20		$20,220,022,689,780.00		$20,220,022,689,780.00		$20,220,022,689,780.00

		3587		$24,155,301.80		$24,126,952.20		$24,113,704.20		$20,220,023,207,030.00		$20,220,023,207,030.00		$20,220,023,207,030.00

		3588		$25,930,301.80		$25,940,452.20		$25,996,704.20		$20,220,025,577,530.00		$20,220,025,577,530.00		$20,220,025,577,530.00

		3589		$23,223,201.80		$23,185,852.20		$23,167,604.20		$20,220,022,291,930.00		$20,220,022,291,930.00		$20,220,022,291,930.00

		3590		$22,441,251.80		$22,401,402.20		$22,359,654.20		$20,220,022,838,480.00		$20,220,022,838,480.00		$20,220,022,838,480.00

		3591		$26,655,051.80		$26,710,202.20		$26,744,954.20		$20,220,026,560,280.00		$20,220,026,560,280.00		$20,220,026,560,280.00

		3592		$24,890,551.80		$24,891,202.20		$24,922,454.20		$20,220,024,836,780.00		$20,220,024,836,780.00		$20,220,024,836,780.00

		3593		$23,699,251.80		$23,744,902.20		$23,792,654.20		$20,220,023,354,480.00		$20,220,023,354,480.00		$20,220,023,354,480.00

		3594		$23,558,201.80		$23,529,852.20		$23,522,604.20		$20,220,023,633,930.00		$20,220,023,633,930.00		$20,220,023,633,930.00

		3595		$23,352,751.80		$23,337,902.20		$23,344,154.20		$20,220,022,975,980.00		$20,220,022,975,980.00		$20,220,022,975,980.00

		3596		$23,033,551.80		$23,055,202.20		$23,094,954.20		$20,220,023,048,280.00		$20,220,023,048,280.00		$20,220,023,048,280.00

		3597		$25,458,851.80		$25,435,502.20		$25,441,754.20		$20,220,025,418,580.00		$20,220,025,418,580.00		$20,220,025,418,580.00

		3598		$22,633,001.80		$22,518,152.20		$22,449,404.20		$20,220,021,486,730.00		$20,220,021,486,730.00		$20,220,021,486,730.00

		3599		$23,005,801.80		$22,965,952.20		$22,972,204.20		$20,220,022,354,030.00		$20,220,022,354,030.00		$20,220,022,354,030.00

		3600		$24,562,651.80		$24,587,802.20		$24,644,054.20		$20,220,024,187,880.00		$20,220,024,187,880.00		$20,220,024,187,880.00

		3601		$23,313,351.80		$23,298,502.20		$23,305,254.20		$20,220,023,295,080.00		$20,220,023,295,080.00		$20,220,023,295,080.00

		3602		$22,992,001.80		$22,975,652.20		$22,981,904.20		$20,220,022,136,730.00		$20,220,022,136,730.00		$20,220,022,136,730.00

		3603		$23,806,001.80		$23,861,652.20		$23,942,904.20		$20,220,024,730,230.00		$20,220,024,730,230.00		$20,220,024,730,230.00

		3604		$23,824,351.80		$23,834,002.20		$23,865,254.20		$20,220,023,100,580.00		$20,220,023,100,580.00		$20,220,023,100,580.00

		3605		$24,055,201.80		$24,076,852.20		$24,133,104.20		$20,220,023,741,930.00		$20,220,023,741,930.00		$20,220,023,741,930.00

		3606		$25,453,651.80		$25,413,802.20		$25,415,554.20		$20,220,025,116,880.00		$20,220,025,116,880.00		$20,220,025,116,880.00

		3607		$24,159,551.80		$24,144,702.20		$24,175,954.20		$20,220,023,641,280.00		$20,220,023,641,280.00		$20,220,023,641,280.00

		3608		$24,023,101.80		$24,032,752.20		$24,029,004.20		$20,220,023,103,330.00		$20,220,023,103,330.00		$20,220,023,103,330.00

		3609		$27,691,401.80		$27,733,052.20		$27,814,304.20		$20,220,027,184,630.00		$20,220,027,184,630.00		$20,220,027,184,630.00

		3610		$24,786,901.80		$24,822,052.20		$24,903,304.20		$20,220,025,717,630.00		$20,220,025,717,630.00		$20,220,025,717,630.00

		3611		$23,189,801.80		$23,174,952.20		$23,188,704.20		$20,220,022,314,530.00		$20,220,022,314,530.00		$20,220,022,314,530.00

		3612		$24,104,901.80		$24,015,052.20		$23,965,804.20		$20,220,023,003,130.00		$20,220,023,003,130.00		$20,220,023,003,130.00

		3613		$23,046,401.80		$23,006,552.20		$23,010,304.20		$20,220,022,140,630.00		$20,220,022,140,630.00		$20,220,022,140,630.00

		3614		$23,674,701.80		$23,659,852.20		$23,673,604.20		$20,220,022,814,430.00		$20,220,022,814,430.00		$20,220,022,814,430.00

		3615		$24,527,401.80		$24,437,552.20		$24,383,304.20		$20,220,023,420,630.00		$20,220,023,420,630.00		$20,220,023,420,630.00

		3616		$23,591,751.80		$23,576,902.20		$23,597,654.20		$20,220,023,089,480.00		$20,220,023,089,480.00		$20,220,023,089,480.00

		3617		$23,507,201.80		$23,500,852.20		$23,532,104.20		$20,220,023,072,430.00		$20,220,023,072,430.00		$20,220,023,072,430.00

		3618		$25,004,901.80		$24,965,052.20		$24,971,304.20		$20,220,024,089,130.00		$20,220,024,089,130.00		$20,220,024,089,130.00

		3619		$24,637,901.80		$24,617,552.20		$24,605,304.20		$20,220,023,831,630.00		$20,220,023,831,630.00		$20,220,023,831,630.00

		3620		$23,992,601.80		$24,034,252.20		$24,055,504.20		$20,220,023,291,830.00		$20,220,023,291,830.00		$20,220,023,291,830.00

		3621		$23,460,751.80		$23,454,402.20		$23,468,154.20		$20,220,022,769,980.00		$20,220,022,769,980.00		$20,220,022,769,980.00

		3622		$25,320,851.80		$25,352,002.20		$25,408,254.20		$20,220,026,048,080.00		$20,220,026,048,080.00		$20,220,026,048,080.00

		3623		$24,513,901.80		$24,485,052.20		$24,472,804.20		$20,220,024,422,130.00		$20,220,024,422,130.00		$20,220,024,422,130.00

		3624		$23,885,951.80		$23,882,602.20		$23,913,854.20		$20,220,023,745,180.00		$20,220,023,745,180.00		$20,220,023,745,180.00

		3625		$22,593,001.80		$22,608,652.20		$22,654,404.20		$20,220,025,848,730.00		$20,220,025,848,730.00		$20,220,025,848,730.00

		3626		$25,947,901.80		$26,058,052.20		$26,214,304.20		$20,220,027,228,130.00		$20,220,027,228,130.00		$20,220,027,228,130.00

		3627		$24,244,251.80		$24,179,402.20		$24,160,654.20		$20,220,023,380,980.00		$20,220,023,380,980.00		$20,220,023,380,980.00

		3628		$22,665,351.80		$22,675,502.20		$22,731,754.20		$20,220,023,268,580.00		$20,220,023,268,580.00		$20,220,023,268,580.00

		3629		$23,889,101.80		$23,887,752.20		$23,894,004.20		$20,220,023,117,830.00		$20,220,023,117,830.00		$20,220,023,117,830.00

		3630		$23,965,751.80		$23,873,902.20		$23,805,154.20		$20,220,022,842,480.00		$20,220,022,842,480.00		$20,220,022,842,480.00

		3631		$24,268,801.80		$24,228,952.20		$24,235,204.20		$20,220,023,644,030.00		$20,220,023,644,030.00		$20,220,023,644,030.00

		3632		$24,046,201.80		$24,006,352.20		$24,012,604.20		$20,220,023,077,430.00		$20,220,023,077,430.00		$20,220,023,077,430.00

		3633		$26,464,951.80		$26,600,102.20		$26,776,854.20		$20,220,027,263,680.00		$20,220,027,263,680.00		$20,220,027,263,680.00

		3634		$23,949,601.80		$24,059,752.20		$24,206,504.20		$20,220,024,200,830.00		$20,220,024,200,830.00		$20,220,024,200,830.00

		3635		$23,653,101.80		$23,679,752.20		$23,702,004.20		$20,220,023,166,830.00		$20,220,023,166,830.00		$20,220,023,166,830.00

		3636		$24,723,251.80		$24,662,902.20		$24,637,154.20		$20,220,023,674,480.00		$20,220,023,674,480.00		$20,220,023,674,480.00

		3637		$24,994,901.80		$25,008,552.20		$25,064,804.20		$20,220,025,456,630.00		$20,220,025,456,630.00		$20,220,025,456,630.00

		3638		$23,414,651.80		$23,480,302.20		$23,586,554.20		$20,220,024,089,380.00		$20,220,024,089,380.00		$20,220,024,089,380.00

		3639		$23,332,801.80		$23,367,952.20		$23,449,204.20		$20,220,024,029,530.00		$20,220,024,029,530.00		$20,220,024,029,530.00

		3640		$24,562,451.80		$24,660,102.20		$24,790,854.20		$20,220,025,321,680.00		$20,220,025,321,680.00		$20,220,025,321,680.00

		3641		$23,018,401.80		$22,928,552.20		$22,884,804.20		$20,220,022,072,630.00		$20,220,022,072,630.00		$20,220,022,072,630.00

		3642		$24,094,101.80		$24,095,752.20		$24,127,004.20		$20,220,024,037,330.00		$20,220,024,037,330.00		$20,220,024,037,330.00

		3643		$26,374,701.80		$26,421,352.20		$26,455,104.20		$20,220,026,592,430.00		$20,220,026,592,430.00		$20,220,026,592,430.00

		3644		$24,395,701.80		$24,357,352.20		$24,363,604.20		$20,220,024,433,430.00		$20,220,024,433,430.00		$20,220,024,433,430.00

		3645		$23,752,851.80		$23,759,502.20		$23,774,254.20		$20,220,023,735,080.00		$20,220,023,735,080.00		$20,220,023,735,080.00

		3646		$22,526,201.80		$22,536,352.20		$22,592,604.20		$20,220,023,651,430.00		$20,220,023,651,430.00		$20,220,023,651,430.00

		3647		$21,447,601.80		$21,332,752.20		$21,264,004.20		$20,220,020,301,330.00		$20,220,020,301,330.00		$20,220,020,301,330.00

		3648		$25,046,651.80		$25,037,302.20		$25,068,554.20		$20,220,024,429,880.00		$20,220,024,429,880.00		$20,220,024,429,880.00

		3649		$21,710,951.80		$21,651,602.20		$21,582,854.20		$20,220,020,620,180.00		$20,220,020,620,180.00		$20,220,020,620,180.00

		3650		$26,161,601.80		$26,279,752.20		$26,386,504.20		$20,220,026,873,330.00		$20,220,026,873,330.00		$20,220,026,873,330.00

		3651		$24,414,451.80		$24,374,602.20		$24,380,854.20		$20,220,023,760,680.00		$20,220,023,760,680.00		$20,220,023,760,680.00

		3652		$24,210,101.80		$24,095,252.20		$24,026,504.20		$20,220,023,063,830.00		$20,220,023,063,830.00		$20,220,023,063,830.00

		3653		$23,798,451.80		$23,771,102.20		$23,777,354.20		$20,220,023,331,180.00		$20,220,023,331,180.00		$20,220,023,331,180.00

		3654		$26,621,351.80		$26,681,502.20		$26,768,254.20		$20,220,028,866,580.00		$20,220,028,866,580.00		$20,220,028,866,580.00

		3655		$26,343,551.80		$26,362,202.20		$26,418,454.20		$20,220,025,694,280.00		$20,220,025,694,280.00		$20,220,025,694,280.00

		3656		$23,803,051.80		$23,688,202.20		$23,619,454.20		$20,220,022,656,780.00		$20,220,022,656,780.00		$20,220,022,656,780.00

		3657		$24,439,351.80		$24,324,502.20		$24,255,754.20		$20,220,023,293,080.00		$20,220,023,293,080.00		$20,220,023,293,080.00

		3658		$25,163,001.80		$25,259,652.20		$25,390,904.20		$20,220,026,234,230.00		$20,220,026,234,230.00		$20,220,026,234,230.00

		3659		$22,719,751.80		$22,679,902.20		$22,686,154.20		$20,220,021,842,980.00		$20,220,021,842,980.00		$20,220,021,842,980.00

		3660		$22,965,451.80		$22,950,602.20		$22,981,854.20		$20,220,022,932,180.00		$20,220,022,932,180.00		$20,220,022,932,180.00

		3661		$23,516,351.80		$23,451,502.20		$23,432,754.20		$20,220,022,752,080.00		$20,220,022,752,080.00		$20,220,022,752,080.00

		3662		$24,152,501.80		$24,112,652.20		$24,118,904.20		$20,220,023,731,730.00		$20,220,023,731,730.00		$20,220,023,731,730.00

		3663		$25,653,701.80		$25,695,852.20		$25,752,104.20		$20,220,027,185,930.00		$20,220,027,185,930.00		$20,220,027,185,930.00

		3664		$24,861,901.80		$24,872,052.20		$24,925,804.20		$20,220,024,981,130.00		$20,220,024,981,130.00		$20,220,024,981,130.00

		3665		$25,934,351.80		$25,948,002.20		$26,004,254.20		$20,220,025,577,080.00		$20,220,025,577,080.00		$20,220,025,577,080.00

		3666		$24,547,651.80		$24,582,802.20		$24,647,554.20		$20,220,023,831,380.00		$20,220,023,831,380.00		$20,220,023,831,380.00

		3667		$24,284,401.80		$24,319,552.20		$24,400,804.20		$20,220,024,110,130.00		$20,220,024,110,130.00		$20,220,024,110,130.00

		3668		$24,006,751.80		$23,905,902.20		$23,837,154.20		$20,220,022,874,480.00		$20,220,022,874,480.00		$20,220,022,874,480.00

		3669		$22,989,851.80		$22,975,002.20		$22,988,754.20		$20,220,022,409,580.00		$20,220,022,409,580.00		$20,220,022,409,580.00

		3670		$22,491,201.80		$22,430,852.20		$22,412,104.20		$20,220,022,128,430.00		$20,220,022,128,430.00		$20,220,022,128,430.00

		3671		$23,889,751.80		$23,899,902.20		$23,956,154.20		$20,220,023,852,980.00		$20,220,023,852,980.00		$20,220,023,852,980.00

		3672		$23,289,651.80		$23,249,802.20		$23,256,054.20		$20,220,023,483,880.00		$20,220,023,483,880.00		$20,220,023,483,880.00

		3673		$22,619,701.80		$22,605,352.20		$22,597,104.20		$20,220,021,913,430.00		$20,220,021,913,430.00		$20,220,021,913,430.00

		3674		$23,660,551.80		$23,645,702.20		$23,676,954.20		$20,220,023,000,280.00		$20,220,023,000,280.00		$20,220,023,000,280.00

		3675		$23,970,251.80		$24,030,402.20		$24,101,154.20		$20,220,023,311,480.00		$20,220,023,311,480.00		$20,220,023,311,480.00

		3676		$25,802,251.80		$25,812,402.20		$25,868,654.20		$20,220,026,176,480.00		$20,220,026,176,480.00		$20,220,026,176,480.00

		3677		$23,562,351.80		$23,522,502.20		$23,509,254.20		$20,220,022,717,580.00		$20,220,022,717,580.00		$20,220,022,717,580.00

		3678		$22,774,851.80		$22,660,002.20		$22,591,254.20		$20,220,021,628,580.00		$20,220,021,628,580.00		$20,220,021,628,580.00

		3679		$23,223,601.80		$23,208,752.20		$23,240,004.20		$20,220,022,883,330.00		$20,220,022,883,330.00		$20,220,022,883,330.00

		3680		$23,067,201.80		$22,985,852.20		$22,942,104.20		$20,220,022,155,930.00		$20,220,022,155,930.00		$20,220,022,155,930.00

		3681		$22,498,651.80		$22,458,802.20		$22,465,054.20		$20,220,022,175,880.00		$20,220,022,175,880.00		$20,220,022,175,880.00

		3682		$24,067,701.80		$24,115,352.20		$24,178,104.20		$20,220,023,805,930.00		$20,220,023,805,930.00		$20,220,023,805,930.00

		3683		$23,242,101.80		$23,144,752.20		$23,076,004.20		$20,220,022,113,330.00		$20,220,022,113,330.00		$20,220,022,113,330.00

		3684		$24,919,601.80		$24,924,252.20		$24,930,504.20		$20,220,024,128,330.00		$20,220,024,128,330.00		$20,220,024,128,330.00

		3685		$25,701,551.80		$25,786,702.20		$25,883,954.20		$20,220,025,671,280.00		$20,220,025,671,280.00		$20,220,025,671,280.00

		3686		$21,753,301.80		$21,638,452.20		$21,569,704.20		$20,220,020,607,030.00		$20,220,020,607,030.00		$20,220,020,607,030.00

		3687		$24,741,251.80		$24,751,402.20		$24,807,654.20		$20,220,026,185,480.00		$20,220,026,185,480.00		$20,220,026,185,480.00

		3688		$23,567,551.80		$23,552,702.20		$23,569,454.20		$20,220,022,962,280.00		$20,220,022,962,280.00		$20,220,022,962,280.00

		3689		$24,394,801.80		$24,304,952.20		$24,261,204.20		$20,220,023,778,030.00		$20,220,023,778,030.00		$20,220,023,778,030.00

		3690		$24,542,951.80		$24,528,102.20		$24,559,354.20		$20,220,024,071,680.00		$20,220,024,071,680.00		$20,220,024,071,680.00

		3691		$23,968,451.80		$23,946,102.20		$23,952,354.20		$20,220,023,131,180.00		$20,220,023,131,180.00		$20,220,023,131,180.00

		3692		$25,309,801.80		$25,358,452.20		$25,439,704.20		$20,220,025,818,030.00		$20,220,025,818,030.00		$20,220,025,818,030.00

		3693		$22,711,601.80		$22,771,752.20		$22,855,504.20		$20,220,022,498,830.00		$20,220,022,498,830.00		$20,220,022,498,830.00

		3694		$25,157,751.80		$25,172,902.20		$25,204,154.20		$20,220,024,952,480.00		$20,220,024,952,480.00		$20,220,024,952,480.00

		3695		$23,725,151.80		$23,742,802.20		$23,782,554.20		$20,220,023,413,880.00		$20,220,023,413,880.00		$20,220,023,413,880.00

		3696		$21,949,401.80		$21,909,552.20		$21,898,304.20		$20,220,021,933,630.00		$20,220,021,933,630.00		$20,220,021,933,630.00

		3697		$23,625,751.80		$23,645,402.20		$23,701,654.20		$20,220,022,827,480.00		$20,220,022,827,480.00		$20,220,022,827,480.00

		3698		$23,092,501.80		$23,165,152.20		$23,263,904.20		$20,220,023,062,230.00		$20,220,023,062,230.00		$20,220,023,062,230.00

		3699		$25,393,551.80		$25,372,202.20		$25,378,454.20		$20,220,024,586,280.00		$20,220,024,586,280.00		$20,220,024,586,280.00

		3700		$25,454,051.80		$25,489,202.20		$25,542,954.20		$20,220,025,536,780.00		$20,220,025,536,780.00		$20,220,025,536,780.00

		3701		$22,662,601.80		$22,622,752.20		$22,626,504.20		$20,220,022,080,830.00		$20,220,022,080,830.00		$20,220,022,080,830.00

		3702		$24,499,901.80		$24,553,552.20		$24,634,804.20		$20,220,025,281,130.00		$20,220,025,281,130.00		$20,220,025,281,130.00

		3703		$23,261,151.80		$23,198,302.20		$23,154,554.20		$20,220,023,209,380.00		$20,220,023,209,380.00		$20,220,023,209,380.00

		3704		$24,218,451.80		$24,178,602.20		$24,164,854.20		$20,220,023,427,680.00		$20,220,023,427,680.00		$20,220,023,427,680.00

		3705		$24,099,351.80		$24,124,002.20		$24,155,254.20		$20,220,023,554,580.00		$20,220,023,554,580.00		$20,220,023,554,580.00

		3706		$24,970,901.80		$25,031,052.20		$25,123,304.20		$20,220,025,356,130.00		$20,220,025,356,130.00		$20,220,025,356,130.00

		3707		$25,630,601.80		$25,590,752.20		$25,597,004.20		$20,220,026,152,830.00		$20,220,026,152,830.00		$20,220,026,152,830.00

		3708		$21,350,851.80		$21,366,502.20		$21,410,254.20		$20,220,021,028,580.00		$20,220,021,028,580.00		$20,220,021,028,580.00

		3709		$21,980,951.80		$21,906,602.20		$21,862,854.20		$20,220,021,126,680.00		$20,220,021,126,680.00		$20,220,021,126,680.00

		3710		$25,433,051.80		$25,443,202.20		$25,499,454.20		$20,220,025,942,280.00		$20,220,025,942,280.00		$20,220,025,942,280.00

		3711		$23,297,401.80		$23,240,052.20		$23,221,304.20		$20,220,022,915,630.00		$20,220,022,915,630.00		$20,220,022,915,630.00

		3712		$24,845,401.80		$24,871,052.20		$24,892,304.20		$20,220,024,126,130.00		$20,220,024,126,130.00		$20,220,024,126,130.00

		3713		$24,019,801.80		$24,054,952.20		$24,136,204.20		$20,220,024,184,530.00		$20,220,024,184,530.00		$20,220,024,184,530.00

		3714		$23,316,251.80		$23,251,402.20		$23,232,654.20		$20,220,022,527,980.00		$20,220,022,527,980.00		$20,220,022,527,980.00

		3715		$21,487,951.80		$21,373,102.20		$21,304,354.20		$20,220,020,341,680.00		$20,220,020,341,680.00		$20,220,020,341,680.00

		3716		$25,945,101.80		$25,980,252.20		$26,018,504.20		$20,220,025,531,830.00		$20,220,025,531,830.00		$20,220,025,531,830.00

		3717		$25,455,051.80		$25,490,202.20		$25,571,454.20		$20,220,025,718,780.00		$20,220,025,718,780.00		$20,220,025,718,780.00

		3718		$23,287,501.80		$23,313,152.20		$23,346,904.20		$20,220,024,543,230.00		$20,220,024,543,230.00		$20,220,024,543,230.00

		3719		$23,268,851.80		$23,279,002.20		$23,335,254.20		$20,220,025,189,080.00		$20,220,025,189,080.00		$20,220,025,189,080.00

		3720		$25,266,801.80		$25,201,952.20		$25,183,204.20		$20,220,027,444,530.00		$20,220,027,444,530.00		$20,220,027,444,530.00

		3721		$25,839,451.80		$25,899,602.20		$25,965,854.20		$20,220,026,414,680.00		$20,220,026,414,680.00		$20,220,026,414,680.00

		3722		$24,945,501.80		$24,941,152.20		$24,972,404.20		$20,220,024,939,730.00		$20,220,024,939,730.00		$20,220,024,939,730.00

		3723		$22,576,251.80		$22,536,402.20		$22,542,654.20		$20,220,021,691,480.00		$20,220,021,691,480.00		$20,220,021,691,480.00

		3724		$25,052,351.80		$25,087,502.20		$25,168,754.20		$20,220,024,948,080.00		$20,220,024,948,080.00		$20,220,024,948,080.00

		3725		$23,953,551.80		$23,838,702.20		$23,769,954.20		$20,220,022,807,280.00		$20,220,022,807,280.00		$20,220,022,807,280.00

		3726		$23,528,901.80		$23,522,052.20		$23,553,304.20		$20,220,022,896,630.00		$20,220,022,896,630.00		$20,220,022,896,630.00

		3727		$23,850,401.80		$23,835,552.20		$23,866,804.20		$20,220,023,663,130.00		$20,220,023,663,130.00		$20,220,023,663,130.00

		3728		$25,536,451.80		$25,658,602.20		$25,814,854.20		$20,220,026,892,680.00		$20,220,026,892,680.00		$20,220,026,892,680.00

		3729		$26,322,901.80		$26,358,052.20		$26,431,304.20		$20,220,027,705,630.00		$20,220,027,705,630.00		$20,220,027,705,630.00

		3730		$23,526,901.80		$23,548,552.20		$23,604,804.20		$20,220,023,536,630.00		$20,220,023,536,630.00		$20,220,023,536,630.00

		3731		$26,112,751.80		$26,157,402.20		$26,238,654.20		$20,220,026,108,980.00		$20,220,026,108,980.00		$20,220,026,108,980.00

		3732		$22,671,301.80		$22,631,452.20		$22,637,704.20		$20,220,022,188,530.00		$20,220,022,188,530.00		$20,220,022,188,530.00

		3733		$24,582,201.80		$24,491,852.20		$24,423,104.20		$20,220,023,460,430.00		$20,220,023,460,430.00		$20,220,023,460,430.00

		3734		$23,376,601.80		$23,461,752.20		$23,583,504.20		$20,220,025,996,330.00		$20,220,025,996,330.00		$20,220,025,996,330.00

		3735		$23,872,301.80		$23,857,452.20		$23,888,704.20		$20,220,022,955,030.00		$20,220,022,955,030.00		$20,220,022,955,030.00

		3736		$24,013,751.80		$23,973,902.20		$23,964,654.20		$20,220,023,127,980.00		$20,220,023,127,980.00		$20,220,023,127,980.00

		3737		$23,063,601.80		$22,998,752.20		$22,980,004.20		$20,220,022,088,330.00		$20,220,022,088,330.00		$20,220,022,088,330.00

		3738		$26,158,651.80		$26,143,802.20		$26,175,054.20		$20,220,025,877,380.00		$20,220,025,877,380.00		$20,220,025,877,380.00

		3739		$23,475,101.80		$23,437,752.20		$23,415,504.20		$20,220,022,452,830.00		$20,220,022,452,830.00		$20,220,022,452,830.00

		3740		$25,086,651.80		$25,077,302.20		$25,095,054.20		$20,220,024,433,880.00		$20,220,024,433,880.00		$20,220,024,433,880.00

		3741		$24,395,851.80		$24,372,502.20		$24,378,754.20		$20,220,024,176,580.00		$20,220,024,176,580.00		$20,220,024,176,580.00

		3742		$23,596,251.80		$23,581,402.20		$23,609,654.20		$20,220,023,130,980.00		$20,220,023,130,980.00		$20,220,023,130,980.00

		3743		$25,107,701.80		$25,142,852.20		$25,224,104.20		$20,220,025,438,430.00		$20,220,025,438,430.00		$20,220,025,438,430.00

		3744		$24,298,701.80		$24,183,852.20		$24,115,104.20		$20,220,023,152,430.00		$20,220,023,152,430.00		$20,220,023,152,430.00

		3745		$22,978,601.80		$22,963,752.20		$22,995,004.20		$20,220,022,157,330.00		$20,220,022,157,330.00		$20,220,022,157,330.00

		3746		$23,111,301.80		$23,046,452.20		$23,027,704.20		$20,220,022,750,030.00		$20,220,022,750,030.00		$20,220,022,750,030.00

		3747		$23,620,301.80		$23,580,452.20		$23,580,204.20		$20,220,022,807,530.00		$20,220,022,807,530.00		$20,220,022,807,530.00

		3748		$23,724,601.80		$23,759,752.20		$23,841,004.20		$20,220,024,648,330.00		$20,220,024,648,330.00		$20,220,024,648,330.00

		3749		$25,141,951.80		$25,227,102.20		$25,348,854.20		$20,220,025,299,680.00		$20,220,025,299,680.00		$20,220,025,299,680.00

		3750		$23,372,001.80		$23,332,152.20		$23,338,404.20		$20,220,022,639,230.00		$20,220,022,639,230.00		$20,220,022,639,230.00

		3751		$25,027,451.80		$25,088,602.20		$25,169,854.20		$20,220,025,873,180.00		$20,220,025,873,180.00		$20,220,025,873,180.00

		3752		$26,401,501.80		$26,393,152.20		$26,424,404.20		$20,220,026,922,730.00		$20,220,026,922,730.00		$20,220,026,922,730.00

		3753		$23,559,251.80		$23,544,402.20		$23,575,654.20		$20,220,022,757,980.00		$20,220,022,757,980.00		$20,220,022,757,980.00

		3754		$23,380,801.80		$23,465,952.20		$23,555,704.20		$20,220,023,955,530.00		$20,220,023,955,530.00		$20,220,023,955,530.00

		3755		$22,888,151.80		$22,848,302.20		$22,854,554.20		$20,220,023,469,380.00		$20,220,023,469,380.00		$20,220,023,469,380.00

		3756		$23,446,701.80		$23,431,852.20		$23,463,104.20		$20,220,025,749,430.00		$20,220,025,749,430.00		$20,220,025,749,430.00

		3757		$25,967,051.80		$26,002,202.20		$26,083,454.20		$20,220,026,514,780.00		$20,220,026,514,780.00		$20,220,026,514,780.00

		3758		$23,819,601.80		$23,754,752.20		$23,690,004.20		$20,220,022,727,330.00		$20,220,022,727,330.00		$20,220,022,727,330.00

		3759		$22,915,451.80		$22,800,602.20		$22,731,854.20		$20,220,021,769,180.00		$20,220,021,769,180.00		$20,220,021,769,180.00

		3760		$22,946,501.80		$22,856,652.20		$22,812,904.20		$20,220,021,885,730.00		$20,220,021,885,730.00		$20,220,021,885,730.00

		3761		$22,966,051.80		$22,936,702.20		$22,919,454.20		$20,220,022,136,780.00		$20,220,022,136,780.00		$20,220,022,136,780.00

		3762		$25,013,201.80		$25,023,352.20		$25,079,604.20		$20,220,024,672,430.00		$20,220,024,672,430.00		$20,220,024,672,430.00

		3763		$24,553,251.80		$24,463,402.20		$24,419,654.20		$20,220,023,475,480.00		$20,220,023,475,480.00		$20,220,023,475,480.00

		3764		$22,707,301.80		$22,657,952.20		$22,597,204.20		$20,220,021,634,530.00		$20,220,021,634,530.00		$20,220,021,634,530.00

		3765		$24,294,151.80		$24,377,302.20		$24,451,054.20		$20,220,024,215,880.00		$20,220,024,215,880.00		$20,220,024,215,880.00

		3766		$24,397,101.80		$24,482,252.20		$24,587,504.20		$20,220,025,515,830.00		$20,220,025,515,830.00		$20,220,025,515,830.00

		3767		$24,447,551.80		$24,382,702.20		$24,363,954.20		$20,220,023,611,280.00		$20,220,023,611,280.00		$20,220,023,611,280.00

		3768		$26,148,251.80		$26,133,402.20		$26,154,154.20		$20,220,028,012,980.00		$20,220,028,012,980.00		$20,220,028,012,980.00

		3769		$24,333,951.80		$24,319,102.20		$24,350,354.20		$20,220,024,262,680.00		$20,220,024,262,680.00		$20,220,024,262,680.00

		3770		$22,821,351.80		$22,856,502.20		$22,892,754.20		$20,220,022,335,080.00		$20,220,022,335,080.00		$20,220,022,335,080.00

		3771		$24,708,501.80		$24,693,652.20		$24,724,904.20		$20,220,023,917,230.00		$20,220,023,917,230.00		$20,220,023,917,230.00

		3772		$24,208,251.80		$24,193,402.20		$24,190,654.20		$20,220,023,820,980.00		$20,220,023,820,980.00		$20,220,023,820,980.00

		3773		$25,591,801.80		$25,601,952.20		$25,657,704.20		$20,220,024,794,030.00		$20,220,024,794,030.00		$20,220,024,794,030.00

		3774		$25,782,601.80		$25,877,752.20		$25,970,504.20		$20,220,026,836,830.00		$20,220,026,836,830.00		$20,220,026,836,830.00

		3775		$24,173,701.80		$24,133,852.20		$24,140,104.20		$20,220,023,255,930.00		$20,220,023,255,930.00		$20,220,023,255,930.00

		3776		$25,024,301.80		$24,984,452.20		$24,990,704.20		$20,220,024,677,530.00		$20,220,024,677,530.00		$20,220,024,677,530.00

		3777		$24,946,451.80		$24,981,602.20		$25,023,854.20		$20,220,024,909,180.00		$20,220,024,909,180.00		$20,220,024,909,180.00

		3778		$24,614,501.80		$24,499,652.20		$24,430,904.20		$20,220,023,468,230.00		$20,220,023,468,230.00		$20,220,023,468,230.00

		3779		$22,876,701.80		$22,861,852.20		$22,876,104.20		$20,220,022,132,430.00		$20,220,022,132,430.00		$20,220,022,132,430.00

		3780		$21,925,651.80		$21,810,802.20		$21,742,054.20		$20,220,020,779,380.00		$20,220,020,779,380.00		$20,220,020,779,380.00

		3781		$24,224,201.80		$24,261,352.20		$24,317,604.20		$20,220,024,643,430.00		$20,220,024,643,430.00		$20,220,024,643,430.00

		3782		$25,639,001.80		$25,674,152.20		$25,755,404.20		$20,220,025,648,730.00		$20,220,025,648,730.00		$20,220,025,648,730.00

		3783		$25,426,701.80		$25,461,852.20		$25,526,604.20		$20,220,025,419,430.00		$20,220,025,419,430.00		$20,220,025,419,430.00

		3784		$22,740,201.80		$22,725,352.20		$22,756,604.20		$20,220,023,060,930.00		$20,220,023,060,930.00		$20,220,023,060,930.00

		3785		$24,483,651.80		$24,468,802.20		$24,500,054.20		$20,220,025,454,380.00		$20,220,025,454,380.00		$20,220,025,454,380.00

		3786		$24,490,801.80		$24,433,952.20		$24,390,204.20		$20,220,025,225,030.00		$20,220,025,225,030.00		$20,220,025,225,030.00

		3787		$22,767,701.80		$22,702,852.20		$22,684,104.20		$20,220,022,506,430.00		$20,220,022,506,430.00		$20,220,022,506,430.00

		3788		$24,217,301.80		$24,280,452.20		$24,348,204.20		$20,220,024,112,030.00		$20,220,024,112,030.00		$20,220,024,112,030.00

		3789		$23,365,201.80		$23,300,352.20		$23,281,604.20		$20,220,022,405,930.00		$20,220,022,405,930.00		$20,220,022,405,930.00

		3790		$23,438,051.80		$23,323,202.20		$23,254,454.20		$20,220,022,291,780.00		$20,220,022,291,780.00		$20,220,022,291,780.00

		3791		$24,267,551.80		$24,152,702.20		$24,083,954.20		$20,220,023,121,280.00		$20,220,023,121,280.00		$20,220,023,121,280.00

		3792		$23,913,351.80		$23,873,502.20		$23,879,754.20		$20,220,023,119,580.00		$20,220,023,119,580.00		$20,220,023,119,580.00

		3793		$25,379,401.80		$25,370,052.20		$25,387,804.20		$20,220,024,651,630.00		$20,220,024,651,630.00		$20,220,024,651,630.00

		3794		$25,596,801.80		$25,636,452.20		$25,700,204.20		$20,220,025,249,030.00		$20,220,025,249,030.00		$20,220,025,249,030.00

		3795		$25,889,651.80		$25,949,802.20		$26,037,054.20		$20,220,026,281,880.00		$20,220,026,281,880.00		$20,220,026,281,880.00

		3796		$22,750,951.80		$22,761,102.20		$22,817,354.20		$20,220,023,679,180.00		$20,220,023,679,180.00		$20,220,023,679,180.00

		3797		$25,023,351.80		$25,083,502.20		$25,182,254.20		$20,220,024,697,580.00		$20,220,024,697,580.00		$20,220,024,697,580.00

		3798		$24,488,801.80		$24,428,452.20		$24,409,704.20		$20,220,023,584,030.00		$20,220,023,584,030.00		$20,220,023,584,030.00

		3799		$25,817,051.80		$25,827,202.20		$25,883,454.20		$20,220,026,697,280.00		$20,220,026,697,280.00		$20,220,026,697,280.00

		3800		$23,612,401.80		$23,572,552.20		$23,578,804.20		$20,220,023,293,630.00		$20,220,023,293,630.00		$20,220,023,293,630.00

		3801		$25,655,201.80		$25,640,352.20		$25,671,604.20		$20,220,025,529,930.00		$20,220,025,529,930.00		$20,220,025,529,930.00

		3802		$22,792,901.80		$22,678,052.20		$22,609,304.20		$20,220,021,646,630.00		$20,220,021,646,630.00		$20,220,021,646,630.00

		3803		$22,328,501.80		$22,313,652.20		$22,344,904.20		$20,220,022,004,230.00		$20,220,022,004,230.00		$20,220,022,004,230.00

		3804		$25,953,651.80		$25,938,802.20		$25,970,054.20		$20,220,025,361,380.00		$20,220,025,361,380.00		$20,220,025,361,380.00

		3805		$24,920,351.80		$24,880,502.20		$24,886,754.20		$20,220,024,976,580.00		$20,220,024,976,580.00		$20,220,024,976,580.00

		3806		$23,143,851.80		$23,029,002.20		$22,960,254.20		$20,220,021,997,580.00		$20,220,021,997,580.00		$20,220,021,997,580.00

		3807		$24,334,251.80		$24,269,402.20		$24,250,654.20		$20,220,023,955,980.00		$20,220,023,955,980.00		$20,220,023,955,980.00

		3808		$24,253,101.80		$24,213,252.20		$24,215,004.20		$20,220,023,326,330.00		$20,220,023,326,330.00		$20,220,023,326,330.00

		3809		$23,096,401.80		$23,021,052.20		$22,974,804.20		$20,220,022,012,130.00		$20,220,022,012,130.00		$20,220,022,012,130.00

		3810		$23,285,151.80		$23,270,302.20		$23,290,054.20		$20,220,023,558,880.00		$20,220,023,558,880.00		$20,220,023,558,880.00

		3811		$24,433,651.80		$24,318,802.20		$24,250,054.20		$20,220,023,287,380.00		$20,220,023,287,380.00		$20,220,023,287,380.00

		3812		$22,943,851.80		$22,879,002.20		$22,860,254.20		$20,220,022,486,580.00		$20,220,022,486,580.00		$20,220,022,486,580.00

		3813		$22,025,901.80		$21,911,052.20		$21,842,304.20		$20,220,020,879,630.00		$20,220,020,879,630.00		$20,220,020,879,630.00

		3814		$24,281,751.80		$24,337,402.20		$24,402,154.20		$20,220,023,873,980.00		$20,220,023,873,980.00		$20,220,023,873,980.00

		3815		$25,051,951.80		$25,012,102.20		$25,018,354.20		$20,220,024,969,180.00		$20,220,024,969,180.00		$20,220,024,969,180.00

		3816		$25,461,251.80		$25,471,402.20		$25,488,154.20		$20,220,025,005,480.00		$20,220,025,005,480.00		$20,220,025,005,480.00

		3817		$25,108,701.80		$24,993,852.20		$24,925,104.20		$20,220,023,962,430.00		$20,220,023,962,430.00		$20,220,023,962,430.00

		3818		$24,308,901.80		$24,316,552.20		$24,332,304.20		$20,220,024,154,130.00		$20,220,024,154,130.00		$20,220,024,154,130.00

		3819		$23,808,751.80		$23,843,902.20		$23,872,654.20		$20,220,022,993,480.00		$20,220,022,993,480.00		$20,220,022,993,480.00

		3820		$24,288,501.80		$24,308,152.20		$24,354,904.20		$20,220,026,509,230.00		$20,220,026,509,230.00		$20,220,026,509,230.00

		3821		$22,772,951.80		$22,710,602.20		$22,691,854.20		$20,220,022,048,180.00		$20,220,022,048,180.00		$20,220,022,048,180.00

		3822		$22,325,901.80		$22,311,052.20		$22,342,304.20		$20,220,022,001,630.00		$20,220,022,001,630.00		$20,220,022,001,630.00

		3823		$24,585,801.80		$24,595,952.20		$24,648,704.20		$20,220,025,129,030.00		$20,220,025,129,030.00		$20,220,025,129,030.00

		3824		$22,733,251.80		$22,700,902.20		$22,698,654.20		$20,220,022,183,980.00		$20,220,022,183,980.00		$20,220,022,183,980.00

		3825		$25,494,001.80		$25,506,152.20		$25,537,404.20		$20,220,024,986,730.00		$20,220,024,986,730.00		$20,220,024,986,730.00

		3826		$23,492,101.80		$23,501,752.20		$23,509,504.20		$20,220,023,179,330.00		$20,220,023,179,330.00		$20,220,023,179,330.00

		3827		$21,284,401.80		$21,172,052.20		$21,103,304.20		$20,220,020,140,630.00		$20,220,020,140,630.00		$20,220,020,140,630.00

		3828		$26,012,901.80		$26,075,552.20		$26,181,804.20		$20,220,027,084,630.00		$20,220,027,084,630.00		$20,220,027,084,630.00

		3829		$20,365,701.80		$20,300,852.20		$20,272,604.20		$20,220,019,407,430.00		$20,220,019,407,430.00		$20,220,019,407,430.00

		3830		$20,877,751.80		$20,812,902.20		$20,794,154.20		$20,220,020,011,480.00		$20,220,020,011,480.00		$20,220,020,011,480.00

		3831		$23,177,551.80		$23,190,702.20		$23,213,454.20		$20,220,022,525,280.00		$20,220,022,525,280.00		$20,220,022,525,280.00

		3832		$22,755,001.80		$22,665,152.20		$22,621,404.20		$20,220,021,691,230.00		$20,220,021,691,230.00		$20,220,021,691,230.00

		3833		$21,989,801.80		$21,948,452.20		$21,929,704.20		$20,220,021,508,030.00		$20,220,021,508,030.00		$20,220,021,508,030.00

		3834		$25,587,151.80		$25,618,802.20		$25,662,554.20		$20,220,025,506,880.00		$20,220,025,506,880.00		$20,220,025,506,880.00

		3835		$25,584,751.80		$25,613,402.20		$25,669,654.20		$20,220,025,459,480.00		$20,220,025,459,480.00		$20,220,025,459,480.00

		3836		$23,260,301.80		$23,270,452.20		$23,326,704.20		$20,220,023,474,530.00		$20,220,023,474,530.00		$20,220,023,474,530.00

		3837		$23,416,401.80		$23,451,552.20		$23,516,304.20		$20,220,024,197,130.00		$20,220,024,197,130.00		$20,220,024,197,130.00

		3838		$24,512,601.80		$24,622,752.20		$24,770,504.20		$20,220,024,998,830.00		$20,220,024,998,830.00		$20,220,024,998,830.00

		3839		$22,338,001.80		$22,274,652.20		$22,255,904.20		$20,220,021,840,230.00		$20,220,021,840,230.00		$20,220,021,840,230.00

		3840		$25,330,401.80		$25,414,052.20		$25,508,304.20		$20,220,024,927,130.00		$20,220,024,927,130.00		$20,220,024,927,130.00

		3841		$22,437,901.80		$22,398,052.20		$22,391,804.20		$20,220,021,434,130.00		$20,220,021,434,130.00		$20,220,021,434,130.00

		3842		$23,844,051.80		$23,779,202.20		$23,760,454.20		$20,220,023,477,780.00		$20,220,023,477,780.00		$20,220,023,477,780.00

		3843		$27,476,351.80		$27,697,502.20		$27,917,254.20		$20,220,028,560,080.00		$20,220,028,560,080.00		$20,220,028,560,080.00

		3844		$24,117,451.80		$24,127,602.20		$24,183,854.20		$20,220,024,260,680.00		$20,220,024,260,680.00		$20,220,024,260,680.00

		3845		$25,350,351.80		$25,410,502.20		$25,489,754.20		$20,220,025,231,580.00		$20,220,025,231,580.00		$20,220,025,231,580.00

		3846		$23,079,351.80		$23,039,502.20		$23,035,254.20		$20,220,022,237,580.00		$20,220,022,237,580.00		$20,220,022,237,580.00

		3847		$25,035,001.80		$25,086,652.20		$25,161,404.20		$20,220,024,663,230.00		$20,220,024,663,230.00		$20,220,024,663,230.00

		3848		$24,166,751.80		$24,179,402.20		$24,171,154.20		$20,220,023,499,480.00		$20,220,023,499,480.00		$20,220,023,499,480.00

		3849		$24,488,801.80		$24,498,952.20		$24,532,704.20		$20,220,026,264,030.00		$20,220,026,264,030.00		$20,220,026,264,030.00

		3850		$24,826,501.80		$24,811,652.20		$24,842,904.20		$20,220,024,904,230.00		$20,220,024,904,230.00		$20,220,024,904,230.00

		3851		$25,265,801.80		$25,225,952.20		$25,232,204.20		$20,220,024,797,030.00		$20,220,024,797,030.00		$20,220,024,797,030.00

		3852		$25,104,551.80		$25,118,702.20		$25,149,954.20		$20,220,024,352,280.00		$20,220,024,352,280.00		$20,220,024,352,280.00

		3853		$25,837,451.80		$25,910,102.20		$26,000,854.20		$20,220,025,305,180.00		$20,220,025,305,180.00		$20,220,025,305,180.00

		3854		$23,720,801.80		$23,680,952.20		$23,676,704.20		$20,220,022,783,030.00		$20,220,022,783,030.00		$20,220,022,783,030.00

		3855		$21,864,801.80		$21,749,952.20		$21,681,204.20		$20,220,020,718,530.00		$20,220,020,718,530.00		$20,220,020,718,530.00

		3856		$25,085,901.80		$25,071,052.20		$25,084,804.20		$20,220,024,329,630.00		$20,220,024,329,630.00		$20,220,024,329,630.00

		3857		$24,769,451.80		$24,837,102.20		$24,923,854.20		$20,220,025,554,180.00		$20,220,025,554,180.00		$20,220,025,554,180.00

		3858		$23,256,651.80		$23,191,802.20		$23,173,054.20		$20,220,022,496,380.00		$20,220,022,496,380.00		$20,220,022,496,380.00

		3859		$23,324,501.80		$23,459,652.20		$23,636,404.20		$20,220,024,303,230.00		$20,220,024,303,230.00		$20,220,024,303,230.00

		3860		$27,301,301.80		$27,436,452.20		$27,617,704.20		$20,220,028,281,030.00		$20,220,028,281,030.00		$20,220,028,281,030.00

		3861		$25,915,401.80		$25,918,552.20		$25,924,804.20		$20,220,025,500,630.00		$20,220,025,500,630.00		$20,220,025,500,630.00

		3862		$23,669,251.80		$23,667,402.20		$23,676,154.20		$20,220,023,954,980.00		$20,220,023,954,980.00		$20,220,023,954,980.00

		3863		$23,757,101.80		$23,767,252.20		$23,823,504.20		$20,220,024,458,330.00		$20,220,024,458,330.00		$20,220,024,458,330.00

		3864		$24,779,101.80		$24,789,252.20		$24,832,004.20		$20,220,023,994,330.00		$20,220,023,994,330.00		$20,220,023,994,330.00

		3865		$25,786,501.80		$25,771,652.20		$25,771,904.20		$20,220,024,828,230.00		$20,220,024,828,230.00		$20,220,024,828,230.00

		3866		$24,725,951.80		$24,711,102.20		$24,742,354.20		$20,220,024,193,680.00		$20,220,024,193,680.00		$20,220,024,193,680.00

		3867		$25,036,601.80		$25,046,752.20		$25,061,504.20		$20,220,024,098,830.00		$20,220,024,098,830.00		$20,220,024,098,830.00

		3868		$24,190,151.80		$24,175,302.20		$24,206,554.20		$20,220,023,834,880.00		$20,220,023,834,880.00		$20,220,023,834,880.00

		3869		$26,327,451.80		$26,349,102.20		$26,380,354.20		$20,220,025,487,680.00		$20,220,025,487,680.00		$20,220,025,487,680.00

		3870		$23,419,251.80		$23,329,402.20		$23,285,654.20		$20,220,022,618,480.00		$20,220,022,618,480.00		$20,220,022,618,480.00

		3871		$24,258,051.80		$24,268,202.20		$24,312,954.20		$20,220,024,398,280.00		$20,220,024,398,280.00		$20,220,024,398,280.00

		3872		$24,397,951.80		$24,408,102.20		$24,464,354.20		$20,220,023,732,180.00		$20,220,023,732,180.00		$20,220,023,732,180.00

		3873		$23,473,401.80		$23,486,552.20		$23,517,804.20		$20,220,025,509,130.00		$20,220,025,509,130.00		$20,220,025,509,130.00

		3874		$24,364,101.80		$24,299,252.20		$24,280,504.20		$20,220,023,322,830.00		$20,220,023,322,830.00		$20,220,023,322,830.00

		3875		$24,618,151.80		$24,656,802.20		$24,715,554.20		$20,220,025,099,380.00		$20,220,025,099,380.00		$20,220,025,099,380.00

		3876		$25,480,901.80		$25,483,552.20		$25,491,304.20		$20,220,024,889,130.00		$20,220,024,889,130.00		$20,220,024,889,130.00

		3877		$25,269,401.80		$25,279,052.20		$25,310,304.20		$20,220,025,662,630.00		$20,220,025,662,630.00		$20,220,025,662,630.00

		3878		$23,796,951.80		$23,782,102.20		$23,790,854.20		$20,220,023,816,680.00		$20,220,023,816,680.00		$20,220,023,816,680.00

		3879		$22,583,351.80		$22,508,002.20		$22,439,254.20		$20,220,021,476,580.00		$20,220,021,476,580.00		$20,220,021,476,580.00

		3880		$23,592,551.80		$23,577,702.20		$23,585,454.20		$20,220,022,766,280.00		$20,220,022,766,280.00		$20,220,022,766,280.00

		3881		$23,977,851.80		$23,963,002.20		$23,994,254.20		$20,220,023,649,580.00		$20,220,023,649,580.00		$20,220,023,649,580.00

		3882		$23,661,801.80		$23,621,952.20		$23,628,204.20		$20,220,022,841,030.00		$20,220,022,841,030.00		$20,220,022,841,030.00

		3883		$24,465,601.80		$24,461,252.20		$24,480,004.20		$20,220,024,039,830.00		$20,220,024,039,830.00		$20,220,024,039,830.00

		3884		$24,344,101.80		$24,354,252.20		$24,410,504.20		$20,220,024,569,330.00		$20,220,024,569,330.00		$20,220,024,569,330.00

		3885		$24,593,701.80		$24,603,852.20		$24,636,104.20		$20,220,024,524,930.00		$20,220,024,524,930.00		$20,220,024,524,930.00

		3886		$24,377,451.80		$24,326,102.20		$24,307,354.20		$20,220,023,352,680.00		$20,220,023,352,680.00		$20,220,023,352,680.00

		3887		$23,622,401.80		$23,599,052.20		$23,571,804.20		$20,220,022,609,130.00		$20,220,022,609,130.00		$20,220,022,609,130.00

		3888		$22,506,001.80		$22,441,152.20		$22,422,404.20		$20,220,021,699,730.00		$20,220,021,699,730.00		$20,220,021,699,730.00

		3889		$24,439,301.80		$24,376,452.20		$24,332,704.20		$20,220,023,711,530.00		$20,220,023,711,530.00		$20,220,023,711,530.00

		3890		$26,000,501.80		$26,045,652.20		$26,126,904.20		$20,220,026,525,230.00		$20,220,026,525,230.00		$20,220,026,525,230.00

		3891		$25,211,901.80		$25,188,552.20		$25,194,804.20		$20,220,024,286,630.00		$20,220,024,286,630.00		$20,220,024,286,630.00

		3892		$25,540,251.80		$25,511,902.20		$25,518,154.20		$20,220,027,012,980.00		$20,220,027,012,980.00		$20,220,027,012,980.00

		3893		$23,322,451.80		$23,348,102.20		$23,404,354.20		$20,220,024,422,180.00		$20,220,024,422,180.00		$20,220,024,422,180.00

		3894		$22,559,401.80		$22,519,552.20		$22,525,804.20		$20,220,022,316,630.00		$20,220,022,316,630.00		$20,220,022,316,630.00

		3895		$24,132,801.80		$24,060,452.20		$24,016,704.20		$20,220,023,065,530.00		$20,220,023,065,530.00		$20,220,023,065,530.00

		3896		$23,721,601.80		$23,731,752.20		$23,788,004.20		$20,220,025,040,830.00		$20,220,025,040,830.00		$20,220,025,040,830.00

		3897		$25,179,251.80		$25,254,902.20		$25,336,654.20		$20,220,024,991,980.00		$20,220,024,991,980.00		$20,220,024,991,980.00

		3898		$23,154,701.80		$23,189,852.20		$23,271,104.20		$20,220,023,736,430.00		$20,220,023,736,430.00		$20,220,023,736,430.00

		3899		$22,685,551.80		$22,620,702.20		$22,601,954.20		$20,220,022,627,280.00		$20,220,022,627,280.00		$20,220,022,627,280.00

		3900		$22,536,401.80		$22,446,552.20		$22,402,804.20		$20,220,022,119,630.00		$20,220,022,119,630.00		$20,220,022,119,630.00

		3901		$25,617,201.80		$25,662,352.20		$25,697,104.20		$20,220,027,818,430.00		$20,220,027,818,430.00		$20,220,027,818,430.00

		3902		$26,214,151.80		$26,129,802.20		$26,086,054.20		$20,220,025,549,880.00		$20,220,025,549,880.00		$20,220,025,549,880.00

		3903		$23,486,301.80		$23,409,952.20		$23,361,704.20		$20,220,022,399,030.00		$20,220,022,399,030.00		$20,220,022,399,030.00

		3904		$22,518,601.80		$22,453,752.20		$22,435,004.20		$20,220,022,375,330.00		$20,220,022,375,330.00		$20,220,022,375,330.00

		3905		$21,440,701.80		$21,325,852.20		$21,257,104.20		$20,220,020,294,430.00		$20,220,020,294,430.00		$20,220,020,294,430.00

		3906		$24,124,851.80		$24,085,002.20		$24,034,754.20		$20,220,023,072,080.00		$20,220,023,072,080.00		$20,220,023,072,080.00

		3907		$24,782,101.80		$24,767,752.20		$24,784,004.20		$20,220,023,930,330.00		$20,220,023,930,330.00		$20,220,023,930,330.00

		3908		$22,982,801.80		$22,867,952.20		$22,799,204.20		$20,220,021,836,530.00		$20,220,021,836,530.00		$20,220,021,836,530.00

		3909		$22,698,301.80		$22,583,452.20		$22,514,704.20		$20,220,021,552,030.00		$20,220,021,552,030.00		$20,220,021,552,030.00

		3910		$26,208,351.80		$26,193,502.20		$26,212,254.20		$20,220,025,543,080.00		$20,220,025,543,080.00		$20,220,025,543,080.00

		3911		$22,963,601.80		$22,960,252.20		$22,990,004.20		$20,220,022,091,830.00		$20,220,022,091,830.00		$20,220,022,091,830.00

		3912		$23,649,601.80		$23,534,752.20		$23,466,004.20		$20,220,022,503,330.00		$20,220,022,503,330.00		$20,220,022,503,330.00

		3913		$25,664,951.80		$25,715,602.20		$25,789,354.20		$20,220,025,180,180.00		$20,220,025,180,180.00		$20,220,025,180,180.00

		3914		$24,409,401.80		$24,442,052.20		$24,498,304.20		$20,220,025,127,130.00		$20,220,025,127,130.00		$20,220,025,127,130.00

		3915		$22,478,951.80		$22,441,102.20		$22,402,354.20		$20,220,021,439,680.00		$20,220,021,439,680.00		$20,220,021,439,680.00

		3916		$25,199,801.80		$25,200,452.20		$25,197,704.20		$20,220,024,338,030.00		$20,220,024,338,030.00		$20,220,024,338,030.00

		3917		$24,115,801.80		$24,075,952.20		$24,062,704.20		$20,220,023,674,030.00		$20,220,023,674,030.00		$20,220,023,674,030.00

		3918		$22,365,751.80		$22,350,902.20		$22,364,654.20		$20,220,023,222,480.00		$20,220,023,222,480.00		$20,220,023,222,480.00

		3919		$22,662,451.80		$22,617,102.20		$22,591,854.20		$20,220,021,775,680.00		$20,220,021,775,680.00		$20,220,021,775,680.00

		3920		$23,321,401.80		$23,269,052.20		$23,250,304.20		$20,220,023,456,630.00		$20,220,023,456,630.00		$20,220,023,456,630.00

		3921		$26,041,551.80		$26,022,702.20		$26,028,954.20		$20,220,025,329,780.00		$20,220,025,329,780.00		$20,220,025,329,780.00

		3922		$24,283,101.80		$24,243,252.20		$24,249,504.20		$20,220,024,242,330.00		$20,220,024,242,330.00		$20,220,024,242,330.00

		3923		$22,607,051.80		$22,625,202.20		$22,643,954.20		$20,220,022,896,780.00		$20,220,022,896,780.00		$20,220,022,896,780.00

		3924		$23,795,051.80		$23,687,202.20		$23,618,454.20		$20,220,022,655,780.00		$20,220,022,655,780.00		$20,220,022,655,780.00

		3925		$22,780,151.80		$22,760,802.20		$22,767,054.20		$20,220,023,443,880.00		$20,220,023,443,880.00		$20,220,023,443,880.00

		3926		$25,977,051.80		$26,119,202.20		$26,233,454.20		$20,220,030,602,280.00		$20,220,030,602,280.00		$20,220,030,602,280.00

		3927		$22,749,851.80		$22,710,002.20		$22,716,254.20		$20,220,022,336,080.00		$20,220,022,336,080.00		$20,220,022,336,080.00

		3928		$25,591,751.80		$25,601,902.20		$25,658,154.20		$20,220,027,520,980.00		$20,220,027,520,980.00		$20,220,027,520,980.00

		3929		$22,795,901.80		$22,731,052.20		$22,712,304.20		$20,220,023,096,630.00		$20,220,023,096,630.00		$20,220,023,096,630.00

		3930		$23,816,751.80		$23,776,902.20		$23,783,154.20		$20,220,023,448,980.00		$20,220,023,448,980.00		$20,220,023,448,980.00

		3931		$21,115,951.80		$21,101,102.20		$21,122,854.20		$20,220,020,846,680.00		$20,220,020,846,680.00		$20,220,020,846,680.00

		3932		$25,352,051.80		$25,379,702.20		$25,427,954.20		$20,220,024,725,780.00		$20,220,024,725,780.00		$20,220,024,725,780.00

		3933		$26,586,551.80		$26,546,702.20		$26,552,954.20		$20,220,026,865,780.00		$20,220,026,865,780.00		$20,220,026,865,780.00

		3934		$25,460,051.80		$25,495,202.20		$25,576,454.20		$20,220,026,309,780.00		$20,220,026,309,780.00		$20,220,026,309,780.00

		3935		$23,478,451.80		$23,481,102.20		$23,512,354.20		$20,220,027,060,680.00		$20,220,027,060,680.00		$20,220,027,060,680.00

		3936		$26,833,151.80		$26,950,802.20		$27,032,554.20		$20,220,026,729,380.00		$20,220,026,729,380.00		$20,220,026,729,380.00

		3937		$23,867,201.80		$23,827,352.20		$23,833,604.20		$20,220,023,918,430.00		$20,220,023,918,430.00		$20,220,023,918,430.00

		3938		$24,322,951.80		$24,383,102.20		$24,488,854.20		$20,220,025,681,180.00		$20,220,025,681,180.00		$20,220,025,681,180.00

		3939		$23,967,451.80		$23,939,102.20		$23,921,854.20		$20,220,023,770,180.00		$20,220,023,770,180.00		$20,220,023,770,180.00

		3940		$23,401,501.80		$23,336,652.20		$23,317,904.20		$20,220,022,415,230.00		$20,220,022,415,230.00		$20,220,022,415,230.00

		3941		$23,966,951.80		$23,987,602.20		$24,043,854.20		$20,220,024,644,680.00		$20,220,024,644,680.00		$20,220,024,644,680.00

		3942		$24,937,151.80		$24,929,802.20		$24,961,054.20		$20,220,024,239,380.00		$20,220,024,239,380.00		$20,220,024,239,380.00

		3943		$22,801,401.80		$22,761,552.20		$22,749,304.20		$20,220,022,015,630.00		$20,220,022,015,630.00		$20,220,022,015,630.00

		3944		$23,063,601.80		$22,954,252.20		$22,885,504.20		$20,220,021,922,830.00		$20,220,021,922,830.00		$20,220,021,922,830.00

		3945		$22,800,351.80		$22,785,502.20		$22,757,754.20		$20,220,021,795,080.00		$20,220,021,795,080.00		$20,220,021,795,080.00

		3946		$24,743,601.80		$24,678,752.20		$24,640,504.20		$20,220,024,824,330.00		$20,220,024,824,330.00		$20,220,024,824,330.00

		3947		$25,158,051.80		$25,193,202.20		$25,251,454.20		$20,220,024,538,780.00		$20,220,024,538,780.00		$20,220,024,538,780.00

		3948		$22,594,051.80		$22,608,702.20		$22,658,454.20		$20,220,022,186,780.00		$20,220,022,186,780.00		$20,220,022,186,780.00

		3949		$22,902,451.80		$22,837,602.20		$22,818,854.20		$20,220,022,136,180.00		$20,220,022,136,180.00		$20,220,022,136,180.00

		3950		$25,074,401.80		$25,059,552.20		$25,071,304.20		$20,220,024,482,130.00		$20,220,024,482,130.00		$20,220,024,482,130.00

		3951		$23,497,601.80		$23,482,752.20		$23,514,004.20		$20,220,025,022,330.00		$20,220,025,022,330.00		$20,220,025,022,330.00

		3952		$23,803,401.80		$23,738,552.20		$23,713,304.20		$20,220,022,931,130.00		$20,220,022,931,130.00		$20,220,022,931,130.00

		3953		$24,569,451.80		$24,629,602.20		$24,712,354.20		$20,220,024,266,680.00		$20,220,024,266,680.00		$20,220,024,266,680.00

		3954		$22,290,651.80		$22,275,802.20		$22,280,054.20		$20,220,022,061,380.00		$20,220,022,061,380.00		$20,220,022,061,380.00

		3955		$24,126,951.80		$24,109,602.20		$24,115,854.20		$20,220,023,987,680.00		$20,220,023,987,680.00		$20,220,023,987,680.00

		3956		$23,099,351.80		$22,984,502.20		$22,915,754.20		$20,220,021,953,080.00		$20,220,021,953,080.00		$20,220,021,953,080.00

		3957		$25,501,451.80		$25,486,602.20		$25,495,354.20		$20,220,025,987,180.00		$20,220,025,987,180.00		$20,220,025,987,180.00

		3958		$21,972,951.80		$21,883,102.20		$21,839,354.20		$20,220,021,744,180.00		$20,220,021,744,180.00		$20,220,021,744,180.00

		3959		$25,495,501.80		$25,503,652.20		$25,529,404.20		$20,220,024,681,230.00		$20,220,024,681,230.00		$20,220,024,681,230.00

		3960		$24,011,151.80		$23,978,802.20		$23,985,054.20		$20,220,024,516,880.00		$20,220,024,516,880.00		$20,220,024,516,880.00

		3961		$23,043,701.80		$23,003,852.20		$22,967,104.20		$20,220,022,916,930.00		$20,220,022,916,930.00		$20,220,022,916,930.00

		3962		$23,771,601.80		$23,748,252.20		$23,754,504.20		$20,220,023,455,330.00		$20,220,023,455,330.00		$20,220,023,455,330.00

		3963		$23,105,951.80		$23,016,102.20		$22,972,354.20		$20,220,022,017,180.00		$20,220,022,017,180.00		$20,220,022,017,180.00

		3964		$24,027,801.80		$24,080,452.20		$24,145,204.20		$20,220,024,552,030.00		$20,220,024,552,030.00		$20,220,024,552,030.00

		3965		$23,856,351.80		$23,839,002.20		$23,845,254.20		$20,220,022,905,080.00		$20,220,022,905,080.00		$20,220,022,905,080.00

		3966		$26,664,951.80		$26,728,602.20		$26,828,354.20		$20,220,026,590,680.00		$20,220,026,590,680.00		$20,220,026,590,680.00

		3967		$23,143,201.80		$23,078,352.20		$23,059,604.20		$20,220,022,570,930.00		$20,220,022,570,930.00		$20,220,022,570,930.00

		3968		$24,019,851.80		$23,980,002.20		$23,968,754.20		$20,220,023,180,080.00		$20,220,023,180,080.00		$20,220,023,180,080.00

		3969		$23,232,051.80		$23,217,202.20		$23,248,454.20		$20,220,023,325,780.00		$20,220,023,325,780.00		$20,220,023,325,780.00

		3970		$24,896,851.80		$24,882,002.20		$24,901,754.20		$20,220,024,465,580.00		$20,220,024,465,580.00		$20,220,024,465,580.00

		3971		$22,678,401.80		$22,688,552.20		$22,744,804.20		$20,220,022,908,630.00		$20,220,022,908,630.00		$20,220,022,908,630.00

		3972		$23,967,701.80		$24,002,852.20		$24,077,604.20		$20,220,025,238,430.00		$20,220,025,238,430.00		$20,220,025,238,430.00

		3973		$23,819,051.80		$23,704,202.20		$23,635,454.20		$20,220,022,672,780.00		$20,220,022,672,780.00		$20,220,022,672,780.00

		3974		$24,025,701.80		$24,045,352.20		$24,101,604.20		$20,220,023,981,430.00		$20,220,023,981,430.00		$20,220,023,981,430.00

		3975		$23,796,101.80		$23,798,752.20		$23,805,004.20		$20,220,023,194,830.00		$20,220,023,194,830.00		$20,220,023,194,830.00

		3976		$26,277,001.80		$26,387,152.20		$26,496,904.20		$20,220,027,225,230.00		$20,220,027,225,230.00		$20,220,027,225,230.00

		3977		$23,832,251.80		$23,791,902.20		$23,723,154.20		$20,220,022,760,480.00		$20,220,022,760,480.00		$20,220,022,760,480.00

		3978		$23,990,751.80		$23,875,902.20		$23,807,154.20		$20,220,022,844,480.00		$20,220,022,844,480.00		$20,220,022,844,480.00

		3979		$25,201,551.80		$25,217,702.20		$25,248,954.20		$20,220,026,414,280.00		$20,220,026,414,280.00		$20,220,026,414,280.00

		3980		$23,174,801.80		$23,184,952.20		$23,241,204.20		$20,220,024,817,030.00		$20,220,024,817,030.00		$20,220,024,817,030.00

		3981		$24,744,851.80		$24,630,002.20		$24,561,254.20		$20,220,023,598,580.00		$20,220,023,598,580.00		$20,220,023,598,580.00

		3982		$25,359,651.80		$25,371,302.20		$25,353,054.20		$20,220,024,579,380.00		$20,220,024,579,380.00		$20,220,024,579,380.00

		3983		$24,824,001.80		$24,850,152.20		$24,899,904.20		$20,220,024,665,230.00		$20,220,024,665,230.00		$20,220,024,665,230.00

		3984		$24,310,351.80		$24,385,002.20		$24,466,254.20		$20,220,024,359,080.00		$20,220,024,359,080.00		$20,220,024,359,080.00

		3985		$24,016,051.80		$23,966,702.20		$23,947,954.20		$20,220,023,855,280.00		$20,220,023,855,280.00		$20,220,023,855,280.00

		3986		$23,406,001.80		$23,435,152.20		$23,444,904.20		$20,220,023,764,730.00		$20,220,023,764,730.00		$20,220,023,764,730.00

		3987		$26,670,651.80		$26,812,802.20		$26,951,554.20		$20,220,027,229,880.00		$20,220,027,229,880.00		$20,220,027,229,880.00

		3988		$23,927,601.80		$23,924,252.20		$23,939,504.20		$20,220,023,249,830.00		$20,220,023,249,830.00		$20,220,023,249,830.00

		3989		$24,406,851.80		$24,433,502.20		$24,483,254.20		$20,220,024,070,580.00		$20,220,024,070,580.00		$20,220,024,070,580.00

		3990		$23,400,401.80		$23,285,552.20		$23,216,804.20		$20,220,022,254,130.00		$20,220,022,254,130.00		$20,220,022,254,130.00

		3991		$22,516,901.80		$22,477,052.20		$22,483,304.20		$20,220,021,821,130.00		$20,220,021,821,130.00		$20,220,021,821,130.00

		3992		$22,717,351.80		$22,668,002.20		$22,633,754.20		$20,220,021,788,580.00		$20,220,021,788,580.00		$20,220,021,788,580.00

		3993		$22,075,301.80		$22,010,452.20		$21,991,704.20		$20,220,023,514,030.00		$20,220,023,514,030.00		$20,220,023,514,030.00

		3994		$23,254,701.80		$23,214,852.20		$23,151,604.20		$20,220,022,188,930.00		$20,220,022,188,930.00		$20,220,022,188,930.00

		3995		$24,102,401.80		$24,043,052.20		$24,024,304.20		$20,220,023,355,630.00		$20,220,023,355,630.00		$20,220,023,355,630.00

		3996		$23,467,551.80		$23,527,702.20		$23,633,954.20		$20,220,023,030,780.00		$20,220,023,030,780.00		$20,220,023,030,780.00

		3997		$22,364,751.80		$22,274,902.20		$22,231,154.20		$20,220,021,320,980.00		$20,220,021,320,980.00		$20,220,021,320,980.00

		3998		$21,709,051.80		$21,644,202.20		$21,625,454.20		$20,220,022,172,780.00		$20,220,022,172,780.00		$20,220,022,172,780.00

		3999		$23,120,051.80		$23,105,202.20		$23,136,454.20		$20,220,023,032,780.00		$20,220,023,032,780.00		$20,220,023,032,780.00

		4000		$21,690,201.80		$21,654,852.20		$21,661,104.20		$20,220,021,824,930.00		$20,220,021,824,930.00		$20,220,021,824,930.00

		4001		$22,382,151.80		$22,317,302.20		$22,298,554.20		$20,220,021,411,880.00		$20,220,021,411,880.00		$20,220,021,411,880.00

		4002		$23,356,101.80		$23,291,252.20		$23,272,504.20		$20,220,023,892,830.00		$20,220,023,892,830.00		$20,220,023,892,830.00

		4003		$24,772,451.80		$24,783,102.20		$24,839,354.20		$20,220,024,911,180.00		$20,220,024,911,180.00		$20,220,024,911,180.00

		4004		$26,276,001.80		$26,250,152.20		$26,231,404.20		$20,220,025,282,730.00		$20,220,025,282,730.00		$20,220,025,282,730.00

		4005		$24,842,951.80		$24,839,602.20		$24,854,354.20		$20,220,024,440,180.00		$20,220,024,440,180.00		$20,220,024,440,180.00

		4006		$23,872,551.80		$23,832,702.20		$23,838,954.20		$20,220,023,243,780.00		$20,220,023,243,780.00		$20,220,023,243,780.00

		4007		$25,009,951.80		$25,088,602.20		$25,152,354.20		$20,220,026,114,180.00		$20,220,026,114,180.00		$20,220,026,114,180.00

		4008		$23,342,451.80		$23,327,602.20		$23,348,354.20		$20,220,023,364,180.00		$20,220,023,364,180.00		$20,220,023,364,180.00

		4009		$26,699,751.80		$26,737,402.20		$26,808,154.20		$20,220,026,123,980.00		$20,220,026,123,980.00		$20,220,026,123,980.00

		4010		$23,641,451.80		$23,604,102.20		$23,566,354.20		$20,220,022,740,180.00		$20,220,022,740,180.00		$20,220,022,740,180.00

		4011		$23,240,651.80		$23,225,802.20		$23,257,054.20		$20,220,023,068,380.00		$20,220,023,068,380.00		$20,220,023,068,380.00

		4012		$24,271,451.80		$24,371,602.20		$24,436,354.20		$20,220,023,926,680.00		$20,220,023,926,680.00		$20,220,023,926,680.00

		4013		$24,025,601.80		$23,956,252.20		$23,887,504.20		$20,220,022,924,830.00		$20,220,022,924,830.00		$20,220,022,924,830.00

		4014		$24,110,201.80		$24,129,852.20		$24,186,104.20		$20,220,023,671,930.00		$20,220,023,671,930.00		$20,220,023,671,930.00

		4015		$23,903,151.80		$23,788,302.20		$23,719,554.20		$20,220,022,756,880.00		$20,220,022,756,880.00		$20,220,022,756,880.00

		4016		$22,025,151.80		$21,960,302.20		$21,931,054.20		$20,220,020,996,880.00		$20,220,020,996,880.00		$20,220,020,996,880.00

		4017		$24,303,151.80		$24,263,302.20		$24,269,554.20		$20,220,024,049,380.00		$20,220,024,049,380.00		$20,220,024,049,380.00

		4018		$22,736,301.80		$22,751,952.20		$22,808,204.20		$20,220,022,460,030.00		$20,220,022,460,030.00		$20,220,022,460,030.00

		4019		$24,286,001.80		$24,221,152.20		$24,202,404.20		$20,220,023,664,730.00		$20,220,023,664,730.00		$20,220,023,664,730.00

		4020		$24,684,801.80		$24,665,452.20		$24,671,704.20		$20,220,024,278,530.00		$20,220,024,278,530.00		$20,220,024,278,530.00

		4021		$24,398,651.80		$24,408,802.20		$24,465,054.20		$20,220,024,300,880.00		$20,220,024,300,880.00		$20,220,024,300,880.00

		4022		$22,673,551.80		$22,683,702.20		$22,730,454.20		$20,220,023,022,780.00		$20,220,023,022,780.00		$20,220,023,022,780.00

		4023		$23,496,051.80		$23,505,702.20		$23,536,954.20		$20,220,023,590,280.00		$20,220,023,590,280.00		$20,220,023,590,280.00

		4024		$21,765,551.80		$21,650,702.20		$21,581,954.20		$20,220,020,619,280.00		$20,220,020,619,280.00		$20,220,020,619,280.00

		4025		$23,860,051.80		$23,872,202.20		$23,903,454.20		$20,220,023,183,780.00		$20,220,023,183,780.00		$20,220,023,183,780.00

		4026		$25,940,551.80		$25,901,702.20		$25,838,954.20		$20,220,024,876,280.00		$20,220,024,876,280.00		$20,220,024,876,280.00

		4027		$24,390,001.80		$24,338,652.20		$24,319,904.20		$20,220,023,529,230.00		$20,220,023,529,230.00		$20,220,023,529,230.00

		4028		$24,733,701.80		$24,818,852.20		$24,919,104.20		$20,220,024,370,430.00		$20,220,024,370,430.00		$20,220,024,370,430.00

		4029		$23,964,801.80		$23,962,452.20		$23,993,704.20		$20,220,024,650,030.00		$20,220,024,650,030.00		$20,220,024,650,030.00

		4030		$23,436,101.80		$23,371,252.20		$23,352,504.20		$20,220,022,642,830.00		$20,220,022,642,830.00		$20,220,022,642,830.00

		4031		$23,204,651.80		$23,164,802.20		$23,161,554.20		$20,220,022,304,880.00		$20,220,022,304,880.00		$20,220,022,304,880.00

		4032		$23,255,251.80		$23,290,402.20		$23,341,154.20		$20,220,022,664,480.00		$20,220,022,664,480.00		$20,220,022,664,480.00

		4033		$25,103,951.80		$25,139,102.20		$25,208,854.20		$20,220,025,120,680.00		$20,220,025,120,680.00		$20,220,025,120,680.00

		4034		$23,321,501.80		$23,381,652.20		$23,447,904.20		$20,220,022,938,730.00		$20,220,022,938,730.00		$20,220,022,938,730.00

		4035		$23,039,001.80		$23,024,152.20		$23,032,404.20		$20,220,022,252,730.00		$20,220,022,252,730.00		$20,220,022,252,730.00

		4036		$23,209,601.80		$23,170,252.20		$23,176,504.20		$20,220,022,593,330.00		$20,220,022,593,330.00		$20,220,022,593,330.00

		4037		$23,601,151.80		$23,536,302.20		$23,496,554.20		$20,220,022,533,880.00		$20,220,022,533,880.00		$20,220,022,533,880.00

		4038		$26,776,951.80		$26,829,602.20		$26,898,354.20		$20,220,026,376,180.00		$20,220,026,376,180.00		$20,220,026,376,180.00

		4039		$22,418,151.80		$22,328,302.20		$22,265,054.20		$20,220,021,302,380.00		$20,220,021,302,380.00		$20,220,021,302,380.00

		4040		$21,742,801.80		$21,627,952.20		$21,559,204.20		$20,220,020,596,530.00		$20,220,020,596,530.00		$20,220,020,596,530.00

		4041		$25,466,651.80		$25,460,302.20		$25,476,054.20		$20,220,026,453,880.00		$20,220,026,453,880.00		$20,220,026,453,880.00

		4042		$22,349,851.80		$22,351,502.20		$22,377,254.20		$20,220,022,040,080.00		$20,220,022,040,080.00		$20,220,022,040,080.00

		4043		$24,636,501.80		$24,621,652.20		$24,652,904.20		$20,220,024,074,230.00		$20,220,024,074,230.00		$20,220,024,074,230.00

		4044		$25,698,751.80		$25,740,402.20		$25,817,154.20		$20,220,025,585,980.00		$20,220,025,585,980.00		$20,220,025,585,980.00

		4045		$24,837,851.80		$24,818,502.20		$24,795,754.20		$20,220,023,974,580.00		$20,220,023,974,580.00		$20,220,023,974,580.00

		4046		$24,378,201.80		$24,363,352.20		$24,372,604.20		$20,220,023,682,930.00		$20,220,023,682,930.00		$20,220,023,682,930.00

		4047		$24,373,151.80		$24,379,802.20		$24,395,554.20		$20,220,023,481,380.00		$20,220,023,481,380.00		$20,220,023,481,380.00

		4048		$26,423,351.80		$26,470,002.20		$26,551,254.20		$20,220,026,417,580.00		$20,220,026,417,580.00		$20,220,026,417,580.00

		4049		$25,175,551.80		$25,187,202.20		$25,188,954.20		$20,220,024,809,280.00		$20,220,024,809,280.00		$20,220,024,809,280.00

		4050		$23,007,801.80		$22,917,952.20		$22,874,204.20		$20,220,022,579,030.00		$20,220,022,579,030.00		$20,220,022,579,030.00

		4051		$24,453,301.80		$24,393,952.20		$24,331,204.20		$20,220,023,368,530.00		$20,220,023,368,530.00		$20,220,023,368,530.00

		4052		$23,102,751.80		$23,073,402.20		$23,079,654.20		$20,220,023,101,480.00		$20,220,023,101,480.00		$20,220,023,101,480.00

		4053		$24,004,101.80		$24,014,252.20		$24,053,504.20		$20,220,026,389,330.00		$20,220,026,389,330.00		$20,220,026,389,330.00

		4054		$25,645,951.80		$25,581,602.20		$25,562,854.20		$20,220,024,861,180.00		$20,220,024,861,180.00		$20,220,024,861,180.00

		4055		$25,427,801.80		$25,323,452.20		$25,254,704.20		$20,220,024,292,030.00		$20,220,024,292,030.00		$20,220,024,292,030.00

		4056		$23,046,801.80		$23,006,952.20		$22,989,704.20		$20,220,022,169,030.00		$20,220,022,169,030.00		$20,220,022,169,030.00

		4057		$25,297,701.80		$25,241,352.20		$25,208,104.20		$20,220,024,296,930.00		$20,220,024,296,930.00		$20,220,024,296,930.00

		4058		$24,382,401.80		$24,417,552.20		$24,470,804.20		$20,220,024,008,130.00		$20,220,024,008,130.00		$20,220,024,008,130.00

		4059		$26,064,801.80		$26,060,452.20		$26,091,704.20		$20,220,025,437,030.00		$20,220,025,437,030.00		$20,220,025,437,030.00

		4060		$25,484,451.80		$25,436,102.20		$25,367,354.20		$20,220,024,404,680.00		$20,220,024,404,680.00		$20,220,024,404,680.00

		4061		$25,157,801.80		$25,112,952.20		$25,094,204.20		$20,220,024,407,530.00		$20,220,024,407,530.00		$20,220,024,407,530.00

		4062		$22,008,401.80		$21,968,552.20		$21,974,804.20		$20,220,021,419,630.00		$20,220,021,419,630.00		$20,220,021,419,630.00

		4063		$22,714,701.80		$22,599,852.20		$22,531,104.20		$20,220,021,568,430.00		$20,220,021,568,430.00		$20,220,021,568,430.00

		4064		$26,479,901.80		$26,430,552.20		$26,411,804.20		$20,220,025,842,130.00		$20,220,025,842,130.00		$20,220,025,842,130.00

		4065		$23,634,601.80		$23,640,252.20		$23,630,504.20		$20,220,022,667,830.00		$20,220,022,667,830.00		$20,220,022,667,830.00

		4066		$23,136,151.80		$23,117,802.20		$23,124,054.20		$20,220,022,398,880.00		$20,220,022,398,880.00		$20,220,022,398,880.00

		4067		$24,799,601.80		$24,767,252.20		$24,773,504.20		$20,220,024,147,330.00		$20,220,024,147,330.00		$20,220,024,147,330.00

		4068		$24,277,651.80		$24,237,802.20		$24,244,054.20		$20,220,025,690,880.00		$20,220,025,690,880.00		$20,220,025,690,880.00

		4069		$25,197,651.80		$25,082,802.20		$25,014,054.20		$20,220,024,051,380.00		$20,220,024,051,380.00		$20,220,024,051,380.00

		4070		$24,203,401.80		$24,146,052.20		$24,127,304.20		$20,220,023,209,630.00		$20,220,023,209,630.00		$20,220,023,209,630.00

		4071		$22,478,701.80		$22,445,852.20		$22,377,104.20		$20,220,021,414,430.00		$20,220,021,414,430.00		$20,220,021,414,430.00

		4072		$22,026,451.80		$21,986,602.20		$21,979,354.20		$20,220,021,077,680.00		$20,220,021,077,680.00		$20,220,021,077,680.00

		4073		$23,356,751.80		$23,366,902.20		$23,423,154.20		$20,220,023,086,980.00		$20,220,023,086,980.00		$20,220,023,086,980.00

		4074		$24,676,351.80		$24,657,502.20		$24,645,254.20		$20,220,024,094,580.00		$20,220,024,094,580.00		$20,220,024,094,580.00

		4075		$22,812,051.80		$22,763,702.20		$22,731,454.20		$20,220,021,876,280.00		$20,220,021,876,280.00		$20,220,021,876,280.00

		4076		$24,118,351.80		$24,153,502.20		$24,220,254.20		$20,220,024,045,080.00		$20,220,024,045,080.00		$20,220,024,045,080.00

		4077		$23,109,901.80		$23,095,052.20		$23,118,804.20		$20,220,022,191,630.00		$20,220,022,191,630.00		$20,220,022,191,630.00

		4078		$26,015,501.80		$26,000,652.20		$26,012,404.20		$20,220,026,348,230.00		$20,220,026,348,230.00		$20,220,026,348,230.00

		4079		$21,200,101.80		$21,135,252.20		$21,103,004.20		$20,220,020,149,830.00		$20,220,020,149,830.00		$20,220,020,149,830.00

		4080		$22,968,451.80		$22,857,602.20		$22,788,854.20		$20,220,021,826,180.00		$20,220,021,826,180.00		$20,220,021,826,180.00

		4081		$23,733,251.80		$23,671,902.20		$23,653,154.20		$20,220,023,208,480.00		$20,220,023,208,480.00		$20,220,023,208,480.00

		4082		$24,182,051.80		$24,166,702.20		$24,172,954.20		$20,220,023,977,780.00		$20,220,023,977,780.00		$20,220,023,977,780.00

		4083		$25,456,201.80		$25,516,352.20		$25,589,604.20		$20,220,025,425,430.00		$20,220,025,425,430.00		$20,220,025,425,430.00

		4084		$25,239,851.80		$25,295,502.20		$25,354,254.20		$20,220,025,868,080.00		$20,220,025,868,080.00		$20,220,025,868,080.00

		4085		$23,428,901.80		$23,389,052.20		$23,395,304.20		$20,220,024,589,130.00		$20,220,024,589,130.00		$20,220,024,589,130.00

		4086		$21,465,451.80		$21,389,102.20		$21,345,354.20		$20,220,020,557,180.00		$20,220,020,557,180.00		$20,220,020,557,180.00

		4087		$25,311,451.80		$25,321,602.20		$25,358,354.20		$20,220,025,563,680.00		$20,220,025,563,680.00		$20,220,025,563,680.00

		4088		$24,611,151.80		$24,596,302.20		$24,610,054.20		$20,220,023,749,880.00		$20,220,023,749,880.00		$20,220,023,749,880.00

		4089		$23,898,651.80		$23,858,802.20		$23,865,054.20		$20,220,024,351,880.00		$20,220,024,351,880.00		$20,220,024,351,880.00

		4090		$21,581,401.80		$21,516,552.20		$21,497,804.20		$20,220,021,113,130.00		$20,220,021,113,130.00		$20,220,021,113,130.00

		4091		$24,020,601.80		$23,905,752.20		$23,837,004.20		$20,220,022,874,330.00		$20,220,022,874,330.00		$20,220,022,874,330.00

		4092		$26,136,301.80		$26,253,452.20		$26,384,704.20		$20,220,028,597,030.00		$20,220,028,597,030.00		$20,220,028,597,030.00

		4093		$23,469,251.80		$23,454,402.20		$23,461,154.20		$20,220,023,223,980.00		$20,220,023,223,980.00		$20,220,023,223,980.00

		4094		$23,754,651.80		$23,764,802.20		$23,805,554.20		$20,220,025,913,880.00		$20,220,025,913,880.00		$20,220,025,913,880.00

		4095		$24,830,951.80		$24,813,102.20		$24,794,354.20		$20,220,023,836,680.00		$20,220,023,836,680.00		$20,220,023,836,680.00

		4096		$24,972,851.80		$24,955,502.20		$24,961,754.20		$20,220,024,985,580.00		$20,220,024,985,580.00		$20,220,024,985,580.00

		4097		$24,214,701.80		$24,149,852.20		$24,131,104.20		$20,220,024,358,430.00		$20,220,024,358,430.00		$20,220,024,358,430.00

		4098		$25,339,101.80		$25,399,252.20		$25,505,504.20		$20,220,026,390,330.00		$20,220,026,390,330.00		$20,220,026,390,330.00

		4099		$23,482,501.80		$23,473,652.20		$23,479,904.20		$20,220,023,458,730.00		$20,220,023,458,730.00		$20,220,023,458,730.00

		4100		$23,981,951.80		$23,946,602.20		$23,952,854.20		$20,220,023,255,680.00		$20,220,023,255,680.00		$20,220,023,255,680.00

		4101		$24,557,751.80		$24,564,402.20		$24,581,154.20		$20,220,023,893,980.00		$20,220,023,893,980.00		$20,220,023,893,980.00

		4102		$21,938,201.80		$21,873,352.20		$21,854,604.20		$20,220,022,333,930.00		$20,220,022,333,930.00		$20,220,022,333,930.00

		4103		$23,433,051.80		$23,393,702.20		$23,399,954.20		$20,220,023,453,780.00		$20,220,023,453,780.00		$20,220,023,453,780.00

		4104		$21,775,351.80		$21,693,002.20		$21,649,254.20		$20,220,022,318,080.00		$20,220,022,318,080.00		$20,220,022,318,080.00

		4105		$26,638,901.80		$26,700,052.20		$26,781,304.20		$20,220,026,664,630.00		$20,220,026,664,630.00		$20,220,026,664,630.00

		4106		$25,726,851.80		$25,637,002.20		$25,593,254.20		$20,220,024,660,080.00		$20,220,024,660,080.00		$20,220,024,660,080.00

		4107		$22,845,001.80		$22,818,152.20		$22,824,404.20		$20,220,022,212,230.00		$20,220,022,212,230.00		$20,220,022,212,230.00

		4108		$23,725,051.80		$23,809,702.20		$23,900,454.20		$20,220,023,223,780.00		$20,220,023,223,780.00		$20,220,023,223,780.00

		4109		$24,374,851.80		$24,345,002.20		$24,326,254.20		$20,220,023,582,580.00		$20,220,023,582,580.00		$20,220,023,582,580.00

		4110		$21,445,351.80		$21,405,502.20		$21,411,754.20		$20,220,021,063,580.00		$20,220,021,063,580.00		$20,220,021,063,580.00

		4111		$24,209,401.80		$24,224,052.20		$24,280,304.20		$20,220,027,060,130.00		$20,220,027,060,130.00		$20,220,027,060,130.00

		4112		$24,717,601.80		$24,702,752.20		$24,734,004.20		$20,220,024,305,330.00		$20,220,024,305,330.00		$20,220,024,305,330.00

		4113		$23,831,301.80		$23,849,952.20		$23,906,204.20		$20,220,023,405,030.00		$20,220,023,405,030.00		$20,220,023,405,030.00

		4114		$24,398,251.80		$24,348,902.20		$24,330,154.20		$20,220,023,731,480.00		$20,220,023,731,480.00		$20,220,023,731,480.00

		4115		$23,065,401.80		$23,073,052.20		$23,072,304.20		$20,220,022,359,630.00		$20,220,022,359,630.00		$20,220,022,359,630.00

		4116		$20,841,001.80		$20,801,152.20		$20,807,404.20		$20,220,020,539,230.00		$20,220,020,539,230.00		$20,220,020,539,230.00

		4117		$25,328,901.80		$25,336,552.20		$25,367,804.20		$20,220,024,836,130.00		$20,220,024,836,130.00		$20,220,024,836,130.00

		4118		$23,437,001.80		$23,322,152.20		$23,253,404.20		$20,220,022,290,730.00		$20,220,022,290,730.00		$20,220,022,290,730.00

		4119		$21,901,701.80		$21,786,852.20		$21,718,104.20		$20,220,020,755,430.00		$20,220,020,755,430.00		$20,220,020,755,430.00

		4120		$24,678,251.80		$24,688,402.20		$24,698,654.20		$20,220,023,906,480.00		$20,220,023,906,480.00		$20,220,023,906,480.00

		4121		$23,486,551.80		$23,503,202.20		$23,559,454.20		$20,220,022,825,280.00		$20,220,022,825,280.00		$20,220,022,825,280.00

		4122		$24,753,701.80		$24,721,352.20		$24,710,104.20		$20,220,024,579,430.00		$20,220,024,579,430.00		$20,220,024,579,430.00

		4123		$24,746,451.80		$24,762,102.20		$24,802,854.20		$20,220,024,284,180.00		$20,220,024,284,180.00		$20,220,024,284,180.00

		4124		$20,593,001.80		$20,478,152.20		$20,409,404.20		$20,220,019,446,730.00		$20,220,019,446,730.00		$20,220,019,446,730.00

		4125		$21,890,601.80		$21,867,252.20		$21,873,504.20		$20,220,021,207,330.00		$20,220,021,207,330.00		$20,220,021,207,330.00

		4126		$23,782,851.80		$23,826,502.20		$23,907,754.20		$20,220,024,034,080.00		$20,220,024,034,080.00		$20,220,024,034,080.00

		4127		$23,821,951.80		$23,782,102.20		$23,788,354.20		$20,220,023,027,180.00		$20,220,023,027,180.00		$20,220,023,027,180.00

		4128		$23,100,651.80		$23,132,302.20		$23,188,554.20		$20,220,023,267,380.00		$20,220,023,267,380.00		$20,220,023,267,380.00

		4129		$23,323,251.80		$23,295,902.20		$23,302,154.20		$20,220,022,602,980.00		$20,220,022,602,980.00		$20,220,022,602,980.00

		4130		$22,471,001.80		$22,381,152.20		$22,337,404.20		$20,220,021,445,230.00		$20,220,021,445,230.00		$20,220,021,445,230.00

		4131		$22,297,451.80		$22,246,102.20		$22,227,354.20		$20,220,021,521,680.00		$20,220,021,521,680.00		$20,220,021,521,680.00

		4132		$25,313,901.80		$25,374,052.20		$25,476,804.20		$20,220,027,403,130.00		$20,220,027,403,130.00		$20,220,027,403,130.00

		4133		$22,517,001.80		$22,402,152.20		$22,333,404.20		$20,220,021,370,730.00		$20,220,021,370,730.00		$20,220,021,370,730.00

		4134		$23,318,051.80		$23,249,202.20		$23,205,454.20		$20,220,023,621,280.00		$20,220,023,621,280.00		$20,220,023,621,280.00

		4135		$22,617,401.80		$22,602,552.20		$22,630,304.20		$20,220,022,051,130.00		$20,220,022,051,130.00		$20,220,022,051,130.00

		4136		$23,433,501.80		$23,418,652.20		$23,449,404.20		$20,220,023,524,230.00		$20,220,023,524,230.00		$20,220,023,524,230.00

		4137		$23,317,901.80		$23,224,052.20		$23,155,304.20		$20,220,022,192,630.00		$20,220,022,192,630.00		$20,220,022,192,630.00

		4138		$24,201,951.80		$24,158,602.20		$24,139,854.20		$20,220,023,579,180.00		$20,220,023,579,180.00		$20,220,023,579,180.00

		4139		$23,656,401.80		$23,641,552.20		$23,672,804.20		$20,220,026,022,130.00		$20,220,026,022,130.00		$20,220,026,022,130.00

		4140		$24,635,551.80		$24,620,702.20		$24,635,454.20		$20,220,025,515,280.00		$20,220,025,515,280.00		$20,220,025,515,280.00

		4141		$26,921,701.80		$26,970,352.20		$27,051,604.20		$20,220,027,519,930.00		$20,220,027,519,930.00		$20,220,027,519,930.00

		4142		$23,954,001.80		$23,889,152.20		$23,870,404.20		$20,220,023,300,730.00		$20,220,023,300,730.00		$20,220,023,300,730.00

		4143		$23,857,301.80		$23,857,952.20		$23,888,704.20		$20,220,023,387,530.00		$20,220,023,387,530.00		$20,220,023,387,530.00

		4144		$24,086,201.80		$24,046,352.20		$24,017,104.20		$20,220,023,054,430.00		$20,220,023,054,430.00		$20,220,023,054,430.00

		4145		$27,586,651.80		$27,646,802.20		$27,753,054.20		$20,220,027,284,880.00		$20,220,027,284,880.00		$20,220,027,284,880.00

		4146		$23,901,701.80		$23,910,352.20		$23,920,104.20		$20,220,023,483,930.00		$20,220,023,483,930.00		$20,220,023,483,930.00

		4147		$22,462,051.80		$22,422,202.20		$22,428,454.20		$20,220,022,642,280.00		$20,220,022,642,280.00		$20,220,022,642,280.00

		4148		$24,301,151.80		$24,286,302.20		$24,224,554.20		$20,220,023,261,880.00		$20,220,023,261,880.00		$20,220,023,261,880.00

		4149		$24,761,001.80		$24,796,152.20		$24,865,904.20		$20,220,024,054,730.00		$20,220,024,054,730.00		$20,220,024,054,730.00

		4150		$25,428,801.80		$25,438,952.20		$25,495,204.20		$20,220,025,377,030.00		$20,220,025,377,030.00		$20,220,025,377,030.00

		4151		$25,487,301.80		$25,545,452.20		$25,602,204.20		$20,220,025,624,030.00		$20,220,025,624,030.00		$20,220,025,624,030.00

		4152		$23,815,351.80		$23,788,002.20		$23,794,254.20		$20,220,023,005,080.00		$20,220,023,005,080.00		$20,220,023,005,080.00

		4153		$23,887,801.80		$23,919,452.20		$23,975,704.20		$20,220,023,713,530.00		$20,220,023,713,530.00		$20,220,023,713,530.00

		4154		$23,806,651.80		$23,781,302.20		$23,779,054.20		$20,220,022,911,380.00		$20,220,022,911,380.00		$20,220,022,911,380.00

		4155		$25,630,751.80		$25,726,402.20		$25,857,654.20		$20,220,026,432,980.00		$20,220,026,432,980.00		$20,220,026,432,980.00

		4156		$23,155,851.80		$23,044,502.20		$22,975,754.20		$20,220,022,013,080.00		$20,220,022,013,080.00		$20,220,022,013,080.00

		4157		$25,171,601.80		$25,126,252.20		$25,107,504.20		$20,220,024,198,830.00		$20,220,024,198,830.00		$20,220,024,198,830.00

		4158		$21,584,401.80		$21,519,552.20		$21,500,804.20		$20,220,020,756,130.00		$20,220,020,756,130.00		$20,220,020,756,130.00

		4159		$23,502,951.80		$23,532,602.20		$23,588,854.20		$20,220,024,108,680.00		$20,220,024,108,680.00		$20,220,024,108,680.00

		4160		$22,648,201.80		$22,629,852.20		$22,636,104.20		$20,220,021,969,930.00		$20,220,021,969,930.00		$20,220,021,969,930.00

		4161		$25,657,251.80		$25,692,402.20		$25,762,154.20		$20,220,025,465,980.00		$20,220,025,465,980.00		$20,220,025,465,980.00

		4162		$22,620,951.80		$22,581,102.20		$22,563,854.20		$20,220,021,652,180.00		$20,220,021,652,180.00		$20,220,021,652,180.00

		4163		$23,383,251.80		$23,343,402.20		$23,332,154.20		$20,220,022,647,480.00		$20,220,022,647,480.00		$20,220,022,647,480.00

		4164		$22,507,151.80		$22,419,802.20		$22,376,054.20		$20,220,021,628,880.00		$20,220,021,628,880.00		$20,220,021,628,880.00

		4165		$23,188,651.80		$23,181,302.20		$23,211,054.20		$20,220,022,401,880.00		$20,220,022,401,880.00		$20,220,022,401,880.00

		4166		$23,919,401.80		$23,952,052.20		$23,983,304.20		$20,220,023,180,630.00		$20,220,023,180,630.00		$20,220,023,180,630.00

		4167		$25,219,101.80		$25,196,752.20		$25,179,504.20		$20,220,024,866,830.00		$20,220,024,866,830.00		$20,220,024,866,830.00

		4168		$23,327,351.80		$23,287,002.20		$23,267,754.20		$20,220,022,429,580.00		$20,220,022,429,580.00		$20,220,022,429,580.00

		4169		$23,896,301.80		$23,956,452.20		$24,048,204.20		$20,220,023,816,530.00		$20,220,023,816,530.00		$20,220,023,816,530.00

		4170		$24,913,301.80		$24,858,952.20		$24,840,204.20		$20,220,024,676,530.00		$20,220,024,676,530.00		$20,220,024,676,530.00

		4171		$24,134,501.80		$24,119,652.20		$24,108,404.20		$20,220,024,098,730.00		$20,220,024,098,730.00		$20,220,024,098,730.00

		4172		$25,084,301.80		$25,173,952.20		$25,277,204.20		$20,220,026,340,530.00		$20,220,026,340,530.00		$20,220,026,340,530.00

		4173		$24,018,601.80		$24,003,752.20		$24,035,004.20		$20,220,023,816,330.00		$20,220,023,816,330.00		$20,220,023,816,330.00

		4174		$23,362,301.80		$23,272,452.20		$23,228,704.20		$20,220,023,221,530.00		$20,220,023,221,530.00		$20,220,023,221,530.00

		4175		$24,538,801.80		$24,623,952.20		$24,720,704.20		$20,220,024,472,530.00		$20,220,024,472,530.00		$20,220,024,472,530.00

		4176		$25,560,651.80		$25,570,802.20		$25,621,554.20		$20,220,025,415,880.00		$20,220,025,415,880.00		$20,220,025,415,880.00

		4177		$21,708,101.80		$21,718,252.20		$21,774,504.20		$20,220,021,569,330.00		$20,220,021,569,330.00		$20,220,021,569,330.00

		4178		$23,828,051.80		$23,863,202.20		$23,944,454.20		$20,220,025,870,780.00		$20,220,025,870,780.00		$20,220,025,870,780.00

		4179		$20,961,751.80		$20,896,902.20		$20,870,654.20		$20,220,020,109,480.00		$20,220,020,109,480.00		$20,220,020,109,480.00

		4180		$24,410,601.80		$24,445,752.20		$24,522,504.20		$20,220,024,673,330.00		$20,220,024,673,330.00		$20,220,024,673,330.00

		4181		$24,324,051.80		$24,259,202.20		$24,223,954.20		$20,220,023,261,780.00		$20,220,023,261,780.00		$20,220,023,261,780.00

		4182		$24,244,751.80		$24,229,902.20		$24,261,154.20		$20,220,026,839,480.00		$20,220,026,839,480.00		$20,220,026,839,480.00

		4183		$25,818,151.80		$25,851,802.20		$25,885,554.20		$20,220,027,050,880.00		$20,220,027,050,880.00		$20,220,027,050,880.00

		4184		$23,128,301.80		$23,163,452.20		$23,237,204.20		$20,220,022,885,030.00		$20,220,022,885,030.00		$20,220,022,885,030.00

		4185		$24,068,701.80		$24,103,852.20		$24,160,604.20		$20,220,025,844,430.00		$20,220,025,844,430.00		$20,220,025,844,430.00

		4186		$21,989,751.80		$21,891,402.20		$21,822,654.20		$20,220,020,859,980.00		$20,220,020,859,980.00		$20,220,020,859,980.00

		4187		$25,033,951.80		$25,081,602.20		$25,137,854.20		$20,220,024,914,180.00		$20,220,024,914,180.00		$20,220,024,914,180.00

		4188		$26,725,201.80		$26,685,352.20		$26,670,104.20		$20,220,025,876,430.00		$20,220,025,876,430.00		$20,220,025,876,430.00

		4189		$23,641,601.80		$23,576,752.20		$23,558,004.20		$20,220,022,786,330.00		$20,220,022,786,330.00		$20,220,022,786,330.00

		4190		$23,194,851.80		$23,117,502.20		$23,048,754.20		$20,220,022,086,080.00		$20,220,022,086,080.00		$20,220,022,086,080.00

		4191		$23,395,501.80		$23,355,652.20		$23,351,404.20		$20,220,022,837,730.00		$20,220,022,837,730.00		$20,220,022,837,730.00

		4192		$23,201,901.80		$23,087,052.20		$23,018,304.20		$20,220,022,055,630.00		$20,220,022,055,630.00		$20,220,022,055,630.00

		4193		$22,721,401.80		$22,656,552.20		$22,631,304.20		$20,220,022,768,130.00		$20,220,022,768,130.00		$20,220,022,768,130.00

		4194		$23,783,801.80		$23,768,952.20		$23,750,704.20		$20,220,022,930,530.00		$20,220,022,930,530.00		$20,220,022,930,530.00

		4195		$23,183,601.80		$23,168,752.20		$23,200,004.20		$20,220,023,075,330.00		$20,220,023,075,330.00		$20,220,023,075,330.00

		4196		$24,733,951.80		$24,744,102.20		$24,800,354.20		$20,220,028,855,180.00		$20,220,028,855,180.00		$20,220,028,855,180.00

		4197		$23,087,551.80		$23,072,702.20		$23,103,954.20		$20,220,024,107,280.00		$20,220,024,107,280.00		$20,220,024,107,280.00

		4198		$24,113,301.80		$24,123,952.20		$24,155,204.20		$20,220,023,918,530.00		$20,220,023,918,530.00		$20,220,023,918,530.00

		4199		$26,914,701.80		$26,949,852.20		$27,028,604.20		$20,220,028,914,430.00		$20,220,028,914,430.00		$20,220,028,914,430.00

		4200		$24,485,251.80		$24,492,402.20		$24,502,154.20		$20,220,024,169,980.00		$20,220,024,169,980.00		$20,220,024,169,980.00

		4201		$23,995,501.80		$23,960,152.20		$23,966,404.20		$20,220,025,523,230.00		$20,220,025,523,230.00		$20,220,025,523,230.00

		4202		$23,610,951.80		$23,596,102.20		$23,608,854.20		$20,220,024,504,680.00		$20,220,024,504,680.00		$20,220,024,504,680.00

		4203		$24,995,951.80		$24,881,102.20		$24,812,354.20		$20,220,023,849,680.00		$20,220,023,849,680.00		$20,220,023,849,680.00

		4204		$23,925,001.80		$23,985,152.20		$24,080,904.20		$20,220,024,227,230.00		$20,220,024,227,230.00		$20,220,024,227,230.00

		4205		$24,333,151.80		$24,343,302.20		$24,381,554.20		$20,220,027,268,380.00		$20,220,027,268,380.00		$20,220,027,268,380.00

		4206		$25,393,851.80		$25,345,002.20		$25,326,254.20		$20,220,024,671,580.00		$20,220,024,671,580.00		$20,220,024,671,580.00

		4207		$24,042,851.80		$24,103,002.20		$24,209,254.20		$20,220,025,629,080.00		$20,220,025,629,080.00		$20,220,025,629,080.00

		4208		$23,920,001.80		$23,916,652.20		$23,947,904.20		$20,220,023,618,230.00		$20,220,023,618,230.00		$20,220,023,618,230.00

		4209		$23,872,551.80		$23,895,202.20		$23,934,954.20		$20,220,023,355,280.00		$20,220,023,355,280.00		$20,220,023,355,280.00

		4210		$23,439,801.80		$23,449,952.20		$23,506,204.20		$20,220,023,823,030.00		$20,220,023,823,030.00		$20,220,023,823,030.00

		4211		$25,553,151.80		$25,663,302.20		$25,797,554.20		$20,220,027,682,380.00		$20,220,027,682,380.00		$20,220,027,682,380.00

		4212		$24,987,551.80		$25,047,702.20		$25,138,454.20		$20,220,026,395,780.00		$20,220,026,395,780.00		$20,220,026,395,780.00

		4213		$25,752,651.80		$25,737,802.20		$25,769,054.20		$20,220,025,498,380.00		$20,220,025,498,380.00		$20,220,025,498,380.00

		4214		$24,519,901.80		$24,528,552.20		$24,516,804.20		$20,220,024,194,130.00		$20,220,024,194,130.00		$20,220,024,194,130.00

		4215		$24,261,251.80		$24,240,902.20		$24,247,154.20		$20,220,026,298,980.00		$20,220,026,298,980.00		$20,220,026,298,980.00

		4216		$24,076,451.80		$24,045,102.20		$24,051,354.20		$20,220,024,052,180.00		$20,220,024,052,180.00		$20,220,024,052,180.00

		4217		$25,375,901.80		$25,354,052.20		$25,340,804.20		$20,220,025,033,130.00		$20,220,025,033,130.00		$20,220,025,033,130.00

		4218		$24,320,851.80		$24,381,002.20		$24,464,254.20		$20,220,023,929,080.00		$20,220,023,929,080.00		$20,220,023,929,080.00

		4219		$23,557,751.80		$23,542,902.20		$23,549,654.20		$20,220,023,393,480.00		$20,220,023,393,480.00		$20,220,023,393,480.00

		4220		$22,590,501.80		$22,506,152.20		$22,462,404.20		$20,220,021,527,230.00		$20,220,021,527,230.00		$20,220,021,527,230.00

		4221		$24,158,851.80		$24,044,002.20		$23,975,254.20		$20,220,023,012,580.00		$20,220,023,012,580.00		$20,220,023,012,580.00

		4222		$24,230,451.80		$24,240,602.20		$24,273,354.20		$20,220,024,410,680.00		$20,220,024,410,680.00		$20,220,024,410,680.00

		4223		$24,819,401.80		$24,898,052.20		$25,004,304.20		$20,220,026,923,130.00		$20,220,026,923,130.00		$20,220,026,923,130.00

		4224		$23,474,751.80		$23,434,902.20		$23,441,154.20		$20,220,022,726,980.00		$20,220,022,726,980.00		$20,220,022,726,980.00

		4225		$22,692,251.80		$22,727,402.20		$22,780,654.20		$20,220,022,816,980.00		$20,220,022,816,980.00		$20,220,022,816,980.00

		4226		$24,707,801.80		$24,647,452.20		$24,628,704.20		$20,220,024,476,030.00		$20,220,024,476,030.00		$20,220,024,476,030.00

		4227		$24,312,851.80		$24,273,002.20		$24,279,254.20		$20,220,024,480,080.00		$20,220,024,480,080.00		$20,220,024,480,080.00

		4228		$25,743,751.80		$25,817,902.20		$25,899,154.20		$20,220,025,880,480.00		$20,220,025,880,480.00		$20,220,025,880,480.00

		4229		$23,253,401.80		$23,188,552.20		$23,169,804.20		$20,220,022,208,130.00		$20,220,022,208,130.00		$20,220,022,208,130.00

		4230		$25,401,551.80		$25,411,702.20		$25,450,454.20		$20,220,025,463,780.00		$20,220,025,463,780.00		$20,220,025,463,780.00

		4231		$22,292,001.80		$22,227,152.20		$22,208,404.20		$20,220,023,607,730.00		$20,220,023,607,730.00		$20,220,023,607,730.00

		4232		$25,328,301.80		$25,253,952.20		$25,210,204.20		$20,220,024,355,030.00		$20,220,024,355,030.00		$20,220,024,355,030.00

		4233		$25,250,401.80		$25,285,552.20		$25,344,804.20		$20,220,024,694,130.00		$20,220,024,694,130.00		$20,220,024,694,130.00

		4234		$26,825,951.80		$26,911,102.20		$27,006,354.20		$20,220,027,196,680.00		$20,220,027,196,680.00		$20,220,027,196,680.00

		4235		$23,977,851.80		$23,903,502.20		$23,859,754.20		$20,220,025,007,580.00		$20,220,025,007,580.00		$20,220,025,007,580.00

		4236		$24,665,551.80		$24,575,702.20		$24,531,954.20		$20,220,023,674,780.00		$20,220,023,674,780.00		$20,220,023,674,780.00

		4237		$23,762,551.80		$23,722,702.20		$23,728,954.20		$20,220,023,539,780.00		$20,220,023,539,780.00		$20,220,023,539,780.00

		4238		$22,976,301.80		$22,961,452.20		$22,992,704.20		$20,220,022,497,030.00		$20,220,022,497,030.00		$20,220,022,497,030.00

		4239		$24,544,501.80		$24,591,652.20		$24,649,904.20		$20,220,024,332,230.00		$20,220,024,332,230.00		$20,220,024,332,230.00

		4240		$23,214,101.80		$23,099,252.20		$23,030,504.20		$20,220,022,067,830.00		$20,220,022,067,830.00		$20,220,022,067,830.00

		4241		$21,728,101.80		$21,613,252.20		$21,544,504.20		$20,220,020,581,830.00		$20,220,020,581,830.00		$20,220,020,581,830.00

		4242		$24,496,101.80		$24,481,252.20		$24,493,004.20		$20,220,023,855,830.00		$20,220,023,855,830.00		$20,220,023,855,830.00

		4243		$25,034,751.80		$25,083,402.20		$25,133,654.20		$20,220,024,490,980.00		$20,220,024,490,980.00		$20,220,024,490,980.00

		4244		$25,140,201.80		$25,179,852.20		$25,241,604.20		$20,220,025,004,430.00		$20,220,025,004,430.00		$20,220,025,004,430.00

		4245		$24,779,551.80		$24,856,702.20		$24,941,454.20		$20,220,024,258,780.00		$20,220,024,258,780.00		$20,220,024,258,780.00

		4246		$24,662,101.80		$24,652,752.20		$24,600,004.20		$20,220,023,637,330.00		$20,220,023,637,330.00		$20,220,023,637,330.00

		4247		$23,708,451.80		$23,756,602.20		$23,812,854.20		$20,220,023,795,680.00		$20,220,023,795,680.00		$20,220,023,795,680.00

		4248		$24,136,401.80		$24,051,052.20		$24,007,304.20		$20,220,025,555,130.00		$20,220,025,555,130.00		$20,220,025,555,130.00

		4249		$25,031,151.80		$25,019,802.20		$25,051,054.20		$20,220,024,157,380.00		$20,220,024,157,380.00		$20,220,024,157,380.00

		4250		$25,806,401.80		$25,791,552.20		$25,801,304.20		$20,220,025,086,130.00		$20,220,025,086,130.00		$20,220,025,086,130.00

		4251		$24,812,301.80		$24,743,952.20		$24,675,204.20		$20,220,023,712,530.00		$20,220,023,712,530.00		$20,220,023,712,530.00

		4252		$24,448,401.80		$24,415,052.20		$24,412,804.20		$20,220,023,585,130.00		$20,220,023,585,130.00		$20,220,023,585,130.00

		4253		$22,387,751.80		$22,340,902.20		$22,306,654.20		$20,220,021,365,480.00		$20,220,021,365,480.00		$20,220,021,365,480.00

		4254		$23,866,501.80		$23,801,652.20		$23,759,404.20		$20,220,023,560,230.00		$20,220,023,560,230.00		$20,220,023,560,230.00

		4255		$25,302,751.80		$25,337,902.20		$25,374,154.20		$20,220,025,164,480.00		$20,220,025,164,480.00		$20,220,025,164,480.00

		4256		$22,764,651.80		$22,760,802.20		$22,778,554.20		$20,220,022,181,380.00		$20,220,022,181,380.00		$20,220,022,181,380.00

		4257		$23,826,701.80		$23,808,352.20		$23,814,604.20		$20,220,023,304,430.00		$20,220,023,304,430.00		$20,220,023,304,430.00

		4258		$25,319,951.80		$25,330,102.20		$25,386,354.20		$20,220,024,694,180.00		$20,220,024,694,180.00		$20,220,024,694,180.00

		4259		$24,811,951.80		$24,722,102.20		$24,678,354.20		$20,220,023,733,180.00		$20,220,023,733,180.00		$20,220,023,733,180.00

		4260		$21,655,251.80		$21,540,402.20		$21,471,654.20		$20,220,020,508,980.00		$20,220,020,508,980.00		$20,220,020,508,980.00

		4261		$22,684,401.80		$22,733,052.20		$22,814,304.20		$20,220,022,796,630.00		$20,220,022,796,630.00		$20,220,022,796,630.00

		4262		$24,881,951.80		$24,867,102.20		$24,898,354.20		$20,220,026,192,680.00		$20,220,026,192,680.00		$20,220,026,192,680.00

		4263		$22,485,301.80		$22,520,452.20		$22,601,704.20		$20,220,024,321,030.00		$20,220,024,321,030.00		$20,220,024,321,030.00

		4264		$22,713,251.80		$22,673,402.20		$22,679,654.20		$20,220,022,888,480.00		$20,220,022,888,480.00		$20,220,022,888,480.00

		4265		$24,133,901.80		$24,137,052.20		$24,143,304.20		$20,220,023,353,630.00		$20,220,023,353,630.00		$20,220,023,353,630.00

		4266		$22,773,251.80		$22,827,402.20		$22,867,154.20		$20,220,023,026,480.00		$20,220,023,026,480.00		$20,220,023,026,480.00

		4267		$22,975,051.80		$22,967,702.20		$22,998,954.20		$20,220,022,143,280.00		$20,220,022,143,280.00		$20,220,022,143,280.00

		4268		$26,313,151.80		$26,373,302.20		$26,444,554.20		$20,220,026,715,380.00		$20,220,026,715,380.00		$20,220,026,715,380.00

		4269		$23,718,951.80		$23,650,602.20		$23,606,854.20		$20,220,022,793,680.00		$20,220,022,793,680.00		$20,220,022,793,680.00

		4270		$22,647,951.80		$22,583,602.20		$22,564,854.20		$20,220,022,704,180.00		$20,220,022,704,180.00		$20,220,022,704,180.00

		4271		$22,628,651.80		$22,513,802.20		$22,445,054.20		$20,220,021,482,380.00		$20,220,021,482,380.00		$20,220,021,482,380.00

		4272		$23,661,301.80		$23,697,952.20		$23,745,704.20		$20,220,023,567,530.00		$20,220,023,567,530.00		$20,220,023,567,530.00

		4273		$22,402,801.80		$22,287,952.20		$22,219,204.20		$20,220,021,256,530.00		$20,220,021,256,530.00		$20,220,021,256,530.00

		4274		$23,132,801.80		$23,067,952.20		$23,027,204.20		$20,220,022,064,530.00		$20,220,022,064,530.00		$20,220,022,064,530.00

		4275		$21,450,651.80		$21,335,802.20		$21,267,054.20		$20,220,020,304,380.00		$20,220,020,304,380.00		$20,220,020,304,380.00

		4276		$24,535,101.80		$24,545,252.20		$24,601,504.20		$20,220,024,942,330.00		$20,220,024,942,330.00		$20,220,024,942,330.00

		4277		$22,545,051.80		$22,480,202.20		$22,461,454.20		$20,220,021,650,780.00		$20,220,021,650,780.00		$20,220,021,650,780.00

		4278		$22,881,501.80		$22,864,152.20		$22,870,404.20		$20,220,022,062,230.00		$20,220,022,062,230.00		$20,220,022,062,230.00

		4279		$25,288,951.80		$25,249,102.20		$25,255,354.20		$20,220,024,401,180.00		$20,220,024,401,180.00		$20,220,024,401,180.00

		4280		$25,444,201.80		$25,329,352.20		$25,260,604.20		$20,220,024,297,930.00		$20,220,024,297,930.00		$20,220,024,297,930.00

		4281		$23,327,851.80		$23,288,002.20		$23,274,254.20		$20,220,022,379,080.00		$20,220,022,379,080.00		$20,220,022,379,080.00

		4282		$23,852,201.80		$23,862,352.20		$23,918,604.20		$20,220,023,520,430.00		$20,220,023,520,430.00		$20,220,023,520,430.00

		4283		$24,445,751.80		$24,430,902.20		$24,462,154.20		$20,220,024,829,480.00		$20,220,024,829,480.00		$20,220,024,829,480.00

		4284		$23,882,251.80		$23,891,402.20		$23,922,654.20		$20,220,023,881,980.00		$20,220,023,881,980.00		$20,220,023,881,980.00

		4285		$23,155,401.80		$23,040,552.20		$22,971,804.20		$20,220,022,009,130.00		$20,220,022,009,130.00		$20,220,022,009,130.00

		4286		$25,508,151.80		$25,497,802.20		$25,529,054.20		$20,220,025,445,380.00		$20,220,025,445,380.00		$20,220,025,445,380.00

		4287		$24,074,951.80		$24,099,602.20		$24,145,854.20		$20,220,023,506,680.00		$20,220,023,506,680.00		$20,220,023,506,680.00

		4288		$23,830,401.80		$23,823,552.20		$23,838,304.20		$20,220,023,222,130.00		$20,220,023,222,130.00		$20,220,023,222,130.00

		4289		$22,153,301.80		$22,144,952.20		$22,176,204.20		$20,220,025,055,530.00		$20,220,025,055,530.00		$20,220,025,055,530.00

		4290		$25,476,701.80		$25,436,852.20		$25,379,604.20		$20,220,024,416,930.00		$20,220,024,416,930.00		$20,220,024,416,930.00

		4291		$25,253,101.80		$25,276,252.20		$25,318,004.20		$20,220,024,601,330.00		$20,220,024,601,330.00		$20,220,024,601,330.00

		4292		$24,703,001.80		$24,668,652.20		$24,665,404.20		$20,220,023,976,730.00		$20,220,023,976,730.00		$20,220,023,976,730.00

		4293		$24,528,651.80		$24,591,302.20		$24,677,554.20		$20,220,024,274,380.00		$20,220,024,274,380.00		$20,220,024,274,380.00

		4294		$24,242,201.80		$24,227,352.20		$24,258,604.20		$20,220,023,838,930.00		$20,220,023,838,930.00		$20,220,023,838,930.00

		4295		$23,312,401.80		$23,272,552.20		$23,278,304.20		$20,220,022,545,630.00		$20,220,022,545,630.00		$20,220,022,545,630.00

		4296		$22,936,101.80		$22,971,252.20		$23,035,004.20		$20,220,027,605,830.00		$20,220,027,605,830.00		$20,220,027,605,830.00

		4297		$24,705,001.80		$24,710,152.20		$24,741,404.20		$20,220,024,971,730.00		$20,220,024,971,730.00		$20,220,024,971,730.00

		4298		$23,793,251.80		$23,834,902.20		$23,901,654.20		$20,220,023,571,480.00		$20,220,023,571,480.00		$20,220,023,571,480.00

		4299		$25,738,001.80		$25,700,652.20		$25,706,904.20		$20,220,024,979,730.00		$20,220,024,979,730.00		$20,220,024,979,730.00

		4300		$21,920,451.80		$21,880,602.20		$21,879,354.20		$20,220,021,036,680.00		$20,220,021,036,680.00		$20,220,021,036,680.00

		4301		$24,313,151.80		$24,348,302.20		$24,414,554.20		$20,220,024,487,880.00		$20,220,024,487,880.00		$20,220,024,487,880.00

		4302		$25,428,651.80		$25,513,802.20		$25,645,054.20		$20,220,027,288,380.00		$20,220,027,288,380.00		$20,220,027,288,380.00

		4303		$24,136,051.80		$24,157,702.20		$24,213,954.20		$20,220,023,845,780.00		$20,220,023,845,780.00		$20,220,023,845,780.00

		4304		$24,841,601.80		$25,051,752.20		$25,283,004.20		$20,220,027,155,830.00		$20,220,027,155,830.00		$20,220,027,155,830.00

		4305		$23,483,251.80		$23,453,902.20		$23,460,154.20		$20,220,022,591,980.00		$20,220,022,591,980.00		$20,220,022,591,980.00

		4306		$23,355,401.80		$23,315,552.20		$23,304,304.20		$20,220,022,557,630.00		$20,220,022,557,630.00		$20,220,022,557,630.00

		4307		$24,561,551.80		$24,546,702.20		$24,563,454.20		$20,220,024,064,280.00		$20,220,024,064,280.00		$20,220,024,064,280.00

		4308		$24,407,651.80		$24,392,802.20		$24,424,054.20		$20,220,026,438,380.00		$20,220,026,438,380.00		$20,220,026,438,380.00

		4309		$23,560,551.80		$23,520,702.20		$23,471,454.20		$20,220,022,508,780.00		$20,220,022,508,780.00		$20,220,022,508,780.00

		4310		$23,349,901.80		$23,322,052.20		$23,328,304.20		$20,220,022,571,130.00		$20,220,022,571,130.00		$20,220,022,571,130.00

		4311		$23,568,301.80		$23,586,952.20		$23,631,704.20		$20,220,023,466,030.00		$20,220,023,466,030.00		$20,220,023,466,030.00

		4312		$25,533,951.80		$25,565,102.20		$25,621,354.20		$20,220,025,217,180.00		$20,220,025,217,180.00		$20,220,025,217,180.00

		4313		$23,626,101.80		$23,611,252.20		$23,642,504.20		$20,220,023,044,830.00		$20,220,023,044,830.00		$20,220,023,044,830.00

		4314		$24,453,801.80		$24,402,452.20		$24,373,204.20		$20,220,023,762,030.00		$20,220,023,762,030.00		$20,220,023,762,030.00

		4315		$23,654,451.80		$23,639,602.20		$23,670,854.20		$20,220,023,041,180.00		$20,220,023,041,180.00		$20,220,023,041,180.00

		4316		$23,670,251.80		$23,630,402.20		$23,636,654.20		$20,220,022,835,480.00		$20,220,022,835,480.00		$20,220,022,835,480.00

		4317		$22,148,301.80		$22,108,452.20		$22,104,204.20		$20,220,021,167,530.00		$20,220,021,167,530.00		$20,220,021,167,530.00

		4318		$26,131,551.80		$26,109,202.20		$26,094,954.20		$20,220,025,156,280.00		$20,220,025,156,280.00		$20,220,025,156,280.00

		4319		$22,554,251.80		$22,511,902.20		$22,493,154.20		$20,220,021,682,480.00		$20,220,021,682,480.00		$20,220,021,682,480.00

		4320		$25,179,801.80		$25,123,452.20		$25,079,704.20		$20,220,024,384,530.00		$20,220,024,384,530.00		$20,220,024,384,530.00

		4321		$24,111,151.80		$24,071,302.20		$24,065,054.20		$20,220,023,143,380.00		$20,220,023,143,380.00		$20,220,023,143,380.00

		4322		$24,176,201.80		$24,127,852.20		$24,109,104.20		$20,220,023,322,430.00		$20,220,023,322,430.00		$20,220,023,322,430.00

		4323		$21,846,951.80		$21,807,102.20		$21,789,854.20		$20,220,022,034,180.00		$20,220,022,034,180.00		$20,220,022,034,180.00

		4324		$22,682,901.80		$22,663,552.20		$22,669,804.20		$20,220,022,548,630.00		$20,220,022,548,630.00		$20,220,022,548,630.00

		4325		$21,340,751.80		$21,325,902.20		$21,357,154.20		$20,220,022,154,480.00		$20,220,022,154,480.00		$20,220,022,154,480.00

		4326		$23,011,251.80		$22,946,402.20		$22,927,654.20		$20,220,022,011,980.00		$20,220,022,011,980.00		$20,220,022,011,980.00

		4327		$24,013,401.80		$23,948,552.20		$23,929,804.20		$20,220,023,627,130.00		$20,220,023,627,130.00		$20,220,023,627,130.00

		4328		$25,274,701.80		$25,247,852.20		$25,254,104.20		$20,220,024,473,930.00		$20,220,024,473,930.00		$20,220,024,473,930.00

		4329		$24,057,901.80		$24,049,552.20		$24,061,304.20		$20,220,023,894,130.00		$20,220,023,894,130.00		$20,220,023,894,130.00

		4330		$25,759,501.80		$25,767,152.20		$25,798,404.20		$20,220,025,008,730.00		$20,220,025,008,730.00		$20,220,025,008,730.00

		4331		$23,714,551.80		$23,674,702.20		$23,680,954.20		$20,220,024,030,780.00		$20,220,024,030,780.00		$20,220,024,030,780.00

		4332		$23,400,551.80		$23,410,702.20		$23,445,454.20		$20,220,024,923,780.00		$20,220,024,923,780.00		$20,220,024,923,780.00

		4333		$24,383,651.80		$24,343,802.20		$24,346,554.20		$20,220,023,801,880.00		$20,220,023,801,880.00		$20,220,023,801,880.00

		4334		$25,120,001.80		$25,151,652.20		$25,193,404.20		$20,220,024,626,730.00		$20,220,024,626,730.00		$20,220,024,626,730.00

		4335		$25,294,551.80		$25,297,702.20		$25,303,954.20		$20,220,024,884,780.00		$20,220,024,884,780.00		$20,220,024,884,780.00

		4336		$24,725,651.80		$24,785,802.20		$24,892,054.20		$20,220,027,212,880.00		$20,220,027,212,880.00		$20,220,027,212,880.00

		4337		$23,790,401.80		$23,812,552.20		$23,861,304.20		$20,220,026,255,630.00		$20,220,026,255,630.00		$20,220,026,255,630.00

		4338		$25,966,751.80		$25,918,402.20		$25,856,654.20		$20,220,024,893,980.00		$20,220,024,893,980.00		$20,220,024,893,980.00

		4339		$23,380,001.80		$23,396,152.20		$23,425,904.20		$20,220,022,710,730.00		$20,220,022,710,730.00		$20,220,022,710,730.00

		4340		$23,964,501.80		$23,849,652.20		$23,780,904.20		$20,220,022,818,230.00		$20,220,022,818,230.00		$20,220,022,818,230.00

		4341		$23,231,951.80		$23,217,102.20		$23,248,354.20		$20,220,024,330,680.00		$20,220,024,330,680.00		$20,220,024,330,680.00

		4342		$24,078,151.80		$24,068,802.20		$24,050,054.20		$20,220,023,436,380.00		$20,220,023,436,380.00		$20,220,023,436,380.00

		4343		$22,594,701.80		$22,579,852.20		$22,611,104.20		$20,220,023,671,430.00		$20,220,023,671,430.00		$20,220,023,671,430.00

		4344		$23,255,551.80		$23,265,702.20		$23,307,454.20		$20,220,022,745,780.00		$20,220,022,745,780.00		$20,220,022,745,780.00

		4345		$23,346,951.80		$23,382,102.20		$23,438,854.20		$20,220,023,291,680.00		$20,220,023,291,680.00		$20,220,023,291,680.00

		4346		$24,540,501.80		$24,575,652.20		$24,648,904.20		$20,220,023,898,230.00		$20,220,023,898,230.00		$20,220,023,898,230.00

		4347		$26,326,851.80		$26,345,502.20		$26,379,754.20		$20,220,025,851,580.00		$20,220,025,851,580.00		$20,220,025,851,580.00

		4348		$22,540,701.80		$22,525,852.20		$22,543,604.20		$20,220,022,811,430.00		$20,220,022,811,430.00		$20,220,022,811,430.00

		4349		$24,378,351.80		$24,388,502.20		$24,438,254.20		$20,220,023,927,580.00		$20,220,023,927,580.00		$20,220,023,927,580.00

		4350		$26,473,051.80		$26,508,202.20		$26,539,454.20		$20,220,026,176,780.00		$20,220,026,176,780.00		$20,220,026,176,780.00

		4351		$22,843,501.80		$22,784,152.20		$22,748,904.20		$20,220,021,866,730.00		$20,220,021,866,730.00		$20,220,021,866,730.00

		4352		$25,217,451.80		$25,245,102.20		$25,252,354.20		$20,220,024,341,680.00		$20,220,024,341,680.00		$20,220,024,341,680.00

		4353		$23,546,401.80		$23,531,552.20		$23,562,804.20		$20,220,024,581,130.00		$20,220,024,581,130.00		$20,220,024,581,130.00

		4354		$22,646,851.80		$22,582,002.20		$22,563,254.20		$20,220,022,359,580.00		$20,220,022,359,580.00		$20,220,022,359,580.00

		4355		$25,268,851.80		$25,279,002.20		$25,303,254.20		$20,220,024,808,080.00		$20,220,024,808,080.00		$20,220,024,808,080.00

		4356		$23,730,601.80		$23,740,752.20		$23,775,504.20		$20,220,023,862,830.00		$20,220,023,862,830.00		$20,220,023,862,830.00

		4357		$21,703,001.80		$21,653,652.20		$21,634,904.20		$20,220,022,061,230.00		$20,220,022,061,230.00		$20,220,022,061,230.00

		4358		$22,316,851.80		$22,327,002.20		$22,355,754.20		$20,220,021,906,080.00		$20,220,021,906,080.00		$20,220,021,906,080.00

		4359		$24,826,451.80		$24,918,102.20		$25,015,354.20		$20,220,024,497,680.00		$20,220,024,497,680.00		$20,220,024,497,680.00

		4360		$23,440,851.80		$23,389,502.20		$23,320,754.20		$20,220,022,358,080.00		$20,220,022,358,080.00		$20,220,022,358,080.00

		4361		$26,207,051.80		$26,169,702.20		$26,153,954.20		$20,220,025,201,780.00		$20,220,025,201,780.00		$20,220,025,201,780.00

		4362		$22,893,001.80		$22,890,152.20		$22,921,404.20		$20,220,023,724,730.00		$20,220,023,724,730.00		$20,220,023,724,730.00

		4363		$25,195,551.80		$25,305,702.20		$25,427,454.20		$20,220,025,987,780.00		$20,220,025,987,780.00		$20,220,025,987,780.00

		4364		$20,863,501.80		$20,748,652.20		$20,679,904.20		$20,220,019,717,230.00		$20,220,019,717,230.00		$20,220,019,717,230.00

		4365		$21,754,551.80		$21,764,702.20		$21,820,954.20		$20,220,021,115,780.00		$20,220,021,115,780.00		$20,220,021,115,780.00

		4366		$23,015,651.80		$23,013,802.20		$22,998,554.20		$20,220,022,495,880.00		$20,220,022,495,880.00		$20,220,022,495,880.00

		4367		$23,847,151.80		$23,732,302.20		$23,663,554.20		$20,220,022,700,880.00		$20,220,022,700,880.00		$20,220,022,700,880.00

		4368		$23,922,351.80		$23,932,502.20		$23,988,754.20		$20,220,025,578,580.00		$20,220,025,578,580.00		$20,220,025,578,580.00

		4369		$22,583,801.80		$22,518,952.20		$22,500,204.20		$20,220,022,126,530.00		$20,220,022,126,530.00		$20,220,022,126,530.00

		4370		$26,552,651.80		$26,562,802.20		$26,603,554.20		$20,220,026,583,880.00		$20,220,026,583,880.00		$20,220,026,583,880.00

		4371		$25,410,551.80		$25,446,202.20		$25,515,954.20		$20,220,025,112,780.00		$20,220,025,112,780.00		$20,220,025,112,780.00

		4372		$23,356,751.80		$23,291,902.20		$23,248,654.20		$20,220,022,324,480.00		$20,220,022,324,480.00		$20,220,022,324,480.00

		4373		$24,132,151.80		$24,067,302.20		$24,048,554.20		$20,220,026,860,880.00		$20,220,026,860,880.00		$20,220,026,860,880.00

		4374		$24,667,001.80		$24,684,652.20		$24,711,904.20		$20,220,024,210,730.00		$20,220,024,210,730.00		$20,220,024,210,730.00

		4375		$22,385,751.80		$22,320,902.20		$22,302,154.20		$20,220,021,418,480.00		$20,220,021,418,480.00		$20,220,021,418,480.00

		4376		$23,589,301.80		$23,574,452.20		$23,605,704.20		$20,220,023,929,030.00		$20,220,023,929,030.00		$20,220,023,929,030.00

		4377		$24,056,801.80		$24,057,452.20		$24,088,704.20		$20,220,024,125,030.00		$20,220,024,125,030.00		$20,220,024,125,030.00

		4378		$20,675,251.80		$20,635,402.20		$20,627,654.20		$20,220,019,736,480.00		$20,220,019,736,480.00		$20,220,019,736,480.00

		4379		$23,743,301.80		$23,706,952.20		$23,713,204.20		$20,220,022,837,030.00		$20,220,022,837,030.00		$20,220,022,837,030.00

		4380		$24,184,701.80		$24,144,852.20		$24,145,604.20		$20,220,023,322,930.00		$20,220,023,322,930.00		$20,220,023,322,930.00

		4381		$23,444,051.80		$23,429,202.20		$23,444,954.20		$20,220,022,552,780.00		$20,220,022,552,780.00		$20,220,022,552,780.00

		4382		$22,366,051.80		$22,251,202.20		$22,182,454.20		$20,220,021,219,780.00		$20,220,021,219,780.00		$20,220,021,219,780.00

		4383		$21,914,501.80		$21,799,652.20		$21,730,904.20		$20,220,020,768,230.00		$20,220,020,768,230.00		$20,220,020,768,230.00

		4384		$26,749,251.80		$26,835,902.20		$26,967,154.20		$20,220,029,225,480.00		$20,220,029,225,480.00		$20,220,029,225,480.00

		4385		$25,183,101.80		$25,218,252.20		$25,280,004.20		$20,220,025,274,830.00		$20,220,025,274,830.00		$20,220,025,274,830.00

		4386		$25,902,751.80		$25,876,402.20		$25,882,654.20		$20,220,025,504,480.00		$20,220,025,504,480.00		$20,220,025,504,480.00

		4387		$22,944,401.80		$22,829,552.20		$22,760,804.20		$20,220,021,798,130.00		$20,220,021,798,130.00		$20,220,021,798,130.00

		4388		$23,762,551.80		$23,647,702.20		$23,578,954.20		$20,220,022,616,280.00		$20,220,022,616,280.00		$20,220,022,616,280.00

		4389		$24,191,851.80		$24,156,502.20		$24,140,254.20		$20,220,023,661,580.00		$20,220,023,661,580.00		$20,220,023,661,580.00

		4390		$25,692,051.80		$25,691,702.20		$25,703,954.20		$20,220,024,741,280.00		$20,220,024,741,280.00		$20,220,024,741,280.00

		4391		$24,596,401.80		$24,481,552.20		$24,412,804.20		$20,220,023,450,130.00		$20,220,023,450,130.00		$20,220,023,450,130.00

		4392		$24,539,001.80		$24,489,652.20		$24,470,904.20		$20,220,023,730,230.00		$20,220,023,730,230.00		$20,220,023,730,230.00

		4393		$23,887,001.80		$23,839,652.20		$23,820,904.20		$20,220,022,897,230.00		$20,220,022,897,230.00		$20,220,022,897,230.00

		4394		$25,216,101.80		$25,194,752.20		$25,201,004.20		$20,220,025,257,830.00		$20,220,025,257,830.00		$20,220,025,257,830.00

		4395		$23,767,501.80		$23,752,652.20		$23,783,904.20		$20,220,023,131,230.00		$20,220,023,131,230.00		$20,220,023,131,230.00

		4396		$22,685,201.80		$22,645,352.20		$22,640,104.20		$20,220,021,818,430.00		$20,220,021,818,430.00		$20,220,021,818,430.00

		4397		$24,182,101.80		$24,164,252.20		$24,163,004.20		$20,220,023,528,330.00		$20,220,023,528,330.00		$20,220,023,528,330.00

		4398		$23,142,801.80		$23,152,952.20		$23,209,204.20		$20,220,025,204,030.00		$20,220,025,204,030.00		$20,220,025,204,030.00

		4399		$25,421,701.80		$25,431,852.20		$25,488,104.20		$20,220,024,828,930.00		$20,220,024,828,930.00		$20,220,024,828,930.00

		4400		$23,675,851.80		$23,626,502.20		$23,607,754.20		$20,220,022,730,080.00		$20,220,022,730,080.00		$20,220,022,730,080.00

		4401		$23,872,601.80		$23,957,752.20		$24,064,504.20		$20,220,025,044,330.00		$20,220,025,044,330.00		$20,220,025,044,330.00

		4402		$25,863,251.80		$25,950,902.20		$26,038,654.20		$20,220,026,005,480.00		$20,220,026,005,480.00		$20,220,026,005,480.00

		4403		$25,476,651.80		$25,461,802.20		$25,493,054.20		$20,220,026,284,380.00		$20,220,026,284,380.00		$20,220,026,284,380.00

		4404		$22,973,251.80		$22,958,402.20		$22,989,654.20		$20,220,023,171,980.00		$20,220,023,171,980.00		$20,220,023,171,980.00

		4405		$23,566,251.80		$23,615,902.20		$23,675,654.20		$20,220,024,166,480.00		$20,220,024,166,480.00		$20,220,024,166,480.00

		4406		$23,737,301.80		$23,716,952.20		$23,710,704.20		$20,220,022,905,030.00		$20,220,022,905,030.00		$20,220,022,905,030.00

		4407		$24,804,951.80		$24,765,102.20		$24,748,854.20		$20,220,024,300,180.00		$20,220,024,300,180.00		$20,220,024,300,180.00

		4408		$23,762,451.80		$23,697,602.20		$23,678,854.20		$20,220,023,405,180.00		$20,220,023,405,180.00		$20,220,023,405,180.00

		4409		$23,789,801.80		$23,798,452.20		$23,804,704.20		$20,220,022,961,530.00		$20,220,022,961,530.00		$20,220,022,961,530.00

		4410		$22,281,751.80		$22,241,902.20		$22,248,154.20		$20,220,021,299,980.00		$20,220,021,299,980.00		$20,220,021,299,980.00

		4411		$24,182,051.80		$24,118,702.20		$24,099,954.20		$20,220,023,254,280.00		$20,220,023,254,280.00		$20,220,023,254,280.00

		4412		$24,337,501.80		$24,340,152.20		$24,370,904.20		$20,220,023,739,730.00		$20,220,023,739,730.00		$20,220,023,739,730.00

		4413		$25,943,051.80		$26,015,702.20		$26,096,954.20		$20,220,030,148,280.00		$20,220,030,148,280.00		$20,220,030,148,280.00

		4414		$25,128,451.80		$25,113,102.20		$25,119,354.20		$20,220,025,711,180.00		$20,220,025,711,180.00		$20,220,025,711,180.00

		4415		$22,999,051.80		$22,959,202.20		$22,948,954.20		$20,220,022,259,280.00		$20,220,022,259,280.00		$20,220,022,259,280.00

		4416		$23,931,101.80		$23,941,252.20		$23,992,004.20		$20,220,024,539,330.00		$20,220,024,539,330.00		$20,220,024,539,330.00

		4417		$23,969,851.80		$23,916,502.20		$23,897,754.20		$20,220,022,969,080.00		$20,220,022,969,080.00		$20,220,022,969,080.00

		4418		$24,506,951.80		$24,517,102.20		$24,573,354.20		$20,220,024,797,180.00		$20,220,024,797,180.00		$20,220,024,797,180.00

		4419		$24,263,001.80		$24,303,152.20		$24,359,404.20		$20,220,023,685,230.00		$20,220,023,685,230.00		$20,220,023,685,230.00

		4420		$24,451,051.80		$24,411,202.20		$24,417,454.20		$20,220,023,853,280.00		$20,220,023,853,280.00		$20,220,023,853,280.00

		4421		$22,812,551.80		$22,847,702.20		$22,928,954.20		$20,220,023,144,280.00		$20,220,023,144,280.00		$20,220,023,144,280.00

		4422		$25,164,051.80		$25,124,202.20		$25,130,454.20		$20,220,024,389,280.00		$20,220,024,389,280.00		$20,220,024,389,280.00

		4423		$22,058,351.80		$21,988,002.20		$21,944,254.20		$20,220,021,994,080.00		$20,220,021,994,080.00		$20,220,021,994,080.00

		4424		$22,628,401.80		$22,538,552.20		$22,494,804.20		$20,220,021,556,630.00		$20,220,021,556,630.00		$20,220,021,556,630.00

		4425		$22,517,801.80		$22,502,952.20		$22,519,204.20		$20,220,021,684,530.00		$20,220,021,684,530.00		$20,220,021,684,530.00

		4426		$24,450,051.80		$24,485,202.20		$24,556,954.20		$20,220,024,475,780.00		$20,220,024,475,780.00		$20,220,024,475,780.00

		4427		$25,117,801.80		$25,109,452.20		$25,101,204.20		$20,220,024,152,530.00		$20,220,024,152,530.00		$20,220,024,152,530.00

		4428		$24,314,751.80		$24,324,902.20		$24,374,654.20		$20,220,024,603,980.00		$20,220,024,603,980.00		$20,220,024,603,980.00

		4429		$25,120,251.80		$25,147,902.20		$25,204,154.20		$20,220,026,694,980.00		$20,220,026,694,980.00		$20,220,026,694,980.00

		4430		$24,931,101.80		$24,916,252.20		$24,947,504.20		$20,220,024,609,830.00		$20,220,024,609,830.00		$20,220,024,609,830.00

		4431		$25,681,451.80		$25,716,602.20		$25,780,354.20		$20,220,026,336,180.00		$20,220,026,336,180.00		$20,220,026,336,180.00

		4432		$23,679,501.80		$23,655,152.20		$23,654,904.20		$20,220,023,075,230.00		$20,220,023,075,230.00		$20,220,023,075,230.00

		4433		$23,768,551.80		$23,728,702.20		$23,734,954.20		$20,220,023,312,780.00		$20,220,023,312,780.00		$20,220,023,312,780.00

		4434		$25,102,851.80		$25,138,002.20		$25,201,754.20		$20,220,025,452,580.00		$20,220,025,452,580.00		$20,220,025,452,580.00

		4435		$25,989,851.80		$26,078,002.20		$26,188,254.20		$20,220,025,912,580.00		$20,220,025,912,580.00		$20,220,025,912,580.00

		4436		$25,171,751.80		$25,226,902.20		$25,283,154.20		$20,220,025,253,980.00		$20,220,025,253,980.00		$20,220,025,253,980.00

		4437		$25,031,251.80		$25,027,402.20		$25,019,154.20		$20,220,024,416,480.00		$20,220,024,416,480.00		$20,220,024,416,480.00

		4438		$24,177,101.80		$24,256,252.20		$24,360,004.20		$20,220,024,220,330.00		$20,220,024,220,330.00		$20,220,024,220,330.00

		4439		$23,978,451.80		$23,939,102.20		$23,945,354.20		$20,220,024,515,180.00		$20,220,024,515,180.00		$20,220,024,515,180.00

		4440		$22,583,451.80		$22,523,102.20		$22,504,354.20		$20,220,021,794,680.00		$20,220,021,794,680.00		$20,220,021,794,680.00

		4441		$24,655,551.80		$24,615,702.20		$24,621,954.20		$20,220,024,085,780.00		$20,220,024,085,780.00		$20,220,024,085,780.00

		4442		$25,381,951.80		$25,367,102.20		$25,398,354.20		$20,220,025,154,680.00		$20,220,025,154,680.00		$20,220,025,154,680.00

		4443		$24,937,501.80		$24,847,652.20		$24,803,904.20		$20,220,023,874,730.00		$20,220,023,874,730.00		$20,220,023,874,730.00

		4444		$24,861,451.80		$24,871,602.20		$24,927,854.20		$20,220,024,541,680.00		$20,220,024,541,680.00		$20,220,024,541,680.00

		4445		$23,334,051.80		$23,319,202.20		$23,336,954.20		$20,220,023,375,780.00		$20,220,023,375,780.00		$20,220,023,375,780.00

		4446		$25,162,501.80		$25,222,652.20		$25,312,404.20		$20,220,026,464,730.00		$20,220,026,464,730.00		$20,220,026,464,730.00

		4447		$24,079,451.80		$24,098,102.20		$24,154,354.20		$20,220,023,440,180.00		$20,220,023,440,180.00		$20,220,023,440,180.00

		4448		$23,386,001.80		$23,367,652.20		$23,361,404.20		$20,220,022,398,730.00		$20,220,022,398,730.00		$20,220,022,398,730.00

		4449		$24,182,951.80		$24,193,102.20		$24,237,854.20		$20,220,023,782,180.00		$20,220,023,782,180.00		$20,220,023,782,180.00

		4450		$24,453,051.80		$24,513,202.20		$24,619,454.20		$20,220,025,251,280.00		$20,220,025,251,280.00		$20,220,025,251,280.00

		4451		$25,747,351.80		$25,807,502.20		$25,904,254.20		$20,220,025,479,580.00		$20,220,025,479,580.00		$20,220,025,479,580.00

		4452		$23,381,951.80		$23,343,602.20		$23,318,354.20		$20,220,022,355,680.00		$20,220,022,355,680.00		$20,220,022,355,680.00

		4453		$23,521,451.80		$23,456,602.20		$23,437,854.20		$20,220,022,598,180.00		$20,220,022,598,180.00		$20,220,022,598,180.00

		4454		$24,694,451.80		$24,695,602.20		$24,702,354.20		$20,220,024,417,180.00		$20,220,024,417,180.00		$20,220,024,417,180.00

		4455		$23,575,401.80		$23,560,552.20		$23,591,804.20		$20,220,023,586,130.00		$20,220,023,586,130.00		$20,220,023,586,130.00

		4456		$23,740,601.80		$23,725,752.20		$23,741,504.20		$20,220,023,227,330.00		$20,220,023,227,330.00		$20,220,023,227,330.00

		4457		$23,246,701.80		$23,263,352.20		$23,319,604.20		$20,220,023,796,430.00		$20,220,023,796,430.00		$20,220,023,796,430.00

		4458		$23,468,201.80		$23,403,352.20		$23,384,604.20		$20,220,022,883,930.00		$20,220,022,883,930.00		$20,220,022,883,930.00

		4459		$23,328,401.80		$23,288,552.20		$23,284,304.20		$20,220,022,674,630.00		$20,220,022,674,630.00		$20,220,022,674,630.00

		4460		$22,537,851.80		$22,498,002.20		$22,494,754.20		$20,220,021,693,080.00		$20,220,021,693,080.00		$20,220,021,693,080.00

		4461		$25,138,051.80		$25,161,702.20		$25,167,954.20		$20,220,024,444,780.00		$20,220,024,444,780.00		$20,220,024,444,780.00

		4462		$24,611,501.80		$24,673,652.20		$24,738,404.20		$20,220,024,400,230.00		$20,220,024,400,230.00		$20,220,024,400,230.00

		4463		$22,342,751.80		$22,299,402.20		$22,280,154.20		$20,220,021,480,980.00		$20,220,021,480,980.00		$20,220,021,480,980.00

		4464		$25,469,451.80		$25,436,602.20		$25,430,354.20		$20,220,025,136,680.00		$20,220,025,136,680.00		$20,220,025,136,680.00

		4465		$24,377,951.80		$24,417,102.20		$24,459,854.20		$20,220,024,461,180.00		$20,220,024,461,180.00		$20,220,024,461,180.00

		4466		$24,672,251.80		$24,682,402.20		$24,683,154.20		$20,220,024,264,480.00		$20,220,024,264,480.00		$20,220,024,264,480.00

		4467		$24,544,351.80		$24,504,502.20		$24,501,254.20		$20,220,023,743,580.00		$20,220,023,743,580.00		$20,220,023,743,580.00

		4468		$25,317,101.80		$25,319,752.20		$25,351,004.20		$20,220,025,972,330.00		$20,220,025,972,330.00		$20,220,025,972,330.00

		4469		$22,700,501.80		$22,660,652.20		$22,634,404.20		$20,220,021,671,730.00		$20,220,021,671,730.00		$20,220,021,671,730.00

		4470		$23,301,751.80		$23,336,902.20		$23,418,154.20		$20,220,023,584,480.00		$20,220,023,584,480.00		$20,220,023,584,480.00

		4471		$23,596,051.80		$23,606,202.20		$23,637,454.20		$20,220,024,314,280.00		$20,220,024,314,280.00		$20,220,024,314,280.00

		4472		$24,074,401.80		$24,109,552.20		$24,175,304.20		$20,220,023,424,130.00		$20,220,023,424,130.00		$20,220,023,424,130.00

		4473		$25,461,951.80		$25,472,102.20		$25,513,854.20		$20,220,025,774,180.00		$20,220,025,774,180.00		$20,220,025,774,180.00

		4474		$23,382,751.80		$23,367,902.20		$23,399,154.20		$20,220,023,481,480.00		$20,220,023,481,480.00		$20,220,023,481,480.00

		4475		$23,542,801.80		$23,527,952.20		$23,559,204.20		$20,220,023,756,530.00		$20,220,023,756,530.00		$20,220,023,756,530.00

		4476		$25,381,051.80		$25,341,202.20		$25,347,454.20		$20,220,024,695,280.00		$20,220,024,695,280.00		$20,220,024,695,280.00

		4477		$25,510,501.80		$25,506,152.20		$25,530,904.20		$20,220,025,078,730.00		$20,220,025,078,730.00		$20,220,025,078,730.00

		4478		$24,110,251.80		$24,020,402.20		$23,976,654.20		$20,220,023,481,480.00		$20,220,023,481,480.00		$20,220,023,481,480.00

		4479		$22,791,801.80		$22,751,952.20		$22,758,204.20		$20,220,022,735,030.00		$20,220,022,735,030.00		$20,220,022,735,030.00

		4480		$24,262,551.80		$24,160,202.20		$24,091,454.20		$20,220,023,128,780.00		$20,220,023,128,780.00		$20,220,023,128,780.00

		4481		$23,146,901.80		$23,156,552.20		$23,165,304.20		$20,220,023,088,130.00		$20,220,023,088,130.00		$20,220,023,088,130.00

		4482		$22,445,501.80		$22,384,152.20		$22,324,404.20		$20,220,021,361,730.00		$20,220,021,361,730.00		$20,220,021,361,730.00

		4483		$23,353,051.80		$23,238,202.20		$23,169,454.20		$20,220,022,206,780.00		$20,220,022,206,780.00		$20,220,022,206,780.00

		4484		$24,280,401.80		$24,265,552.20		$24,274,804.20		$20,220,023,656,130.00		$20,220,023,656,130.00		$20,220,023,656,130.00

		4485		$24,099,301.80		$24,134,452.20		$24,206,204.20		$20,220,023,661,030.00		$20,220,023,661,030.00		$20,220,023,661,030.00

		4486		$22,968,551.80		$22,981,202.20		$23,034,954.20		$20,220,022,604,280.00		$20,220,022,604,280.00		$20,220,022,604,280.00

		4487		$25,402,751.80		$25,403,902.20		$25,416,654.20		$20,220,024,660,480.00		$20,220,024,660,480.00		$20,220,024,660,480.00

		4488		$24,488,601.80		$24,496,252.20		$24,527,504.20		$20,220,023,808,830.00		$20,220,023,808,830.00		$20,220,023,808,830.00

		4489		$20,953,151.80		$20,913,302.20		$20,897,054.20		$20,220,020,042,380.00		$20,220,020,042,380.00		$20,220,020,042,380.00

		4490		$23,608,801.80		$23,493,952.20		$23,425,204.20		$20,220,022,462,530.00		$20,220,022,462,530.00		$20,220,022,462,530.00

		4491		$24,172,601.80		$24,157,752.20		$24,189,004.20		$20,220,023,926,330.00		$20,220,023,926,330.00		$20,220,023,926,330.00

		4492		$24,676,951.80		$24,637,102.20		$24,568,354.20		$20,220,023,605,680.00		$20,220,023,605,680.00		$20,220,023,605,680.00

		4493		$23,074,401.80		$22,966,552.20		$22,897,804.20		$20,220,021,935,130.00		$20,220,021,935,130.00		$20,220,021,935,130.00

		4494		$23,788,601.80		$23,773,752.20		$23,805,004.20		$20,220,023,473,330.00		$20,220,023,473,330.00		$20,220,023,473,330.00

		4495		$24,867,901.80		$24,921,552.20		$24,977,804.20		$20,220,025,217,630.00		$20,220,025,217,630.00		$20,220,025,217,630.00

		4496		$24,854,951.80		$24,865,102.20		$24,921,354.20		$20,220,025,163,180.00		$20,220,025,163,180.00		$20,220,025,163,180.00

		4497		$24,151,251.80		$24,086,402.20		$24,067,654.20		$20,220,023,132,980.00		$20,220,023,132,980.00		$20,220,023,132,980.00

		4498		$26,415,901.80		$26,437,552.20		$26,493,804.20		$20,220,026,032,630.00		$20,220,026,032,630.00		$20,220,026,032,630.00

		4499		$25,782,201.80		$25,826,852.20		$25,908,104.20		$20,220,027,717,430.00		$20,220,027,717,430.00		$20,220,027,717,430.00

		4500		$23,101,201.80		$23,019,852.20		$22,976,104.20		$20,220,022,133,930.00		$20,220,022,133,930.00		$20,220,022,133,930.00

		4501		$23,119,351.80		$23,063,002.20		$23,044,254.20		$20,220,023,386,580.00		$20,220,023,386,580.00		$20,220,023,386,580.00

		4502		$22,116,551.80		$22,051,702.20		$22,018,454.20		$20,220,021,264,280.00		$20,220,021,264,280.00		$20,220,021,264,280.00

		4503		$24,522,801.80		$24,546,452.20		$24,577,704.20		$20,220,024,407,030.00		$20,220,024,407,030.00		$20,220,024,407,030.00

		4504		$25,859,501.80		$25,844,652.20		$25,875,404.20		$20,220,025,131,230.00		$20,220,025,131,230.00		$20,220,025,131,230.00

		4505		$22,767,901.80		$22,753,052.20		$22,784,304.20		$20,220,022,132,630.00		$20,220,022,132,630.00		$20,220,022,132,630.00

		4506		$23,513,701.80		$23,448,852.20		$23,430,104.20		$20,220,022,994,430.00		$20,220,022,994,430.00		$20,220,022,994,430.00

		4507		$24,301,451.80		$24,336,602.20		$24,399,354.20		$20,220,028,428,180.00		$20,220,028,428,180.00		$20,220,028,428,180.00

		4508		$25,814,601.80		$25,810,752.20		$25,839,504.20		$20,220,025,287,330.00		$20,220,025,287,330.00		$20,220,025,287,330.00

		4509		$22,393,551.80		$22,428,702.20		$22,509,954.20		$20,220,023,169,280.00		$20,220,023,169,280.00		$20,220,023,169,280.00

		4510		$24,862,201.80		$24,806,852.20		$24,788,104.20		$20,220,024,066,430.00		$20,220,024,066,430.00		$20,220,024,066,430.00

		4511		$25,951,051.80		$25,936,202.20		$25,942,454.20		$20,220,025,313,280.00		$20,220,025,313,280.00		$20,220,025,313,280.00

		4512		$25,364,701.80		$25,374,852.20		$25,431,104.20		$20,220,025,112,930.00		$20,220,025,112,930.00		$20,220,025,112,930.00

		4513		$22,126,701.80		$22,070,352.20		$22,051,604.20		$20,220,021,306,930.00		$20,220,021,306,930.00		$20,220,021,306,930.00

		4514		$22,744,651.80		$22,654,802.20		$22,611,054.20		$20,220,022,430,880.00		$20,220,022,430,880.00		$20,220,022,430,880.00

		4515		$22,433,051.80		$22,321,702.20		$22,252,954.20		$20,220,021,290,280.00		$20,220,021,290,280.00		$20,220,021,290,280.00

		4516		$24,290,401.80		$24,175,552.20		$24,106,804.20		$20,220,023,144,130.00		$20,220,023,144,130.00		$20,220,023,144,130.00

		4517		$23,106,401.80		$23,059,052.20		$23,005,304.20		$20,220,022,042,630.00		$20,220,022,042,630.00		$20,220,022,042,630.00

		4518		$24,956,651.80		$24,958,302.20		$24,955,554.20		$20,220,024,167,880.00		$20,220,024,167,880.00		$20,220,024,167,880.00

		4519		$24,235,451.80		$24,195,602.20		$24,201,854.20		$20,220,024,279,680.00		$20,220,024,279,680.00		$20,220,024,279,680.00

		4520		$23,634,501.80		$23,594,652.20		$23,598,404.20		$20,220,022,699,730.00		$20,220,022,699,730.00		$20,220,022,699,730.00

		4521		$26,917,601.80		$26,923,252.20		$26,952,004.20		$20,220,026,707,830.00		$20,220,026,707,830.00		$20,220,026,707,830.00

		4522		$25,976,851.80		$25,862,002.20		$25,793,254.20		$20,220,024,830,580.00		$20,220,024,830,580.00		$20,220,024,830,580.00

		4523		$25,584,601.80		$25,627,252.20		$25,681,504.20		$20,220,025,517,830.00		$20,220,025,517,830.00		$20,220,025,517,830.00

		4524		$22,972,801.80		$22,989,452.20		$23,022,204.20		$20,220,022,353,530.00		$20,220,022,353,530.00		$20,220,022,353,530.00

		4525		$25,094,201.80		$25,067,852.20		$25,054,604.20		$20,220,024,354,930.00		$20,220,024,354,930.00		$20,220,024,354,930.00

		4526		$24,202,501.80		$24,262,652.20		$24,368,904.20		$20,220,025,300,730.00		$20,220,025,300,730.00		$20,220,025,300,730.00

		4527		$23,241,351.80		$23,263,002.20		$23,288,254.20		$20,220,022,491,080.00		$20,220,022,491,080.00		$20,220,022,491,080.00

		4528		$22,472,201.80		$22,432,352.20		$22,438,604.20		$20,220,022,615,430.00		$20,220,022,615,430.00		$20,220,022,615,430.00

		4529		$25,663,051.80		$25,723,202.20		$25,799,454.20		$20,220,025,323,280.00		$20,220,025,323,280.00		$20,220,025,323,280.00

		4530		$22,742,001.80		$22,777,152.20		$22,841,904.20		$20,220,022,272,730.00		$20,220,022,272,730.00		$20,220,022,272,730.00

		4531		$25,101,101.80		$25,105,252.20		$25,036,504.20		$20,220,024,073,830.00		$20,220,024,073,830.00		$20,220,024,073,830.00

		4532		$23,605,051.80		$23,568,702.20		$23,574,954.20		$20,220,023,048,780.00		$20,220,023,048,780.00		$20,220,023,048,780.00

		4533		$20,173,951.80		$20,109,102.20		$20,090,354.20		$20,220,019,590,680.00		$20,220,019,590,680.00		$20,220,019,590,680.00

		4534		$25,264,801.80		$25,224,952.20		$25,231,204.20		$20,220,024,888,030.00		$20,220,024,888,030.00		$20,220,024,888,030.00

		4535		$22,160,451.80		$22,106,102.20		$22,087,354.20		$20,220,021,570,680.00		$20,220,021,570,680.00		$20,220,021,570,680.00

		4536		$22,587,351.80		$22,596,002.20		$22,627,254.20		$20,220,022,043,580.00		$20,220,022,043,580.00		$20,220,022,043,580.00

		4537		$24,175,601.80		$24,196,252.20		$24,252,504.20		$20,220,023,939,330.00		$20,220,023,939,330.00		$20,220,023,939,330.00

		4538		$22,911,651.80		$22,892,302.20		$22,883,054.20		$20,220,022,188,380.00		$20,220,022,188,380.00		$20,220,022,188,380.00

		4539		$24,383,851.80		$24,394,002.20		$24,426,754.20		$20,220,023,654,080.00		$20,220,023,654,080.00		$20,220,023,654,080.00

		4540		$26,877,451.80		$26,862,602.20		$26,893,854.20		$20,220,026,273,180.00		$20,220,026,273,180.00		$20,220,026,273,180.00

		4541		$25,404,551.80		$25,401,702.20		$25,417,954.20		$20,220,024,500,280.00		$20,220,024,500,280.00		$20,220,024,500,280.00

		4542		$23,894,101.80		$23,904,252.20		$23,960,504.20		$20,220,024,011,330.00		$20,220,024,011,330.00		$20,220,024,011,330.00

		4543		$26,559,251.80		$26,544,402.20		$26,556,654.20		$20,220,025,625,980.00		$20,220,025,625,980.00		$20,220,025,625,980.00

		4544		$23,542,201.80		$23,502,352.20		$23,508,604.20		$20,220,022,650,430.00		$20,220,022,650,430.00		$20,220,022,650,430.00

		4545		$23,669,251.80		$23,604,402.20		$23,585,654.20		$20,220,025,448,980.00		$20,220,025,448,980.00		$20,220,025,448,980.00

		4546		$24,874,601.80		$24,905,252.20		$24,948,004.20		$20,220,025,669,330.00		$20,220,025,669,330.00		$20,220,025,669,330.00

		4547		$23,346,101.80		$23,298,252.20		$23,269,004.20		$20,220,022,566,830.00		$20,220,022,566,830.00		$20,220,022,566,830.00

		4548		$24,147,451.80		$24,107,602.20		$24,090,354.20		$20,220,023,127,680.00		$20,220,023,127,680.00		$20,220,023,127,680.00

		4549		$23,812,601.80		$23,706,752.20		$23,638,004.20		$20,220,022,675,330.00		$20,220,022,675,330.00		$20,220,022,675,330.00

		4550		$25,244,501.80		$25,222,152.20		$25,228,404.20		$20,220,024,933,230.00		$20,220,024,933,230.00		$20,220,024,933,230.00

		4551		$24,048,001.80		$24,020,152.20		$23,951,404.20		$20,220,022,988,730.00		$20,220,022,988,730.00		$20,220,022,988,730.00

		4552		$23,096,151.80		$23,047,802.20		$23,029,054.20		$20,220,022,581,380.00		$20,220,022,581,380.00		$20,220,022,581,380.00

		4553		$24,118,851.80		$24,104,002.20		$24,112,754.20		$20,220,024,012,580.00		$20,220,024,012,580.00		$20,220,024,012,580.00

		4554		$24,375,001.80		$24,381,152.20		$24,412,404.20		$20,220,026,584,730.00		$20,220,026,584,730.00		$20,220,026,584,730.00

		4555		$25,394,851.80		$25,365,502.20		$25,357,254.20		$20,220,024,800,580.00		$20,220,024,800,580.00		$20,220,024,800,580.00

		4556		$24,331,451.80		$24,366,602.20		$24,441,354.20		$20,220,023,836,180.00		$20,220,023,836,180.00		$20,220,023,836,180.00

		4557		$22,896,551.80		$22,881,702.20		$22,912,454.20		$20,220,023,002,280.00		$20,220,023,002,280.00		$20,220,023,002,280.00

		4558		$23,232,451.80		$23,303,102.20		$23,385,854.20		$20,220,023,385,180.00		$20,220,023,385,180.00		$20,220,023,385,180.00

		4559		$23,540,601.80		$23,525,752.20		$23,557,004.20		$20,220,023,057,330.00		$20,220,023,057,330.00		$20,220,023,057,330.00

		4560		$24,082,651.80		$24,142,802.20		$24,224,554.20		$20,220,023,785,880.00		$20,220,023,785,880.00		$20,220,023,785,880.00

		4561		$22,885,001.80		$22,862,652.20		$22,868,904.20		$20,220,022,370,730.00		$20,220,022,370,730.00		$20,220,022,370,730.00

		4562		$24,488,851.80		$24,424,002.20		$24,405,254.20		$20,220,024,125,580.00		$20,220,024,125,580.00		$20,220,024,125,580.00

		4563		$23,220,101.80		$23,155,252.20		$23,136,504.20		$20,220,022,466,830.00		$20,220,022,466,830.00		$20,220,022,466,830.00

		4564		$22,569,451.80		$22,529,602.20		$22,528,354.20		$20,220,021,768,680.00		$20,220,021,768,680.00		$20,220,021,768,680.00

		4565		$23,341,401.80		$23,364,052.20		$23,420,304.20		$20,220,024,660,130.00		$20,220,024,660,130.00		$20,220,024,660,130.00

		4566		$24,256,101.80		$24,141,252.20		$24,072,504.20		$20,220,023,109,830.00		$20,220,023,109,830.00		$20,220,023,109,830.00

		4567		$23,151,051.80		$23,085,702.20		$23,016,954.20		$20,220,022,054,280.00		$20,220,022,054,280.00		$20,220,022,054,280.00

		4568		$24,383,301.80		$24,343,452.20		$24,349,704.20		$20,220,025,271,530.00		$20,220,025,271,530.00		$20,220,025,271,530.00

		4569		$24,135,001.80		$24,045,152.20		$24,001,404.20		$20,220,023,075,230.00		$20,220,023,075,230.00		$20,220,023,075,230.00

		4570		$24,451,901.80		$24,387,052.20		$24,368,304.20		$20,220,023,488,630.00		$20,220,023,488,630.00		$20,220,023,488,630.00

		4571		$25,638,651.80		$25,621,302.20		$25,610,054.20		$20,220,025,112,380.00		$20,220,025,112,380.00		$20,220,025,112,380.00

		4572		$24,158,901.80		$24,119,052.20		$24,125,304.20		$20,220,024,736,130.00		$20,220,024,736,130.00		$20,220,024,736,130.00

		4573		$24,746,701.80		$24,770,352.20		$24,826,604.20		$20,220,025,136,430.00		$20,220,025,136,430.00		$20,220,025,136,430.00

		4574		$22,507,251.80		$22,517,402.20		$22,573,654.20		$20,220,022,180,480.00		$20,220,022,180,480.00		$20,220,022,180,480.00

		4575		$24,082,151.80		$24,052,302.20		$24,039,054.20		$20,220,023,182,380.00		$20,220,023,182,380.00		$20,220,023,182,380.00

		4576		$25,267,351.80		$25,299,002.20		$25,341,254.20		$20,220,024,770,080.00		$20,220,024,770,080.00		$20,220,024,770,080.00

		4577		$23,558,701.80		$23,570,852.20		$23,602,104.20		$20,220,023,440,430.00		$20,220,023,440,430.00		$20,220,023,440,430.00

		4578		$22,336,651.80		$22,321,802.20		$22,351,554.20		$20,220,021,534,380.00		$20,220,021,534,380.00		$20,220,021,534,380.00

		4579		$24,530,351.80		$24,573,502.20		$24,629,754.20		$20,220,025,957,580.00		$20,220,025,957,580.00		$20,220,025,957,580.00

		4580		$24,138,751.80		$24,073,902.20		$24,055,154.20		$20,220,023,933,480.00		$20,220,023,933,480.00		$20,220,023,933,480.00

		4581		$22,601,801.80		$22,536,952.20		$22,518,204.20		$20,220,022,263,530.00		$20,220,022,263,530.00		$20,220,022,263,530.00

		4582		$25,090,351.80		$24,975,502.20		$24,906,754.20		$20,220,023,944,080.00		$20,220,023,944,080.00		$20,220,023,944,080.00

		4583		$23,704,851.80		$23,700,502.20		$23,731,754.20		$20,220,024,490,080.00		$20,220,024,490,080.00		$20,220,024,490,080.00

		4584		$26,054,001.80		$26,095,652.20		$26,174,404.20		$20,220,026,372,230.00		$20,220,026,372,230.00		$20,220,026,372,230.00

		4585		$24,958,701.80		$24,993,852.20		$25,063,604.20		$20,220,024,516,430.00		$20,220,024,516,430.00		$20,220,024,516,430.00

		4586		$22,448,651.80		$22,383,802.20		$22,347,554.20		$20,220,021,386,380.00		$20,220,021,386,380.00		$20,220,021,386,380.00

		4587		$23,270,851.80		$23,331,002.20		$23,437,254.20		$20,220,026,029,080.00		$20,220,026,029,080.00		$20,220,026,029,080.00

		4588		$24,110,851.80		$24,164,502.20		$24,245,754.20		$20,220,024,330,080.00		$20,220,024,330,080.00		$20,220,024,330,080.00

		4589		$22,438,151.80		$22,362,302.20		$22,293,554.20		$20,220,021,330,880.00		$20,220,021,330,880.00		$20,220,021,330,880.00

		4590		$23,502,751.80		$23,512,902.20		$23,569,154.20		$20,220,023,176,980.00		$20,220,023,176,980.00		$20,220,023,176,980.00

		4591		$23,747,651.80		$23,820,302.20		$23,926,054.20		$20,220,024,292,380.00		$20,220,024,292,380.00		$20,220,024,292,380.00

		4592		$22,414,851.80		$22,400,002.20		$22,431,254.20		$20,220,022,430,580.00		$20,220,022,430,580.00		$20,220,022,430,580.00

		4593		$27,113,601.80		$27,102,252.20		$27,133,504.20		$20,220,026,620,830.00		$20,220,026,620,830.00		$20,220,026,620,830.00

		4594		$23,136,951.80		$23,047,602.20		$22,978,854.20		$20,220,022,016,180.00		$20,220,022,016,180.00		$20,220,022,016,180.00

		4595		$23,684,701.80		$23,658,352.20		$23,664,604.20		$20,220,023,455,430.00		$20,220,023,455,430.00		$20,220,023,455,430.00

		4596		$23,513,451.80		$23,473,602.20		$23,479,854.20		$20,220,023,057,680.00		$20,220,023,057,680.00		$20,220,023,057,680.00

		4597		$23,522,201.80		$23,512,852.20		$23,543,604.20		$20,220,023,973,430.00		$20,220,023,973,430.00		$20,220,023,973,430.00

		4598		$24,299,501.80		$24,239,652.20		$24,220,904.20		$20,220,023,529,230.00		$20,220,023,529,230.00		$20,220,023,529,230.00

		4599		$24,565,251.80		$24,596,902.20		$24,628,154.20		$20,220,024,468,480.00		$20,220,024,468,480.00		$20,220,024,468,480.00

		4600		$22,811,201.80		$22,846,352.20		$22,927,604.20		$20,220,022,573,930.00		$20,220,022,573,930.00		$20,220,022,573,930.00

		4601		$24,541,051.80		$24,551,202.20		$24,607,454.20		$20,220,024,354,280.00		$20,220,024,354,280.00		$20,220,024,354,280.00

		4602		$24,797,751.80		$24,857,902.20		$24,953,654.20		$20,220,024,984,980.00		$20,220,024,984,980.00		$20,220,024,984,980.00

		4603		$23,394,401.80		$23,335,052.20		$23,316,304.20		$20,220,022,386,630.00		$20,220,022,386,630.00		$20,220,022,386,630.00

		4604		$23,315,001.80		$23,295,652.20		$23,286,404.20		$20,220,022,618,730.00		$20,220,022,618,730.00		$20,220,022,618,730.00

		4605		$25,036,651.80		$25,097,302.20		$25,166,554.20		$20,220,024,668,380.00		$20,220,024,668,380.00		$20,220,024,668,380.00

		4606		$24,416,151.80		$24,464,802.20		$24,545,554.20		$20,220,023,807,380.00		$20,220,023,807,380.00		$20,220,023,807,380.00

		4607		$24,947,701.80		$24,914,352.20		$24,902,104.20		$20,220,024,772,430.00		$20,220,024,772,430.00		$20,220,024,772,430.00

		4608		$21,452,001.80		$21,341,652.20		$21,272,904.20		$20,220,020,310,230.00		$20,220,020,310,230.00		$20,220,020,310,230.00

		4609		$24,835,001.80		$24,845,152.20		$24,901,404.20		$20,220,024,658,230.00		$20,220,024,658,230.00		$20,220,024,658,230.00

		4610		$25,624,301.80		$25,631,952.20		$25,663,204.20		$20,220,024,815,530.00		$20,220,024,815,530.00		$20,220,024,815,530.00

		4611		$22,944,001.80		$22,990,652.20		$23,071,904.20		$20,220,022,857,230.00		$20,220,022,857,230.00		$20,220,022,857,230.00

		4612		$24,467,901.80		$24,460,052.20		$24,391,304.20		$20,220,023,428,630.00		$20,220,023,428,630.00		$20,220,023,428,630.00

		4613		$25,156,901.80		$25,270,052.20		$25,373,304.20		$20,220,028,707,630.00		$20,220,028,707,630.00		$20,220,028,707,630.00

		4614		$24,580,101.80		$24,571,252.20		$24,532,504.20		$20,220,023,916,330.00		$20,220,023,916,330.00		$20,220,023,916,330.00

		4615		$24,583,101.80		$24,618,252.20		$24,692,004.20		$20,220,025,470,830.00		$20,220,025,470,830.00		$20,220,025,470,830.00

		4616		$23,974,901.80		$23,985,052.20		$24,039,804.20		$20,220,023,920,130.00		$20,220,023,920,130.00		$20,220,023,920,130.00

		4617		$23,858,751.80		$23,843,902.20		$23,875,154.20		$20,220,023,311,480.00		$20,220,023,311,480.00		$20,220,023,311,480.00

		4618		$25,498,801.80		$25,583,952.20		$25,715,204.20		$20,220,026,654,530.00		$20,220,026,654,530.00		$20,220,026,654,530.00

		4619		$26,028,801.80		$26,079,452.20		$26,152,704.20		$20,220,027,023,030.00		$20,220,027,023,030.00		$20,220,027,023,030.00

		4620		$25,200,651.80		$25,235,802.20		$25,317,054.20		$20,220,025,373,380.00		$20,220,025,373,380.00		$20,220,025,373,380.00

		4621		$23,049,251.80		$22,934,402.20		$22,865,654.20		$20,220,021,902,980.00		$20,220,021,902,980.00		$20,220,021,902,980.00

		4622		$24,991,551.80		$24,976,702.20		$25,006,454.20		$20,220,025,216,280.00		$20,220,025,216,280.00		$20,220,025,216,280.00

		4623		$24,535,901.80		$24,532,552.20		$24,563,804.20		$20,220,023,871,130.00		$20,220,023,871,130.00		$20,220,023,871,130.00

		4624		$25,551,101.80		$25,632,752.20		$25,724,504.20		$20,220,026,517,830.00		$20,220,026,517,830.00		$20,220,026,517,830.00

		4625		$22,680,001.80		$22,640,152.20		$22,646,404.20		$20,220,023,369,230.00		$20,220,023,369,230.00		$20,220,023,369,230.00

		4626		$24,515,101.80		$24,575,252.20		$24,605,504.20		$20,220,023,794,330.00		$20,220,023,794,330.00		$20,220,023,794,330.00

		4627		$24,098,951.80		$24,122,602.20		$24,162,354.20		$20,220,023,570,680.00		$20,220,023,570,680.00		$20,220,023,570,680.00

		4628		$24,576,751.80		$24,521,402.20		$24,452,654.20		$20,220,023,489,980.00		$20,220,023,489,980.00		$20,220,023,489,980.00

		4629		$24,051,951.80		$23,937,102.20		$23,868,354.20		$20,220,022,905,680.00		$20,220,022,905,680.00		$20,220,022,905,680.00

		4630		$23,735,251.80		$23,673,902.20		$23,605,154.20		$20,220,022,642,480.00		$20,220,022,642,480.00		$20,220,022,642,480.00

		4631		$24,225,101.80		$24,197,252.20		$24,178,504.20		$20,220,023,749,830.00		$20,220,023,749,830.00		$20,220,023,749,830.00

		4632		$23,423,201.80		$23,383,352.20		$23,389,604.20		$20,220,022,861,430.00		$20,220,022,861,430.00		$20,220,022,861,430.00

		4633		$22,612,601.80		$22,572,752.20		$22,579,004.20		$20,220,021,868,830.00		$20,220,021,868,830.00		$20,220,021,868,830.00

		4634		$23,454,551.80		$23,464,702.20		$23,503,454.20		$20,220,023,229,780.00		$20,220,023,229,780.00		$20,220,023,229,780.00

		4635		$22,270,801.80		$22,244,452.20		$22,250,704.20		$20,220,021,721,530.00		$20,220,021,721,530.00		$20,220,021,721,530.00

		4636		$23,360,651.80		$23,304,302.20		$23,285,554.20		$20,220,023,212,880.00		$20,220,023,212,880.00		$20,220,023,212,880.00

		4637		$22,931,851.80		$22,867,002.20		$22,848,254.20		$20,220,021,895,580.00		$20,220,021,895,580.00		$20,220,021,895,580.00

		4638		$22,838,851.80		$22,799,002.20		$22,784,754.20		$20,220,021,823,080.00		$20,220,021,823,080.00		$20,220,021,823,080.00

		4639		$23,494,751.80		$23,451,902.20		$23,433,154.20		$20,220,022,517,480.00		$20,220,022,517,480.00		$20,220,022,517,480.00

		4640		$23,166,651.80		$23,126,802.20		$23,133,054.20		$20,220,023,492,880.00		$20,220,023,492,880.00		$20,220,023,492,880.00

		4641		$24,775,051.80		$24,785,202.20		$24,841,454.20		$20,220,025,382,280.00		$20,220,025,382,280.00		$20,220,025,382,280.00

		4642		$25,668,101.80		$25,642,752.20		$25,649,004.20		$20,220,024,804,830.00		$20,220,024,804,830.00		$20,220,024,804,830.00

		4643		$23,972,701.80		$23,982,852.20		$24,039,104.20		$20,220,024,154,930.00		$20,220,024,154,930.00		$20,220,024,154,930.00

		4644		$24,203,551.80		$24,163,702.20		$24,169,954.20		$20,220,023,453,780.00		$20,220,023,453,780.00		$20,220,023,453,780.00

		4645		$23,561,551.80		$23,684,202.20		$23,819,954.20		$20,220,023,649,280.00		$20,220,023,649,280.00		$20,220,023,649,280.00

		4646		$24,275,701.80		$24,210,852.20		$24,192,104.20		$20,220,023,235,430.00		$20,220,023,235,430.00		$20,220,023,235,430.00

		4647		$25,916,251.80		$25,951,402.20		$26,008,154.20		$20,220,025,937,980.00		$20,220,025,937,980.00		$20,220,025,937,980.00

		4648		$23,512,901.80		$23,473,052.20		$23,479,304.20		$20,220,024,163,130.00		$20,220,024,163,130.00		$20,220,024,163,130.00

		4649		$23,981,001.80		$23,978,652.20		$24,009,904.20		$20,220,024,176,230.00		$20,220,024,176,230.00		$20,220,024,176,230.00

		4650		$23,759,301.80		$23,728,952.20		$23,735,204.20		$20,220,023,020,030.00		$20,220,023,020,030.00		$20,220,023,020,030.00

		4651		$22,934,851.80		$22,895,502.20		$22,897,254.20		$20,220,021,967,580.00		$20,220,021,967,580.00		$20,220,021,967,580.00

		4652		$22,917,951.80		$22,953,102.20		$23,019,854.20		$20,220,023,110,680.00		$20,220,023,110,680.00		$20,220,023,110,680.00

		4653		$22,926,851.80		$22,911,002.20		$22,917,254.20		$20,220,023,308,080.00		$20,220,023,308,080.00		$20,220,023,308,080.00

		4654		$22,147,301.80		$22,032,452.20		$21,963,704.20		$20,220,021,001,030.00		$20,220,021,001,030.00		$20,220,021,001,030.00

		4655		$22,781,801.80		$22,741,952.20		$22,748,204.20		$20,220,023,066,030.00		$20,220,023,066,030.00		$20,220,023,066,030.00

		4656		$23,550,251.80		$23,510,402.20		$23,516,654.20		$20,220,024,878,480.00		$20,220,024,878,480.00		$20,220,024,878,480.00

		4657		$22,739,701.80		$22,624,852.20		$22,556,104.20		$20,220,021,593,430.00		$20,220,021,593,430.00		$20,220,021,593,430.00

		4658		$22,769,951.80		$22,680,102.20		$22,636,354.20		$20,220,022,167,180.00		$20,220,022,167,180.00		$20,220,022,167,180.00

		4659		$22,705,301.80		$22,653,952.20		$22,635,204.20		$20,220,022,044,530.00		$20,220,022,044,530.00		$20,220,022,044,530.00

		4660		$24,133,551.80		$24,237,702.20		$24,305,954.20		$20,220,027,002,780.00		$20,220,027,002,780.00		$20,220,027,002,780.00

		4661		$23,185,501.80		$23,120,652.20		$23,061,904.20		$20,220,022,099,230.00		$20,220,022,099,230.00		$20,220,022,099,230.00

		4662		$21,831,001.80		$21,816,152.20		$21,832,904.20		$20,220,021,090,730.00		$20,220,021,090,730.00		$20,220,021,090,730.00

		4663		$23,829,001.80		$23,864,152.20		$23,934,404.20		$20,220,023,151,730.00		$20,220,023,151,730.00		$20,220,023,151,730.00

		4664		$22,078,151.80		$22,013,302.20		$21,994,554.20		$20,220,021,119,880.00		$20,220,021,119,880.00		$20,220,021,119,880.00

		4665		$26,601,251.80		$26,661,402.20		$26,767,654.20		$20,220,028,403,480.00		$20,220,028,403,480.00		$20,220,028,403,480.00

		4666		$23,177,301.80		$23,178,952.20		$23,210,204.20		$20,220,022,834,530.00		$20,220,022,834,530.00		$20,220,022,834,530.00

		4667		$23,005,551.80		$22,990,702.20		$23,021,954.20		$20,220,022,946,280.00		$20,220,022,946,280.00		$20,220,022,946,280.00

		4668		$22,108,551.80		$21,993,702.20		$21,924,954.20		$20,220,020,962,280.00		$20,220,020,962,280.00		$20,220,020,962,280.00

		4669		$24,401,901.80		$24,462,052.20		$24,568,304.20		$20,220,025,581,130.00		$20,220,025,581,130.00		$20,220,025,581,130.00

		4670		$23,537,301.80		$23,585,952.20		$23,659,704.20		$20,220,024,109,530.00		$20,220,024,109,530.00		$20,220,024,109,530.00

		4671		$22,602,101.80		$22,587,252.20		$22,604,004.20		$20,220,021,677,830.00		$20,220,021,677,830.00		$20,220,021,677,830.00

		4672		$23,561,851.80		$23,557,502.20		$23,588,754.20		$20,220,023,342,080.00		$20,220,023,342,080.00		$20,220,023,342,080.00

		4673		$25,624,051.80		$25,637,702.20		$25,693,954.20		$20,220,026,161,780.00		$20,220,026,161,780.00		$20,220,026,161,780.00

		4674		$22,934,101.80		$22,919,252.20		$22,932,504.20		$20,220,022,055,830.00		$20,220,022,055,830.00		$20,220,022,055,830.00

		4675		$24,831,151.80		$24,791,302.20		$24,797,554.20		$20,220,026,399,380.00		$20,220,026,399,380.00		$20,220,026,399,380.00

		4676		$25,363,301.80		$25,359,452.20		$25,365,704.20		$20,220,024,441,530.00		$20,220,024,441,530.00		$20,220,024,441,530.00

		4677		$22,738,951.80		$22,724,102.20		$22,755,354.20		$20,220,022,013,680.00		$20,220,022,013,680.00		$20,220,022,013,680.00

		4678		$23,870,901.80		$23,904,552.20		$23,956,304.20		$20,220,023,721,630.00		$20,220,023,721,630.00		$20,220,023,721,630.00

		4679		$23,147,701.80		$23,082,852.20		$23,064,104.20		$20,220,023,554,430.00		$20,220,023,554,430.00		$20,220,023,554,430.00

		4680		$25,278,751.80		$25,288,902.20		$25,345,154.20		$20,220,025,174,980.00		$20,220,025,174,980.00		$20,220,025,174,980.00

		4681		$24,708,501.80		$24,793,652.20		$24,900,904.20		$20,220,026,060,230.00		$20,220,026,060,230.00		$20,220,026,060,230.00

		4682		$23,018,301.80		$23,003,452.20		$23,026,204.20		$20,220,022,934,030.00		$20,220,022,934,030.00		$20,220,022,934,030.00

		4683		$23,239,251.80		$23,199,402.20		$23,205,654.20		$20,220,022,324,480.00		$20,220,022,324,480.00		$20,220,022,324,480.00

		4684		$24,242,751.80		$24,217,402.20		$24,210,154.20		$20,220,023,371,480.00		$20,220,023,371,480.00		$20,220,023,371,480.00

		4685		$25,571,451.80		$25,560,102.20		$25,591,354.20		$20,220,025,419,680.00		$20,220,025,419,680.00		$20,220,025,419,680.00

		4686		$24,867,651.80		$24,850,302.20		$24,856,554.20		$20,220,024,419,380.00		$20,220,024,419,380.00		$20,220,024,419,380.00

		4687		$23,677,551.80		$23,623,202.20		$23,604,454.20		$20,220,022,654,780.00		$20,220,022,654,780.00		$20,220,022,654,780.00

		4688		$26,234,051.80		$26,326,702.20		$26,449,454.20		$20,220,027,295,280.00		$20,220,027,295,280.00		$20,220,027,295,280.00

		4689		$24,002,001.80		$24,037,152.20		$24,118,404.20		$20,220,023,764,730.00		$20,220,023,764,730.00		$20,220,023,764,730.00

		4690		$22,949,301.80		$22,909,452.20		$22,915,704.20		$20,220,022,115,530.00		$20,220,022,115,530.00		$20,220,022,115,530.00

		4691		$23,920,001.80		$23,911,652.20		$23,940,404.20		$20,220,023,017,230.00		$20,220,023,017,230.00		$20,220,023,017,230.00

		4692		$23,643,251.80		$23,600,902.20		$23,582,154.20		$20,220,022,835,480.00		$20,220,022,835,480.00		$20,220,022,835,480.00

		4693		$23,351,751.80		$23,435,402.20		$23,541,654.20		$20,220,024,282,480.00		$20,220,024,282,480.00		$20,220,024,282,480.00

		4694		$20,239,751.80		$20,174,902.20		$20,151,654.20		$20,220,019,549,480.00		$20,220,019,549,480.00		$20,220,019,549,480.00

		4695		$23,877,701.80		$23,912,852.20		$23,994,104.20		$20,220,023,755,430.00		$20,220,023,755,430.00		$20,220,023,755,430.00

		4696		$23,498,851.80		$23,506,502.20		$23,535,254.20		$20,220,024,057,080.00		$20,220,024,057,080.00		$20,220,024,057,080.00

		4697		$23,810,301.80		$23,822,952.20		$23,879,204.20		$20,220,025,119,030.00		$20,220,025,119,030.00		$20,220,025,119,030.00

		4698		$24,160,701.80		$24,132,852.20		$24,114,104.20		$20,220,023,223,430.00		$20,220,023,223,430.00		$20,220,023,223,430.00

		4699		$23,933,751.80		$23,913,402.20		$23,919,654.20		$20,220,023,321,480.00		$20,220,023,321,480.00		$20,220,023,321,480.00

		4700		$23,142,951.80		$23,170,602.20		$23,219,354.20		$20,220,025,118,680.00		$20,220,025,118,680.00		$20,220,025,118,680.00

		4701		$23,569,401.80		$23,491,552.20		$23,438,304.20		$20,220,022,475,630.00		$20,220,022,475,630.00		$20,220,022,475,630.00

		4702		$24,570,001.80		$24,580,152.20		$24,636,404.20		$20,220,025,025,230.00		$20,220,025,025,230.00		$20,220,025,025,230.00

		4703		$24,412,051.80		$24,374,202.20		$24,355,454.20		$20,220,023,648,780.00		$20,220,023,648,780.00		$20,220,023,648,780.00

		4704		$23,075,551.80		$23,060,702.20		$23,091,954.20		$20,220,023,258,280.00		$20,220,023,258,280.00		$20,220,023,258,280.00

		4705		$23,561,101.80		$23,561,752.20		$23,575,504.20		$20,220,023,013,330.00		$20,220,023,013,330.00		$20,220,023,013,330.00

		4706		$27,552,551.80		$27,592,702.20		$27,670,454.20		$20,220,027,900,280.00		$20,220,027,900,280.00		$20,220,027,900,280.00

		4707		$23,054,601.80		$23,064,752.20		$23,096,004.20		$20,220,022,858,830.00		$20,220,022,858,830.00		$20,220,022,858,830.00

		4708		$24,474,201.80		$24,516,852.20		$24,598,104.20		$20,220,025,575,430.00		$20,220,025,575,430.00		$20,220,025,575,430.00

		4709		$23,231,051.80		$23,241,202.20		$23,275,954.20		$20,220,023,868,280.00		$20,220,023,868,280.00		$20,220,023,868,280.00

		4710		$26,238,751.80		$26,298,902.20		$26,341,154.20		$20,220,025,976,980.00		$20,220,025,976,980.00		$20,220,025,976,980.00

		4711		$24,447,501.80		$24,557,652.20		$24,692,404.20		$20,220,025,631,730.00		$20,220,025,631,730.00		$20,220,025,631,730.00

		4712		$25,418,801.80		$25,416,952.20		$25,420,704.20		$20,220,024,677,030.00		$20,220,024,677,030.00		$20,220,024,677,030.00

		4713		$24,685,351.80		$24,768,502.20		$24,860,254.20		$20,220,024,830,580.00		$20,220,024,830,580.00		$20,220,024,830,580.00

		4714		$26,254,251.80		$26,265,902.20		$26,322,154.20		$20,220,026,780,980.00		$20,220,026,780,980.00		$20,220,026,780,980.00

		4715		$24,806,001.80		$24,780,652.20		$24,764,404.20		$20,220,024,100,730.00		$20,220,024,100,730.00		$20,220,024,100,730.00

		4716		$24,433,601.80		$24,393,752.20		$24,400,004.20		$20,220,024,190,830.00		$20,220,024,190,830.00		$20,220,024,190,830.00

		4717		$24,273,601.80		$24,308,752.20		$24,360,504.20		$20,220,025,214,330.00		$20,220,025,214,330.00		$20,220,025,214,330.00

		4718		$23,283,051.80		$23,168,202.20		$23,099,454.20		$20,220,022,136,780.00		$20,220,022,136,780.00		$20,220,022,136,780.00

		4719		$22,854,051.80		$22,789,202.20		$22,770,454.20		$20,220,021,928,780.00		$20,220,021,928,780.00		$20,220,021,928,780.00

		4720		$23,280,451.80		$23,215,602.20		$23,196,854.20		$20,220,022,278,180.00		$20,220,022,278,180.00		$20,220,022,278,180.00

		4721		$22,846,601.80		$22,731,752.20		$22,663,004.20		$20,220,021,700,330.00		$20,220,021,700,330.00		$20,220,021,700,330.00

		4722		$25,794,051.80		$25,804,202.20		$25,860,454.20		$20,220,027,326,280.00		$20,220,027,326,280.00		$20,220,027,326,280.00

		4723		$24,556,801.80		$24,466,952.20		$24,423,204.20		$20,220,023,849,030.00		$20,220,023,849,030.00		$20,220,023,849,030.00

		4724		$25,718,501.80		$25,819,152.20		$25,916,404.20		$20,220,025,850,730.00		$20,220,025,850,730.00		$20,220,025,850,730.00

		4725		$25,114,451.80		$25,030,102.20		$24,986,354.20		$20,220,024,192,180.00		$20,220,024,192,180.00		$20,220,024,192,180.00

		4726		$24,503,651.80		$24,567,302.20		$24,673,554.20		$20,220,024,947,380.00		$20,220,024,947,380.00		$20,220,024,947,380.00

		4727		$22,382,451.80		$22,392,602.20		$22,345,354.20		$20,220,021,382,680.00		$20,220,021,382,680.00		$20,220,021,382,680.00

		4728		$24,167,851.80		$24,053,002.20		$23,984,254.20		$20,220,023,021,580.00		$20,220,023,021,580.00		$20,220,023,021,580.00

		4729		$23,704,951.80		$23,665,102.20		$23,671,354.20		$20,220,022,763,180.00		$20,220,022,763,180.00		$20,220,022,763,180.00

		4730		$24,553,151.80		$24,521,802.20		$24,528,054.20		$20,220,023,894,880.00		$20,220,023,894,880.00		$20,220,023,894,880.00

		4731		$22,302,601.80		$22,287,752.20		$22,319,004.20		$20,220,022,179,330.00		$20,220,022,179,330.00		$20,220,022,179,330.00

		4732		$24,885,551.80		$25,013,202.20		$25,105,454.20		$20,220,024,975,780.00		$20,220,024,975,780.00		$20,220,024,975,780.00

		4733		$23,826,201.80		$23,742,852.20		$23,699,104.20		$20,220,022,873,930.00		$20,220,022,873,930.00		$20,220,022,873,930.00

		4734		$24,748,951.80		$24,728,602.20		$24,734,854.20		$20,220,026,768,680.00		$20,220,026,768,680.00		$20,220,026,768,680.00

		4735		$26,430,251.80		$26,415,402.20		$26,446,654.20		$20,220,025,845,980.00		$20,220,025,845,980.00		$20,220,025,845,980.00

		4736		$25,969,451.80		$25,979,602.20		$26,035,854.20		$20,220,026,713,680.00		$20,220,026,713,680.00		$20,220,026,713,680.00

		4737		$24,639,351.80		$24,605,502.20		$24,536,754.20		$20,220,023,574,080.00		$20,220,023,574,080.00		$20,220,023,574,080.00

		4738		$24,094,251.80		$24,104,402.20		$24,160,654.20		$20,220,023,753,480.00		$20,220,023,753,480.00		$20,220,023,753,480.00

		4739		$22,822,651.80		$22,815,802.20		$22,822,054.20		$20,220,022,156,880.00		$20,220,022,156,880.00		$20,220,022,156,880.00

		4740		$24,946,251.80		$24,922,902.20		$24,929,154.20		$20,220,024,812,980.00		$20,220,024,812,980.00		$20,220,024,812,980.00

		4741		$23,505,351.80		$23,515,502.20		$23,571,754.20		$20,220,023,701,580.00		$20,220,023,701,580.00		$20,220,023,701,580.00

		4742		$23,485,451.80		$23,445,602.20		$23,427,354.20		$20,220,022,960,680.00		$20,220,022,960,680.00		$20,220,022,960,680.00

		4743		$23,083,551.80		$23,068,702.20		$23,096,454.20		$20,220,022,854,280.00		$20,220,022,854,280.00		$20,220,022,854,280.00

		4744		$24,166,701.80		$24,193,352.20		$24,249,604.20		$20,220,024,735,430.00		$20,220,024,735,430.00		$20,220,024,735,430.00

		4745		$24,992,401.80		$24,952,552.20		$24,958,804.20		$20,220,024,146,630.00		$20,220,024,146,630.00		$20,220,024,146,630.00

		4746		$23,991,701.80		$23,976,852.20		$24,008,104.20		$20,220,024,073,430.00		$20,220,024,073,430.00		$20,220,024,073,430.00

		4747		$24,716,751.80		$24,715,402.20		$24,746,654.20		$20,220,025,445,980.00		$20,220,025,445,980.00		$20,220,025,445,980.00

		4748		$24,645,351.80		$24,603,002.20		$24,584,254.20		$20,220,023,901,580.00		$20,220,023,901,580.00		$20,220,023,901,580.00

		4749		$24,462,001.80		$24,472,152.20		$24,498,404.20		$20,220,023,868,230.00		$20,220,023,868,230.00		$20,220,023,868,230.00

		4750		$25,789,301.80		$25,749,452.20		$25,755,704.20		$20,220,025,472,530.00		$20,220,025,472,530.00		$20,220,025,472,530.00

		4751		$23,583,501.80		$23,568,652.20		$23,599,904.20		$20,220,023,976,230.00		$20,220,023,976,230.00		$20,220,023,976,230.00

		4752		$23,115,101.80		$23,100,252.20		$23,108,004.20		$20,220,022,841,830.00		$20,220,022,841,830.00		$20,220,022,841,830.00

		4753		$25,089,101.80		$25,099,252.20		$25,149,004.20		$20,220,025,023,330.00		$20,220,025,023,330.00		$20,220,025,023,330.00

		4754		$23,271,601.80		$23,256,752.20		$23,284,504.20		$20,220,022,495,330.00		$20,220,022,495,330.00		$20,220,022,495,330.00

		4755		$23,465,651.80		$23,445,302.20		$23,437,054.20		$20,220,022,613,380.00		$20,220,022,613,380.00		$20,220,022,613,380.00

		4756		$22,387,801.80		$22,347,952.20		$22,354,204.20		$20,220,021,903,030.00		$20,220,021,903,030.00		$20,220,021,903,030.00

		4757		$24,239,701.80		$24,174,852.20		$24,115,104.20		$20,220,023,152,430.00		$20,220,023,152,430.00		$20,220,023,152,430.00

		4758		$24,581,751.80		$24,527,402.20		$24,508,654.20		$20,220,023,779,980.00		$20,220,023,779,980.00		$20,220,023,779,980.00

		4759		$23,880,151.80		$23,881,802.20		$23,913,054.20		$20,220,024,680,380.00		$20,220,024,680,380.00		$20,220,024,680,380.00

		4760		$24,574,901.80		$24,535,052.20		$24,518,804.20		$20,220,023,646,130.00		$20,220,023,646,130.00		$20,220,023,646,130.00

		4761		$22,949,401.80		$22,920,052.20		$22,906,804.20		$20,220,022,061,130.00		$20,220,022,061,130.00		$20,220,022,061,130.00

		4762		$24,982,551.80		$25,017,702.20		$25,095,454.20		$20,220,026,112,280.00		$20,220,026,112,280.00		$20,220,026,112,280.00

		4763		$24,503,451.80		$24,484,602.20		$24,490,854.20		$20,220,023,992,680.00		$20,220,023,992,680.00		$20,220,023,992,680.00

		4764		$23,010,551.80		$22,961,202.20		$22,942,454.20		$20,220,022,650,780.00		$20,220,022,650,780.00		$20,220,022,650,780.00

		4765		$24,242,151.80		$24,202,302.20		$24,186,054.20		$20,220,023,594,380.00		$20,220,023,594,380.00		$20,220,023,594,380.00

		4766		$24,299,001.80		$24,294,652.20		$24,325,904.20		$20,220,023,919,230.00		$20,220,023,919,230.00		$20,220,023,919,230.00

		4767		$24,463,851.80		$24,474,502.20		$24,530,754.20		$20,220,024,259,580.00		$20,220,024,259,580.00		$20,220,024,259,580.00

		4768		$24,650,001.80		$24,599,652.20		$24,555,904.20		$20,220,023,878,730.00		$20,220,023,878,730.00		$20,220,023,878,730.00

		4769		$24,412,751.80		$24,372,902.20		$24,379,154.20		$20,220,024,250,980.00		$20,220,024,250,980.00		$20,220,024,250,980.00

		4770		$23,057,251.80		$23,017,402.20		$23,023,654.20		$20,220,022,590,480.00		$20,220,022,590,480.00		$20,220,022,590,480.00

		4771		$26,092,751.80		$26,205,902.20		$26,319,654.20		$20,220,028,740,480.00		$20,220,028,740,480.00		$20,220,028,740,480.00

		4772		$25,820,951.80		$25,787,602.20		$25,753,854.20		$20,220,024,845,680.00		$20,220,024,845,680.00		$20,220,024,845,680.00

		4773		$22,202,151.80		$22,148,802.20		$22,130,054.20		$20,220,021,228,380.00		$20,220,021,228,380.00		$20,220,021,228,380.00

		4774		$23,008,351.80		$22,969,002.20		$22,975,254.20		$20,220,022,562,080.00		$20,220,022,562,080.00		$20,220,022,562,080.00

		4775		$21,946,401.80		$21,886,052.20		$21,867,304.20		$20,220,020,952,630.00		$20,220,020,952,630.00		$20,220,020,952,630.00

		4776		$25,216,401.80		$25,176,552.20		$25,169,304.20		$20,220,024,282,630.00		$20,220,024,282,630.00		$20,220,024,282,630.00

		4777		$23,145,351.80		$23,130,502.20		$23,147,254.20		$20,220,022,898,080.00		$20,220,022,898,080.00		$20,220,022,898,080.00

		4778		$23,187,901.80		$23,206,552.20		$23,245,304.20		$20,220,022,505,630.00		$20,220,022,505,630.00		$20,220,022,505,630.00

		4779		$23,976,151.80		$23,939,802.20		$23,938,554.20		$20,220,023,998,880.00		$20,220,023,998,880.00		$20,220,023,998,880.00

		4780		$25,102,851.80		$25,103,502.20		$25,134,754.20		$20,220,026,036,080.00		$20,220,026,036,080.00		$20,220,026,036,080.00

		4781		$23,094,601.80		$23,054,752.20		$23,061,004.20		$20,220,023,686,830.00		$20,220,023,686,830.00		$20,220,023,686,830.00

		4782		$24,306,951.80		$24,293,602.20		$24,324,854.20		$20,220,023,868,180.00		$20,220,023,868,180.00		$20,220,023,868,180.00

		4783		$23,347,851.80		$23,283,002.20		$23,264,254.20		$20,220,022,440,580.00		$20,220,022,440,580.00		$20,220,022,440,580.00

		4784		$22,317,101.80		$22,285,752.20		$22,292,004.20		$20,220,022,838,830.00		$20,220,022,838,830.00		$20,220,022,838,830.00

		4785		$22,055,451.80		$22,037,602.20		$22,039,354.20		$20,220,021,109,680.00		$20,220,021,109,680.00		$20,220,021,109,680.00

		4786		$25,370,051.80		$25,358,702.20		$25,376,454.20		$20,220,024,921,280.00		$20,220,024,921,280.00		$20,220,024,921,280.00

		4787		$25,194,901.80		$25,080,052.20		$25,011,304.20		$20,220,024,048,630.00		$20,220,024,048,630.00		$20,220,024,048,630.00

		4788		$22,013,651.80		$21,948,802.20		$21,930,054.20		$20,220,021,265,380.00		$20,220,021,265,380.00		$20,220,021,265,380.00

		4789		$22,377,001.80		$22,362,152.20		$22,393,404.20		$20,220,021,929,730.00		$20,220,021,929,730.00		$20,220,021,929,730.00

		4790		$25,147,151.80		$25,221,802.20		$25,310,554.20		$20,220,024,939,880.00		$20,220,024,939,880.00		$20,220,024,939,880.00

		4791		$23,610,151.80		$23,495,302.20		$23,426,554.20		$20,220,022,463,880.00		$20,220,022,463,880.00		$20,220,022,463,880.00

		4792		$24,930,851.80		$25,003,502.20		$25,103,754.20		$20,220,025,443,580.00		$20,220,025,443,580.00		$20,220,025,443,580.00

		4793		$21,217,551.80		$21,173,202.20		$21,154,454.20		$20,220,020,691,780.00		$20,220,020,691,780.00		$20,220,020,691,780.00

		4794		$25,235,501.80		$25,237,152.20		$25,251,404.20		$20,220,025,051,730.00		$20,220,025,051,730.00		$20,220,025,051,730.00

		4795		$23,948,651.80		$23,879,302.20		$23,835,554.20		$20,220,022,890,380.00		$20,220,022,890,380.00		$20,220,022,890,380.00

		4796		$23,967,651.80		$23,979,802.20		$24,011,054.20		$20,220,024,727,380.00		$20,220,024,727,380.00		$20,220,024,727,380.00

		4797		$23,812,851.80		$23,821,002.20		$23,852,254.20		$20,220,023,784,580.00		$20,220,023,784,580.00		$20,220,023,784,580.00

		4798		$25,924,451.80		$25,993,602.20		$26,061,354.20		$20,220,026,139,180.00		$20,220,026,139,180.00		$20,220,026,139,180.00

		4799		$27,111,201.80		$27,121,352.20		$27,167,104.20		$20,220,026,341,430.00		$20,220,026,341,430.00		$20,220,026,341,430.00

		4800		$23,030,951.80		$23,042,602.20		$23,075,354.20		$20,220,022,930,680.00		$20,220,022,930,680.00		$20,220,022,930,680.00

		4801		$24,096,051.80		$24,109,702.20		$24,165,954.20		$20,220,024,641,780.00		$20,220,024,641,780.00		$20,220,024,641,780.00

		4802		$24,541,101.80		$24,566,252.20		$24,597,504.20		$20,220,024,390,830.00		$20,220,024,390,830.00		$20,220,024,390,830.00

		4803		$26,325,851.80		$26,336,002.20		$26,392,254.20		$20,220,026,094,080.00		$20,220,026,094,080.00		$20,220,026,094,080.00

		4804		$25,327,851.80		$25,287,502.20		$25,218,754.20		$20,220,024,256,080.00		$20,220,024,256,080.00		$20,220,024,256,080.00

		4805		$24,091,851.80		$24,077,002.20		$24,108,254.20		$20,220,023,708,580.00		$20,220,023,708,580.00		$20,220,023,708,580.00

		4806		$24,444,351.80		$24,462,002.20		$24,518,254.20		$20,220,024,129,080.00		$20,220,024,129,080.00		$20,220,024,129,080.00

		4807		$24,162,751.80		$24,122,402.20		$24,103,654.20		$20,220,023,547,980.00		$20,220,023,547,980.00		$20,220,023,547,980.00

		4808		$23,391,751.80		$23,326,902.20		$23,308,154.20		$20,220,022,464,480.00		$20,220,022,464,480.00		$20,220,022,464,480.00

		4809		$25,547,751.80		$25,432,902.20		$25,364,154.20		$20,220,024,401,480.00		$20,220,024,401,480.00		$20,220,024,401,480.00

		4810		$24,850,701.80		$24,910,852.20		$24,988,104.20		$20,220,025,568,930.00		$20,220,025,568,930.00		$20,220,025,568,930.00

		4811		$24,487,651.80		$24,450,302.20		$24,456,554.20		$20,220,024,045,380.00		$20,220,024,045,380.00		$20,220,024,045,380.00

		4812		$24,415,951.80		$24,451,102.20		$24,532,354.20		$20,220,025,616,680.00		$20,220,025,616,680.00		$20,220,025,616,680.00

		4813		$23,302,801.80		$23,362,952.20		$23,455,204.20		$20,220,024,021,030.00		$20,220,024,021,030.00		$20,220,024,021,030.00

		4814		$25,137,951.80		$25,172,602.20		$25,219,354.20		$20,220,025,152,680.00		$20,220,025,152,680.00		$20,220,025,152,680.00

		4815		$22,741,401.80		$22,676,552.20		$22,657,804.20		$20,220,022,210,130.00		$20,220,022,210,130.00		$20,220,022,210,130.00

		4816		$25,368,801.80		$25,405,452.20		$25,486,704.20		$20,220,025,264,030.00		$20,220,025,264,030.00		$20,220,025,264,030.00

		4817		$24,517,601.80		$24,572,252.20		$24,628,504.20		$20,220,024,561,830.00		$20,220,024,561,830.00		$20,220,024,561,830.00

		4818		$23,595,501.80		$23,582,652.20		$23,588,904.20		$20,220,023,686,730.00		$20,220,023,686,730.00		$20,220,023,686,730.00

		4819		$24,611,201.80		$24,621,352.20		$24,677,604.20		$20,220,024,564,430.00		$20,220,024,564,430.00		$20,220,024,564,430.00

		4820		$23,049,201.80		$22,984,352.20		$22,965,604.20		$20,220,022,164,930.00		$20,220,022,164,930.00		$20,220,022,164,930.00

		4821		$26,755,701.80		$26,870,852.20		$26,973,104.20		$20,220,026,960,430.00		$20,220,026,960,430.00		$20,220,026,960,430.00

		4822		$23,658,251.80		$23,630,402.20		$23,567,654.20		$20,220,022,604,980.00		$20,220,022,604,980.00		$20,220,022,604,980.00

		4823		$23,251,201.80		$23,266,352.20		$23,298,604.20		$20,220,023,043,430.00		$20,220,023,043,430.00		$20,220,023,043,430.00

		4824		$22,936,151.80		$22,969,802.20		$23,026,054.20		$20,220,022,325,880.00		$20,220,022,325,880.00		$20,220,022,325,880.00

		4825		$23,465,351.80		$23,475,502.20		$23,531,754.20		$20,220,024,238,580.00		$20,220,024,238,580.00		$20,220,024,238,580.00

		4826		$23,725,701.80		$23,699,352.20		$23,705,604.20		$20,220,022,979,430.00		$20,220,022,979,430.00		$20,220,022,979,430.00

		4827		$23,528,601.80		$23,488,752.20		$23,495,004.20		$20,220,023,607,830.00		$20,220,023,607,830.00		$20,220,023,607,830.00

		4828		$24,427,151.80		$24,381,302.20		$24,362,554.20		$20,220,023,843,880.00		$20,220,023,843,880.00		$20,220,023,843,880.00

		4829		$23,640,451.80		$23,625,602.20		$23,636,354.20		$20,220,022,921,180.00		$20,220,022,921,180.00		$20,220,022,921,180.00

		4830		$25,400,901.80		$25,411,052.20		$25,467,304.20		$20,220,025,470,130.00		$20,220,025,470,130.00		$20,220,025,470,130.00

		4831		$22,690,301.80		$22,675,452.20		$22,706,704.20		$20,220,023,511,030.00		$20,220,023,511,030.00		$20,220,023,511,030.00

		4832		$24,499,651.80		$24,509,802.20		$24,566,054.20		$20,220,024,750,880.00		$20,220,024,750,880.00		$20,220,024,750,880.00

		4833		$25,122,951.80		$25,108,102.20		$25,139,354.20		$20,220,024,749,680.00		$20,220,024,749,680.00		$20,220,024,749,680.00

		4834		$25,428,801.80		$25,413,952.20		$25,432,704.20		$20,220,024,595,530.00		$20,220,024,595,530.00		$20,220,024,595,530.00

		4835		$25,309,601.80		$25,395,252.20		$25,526,504.20		$20,220,026,021,830.00		$20,220,026,021,830.00		$20,220,026,021,830.00

		4836		$22,980,601.80		$22,965,752.20		$22,969,004.20		$20,220,022,474,330.00		$20,220,022,474,330.00		$20,220,022,474,330.00

		4837		$23,204,051.80		$23,214,202.20		$23,268,954.20		$20,220,022,800,280.00		$20,220,022,800,280.00		$20,220,022,800,280.00

		4838		$24,363,801.80		$24,336,952.20		$24,307,704.20		$20,220,025,309,530.00		$20,220,025,309,530.00		$20,220,025,309,530.00

		4839		$21,617,151.80		$21,577,302.20		$21,583,554.20		$20,220,021,250,380.00		$20,220,021,250,380.00		$20,220,021,250,380.00

		4840		$23,746,051.80		$23,731,202.20		$23,762,454.20		$20,220,023,035,780.00		$20,220,023,035,780.00		$20,220,023,035,780.00

		4841		$23,090,201.80		$23,050,352.20		$23,034,104.20		$20,220,022,423,430.00		$20,220,022,423,430.00		$20,220,022,423,430.00

		4842		$22,789,901.80		$22,750,052.20		$22,756,304.20		$20,220,022,036,130.00		$20,220,022,036,130.00		$20,220,022,036,130.00

		4843		$24,003,951.80		$24,082,102.20		$24,188,354.20		$20,220,024,773,180.00		$20,220,024,773,180.00		$20,220,024,773,180.00

		4844		$23,033,451.80		$23,072,102.20		$23,133,854.20		$20,220,023,298,680.00		$20,220,023,298,680.00		$20,220,023,298,680.00

		4845		$25,539,601.80		$25,538,752.20		$25,545,004.20		$20,220,024,819,830.00		$20,220,024,819,830.00		$20,220,024,819,830.00

		4846		$22,297,601.80		$22,288,252.20		$22,309,004.20		$20,220,021,819,830.00		$20,220,021,819,830.00		$20,220,021,819,830.00

		4847		$25,271,151.80		$25,280,802.20		$25,312,054.20		$20,220,025,017,380.00		$20,220,025,017,380.00		$20,220,025,017,380.00

		4848		$24,222,001.80		$24,257,152.20		$24,338,404.20		$20,220,024,336,730.00		$20,220,024,336,730.00		$20,220,024,336,730.00

		4849		$22,991,051.80		$23,001,202.20		$23,040,954.20		$20,220,022,699,280.00		$20,220,022,699,280.00		$20,220,022,699,280.00

		4850		$24,194,651.80		$24,179,802.20		$24,173,054.20		$20,220,023,418,380.00		$20,220,023,418,380.00		$20,220,023,418,380.00

		4851		$23,536,901.80		$23,522,052.20		$23,553,304.20		$20,220,022,899,630.00		$20,220,022,899,630.00		$20,220,022,899,630.00

		4852		$25,253,251.80		$25,412,402.20		$25,564,154.20		$20,220,025,777,980.00		$20,220,025,777,980.00		$20,220,025,777,980.00

		4853		$23,975,101.80		$23,948,752.20		$23,955,004.20		$20,220,023,225,830.00		$20,220,023,225,830.00		$20,220,023,225,830.00

		4854		$22,930,901.80		$22,966,052.20		$23,031,804.20		$20,220,023,601,630.00		$20,220,023,601,630.00		$20,220,023,601,630.00

		4855		$23,906,201.80		$23,902,852.20		$23,934,104.20		$20,220,023,819,430.00		$20,220,023,819,430.00		$20,220,023,819,430.00

		4856		$24,441,451.80		$24,476,102.20		$24,532,354.20		$20,220,024,354,180.00		$20,220,024,354,180.00		$20,220,024,354,180.00

		4857		$25,561,451.80		$25,571,602.20		$25,607,354.20		$20,220,027,587,680.00		$20,220,027,587,680.00		$20,220,027,587,680.00

		4858		$23,136,701.80		$23,105,352.20		$23,111,604.20		$20,220,022,415,430.00		$20,220,022,415,430.00		$20,220,022,415,430.00

		4859		$22,518,001.80		$22,453,152.20		$22,390,404.20		$20,220,021,427,730.00		$20,220,021,427,730.00		$20,220,021,427,730.00

		4860		$24,837,351.80		$24,947,502.20		$25,103,754.20		$20,220,024,833,580.00		$20,220,024,833,580.00		$20,220,024,833,580.00

		4861		$25,289,051.80		$25,289,702.20		$25,228,954.20		$20,220,024,266,280.00		$20,220,024,266,280.00		$20,220,024,266,280.00

		4862		$23,860,851.80		$23,819,502.20		$23,800,754.20		$20,220,022,979,080.00		$20,220,022,979,080.00		$20,220,022,979,080.00

		4863		$25,059,901.80		$25,086,552.20		$25,117,804.20		$20,220,025,769,130.00		$20,220,025,769,130.00		$20,220,025,769,130.00

		4864		$22,590,801.80		$22,525,952.20		$22,507,204.20		$20,220,021,763,530.00		$20,220,021,763,530.00		$20,220,021,763,530.00

		4865		$26,235,351.80		$26,307,002.20		$26,389,254.20		$20,220,025,732,080.00		$20,220,025,732,080.00		$20,220,025,732,080.00

		4866		$25,053,601.80		$25,113,752.20		$25,220,004.20		$20,220,026,421,830.00		$20,220,026,421,830.00		$20,220,026,421,830.00

		4867		$21,445,901.80		$21,339,552.20		$21,270,804.20		$20,220,020,308,130.00		$20,220,020,308,130.00		$20,220,020,308,130.00

		4868		$22,297,201.80		$22,220,852.20		$22,177,104.20		$20,220,021,347,930.00		$20,220,021,347,930.00		$20,220,021,347,930.00

		4869		$24,750,851.80		$24,811,002.20		$24,900,254.20		$20,220,026,840,080.00		$20,220,026,840,080.00		$20,220,026,840,080.00

		4870		$22,527,551.80		$22,462,702.20		$22,443,954.20		$20,220,021,923,280.00		$20,220,021,923,280.00		$20,220,021,923,280.00

		4871		$24,228,801.80		$24,222,952.20		$24,229,204.20		$20,220,023,310,030.00		$20,220,023,310,030.00		$20,220,023,310,030.00

		4872		$23,351,451.80		$23,361,602.20		$23,403,354.20		$20,220,022,853,680.00		$20,220,022,853,680.00		$20,220,022,853,680.00

		4873		$25,273,951.80		$25,279,602.20		$25,310,854.20		$20,220,024,765,180.00		$20,220,024,765,180.00		$20,220,024,765,180.00

		4874		$24,610,551.80		$24,591,202.20		$24,583,454.20		$20,220,023,881,280.00		$20,220,023,881,280.00		$20,220,023,881,280.00

		4875		$23,796,101.80		$23,806,252.20		$23,862,504.20		$20,220,026,569,330.00		$20,220,026,569,330.00		$20,220,026,569,330.00

		4876		$24,153,951.80		$24,189,102.20		$24,219,354.20		$20,220,023,419,180.00		$20,220,023,419,180.00		$20,220,023,419,180.00

		4877		$25,841,201.80		$25,983,352.20		$26,118,604.20		$20,220,026,495,430.00		$20,220,026,495,430.00		$20,220,026,495,430.00

		4878		$23,291,251.80		$23,282,902.20		$23,311,654.20		$20,220,022,536,480.00		$20,220,022,536,480.00		$20,220,022,536,480.00

		4879		$22,391,551.80		$22,351,702.20		$22,357,954.20		$20,220,023,149,780.00		$20,220,023,149,780.00		$20,220,023,149,780.00

		4880		$25,434,351.80		$25,444,502.20		$25,500,754.20		$20,220,025,309,580.00		$20,220,025,309,580.00		$20,220,025,309,580.00

		4881		$23,406,651.80		$23,383,802.20		$23,373,554.20		$20,220,022,443,880.00		$20,220,022,443,880.00		$20,220,022,443,880.00

		4882		$25,683,201.80		$25,668,352.20		$25,699,604.20		$20,220,025,254,930.00		$20,220,025,254,930.00		$20,220,025,254,930.00

		4883		$24,143,851.80		$24,154,002.20		$24,210,254.20		$20,220,024,302,080.00		$20,220,024,302,080.00		$20,220,024,302,080.00

		4884		$22,736,251.80		$22,721,402.20		$22,734,154.20		$20,220,022,007,980.00		$20,220,022,007,980.00		$20,220,022,007,980.00

		4885		$24,338,951.80		$24,374,602.20		$24,455,854.20		$20,220,026,158,180.00		$20,220,026,158,180.00		$20,220,026,158,180.00

		4886		$23,456,301.80		$23,441,452.20		$23,471,204.20		$20,220,022,608,030.00		$20,220,022,608,030.00		$20,220,022,608,030.00

		4887		$24,666,851.80		$24,652,002.20		$24,674,754.20		$20,220,024,711,580.00		$20,220,024,711,580.00		$20,220,024,711,580.00

		4888		$24,770,451.80		$24,655,602.20		$24,586,854.20		$20,220,023,624,180.00		$20,220,023,624,180.00		$20,220,023,624,180.00

		4889		$25,106,301.80		$25,116,452.20		$25,172,704.20		$20,220,024,600,530.00		$20,220,024,600,530.00		$20,220,024,600,530.00

		4890		$25,108,801.80		$25,225,452.20		$25,375,704.20		$20,220,026,559,530.00		$20,220,026,559,530.00		$20,220,026,559,530.00

		4891		$24,079,001.80		$24,089,152.20		$24,126,404.20		$20,220,023,544,230.00		$20,220,023,544,230.00		$20,220,023,544,230.00

		4892		$21,613,101.80		$21,548,252.20		$21,529,504.20		$20,220,020,567,830.00		$20,220,020,567,830.00		$20,220,020,567,830.00

		4893		$23,227,901.80		$23,180,552.20		$23,161,804.20		$20,220,022,666,130.00		$20,220,022,666,130.00		$20,220,022,666,130.00

		4894		$23,372,901.80		$23,358,052.20		$23,379,304.20		$20,220,022,707,630.00		$20,220,022,707,630.00		$20,220,022,707,630.00

		4895		$25,110,151.80		$25,195,302.20		$25,288,554.20		$20,220,027,774,880.00		$20,220,027,774,880.00		$20,220,027,774,880.00

		4896		$23,184,901.80		$23,170,052.20		$23,199,804.20		$20,220,022,461,630.00		$20,220,022,461,630.00		$20,220,022,461,630.00

		4897		$24,445,901.80		$24,431,552.20		$24,438,304.20		$20,220,023,913,130.00		$20,220,023,913,130.00		$20,220,023,913,130.00

		4898		$22,412,501.80		$22,327,152.20		$22,263,904.20		$20,220,021,301,230.00		$20,220,021,301,230.00		$20,220,021,301,230.00

		4899		$24,266,551.80		$24,269,202.20		$24,300,454.20		$20,220,024,161,780.00		$20,220,024,161,780.00		$20,220,024,161,780.00

		4900		$22,430,351.80		$22,365,502.20		$22,346,754.20		$20,220,021,869,080.00		$20,220,021,869,080.00		$20,220,021,869,080.00

		4901		$26,780,801.80		$26,714,952.20		$26,671,204.20		$20,220,025,870,030.00		$20,220,025,870,030.00		$20,220,025,870,030.00

		4902		$26,069,401.80		$26,129,552.20		$26,213,304.20		$20,220,026,974,630.00		$20,220,026,974,630.00		$20,220,026,974,630.00

		4903		$24,336,901.80		$24,302,552.20		$24,308,804.20		$20,220,023,853,630.00		$20,220,023,853,630.00		$20,220,023,853,630.00

		4904		$22,784,551.80		$22,769,702.20		$22,798,454.20		$20,220,022,025,280.00		$20,220,022,025,280.00		$20,220,022,025,280.00

		4905		$21,778,701.80		$21,738,852.20		$21,745,104.20		$20,220,021,338,930.00		$20,220,021,338,930.00		$20,220,021,338,930.00

		4906		$24,109,751.80		$23,996,902.20		$23,928,154.20		$20,220,022,965,480.00		$20,220,022,965,480.00		$20,220,022,965,480.00

		4907		$25,014,851.80		$25,083,502.20		$25,178,754.20		$20,220,025,223,580.00		$20,220,025,223,580.00		$20,220,025,223,580.00

		4908		$23,675,751.80		$23,695,402.20		$23,751,654.20		$20,220,023,322,480.00		$20,220,023,322,480.00		$20,220,023,322,480.00

		4909		$26,298,701.80		$26,306,352.20		$26,334,104.20		$20,220,025,676,930.00		$20,220,025,676,930.00		$20,220,025,676,930.00

		4910		$23,890,401.80		$23,925,552.20		$23,966,804.20		$20,220,026,512,130.00		$20,220,026,512,130.00		$20,220,026,512,130.00

		4911		$26,572,851.80		$26,649,002.20		$26,693,254.20		$20,220,025,949,080.00		$20,220,025,949,080.00		$20,220,025,949,080.00

		4912		$23,377,501.80		$23,387,652.20		$23,443,904.20		$20,220,023,750,730.00		$20,220,023,750,730.00		$20,220,023,750,730.00

		4913		$22,848,301.80		$22,733,452.20		$22,664,704.20		$20,220,021,702,030.00		$20,220,021,702,030.00		$20,220,021,702,030.00

		4914		$26,016,201.80		$25,982,852.20		$25,981,604.20		$20,220,025,088,930.00		$20,220,025,088,930.00		$20,220,025,088,930.00

		4915		$22,122,751.80		$22,087,402.20		$22,076,154.20		$20,220,021,273,480.00		$20,220,021,273,480.00		$20,220,021,273,480.00

		4916		$24,927,401.80		$25,028,052.20		$25,121,304.20		$20,220,024,979,630.00		$20,220,024,979,630.00		$20,220,024,979,630.00

		4917		$23,408,451.80		$23,393,602.20		$23,424,854.20		$20,220,022,932,180.00		$20,220,022,932,180.00		$20,220,022,932,180.00

		4918		$24,790,201.80		$24,825,352.20		$24,906,604.20		$20,220,026,070,930.00		$20,220,026,070,930.00		$20,220,026,070,930.00

		4919		$24,192,001.80		$24,186,652.20		$24,197,404.20		$20,220,023,805,230.00		$20,220,023,805,230.00		$20,220,023,805,230.00

		4920		$25,311,201.80		$25,351,852.20		$25,433,104.20		$20,220,025,327,430.00		$20,220,025,327,430.00		$20,220,025,327,430.00

		4921		$24,201,751.80		$24,086,902.20		$24,018,154.20		$20,220,023,055,480.00		$20,220,023,055,480.00		$20,220,023,055,480.00

		4922		$24,274,401.80		$24,209,552.20		$24,190,804.20		$20,220,023,504,130.00		$20,220,023,504,130.00		$20,220,023,504,130.00

		4923		$21,078,901.80		$21,014,052.20		$20,995,304.20		$20,220,020,048,630.00		$20,220,020,048,630.00		$20,220,020,048,630.00

		4924		$23,680,851.80		$23,616,002.20		$23,584,754.20		$20,220,022,673,580.00		$20,220,022,673,580.00		$20,220,022,673,580.00

		4925		$23,711,801.80		$23,671,952.20		$23,678,204.20		$20,220,023,234,030.00		$20,220,023,234,030.00		$20,220,023,234,030.00

		4926		$23,097,301.80		$23,147,952.20		$23,229,204.20		$20,220,023,369,530.00		$20,220,023,369,530.00		$20,220,023,369,530.00

		4927		$25,321,601.80		$25,262,252.20		$25,193,504.20		$20,220,024,230,830.00		$20,220,024,230,830.00		$20,220,024,230,830.00

		4928		$24,340,901.80		$24,348,052.20		$24,379,304.20		$20,220,024,406,630.00		$20,220,024,406,630.00		$20,220,024,406,630.00

		4929		$24,440,051.80		$24,425,202.20		$24,456,454.20		$20,220,023,965,780.00		$20,220,023,965,780.00		$20,220,023,965,780.00

		4930		$23,235,151.80		$23,212,802.20		$23,194,054.20		$20,220,022,510,380.00		$20,220,022,510,380.00		$20,220,022,510,380.00

		4931		$25,014,151.80		$25,024,302.20		$25,080,554.20		$20,220,025,070,380.00		$20,220,025,070,380.00		$20,220,025,070,380.00

		4932		$23,555,251.80		$23,492,902.20		$23,474,154.20		$20,220,022,519,480.00		$20,220,022,519,480.00		$20,220,022,519,480.00

		4933		$23,387,551.80		$23,322,702.20		$23,303,954.20		$20,220,022,383,280.00		$20,220,022,383,280.00		$20,220,022,383,280.00

		4934		$25,488,851.80		$25,553,502.20		$25,659,754.20		$20,220,025,850,580.00		$20,220,025,850,580.00		$20,220,025,850,580.00

		4935		$24,459,851.80		$24,445,002.20		$24,476,254.20		$20,220,023,898,580.00		$20,220,023,898,580.00		$20,220,023,898,580.00

		4936		$22,474,551.80		$22,373,702.20		$22,304,954.20		$20,220,021,342,280.00		$20,220,021,342,280.00		$20,220,021,342,280.00

		4937		$21,903,301.80		$21,888,452.20		$21,919,704.20		$20,220,022,972,030.00		$20,220,022,972,030.00		$20,220,022,972,030.00

		4938		$22,776,801.80		$22,761,952.20		$22,781,704.20		$20,220,021,931,530.00		$20,220,021,931,530.00		$20,220,021,931,530.00

		4939		$25,560,801.80		$25,595,952.20		$25,677,204.20		$20,220,025,133,530.00		$20,220,025,133,530.00		$20,220,025,133,530.00

		4940		$23,995,401.80		$23,935,052.20		$23,916,304.20		$20,220,023,285,630.00		$20,220,023,285,630.00		$20,220,023,285,630.00

		4941		$24,968,051.80		$25,032,702.20		$25,121,454.20		$20,220,028,754,780.00		$20,220,028,754,780.00		$20,220,028,754,780.00

		4942		$21,959,751.80		$21,894,902.20		$21,876,154.20		$20,220,021,020,480.00		$20,220,021,020,480.00		$20,220,021,020,480.00

		4943		$23,212,951.80		$23,223,102.20		$23,279,354.20		$20,220,022,961,180.00		$20,220,022,961,180.00		$20,220,022,961,180.00

		4944		$22,935,751.80		$22,920,902.20		$22,941,654.20		$20,220,022,048,480.00		$20,220,022,048,480.00		$20,220,022,048,480.00

		4945		$23,138,351.80		$23,109,002.20		$23,115,254.20		$20,220,022,826,080.00		$20,220,022,826,080.00		$20,220,022,826,080.00

		4946		$25,079,501.80		$25,023,152.20		$25,004,404.20		$20,220,024,060,730.00		$20,220,024,060,730.00		$20,220,024,060,730.00

		4947		$25,351,651.80		$25,386,802.20		$25,461,554.20		$20,220,025,489,380.00		$20,220,025,489,380.00		$20,220,025,489,380.00

		4948		$25,704,151.80		$25,751,802.20		$25,833,054.20		$20,220,025,414,380.00		$20,220,025,414,380.00		$20,220,025,414,380.00

		4949		$24,001,051.80		$24,011,202.20		$24,052,954.20		$20,220,023,268,280.00		$20,220,023,268,280.00		$20,220,023,268,280.00

		4950		$25,592,151.80		$25,610,802.20		$25,667,054.20		$20,220,025,043,880.00		$20,220,025,043,880.00		$20,220,025,043,880.00

		4951		$23,313,301.80		$23,258,952.20		$23,240,204.20		$20,220,022,642,530.00		$20,220,022,642,530.00		$20,220,022,642,530.00

		4952		$22,594,701.80		$22,604,852.20		$22,661,104.20		$20,220,023,471,930.00		$20,220,023,471,930.00		$20,220,023,471,930.00

		4953		$22,639,701.80		$22,524,852.20		$22,456,104.20		$20,220,021,493,430.00		$20,220,021,493,430.00		$20,220,021,493,430.00

		4954		$21,783,001.80		$21,710,652.20		$21,666,904.20		$20,220,020,734,730.00		$20,220,020,734,730.00		$20,220,020,734,730.00

		4955		$25,468,701.80		$25,442,352.20		$25,440,104.20		$20,220,025,857,430.00		$20,220,025,857,430.00		$20,220,025,857,430.00

		4956		$24,805,301.80		$24,790,452.20		$24,821,704.20		$20,220,024,035,030.00		$20,220,024,035,030.00		$20,220,024,035,030.00

		4957		$24,996,101.80		$25,011,252.20		$25,042,504.20		$20,220,025,146,830.00		$20,220,025,146,830.00		$20,220,025,146,830.00

		4958		$25,332,951.80		$25,418,102.20		$25,549,354.20		$20,220,026,432,680.00		$20,220,026,432,680.00		$20,220,026,432,680.00

		4959		$23,947,801.80		$23,932,952.20		$23,964,204.20		$20,220,023,233,530.00		$20,220,023,233,530.00		$20,220,023,233,530.00

		4960		$23,928,401.80		$23,930,052.20		$23,961,304.20		$20,220,024,419,630.00		$20,220,024,419,630.00		$20,220,024,419,630.00

		4961		$24,468,351.80		$24,428,502.20		$24,434,754.20		$20,220,024,403,580.00		$20,220,024,403,580.00		$20,220,024,403,580.00

		4962		$25,936,651.80		$25,913,302.20		$25,919,554.20		$20,220,026,108,380.00		$20,220,026,108,380.00		$20,220,026,108,380.00

		4963		$22,849,401.80		$22,784,552.20		$22,765,804.20		$20,220,022,260,130.00		$20,220,022,260,130.00		$20,220,022,260,130.00

		4964		$22,837,301.80		$22,829,952.20		$22,849,704.20		$20,220,023,752,530.00		$20,220,023,752,530.00		$20,220,023,752,530.00

		4965		$25,163,351.80		$25,098,502.20		$25,058,254.20		$20,220,024,225,080.00		$20,220,024,225,080.00		$20,220,024,225,080.00

		4966		$23,826,351.80		$23,803,002.20		$23,809,254.20		$20,220,023,823,080.00		$20,220,023,823,080.00		$20,220,023,823,080.00

		4967		$23,002,951.80		$22,913,102.20		$22,869,354.20		$20,220,022,308,180.00		$20,220,022,308,180.00		$20,220,022,308,180.00

		4968		$24,009,301.80		$23,994,452.20		$23,950,704.20		$20,220,022,988,030.00		$20,220,022,988,030.00		$20,220,022,988,030.00

		4969		$20,915,401.80		$20,825,552.20		$20,781,804.20		$20,220,019,877,630.00		$20,220,019,877,630.00		$20,220,019,877,630.00

		4970		$23,330,551.80		$23,315,702.20		$23,346,954.20		$20,220,023,250,280.00		$20,220,023,250,280.00		$20,220,023,250,280.00

		4971		$23,530,651.80		$23,496,802.20		$23,503,054.20		$20,220,022,686,880.00		$20,220,022,686,880.00		$20,220,022,686,880.00

		4972		$24,033,601.80		$24,068,252.20		$24,124,504.20		$20,220,023,500,330.00		$20,220,023,500,330.00		$20,220,023,500,330.00

		4973		$21,847,951.80		$21,808,102.20		$21,797,854.20		$20,220,021,051,180.00		$20,220,021,051,180.00		$20,220,021,051,180.00

		4974		$24,572,751.80		$24,521,402.20		$24,502,654.20		$20,220,023,587,980.00		$20,220,023,587,980.00		$20,220,023,587,980.00

		4975		$25,480,351.80		$25,456,002.20		$25,462,254.20		$20,220,024,652,080.00		$20,220,024,652,080.00		$20,220,024,652,080.00

		4976		$23,610,201.80		$23,539,852.20		$23,496,104.20		$20,220,023,020,930.00		$20,220,023,020,930.00		$20,220,023,020,930.00

		4977		$22,987,501.80		$22,997,652.20		$23,023,904.20		$20,220,022,631,730.00		$20,220,022,631,730.00		$20,220,022,631,730.00

		4978		$26,103,501.80		$26,120,152.20		$26,170,904.20		$20,220,025,678,230.00		$20,220,025,678,230.00		$20,220,025,678,230.00

		4979		$24,280,851.80		$24,253,502.20		$24,259,754.20		$20,220,023,658,580.00		$20,220,023,658,580.00		$20,220,023,658,580.00

		4980		$26,255,451.80		$26,290,602.20		$26,371,854.20		$20,220,026,575,180.00		$20,220,026,575,180.00		$20,220,026,575,180.00

		4981		$24,833,801.80		$24,818,952.20		$24,850,204.20		$20,220,024,144,530.00		$20,220,024,144,530.00		$20,220,024,144,530.00

		4982		$24,391,201.80		$24,333,352.20		$24,289,604.20		$20,220,023,451,430.00		$20,220,023,451,430.00		$20,220,023,451,430.00

		4983		$25,013,801.80		$24,978,452.20		$24,984,704.20		$20,220,024,471,530.00		$20,220,024,471,530.00		$20,220,024,471,530.00

		4984		$25,282,751.80		$25,267,402.20		$25,273,654.20		$20,220,024,955,480.00		$20,220,024,955,480.00		$20,220,024,955,480.00

		4985		$23,868,101.80		$23,878,252.20		$23,934,504.20		$20,220,023,821,330.00		$20,220,023,821,330.00		$20,220,023,821,330.00

		4986		$22,105,801.80		$22,015,952.20		$21,972,204.20		$20,220,021,270,030.00		$20,220,021,270,030.00		$20,220,021,270,030.00

		4987		$23,426,601.80		$23,388,752.20		$23,353,504.20		$20,220,022,449,330.00		$20,220,022,449,330.00		$20,220,022,449,330.00

		4988		$22,317,751.80		$22,302,902.20		$22,334,154.20		$20,220,021,778,480.00		$20,220,021,778,480.00		$20,220,021,778,480.00

		4989		$25,446,401.80		$25,486,552.20		$25,504,804.20		$20,220,024,771,630.00		$20,220,024,771,630.00		$20,220,024,771,630.00

		4990		$23,565,601.80		$23,480,752.20		$23,412,004.20		$20,220,022,449,330.00		$20,220,022,449,330.00		$20,220,022,449,330.00

		4991		$25,635,001.80		$25,665,152.20		$25,694,904.20		$20,220,026,310,730.00		$20,220,026,310,730.00		$20,220,026,310,730.00

		4992		$24,855,401.80		$24,911,052.20		$24,955,304.20		$20,220,025,023,630.00		$20,220,025,023,630.00		$20,220,025,023,630.00

		4993		$23,659,301.80		$23,651,952.20		$23,659,204.20		$20,220,023,839,530.00		$20,220,023,839,530.00		$20,220,023,839,530.00

		4994		$23,190,751.80		$23,194,402.20		$23,225,654.20		$20,220,023,114,980.00		$20,220,023,114,980.00		$20,220,023,114,980.00

		4995		$23,465,551.80		$23,425,702.20		$23,431,954.20		$20,220,022,874,780.00		$20,220,022,874,780.00		$20,220,022,874,780.00

		4996		$23,539,151.80		$23,565,802.20		$23,588,054.20		$20,220,022,919,880.00		$20,220,022,919,880.00		$20,220,022,919,880.00

		4997		$23,650,701.80		$23,585,852.20		$23,567,104.20		$20,220,022,642,430.00		$20,220,022,642,430.00		$20,220,022,642,430.00

		4998		$24,394,251.80		$24,379,402.20		$24,410,654.20		$20,220,023,832,980.00		$20,220,023,832,980.00		$20,220,023,832,980.00

		4999		$23,302,551.80		$23,274,202.20		$23,280,454.20		$20,220,023,893,280.00		$20,220,023,893,280.00		$20,220,023,893,280.00

		5000		$24,429,451.80		$24,439,602.20		$24,492,354.20		$20,220,024,317,680.00		$20,220,024,317,680.00		$20,220,024,317,680.00
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Monte Carlo
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Time period of projection: 10/1/2020
Number of Employees: 1688

Number of members (estimated): 3696
Number of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible

Carrier Options Renewal Option 1 Option 2
Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM)

Deductible Level $300,000 $325,000 $350,000
Average 4.5 3.9 3.3

Minimum Based on Simulations 0.0 0.0 0.0
25th Percentile 3.0 2.0 2.0
75th Percentile 6.0 5.0 4.0

Maximum Based on Simulations 14.0 13.0 12.0

Total Dollar Amount of Claims Exceeding Specific Deductible
Carrier Options Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM)
Deductible Level $300,000 $325,000 $350,000

Average $926,984 $824,501 $737,988
Minimum Based on Simulations $0 $0 $0

25th Percentile $315,000 $235,000 $163,500
75th Percentile $1,291,625 $1,159,000 $1,045,125

Maximum Based on Simulations $7,686,500 $7,561,500 $7,436,500

What is the plan's expected cost under the various options?
Carrier Options Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM) Florida Blue (HM)
Deductible Level $300,000 $325,000 $350,000

Total Expected Claims 
(Paid by Plan after specific and aggregate) $22,947,023 $23,049,506 $23,136,019

Specific Premium $1,085,005 $969,549 $900,397

Aggregate Premium $41,047 $41,653 $42,058
Total Expected Cost 

(Expected Claims + Stop Loss Premium) $24,073,075 $24,060,708 $24,078,474
% of simulations this option "wins" when all contract 

options considered 39.5% 27.0% 33.5%
% of simulations this option "wins" when compared to the 

renewal 0.0% 60.2% 48.4%
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Helping to Impact High Cost Claims

Complex claims specialty practice
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Our unique complex claims management service 
proactively monitors high-cost claimants and uses 
clinical strategies to achieve optimal claims savings. 

CLINICAL REVIEWS 
 Track large claimants and group trends
 Current and future claim projections
 Condition and treatment education
 Laser validation and reference 

COST REDUCTION
 Verify site of care
 Review pharmacy utilization
 Alternative treatment methods
 Cost efficiency and alignment 

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
 Ongoing claims tracking
 Monthly report monitoring
 Timely claim reimbursement
 Year-end claim reconciliation 
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Complex Care Program Specialty Program Referrals

What it is

Individual complex cases who may benefit 
from specialist referral and/or care 

coordination are identified and referred to 
Mayo by CCU Team.  Travel benefit 

coordinated with employer.

Employers with self-funded plans are evaluated for 
potential to benefit from a condition-based 

specialty referral program across their population.  
First condition for roll out is Living Donor Kidney 

Transplant, a more cost-effective approach to ESRD

Who is 
eligible

Select complex claimants from any Lockton 
CCU client

Currently restricted to Lockton CCU “Enhanced or 
Clinical Only” clients

Process

• Lockton CCU confirms employer 
willingness to cover travel costs

• ASO/TPA case manager presents program 
to patient and, if interested, obtains 
medical records release form for Mayo

• Lockton CCU submits referral
• Mayo coordinates itinerary and travel, 

bills travel assistance to employer

• CCU Team and Drs. Hale/Buck to review 
employer data and trends to evaluate fit

• Clients with relevant patient population 
introduced to Mayo Clinic specialty approach 
via webinar

• Cost/benefit analysis shared with client
• If employer wishes to extend benefit, CCU 

team and MDs work with CST to establish 
referral process and update plan documents

Following a successful pilot, a formal relationship with the Mayo Clinic is now in place 
covering two distinct areas:

In addition to these two patient programs, the Mayo Clinic is also supporting our clinical team with insights on 
evidence-based care and treatment protocols (aka, our “phone a friend”).

Mayo Clinic Program
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Lockton + Mayo = real impact

Case Example:

1. Member of self-funded plan in Florida seeing multiple specialists and receiving care 
weekly

2. Despite this, she was hospitalized nearly once per month in 2018 due to severe anemia, at 
an annual cost of $500,000

3. Lockton CCU identified opportunity for specialist evaluation and care coordination at 
Mayo Jacksonville

4. ASO Case Manager introduced program and facilitated patient enrollment; Lockton 
received travel benefit approval from employer

5. Cause of blood loss identified and treated…patient’s claims have decreased to minimal 
considering her complex medical history and she has been able to return to work and 
reasonable sense of normalcy

6. Feedback from patient:

16

The overall experience has been nothing 
short of amazing, and once again I want 
to thank all involved for giving me a 
chance to be part of this program.”

“
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